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PREFACE 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This Manual of Operations has been prepared by the DCCT Study Group. 
Protocols and procedures specified herein thus represent as thorough a 
review as possible of all major issues. This is the Manual of Operations 
for the Phase III Protocol. Future rev1s1ons in this Manual of 
Operations will introduce some heterogeneity in the data collection 
process; therefore, it is hoped that no changes will be necessary. 
However, there may be a need for revisions of varying degrees. The only 
changes to be permitted in this Manual of Operations are those which will 
improve efficiency, enhance scientific validity and/or further ensure 
patient safety in this study. 

2. PROCEDURE FOR REVISIONS 

During 
Principal 
Executive 
proposed 
Committee 

Phase III, proposed revisions should be discussed with the 
Investigator at the. clinical center and submitted to the 

Committee. The Executive Committee will make judgment on all 
changes as to the need for consideration by the Planning 
and the Steering Committee. 

3. DISSEMINATION OF REVISIONS 

After any revisions have been approved, the Coordinating Center will 
be responsible for initial drafts and final retyping .of the appropriate 
sections of the Manual of Operations. A cover letter along with the 
updated chapter of the Manual of Operations will be sent to each clinical 
center. The cover letter will describe the reason for the change and 
explain the change itself as well as the effective date. Any subsequent 
questions are to be directed to the Coordinating Center. Additionally, 
any revisions in this Manual of Operations will be discussed at the next 
DCCT meeting. 

4. FINAL DISPOSITION OF THE DCCT MANUAL OF OPERATIONS 

In Hay 1993, at the conclusion of data collection, the Manual of 
Operations and forms for the trial were put together in publishable form 
and registered with NTIS. Copies may be obtained from United States 
Department of Commerce, National Technical Information Service, 5285 
Port Royal Road, Springfield, VA 22161, Telephone (703 )487-4650. .The 
registration number is PB93-183382. Other protocols developed by the 
study, such as the Protocol for Close-Out, are also available. 
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INTRODUCTION 

l. SCOPE AND IMPACT OF DIABETES 

Diabetes is a major public health problem. 1 Approximately 5.8 million 
persons, about 2.6% of the United States population, have been diagnosed 
by a physician as diabetic. The insulin-dependent form of diabetes 
mellitus (IDDM) is estimated to be approximately 10% of all known cases, 
but virtually all diabetes diagnosed before age 20 is of this type. 

Diabetes is not a benign disease. The complications of diabetes may 
involve every tissue of the body, but the blood vessels, nerves, kidneys, 
and eyes are particularly susceptible. Diabetes causes: 

• 12% of all new cases of blindness; 

• 25% of all kidney failure; 

40% of all non-traumatic amputations of the foot and leg among 
adults. 

Additionally, diabetes is one of the four major risk factors for 
cardiovascular disease. Heart disease, hypertension, and stroke are two 
to six times more likely to occur in persons with diabetes. 

While complications occur in all types of 
may.account for a disproportionate share of 
problems associated with child bearing, and 
with IDDM: 

diabetes, persons 
blindness, kidney 

premature deaths. 

• 3% are legally blind after 15 years of diabetes; 

• 12% are blind after 30 or more years of diabetes; 

• 30% have diabetic nephropathy after 15 years of diabetes; 

with IDDM 
failure, 
In those 

1 Extracted from statistics provided in "Diabetes in America, Diabetes 
Data Compiled 1984" by the National Diabetes Data Group, NIADDK, NIH. 
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• 2 to 7 times more prenatal and perinatal complications 
and 2 to 3 times more congenital malformations occur 
in infants of diabetic mothers; and 
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• 12% are dead within 20 years after diagnosis of diabetes. 

The United States ranks among the five nations in the world with the 
greatest mortality due to diabetes. It is the seventh leading cause of 
death in the United States and accounts for 150,000 deaths annually. In 
persons with IDDH, the majority of early deaths are due to kidney and 
cardiovascular diseases. Above age 20, over half of the deaths occurring 
in people with IDDH are due to kidney disease; this is about 500 times 
more frequent than in similarly aged nondiabetic persons. Deaths 
attributable to cardiovascular disease are about 13 times higher in 
persons with IDDH than in nondiabetics of similar ages. The overall 
mortality rate for persons with IDDH is five to 11 times greater than the 
rates for nondiabetics of the same age; however, the risk of death 
markedly accelerates after age 25 to approximately 20 times that of 
nondiabetic persons • 

. Diabetes places a major drain on our health resources. Persons with 
diabetes have two to three times as much disability as nondiabetics and 
spend over twice as many days in the hospital as persons without this 
disease. Over 25% of all diabetics require hospitalization each year, 
accounting for three million hospitalizations annually and about 30 
million hospital days. Additionally, about 16 million ·visits to 
physicians are made each year by persons with diabetes. It is the fourth 
leading cause of visits to general and family practice physicians. 

Finally, the economic toll of diabetes has almost tripled in the ten 
years since the report of the National Commission on Diabetes. Excluding 
its complications, the cost in hours of work lost due to disability and 
premature mortality and in medical and hospital costs is at least $14 
billion. 

While there is no known cure for diabetes, the future, nonetheless, 
looks promising for people with diabetes. Improved treatment approaches 
have been developed and others are under active investigation. These new 
approaches may lead to even better methods of treatment that will reduce 
the occurrence of both the acute and long-term complications. Major 
research advances in biomedical research have greatly expanded our 
understanding of the pathogenesis of diabetes and its complications. 
This enhanced knowledge may lead to the ability to prevent diabetes or 
its complications. Reducing the severity of diabetes will result in 
enormous savings in the human toll exacted on persons with diabetes and 
their families as well as the costs to society due to medical care, 
hospitalization, rehabilitation and economic losses due to shortened 
life-spans and lost days of work. 
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2. RATIONALE FOR THE DCCT STUDY QUESTION 

One of the critical issues in di~betes mellitus has concerned the 
relationship between metabolic control and the chronic complications of 
the disease. Controversy and debate regarding this relationship has been 
ongoing for 50 years. 

Those who advocate the general use of rigid control (i.e., attempts to 
maintain blood glucose as close to normal as possible) believe that there 
is sufficient evidence to support the claim that such control lessens or 
delays the appearance of most chronic complications. Those who do not 
advocate the general use of rigid control contend that the evidence LS 
inconclusive, that rigid control increases the frequency and severity of 
potentially dangerous side effects (e.g., hypoglycemia), and that there 
is some indication of potential harm (e.g., acute worsening of mild 
retinopathy). 

Debate on the issue has centered largely on three questions: 

whether, or to what extent, the chronic complications of diabetes 
are related to the metabolic derangements which characterize insulin 
dependent diabetes mellitus; 

whether improvement of the abnormal metabolic state will lead to 
prevention or amelioration of the complications; and if so, 

what level of metabolic control is necessary to prevent the 
development or ameliorate the progression of such complications. 

Conduct of the controlled clinical trial needed to resolve this issue 
was impeded by lack of a treatment which could achieve consistently lower 
blood glucose levels than those attainable with conventional therapy. In 
the late 1970's, technological advances in treatment approaches were made 
which offered significant promise for enhanced metabolic control. 
Experience in the application of these technologies demonstrated that it 
was feasible to alter the level o( control achieved compared to more 
conventional treatment approaches. Given the capabilities available in 
1985, the DCCT will test whether therapies that enable alterations of 
metabolic control can change the natural history of early vascular 
complications in persons with !DOH compared to conventional treatment 
approaches. 

2 As used in the Protocol, "metabolic control" should be understood to 
mean the entire spectrum of metabolic and hormonal derangements that 
comprise the syndrome known as insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus. 
Although blood glucose control is generally used as an indicator of 
overall metabolic control, this is for simplicity and should not be 
interpreted as meaning that the DCCT investigators have equated the 
two. 
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3. BACKGROUND 

In its report to the Congress in 1975, the National Commission on 
Diabetes recommended that the N~tional Institute of Arthritis, Metabolism 
and Digestive Diseases (NIAHDD) and the National Heart, Lung, and Blood 
Institute (NHLBI) initiate and support a five-year clinical study to 
assess the effect of treatment of IDDH on the development of 
microvascular complications. 

In 1977, the NIDDK and NHLBI convened an ad hoc committee to consider 
whether, how, and when such a clinical trial should be initiated. In 
1978, that committee issued its report recommending that such an 
undertaking was both ethical and feasible and that the Institutes should 
proceed with a phased clinical trial to compa?"e the effects of "strict" 
versus "conventional" treatment r-egimens. In attempting to effect this 
r-ecommendation, it became clear- that a conJoint study of both 
macrovascular and microvascular complications would not be feasible due 
to major differences in the natural history of the two types of 
complications. Accordingly, it was agreed that the NIDDK would pr-oceed 
alone with the study and that the study would focus on early vascular 
complications. 

As the planning for- the study proceeded, it became increasingly clear 
that significant and ongoing progress in the development of new tr-eatment 
approaches related to the metabolic aspects of diabetes had been made 
since the committee's report, notably the open loop devices for the 
delivery of insulin and methods for self monitoring of blood glu~ose 

concentration, and that these new technologie~ might offer considerable 
potential for achieving improved metabolic regulation. Furthermore, if 
they could be used in a controlled clinical trial, it might be possible 
to make a more clear-cut distinction between treatment groups and, thus, 
provide a better basis for comparison of the two treatment regimens. The 
NIDDK determined that initiation and implementation of such a study 
should be delayed so that the trial could incorporate the most current 
and effective methods of treatment. 

In September 1980, the NIDDK convened a second group of advisors to 
reassess the timeliness of initiating the study. This committee issued a 
report reaffirming the recommendations of the first ad hoc advisory group 
to proceed with the study. It was further recommended that diabetic 
retinopathy be the principal outcome assessed in two separate groups of 
subjects: those with no evidence of background retinopathy at entry (a 
primary prevention group) and those with evidence of minimal background 
retinopathy at entry (a secondary intervention group). The rationale for 
studying both groups concurrently was that the secondary intervention 
trial would have the potential of showing a beneficial effect of one of 
the treatments sooner than a primary prevention trial; however, a 
negative result from a secondary intervention trial would not address the 
question posed in a primary prevention trial. Accordingly, it was 

3 In 1986, the name of the Institute was changed to National Institute of 
Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK). 
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recommended that both trials be undertaken simultaneously. The committee 
stipulated that the trial progress through sequential phases which would 
include a feasibility study preliminary to a full-scale trial. It was 
directed that the feasibility study address the utility, subject 
acceptability, safety and efficacy of intensive treatment regimens 
compared to conventional treatment regimens which might be suitable for 
application in a full-scale trial. The juncture between the feasibility 
study and the full-scale trial was to serve as a major decision point at 
which time a detailed assessment of the results of the feasibility study 
would be conducted by an independent group of expert advisors. The 
decision reg~rding initiation of a full-scale, long-term clinical trial 
would be based on this advice. The committee urged that the NIDDK 
proceed as quickly as possible to initiate the feasibility study. 

Acting upon this recommendation, in 1981 the NIDDK issued a Request 
for Research Cooperative Agreement Applications for clinical centers and 
a Request for Proposals for a Data Coordinating Center willing to 
participate in a study consisting of the following four phases: 

Phase I 
Phase II 
Phase III 
Phase IV 

Planning (6-12 months) 
Feasibility Study (2 years) 
Full-Scale Clinical Trial (7-10 years) 
Data Analysis/Reporting (1 year) 

Twenty-one clinical centers in the United States and Canada and a Data 
Coordinating Center were subsequently selected to parti~ipate in the 
study on the basis of scientific peer review. 

Phase I (Planning) was initiated in March 1982 for the purposes of 
designing the Phase II Protocol (DCCT Research Group, 1986), assembling 
the Manual of Operations and establishing certification requirements for 
the clinical centers, central laboratories and reading and coding units 
preparatory to recruitment of subjects. The nomenclature specified for 
the two treatment groups in the DCCT was: experimental to denote the 
intensive treatment regimen and standard to denote the conventional 
treatment regimen. 

Phase II (Feasibility) commenced in August 1983 and was completed in 
March 1985. The specific objectives of Phase II were the following: 

1. To determine whether a well-informed cohort of subjects, 
comprising both adolescents and adults who fulfilled all the 
stringent eligibility criteria, could be recruited in a reasonable 
period of time. 

_ 2. To determine whether both a clinically meaningful and 
statistically signlficant difference in the level of blood glucose 
control could be achieved between the randomly assigned standard 
(conventional) and experimental (intensive) therapy groups, as 
assessed by hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c> and blood glucose 
measurements, while maintaining both treatment groups within 
acceptable ranges of glycemic control. 
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3. To determine the safety of the two therapies with major emphasis 
on assessment of: symptoms attributable to hyperglycemia, 
episodes of ketoacidosis, and episodes of hypoglycemia. 

4. To determine whether the randomly assigned therapies would be 
equally acceptable to subjects as assessed by measures of 
adherence to the randomly assigned therapies over time and 
completeness of followup. 

5. To determine whether biochemical and pathological characteristics 
of IDDH could be measured and documented with acceptable precision 
and accuracy. 

Two hundred seventy-eight subjects were enrolled in the feasibility 
study. By March 1985, the data from 12 months of followup on all 
subjects had been collected (DCCT Research Group, 1986). These data were 
independently reviewed by two separate expert advisory groups. Both 
groups found that by all essential criteria, the feasibility objectives 
had been met and recommended that the NIDDK proceed with Phase III of the 
DCCT utilizing the protocol developed for the feasibility study with 
appropriate modifications. 

In October 1985, the NIDDK notified-the DCCT Study Group that a 
decision had been reached to proceed with Phase III, the full-scale 
clinical trial. In November 1985, a Request for Research Cooperative 
Agreement Applications was issued for additional clinical centers to 
participate in Phase III. Six additional centers were selected on the 
basis of peer review bringing the total number of participating clinical 
centers to 27 for Phase III of the DCCT. 

4. FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

The outcome of the DCCT will influence the course and direction of 
clinical management of persons with insulin-dependent diabetes. 
Recruitment of subjects will continue until the full cohort of 1400 is 
reached. It is planned that followup of all subjects will continue until 
the fifth anniversary of the last subject randomized. 

An independent external group of scientific peers will review all 
emerging study data at regular intervals for subject safety and data 
quality and report to a second body of independent scientific peers. The 
latter group is charged with recommending to the Director of NIDDK the 
continuation or termination of this study, a decision to be based on 
ca~efui consideration of the information resulting from the emerging 
data. 
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CHAPTER 1 

OBJECTIVES AND DESIGN 

1.1 OBJECTIVES 

The major objective of the DCCT will be to compare the effect of an 
experimental and a standard approach to the control of blood glucose on 
early vascular complications in persons with !DOH. 

Principal Objectives: 

l. To compare the following separately for the 

a) Primary Prevention Trial: Rate of onset and progression of 
diabetic.retinopathy; and for the 

b) Secondary Intervention Trial: Rate of progression of pre
existing mild non-proliferative diabetic retinopathy. 

2. To compare the rate of major adverse events associated with the 
treatment of diabetes or participation in the trial. 

Other Objectives in Both Trials: 

1. To compare the rate of onset and progression of nephropathy. 

2. To compare the rate of onset and progression of neuropathy. 

3. To compare the rate of 'onset and concomitant progression of 
retinopathy, neuropathy, and nephropathy. 

4. To compare..the incidence of cardiovascular events and their known 
or putative risk factors. 

Operational Objectives in Both Trials: 

l. To recruit and randomize the numbers of subjects required to 
provide adequate statistical power for both trials. 

2. To maintain both a clinically and statistically significant 
difference in the level of blood glucose control between the 
randomly assigned standard and experimental therapy groups as 
assessed by hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c) and blood glucose 
measurements. 
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3. In treatment of individual subjects in both groups to maintain 
clinical well-being, to maintain glycemia below predefined limits, 
and to minimize the occurrence of severe hypoglycemia. 

4. To maintain acceptable levels of 
assigned standard and experimental 
measures of adherence over time, 
followup. 

adherence 
therapies 
including 

to the randomly 
as assessed by 
completeness of 

5. To monitor and maintain the precision and accuracy of the 
assessments of the biochemical and pathological characteristics of 
IDDH. 

Natural History Objectives: 

To describe the natural history of IDDH among subjects who receive the 
experimental therapy and among subjects who receive the standard therapy. 
This includes the evaluation of the above objectives within subgroups of 
subjects defined on the basis of age, gender, duration of IDDH, entry C
peptide, level of blood glucose and HbA1c, blood pressure, renal 
status, serum lipids, and other factors suspected to be associated with 
the risks for the development of complications of IDDM. 

1.2 DESIGN 

In accordance with these objectives, the DCCT has the following design 
features: 

l. All 278 subjects recruited for the feasibility study will continue 
to be followed until completion of the study in either the primary 
or secondary trial as indicated by post-randomization 
stratification on the subject's baseline retinopathy status. 

2. Additional subjects will be recruited over a period of three years 
and their eligibility determined (see Chapter 8). Subjects 
without evidence of diabetic retinopathy suitable for a primary 
prevention trial and subjects with evidence of minimal retinopathy 

3. 

.(see Chapter 8) suitable for a secondary intervention trial will 
be recruited. 

Eligible and consenting subjects 
will be assigned randomly to 
experimental therapy. 

in each of the clinical centers 
receive either standard or 

4. A total of 1400 subjects will be randomized within two retinopathy 
strata with approximately equal numbers in each stratum. 

5. This sample size provides power >0.91 to detect a 32.5 to 37.5% 
reduction in the annual hazard for the onset or progression of 
diabetic retinopathy allowing for 10% loss of followup and 20% 
nonadherence to assigned treatment. 
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6. For the primary prevention trial, the preferred outcome measure is 
a compelling clinically defined event such as proliferative 
diabetic retinopathy (PDR). However, the incidence of such an 
outcome in this population is low, even with the planned ten-year 
follo'WUp. Therefore, the sample size required to achieve a 
statistically significant result would be excessive. Thus, a 
different outcome measure is needed. This measure needs to 
accurately reflect the underlying physiological process of 
worsening of retinopathy and have an event rate higher than that 
for PDR. Thus, the DCCT has selected the appearance of any 
retinopathy, defined as the onset of persistent microaneurysms, as 
the outcome measure upon which the sample size is based. 
Therefore, the study has less power to detect treatment group 
differences at the more clinically meaningful levels of 
retinopathy. Nevertheless, a treatment group difference with 
respect to the appearance of any retinopathy will be evaluated in 
considera~ion of its consistency with a treatment effect at more 
clinically meaningful levels. 

7. Standard therapy will consist of not more than two injections of 
insulin daily. The dose and insulin mixture will be determined on 
an individual basis by the physician. Clin~cal well-being is the 
first priority. Special efforts will be made to insure that the 
subject's hemoglobin A1c does not exceed two standard deviations 
above the mean of a sample of IDDH subjects (13.11%) and that all 
criteria for good clinical health are met. 

8. Experimental therapy will permit the subject and his/her physician 
to choose either multiple daily injections of insulin (MDI) or a 
continuous subcutaneous infusion of insulin (CSII) or a 
combination. Both will employ frequent self blood glucose 
monitoring and will strive to maintain hemoglobin A1c levels 
within two standard deviations of the mean for a sample of persons 
without diabetes (6.05%, mean+ 2 s.o.). 

9. All subjects will be analyzed according to their original 
treatment assignment and all efforts will be made to treat 
subjects according to their assignment until the end of the study. 
Changes in treatment are discussed in Chapter 11. 

10. All subjects will be followed at least until the fifth year after 
enrollment in the study or until the study is terminated. Thus, 
some subjects will be followed for up to ten years while others 
will be followed for less and varying lengths of time. 

11. All study personnel are masked to study outcomes, therefore, two 
independent advisory groups will review periodically the study 
results and are authorized to recommend to the NIDDK that the. 
trial be terminated if the study objectives have been met. 
However, clinical thresholds for safety have been created and 
approriate personnel will be alerted when a patient passes a 
threshold. 
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12. Clinical, physical, and biochemical evaluations will be conducted 
prior to randomization and periodically during followup according 
to the schedule depicted in Table 1.1. 

13. The two treatment regimens will, of necessity, be conducted in an 
unmasked manner. With the exception of HbAlc• all centrally 
determined outcome measurements will ordinarily be masked from the 
investigator responsible for the treatment regimens and from the 
subjects. The results of these centrally determined outcome 
measurements relating to complications will be reported as "within 
acceptable limits" when no therapeutic intervention is indicated. 
In the event that an outcome measurement would dictate a change in 
subject management, the results will be promptly communicated to 
the responsible investigator who will inform the subject and 
institute apRropriate therapy. 

Hemoglobin Ate values will be unmasked in the experimental 
group because the treatment regimen is directed toward achieving 
specific values. Hemoglobin Ate values will ordinarily remain 
masked in the standard group because the treatment regimen is not 
directed toward achieving specific values. However, in this 
group, subjects with HbA1c values that exceed the upper action 
limit of two standard deviations above the mean of samples of IDDM 
subjects (13.11%) will be reported monthly to the investigator 
until the situation is corrected. 
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CHAPTER 2 

ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The organizational structure of the DCCT has been developed to 
coordinate the activities of the necessary committees, laboratories, 
units and review groups, and to assist in the conduct of this trial by 
ensuring careful and uniform adherence to the Protocol and Manual of 
Operations. 

2.2 STRUCTURE 

The organizational structure for the DCCT trial is presented in Figure 
2.1.-

The·Director of the National Institute of Diabetes, Digestive and 
Kidney Diseases (NIDDK) is responsible for the use of Institute funds and 
the management of Institute programs. He bears ultimate responsibility 
for the conduct of the DCCT and serves as the final decision-maker for 
all major issues affecting the DCCT. The Institute Director appoints the 
Chairmen and members of the Policy Advisory Group (PAG), the Data, Safety 
and Quality Review Group (DSQ), and the .Chairman of the Steering 
Committee. 

The Director, Division of Diabetes, Endocrinology and Metabolic 
Diseases (DEMD), is the principal representative of the Director of NIDDK 
and is responsible for ensuring that the scientific and technical goals 
of the study are consistent with the mission and responsibilities of the 
NIDDK. 

Within the Diabetes Program Branch of the DEMD Division, the Diabetes 
Clinical Trials Program Office provides liaison between the DCCT Research 
Group and the NIDDK. This office represents the Institute in all matters 
which concern the administrative, scientific and technical direction of 
the trial. A program representative is a member of the study's Executive 
and Steering Committees and an ex-officio member of each of the working 
committees. All DCCT communications with the commercial sector (i.e., 
companies which are vendors of diabetes-related supplies and services) 
and with the general public are coordinated by the Diabetes Clinical 
Trials Program Office. 
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The Policy Advisory Group (PAG), is comprised of individuals who are 
professional and lay representatives of the diabetes community and not 
otherwise connected with the trial. The PAG Chairman will serve as an 
ex-officio member of the DSQ. The PAG will meet every two years and at 
other times deemed necessary by its Chairman or by the NIDDK Director. 
They will receive annual reports on the progress of the trial and advise 
the NIDDK regarding overall trial policy including decisions to make 
major changes in the Protocol or to conclude the study. 

The Data, Safety and Quality Review Group (DSQ) is comprised of 
individuals not otherwise involved in the trial who are expert in the 
methodological, operational, medical, psychological, ethical and 
biostatistical aspects of clinical trials. The DSQ will monitor all 
study data at regular intervals and has primary responsibility for 
ensuring patient safety and welfare as well as data quality and analysis. 
They will review all Protocol changes and ancillary studies and will 
advise NIDDK regarding substantive Protocol changes, termination of the 
trial and other major issues that may arise. 

The Steering Committee is the representative body of all trial 
participants. It is comprised of a Chairman, the Principal Investigator 
from each of the clinical centers, one representative from the NIDDK 
Clinical Trials Program Office, and one representative from the 
Coordinating Center. The Chairman is appointed by the Director of NIDDK 
and the Vice-Chairman is elected by the Steering Committee from among its 
own members. It provides overall scientific direction for the trial 
through consideration of recommendations from the working committees. 
The business of the Steering Committee is conducted in accordance with 
customary parlimentary procedures. Members unable to attend a meeting 
may designate an alternate to act on their behalf. Steering Committee 
recommendations for changes in the Protocol require prior consideration 
by the appropriate DCCT committee(s) and an affirmative vote by three
fourths of the Steering Committee members (or alternates) present and 
voting. 

The Executive Committee acts in behalf of the Steering Committee 
during the intervals between Steering Committee meetings to make the day
to-day management decisions needed for the trial to proceed in a smooth, 
efficient and orderly way.. The Executive Committee is comprised of the 
Chairman of ~he Steering Committee, the Co-Director of the Coordinating 
Center, and the Director of the Diabetes Clinical Trials Program Office. 
Actions taken by the Executive Committee will be reported at the next 
meeting of the Steering Committee and major decisions (e.g., those that 
in the opinion of any member of the Executive Committee may affect the 
integrity of the trial or require a Protocol change) will be made only 
after consideration by the Steering Committee. 

The Planning Committee integrates the activities of the working 
committees to ensure that material is presented to the Steering Committee 
in an orderly manner. The makeup of this group includes the Vice
Chairman of the Steering Committee who serves as Planning Committee 
Chairman, the Chairpersons of the seven working committees, the Director 
of the Coordinating Center and the three members of the Executive 
Committee. 
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The working committees which support the Steering Committee are: 
Treatment, Standards/Methods, Complications, Eligibility/Adherence, 
Publications/Presentations, Ancillary Studies and Trial Coordinators. 
These committees are appointed by the Steering Committee Chairman from 
among the professional personnel from each of the clinical centers, the 
Coordinating Center staff, the NIDDK staff, and necessary consultants. 
The three members of the Executive Committee are ex-officio members of 
each of the working committees. 

Hore description is provided below regarding the nature of the 
activities of the clinical centers, the working committees, the Clinic 
Monitoring Group, the Coordinating Center, and the central study units. 

1. Clinical Centers. The clinical centers are staffed by a Trial 

2. 

Coordinator and other necessary personnel under the supervision of 
a Principal Investigator. The· Principal Investigator will work 
with the Coordinating Center, Chairman of the Steering Committee, 
and NIDDK staff assigned to this project to conduct the study in 
accordance with the Protocol and Manual of Operations. The 
clinical centers are expected to meet the patient recruitment 
goals as specified by the Coordinating Center and will work with 
the Central Ophthalmologic Reading Unit, the Central Biochemistry 
Laboratory, the Coordinating Center, and other central units to 
maintain the quality of the data. · 

Working Committees. All working committees have speci fie 
responsibilities as outlined below and will assume such other 
responsibilities as requested by the Steering or Executive 
Committee(s). 

a) Treatment. The Treatment Committee will consider any and all 
proposals to update and revise the treatment strategies 
described in the Protocol and Manual of Operations and make 
recommendations to the Steering Committee via the Planning 
Committee. The Treatment Com.~ittee will review modification of 
the treatment regimen. Periodically, they will review 
deviation from treatment and transfer to inactive status. All 
products and/or devices used by the clinical centers to 
implement the treatment strategies must have the prior approval 
of the Treatment Committee. They will also revise, update and 
develop additional guidelines for the management of 
intercurrent events. The Treatment Committee will provide 
consultation to the clinical centers regarding implementation 
of the treatment protocol. 

b) Standards/Methods. The Standards/Methods Committee will assist 
the Coordinating Center in monitoring the performance of the 
Central Biochemistry Laboratory and the Central Nutrition 
Coding Unit. They will consider any and all proposals for 
changes in the procedures used for making the measurements 
performed by these laboratories/units as specified in the 
Protocol and Manual of Operations. They will consider the need 
for additional laboratory procedures and/or the deletion of 
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ongoing labol"atot"y procedures and make recommendations to the 
Steering Committee via the Planning Committee. 

c) Complications. The Complications Committee is responsible for 
review and consideration for presentation to the Planning and 
Steering Committees of all matters pertaining to primary 
prevention and secondary intervention study endpoints. They 
will assist the Coordinating Center in monitoring the 
performance of the Centl"al Ophthalmologic Reading Unit, the 
Centl"al EKG Reading Unit, the Central Neurobehavioral Coding 
Unit and the Central Autonomic Coding Unit. They will consider 
any and all proposals for changes in the procedures used for 
making the measurements performed by these laboratories/units 
as specified in the Protocol and Manual of Operations. They 
will consider the need for additional l"eading or coding unit 
procedures and/or the deletion of ongoing l"eading or coding 
unit procedures and make recommendations to the Steering 
Committee via the Planning Committee. 

d) Eligibility/Adherence. The Eligibility/Adherence Committee 
will assist the Coordinating Centel" in interpreting the 
eligibility/exclusion criteria specified in the Protocol and 
Manual of Operations. They will consider any and all proposals 
for changes in these criteria and' make t"ecommendations to the 
Steering Committee via the Planning Committee. They will 
assist the Coordinating Center in monitoring patient adherence, 
in promoting the implementation of ongoing adherence programs, 
and in developing additional strategies intended to optimize 
patient adherence. 

e) Publications/Presentations. The Publications/Presentations 
Committee will implement the policies and procedures pet"taining 
to all DCCT publications, presentations, media releases, 
interviews, and other communications. 

f) Ancillary Studies. The Ancillary 
implement the policies and pt"ocedures 
ancillary studies. 

Studies Committee will 
pertaining to all DCCT 

g) Trial Coordinators. The Tl"ial Coordinators Committee will 
review and consider the impact of proposed ancillary studies 
and changes in the Protocol and Manual of Operations on the 
day-to-day activities of the clinical centers and on patient 
adherence. They will make recommendations to the Steering 
Committee via the Planning Committee. They will assist the 
Coordinating Center in evaluating proposed changes in the data 
forms and in updating the Trial Coordinators Handbook. They 
will also assist the Coordinating Center in ensuring that DCCT 
personnel are adequately tt"ained and certified so that study 
data are collected and reported in a standardized way and that 
the Protocol and Manual of Operations are implemented in a 
uniform manner. 
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3. Clinic Monitoring Group. The Clinic Monitoring Group (CMG) is 
appointed by the Steering Committee Chairman to assist the 
Steering Committee and especially its Executive Committee in 
monitoring the performance of the clinical centers. The CMG is 
comprised of four physician investigators, one of whom is 
appointed as Chairman, and one Trial Coordinator. The three 
members of the Executive Committee serve as ex-officio members. 
The Coordinating Center provides the CHG with the operational 
study data (as opposed to masked, outcome study data) that will 
enable them to monitor clinic adherence to the Protocol and Manual 
of Operations in a timely fashion. 

4. Coordinating Center. The Coordinating Center will participate in 
all aspects of the design and implementation of the DCCT. The 
Director of the Coordinating Center or his designee is a member of 
the Planning Committee and the Steering Committee and the Co
Director is a member of the three-person Executive Committee. 
Coordinating Center personnel will provide scientific, technical 
and staff services to the Steering Committee and each of its 
working committees/groups. The Coordinating Center has the 
responsibility for implementing the systems n'ecessary for data 
collection, editing, management and statistical analysis and for 
the maintenance of permanent study records and ·files. They have 
the responsibility of providing appropriate and timely. data 
reports to the Executive Committee, the CMG, the DSQ and its 
subcommittees, the PAG, and to the NIDDK Director. They are 
responsible for all aspects of intrastudy communication and will 
work with the Publications·/Presentations Committee in providing 
appropriate statistical analyses of study data in·."a timely fashion 
for use in approved publications and presentations. The 
Coordinating Center will implement its responsibilities as 
specified in its internal procedures manual, ensuring that study 
data are safely maintained and not released in an unauthorized 
manner. The following seven central units are the responsibility 
of the Coordinating Center. In general, these units provide 
scientific and technical guidance to the Study Group, specific 
working committes and the Coordinating Center. 

a) Central Ophthalmologic Reading Unit. The Central 
Ophthalmologic Reading Unit will receive and evaluate the 
quality of all photographs of the eye; utilize the modified 
ETDRS classification system for evaluating the grading of 
fundus photographs and maintain study records of all 
photographic data. 

b) Central Biochemistry Laboratory. The laboratory will provide 
eligibility baseline and repeated measurements of HbAlc• 
blood glucose, lipids, and other serum and urine constituents. 

c) Central EKG Reading Unit. The Central EKG Reading Unit will 
provide baseline and follow-up coding of all EKG tracings from 
eligible patients. 
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d) Central Nutrition Coding Unit. The Central Nutrition Coding 
Unit will provide baseline and follow-up analysis and coding of 
diet history data. 

e) Central Neurobehavioral Coding Unit. The Central 
Neurobehavioral Coding Unit will provide scoring and coding of 
baseline and follow-up analysis of performance results of the 
neurobehavioral test battery. 

f) Central Autonomic Coding Unit. The Central Autonomic Coding 
Unit will provide baseline and repeated coding of the results 
of tests of autonomic nervous system function. 

2.3 HORBIDITY/HORTALITY CLASSIFICATION COMMITTEE 

The Horbidity/Hortality Classification Committee is a wholly 
independent committee established by NIDDK to review and classify all 
deaths and major intercurrent events that occur among patients randomized 
into the DCCT. The events reviewed and classified will include: death, 
major accident, myocardial infarction, cerebrovascular accident with 
persistent neurological deficit, non-traumatic amputation, loss of 
vision, renal insufficiency, and neuropathy, as defined in the Manual of 
Operations. The purpose served by these reviews will be to: determine 
the primary and contributing causes of death, validate the basis for 
diagnosis of morbid events, and determine the likelihood that the event 
is attributable to diabetes. The classifications by this committee will 
be the basis of statistical analyses for the DCCT. 
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CHAPTER 3 

POLICY 

In this chapter, study policy regarding iriformed consent, 
changes, publications and presentations, ancillary studies, 
monitoring procedures, and statistical issues are described. 

3.1 GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF INFORMED CONSENT 

Page 3.1 

protocol 
internal 

In order to be eligible for the trial, each participant must be 
willing to sign a statement of informed consent prior to randomization. 
This will document the agreement of the subject to participate in the 
study activities. For subjects less than 18 years old, a parent or 
guardian must also sign the informed consent statement. 

The basic elements of the informed consent are: 

1. A straightforward statement that the study involves research and a 
clear explanation of· the purpose of the trial, including a 
description of the procedures to be followed in the screening, 
eligibility determination, baseline and follow-up examinations as 
well as those procedures to be followed in the two treatment 
regimens,. and the identification of experimental procedures, the 
method of treatment assignment, and the expected duration of the 
subject's participation. 

2. A description of the outcome(s) of primary interest, the length 
and schedules of treatment and followup, and methods of locating 
and following up subject participants who transfer to inactive 
status. 

3. A description of the attendant and reasonably foreseeable 
discomforts and risks, as well as a description of any reasonably 
expected benefits. 

4. A disclosure of alternative procedures that might be advantageous 
for the subject. 

5. A statement that participation is voluntary and the subject is 
free to refuse to participate or withdraw consent and to 
discontinue participation in the project or activity at any time 
without jeopardizing his/her medical care. 
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6. No exculpatory or exonerating language through which the subject 
is made to waive, or appear to waive, any of his legal rights, or 
to release the institution or its agents from liability for 
negligence. 

7. A description of the measures taken to ensure confidentiality of 
subject information. 

8. A description of the measures taken to ensure subject safety. 

9. An explanation of a subject's rights to compensation for research
related injuries and identification of specific individuals to 
contact regarding injury and/or questions related to rights as a 
research subject. 

10. A description of subject responsibilities, including an 
explanation of the information that will be available during and 
at the conclusion of the trial. 

11. An offer to answer all inquiries concerning participation in the 
research including identification of specific individuals to 
contact for answers to pertinent questions about the research. 

12. A statement that participation in the study may involve risks 
which are currently unforeseeable. 

13. An explanation of circumstances under which the subject's 
participation may be terminated by the investigator without regard 
to the subject's consent. 

14. An explanation of the health consequences of a subject's decision 
to withdraw from the research and the need for orderly termination 
of participation. 

15. A statement that significant 
course of the study which may 
to continue participation will 

new findings developed during the 
influence the subject's willingness 
be provided to the subject. 

In accordance with DHHS policy on informed consent, it is necessary 
"to recognize that each subject's mental. and emotional condition is 
important ••••.. and that in discussing the element of risk a certain 
amount of discretion must be employed consistent with full disclosure of 
facts necessary to any informed consent. 111 

The Steering Committee recognizes that individual collaborating 
clinical centers may require that the recommended Informed Consent Form 
be amended to include additional statements or be reworded to clarify 
existing statements. All such modifications to the Informed Consent Form 
will be reviewed, and those which retain and do not detract from the 

1 Salgo vs. Leland Stanford Jr. University Board of Trustees (154 C.A. 
2nd 560; 317 P• 2-1701). 
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content of the suggested DCCT Informed Consent Form will be approved. 

3.1.1 Sequence of Procedures 

A two-stage informed consent procedure is part of a multi-level 
screening process. It is desirable that the Principal Investigator or 
the DCCT physician who will care for the subject be involved in the early 
stages of the sequence. The first Informed Consent Form obtains the 
subject's permission, and in the case of adolescents, the parent's 
permission, for the eligibility tests to be performed. 

The second Informed Consent Form obtains the subject's permission, and 
in the case of adolescents, the parent's permission, to participate in 
the clinical trial. 

These signed informed consent forms are secured at the Coordinating 
Center in separate files from the patient data files. 

The tools utilized for securing informed consent are the DCCT 
Recruitment Flyer, Volunteer Information Handbook, Manual ·of Diabetes 
Tests, Terms and Special Procedures, DCCT Slide Presentation, Volunteer 
Understanding Questionnaire, and Informed Consent Forms Numbers 1 and 2. 

3.2 PROTOCOL CHANGES 

The objectives of Phase III of the DCCT are most likely to be achieved 
if the Protocol does not require alteration during that phase of the 
study. Any changes in the Protocol will result in some degree of 
heterogeneity of the data, which complicates the analyses and may 
compromise the scientific integrity of the study. However, occasions may 
arise in which Protocol changes are necessary. 

3.2.l Steering Committee Policy 

Changes in the Protocol will be recommended by the Steering Committee 
only if they are required to insure subject safety or will significantly 
enhance the scientific validity of the study. To recommend Protocol 
change, three-fourths of the Steering Committee must approve the change. 
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3.2.2 Procedures 

The Planning Committee will consider proposals for Protocol changes 
that may originate from the DSQ, the NIDDK, the Coordinating Center or 
one of the working committees. The DSQ will recommend changes on the 
basis of recruitment information and post-randomization follow-up data. 
Other groups could propose changes based on procedural or operational 
factors. The Planning Committee will make a recommendation to the 
Steering Committee as to whether or not a change of Protocol is warranted 
and, if so, what form it should take. The recommendations of the 
Steering Committee will be considered by the DSQ who will advise the 
NIDDK concerning the proposed change. If the change of Protocol is of 
sufficient magnitude to represent "a key decision point in the trial" 
(e.g., a change in fundamental design), the NIDDK will seek the advice of 
the Policy Advisory Group. NIDDK will make any final decision regarding 
Protocol change. 

3.3 PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS 

3.3.1 Introduction 

During the conduct of the DCCT, there will be no effort to publicize 
study plans or results which have not been reviewed and approved by the 
participants. The Publications and Presentations Committee will 
coordinate, monitor, review and assume responsibility for arranging the 
preparation of all study-wide press releases, interviews, presentations, 
and publications relating to the DCCT. Recommendations will be presented 
to the Executive or Steering Committee of the DCCT for approval. Copies 
of approved material will be provided promptly to the NIDDK. 

3.3.2 Duties of the Publications and Presentations Committee 

Specifically, the Committee shall: 

1. Recommend policy and procedures ·for review and approval of all 
communications regarding the DCCT to outside groups. 

2. Identify publications to be written during the course of the 
study, with target dates for each. 

3. Propose policy guidelines for authorship 
and/or recommend to the Steering Committee 
authors for each paper. 

of DCCT publications, 
senior authors and co-

4. Monitor the writing of each paper to ensure publication in a 
timely fashion. 

5. Establish standards of excellence for DCCT publications. 
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6. Inform the Steering Committee, NIDDK, and advisory groups of all 
public dissemination of DCCT information. 

7. Approve any publications and presentations including those that 
arise from ancillary studies prior to their submission. 

8. Suggest appropriate journals for DCCT publications and monitor the 
process of publication. 

9. Perform other writing, reviewing, or editing tasks assigned by the 
Steering Committee or its Executive Committee. 

10. Establish an Editorial Board that will review and edit all DCCT 
publications and presentations prior to submission, enlisting the 
special assistance of the DCCT committees whenever appropriate. 
The Publications/Presentations Committee will recommend members of 
the Publications/Presentations Committee and other members of the 
DCCT Research Group for the Editorial Board. Its activities will 
be conducted pursuant to the following editorial policy: 

a) Ensure that all publications preserve the scientific integrity 
of the DCCT. 

b) Correct factual and conceptual inaccuracies if necessary. 

c) Maintain the highest standards for scientific publications and 
presentations. 

d) Safeguard the rights of volunteer participants. ~· 

e) Prepare comments to assist collaborating scientists in 
publishing papers of the highest quality and clarity. 

f) Avoid conflict with 
publications. 

and/or duplication of other DCCT 

11. The Editorial Board will also review and suggest necessary 
revisions for any publications arising from approved ancillary 
studies prior to their submission for publication. In addition to 
the issues cited in the editorial policy above, proposed 
publications of ancillary studies will be scrutinized to ensure 
that their presentation will not threaten the viability of the 
DCCT, if still ongoing. 

3.3.3 Specific Definitions and Policies 

3.3.3.1 Press Releases and Interviews 

A press release is defined as a document given to radio, television, 
newspapers, popular periodicals, or scientific journals not indexed in 
the Index Medicus. An interview is any discussion with a member of the 
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press, a science Wl"iter; or a radio or television commentator, which in 
turn provides information for public dissemination. 

Except for the purposes of local recruitment, press releases and 
interviews will not be initiated by clinical centers. Centrally prepared 
press releases will be reviewed by the Publications/Presentations 
Committee and distributed to the centers. It is suggested that these 
prepared releases be given to the media when interviews are requested. 
This procedure will help ensure uniformity and accuracy in the 
information disseminated through the media. In this instance, use of 
such press releases and interviews need not have received prior appproval 
from the Publications/Presentations Committee. If a center is solicited 
for a press release or interview, then such may be given without prior 
review and approval by the Publications/Presentations Committee provided 
that the substantive content is limited to information available either 
in the final Protocol, the Manual of Operations, or in papers already 
published as peer reviewed articles, with no added interpretations or 
inferences. 

Should a clinical center be solicited for information other than that 
detailed above, then the clinical center should refer the soliciting 
party to the Chairman of the Publications/Presentations Committee. 

3.3.3.2 Presentations 

A presentation is ·, the delivery of ·information to scientific, 
professional or public groups, such that public dissemination might ensue 
through publications, press releases, etc. 

A presentation may be given without prior review and approval by the 
Editorial Board provided that the content is limited to substantive 
information available either in the final Protocol, the Manual of 
Operations, or other published data, with no added interpretations or 
inferences. 

All DCCT presentations involving any "new" data (not published as peer 
reviewed article) must be reviewed by the Editorial Board as described 
below: 

1. Forum identification: The Publications/Presentations Committee 

2. 

will identify scientific and professional forums where 
presentations about DCCT should be made on behalf of the group. 
Suggestions for such forums and topics for presentations will be 
sought from the Publications/Presentations Committee itself and 
individual investigators and brought to the Steering Committee for 
approval. The Publications/Presentations Committee will identify 
one or more persons from a list of volunteer investigators to 
prepare and present the material. 

Invited presentations: 
personally invited to 

If members of the DCCT Research Group are 
present DCCT data or represent the DCCT 
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Study Group, the invitation must be forwarded to the 
Publications/Presentations Committee as soon as possible. The 
Publications/Presentations Committee reserve the right to accept 
or not accept the invitation and suggest a presenter other than 
the DCCT Research Group member who received the original 
invitation. 

3. Preparation and review schedule: 

a) Requests for additional data from the Coordinating Center must 
be made sufficiently early to allow for delivery of the data 
requested (at least 60 days). 

3.3.3.3 

b) An abstract for a proposed presentation must be received by the 
Editorial Board Chairman at least 14 days prior to the 
scientific society's deadline for receipt of abstract to 
provide time for review, possible revision and rewrite. 

c) A copy of the abstract is to be distributed by the Editorial 
Board Chairman to each DCCT center and the NIDDK at least 60 
days before presentation. 

d) A pres'entation script (talk copy) with tables (bibliography not 
required) must be sent to the Editorial Board Chairman at least 
four weeks prior to the scheduled presentation. 

For an invi"ted presentation for which there is no scientific 
society abstract review, an abstract should be prepared and 
submitted to the Editorial Board at least 60 days plus two 
weeks prior to the presentation to allow Editorial Board review 
and distribution of the abstract to the DCCT centers 60 days 
prior to presentation. Data requests and presentation scripts 
for invited presentations have the same deadlines as indicated 
in a) and d) from above. 

Publications 

A publication is any document submitted to a professional journal 
listed in the Index Medicus or any popular periodical with national 
circulation. All publications of results of the DCCT will be prepared 
under the overall review of the Publications/Presentations Committee. 
Publication of results of ancillary studies by individual investigators 
will be allowed with approval by the Publications/Presentations 
Committee. It must be recognized that approval of publications or 
presentation of ancillary studies that may jeopardize the outcome of the 
DCCT may be withheld until such time as is deemed appropriate by the 
Publications/Presentations Committee. 
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1. Journal identification: The Publications/Presentations Cormnittee 
will suggest (or endorse) the choice of an appropriate journal for 
the publication of each proposed manuscript so that the manuscript 
can be prepared according to the guidelines of a specific journal 
and be direct towards its known readership. 

2. Preparation and review schedule: The Publications/Presentations 
Committee will select a wr1t1ng group of three to seven 
individuals for each proposed manuscript. One individual will be 
designated as Chairman and will be responsible for ensuring that 
the first draft of the publication is written. The first draft 
should be produced within six months following approval by the 
Steering Conunittee. 

The Chairman of the Editorial Board will usually, but not 
necessarily be, the Chairman of the Publications/Presentations 
Conunittee. The Editorial Board Chairman will coordinate the 
efforts of the writing teams, help establish priorities for data 
analysis by the Coordinating Center, help edit the manuscripts 
produced by the writing teams, and may participate in the writing 
chores. In order to facilitate this activity, an Editorial Office 
will be established at the office of the Editorial Board Chairman. 

A reasonable number of data tabulations will be prepared by the 
Coordinating Center to assist the. writing group for each 
manuscript. The Co-Directors of the Coordinating Center will 
designate one ~f their staff to work with each writing group in 
order to provide liaison and resource material for their 
particular manuscript. 

The Editorial Board Chairman will designate at least two DCCT 
reviewers (including one from the Coordinating Center) who must 
submit their review to the Editorial.Board within 30 days. The 
Editorial Board Chairman will distribute the paper and reviews to 
the Editorial Board for its consideration and then will inform the 
writing groups of its action, as well as any suggestions for 
revision. 

If revisions are requested, the writing group must obtain 
approval of the revised manuscript from the Editorial Board 
Chairman who will consult with the original reviewers. Upon 
receipt of such approval, the final manuscript will.be reviewed by 
the Publications/Presentations Committee and distributed to each 
DCCT center (each sub-specialty paper will be sent to the 
designated specialists in the clinic) and the NIDDK. Those 
manuscripts not requ1r1ng rev1s1on may be distributed as soon as 
Editorial Board approval is received. 

Fourteen days after distribution to the DCCT centers and the 
NIDDK, a paper approved by the Editorial Board may be submitted 
for publication. Any member of the DCCT Study Group who wishes to 
comment on the paper must communicate his/her concerns directly to 
the writing group and/or the Editorial Board Chairman within the 
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fourteen days. The 
Board Chairman will 
reached. 

writing group Chairman and/or 
delay the submission until 

Standards of Excellence 

Page 3.9 

the Editorial 
resolution is 

In addition to the review system established for the critique of 
publications and presentations as described in the previous section, the 
following guidelines are suggested for maintaining the highest standards 
of excellence for DCCT publications and presentations. 

If, in the opinion of the members of the Editorial Board, there is no 
member of the DCCT who has sufficient scientific background to review the 
pertinent material, then outside (of DCCT) expert consultants will be 
selected by the Editorial Board and asked to critique the material. 
However, it is expected that sufficient expertise will be available from 
the members of the Steering Committee and Research Croup to provide a 
review of all publications and presentations. 

For the major publications and presentations, the completeness or 
adequacy of the reports may be assessed by the·following twelve criteria: 

1. Purpose of the report should be clearly stated. 

2. Selection of the population 
explicitly delineated. 

exclusion criteria should be 

3. Documentation of eligibility screening proces~ to preclude the 
suggestion of bias in the selection of eligible subjects. 

4. Specific information about the randomization including the method 
so that the reviewer or audience can determine the appropriateness 
of the method. Data should be presented to show the effectiveness 
of the randomization in producing groups which are comparable. 

S. Information regarding the efforts made to achieve masking to 
defend against the introduction of additional bias. 

6. Information on the loss of subjects during the study including 
reasons for loss to follovup. Data should be presented to 
demonstrate comparability of the subjects who participated and who 
exited from each treatment group throughout the whole clinical 
trial. 

7. Information on the administration of 
treatments should be presented. 

and adherence to the 

8. Information on the exact statistical tests should be presented as 
well as a presentation of the actual data. 
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9. Information on the estimated range of treatment effects, i.e., use 
of confidence intervals in reporting results. 

10. Information on the power to assure the reader of the strength of 
the conclusion, if a negative conclusion is reached. 

11. Significance testing should be used in conjunction with an 
empirical review of the data. 

12. Conclusions should not be derived from restratification on 
measures obtained after randomization. 

3.3.5 Topics for Publications 

Following is a list of topics for publications from the DCCT during or 
at the end of Phase II: 

1. Design rationale and considerations. 

2. Ethical issues including a description of the unique procedure for 
obtaining informed consent in the DCCT. 

3. Feasibility issues, e.g., problems with recruitment. 

4. Compliance/adherence. 

5. Metabolic results. 

6. Methodological considerations, e.g., 
versus stereo fundus photographs. 

fluorescein angiography 

7. Safety issues. 

Topics for publication during Phase III include: 

l. Modification of design for Phase III evolving out of Phase II. 

2. Cross-sectional and prospective results that are not masked during 
Phase III and that are of general interest and value to the 
diabetes community. Examples of these topics include the glycemic 
results of the two intervention strategies over time. Long-term 
adherence, safety and non-endpoint sequelae of these therapies 
will be of great interest. 

3. At the conclusion of Phase III, 
questions. 
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3.3.6 Authorship 

Four categories of manuscripts are anticipated: 

I. Official DCCT Manuscripts: These are papers which 
themselves to the principal goals and objectives of the trial. 
are: Baseline, Protocol Design, and Primary Endpoint papers. 
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address 
Examples 

II. Other DCCT Manuscripts: These are papers that utilize the data 
base from all participating centers, but address issues that are 
peripheral to the major objectives of the trial. Thus, the maJor 
features of these papers are that they include study-wide data generated 
by the DCCT. Examples are: recruitment, assessment of compliance, 
informed consent procedures, methodological analyses (e.g., fluorescein 
versus stereo fundus photographs), etc. Impetus for these papers will 
often come from the Publications/Presentations Committee. 

III. Manuscripts that utilize only limited subgroups of DCCT subjects 
and/or ~ significant amount of non-DCCT data: These papers would either 
utilize data from certain subgroups of clinics or from one clinic and/or 
would utilize significant amounts of non-DCCT data. Examples would be: 
complete· neurological profile in the DCCT in selected DCCT clinics, 
apolipoprotein measurements in selected DCCT clinics, etc.· These 
protocols would receive approval by the Ancillary Studies Committee 
before activation. 

IV. Miscellaneous Category: Some papers, mostly concerned with 
methodologic issues, may arise which do not deal with the DCCT population 
or the DCCT study directly but which were prompted by discussions during 
the development of the DCCT study design. For example, a survey of 
hemoglobin Ate methods and results in the participating clinics might 
be undertaken to provide a sense of the methodologies currently used and 
the levels of glycemia achieved in academic centers. A manuscript such 
as this, prepared by a member of the DCCT Research Group, should include 
an acknowledgement of their NIH/DCCT support. 

Responsibility for the category assignment for all manuscripts rests 
with the Publications/Publications Committee. Studies that are approved 
by the Ancillary Studies Committee may be assigned to Category II, III, 
or IV. 

Authorship in each of these categories will be as follows: 

I. Official DCCT Manuscripts - The DCCT Research Group1 

lThe list of investigators appears as part of the manuscript, 
usually at the end of the manuscript. 

II. Other DCCT Manuscripts - The DCCT Research Group8 

Footnote at bottom of the title page: 
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aPrepared for the DCCT Research Group by Dr. Smith (Chairperson), A, 
B, C. A complete list of investigators and members of the DCCT Research 
Group appears in Diabetes, 35:530-45, 1986. 

III. Manuscripts that utilize only limite~ subgroups of DCCT subjects 
and/or non-DCCT resources: - Ors. Q,- C, A, B 

+Acknowledge DCCT Research Croup (complete list of the Research 
Group can be found in Diabetes, 35:530-45, 1986). 

IV. Miscellaneous Manuscripts: - Dr. Q. Dr. B* 

*This study was partially supported by the Diabetes Control and 
Complications Trial, NIH. RO. 

For Category II and III papers, the Editorial Board Chairman may be 
included as an acknowledged author with the writing team consistent with 
his/her level of involvement in the writing process. Authorship for 
Category II papers will be determined by the Chairman of the Writing 
Committee with the support and advice of the Publications/Presentations 
Committtee. Category II papers will contain an acknowledgement of the 
Chairman of the Editorial Board unless the Chairman is a member of the 
writing team. This acknowledgement will appear on the last page_ of the 
manuscript. 

All professional part1c1pants of the DCCT who have the approval of the 
Principal Investigators and have served at least two years in a 
significant capacity with the study will be listed at the end of each 
Category I paper and will be considered as authors. In addition, a 
Principal Investigator may provide justification in wr1t1ng to the 
Publications/Presentations Committee to include individuals who have been 
with the DCCT for less than two years for inclusion. 

A list of all participating centers will appear in the Category I 
manuscript. Under each center, a roster of names, as described above, 
will appear, each followed by the academic degree(s). For the purposes 
of this listing, the Coordinating Center, the central laboratories, and 
the NIDDK will be considered as special units and be listed as 
part1c1pating centers. If such a roster of credits for the manuscript is 
deemed to be too lengthy by a journal considered desirable for 
publication of that particular manuscript, the Publications/Presentations 
Committee may request the NIDDK to pay a reasonable amount towards page 
costs to permit such a roster to be printed intact. 
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3.4 ANCILLARY STUDIES 

Ancillary studies will be evaluated with careful consideration of 
their potential impact on the objectives and performance of the DCCT. 
Ancillary studies which complement the objectives and thereby enhance the 
value of the DCCT are to be encouraged. Such studies should augment and 
promote the continued interest of both subjects and investigators. To 
protect the integrity of the major study, a proposal to conduct an 
ancillary study must be reviewed and approved by the Ancillary Studies 
Committee before its initiation. In some cases, ancillary studies must 
also be approved by the Steering Committee. All approved ancillary 
studies will be reviewed yearly by the Ancillary Studies Committee for 
progress and impact on the DCCT as a whole. 

3.4.l Definition of an Ancillary Study 

An ancillary study is defined as research or data collection involving 
DCCT subjects using any technique, medication, procedure, questionnaire 
or observation other than those set forth in the DCCT Protocol. 

The investigator responsible for the conduct of an ancillary study 
must be a member of the_DCCT Study Group. 

3.4.2 Reason for Requirement of Approval 

Investigators and subjects are entitled 
ancillary studies are of high scientific 
study will: 

1. Cause a deviation from the Protocol; 

to prior assurance 
merit and that no 

2. Complicate interpretation of the study results; 

3. Potentially adversely affect subject cooperation; 

4. Jeopardize the public image of the study; 

that all 
ancillary 

5. Create a significant diversion of the study resources locally or 
at the Coordinating Center or any other DCCT unit; 

6. In any way negatively influence the cooperative spirit of the 
collaborating investigators; 

7. Otherwise compromise the scientific integrity of the study. 
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3.4.3 Levels of Approval Required for Ancillary Studies 

There are two levels of approval for ancillary studies: 

Level I: Approval by the Ancillary Studies Committee. 

Level II: Further approval by the Steering Committee. 

In general, Level I approval will suffice if the ancillary study 
involves analyzing available data from the DCCT for questions not 
addressed in the major study, and no additional tests or observations 
will be made on the subjects. Other types of ancillary research will 
customarily require both Level I and Level II approval. The decision 
regarding the necessary level of approval will be made on a case by case 
basis by the Chairman of the Ancillary Studies Committee in consultation 
with the Executive and/or Steering Conunittees. 

After approval by the Ancillary Studies Committee.and the Steering 
Committee, final approval is contingent upon the Ancillary Studies 
Committee receiving a letter signed by the principal and all 
collaborating investigators in which they agree to abide by the policies 
for ancillary studies herein described including that regarding 
publication or presentation of results (Figure 3.1}. 

3.4.4 Funding of Ancillary Studies 

The DCCT will not provide funds for ancillary studies. In particular, 
no funds are provided for Coordinating Center activities or services in 
support of ancillary studies. If funds are needed, the investigator must 
explore other avenues such as: (1) submission of a new research grant 
application; or (2) use of other sources of funds (i.e., a foundation, 
drug company, etc.}. The anticipated source of funds must always be 
identified. 

3.4.5 Publication of Ancillary Study Results 

All manuscripts,- abstracts or presentations for scientific meetings 
based on ancillary study data must be reviewed and approved by the DCCT 
Publications/Presentations Committee before publication or presentation. 

3.4.6 Preparation of Request for Approval of Ancillary Studies 

The request for approval of an ancillary study should be in narrative 
form. It should contain a brief description of the objectives, methods, 
significance df the study, plans for analysis and publications, and 
information regarding funding level and source. If a proposal is being 
submitted elsewhere for funding (e.g., a grant application), the source 
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of funding should be identified and the application may be used as the 
basis for the request. Full details should be given concerning any 
procedures or tests to be carried out on a study patient including: any 
ophthalmologic, renal, cardiovascular, neurologic, psychological or other 
evaluation to be performed; any substances to be injected or otherwise 
administered to the patients; any observations to be made or procedures 
to be conducted on patients outside of the clinic; any extra clinic 
visits required of the patient or any prolongation of the patient's usual 
clinic visits; any additional specimens (blood, urine, etc.) to be 
obtained or additional procedures to be done on specimens collected 
according to the DCCT Protocol. The proposal should discuss the measures 
to be taken to ensure patient safety and confidentiality and an 
assessment by the investigator(s) of the potential impact of the 
ancillary study on the DCCT. Prior approval by the appropriate Human 
Subjects Review Conunittee should be demonstrated. The proposal should 
also specify whether Level I or both Levels I and II approval is 
requested. 

3.4.7 Procedures for Obtaining Ancillary Study Approval 

The investigator should send his ancillary study proposal to the 
Coor_dinating Center, which will distribute it to all members of the 
Ancillary Studies Committee. The proposal should be written in 
sufficient detail so that the Ancillary Studies Committee can assess the 
study's scientific merit and potential impact on the DCCT. To ensure 
thorough scientific review, the Chairman of the Ancillary Studies 
Conunittee may elect to seek outside expert op1n1on in.-advance of the 
Committee meeting. Within 30 days of rece1v1ng the proposal, the 
Chairman of the Ancillary Studies Committee will summarize the questions 
and objections (if any) raised by members of the Committee and refer this 
summary to the applicant so that he may amplify, clarify, and/or withdraw 
his request. The members of the Ancillary Studies Col!Ullittee will have 
another opportunity to review the request and the Chairman will then 
prepare a statement of the Committee consensus, including any remaining 
reservations or objections. This statement will be sent to the 
investigator requesting approval for the ancillary study. If only Level 
I approval is required and the study has been approved by this CoDDDittee, 
the investigator may proceed with the study when it has been approved by 
the DSQ and authorized by NIDDK. Approval or disapproval is based on 
majority opinion. · 

If Level II approval is also needed, the approval statement of the 
Ancillary Studies Committee will be forwarded to the Steering Committee. 
Each member should respond to the Chairman of the Ancillary Studies 
Committee within one month. No response will be considered approval. 
Recommendations of the Ancillary Studies Committee and Steering Committee 
will be forwarded to the DSQ for assessment of impact on the DCCT. 
Approved ancillary studies will then be forwarded to NIDDK for final 
authorization. The investigator may proceed with the ancillary study 
once it has been authorized by the NIDDK. 
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In the event that the Ancillary Studies Conunittee disapproves of a 
proposed ancillary project, the investigator can apply directly to the 
Steering Conunittee, whose decision may override that of the Ancillary 
Studies Committee. If the Steering Conunittee also disapproves of the 
ancillary study, the proposed study will not be undertaken. 

3.4.8 Funding of Ancillary Studies 

The DCCT will not provide funds for ancillary studies. In particular, 
no funds are provided for Coordinating Center activities or services in 
support of ancillary studies. If funds are needed, the investigator must 
explore other avenues such as: (1) submission of a new research grant 
application; or (2) use of other sources of funds (i.e., a foundation, 
drug company, etc.). The anticipated source of funds must always be 
identified. 

3.4.9 Publication of Ancillary Study Results 

All manuscripts, abstracts or presentations for scientific meetings 
based on ancillary study data must be reviewed and approved by the DCCT 
Publications/Presentations Committee before publication or presentation, 
as described in the Chapter on Publications and Presentations. 

3.5 INTERNAL MONITORING 

Mechanisms have been instituted for continuous performance monitoring 
of all DCCT study units by the Study Group. External quality control 
surveillance has been instituted by the DCCT to assess the precision of 
all measurements made by the Central Biochemistry Laboratory (CBL), 
Central Ophthalmologic Reading Unit (CORU), and other central units. In 
addition, the performance of these units, the clinical centers and the 
Coordinating Center has been monitored through site visits and 
appropriate tabulations of indices of performance. These tabulations 
have been reported periodically to the appropriate study committee, and 
to the individual study unit, and to the Data, Safety, and Quality Review 
Group ( DSQ). 
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3.6 RESPONSIBILITY FOR MONITORING 

l. Performance monitoring of each study unit will be conducted by 
working coDIDittees of the Study Group. The Coordinating Center 
will participate in monitoring all study units by preparing 
tabulations of performance indices, by participating in site 
visits, and by maintaining permanent records of the performance of 
each study unit. Responsibilities of the working committees are 
as follows: 

a) Standards/Methods Committee 

i) Central Biochemistry Laboratory 

ii) Central Nutrition Coding Unit 

b) Complications Committee 

i) Central Ophthalmologic Reading Unit 

ii) Central EKG Reading Unit 

iii) Central Autonomic Coding Unit 

iv) Central Neurobehavioral Coding Unit 

c) Clinic Monitoring Group 

i) Clinical Centers 

2. The NIDDK has appointed an independent group to review the 
performance of all study components to ensure th~ continued 
timeliness, quality of study data, and safety of subjects entered 
into the trial. 

3.7 PERFORMANCE MONITORING 

3.7.1 Clinical Centers 

All aspects of clinical center performance will be monitored regularly 
by the Clinic Monitoring Group (CHG). In particular, the CMG will 
monitor success of recruitment, adherence to treatment and follow-up 
schedules, standardization of study procedures, success in meeting 
treatment goals, and the occurrence of adverse effects of treatment, as 
allowed by required masking of outcome data. Review of performance data 
shall be conducted with sufficient frequency to allow timely detection of 
deviations from expected performance. Such deviations shall be 
investigated by the CMG and corrective actions recommended to the 
clinical center. Monitoring shall also include site visits conducted at 
appropriate intervals. If discussions between the CMG and the clinical 
center do not lead to improved performance, the CHG may recommend other 
actions to the DCCT Steering Committee. 
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Each central unit has established mechanisms by which the 
standardization of procedures performed by the individual clinical 
centers can be assessed and monitored. These will be reviewed 
periodically by the CMG. 

3.7.2 Central Units 

Central Biochemistry Laboratory 

External quality control surveillance programs have been established 
to monitor the performance of the CBL. This will entail the masked 
submission of duplicate specimens from the clinics for analysis by the 
laboratory. The resulting data will allow an assessment of the on-going 
precision of the laboratory test results. Bench quality control 
assessment by each laboratory alone, though useful, will be inadequate 
because laboratory performance alone is but one step in a chain of 
activities which could influence the test results. A program of external 
duplicate surveillance will allow assessment of the total system starting 
with the collection of a specimen in the clinic and ending with the entry 
of the data into the Coordinating Center computer. The duplicate quality 
control data are analyzed periodically by the Coordinating Center and 
presented to the Standards/Methods Committee for review. Any 
deficiencies detected will be investigated and corrected. 

Because of the critical nature of hemoglobin A1c data and the lack 
of an adequate external standard for this assay, special measures are 
needed to ensure precision over time under all circumstances. Therefore, 
a backup hemoglobin A1c laboratory has been established. Aliquots of a 
single pool of blood will be analyzed regularly by both laboratories for 
the duration of the DCCT and the assays maintained to achieve comparable 
results. In addition, split duplicate aliquots of subject specimens are 
analyzed in both laboratories and the comparability of results assessed. 

Central Ophthalmologic Reading Unit 

Likewise, an external quality control surveillance program has been 
established for the CORU which entails the duplicate masked evaluation of 
fundus photographs. These data are analyzed periodically by the 
Coordinating Center and presented to the Complications Conunittee for 
review. Any deficiencies detected will be investigated and corrected. 

Other Central Units 

To the extent that other evaluations are standardized or are conducted 
in part by a central facility, comparable mechanisms for quality control 
surveillance will be initiated. 
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3.7.3 Coordinating Center 

A specially constituted subcommittee of the DSQ will site visit the 
Coordinating Center periodically to review procedures. 

3.8 CORRECTION OF DEFICIENCIES 

If monitoring procedures detect deficiency in the performance of any 
study unit, the matter will be investigated by the appropriate working 
committee and then considered by the Executive Committee and/or Steering 
Committee. Expert consultants will be used as necessary. Steps will 
then be instituted to correct the deficiency. If, after a reasonable 
period, deficient performance persists, the matter will be referred to 
the NIDDK. 

3.9 STATISTICAL ANALYSES 

3.9.l General Principles 

The objectives of the DCCT described in Chapter l will - be assessed 
through statistical analyses of those measurements and events described 
below. For the primary prevention study, these are the incidence of new 
cases of retinopathy, neuropathy or nephropathy. For the secondary 
intervention study, these are the incidence of progression of 
retinopathy, and development or ~rogression of neuropathy!~r nephropathy. 
Also, these include measurements of level and variability of blood 
glucose control, the frequency of clinically significant events, measures 
of overall subject adherence to followup, and the precision and accuracy 
of study measurements. 

3.9.2 Baseline Results and Analyses 

The DCCT patient group is not a random sample from the general 
population of individuals with IDDM. It is a selected group of diabetics 
who are sufficiently motivated to be involved in a long-term study and 
who have satisfied a comprehensive set of admissibility criteria. The 
distributions of the baseline variables among the combined treatment 
groups will serve as a detailed description of these characteristics for 
the group of subjects enrolled into the study. 

The baseline variables included in these analyses will be grouped into 
the following categories: 

1. Demographic characteristics, 

2. IDDM historical and clinical characteristics, 
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3. Biochemical and other laboratory measurements, 

4. Ophthalmologic evaluations, 

5. Renal evaluations, 

6. Cardiovascular evaluations, 

7. Neurological evaluations, and 

8. Psychological evaluations. 

In addition, the means, standard errors, and frequency distributions 
of the variables will be presented by treatment group and statistical 
tests of differences between the groups will be conducted. Such a manner 
of displaying and analyzing baseline data is useful in assessing the 
comparability of the two treatment groups at baseline. 

The principal method to be used for comparison of groups for 
quantitative measures will be the t-test, or if not normally distributed, 
the Wilcoxon test (1). For the comparison of data presented as 
proportions, treatment-specific frequency distributions will be compared 
by goodness of fit tests, e.g., chi-square tests for contingency tables. 

3.9.3 Outcome Variables 

To address the DCCT.objectives, the following outcome measures will be 
employed in various statistical analyses to determine whether 
statistically significant and clinically meaningful differences exist 
between the treatment regimens. 

Principal DCCT Objectives 

l. Onset or progression of retinopathy 

a) Primary Prevention Trial. The outcome variable which is the 
basis for the design of the primary prevention trial is the 
development of persistent diabetic retinopathy in individuals 
with no evidence of retinopathy on the detailed grading of the 
entry fundus photographs. Diabetic retinopathy is defined as 
the presence of at least one microaneurysm in either eye. The 
clinical significance of a treatment group difference for this 
outcome variable will be evaluated in consideration of trends 
at higher levels of retinopathy as defined by the DCCT index of 
retinopathy. 

b) Secondary Intervention Trial. The outcome variable which is 
the basis for the design of the secondary prevention trial is 
the definite worsening of retinopathy in individuals who had 
mild to moderate nonproliferative diabetic retinopathy on the 
detailed grading of entry fundus photographs. A reliably 
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detectable worsening in retinopathy is defined as a progression 
of three or more steps on the DCCT index of retinopathy. The 
clinical significance of a treatment group difference for this 
outcome variable will be evaluated in consideration of the 
proportions in each treatment group with proliferative diabetic 
retinopathy in either eye, DRS high risk characteristics in -
either eye, clinically significant macular edema in either eye, 
and any retinopathy in either eye for which the patient 
received photocoagulation treatment. 

Adverse Events 

a) Death 

b) Episodes of severe hypoglycemia. 

-c) Episodes of diabetic ketoacidosis. 

d) Inability to maintain normal growth and development. 

e) Inability to maintain acceptable body weight. 

£) Inability to maintain psychological well-being. 

g) Neuropsychological evidence of cerebral dysfunction. 

Other Objectives 

1. Onset of nephropathy 

a) The development of persistent albuminuria. 

b) The development of persistent renal insufficiency. 

2. Onset or progession of neuropathy 

3. 

a) Among subjects free of any neuropathy on entry, the development 
of definite clinically evident peripheral neuropathy based upon 
the standardized examination. 

b) Among subjects with minimal neuropathy on entry, the definite 
worsening of clinically evident peripheral neuropathy based 
upon the standardized examination. 

Incidence of 
Operations: 

cardiovascular events ls defined in the Manual of 
The occurrence of at least one of the following: 

a) Major events: 

i) Myocardial infarction. 

ii) significant ventricular arrhythmia documented by EKG. 
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iii) Diagnosis of congestive heart failure. 

iv) Definite cerebrovascular accident. 

v) Transient ischemic attack. 

b) Minor events: 

i) Hypertension. 

ii) Development of severe lipid abnormality associated with 
increased cardiovascular risk. 

Operational Outcomes 

1. Recruitment: Ability to recruit the full cohort of subjects 
within the specified time. 

2. Glucose control: Maintenance of a difference between experimental 
and standard treatment groups. 

a) HbA1c 

b} Capillary blood glucose profile. 

3. Individual subject management. 

a) Occurrence of severe hypoglycemia. 

b) Incidence of HbA1c greater than 13.11. 

4. Adherence 

a) Transfer to inactive status. 

b) Deviation from the treatment protocol.· 

c} Hissed visits 

5. Precision and accuracy 

a) HbA1c 

i} Coefficient of reliability from external quality control. 

ii) Laboratory variability 
coefficient of variation. 

measured by between-run 

iii) Agreement with backup Hemogloblin Ale laboratory. 

b} Capillary blood glucose profile. 

i} Coefficient of reliability from external quality control. 
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c) Stereo fundus photographs. 

i) >80% agreement between repeated gradings of randomly 
selected photographs. 

Statistical Methods 

Statistical analyses will be conducted using statistical methodologies 
appropriate to the data and the question being asked. 

Thus: 

1. For simple outcome events which are not time-dependent, such as 
the comparison of proportions of patients experiencing adverse 
events between the two treatment groups, simple methods for 
contingency tables will be employed (chi-square test .of 
association). The Hantel-Haenszel procedure or others will be 
employed in those cases when it is necessary to take into account 
the influence of a third variable (e.g., age) on the association 
between treatment group and an outcome variable (2). 

2. For dichotomous outcome events which are time-dependent, such as 
the time to the first episode of hypoglycemia, life-table methods · 
(3,4,5) will be employed. In these procedures, each patient is 
counted in the analyses during the time he or she actually is 
followed to an exit or the outcome event, and all patients 
contribute to the overall estimate of the event rates at each 
endpoint v1s1t. The life-table proportions for an event are 
slightly higher than the simple proportions because the life-table 
method adjusts for exists from the study. 

Since all patients will be followed from the date of 
randomization (between August, 1983 to September, 1988) through 
September, 1993, patients will be followed for differential 
lengths of time varying between five and ten years. By the life
table method, analyses can be conducted of event rates over the 
full ten year period using the data available for each patient 
including data on patients followed for less than ten years. Of 
course, event rate comparisons in the latter part of the period 
are less precise because few patients would be followed that long. 

3. For quantitative continuous measu~es obtained periodically during 
the follow-up period, such as the HbA1c and blood glucose 
profile at three-month intervals, the mean values will be compared 
between the two groups at each successive point in time using 
analysis of covariance, adjusting for the baseline measurement of 
that variable and possibly other baseline variables (6). In 
addition, non-parametric methods which allow for missing data, as 
will result from staggered patient entry, will be used to compare 
the profile of the mean values over time between the groups (7). 
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For the data and questions outlined above, various multiple regression 
models will also be employed to assess the combined influence of 
treatment group and baseline characteristics on outcome variables. These 
include the logistic regression model for simple proportions (8), the Cox 
model for life-tables (5), and the least-squares general linear model for 
quantitative outcomes (9). In these models, the effects of treatment 
group on the outcome variable will be assessed after accounting for the 
influence of other variables in the model according to the reduction-in
sums-of-squares principle (1). 

3.9.S Analysis Plan 

All statistical analyses will be based upon the total cohort of 
subjects randomized into the trial. Although data on some subjects may 
be missing at points in time, all relevant data available from each 
subject will be employed in all analyses. 

In all analyses, all subjects will be included in the group to which 
they were initially randomly assigned and group assignment will not be 
altered based on the subject's adherence to the assigned treatment 
program. Thus, subjects who deviate or transfer to the alternate 
treatment will be included in the initial randomly assigned group for 
statistical analysis. 

Analyses of each outcome will include preliminary tests for 
interaction between clinic strata and treatment group in their effects 

'' upon the outcome variable. If an interaction is detected, additional 
analyses of that variable will be conducted with stratification by 
clinic. The analysis will be performed separately for the primary 
prevention and secondary intervention studies. 

Differences between the groups in their baseline characteristics could 
bias the comparison of the treatment groups. -Likewise, differences 
between the groups in the baseline characteristics of th~ subjects who 
later exit from the study could bias the comparison of the treatment 
groups on outcomes measured only in the subjects remaining in the study. 
If such differences in baseline characteristics are observed, analyses 
will also be conducted of the effects of the treatments on outcomes 
adjusting for the potential confounding effects of these baseline 
characteristics. If only a few such baseline characteristics are 
identified, analyses will be conducted stratifying for those 
characteristics. If, however, any more than a few baseline 
characteristics are identified, because of paucity of data, it will be 
necessary that regression models be employed to adjust the treatment 
comparison for the confounding effects of those characteristics. 

Likewise, stratified analyses will be conducted adjusting for the 
effects of age, duration of IDDH and other known prognostic variables, 
and such variables will also be used in regression models to adjust the 
treatment comparison. 
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Intercurrent events such as death, major accident, myocardial 
infarction, cerebrovascular accident with persistent neurological 
deficit, non-traumatic amputation, loss of vision, renal insufficiency 
and neuropathy, as defined in the Manual of Operations will be reviewed 
and classified by an independent committee Morbidity/Mortality 
Classification Committee. The results of this classification will be the 
bases for the statistical analyses of intercurrent events. 

3.9.6 Interim Analyses 

The interim analyses are intended to assess patient safety, Protocol 
integrity and data quality, and to determine whether the study objectives 
(Chapter 1) have been met. The Data, Safety and Quality Review Croup 
(DSQ) will meet regularly during the conduct of the study to monitor the 
emerging results and to assess the risks and benefits of each mode of 
therapy, thus insuring the safety of the subjects enrolled in the study. 
Statistical analyses will be conducted of all outcome variables for 
review by the DSQ prior to each meeting of the conunittee. These analyses 
will be conducted recognizing the effects of repeated statistical tests 
whereby the nominal Type I Error level increases after each such 
examination of the data. Plans for these interim statistical analyses 
and the statistical methods to be employed will be specified · by the DSQ 
and will be documented in a separate document entitled "Operating 
Procedures for the DSQ. 11 

The interim analyses will include all outcome variables defined in 
Section 3.9.3. The DSQ will recommend modification of the Protocol or 
early termination of the study if differences are found between the 
treatment groups which are statistically significant and are deemed 
clinically important. 
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John Doe, M.D. 
University of America 
111 Hain Street 
Somewhere, AM 00000 

Dear Dr. Doe: 

Figure 3.1 
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May S, 1987 

Your proposed ancillary study entitled " 
~~~~....,..-~~~~-.-~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~ 

" was approved by the Steering Committee at its 
meeting. Final approval for this ancillary study is 

contingent upon you (and your co-investigators) signing and returning a 
copy of this letter indicating that you agree to abide by the policy and 

'procedures for ancillary studies and the publication and presentation of 
results from ancillary studies as described in the DCCT Protocol. 

Annually, the Ancillary Studies Committee requests that you submit a 
very brief status report on your project. We will send you a reminder at 
the appropriate time. 

Agree as above: 

SIGNATURE 

October 22, 1987 

Sincerely, 

Jerry P. Palmer, H.D. 
Chairman, DCCT Ancillary 

Studies Committee 

DATE 
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CHAPTER 4 

RECRUITMENT 

4.1 OVERVIEW 

All 278 subjects recruited for the feasibility study will continue to 
be followed until completion of the study in either the primary 
prevention or secondary intervention trial as indicated by post
randomization stratification on the subject's baseline retinopathy 
status. 

Additional subjects will be recruited over a period of three years. 
Subjects without evidence of diabetic retinopathy suitable for a primary 
prevention trial and subjects with evidence of minimal retinopathy 
suitable for a secondary intervention trial will be recruited. 

Eligible and consenting subjects in each of the clinical centers will 
be assigned randomly to receive either standard or experimental therapy. 

A total of 1400 subjects will be randomized within two retinopathy 
strata with approximately equal numbers in each stratum. 

Clinics that participated in the Feasibility Study (clinics 01-21) 
will be expected to enter SS subjects. Fifty percent of the subjects 
should be subjects for the primary prevention stratum. Those additional 
clinics that were certified later are expected to enter between 30 and 43 
subjects with equal numbers in each retinopathy stratum. 

Each clinic is required to randomize subjects into the two retinopathy 
strata. No clinic will be allowed to recruit and randomize much more 
than SO% of one type of subject than other. This policy may prevent the 
slower to randomize clinics from being responsible for recruiting the 
more elusive type of subject. It is not possible to predict the actual 
rate of randomization; therefore, when the randomization quota is met 
studywide for either retinopathy stratum, recruitment for that component 
will cease and full efforts will be concentrated on the other. 
Recruitment will continue for three years or until the full cohort for 
each stratum has been met. 

The Study Group has adopted interim randomization goals in order to 
facilitate the monitoring of recruitment on a clinic-by-clinic basis. 
The Clinic Monitoring Group monthly reviews the clinics' performance 
relative to these goals. 
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4.2 RECRUITMENT POLICIES -- CENTRAL VERSUS LOCAL 

In order to enhance and effectively manage recruitment strategies, it 
is recommended that the activity be delegated to a full-time employee of 
the local clinic. The sources yielding subjects will vary from clinic to 
clinic. Referral for part1c1pation can or1g1nate from a variety of 
sources in addition to physicians and self-referrals. 

Everything works for some centers, but nothing works for everyone. 
Additionally, some clinics are not as efficient as others. Local 
recruitment activities cannot be replaced by central or national effort. 
The national effort will be directed at coordinating the publicity 
regarding the trial and transmitting successful recruitment strategies. 

Recommendations based on practices at the most successful centers 
should be passed on to all centers. (For example, do screening at the 
convenience of the volunteer, always have the Trial Coordinator show the 
slide show, be highly enthusiastic, have coffee available for the 
volunteer and his family, start being personally helpful to the volunteer 
even before he/she is enrolled, etc.) 

When one center comes up with a good technique or tool, such as an ad 
prepared by one center, it should immediately be shared with all others. 

Assessment of Clinic Potential. Estimate the pool of patients and 
community sources of referral by obtaining the following information: 

1. Number of insulin dependent diabetes patients, age, percent of 
adolescents and adults in Principal ~nvestigator's clinic. 

2. List of diabetes clinics in area with number of 
percent of adolescents and adult patients, ·type 
diabetes. 

patients, age, 
and duration of 

3. List of physicians in the area 
(adolescents and adults); include 
for the DCCT trial. 

who treat diabetic patients 
number of potential candidates 

4. Numbers, type and duration of diabetes, 
seen by local community health nurses. 

age of patients who are 

5. List of dietitians who work with diabetic patients and a list of 
their potential candidates for the study. 

6. List of groups working with diabetic patients in area (i.e., 
Diabetes Association, self-help groups, Lions Club, etc.). 

7. List of other local community organizations which couid be 
instrumental as source of referrals. 

8. List of pharmacies in the area. 
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Recruitment Materials. The DCCT Coordinating Center will provide the 
following materials and resources to each clinic: 

1. A flyer to be mailed to physicianst nurses and dietiticans. 

2. The Research Volunteer's Information Handbook. 

3. Written information about DCCT for a direct 
physicians, groups serving diabetic patients, 
departments and other local sources of referral. 
official DCCT Fact Sheet is shown in Figure 4.1.) 

mail letter to 
clinics, health 

(A copy of the 

4. The study exhibit which is available on request. 

5. Services of a media consultant (Ms. Benzaia -- (212) 866-0661). 

6. A toll-free 800 telephone number to screen potential volunteers. 
(The written response sent to the interested and eligible 
volunteers is shown in Figure 4.2.) 

4.3 RECRUITMENT PLAN 

The following procedures are recommended as a minimum: 

1. Set the stage with physicians and other potential patient 
of referral t:,y arranging a presentation at the, local 
society, relevant grand rounds, diabetes associations, 
various other relevant local organizations. 

sources 
medical 

and at 

2. Place an article about the DCCT recruitment efforts in the various 
state and local journals, newsletters and community newspapers. 

3. Solicit physician referrals by mailing available materials (i.e., 
articles, brochures, posters, etc.) for dissemination of 
information and waiting room display. 

4. Solicit referrals also from all other relevant groups (Diabetes 
Association, other health professionals and community groups) by 
using procedures described in above item. 

5. Prepare a bi-monthly newsletter to all of the aforementioned 
sources to maintain awareness of the DCCT goals and to inform them 
about the progress of the trial. 
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FACT SHEET 
The Diabetes Control and Complications Trial is a 10-year study, sponsored by the National Insti· 
tutes of Health, comparing the effects of two forms of insulin treatment on preventing or slowing the 
development of diabetic complications of the eyes, kidneys, and nervous system. It is now underway 
at 27 medical centers in the U.S. and Canada. 

Why is it needed? 
People who have insulin-dependent diabetes do not produce insulin needed for metabolism. As a 
result, digested sugars (glucose) can build up to high levels in the blood. In order to control the 
disease, patients must take daily insulin shots. Medical scientists have long debated whether the 
long-term complications of diabetes-such as nephropathy that can cause kidney failure, retino
pathy that can threaten vision, and neuropathy, an often painful nerve disorder-are a result of the 
diabetes itself or of excess glucose in the blood. The DCCT seeks to resolve this controversy and show 
whether more intensive treatment can prevent or delay complications. 

What treatments are provided? 
Traditional treatment (called "standard" in the DCCT) involves one to two insulin injections a day. 
In the trial, the goal is to maintain clinical well-being and long-term blood glucose levels within the 
usual range for conventionally treated Type I people. 

A newer form of treatment (called "experimental" in the DCCT) that has entered widespread use in 
recent years is more intensive. It involves three or more insulin injections a day or the use of a device, 
called an insulin pump, which continuously delivers small amounts of insulin day and night, more 
closely mimicking the body's normal function. The goal for this group is to maintain long-term blood 
glucose control as close to normal-non-diabetic-levels as possible. 

DCCT volunteers are assigned to either traditional or intensive treatment and visit their center for 
,regularly scheduled medical evaluations. Duringthe five to seven years they participate, they receive 
expert medical care for their diabetes, including the most sophisticated monitoring for complica
tions, as well as insulin and other supplies needed, all at no cost. 

What will the results show? 
The DCCT already has shown that a significant difference in blood glucose levels can be achieved 
between the two treatment groups. At the end of the study, doctors will be able to assess whether or 
not intensive treatment can help prevent or slow the development of diabetic complications. 

Are volunteers still needed? 
Yes! Volunteers must have had insulin dependent diabetes for 15 years or less, be taking one or two 
insulin shots a day, and be between the ages of 13 and 39. For pre-screening and information on 
nearby clinical centers, volunteers are urged to call our toll-free numbers. 

In the U.S. 800-522-DCCT In Canada 800-533-DCCT 

Press Spokesperson: David Nathan, M.D., Chairman, DCCT Publications/Presentations 
Committee, Massachusetts General Hospital, (617) 726-2875. 

Press Liaison: Diana Benzaia, Wordcrafters Unlimited, (212) 866-0661. 
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Steering Committee Chairman 

DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Jane Smith 
11111 Main Street 
Rockville, MD 20852 

Dear Ms. S1D.ith: 

May S, 1987 

We are delighted that you have expressed an interest in 
acquiring further information about the Diabetes Control and 
Complications Trial (DCCT). This trial is one of the most 
important studies in the history of diabetes research. If you 
decide to become a volunteer in this study, you may be able to 
help change the way diabetes is treated. Furthermore, during the 
five to seven years you participate, you will receive expert 
medical care for your diabetes at no cost, including insulin and 
all other treatment supplies that you need to care for your 
diabetes. 

The minimum qualifying criteria are that you must: 

o have had insulin-dependent diabetes for more than one year 
and less than 15 years; 

o be between the ages of 13 and 39; 

o have no major complications of diabetes; 

o (for women) not be planning to become pregnant for at least 
two years. 

If you meet these criteria, we strongly encourage you to 
contact the Trial Coordinator of the clinical center that we have 
indicated on the attached list. She will be able to answer your 
questions in greater detail. She will make an immediate 
appointment, at your convenience and at no obligation, to show 
you a slide presentation about the study. 

Also enclosed is a pamphlet which provides further details 
about the study. 

Again, we deeply appreciate your interest in the DCCT. 

October 22, 1987 

tJ::«8_ ~ H...Q 
Oicar B. Crof~:--M.D. 
Chairman, 

DCCT Steering Committee 
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CHAPTER 5 

CLINICAL CENTER PROCEDURES 

5.1 MEDICAL STAFF AND RESPONSIBILITIES 

Each clinical center should have at least·two, but not more than four, 
permanent physicians responsible for the medical care of the subjects 
participating in this trial. This does not include consulting staff 
necessary for the collection of baseline and follow-up data, such as the 
ophthalmologist, neurologist and psychiatrist/psychologist. The group of 
physicians responsible for patient care under this Protocol should have a 
system enabling availability 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 

5.1.1 Patient's Personal Physician 

Each subject in the trial should be assigned to a single physician 
member of the trial team. This physician will have overall 
responsibility for the medical care of that patient including history and 
physical examinations required by the Protocol, guidance and 
reinforcement necessary to achieve and maintain the aims of the patient's 
study group, reinforcement necessary for adherence to the Protocol, and 
management of intercurrent events. Many of these functions may be 
carried out by the nurse clinician under the superv1s1on of the 
responsible physician. The patient's .personal physician should discuss 
with the Principal Investigator any occurrence which might mandate 
deviation from the Protocol, or any patient requests for deviation from 
the Protocol. The physician will also be responsible for discussing with 
each patient his/her progress and results, as per the guidelines of the 
Manual of Operations. 

5.1.2 Principal Investigator 

The Principal Investigator is responsible for the overall operation of 
the Protocol within each center. He/she will oversee the operation of 
each individual team member and periodically monitor each member's 
performance. The Principal Investigator will be responsible for failure 
to adhere to the Protocol by either subjects or staff. He/she is 
responsible for any local decisions related to deviation from the 
Protocol, and should personally communicate these to the Coordinating 
Center. He/she is responsible for the hiring and training of new staff, 
informing the Coordinating Center and the NIDDK of any changes in staff, 
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and the appropriate distribution and accounting of funds allocated for 
this trial. In his/her absence, the Co-Principal Investigator will 
function as the Principal Investigator, including attending national DCCT 
meetings. 

5.1.3 Other Physicians 

The ophthalmologist is responsible for performance of ophthalmalogic 
examinations necessary for eligibility and endpoint analysis, as outlined 
in appropriate sections of the Manual of Operations and for the 
completion of the necessary forms related to these procedures. 

Similarly, the neurologist is responsible for the performance of the 
necessary examinations outlined in the Manual of Operations, and the 
completion of the necessary forms. 

The psychiatrist/psychologist is responsible for the performance of 
the necessary psychological assessments, as outlined in the Manual of 
Operations and should communicate to the responsible physician any change 
in psychological status which might require deviation from the Protocol, 
or impair compliance to the treatment regimen or adherence to the 
Protocol. 

5.2 TRIAL COORDINATOR 

Each clinical center should have one.individual designated as the 
Trial Coordinator. The Trial Coordinator will be responsible for the 
day-to-day operation of the Protocol, as outlined in the following 
sections, and should devote full time to the DCCT. The Trial 
Coordinators Handbook was created by the Trial Coordinators to contain 
only information regarding the duties of the Trial Coordinator or Nurse. 

5.2.1 Scheduling Visits 

The Trial Coordinator should schedule each follow-up or interim visit 
for subjects in both standard and experimental groups. Visits should be 
scheduled within the allowable window for the designated date and visit 
type, and at least two weeks prior to the date of the visit. See Chapter 
6 for the description of visits and their windows. The coordinator 
should find a time suitable for the patient and all necessary personnel 
from the center, and arrange a specific time and location for the visit 
to take place. 

Scheduled visits should be confirmed with the patient by mail at least 
two weeks in advance, and by phone two to three days before the visit. 
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5.2.2 Preparing for! Patient's Visit 

In preparing for a patient's visit, the Trial Coordinator should be 
certain that all center personnel necessary for that visit are aware of 
the specific time and place for the visit. The Trial Coordinator should 
review with each team member the procedures necessary during the visit 
and be certain that all the necessary forms and equipment are available. 
An orderly schedule for each visit should be prepared so that the visit 
can be completed as efficiently as possible and without confusion. Long 
periods of waiting during the visit should be avoided. 

5.2.3 General Visit Procedure 

At each visit, the subject will be met by the Trial Coordinator to 
review the procedures and schedule for that v1s1t. Any questions or 
concerns about the procedures to be performed should be addressed before 
the visit. The Trial Coordinator should do everything possible to keep 
the visit on schedule. Each team member should perform the necessary 

·tasks for that visit, as outlined in the appropriate chapter of the 
Manual of Ope rat ions, and complete the nec-essary forms. Forms and other 
information should be returned to the Trial Coordinator. Prior to the 
termination of the v1s1t, the patient -should again meet with the Trial 
Coordinator and review_the progress of the visit. This will assure that 
all necessary aspects of the visit have been completed prior to the 
patient leaving, t·hus avoiding the need for a return visit. The 
coordinator will be responsible for sending necessary laboratory work and 
data to the central laboratory, local laboratory or Coordinating Center. 

5.2.4 Checking Forms 

All forms from a 
Coordinator as soon 
for the following: 

given patient visit should be returned to the Trial 
as possible. The coordinator will check all forms 

1. Completeness: All items should be appropriately answered. If the 
information is not available, this should be noted in the margin 
by writing NA next to the item. 

2. Internal Consistency: Some items will involve branching in which 
case one or more items should or should not be completed based on 
the response to a preceding item. Each form should be checked to 
insure that there is consistency within the branch. For example, 
a question that includes the phrase "If yes" (to the preceding 
item) should only be filled out when the preceding item was 
answered "yes." 

3. Numerical Fields: Numerical responses will be edited to identify 
extreme values which might be due to misplaced decimal points, 
transposition of digits or other recording errors. In certain 
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cases, extreme or unusual values may be legitimate in which case a 
note should be entered into the margin to indicate that the value 
has been verified as correct. 

4. Legibility: All write-in responses must be clearly legible. 

After reviewing all of the forms, the coordinator will send them to 
the Coordinating Center in the weekly mailing. 

5.2.5 DCCT Medical File 

Each subject in the trial should have a medical file containing DCCT 
medical records kept for purposes of the trial. This medical record 
should include notes from each patient contact, results of locally run 
laboratory tests, summaries of the management of any intercurrent event, 
and a checklist indicating completion of the various laboratory work, and 
forms required by this trial. This medical record should be kept up-to
date by the Trial Coordinator, should be kept in files, and separate from 
the general hospital or clinic records and should be readily available to 
necessary team members. The patient's personal physician, Principal 
Investigator, Trial Coordinator, and study nurse should have access to 
this medical record. However, the record is otherwise confidential 
except with permission of the Principal Investigator and the subject. In 
genuine medical emergencies, permission to access the medical records may 
be waived. 

5.2.6 Data Corrections 

The need for corrections of data should be kept to a minimum by 
carefully recording data at the time of collection and review of the 
forms prior to completion. After the forms have been received at the 
Cooidinating Center, they will be entered into a computer and inspected 
in detail for completeness and errors. The Trial Coordinator will be 
contacted by the Coordinating Center if it is determined that a data 
error has occurred and that the error is attributable to the clinic. Any 
necessary corrections should be discussed directly with the responsible 
team member. The appropriate form should be completed again and note 
should be made that this represents a correction of previously submitted 
data. The Coordinating Center should be contacted by mail about any 
correction of data. 
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5.2.7 Other Responsibilities 

In addition to the above, the Trial Coordinator should perform the 
following duties: 

1. Notify the Coordinating Center of all personnel changes within the 
clinic, including positions of responsibility in affiliated units. 

2. Maintain an inventory of all DCCT supplies (including those 
required by affiliated units) and reorder supplies as necessary. 

3. Maintain a file of all general DCCT correspondence from the 
Coordinating Center, central laboratories and units. 

4. Maintain a calendar of forthcoming study related events such as 
meetings. 

5. Obtain death certificates, autopsy reports, and other pertinent 
information on deceased patients, and perform other aspects of 
patient followup as directed by the Principal Investigator~ 

- 6. Insure proper mailing of specimens, photographs,- and assessments 
to the Central Biochemistry Laboratory, the Central Ophthalmologic 
Reading Unit, Central Neurobehavioral Coding Unit, Central ECG 
Reading Unit, Central Nutrition Coding Unit, and Central Autonomic 
Coding Unit. 

7. Contact the participant and the Principal Investigator about any 
missed visits, and complete the form for a missed clinic visit. 

8. Take steps whenever possible to encourage patient adherence. (See 
Chapter 20, Compliance/Adherence Procedures.) 

5.3 DIETITIAN 

The dietitian is responsible for conducting an in-depth nutritional 
history on all DCCT patients at baseline, at follow-up annual visits, at 
two, five year and the last annual visit which will meet specific 
criteria as stated in the Manual of Operations, Chapter 16, Dietary 
Procedures. 

rurther responsibilities include contact with patients for the purpose 
of maintaining an individualized meal plan which provides for the total 
nutritional needs of the patient and facilitating the goals of the 
treatment group intervention strategies. 
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CHAPTER 6 

VISIT PROCEDURES 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

6.1.1 Overview 

Patients who are candidates for participation in the DCCT are examined 
for eligibility and their entry status is documented during a series of 
evaluation examinations. The evaluation examinations may be scheduled 
and completed in any order. However, evaluation forms and materials must 
be received and processed at the Coordinating Center to document that no 
more than four mon~hs have elapsed from the date of the first examination 
or procedure to the date of completion of the randomization visit. - In 
addition, certain baseline laboratory specimens must be collected within 
the two weeks prior to randomization (see below). 

At the randomization visit, the Coordinating Center is telephoned to 
obtain the patient's treatment assignment and the patient officially 
enters the study. Thereafter, the patient is expected to return to the 
clinical center for regularly scheduled endpoint (follow-up) examinations 
for five to eight years. 

The DCCT Protocol calls for masking the results of outcome 
determinations from both patients and investigators. This includes the 
results of eligibility screening. The only exception is hemoglobin A1c 
results in experimental group patients. Masking serves: to prevent 
drawing premature conclusions about study questions on the basis of 
individual patient or single DCCT center experiences; to avoid 
unwarranted crossovers from one treatment regimen to the other or 
dropouts from the Trial; to avoid introduction of patient or staff bias 
in management of blood glucose control. For these reasons, all samples 
for measurements of outcome data are transmitted to central units in 
masked fashion. These units include the Central Ophthalmologic Reading 
Unit, the Central Biochemistry Laboratory, the Central Autonomic Coding 
Unit, the Central Neurobehavioral Coding Unit, and the Nutrition Coding 
Center. 

The schedule of patient visits and a summary of the important features 
of each examination are outlined in this chapter. Resolution of problems 
that may be encountered during completion of examinations is also 
discussed. Table 6.1 presents the Schedule of Patient Evaluations for 
Endpoint Analysis. Table 6.2 is an outline of Visit Organization and 
Time Windows for Scheduling Visits. Table 6.3 is the list of Screening, 
Eligibility and Baseline Tests and Procedures. Table 6.4 is a summary of 
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the Evaluation Schedules. Table 6.5 summarizes the allowable actions for 
repeating eligibility tests. The DCCT Examination and Forms Schedule is 
Table 6.6. 

Guidelines for staff and patient interactions are given in Section 
6.1.2. Terms used in this chapter are defined in Section 6.1.3. The 
features of each examination are discussed in subsequent sections. 

6.1.2 Guidelines for DCCT Staff and Patient Interactions in the Course 
of Outcome oetermT'natTOiiS 

Although official recording and interpretation of outcome measurements 
is carried out in the central units, in some instances the process of 
data collection makes it unavoidable that certain DCCT staff will see 
outcome data before it is transmitted centrally. Examples include visual 
acuity testing, inspection of fundus photographs for quality prior to 
submission to the Central Ophthalmologic Reading Unit, measurement of 
nerve conduction times, neurobehavioral testing, neurologic exam, 
SMAC-20, urinalysis, etc. In these circumstances, patients (and possibly 
other DCCT staff members) will naturally be curious as to the results. 
It is therefore important that neither by manner or speech, information 
should not be provided unnecessarily or inappropriately. If in the 
process of data collection a staff member is asked for information by a 
patient, he/she should respond by reminding the patient that all data 
collected is sent to a central source for analysis and interpretation and 
that no information is available locally. The patient should be 

u, reassured that outcome data will be examined promptly at central units 
and that any adverse results which would require ! change in treatment 
will be immediately transmitted to the DCCT center for appropriate action 
(see Chapter 6). 

It is equally important that other DCCT staff members, including the 
Principal Investigator, should not be informed spontaneously of any . 
perceived change in results from inspection of data by a technician or by 
the H.D./Ph.O. in charge. Incomplete data or imcomplete assessments 
transmitted casually to some or all other staff members can only generate 
rumors and speculation chat may impact adversely on carrying out the DCCT 
protocol. All of us can be influenced by such fragmentary information 
which could lead us to alter a patient's treatment when no change is 
called for by the protocol. 

On the other hand, if a patient complains of visual symptoms, of 
neurological symptoms, or of mental symptoms to the corresponding 
technician, that technician should promptly report such symptoms to the 
ophthalmologist, neurologist, psychiatrist, or psychologist, as the case 
may be. In addition, the Trial Coordinator and/or diabetologist caring 
for that patient should be info ·med of the patient's complains. 

A decrease in visual acuity 
visual acuity change is real) 
immedidately communicated to the 
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that the loss of v1s1on is not due to diabetic retinopathy, he/she will 
inform the patient and appropriate DCCT staff, and,, will reconunend 
treatment. If loss of visual acuity is thought to be due to diabetic 
retinopathy, the ophthalmologist will follow treatment recommendations 
outlined in the Manual of Operations. Neither the patient nor the 
appropriate DCCT staff should be informed until an ophthalmological 
course of action has been agreed upon. 

Elevation of blood pressure above 140/90 on two consecutive readings 
within one month constitutes an outcome for hypertension. Of necessity, 
the patient and all pertinent staff must be informed of this, since 
specific treatment is required. 

Sporadic measurements of serum creat1n1ne or urine protein may become 
available locally in the course of attending to other medical problems. 
These should be recorded in the patient's chart. If such results are 
abnormal, reversible causes other than diabetic nephropathy must be 
sought. Hence, the patient and appropriate staff need to be informed to 
the extent necessary to account for the additional diagnostic procedures 
or for therapy, should these be indicated. 

6.1.3 Definitions 

6.1.3.1 Patient Identification Number 

A permanent DCCT identification number (ID No.) is assigned to each 
patient who appears at a clinical center for one or ·more of the 
evaluation examinations. The patient identification numbers are assigned 
in order on DCCT Form 001, Initial Clinic Visit. The five-digit patient 
identification number consists of two digits which designate the clinical 
center in which the patient is first screened for eligibility and a 
three-digit code to identify the patient. At the start of screening, a 
patient is assigned the next available five-digit code for that clinic. 
Once a number has been assigned to a particular patient it remains 
associated with this patient even if he/she does not enter the study or 
if he/she later transfers to another clinical center. If a patient is 
ineligible or excluded on the basis of the results of the screening 
exams, refer to Table 6.5 for a list of screening exams that may be 
retested during the four-month evaluation period (retakes). Some 
patients who are excluded may be restarted six months later. If a 
patient is restarted, a new identification number is assigned. 

Issuan~e of a patient identification 
patient is enrolled in the DCCT. Entry 
the patient is randomized. 
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6.1.3.2 Patient's Initials 

The patient's initials, compr1s1ng the patient's first, middle and 
last initials, constitutes a second patient identifier. If the patient 
has no middle name or initial, an "X" is used as the middle initial. 
With one exception, the initials identifier, once determined, is never 
changed, although the patient may change his/her name during the course 
of the study. If a patient is ineligible and then restarted with a new 
identification number and his/her initials have changed, use the new 
initials. 

6.1.3.3 Examination Date 

Some examination procedures may require more than one day to complete. 
The date an examination is begun is regarded as the examination date. A 
number of procedures may be associated with each examination. An 
examination is not regarded as complete until all procedures have been 
completed. 

6.1.3.4 Follow-up Visit Number 

The follow-up visit number is the number of quarters (three month time 
period) post randomization. This number is sequentially numbered from 0 
for baseline, l for first three month visit, 4 for first annual visit, 8 
for second annual visit, through 40 for tenth annual visit. 

-I 
0 = Baseline 4 = 12 months 9 = 27 months I 
1 = 3 months I 
2 = 6 months I 

8 = 24 month·s 40 = 120 months I 
I 

6.1.3.5 Treatment Allocation 

Each patient who enters the DCCT is randomly assigned to one of the 
treatment groups. A treatment allocation is issued only after all 
criteria for entry into the study have been satisfied and are documented 
at the Coordinating Center. 

6.1.3.6 Informed Consent 

The potential participant begins the 
viewing the DCCT audiovisual presentation. 
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further evaluated for eligibility for the DCCT is presented with the 
patient information documents and the first Informed Consent Form (DCCT 
Form 031). See Chapter 7 for more details concerning the procedures for 
orientation of the patient and for obtaining the patient's consent to be 
screened, randomized, managed and followed in the study. 

6.1.3.7 Date of Randomization 

The patient's official date of randomization into the DCCT is defined 
as the date the treatment assignment is given by the Coordinating Center. 
This date is considered the patient's baseline. This date must be within 
four months of the first eligibility test. If any exceptions are 
necessary, the clinic should clarify the situation with the Coordinating 
Center. 

Host importantly, this date is the marker used to characterize a 
subject's duration of IDDH; for example9 a subject with no retinopathy 
and who is a candidate for the primary prevention trial should be at or 
have not yet reached his/her five year anniversary of IDDH at the time of 
randomization. 

6.1.3.8 HOLD Conditions 

On certain evaluation visit forms, there are boxes marked "HOLD" which 
.may be checked during form completion. These boxes indicate a condition 
which makes the patient temporarily ineligible for the' study. There 
should be an explanation made to the patient of the cause for temporary 
ineligibility and information on the patient should be filed so that 
he/she can be contacted at a later date. 

6.1.3.9 STOP Conditions 

On the Baseline Medical History and Physical Examination Form (DCCT 
Form 002) and the Baseline Ophthalmic Examination and Ocular History 
(DCCT Form 008), for example, there are a number of responses which are 
marked "STOP" to indicate that an exclusion criterion was encountered.for 
the patient being evaluated. The term "STOP condition" refers to these 
exclusion criteria. STOP conditions are surrunarized on ·the DCCT 
Eligibility and Exclusion Checklist, (DCCT Form 038). . 

6.1.3.10 Patient Accession Number Schedule 

The Coordinating Center provides patient schedules to the clinics to 
identify visit windows and to assist in proper use of accession labels 
for laboratory samples. A listing of regularly scheduled visits 
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indicates which forms are to be completed and what the allowable window 
is for that visit. A second sheet highlights laboratory information 
including visit numbers, visit target dates, samples to be collected, 
samples to be quality controlled, and the accession numbers to use for 
each sample. Pre-printed self-adhesive labels are provided by the 
Coordinating Center and accompany these schedules. 

6.2 ROUTINE PROTOCOL VISITS 

6.2.l Evaluation 

After preliminary screening, at the start of the first evaluation 
examination, the prospective participant will be asked for written 
consent to undergo the baseline history and physical examination and 
other eligibility evaluations. All examinations will be scheduled to 
coordinate with other pre-randomization requirements to optimize 
convenience for prospective study participants and to minimize cost by 
performing first those tests which are least expensive and most likely to 
yield abnormal results (e.g., dipstick screen for urinary protein before 
urinary albumin by radioimmunoassay). 

All assessments required for eligibility are outlined in the 
Evaluation Schedule, Table 6.4. The criteria to be met by each patient 
for entrance into the DCCT are described in Chapter 8. Assessments to 
document baseline status are also included in this schedule; it is the 
outline of all examinations and assessments which must be completed for 
each patient before he/she is randomized. No more than four months 
should elapse between the date of the first examination or procedure to 
the date of completion of the randomization visit; baseline assessments 
for the HbAlc• blood glucose profiles, and lipids must be performed 
within two weeks of randomization. All baseline laboratory specimens 
have to be reviewed by the appropriate central unit and notification of 
their suitability relayed to the Coordinating Center before a patient can 
be randomized. All other baseline assessments (such as ANS tapes, diet 
histories, neurobehavioral batteries) must be present at the appropriate 
central unit before the patient can be randomized. 

6.2.1.l Initial Visit 

During 'the patient's initial v1s1t to the clinic, he/she is introduced 
to the DCCT and the local clinical center and the informed consent 
process is begun (see Chapter 7, Informed Consent Process). 

The Initial Clinic Visit Form (DCCT Form 001) is filled out, whether 
or not any STOP or HOLD conditions are encountered. If any HOLD 
conditions are encountered, the patient's name is filed for future 
contact and he/she is referred to a physician if necessary. 
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The potential participant views the DCCT audiovisual presentation and 
receives the first Informed Consent Form, the Volunteer Information 
Handbook and the Manual of Diabetes Tests, Terms and Special Procedures. 
This visit should be an informational and exciting introduction to the 
DCCT for each potential participant. 

6.2.1.2 Medical History and Physical Examination 

The Baseline Medical History and Physical Examination Form 002 should 
be completed during the following visit to the clinical center after the 
patient signs the first Informed Consent (DCCT Form 031). 

Certain questions on the Baseline Medical History and Physical 
Examination Form specifically refer to eligibility criteria and have 
answers which are marked "STOP." If a box with STOP is checked, the 
patient is ineligible for the DCCT. Note that some of the exclusion 
criteria will only temporarily exclude the patient. If the patient is 
only temporarily excluded, he/she should be encouraged to return to the 
center for another evaluation once the excluding condition has been 
removed. 

Some of the questions on this form call for written specification of 
medications, conditions, etc. For these questions, type or neatly print 
the answers. Do not use abbreviations. 

Some questions ask you to specify the average number of times an event 
has occurred (e.g., episodes of hypoglycemia) or the amount of a 
substance that was used (e.g., amount of alcohol consumed). For these 
items, you should round the value to the nearest whole number. For 
example: Two and one-half glasses of wine is reported as three glasses. 
Put zeros before the number if necessary to fill in extra boxes. 

Clarifications of several of the questions on the Baseline Medical 
History and Physical Examination Form are given in the text that follows: 

1. Predominant race/ethnicity. Use the following definitions: 

a) American Indian or Alaskan Native -- A person having origins in 
any of the original peoples of No.rth America, who maintains 
cultural identification through tribal affiliation or community 
recognition. 

b) Asian or Pacific Islander -- A person having origins in any of 
the original peoples of the Far East, Southeast Asia, the 
Indian subcontinent, or the Pacific Islands. This area 
includes, for example, China, India, Japan, Korea, the 
Phillipine Islands, and Samoa. 

c) Black -- A person having origins in any of the black racial 
groups of Africa. 
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Central 
origin, 

e) White -- A person having or1g1ns in any of the original peoples 
of Europe or the Middle East. 

2. Occupation. 

a) Professional, technical; and similar workers Includes 
aeronautical, agricultural, chemical, civil, electrical, 
industrial, mechanical, metallurgical, m1n1ng and sales 
engineers, and agronomists and metallurigists, chiropractors, 
dentists, dietitians, healers, medical and dental technicians, 
nutritionists, optometrists, osteopaths, pharmacists, 
physicians and surgeons, professional nurses, psychologists, 
therapists, veterinarians, school principals, supervisors, and 
teachers, accountants and auditors, actors, airplane pilots and 
navigators, architects, artists and art teachers, athletes, 
authors, clergymen, college presidents, professors, and 
instructors, dancers, dancing teachers, designers, draftsmen, 
editors, technicians, entertainers, farm and home management 
advisors, foresters and conservationists, funeral directors and 
embalmers, judges, lawyers, librarians, musicians and music 
teachers, natural scientists, reporters, sports instructors, 
and officials and surveyors. 

b) Managers, officials, and proprietors Includes buyers, 
building managers and superintendents, credit men, lodge, 
society and union officials, postmasters, public adm~nistration 
inspectors and officials, purchasini agents and buyers, 
railroad conductors, ship officers, pilots, pursers, and 
engineers. 

c) Craftsmen, foremen, and similar workers Includes 
brickmasons, carpenters, cement and concrete finishers, 
electricians, excavating, grading, and road machinery 
operators, painters (construction and maintenance), 
paperhangers, pipefitters, plasterers, plumbers, roofers and 
slaters, stone masons, structural metal workers, tile setters, 
repairers of air conditioning, heating, and refrigeration 
equipment, airplanes, automobiles, office machines, radios and 
television, railroad cars, blacksmiths, boilermakers, 
coppersmiths, die makers and setters, forgemen and hammermen, 
heat treaters, machinists, metal jobsetters and molders, metal 
rollers and roll hands, millwrights, pattern and model makers, 
(except paper), sheet metal workers, tinsmiths, toolmakers, 
bakers, bookbinders, cabinetmakers, compositors, cranemen, 
derrickmen, electrotypers, engravers, furriers, glaziers, 
goldsmiths, inspectors, jewelers, lens grinders and polishers, 
lithographers, locomotive engineers, locomotive firemen, log 
and lumber scalers and graders, loom fixers, millers, motion 
picture projectionists, opticians, piano and organ tuners and 
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repairmen, plate printers, printing pressmen, shoemakers 
(except in factories), silversmiths, stereotypers, stationary 
engineers, stone carvers, stone cutters, tailors, telegraph and 
telephone linemen and servicemen~ typesetters, upholsterers, 
watchmakers, window dressers. 

d) Clerical and similar workers -- Includes clerk-typists, public 
stenographers, typing pool supervisors, secretaries, 
baggagemen, bank tellers, bill and account collectors, 
bookkeepers, cashiers, dispatchers and starters of vehicles, 
express messengers, file clerks, insurance adjusters, insurance 
examiners and investigators, library attendants and assistants, 
mail carriers, messengers and office boys, office machine 
operators, payroll and timekeeping clerks, postal clerksJ 
physician's and dentists's office attendants, railway mail 
clerks, receptionists, shipping and receiving clerks, stock 
clerks, storekeepers, telegraph messengers, telegraph 
operators, telephone O?erators, ticket, express, and station 
agents. 

e) Sales workers Includes advertising agents and salesmen, 
actioneers, demonstraters, hucksters, insurance agents and 
brokers, insurance underwriters, lottery ticket agents, lottery 
ticket sellers, newsboys, peddlers, real estate agents and 
brokers, stock and bond salesmen, salesmen and sales clerks in 
retail trade. 

f) Operative and similar workers Includes bus drivers, 
chauffeurs, deliverymen, routemen, taxicab drivers, truck and 
tractor drivers, apprentices, asbestos and insulation workers, 
assemblers, auto service and parking attendants, blasters, 
boatmen, bus and street railway conductors, canalmen, 
furnacemen, graders and sorters in manufacturing, laundry and 
dry cleaning operatives, lockkeepers, meat cutters, metal 
heaters, milliners, mine operatives and laborers, motormen, 
oilers and greasers, packers, painters (except construction and 
maintenance), photographic process workers, powdermen, power 
station operators, railroad brake~en and switchmen, sailors, 
sawyers, sewers and stitchers in manufacturing, smeltermen, 
stationary firemen, surveying chainmen, rodmen and axmen, 
textile knitters, textile spinners, textile weavers, welders 
and flame cutters, wrappers. 

g) Service workers Includes bailiffs, bridge tenders, 
constables, detectives, firemen (fire protection), guards, 
marshals, policemen, sheriffs, watchmen, cooks, counter and 
fountain workers, waiters, attendants and ushers in amusement 
places, barbers, bartenders, bootblacks, boarding and 
lodginghouse keepers, elevator operators, hairdressers, 
housekeepers and stewards, janitors, kitchen workers, porters, 
sextons. 
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h) Laborers Includes carpenters' helpers, car washers, 
fishermen, garage laborers, gardeners, longshoremen, lumbermen, 
oystermen, raftsmen, stevedores, teamsters, truck drivers' 
helpers, warehousemen, woodchoppers. 

i) Farmers -- Includes owners, operators, tenant farmers, and 
sharecroppers. 

3. Diabetes History 

Interpretations of questions C7, CS, C9 and ClO on DCCT Form 
002: 

a) Question C7 -- "Hospitalizations" implies overnight admission 
to the hospital; an emergency ward visit that did not result in 
hospitalization does not apply. 

b) Question ca -- The number of episodes during which the patient 
"lost consciousness or experienced seizures" may be only 
approximate if the patient was not observed during all 
episodes. Should an event involving impaired consciousness not 
be remembered by the patient but the observations of another 
person indicate that neither full loss of consciousness nor 
seizures occurred, then it would not be included in this 
category. 

c) Question C9 The need for "professional medical assistance" 
should be interpreted as signifying that the person assisting 
the patient felt that oral glucose administration was either 
impossible- to perform or inadequate to treat the episode 
effectively. The administration of intravenous glucose or 
parenteral glucagon should be considered "professional medical 
assistance" whether or not the person.providing the treatments 
had formal medical training. 

d) Question ClO -- This category implies that the patient required 
assistance to obtain oral treatment for hypoglycemia either 
because he was too symptomatic to help himself or because he 
failed to recognize the need for treatment. 

4. Psychiatric Review of Systems 

The psychiatric review of systems section is designed to 
highlight important psychiatric problems which might interfere 
with performance during the trial. These topics are not 
exhaustive and supplement earlier questions on drug and alcohol 
abuse and medication history. Thus, answers to earlier questions 
may already have identified possible psychiatric problems not 
sufficient to exclude the patient. 

The diagnostic topics are not 
Rather they serve as landmarks, 
medical team and depending on the 
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lead to further interviewing by the nurse, 
health care professiona'l. 

diabetologist and/or 

Please note these questions are widely used in medical 
histories and survey interviews. If treated matter-of-factly as 
part of the interview, the patient will perceive them as a 
standard part of our concern and interest in them and their lives. 

The question's which follow are keyed to the topic areas. They 
are suggestive or useful lines of inquiry but are designed to be 
adapted to your own interview style. They are not exhaustive. 

a) This question is used to identify a history of psychiatric 
treatment and may be followed by inquiries about the nature of 
the problem, specific symptoms, their persistence, and the 
timing of the treatment. Subsequent items identify diagnostic 
and symptomatic categories for specific inquiry. 

b) Does the patient have a history of the following: 

i) Have you ever considered yourself a nervous person? How 
disruptive do you consider these feelings? 

ii) Some people have phobias or unreasonable fears. Do you 
have any? Do they limit your activities? 

iii) This section is designed to explore problems related to 
anorexia nervosa and bulimia. These eating problems are 
more common in young women and are especially important 
for this group. 

I would like to ask a few questions about eating 
problems you might have had with weight. Have you ever 
thought you were too fat or in danger of getting too fat? 
Have your friends or family thought you had become too 
thin? Have you ever binged and then tried to lose weight 
by vomiting? 

iv) In your lifetime, have you ever had two weeks or more 
when you felt very sad or depressed or lost all interest 
in things you usually care about? Were these periods 
(this period) accompanied by symptoms like weight loss, 
troubled sleeping, extreme fatigue, trouble concentrating 
or feeling worthless? 

v) A history of suicidal thought or action can be asked in a 
straightforward manner by asking the following questions 
which may flow directly out of preceding questions about 
depression: 
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Have you ever felt so bad that you thought of 
committing suicide? 

Have you ever attempted suicide? 

vi) Have you ever had any legal problems? If yes, have these 
involved criminal charges? If yes, please describe. 

c) Since this section does not include automatic exclusions, this 
question may only be answered "yes" after further data is 
gathered. 

5. Measurement of Height and Weight. 

These measurements must be obtained in 
reproducible manner at the evaluation visit, 
visits and annual visits. 

an accurate and 
quarterly clinic 

a) Devices: 

i) Measurement of weight -- a standard weight scale that has 
been calibrated regularly is acceptable. Calibration 
will be performed at least once per year. It is 
recommended that the patient be weighed on the same scale 
throughout the study, if possible. The 0 adjustment 
should be checked before each measurement. 

ii) Measurement of height -- The widely available measurement 
rod attached to a _weight scale found in many offices is 
not accurate for height measurement. Two types of 
measurement devices are recommended. One consists of a 
metal tape measure or a wooden ruler that is attached 
permanently in a vertical position on the wall or that is 
attached to a wooden board that is, in turn, mounted 
permanently .on the wall. For this type of device, a 
horizontal board is necessary; the board is placed on the 
patient's head in a perfectly horizontal position and the 
height is read directly at the intersection of the board 
and the vertically mounted measuring tape or ruler (a 
carpenter's square or a wooden box with a handle work 
well for this purpose). The second type of measuring 
device is called a stadiometer. This uses a sliding 
horizontal board which runs up and down on a vertical 
column using a rack and pinion mechanism with a counter 
weight attached to give direct readout of height. 

b) Procedure for measurement of height For the actual 
measurement, the patient will stand erect with heels, buttocks, 
thoracic spine and head against the vertical surface with the 
feet slightly apart and eyes looking straight ahead. He/she 
will be asked to take a deep breath and stretch as tall as 
possible, keeping the shoulders relaxed. Slight upward 
pressure can be applied gently on the mastoid processes to 
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assure the position is attained. It is important to be certain 
that the patient's heels are flat and that the knees are 
straight. If a vertically mounted metal tape or ruler is used, 
a horizontal board will be placed on the top of the head as the 
patient looks straight ahead; the height is read directly at 
the intersection between the horizontal board and the 
certically mounted tape measure or ruler. If a stadoimeter is 
used, the horizontal device will be lowered to the top of the 
head and the measurement will be read directly from the digital 
counter. With both methods, it is important that the height be 
measured several times until successive measurements are no 
further apart than 0.2 cm. It is recommended that, if 
possible, the same individual measure study patients throughout 
the study, although with strict attention to the measurement 
procedure, reproducible results should be attainable by any 
skilled measurer. 

c) Procedures for measurement of weight -- It is recommended that 
the ~atient's weight be measured with the patient in a hospital 
gown and in stocking feet. It :s recommended that he/she be 
weighed on the same scale for the entire study. The 0 
adjustment should be checked before each use. 

d) Procedures for determination -of eligibility In order to 
determine if the potential adult participant meets the 
eligibility criteria for weight (Section 8.2.1.15), a 
determination should be made of his/her body frame by elbow 
breadth. The patient's weight should be compared to the 
appropriate category of Tables 8.2a and 8.2b. 

To make an approximation of frame size, have the patient 
extend his/her arm and bend his/her forearm upwards at a 90 
degree angle. Fingers should be kept straight and the inside 
of the wrist turned away from the body. Measure the elbow 
breadth at the two prominent bones on either side of the elbow 
with a caliper. 

These tables list the elbow measurements for medium-framed 
men and women of various heights. 
those listed indicate a small frame 
indicate a large frame. 
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Definition of Medium F'rame 

HEN 

Height Elbow Breadth 

5 I 111 - 5'2" 2 1/2" - 2 7/8" 
5 I 31t - 5'6" 2 5/8" - 2 7/8" 
5 I 711 - 5'10" 2 3/4" - 3" 
5'11" - 6'2" 2 3/4" - 3 l/ 8" 
6 I 311 2 7/8" - 3 1/4" 

WO HEN 

Height Elbow Breadth 

4 I 911 - 5'2" 2 1/4" - 2 l I 2" 
5 I 311 - 5'10" 2 3/8" - 2 5/8" 
5'11" 2 1/2" - 2 3/4" 

6.2.1.3 Other Evaluation Assessments 

See the Evaluation Schedule (Table 6.4) and the appropriate Chapter in 
the Manual of Operations for details concerning procedures and forms to 
be filled out during each evaluation module. 

1. Laboratory 

The evaluation examinations include local clinical laboratory 
procedures which are given in Table 6.3. In addition, some 
specimens will be sent to the Central Biochemistry Laboratory 
(CBL) for determination of eligibility and to serve as baseline 
data. 

2. Ophthalmologic 

The evaluation ophthalmologic examination consists of the 
following standardized procedures: 

a) Visual- acuity; 

b) Intraocular pressure measurement; 

c) Slit-lamp and ophthalmoscopic examinations; 

d) Stereo fundus photography consisting of seven standard fields; 

e) Stereo fluorescein angiography only in consenting patients who 
are being screened for the primary prevention trial. 
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Original fundus photographs and angiograms will be 
the CORU for determination of photographic quality and 
eligibility. Copies of the photographs and angiograms 
maintained at the clinical centers (Chapter 13). 

sent to 
patient 
will be 

3. Renal 

The evaluation renal examination consists of the following 
standardized procedures: 

a) Preliminary urine dipstick screen, urinalysis (UA) 
culture (UC). If UC reveals 105 colonies per ml, 
culture is obtained. UC is mandatory in females 
done for males when indicated by UA (2-4 WBC/hpf). 

and urine 
a repeat 

and will be 

b) Hicroalbuminuria (four-hour timed collection) (Chapter 12). 

c) Serum albumin. 

d) Creatinine clearance (Chapter 12). 

e) Serum creatinine. 

Urine and serum will be sent to the CBL for analysis. 

f) The baseline renal examination consists of the following 
standardized procedures: 

i) 24-hour timed urine collection (Chapter~.12). 

ii) 125-I iothalamate glomercular filtration rate. 

4. Neurologic 

The baseline neurologic examination consists of the following 
standardized procedures: 

a) Neurological history and physical examination (Chapter 17). 

b) Standing and supine blood pressures and pulse (Chapter 17). 

c) Sample of autonomic nervous system function tests (RR-variation 
on EKG) (Chapter 17). 

d) Noninvasive nerve conduction studies (Chapter 17). 

Autonomic Nervous System 
EKG) will be centrally read 
Unit (CACU). 

5. Cardiovascular 

Qc[ober 22, 1987 
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The evaluation cardiovascular examination consists of the 
following standardized procedures: 

a) History and physical examination (Chapter 18). 

b) Peripheral vascular history and physical 
as part of the medical history and 
(Chapter 18). 

c) Resting ECG. 

examination (performed 
physical examination) 

Results will be documented on the Resting Electrocardiogram 
Mailing List, DCCT Form 053, and the Eligibility and Exclusion 
Checklist (DCCT Form 038). All ECG's are mailed to the 
Coordinating Center. ECG's determined to be abnormal on the 
basis of local reading may be sent to the Central ECG Reading 
Unit for confirmation. All EKG's on eligible patients will be 
mailed to the Central ECG Reading Unit for coding. These data 
will be sent to the Coordinating Center (see Chapter 18). 

6. Psychological 

The evaluation psychological assessment includes: 

a) Neurobehavioral Assessment: A battery of neurobehavioral 
measures will be performed. The scope of the assessment 
includes: learning, memory, problem solving, and 
visuoperceptual and visuomotor functions. Performance results 
will be sent to the Central Neurobehavioral Coding Unit (CNCU) 
for scoring and coding (Chapter 19). 

b) Psychological Symptoms: The Symptom Checklist-90-R (DCCT Form 
035) will be completed (Chapter 19). 

c) Quality of Life: A questionnaire will be completed for 
evaluation of several areas including social functioning, work 
and school performance, attitudes toward diabetes and toward 
the specific demands of the DCCT Protocol. It will include 
age-specific and developmentally relevant inquiries (Chapter 
19). 

7. Compliance/Adherence 

The pre-randomization compliance/adherence assessment of the 
DCCT will consist of the following components: 

a) Prospective subjects will be screened during a structured 
session in an effort to evaluate areas that are known to relate 
to adherence to Protocol requirements and compliance with 
prescribed regimens. A counseling-educational session with the 
patient and the family will be required to improve 
participation through a good understanding of trial procedures. 
Making use of written and audiovisual aids, a study 
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representative will also discuss the following areas in detail 
with the subject and family: 

i) expectations regarding the study 

ii} mobility 

iii) personal availability 

iv) family and social supports 

v} past history of adherence of treatment regimen 

vi) attitude about the DCCT 

b) Potential subjects will be given behavioral tasks prior to 
randomization to evaluate compliance regimens. These tasks 
will include skills training and assessment of behaviors which 
are relevant to the protocol of this trial, i.e., insulin 
injection~, urine testing. All subjects will be placed on a 
regimen similar to standard treatmenc and will be asked to 
record, in a diary during a two-week period, a number of tasks 
to include eating habits, urine testing, time of· injections, a 
3:00 a.m. blood capillary collection (Chapter 20). 

8. Dietary 

The dietary evaluation assessment consists of two parts: 

a) Interview by the dietitian to assess each candidate's present 
level of education and potential ability to learn and implement 
the dietary recommendations necessary for the experimental 
group. The three-day food record obtained from the behavioral 
tasks, the research diet history and other techniques may be 
used to assist this screening process. 

b) Collection of data on the dietary habits of each participant by 
the dietitian using the diet history methodology. The data 
should be collected in the standardized method described in 
Chapter 16, then sent to the Central Nutrition Coding Unit for 
analysis. 
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6.2.1.4 Forms to be Completed 

During evaluation for eligibility, the following forms are to be 
completed: 

Form Name 

001 Initial Clinic Visit 
002 Baseline Medical History and Physical Examination 
004 Locally-Performed Blood Count and Chemistry 
005 Neurologic History and Physical Examination 
006 Locally-Performed Urinalysis and Urine Culture 
008 Baseline Ophthalmic Examination and Ocular History 
011 Randomization Report 
012 Personal Information on Study Volunteer (not mailed to CoC) 
018 Diet History (completed by dietitian) 

(send to Coding Unit if patient is to be randomized) 
021 Quarterly Clinic Visit (completed at randomization visit) 
025 Fundus Photography (completed by photographers) 
026 Fluorescein Angiography (completed by photographers) 
029 Food Pattern Questionnaire (local use) 
030 Food Preparation Questionnaire (local use) 
031 First Informed Consent 
032 Second Informed Consent 
035 Symptom Checklist-90-R (SCL-90-R) 
036 Quality of Life Questionnaire 
037 Nerve Conduction Studies 
038 Eligibility and Exclusion Checklist 
045 Volunteer Understanding Questionnaire (Version A) 
046 Volunteer Understanding Questionnaire (Version B) (if necessary) 
047 Availability, Adherence and Expectation Interview 
048 Family Understanding and Expectation Interview 
049 Request Behaviors Confidence Questionnaire 

(completed before and after the two-week behavioral tasks) 
056 Clinic Evaluation of Volunteer's Performance 

on Behavioral Tasks I (Clinic) 
057 Clinic Evaluation of Volunteer's Performance 

on Behavioral Tasks II (Home) 
061 Daily Behavioral Tasks Log 
062 Three-Day Food Record 
070 ANS Documentation Sheet 
Neurobehavioral Test Battery 
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In addition, multiple mailing lists have to be completed to ship 
photographs, neurobehavioral test results, specimens and data forms to 
the appropriate central unit. The EliSibility and Exclusion Checklist 
(DCCT Form 038) must be completed and on file at the Coordinating Center 
before any patient can be randomized. 

6.2.1.5 Hissed Visits 

A patient missing a scheduled evaluation visit should be contacted as 
soon as possible (preferably the day of the missed appointment) by the 
clinic staff and the visit should be rescheduled as soon as possible. 
Missed visits should be brought to the attention of the Principal 
Investigator who should take this into account when determining patient 
eligibility. 

6.2.1.6 Eligibility Evaluation Rules 

Explicit eligibility definitions, definite procedures for verifying 
suspect results, and time frames for these procedures were agreed upon by 
the Study Group. This is important so that exceptions to eligibility 
rules are not made on a case-by-case basis and the treatment group's 
actual baseline condition, as opposed to some transition state, can be 
characterized. 

each patient should not exceed four months 
examination or procedure to the date of 
time period, retakes of visual acuity are 

The evaluation period for 
from the date of the first 
randomization. During that 
allowed. The following are 
or retakes (but not both) 

allowed under specific conditions: rereads 
of photographs, and retakes of HbA1c, 

albuminuria, and cholesterol. During that four-month time period, the 
following should apply: 

HbA1c may be retaken within two weeks if the Principal Investigator 
thinks the reported value does not reflect the patient's clinical status. 

For retinopathy, considering patient and. clinic convenience as well as 
morale and scientific integrity, one reread OR retake is allowed during 
the initial four month time window exclusively in the s1tuation where a 
patient has more than five years duration of diabetes and where the 
investigator feels retinopathy is present, but the CORU has failed to 
detect it. In the situation where the investigator feels reasonably sure 
that the photographs show the retinopathy in question, a reread would be 
requested. In the alternative situation, where the investigator feels 
that retinopathy was unequivocally present on clinical exam but is not 
well represented on the photographs, then a repeat set of photographs 
would be submitted. No rereads or retakes are allowed in patients who 
are graded as having P2 retinopathy or worse. 
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For cholesterol and albumin, apparent mishandling (co be determined by 
the Director of the CSL) by clinic staff or the CSL are sufficient 
conditions for retakes. Also, if the local laboratory determination of 
TSH indicates an elevation, the cholesterol can be retaken to determine 
eligibility after the TSH has returned to normal. If the reported value 
for cholesterol is still above the threshold, the patient may be 
restarted in six months. If the reported value for a retake of albumin 
is still over the threshold, the patient will be permanently excluded. 

If a patient has been declared ineligible, the patient may be 
restarted six months from the date of the collection of the test that 
caused ineligibility. However, any patient who has more than minimal 
retinopathy (>P2), elevated albumin, or elevated creatinine may NOT be 
restarted. This patient is permanently excluded. 

In Table 6.5, the definitions of 
restart are presented. These are 
investigator initiated. 

reanalysis or reread, retake and 
actions which are allowable and 

6.2.1.7 Procedures to Restart a Patient 

In some situations, a patient who was excluded may be restarted in the 
eligibility screening process after a six month waiting period. 

Another Eligibility and Exclusion Checklist (DCCT Form 038) must be 
used to document the pa~ient's screening progress. 

A baseline examination, test, or procedure which is a measure of a 
study endpoint (see Table 6.1) and is to be repeated at follow-up visits, 
must be conducted within four months prior to the day of randomization. 
Therefore, these examinations, tests, and procedures must be redone. 
Since the C-peptide test is not a measure of a study endpoint, this test 
will not need to be repeated for patients with C-peptide less than 0.2 
pmol. For patients with duration of IDDH less than five years and with 
stimulated C-peptide greater than 0.2 pmol but less than 0.5 pmol, 
however, the C-peptide may be repeated at the annual visit. Therefore, 
the baseline test must be within the four month window for these 
patients. 

6.2.2 Randomization 

Before a patient is randomized, all screening, 
baseline tests and procedures must be completed (see 
Eligibility and Exclusion Checklist must be on file 
Center. The baseline laboratory specimens must have 
appropriate central laboratory and assessed as being 

eligibility, and 
Table 6.3) and the 
at the Coordinating 

been received at the 
in good condition. 

DCCT Form 021, Quarterly Clinic Visit, and DCCT Form 011, 
Randomization Report must be completed during the randomization visit and 
sent to the Coordinating Center. 
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The patient must be present at the time of the randomization phone 
call to the Coordinating Center. - There are two reasons for this 
requirement: First, as noted above, DCCT Form 021 must be completed. 
Secondly, the patient may be disappointed with the treatment group 
assignment. If the patient is present, the staff will be better able to 
detect this disappointment and work to encourage him/her to accept and 
adhere to the assigned treatment regimen. 

6.2.3 Routine Management Visits for Experimental Group 

6.2.3.l Time of Visits 

Visits in the experimental group will be weekly until the investigator 
feels the goals defined for metabolic control have been achieved. 
Following this, the visits will be monthly, or more frequent if necessary 
to maintain the goals. The date of the monthly visit should be scheduled 
within the visit window from the date of randomization, not the date of 
initiation of treatment. See the patient accession number schedule :or 
visit target dates. 

6.2.3.2 Preparation 

The clinic staff will notify the patient one to two days prior to the 
scheduled visit by phone, reminding the patient to bring glucose 
monitoring records. The Trial Coordinator will also inform the research 
nurse and, if necessary, the physician or dietitian of the scheduled 
visit. 

6.2.3.3 Features of Visit 

These routine management v1s1ts will center mainly around discussion 
of metabolic control including blood glucose determinations at home. 
Suggestions or changes will be made, and continued education and support 
given, to aid in achieving the goals of the experimental group. 

6.2.3.4 Forms to be Completed 

An HbA1c sample will be collected at the monthly visit and sent to 
the CHL. Routine management accession number labels should be used and 
the Hemoglobin A1c Hailing List (DCCT Form 055) should be completed. 
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6.2.3.5 Missed Visits 

Missed routine management visits are not as damaging to the overall 
implementation of the Protocol as missed quarterly endpoint visits (see 
Section 6.2.4), but may result in inability to maintain the goals of the 
experimental group or may indicate impending poor compliance with the 
regimen or adherence to the Protocol. Therefore, missed routine 
management visits should be handled similarly to other missed visits. 
The patient should be contacted as soon as possible, and another visit 
scheduled. The Missed Visit Form (DCCT Form 014) should be completed if 
the visit does not occur within the specified time window. 

6.2.4 Endpoint Visits (Follow-up Visits) 

During the course of the study, part1c1pants will be asked to undergo 
a set of regularly scheduled standardized procedures for patient followup 
and analysis of study endpoints. All visits will be scheduled to 
coordinate t,ese procedures and examinations with other endpoint 
requirements in order to optimize convenience for the study participants 
and to minimize costs. Additional visits may be scheduled as necessary 
for the clinical care of the patient. 

Endpoint visits for the standard and experimental groups will take 
place every three months. Three-month, six-month, and nine-month visits 

-are termed quarterly v1s1ts. Twelve-month visits are termed annual 
visits. With the exception of annual visits, these visits should take 
place on an outpatient basis and should be coordinated so that all 
necessary features of the v1s1t can be performed on the same day, thereby 
minimizing trips to the center by the patient. Because of the time 
required for performance of the studies scheduled annually, these visit 
procedures may require more than one day. These annual visits may be 
performed either on an inpatient or outpatient basis, depending on the 
clinical center, but_ all necessary studies should be performed within the 
window of the scheduled date for that visit (see Table 6.2). The term 
"endpoint" refers to the type of data being collected and not to any 
action with respect to the patient. All patients will be followed for at 
least five years after randomization. 

6.2.4.1 Preparation 

In preparation for each endpoint visit, the clinic staff will arrange 
a date and time appropriate for the patient and assure the availability 
of any staff or laboratory personnel required for that visit. Any 
necessary appointments will be arranged with the ophthalmologist, 
neurologist, psychologist, or dietitian at least two weeks in advance. 
After the necessary arrangements have been made, the visit will be 
confirmed by mail with the patient. This written confirmation should be 
sent two weeks before the visit, and should include the date and time of 
the visit, the estimated time needed to complete the visit, and a 
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specific schedule for the visit including times and locations for seeing 
various trial team members. This written confirmation should be followed 
by phone contact with the patient two to three days prior to the 
scheduled visit. The patient should be reminded to bring urine or self 
blood glucose monitoring records as well as the Profilset. 

At the same time, the staff person responsible for visit scheduling 
should make certain that the various clinic team members are aware of the 
date and time of the visit, and have the necessary forms to complete 
during that visit. 

6.2.4.2 General Features of Visit 

Each endpoint visit should include the following: 

l. Discussion with the physician or nurse responsible for care of the 
patient regarding the state of metabolic control and the 
attainment of goals. In the standard group, discussion should 
center around symptoms of glycosuria and hyperglycemia, and urine 
test results as the main indicator of metabolic control. The 
patient should be questioned with respect to frequ~ncy of 
nocturnal urination and thirst, and the frequency with which work 
or classroom activities are interrupted by the need to urinate or 
drink fluids. Exercise tolerance should be assessed particularly 
with regard to declining performance. The frequency and causes of 
episodes of hypoglycemia should be determined. If first or second 
priorities of the intervention strategy for the ~tandard group are 
not being met, discussion should include means to meet these goals 
within the guidelines outlined in Chapter 9. In the experimental 
group, discussion should include detailed analysis of results from 
blood glucose monitoring obtained by the patient and episodes of 
hypoglycemia since the last visit. Methods should be discussed to 
best achieve the aims of the intervention strategy for the 
experimental group within the guidelines of the Manual of 
Operations. 

2. A brief physical examination with particular attention to diabetes 
management, symptoms of hypo- and hyperglycemia, ketonuria, 
complications of diabetes, blood pressure, growth parameters, 
maintenance of body weight, condition of feet, and other 
assessments felt to be clinically indicated. 

3. In the experimental treatment group, a ten- to thirty-minute 
session with the dietitian, which may include a diet recall when 
indicated, for discussion of any problem areas or questions 
related to diet. Standard group patients meet with the dietitian 
every six months, unless more frequent meetings are required in 
order for the patient to meet the goals of the treatment group 
(see Chapter 9). 
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6.2.4.3 Blood Glucose Control 

l. HbA1c to be run in the CHL. 
number labels.) 

(Use the follow-up visit accession 

2. Collection of blood samples from the quarterly home blood glucose 
profiles to be analyzed at the CBL. In addition, in the 
experimental group, recorded results of self blood glucose 
monitoring corresponding to samples collected for the blood 
glucose profile. 

3. Recorded average number of self blood glucose determinations per 
week in experimental group. 

4. Recorded 3:00 a.m. blood glucose results. 

5. Recorded daily insulin dosage: total, basal, and sum of 
preprandial boluses for experimental group; total, sum of rapid 
acting, and sum of intermediate or long acting for standard group. 

6.2.4.4 Ophthalmologic 

Examination schedules for routine 
procedures are the same for all patients: 
every six months thereafter. 

ophthalmologic followup 
baseline, six months, 

and 
and 

Original fundus photographs and angiograms will be sent to the Central 
Ophthalmologic Reading Unit for analysis. Copies of the photographs and 
angiograms will be maintained at the clinical centers. 

There will be two different examination routines. 
photography will be performed at baseline, six months, 
months thereafter. The yearly examination includes fundus 
well as the following additional procedures: 

l. Visual acuity; 

2. Intraocular pressure measurement; 

J. Slit-lamp and ophthalmoscopic examinations. 

Stereo fundus 
and every six 
photography as. 

Fluorescein angiography, performed at baseline in patients who are in 
the primary prevention trial, will be repeated at five years and study 
termination. 

6.2.4.S Renal 

Renal examination will be performed at each annual visit. 
(UA) will be done in conjunction with the annual history 
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examination. Urine culture (UC) will be done on all females and on any 
male if an abnormal urinalysis is indicated. The UA and UC will be 
analyzed locally. Urine and serum will be sent to the CSL for the 
following: 

1. Microalbuminuria (four-hour timed collection); 

2. Serum albumin; 

3. Creatinine clearance; 

4. Serum creatinine. 

At three years and/or study termination, a 125-I iothalamate clearance 
will be done simultaneously with the four-hour timed collection for 
microalbumin. At two years and again at five years and/or study 
termination, urine will be sent to the CBL for the determination of urine 
creatinine, sodium and urea nitrogen (24-hour home urine collection). 

6.2.4.6 Neurologic 

The following procedures will be performed every two years: 

1. Standing and supine blood pressures and pulse; 

2. An autonomic nervous system function tests (RR-variation on ECG); 

Update of the neurological history and physical examination and 
non1nvas1ve nerve conduction studies will be performed at five years 
and/or study termination. 

The autonomic nervous system function tests (RR-variation on ECG) will. 
be centrally read at the Central Autonomic Coding Unit. 

6.2.4.7 Cardiovascular 

Cardiovascular endpoint examinations will be scheduled every two 
years. These examinations will include a standardized follow-up history 
and physical examination for peripheral vascular disease. Resting ECG's 
will be sent to the Central ECG Reading Unit and the results forwarded to 
the Coordinating Center. 

In addition, triglycerides, total chplesterol, and high density 
lipoprotein cholesterol will be measured annually on serum collected 
after an eight-hour overnight fast and analyzed by the CBL. Low density 
lipoprotein cholesterol will be calculated from the above measurement. 
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6.2.4.8 Psychological 

The following psychological assessments will be made during the course 
of the trial: 

1. Neurobehavioral Assessment: A partial neurobehavioral battery 
assessing visuoperceptual and visuomotor functioning will be 
performed yearly. The full battery, performed initially at 
baseline, will be repeated at years two, five and study 
termination. Performance results will be sent to the Central 
Neurobehavioral Coding Unit for scoring and coding. 

2. Quality of Life: 
completed yearly 
completed before 

The quality of life questionnaire will be 
(see Chapter 19). Quality of Life should be 

the patient completes the SCL-90-R. 

3. Psychological Symptoms: 
(see Chapter 19). 

6.2.4.9 Compliance/Adherence 

The SCL-90-R will be completed yearly 

The post-randomization compliance/adherence program will be 
accomplished through the implementation of such strategies as participant 
counseling, encouragement of peer and social supports, periodic 
educational programs, regular meetings, and newsletters. Guidelines for 
these strategies are presented in the Manual of Operations (see Chapter 
20). 

6.2.4.10 Dietary 

The dietary history should be completed at the second and fifth annual 
visits and at study termination. 

6.2.4.11 Forms to be Completed 

The forms to be completed at the various types of visits (evaluation, 
quarterly, annual, interim) are presented in Table 6.5. In addition, 
various mailing lists have to be completed to ship photographs, specimens 
and data forms to the appropriate central unit. 

6.2.4.12 Hissed Visits 

A patient missing a scheduled visit should be contacted as soon as 
possible (preferably the day of the missed appointment) by the Trial 
Coordinator. The Trial Coordinator should reschedule the visit as soon 
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as possible. If the visit is not held within the specified time window, 
the Missed Visit Form should be completed. Missed visits should be 
brought to the attention of the Principal Investigator, and two 
consecutive missed visits should be followed up by the Principal 
Investigator personally. 

6.3 MAKE-UP VISITS 

Hake-up visits are v1s1ts scheduled for quarterly or annual endpoint 
assessments outside the allowable (16 or 21 day) time windows for those 
visits. When an endpoint visit cannot be scheduled within the proper 
time window, a make-up visit must be scheduled as soon as possible within 
the allowable time window for make-up visits (see Table 6.2). 

If an illness or other condition that is defined as an intercurrent 
event occurs close to or at the time of an endpoint v1s1t to assess 
complications, the visit may be rescheduled. For example, if a patient 
has a renal intercurrent event near ~he time of the annual renal studies 
assessment, that portion of the annual visit may be rescheduled to a time 
when the assessment may be more valid. A Missed Visit Form should be 
filed for that assessment to document the reason for the rescheduled 
visit. However, the assessments for other complications could be 
scheduled within the time window if the patient is willing and able to 
undergo them. 

6.4 INTERIM VISITS 

Interim visits are of two types, those unrelated to diabetes 
management and those related to diabetes management. In both standard 
and experimental groups, visits initiated by the patient or his/her 
private physician for problems unrelated to diabetes or to this clinical 
trial should be handled using good medical judgment following the 
guidelines for Management of Intercurrent Illness (Chapter 10). In 
certain cases, the Notification of Intercurrent Event (DCCT Form 020) 
must be completed. 

In the standard treatment group, interim visits for treatment of 
diabetes (between scheduled quarterly endpoint visits) should be 
scheduled only as necessary to meet first or second priorities of this 
group (see Chapter 9) including patient safety, to manage intercurrent 
events, and at the patient's request. These visits should be documented 
on the next Quarterly Visit Form (DCCT Form 021) or Annual Medical 
History and Physical Examination Form (DCCT Form 003). 

In the experimental treatment group, interim v1s1ts (between scheduled 
monthly routine management visits) may be scheduled to maintain 
compliance to the prescribed regimen, for patient safety, for special 
management of metabolic deviation, to manage intercurrent events, and at 
patient request. No procedures other than those clinically indicated 
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be documented on the 
Annual Medical History 

next 
and 

Regular visits in the experimental group will be weekly until, in the 
judgment of the investigator, the goals have been achieved; then monthly, 
or as necessary to maintain goals. Visits outside of this schedule will 
be termed interim visits. 

6.4.2 Preparation 

If the physician has requested an interim visit for metabolic control, 
the Trial Coordinator will notify the patient one to two days prior to 
the scheduled visit by phone, reminding the patient to bring urine or 
self blood glucose monitoring records. The Trial Coordinator will also 
inform :he research nurse and, if necessary, the physician or dietitian 
of the scheduled visit. 

6.4.3 Features of Visit 

These interim visits will center mainly around discussion of metabolic 
control including blood glucose determinations at home. Suggestions or 
changes will be made regarding insulin type or dose, diet, or activity, 
and continued education and support given, to aid in achieving the goals 
of the experimental group or to meet priorities in the standard group. 

6.4.4 Hissed Visits 

Missed interim visits are not as damaging to the overall operation of 
the Protocol as missed follow-up visits, but may result in inability to 
maintain the goals of the experimental group or may indicate impending 
poor compliance with the regimen or adherence to the Protocol. 
Therefore, missed interim visits should be handled similarly to missed 
follow-up visits and documented with a DCCT Form 014, Notification of 
Hissed Clinic Visit. The patient should be contacted as soon as possible 
and another visit scheduled. There is no window for interim visits. 
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6.5 VISIT PROCEDURES FOR PATIENTS WHO HAVE PASSED CLINICAL SAFETY 
T'HRESHOLDS ~- -~-

Safety thresholds have been incorporated into the monitoring of all 
endpoint measures that are determined or graded at a central laboratory 
or central reading unit. In the following sections, the threshold is 
given and the allowable local responses are described. 

HbAlc -- In standard group patients, any baseline or followup HbA1c 
greater than 13.11 is reported to the clinic by the Coordinating Center. 
The clinic is to repeat the HbA1c on the patient monthly until the 
value falls below 13.11. Use the monthly visit accession numbers. At. 
that time, the patient reverts to his quarterly visit follow-up schedule. 
(Of course, all HbA1c values from experimental group patients are 
reported to theclinic.) 

Retinopathy -- The Central Ophthalmologic Reading Unit (CORU) will 
notify the Principal Investigator and ophthalmologist when high risk 
characteristics (HRC) or pre-proliferative diabetic retinopathy (PDR) is 
detected (DCCT Form 071). Visual acuity should be per~ormed and 
documented on the DCCT Form 027 when HRC is detected. The DCCT Form 020 
should be used to record the diagnosis and treatment. 

The CORU will notify the Principal Investigator and ophthalmologist 
when the results of gradings of the fundus photographs indicate that an 
eye has progressed to severe non-proliferative diabetic retinopathy 6r 
has progressed three or more ·steps to moderately severe NPDR within the 
past year. The patient is to be seen every three months until the 
ophthalmologist is comfortable with the patient returning to the six 
month visit schedule. The photographs for study endpoint should be taken 
as scheduled, that is, every six months. If the ophthalmologist wishes 
to photocoagulate for retinopathy less severe than HRC, he must consult 
with the Ophthalmologic Sub-committee (DCCT Form 076). No study forms 
need to be used at these monitoring ophthalmic visits. When the subject 
returns to the study ophthalmic visit schedule, the Return to Routine 
Ophthalmic Followup Form (being created) is completed. 

Clinically significant macular edema (CSME) -- The CORU alerts the 
Principal ,Investigator and ophthalmologist when CSME is detected (DCCT 
Form 094). The patient is to be seen every three months by the 
ophthalmologist. No extra forms or photographs are necessary. Treatment 
by photocoagulation is a clinical option. The diagnosis of CSME should 
be recorded on DCCT Form 020, and if and when laser treatment is used 
another DCCT Form 020 should be used to record that. 

Any time unscheduled photographs are required (such as before 
photocoagulation), labels should be requested from the Coordinating, 
Center. These labels will assign a new accession number. 

Nephropathy -- The Coordinating Center will notify the Principal 
Investigator when a serum creat1n1ne is greater than 2 mg/dl. The 
Principal Investigator is to treat the subject by any means necessary. 
The DCCT Form 020 should be completed to document that the patient has 
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had an intercurrent event (renal insufficiency) and also to record the 
unmasking of the patient's nephropathy status. The Coordinating Center 
will notify the Principal Investigator whenever a subject has a 254 or 
greater change in creat1n1ne clearance. Additional specimens are not 
processed centrally until the following annual visit. 

Albuminuria -- No threshold exists for albuminuria. 

Neuropathy -- No thresholds exist for data from the Central Autonomic 
Coding Unit with respect to the RR-variation and the valsava ratio. 

Cardiovascular -- ECG thresholds have yet to be defined. 

Lipids -- The Coordinating Center alerts the Principal Investigator 
when the total cholesterol is greater than the mean + 2 SD (LRC adjusted 
for age and sex norms), or greater than 265 mg/dl. The patient should 
have another lipid specimen drawn within one month of the original 
notification and analyzed centrally to document persistent 
hypercholesterolemia. If the second cholesterol value is also elevated 
to the degree described above, then a DCCT Form 020 should be completed. 
The Principal Investigator and dietitian are to treat the volunteer by 
reinforcement of dietary fat and cholesterol restrictions. These 
reinforcements should take place at a regularly scheduled visit. 

If total cholesterol is greater than 3 standard deviations above the 
mean (LRC adjusted for age and sex norms) or calculated LDL-cholesterol 
is greater than 190 mg/dl, the Coordinating Center alerts the Principal 
Investigator. The patient should have an additional specimen drawn 
within o~e month of notification and analyzed centrilly. If the second 
value is also elevated, the Principal Investigator is to consider the use 
of drug therapy to lower the cholesterol and/or LDL-cholesterol. A DCCT 
Form 020 should be ·completed when the cholesterol or LDL cholesterol 
value is unmasked to the clinic. 

Extra lipid accession numbers are provided for each patient with each 
yearly set of labels to be used for these purposes. 

If triglycerides are greater than 500 mg/dl, then the Coordinating 
Center will notify the Principal Investigator. A DCCT Form 020 should be 
completed. Presently, no guidelines exist for the clinic procedures. 

Neurobehavioral -- The Coordinating Center will notify the Principal 
Investigator when a change in the clinical rating indicates the patient 
is substantially worse since the previous examination. No guidelines 
exist for how the clinic should handle this situation. 
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CENTRAL 
ASSESSMENT OF 

Glucose Control 
HbAlc 

Retinopathy 
Fundus photographs 

Clinically significant 
macular edema 

Fundus photographs 

Nephropathy 
Serum creatinine 
Creatine clearance 

Albumin excretion 

Neuropathy 
ANS 

Cardiovascular 
ECG 

Lipids 
Total cholesterol 

Calculated 
LDL-cholesterol 
Triglycerides 

Neurobehavioral 
Clinical rating 

October 2 2 , 19 8 7 

Safety Thresholds 

THRESHOLD 

>13.11 

1) HRC 
2) PDR 
3) Severe NPDR 
4) Moderately severe NPDR and 

progression in past year 
of 3 or more steps on the 
retinopathy index scale 

1) Retinal thickening or 
associated HE at or 
within 500 microns of 
the center of the 
macula (center may or 
may not be involved); 

2) Retinal thickening 
>l DA, part within 1 DD 
of center of macula 

>2 mg/dl 
25% change from baseline 

Currently no alert 
is in place 

None 

To be defined; changes 
in Q-waves, ST segment 
and T-wave 

>X + 2SD for age 
and sex or >265 mg/dl 

>X + 3 SD for age and sex 
>190 mg/dl 

>500 mg/dl 

Patient's functioning 
substantially worse 
(rating 5) since the 
last examination 
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LOCAL 
ACTION 

Monthly v1s1t (HbAlc 
centrally measured) 
until HbAlc falls 
below 13.11 

Photocoagulation 
CORU alerts PI 
and ophthalmologist 
for more frequent 
patient contact 

CORU alerts PI and 
ophthalmologist for 
more frequent patient 
fo 11 owu p and 
consideration of 
treatment 

Coe alerts PI 
CoC alerts PI to 
look for reasons 
for decompensation 
of renal function 
such as illicit 
drugs, asympomatic UTI 
Not applicable 

Not applicable 

To be determined 

Coe alerts PI; 
reinforcement o·f 
dietary fat and 
cholesterol restriction 
drug therapy considered 
Drug therapy considered 

CoC alerts PI 
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Table 6.2 

Visit Organization and Windows for Scheduling Visits 

Type of Visit 

I. ROUTINE 
PROTOCOL 
VISITS 

II. MAKE-UP 
VISITS 

II I. INTERIM 
VISITS 
(Non
Protocol) 

October 22, 1987 

Visit Name 

A. Evaluatior: 

B. Randomization 

C. Routine management 
visits for the 
experimental group only: 

Weekly •• 

Monthly 

O. Endpoint visits 
for both groups: 

Quarterly 

Window 

Within the 
week, but 
not within 
4 days of 
another 
weekly visit 

Plus or minus 
16 days 

Plus or minus 
16 days 

Annual •••••••• Plus or minus 
21 days 

A. Quarterly ••••••• Up to the 
opening of 
the next 
quarterly or 
annual window 

B. Annual ••••••••• Up to the 
opening of 
the next 
annual window 

A. Intercurrent events 

B. Special management visits 
(metabolic modification) 

c. Patient initiated 
visits 
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Table 6.3 

Screening, EI lglbl l l .. ty, a11cl 
Baseline Tests and Procedures 

ELIGIBILITY 

I) Lduoratory•• 
a) Blood Glucose Control HbAlc 
))) (-peptide (basal & stimulated) 
cl Fasting Cholesterol 

2) Oµl1tnalmic 
a) Visual acuity 
b) lntraocular pressure 
c) Slit-lamp and 

ophthalmoscopic exam 
d) Stereo fundus photographs•• 

3) Renal 
a) Microalbumlnuria by 

radio immunoassay•• 
IJ) Serum creatlnlne•• (at 

investigator's discretion a 
creatlnlne clearance may be 
done at this stage of the 
eligibility screen) 

4) Cardiovascular 
a) History and Physical 

(Including blood pressure) 
b) Resting EKG 

5) Adherence assessment 

6) Pregnancy test 

7) Volunteer's Understancti11y 
Questionnaire 

8) C<111,,e11t #2 to part ic I pat" 
in DCCT 

June, t9tl7 

BASELINE••• 

I) Lauoratory•• 
a) Blood Glucose Control 

HIJAlc 
Capillary bloo~ ulucose protlle (CBG) 

b) Lipids ' 
Choleste1·01 
Tr- i y l ycer i cles 
HDL 
Calculated LDL 

21 For subjects wit~ less than or equal 
to 5 years duration of IDDM, ophthalmic 
fluoresceln angiography•• (It necessary 
another pregnancy test prior to angiography) 

3) Renal 
a) Creattni11e Cleararice•• 
l.J) 24-hOLrt- lH i11t1 ClJI lection 
c) 1-12~ iolhcilamate clearance 

4 J N"<H'O I oy i c. 
a) Stannardiz"d Symptom History & 

Pl1ys icC& I E ... am 
IJ) AutonumlL Ne1 vuu~ Systdm fu11ct lon•• 

(RR varlatlun on ECG) 
c) Non-invasive nerve conduction study 

5) Psychological 
a) Full neur·obehavion•I assessment•• 
b) Symptom Cllecklis1-~1J-R (SCL-9-R) 
c) Quality of Life (J.,.,:;tiun11aire 

6) Dietary -- CJiet 1d,.t,lf y ot past year•• 

7) Ar't.Jitiunal L.UHJ s.utt i1. ient hluud wlll be 
Urawn aud s.tl.i1 1::ct i11 tlit! CBL treezer tor 
µurµo~e ot pt:!-1tor111111~ 111 th~ tuture 
assays wh1cti i:Ht! nut r.ur·rently spec;fied . 

• 
•• 
••• 

Local lah (H ncerJ1ir·es are employed to 
document tile ye1Hnal health ot patient. 
C~ntral lall or Le11t1·al Redding Unit. 
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SCREENING 

Content: 

Staff: 

Time: 

MODULE 1 

Content: 

Staff: 

Time: 

Table 6.4 

EVALUATION SCHEDULE 

- Telephone or other contact with staff 
of clinical center (DCCT Form 060) 

Page 6.35 

- Initial Clinic Visit (DCCT Form 001 if in-clinic contact 
- Flyer mailed or given to potential participant 

Any one member of clinical center staff 

10 minutes 

INTRODUCTION 

- DCCT Information Presentation 
(slide show) 

- Initial Clinic Visit Form completed (DCCT Form 001) 
- Medical History Form (DCCT Form 002), 

pages 1-11 
- Patient takes home first Informed 

Consent Form (DCCT Form 031), 
Handbook and Manual 

- Meet the Investigator 
- Appointment made for Module 2_ 

Trial Coordinator/Nurse 
(possibly Behavioral Scientist) 
Investigator 

2-3 hours 
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MODULE 2 

Content: 

Option: 

Staff: 

Time: 

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION/ADHERENCE 

- Question and answer concerning first 
Informed Consent (DCCT Form 031) 

- Signing of first Informed Consent Form 
- Completion of Personal Information on Study 

Volunteer (DCCT Form 012) 
- Medical History Form, pages 12-19; 

Systems Review and Physical Examination 
(DCCT Form 002) 

Page 6.36 

- Explanation and Commencement of two-week behavioral 
tasks to assess compliance (DCCT Forms 061 and 062) 

- Interview to assess availability and 
adherence (DCCT Forms 047 and 049) 

- Appointments made for Module 3 

- Blood drawn for local eligibility tests 
and urine specimen obtained for local urinalysis 
(DCCT Forms 004, 006, 043) 

Physician 
Behavio~al Scientist 
Trial Coordinator/Nurse/Secretary 
Technician 

4 hours 
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MODULE 3 

Content: 

Staff: 

Time: 

MODULE 4 

Content: 

Staff: 

Time: 

LABORATORY/PSYCHOLOGICAL 
(a.m. fasting - hold a.m. insulin} 

- C-peptide testing, including blood 
drawn for cholesterol, creatinine and 
Glucose (DCCT Form 043) 

- Blood drawn for local eligibility tests 
and urine specimen 
obtained for local urinalysis (if not 
done in Module 2) (DCCT Forms 004 and 006) 

- Reinforcement of Behavioral Task 
(Phone call is acceptable) 

- Quality of Life Questionnaire 
(DCCT Form 036) 

- SCL-90-R (DCCT Form 035) 
- After the results come back from the central 

laboratory and the patient still appears 
eligible, appointments should be made for 
the next evaluation modules: 

a) Renal Studies (Module 4) 
b) Ophthalmic Evaluation (Module 5) 
c) Neurologic Evaluation (Module 6) 

Trial Coordinator/Nurse 

2 hours 

RENAL STUDIES 
(a.m. - post breakfast and morning insulin) 

Page 6.37 

- 125-I iothalamate clearances {DCCT Forms 097 and 100) 
- 24-hour urine collection (DCCT Forms 044 and 101) 
- Creatinine and albumin clearances (DCCT Form 044) 
- Blood drawn for serum albumin and 

creatinine (DCCT Form 044} 
- Patient to remain quiet 

Trial Coordinator/Nurse 

4 hours 
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MODULE 5 

Content: 

Staff: 

Time: 

MODULE 6 

Content: 

Staff: 

Time: 

Page 6.38 

OPHTHALMOLOGIC 
(Patient will have his/her eyes dilated and will need 
a driver or public transportation) 

- Visual acuity (DCCT Form 008) 
- Measurement of intraocular pressure (DCCT Form 008) 
- Slit-lamp and ophthalmoscopic examination (DCCT Form 008) 
- Stereo fundus photography consisting of 7 or more 

standard fields (DCCT Form 025) 
- Stereo fluorescein angiography (DCCT Form 026) 

Ophthalmic technician 
Ophthalmologist 
Nurse 

2 hours 

NEUROLOGIC 
(a.m. fasting) 

- Resting electrocardiogram (DCCT Form 053) 
- Neurologic symptom history and physical 

examination (DCCT Form 005) 
- RR-variation on EKG (DCCT Form 054) 
- Postural tescing/vasalva maneuver 
- Breakfast 
- Nerve Conduction Study (DCCT Form 037) 
- Patient takes second Informed Consent 

Fo~m home (DCCT Form 032) 

Neurologist 
Neurologic technician 
Trial Coordinator/Nurse 

4 hours 
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MODULE 7 

Content: 

Staff: 

COMPLIANCE/ADHERENCE 
BASELINE DIET AND LABORATORY 
(a.m. fasting)-

Page 6.39 

Patient should have received in the mail 10 days earlier 
the Food Pattern and Food Preparation Questionnaires 
(DCCT Forms 029 and 030) and should bring completed 
questionnaires. 

- Blood drawn for baseline determinations 
at central laboratory (DCCT Forms 055 and 058) 

- Breakfast 
- Patient takes Volunteer Understanding Questionnaire, 

Version A or B (DCCT Form 045 or 046) 
- Slide show repeated if necessary 
- For females, final pregnancy test 
- Interview with dietitian to assess patient's potential dietary 

abilities 
Diet history (DCCT Form 018) 

- Second interview to assess patient 
estimate of adherence (DCCT Form 049) 

- Family understanding and expectancy of DCCT (DCCT Form 048) 
Patient signs second Informed Consent Form (DCCT Form 032) 

- Assessment of behavioral tasks (DCCT Forms 056 and 057) 

Trial Coordinator/Nurse 
Dietitian 
Behavioral scientist 

Time: 3-4 hours 
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MODULE 8 

Content: 

Staff: 

Time: 

MODULE 9 

Content: 

NEUROBEHAVIORAL 

- Neurobehavioral Assessment (DCCT Form 010) 
(Blood glucose monitoring before and after) 

Psychometric Technician or 
Clinical Psychologist 

4 hours 

- Review Eligibility Checklist (DCCT Form 038) 
- Randomization of patient (DCCT Form 011) 
- Completion of Quarterly Clinic Visit Form 

(DCCT Form 021) including delivery of home 
blood glucose profile by patient 

- Treatment initiated 
- Coordinating Center generates schedule 

for follow-up visits and sends 
it to the clinic 

Staff: Physician 
Trial Coordinator/Nurse 

Time: To be estimated 
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Table 6.5 
Allowable Investigator Initiated Actions 

with Respect to Screening of DCCT Candidates 

Reanalysis 1 

Retake2 Measurement or Reread by (# Within 
or Procedure Central Unit Four-Hon th Window) 

C-peptide No No 

Fundus photographs 
No microaneurysms Yes or Yes(l) 
Retinopathy >P2 No No 

HbAlc No Yes within two weeks 
of report(l) ** 

Visual Acuity NA Yes(l) 

Al buminuria* No Yes if evidence of 
infection, trauma 
or contamination 
is present* Cl) 

Cholesterol No Yes if due to 
elevated TSH(l) 

Obesity NA No 

Blood Pressure NA No 

Creatinine No No 

1 Reanalysis is defined as a reread or redetermination of 
photograph, specimen, etc., within the four-month window. 
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Restart 3 

6 months 

6 months 
No 

6 months 

6 months 

No 

6 months 

6 months 

6 months 

No 

the same 

2 Retake is defined as a recollection of the specimen, a retake of the 
fundus photograph, etc., at a different point in time but within the 
four-month window. 

3 Restart is defined as the complete re-evaluation of 
screened candidate who was declared ineligible. 

a previously 

* The burden of proof is on the Principal Investigator. Since a locally 
performed urinalysis is performed, the four-hour collection should not 
be scheduled until there is no further evidence of infection (WBC) or 
trauma or contamination (RBC). The Planning Committee recommended that 
two negative dipsticks (one before and one after the four-hour 
collection) should be sufficient evidence for a retake. 

** if the Principal Investigator has reason to believe the reported value 
does not reflect the patient's clinical status 
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CHAPTER 7 

INFORMED CONSENT PROCESS 

The Diabetes Control and Complications Trial (DCCT) is a multi-center, 
randomized clinical trial studying the effect of two different treatment 
regimens on the development or progression of early vascular 
complications in insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus. Because of the 
complexity, length, and significant patient demands of the trial and the 
need for randomization, an intensive educational program that utilized 
audiovisual and written material was developed to provide prospective 
volunteers with enough information so that they could make an enlightened 
decision whether to participate. An evaluation of the efficacy of the 
education process and of anticipated adherence were included as part of 
the informed consent process. 

During the feasibility phase of the DCCT, ·evaluation of the subject's 
knowledge of the trial revealed that the educational process was very 
efficacious iri teaching subjec~s. Retention. of the information one year 
after informed consent was obtained was excellent. Moreover, the high 
degree of adherence during the first year of the trial mirrored the 
subjects predictions and suggests that the informed consent process 
provided the subjects with a realistic notion of the trial demands. The 
informed consent process developed for the DCCT may serve as a model for 
other complex and demanding clinical trials where prospective subjects 
must be highly educated about the trial 1n order to participate 
effectively and highly motivated to part1c1pate completely for the 
duration of the trial. The DCCT uses several innovative approaches to 
obtain informed consent and establish eligibility. These include new 
tools for patient orientation, evaluation of knowledge, assessment of 
adherence to assigned tasks, and attitudes of potential volunteers. 

7.1 SEQUENCE OF PROCEDURES 

The sequence of procedures for obtaining the patient's consent are 
given in Table 7.1. A two-stage informed consent procedure is part of a 
multi-Level screening process. It is recommended that the Principal 
Investigator or the DCCT physician who will care for the patient be 
involved in the early stages of the sequence. The first Informed Consent 
Form obtains the patient's permission and in the case of adolescent 
patients, the parent's permission for the eligibility tests to be 
performed. 

The second Informed Consent Form obtains the patient's permission and 
tn the case of adolescent patients, the parent's permission for the 
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patient to part1c1pate in the clinical trial for at least two years and 
for possibly ten years. 

Both consent forms must be signed by the DCCT Principal Investigator. 
Copies of the signed Informed Consent Forms must be forwarded to the 
Coordinating Center. It is the responsibility of the Trial Coordinator 
to maintain a supply of the two forms. Prototypes for these forms are 
DCCT Forms 031 and 032). 

In the following sections, the tools utilized for securing informed 
consent are described. 

7.2 RECRUITMENT FLYER 

The DCCT Recruitment Flyer is a brochure designed for wide-scale 
distribution. The Coordinating Center will supply each clinic with a 
sufficient number of these brochures during the recruitment stage of 
Phase III. The Trial Coordinat~r must keep an inventory of these as well 
as the other DCCT materials. 

7.3 DCCT SLIDE PRESENTATION 

Each clinic will be supplied with two types of audio cassettes, one 
carousel of numbered slides and a written script. In one of the 
cassettes, an audible sound will indicate when the slides have to be 
changed manually by the person managing the presentation. The basic 
units needed for this are a slide projector and a regular play-back 
cassette player. In the other, the audio cassette will be automatically 
synchronized by an inaudible signal to work with Kodak or Bell and Howell 
equipment. 

The slide presentation is designed to be made during the initial 
clinic visit and then again before randomization. The second viewing can 
be shortened so as to omit the screening for eligibility segment. 

Various stopping points along the presentation are designed to enable 
the clinic staff to answer specific questions or to make special remarks 
or clarifications. Suggested answers to likely questions are given 
below. Some of these, for example demonstration of blood glucose 
monitoring equipment and insulin infusion pumps, should be available for 
inspection during these intermissions. 
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7.3.l Guidelines for Presentation of the DCCT Slide-Tape Show 

The DCCT slide-tape show is designed to be shown to prospective 
participants for the DCCT on two occasions. The first occasion is during 
the first clinic visit. At this showing, the slide-tape offers the first 
presentation of the DCCT to the volunteer. As such, it provides a 
standard introduction to all volunteers across the centers. The slide
tape presentation of the study includes prompts to promote interaction 
between the volunteer and the clinician at specific points. 

The DCCT slide-tape is also designed to be shown to prospective 
participants who have successfuly proceeded through the eligibility 
screen and are being invited to join the study. In this case, the 
program should be presented as a final review of the study. Only the 
portion of the program covering the post-randomization phase of the DCCT 
needs to be shown. This ought to be done juit prior to the final consent 
procedures. ~ 

This media overview of the eligibility and post-randomization phases 
of ~he DCCT is planned ideally for a single volunteer (and family) and a 
center staff member. It may be shown to small groups of volunteers. 
Because the program does prompt a question and answer type of discussion 
at a number of points, a smaller number of viewers will allow for a more 
adequate discussion.· This presentation is not intended for viewing by 
mass size audiences. 

There are 12 stops for discussion, including the conclusion, during 
the slide-tape show. Each stop occurs after a specific unit of 
information has been presented. At these stops, the major points should 
be emphasized and an assessment of the volunteer's understanding of the 
content should be undertaken. At this time, misunderstandings can be 
corrected. Suggestions for discussion at each stop follow. 

INTRODUCTION: Following any initial procedures at the first v1s1t, a 
brief and informal knowledge assessment might be conducted, specifically 
focused upon any sensitive content in the program. For example, 
knowledge of potential complications might be evaluated. In the case of 
adolescents, the parents might be asked what the child knows about 
complications of diabetes. The program then needs to be presented 
sensitively, allowing ample opportunity for discussion. 

STOP 1: Introduction to the concept of stops 

Emphasize the value of discussion and asking questions. 

STOP 2: The two research questions 

1. Check volunteer's understanding of the questions. 

2. Check volunteer's awareness of the controversy over the value of 
trying to attain blood glucose goals near nondiabetic levels 
What has the private doctor told the volunteer about this? • 
What does the volunteer believe? 
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STOP 3: The two research groups - randomization 

l. Check volunteer's understanding of having two treatment groups 
with different treatments. 

2. Emphasize that group assignment will be made by a process of 
randomization ••• there is no choice. 

STOP 4: Eligibility criteria - general 

If the volunteer has not been asked about proximity to the clinic, 
relocation plans, pregnancy plans, age, or duration of insulin dependent 
diabetes, this would be an appropriate time to do so • • Explanations 
for these criteria might be given. 

STOP 5: Eligibility screening process and Consent #1 

l. Discuss the consent to be screened form; be sure that 
volunteer understands that this consent form is not 
participation in the study, but consent for screen:ng 
he/she cannot be considered for the study unless this 
process is carried out. 

the 
for 

that 
first 

2. Ask volunteer about convenience of coming to the clinic and review 
clinic hours and degree of flexibility. 

3. Discuss whether or not the option of inpatient screening is 
available at this clinic. 

4. Thi·s consent for screening extends for four months. 

STOP 6: Eligibility examinations and volunteer's handbook 

l. Elicit questions about the specific examinations. 

2. Elicit questions about confidentiality and emphasize this concept. 

3. Emphasize the point that if the volunteer is found to be 
ineligible on any examination, he/she will be disqualified from 
participating in the study and will not receive any further tests 

emphasize that being disqualified does not mean that 
anything is wrong with the volunteer, but simply that he/she does 
not fit the strict description of participants required by the 
study protocol. 

4. Explain handbook briefly, telling participant that he/she will 
receive a copy following the slide-tape show. 

STOP 7: Second consent and randomization 

1. Emphasize that the consent form is an agreement to participate in 
the DCCT for two or more years; that the person should feel he/she 
knows what will be expected of him/her and that he/she feels 
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this needs to be strongly 
prior to actual signing of the 

2. Emphasize the random assignment to groups; check the volunteer's 
comprehension of this concept • this needs to be strongly 
emphasized during the second viewing, with some discussion on 
whether or not the participant could accept an assignment to 
either of the groups including a discussion of any problems the 
volunteer thinks he/she might have in accepting assignment to 
either of the groups. 

STOP 8: Standard group procedures 

Determine the volunteer's understanding of the standard care group 
treatment program • , • what will be done and for how long. 

STOP 9: Experimental group procedures 

1. Determine the volunteer's understanding of the experimental group 
treatment program • what will be done and for how long. 

2. Determine whether the volunteer understands the differences in the 
treatment programs between the groups. 

STOP 10: Complications 

Determine what the -volunteer has been told and/or believes about 
complications of diabetes; this area needs to be treated very sensitively 
without arousing any anxieties in the volunteer. 

STOP 11: Tests and record keeping for both groups, data analysis 

1. Point out that more detail on the tests will appear in the 
Volunteer's Handbook and can be discussed again. 

2. Elicit questions from the volunteer. 

3. Review the ways the study could end this is especially 
important to review during the second viewing e.g., expected 
to stop for review in two years with the possibility of continuing 
for eight more years; one treatment program proves superior early 
on; one treatment program proves problematic early on • but 
participant commitment is for the duration of the study. 

4. Emphasize confidentiality in the use and analysis of data which 
are offered by the participants. 

END: Risks and benefits, closing 

1. Determine whether or not the volunteer understands the risks and 
benefits of participation and whether the volunteer can 
think of any other personal risks and benefits to participation. 
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2. Elicit any questions about the program. 

7.4 VOLUNTEER'S INFORMATION HANDBOOK 

At the conclusion of the first clinic visit, the patient will be given 
the Volunteer's Information Handbook and the Manual of Tests, Terms, and 
Special Procedures to take home and to read. These two documents have 
been written in language that the younger patients as well as the adults 
will understand. The documents provide information on the background of 
the blood glucose controversy; the questions the trial is designed to 
answer; the general nature of a clinical trial and the specific 
characteristics of the DCCT. In addition, the documents provide 
fnformation on the eligibility criteria, on the differing techniques 
which treatment groups will employ, and on the procedures used at 
baseline and at followup to detect the early appearance or progress of 
any of the complications of diabetes that are being studied. The 
documents provide a discussion of the patient's safety during the trial, 
of the patient's responsibilities during the DCCT, of the overall risks 
and benefits of participating in the trial, and of the costs covered by 
the DCCT. 

The Coordinating Center will stock each clinic with a supply of these 
documents during the recruitment stage of Phase II and III. One of the 
responsibilities of the Trial Coordinator will be to maintain an adequate 
number of these documents. 

7.5 VOLUNTEER'S UNDERSTANDING QUESTIONNAIRE 

This Questionnaire is based on the information given tn the DCCT Slide 
Presentation and the Volunteer's Information Handbook. The purpose of 
the Questionnaire is to document the level of the pati~nt's understanding 
of the goals and conduct of the trial. There are presently two versions 
of this Questionnaire; Version A (DCCT Form 045) and Version B (DCCT Form 
046). Both versions contain the same questions but the questions are in 
a different sequence in Version 8. The Questionnaire is designed to be 
difficult. 

This form is to be completed at the visit at 
Consent for_Randomization (DCCT Form 032) is signed. 

which the Informed 
The patient should: 

1. be given a pencil with an eraser with which to complete the form; 

2. be allowed as much time as he/she needs to complete the form; 

3. complete the form himself/herself, without help from another 
person and without looking at the Volunteer's Information 
Handbook. 
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~hen the patient has completed the Questionnaire, the Trial 
Coordinator should review the questions with him/her to clarify any items 
to which the patient gave an incorrect answer. Do not change any of the 
responses which the patient gave, however. 

If the patient gives the wrong answer to any one of the questions, 
he/she cannot be randomized, but must come back another day to retake 
another version of the Questionnaire. The patient may benefit from 
viewing the orientation audiovisual presentation or by re-reading the 
Volunteer's Information Handbook. The patient should be encouraged to 
ask questions. 

If the patient fails to answer all the items on the retesting, the 
patient's suitability for randomization will be based on the judgment of 
the Principal Investigator. A copy of each Questionnaire should be 
mailed to the Coordinating Center in the weekly batch~ 
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Sequence of Procedures in the 
Informed Consent Process 

1. Patient's initial contact with clinic staff 

a) Recruitment Flyer mailed or given to subject 

2. Initial Clinic Visit 

a) Screening Interview employing Initial Clinic 
Form 001) 

b) Oral discussion with subject 

c) Presentation of DCCT Slide Presentation with 
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Visit Form (DCCT 

ongoing discussion 

d) Volunteer's Information Handbook, Manual of Diabetes Tes~s, 
Terms and Special Procedures, and 1st Informed Consent for 
Screening distributed for study and discussion at home 

3. Second Clinic Visit 

a) Discussion with subject 
Information Handbook, 
Special Procedures, and 
if requested 

and "significant other" of Volunteer's 
Manual of Diabetes Tests, Terms and 
1st Informed Consent; repeat slide show 

b) If 1st Informed Consent signed: 

i) explanation and commencement of compliance and adherence 
tasks 

ii) commencement of screening tests 

4. Evaluation Visits (see Table 6.3). 

5. Eligible Subjects 

a) Return to clinic 

b) 2nd Informed Consent discussed with patient and copy sent home 
for study and discussion 
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Table 7.1 (Continued) 

Sequence of Procedures in the 
Informed Consent Process 

6. Eligible subjects who wish to volunteer 

a) Return to clinic for further discussion 

Page 7.9 

b) Take Volunteer Understanding Questionnaire (DCCT Form 045 or 
046) requiring 100% correct answers (test may be administered 
twice) 

c) Sign 2nd Informed Consent for Randomization 

7. Return for Randomization 
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CHAPTER 8 

ENTRANCE CRITERIA AND RANDOMIZATION PROCEDURES 

Investigators at each participating clinical center will determine by 
a series of screening interviews and examinations whether a potential 
study participant is eligible for inclusion in the OCCT. Each clinical 
center will recruit individuals for the primary prevention and the 
secondary intervention trials. 

The required information from the history and physical exam, local 
laboratory procedures, central laboratory procedures, and the following 
evaluations: ophthalmologic, renal, neurologic, cardiovascular, 
psychological, dietary and compliance/adherence, must be on hand at the 
Coordinating Center before a subject can be randomized. The Coordinating 
Center will notify the clinic when a subject appears to satisfy the 
eligibility criteria. 

For a complete discussion of the randomization visit including v1s1t 
preparation, features of the visit and forms to be completed, see Chapter 
6. 

8.1 ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA 

The following conditions must be satisfied for a subject to be 
considered eligible for the Phase III study. 

8 .1.1 Eligibility Criteria Applicable to All Subjects 

1. Age greater than or equal 
time of randomization and 
of pubertal development. 
Stages in Table 8.1. 

to 13 years and less than 40 years at 
at or beyond the Tanner Stage II level 
Refer to the description of the Tanner 

2. An HbA1c value greater than three standard deviations above the 
mean of a sample of non-diabetic persons. The DCCT sampling 
protocol established this value as 6.55 using the methodology of 
the Central Hemoglobin Ate Laboratory. This criterion is based 
on the first measurement obtained during the evaluation process 
and exclusion on its basis is applicable for a period of six 
months. If, in the opinion of the investigator, the value is 
clearly inconsistent with self blood glucose measurements or local 
HbAtc values, a second measurement can be obtained within two 
weeks of notification of the first value. 
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3. Informed consent from participants 18 years or older. Informed 
consent from participants aged less than 18 years and, 
additionally, informed consent from the parent or guardian. 

4. 

8.1.2 

Serum creatinine less than 
investigator's discretion~ 
equal to 100 ml/min/l.73m 

or equal to 1.2 mg/dl, 
creatinine clearance greater 

For Subjects Without Retinopathy 

or, at 
than or 

1. Duration of IDDH for at least one year but less than or equal to 
five years. 

2. Absence of diabetic retinopathy or other ocular lesions which 
would confound the assessment of retinopathy or other aspects of 
ocular status based on central grading of stereo fundus 
photographs. 

3. Visual acuity of 50 ietters (20/25 Snellen equivalent) or better 
in both eyes (best corrected) using Early Treatment Diabetic 
Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) visual acuity charts and protocol. 

4. Less than 40 mg. albumin/24 hour on a four-hour standardized urine 
collection. 

8.1.3 For Subjects With Minimal Background Retinopathy 

1. Duration of IDDH for at least one year but less than or equal to 
15 years. 

2. Presence of at least one microaneurysm in eith~r eye with or 
without other diabetes related lesions, but less retinopathy than 
would characterize either eye as P2 (Diabetic Retinopathy Study 
(DRS) Group 3) or worse based on central grading of stereo fundus 
photographs. 

Classification of eyes is based o~ Diabetic Retinopathy Study 
(DRS) criteria. Eyes with new vessels are worse than P2. Eyes 
without new vessels which meet any one of the three criteria 
listed below will be classified as P2. Standard photos referred 
to below are those of the Modified Airlie House Classification. 

a) Each of the following three lesions is definitely present in at 
least two of Fields 4 through 7: 

Soft exudates - SE 
Venous beading - VB 
Intraretinal microvascular abnormalities - IRMA 
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b) Two of the above three lesions are present in at least two of 
Fields 4 through 7 and Hemorrhages/Hicroaneurysms (HHa) are 
present in all four fields, equaling or exceeding standard 
photograph 2A in at least one of them. 

c) IRMA are present in all four of these fields and equal or 
exceed standard photograph BA in at least two of them. 

3. Visual acuity of 4S letters (20/32 Snellen equivalent) or better 
in both eyes (best corrected) using Early Treatment Diabetic 
Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) visual acuity charts and protocol. 

4. Less than or equal to 200 mg. albumin/24 hour on a four-hour 
standardized urine collection. 

8.2 EXCLUSION CRITERIA 

In order to be eligible for this study, the subject must be free of 
the excluding diseases and conditions itemized below. For some of these 
diseases, the diagnosis can be made on objective grounds. In other 
cases, it will not. be possible to follow rigid criteria, and the 
diagnosis must rest upon the considered judgment of the examining 
physician. Hospital records will be used as extensively as possible to 
document the historical material reported by the ·subject. Some of these 
conditions will exclude the subject permanently from the study. Oiher 
conditions may only temporarily exclude, and· the subject may be 
reconsidered for eligibility for the study at some later date. See 
Chapter 6 for procedures for restarting a subject. 

8.2.1 Exclusion Criteria Applicable ~ All Subjects 

1. Clinical characteristics of IDDH but subjects with more than five 
years duration of IDDM are excluded if their centrally measured 
basal or stimulated C-peptide is greater than .2 pmol/ml. 
Subjects with five years or less duration of IDDM are excluded if 
their centrally measured stimulated C-peptide is greater than .S 
pmol/ml or basal C-peptide is greater than .2 pmol/ml. The pre
sustacal specimens are considered stimulated if the centrally 
measured pre-sustacal blood glucose is greater than lSO mg/dl. 

2. Previous treatment for IDDM with either three or more daily 
injections of insulin or with an insulin infusion pump except for 
periods of less than four weeks to manage an intercurrent illness 
or to determine optimal blood glucose control. An exception will 
be made for women who used intensive therapy only during a 
pregnancy and who will have been on one or two injections of 
insulin for at least the year prior to randomization. 
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3. Insulin Resistance: Requirement of a total of more than two units 
per kilogram of body weight except during intercurrent illnesses 
lasting less than one month. 

4. Three or more documented episodes of diabetic ketoacidosis 
requiring hospitalization during the 12 months prior to the time 
of randomization. 

5. Women who are pregnant or who plan or desire a pregnancy within 
two years of the time of randomization. 

6. Hypertension 

a) Subjects who required treatment of hypertension during the two 
years prior to the time of examination are ineligible for the 
trial. 

b) In adults, sitting blood pressure, setting arm at level of the 
heart, greater than 140 systolic or 90 diastolic without 
treatment at the time Jf the eligibility history and physical 
examination. 

c) In adolescents, sitting blood pressure, setting arm at level of 
the heart, greater than the 95th percentile above the mean for 
proper category of age and sex as defined in the Report of the 
Task Force on Blood Pressure in Children. 1 blood pressure 
greater than 140/90 with the exception of females aged 13 years 
in whom the upper limit is 135/87. 

7. Lipids 

a) History of treatment for hyperlipidemia not secondary to 
diabetes. 

b) Serum cholesterol greater than three standard deviations above 
the mean for sex and age as defined in the Lipid Research 
Clinic Population Studies Data Book, Volume I of the Prevalence 
Study (see Table 8.2). This is a permanent exclusion with one 
exception: If the subject has an elevated TSH, he/she can be 
reconsidered for eligibility after treatment. 

c) Calculated LDL-cholesterol greater than 
serum cholesterol is below the mean 
deviations but greater than 265 mg/dl. 

1 Pediatrics, Volume 59, Supplement 1, 1977. 
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8. Renal disorders 

a) Active urinary tract infection defined as any infection of the 
kidney, ureters, bladder, or urethra, with or without symptoms, 
that results in pyuria (greater than or equal to 2-4 WBC/hpf) 
and the following culture results: 

i) Outpatients 

- Single culture of greater than or equal to 105/ml 
of one organism, OR 

- Two (2) cultures of greater than or equal to 100 
colonies/ml Candida species 

ii) Inpatients (noncatheterized) 

- Same as outpatients. 

iii) Inpatients (catheterized) 

- Single culture with one or two organisms, either of 
which is greater than or equal to 10,000 colonies/ml, OR 

Single culture of greater than or equal to 100 
colonies/ml Candida species. 

b) Exclusions based on evaluation of urinary sediment: 

i) Over five red blood cells (RBC) per HPF outside the 
menstrual period in women, or any number of RSC casts 
prompt renal work up for nondiabetic nephropathy. 
Subject would not be acceptable pending work-up and 
treatment. 

ii) White blood cell casts indicate UT! and exclude subject 
pending work-up and treatment of infection. 

iii) Cellular, granular, broad or waxy casts suggest 
nondiabetic renal disease and should prompt work-up for 
nondiabetic kidney disease. 

iv) Hyaline and other casts (up to 10-20 per HPF) or less 
than or equal to 10,000 (Addis count) per 12 hour urine 
collection do not indicate disease. They are more common 
during dehydration or intercurrent illness. 

v) Epithelial cells, more often seen in females, are normal 
findings. 
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9. History of alcohol or drug ~buse or dependence during the five 
years prior to randomization: 

a) Diagnostic criteria for Alcohol Abuse 

i) Pattern of pathological alcohol use: need for daily use 
of alcohol for adequate functioning; inability to cut 
down or stop drinking; repeated efforts to control or 
reduce excess drinking by "going on the wagon'' (periods 
of temporary abstinence) or restricting drinking to 
certain times of the day; binges (remaining intoxicated 
throughout the day for at least two days); occasional 
consumption of a fifth of spirits (or its equivalent in 
wine or beer); amnesic periods for events occurring while 
intoxicated (blackouts); continuation of drinking despite 
a serious physical disorder that the individual knows is 
exacerbated by alcohol use; drinking of non-beverage 
alcohol. 

ii) Impairment in social or occupational func~ioning due to 
alcohol use: e.g., violence while intoxicated, absence 
from work, loss of job, legal difficulties (e.g., arrest 
for intoxicated behavior, traffic accidents while 
intoxicated), arguments or difficulties with family or 
friends because of excessive alcohol use. 

iii) Duration of disturbance of at least one month. 

b) Diagnostic criteria for Alcohol Dependence 

i) Either. a pattern of pathological alcohol 
impairment in social or occupational functioning 
alcohol use: 

use or 
due to 

Pattern of pathological alcohol use: need for daily 
use of alcohol for adequate functioning; inability to cut 
down or stop drinking; repeated efforts to control or 
reduce excess drinking by "going on the wagon" (periods 
of temporary abstinence) or restricting drinking to 
certain times of the day; binges (remaining intoxicated 
throughout the day for at least two days); occasional 
consumption of a fifth of spirits (or its equivalent in 
wine or beer); amnesic periods for events occurring while 
intoxicated (blackouts); continuation of drinking despite 
a serious physical disorder that the individual knows is 
exacerbated by alcohol use; drinking of non-beverage 
alcohol. 

2 From the American Psychiatric 
Manual of Mental Disorders 
pp.163-179. 

Association, Diagnostic and Statistical 
(Third Edition)(DSH-III),-USA, 1980, 
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Impairment in social or occupational functioning due 
to alcohol use: e.g., violence while intoxicated, 
absence from work, loss of job, legal difficulties (e.g., 
arrest for intoxicated behavior, traffic accidents while 
intoxicated), arguments or difficulties with family or 
friends because of excessive alcohol use. 

Either tolerance or withdrawal: 

Tolerance: need for markedly increased amounts of 
alcohol to achieve the desired effect, or markedly 
diminished effect with regular use of the same amount. 

Withdrawal: development of Alcohol Withdraw~l (e.g., 
morning "shakes" and malaise relieved by drinking) after 
cessation of or reduction in drinking. 

c) Other substance 

Three criteria Jistinguish nonpathological substance use 
from substance abuse: a pattern of pathologic use; impairment 
in social or occupational functioning caused by the pattern of 
pathologic use; and duration of a pattern of use ·of at least 
one month. 

Substance dependence generally is a more severe form of 
substance use disorder than substance abuse and requires 
physiological dependence evidenced either by tolerance or 
withdrawal. 

The substances which have diagnostic criteria listed in the 
DSM III are alcohol (see above), barbiturates or similarly 
acting sedatives or hypnotics, opioids, amphetamines or 
similarly acting sympathomimetics, cannalis, cocaine, 
phencyclidine (PCP) or similarly acting arylcyclohexylamine, 
and hallucinogens. The DSM III also has an expanded general 
discussion of substance abuse and dependence. 

10. Any non-diabetic condition that potentially limits life expectancy 
or that will interfere with participation in the study. 

11. Residence at a distance 
impediment to complete 
outside of North America. 

from the clinic 
followup or a 

that presents a likely 
planned permanent move 

12. Any form of hemoglobinopathy or hemolytic process which interferes 
with reliable assessment of diabetic control with conventional 
assays for glycosylated hemoglobin (e.g., sickle trait). 

13. Diabetic Neuropathy - Subjects requiring or requesting treatment 
for diabetic neuropathy at the time of entry into the trial. 
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14. Previous or current endocrine disorder other than diabetes, 
corrected primary hypothyroidism, or functional menstrual 
disorders. Persons with corrected hyperthyroidism with greater 
than two years of an euthyroid state at the time of randomization 
and no past or present ophthalmopathy are eligible to be in the 
DCCT. 

15. Obesity defined as a body weight greater than 130% of the ideal 
body weight as defined by the 1983 Metropolitan Height and Weight 
Tables for Men and Women and adjusted for frame size (see Chapter 
6). Tables are taken from the data of the 1979 Build Study, 
Society of Actuaries and Association of Life Insurance Medical 
Directors of America, 1980 (see Table 8.3). 

16. Chronic disease requiring prescription medication for more than a 
total of four months during the twelve months prior to 
randomization. (See Tables 8.4 and 8.6 for a detailed list of 
disqualifying diseases and excluding medications. Table 8.5 is a 
list of allowable conditions and Table 8.7 is a list of drugs 
which are not exclucions.) 

17. Major electrocardiographic abnormalities or clinical history of 
ischemic (coronary) heart disease or subjects with symptomatic 
peripheral vascular disease. Specifically, exclusions include: 

a) Symptomatic coronary heart disease (e.g., angina, myocardial 
infarction, congestive heart failure); 

b) Symptomatic peripheral vascular disease (e.g., intermittent 
claudication, presence or history of gangrene of the foot or 
toe, Loss of both pedal pulses in the same foot and/or loss of 
either groin pulse); 

c) History of myocardial infarction; 

d) Resting EKG suggestive of coronary heart disease or myocardial 
infarction including heart block or complete left bundle branch 
block. 

18. History of epilepsy or seizures (not caused by hypoglycemia) 
requiring medication during the five years prior to randomization. 

19. Psychological and Behavioral Criteria 

a) Psychological problems 
personality disorders and 
the ability to maintain 
Protocol, or 

such as psychotic, neurotic or 
conditions which will interfere with 
complete followup and adhere to the 

b} A recent pattern of behavior that, 1n 
Principal Investigator, indicates a high 
compliance, e.g., missed appointments 
randomization phase or inability to follow 
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such as those detailed for the Pre-Randomization Behavioral 
Tasks in Chapter 20. 

20. Siblings, parents, children, spouses, or other household members 
(a) of subjects who have been randomized into Phase II or III, or 
(b) of clinic staff members. Clinic staff members are also 
excluded. 

21. Current participation in any other clinical trial or any study 
which may interfere with participation in this trial. Past 
participation in the following type studies excludes subjects: 

a) Patients previously treated more than twice daily or in 
intensive treatment with nasal insulin for more than one month 
are permanently excluded because this is a form of HD!. 

b) Patients getting any form of immunosuppression or 
immunomodulation therapy for diabetes are also permanently 
excluded since these could affect the natural history of 
insulin dependance or the long term renal implications of 
diabetes. Short term (under four weeks) use·of corticosteroids 
is not an exclusion since this could be given for a variety of 
reasons. Gamma globulin, cyclosporin, cyclophosphomide, 
azathiaprine, pt"asmapheresis, methotrexate and antithymocyte 
globulin are all co.nsidered forms of immunotherapy. 

c) Patients being treated with al dose .reductose for approximately 
four weeks are permanently excluded from participation in the 
DCCT because of its unknown effects on the natural history of 
diabetes or its complications. 

Patients previously enrolled as controls for the above studies 
are eligible. 

22. Any condition or use of any medication which will interfere with 
the application of treatment as outlined in the Protocol. 

23. For adolescents, history of or demonstrated failure to maintain 
normal growth and development two years prior to randomization for 
any reason, i.e., growth velocity less. than the third percentile 
of normal for age, sex and pubertal stage according to the 
National Center for Health Statistics Physical Growth Percentiles, 
*Adapted from: Hamill PVV, Drizd TA, Johnson CL, Reed RB, Roche 
AF, Moore WM: Physical growth: National Center for Health 
Statistics percentiles. AM J CLIN NUTR 32:607-629, 1979. Data 
from the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) Hyattsville, 
Maryland (see Figure 8.1). If previous reliable growth records 
are not available, failure to maintain growth at a rate of at 
least 4 cm. or 1.60 inches per year during the previous six months 
unless pubertal stage (i.e., menarche in females and Tanner IV in 
males) indicates that growth is complete. 
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24. Hypoglycemia 

a) More than two hypoglycemic seizures and/or comas du'ring the 
previous two years. 

b) More than one hypoglycemic episode in the past two years 
resulting in cerebral impairment (e.g., coma, severe confusion, 
seizure) before the development of warning symptoms of 
hypoglycemia while awake (e.g., excessive sweating, tremors, 
etc.), 

25. The presence of significant chorioretinal scars, optic atrophy, 
retinal degeneration, or other conditions which might confound the 
assessment of ocular status. 

26. Aphakia in one or both eyes or prior ocular surgery other than 
strabismus or lid surgery. 

27. Intraocular pressure greater than or equal to 23 mm of mercury in 
one or both eyes, or glaucoma requiring medication. 

28. Rubeosis iridis in one or both eyes. 

29. Myopia of greater than 7 diopters in one or both eyes. 

30. Chronic requirement for any ocular medication. 

31. The inability to 
photographs. 

obtain 

32. Prior photocoagulation. 

adequate quality stereo 

8.-2.2 Exclusion Criteria for Subjects Without Retinopathy 

fund us 

The presence of diabetic retinopathy manifested by any one of the 
following lesions on central grading of stereo fundus photographs or 
clinical exam. 

1. Microaneurysms 

2. Hemorrhages 

3. Hard exudate 

4. Soft exudate 

5. Intraretinal microvascular abnormalities (IR.MA) 

6. Venous caliber abnormalities 

7. Arteriolar abnormalities 
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8. New blood vessels or fibrous proliferation 

9. Vitreous or pre-retinal hemorrhage 

10. Retinal edema 

8.2.3 Additional Exclusion Criteria for Subjects With Minimal 
Background Retinopathy 

1. The presence of diabetic retinopathy sufficient to categorize 
either eye as P2 or worse based on central grading of stereo 
fundus photographs (see Chapter 8). 

2. Macular edema, defined as definite thickening 
one disc diameter of the center of the macula 
acuity is not yet reduced), as assessed 
photography. 

8.3 RECRUITMENT AND RANDOMIZATION PROCEDURES 

8.3.1 Recruitment 

of the retina within 
(even if the visual 

by stereo fundus 

It is not necessary that individuals be referred to the study by a 
physician; subjects may refer themselves. Each subject must agree, 
however, that· all diabetes care will be provided by the DCCT clinical 
center health care team. 

A recruitment program will be initiated by the DCCT whereby each 
clinical center will employ recruitment strategies selected among various 
options best suited to that clinic. These strategies may include 
advertisement in the mass media of the trial's need for volunteers. (See 
Chapter 4 for more details regarding recruitment.) 

8.3.2 Patient I.D. Numbers 

Each subject who completes an initial eligibility screening v1s1t 
(i.e., DCCT Form 001 completed) will be assigned a Patient Identification 
Number. The patient identification number will be constructed such that 
the high order two digits (e.g., the numbers 04 in patient number 04002) 
denote the collaborating clinic number, and the low order three digits 
(in this case numbers 002) denotes the order in which a given subject is 
screened within each clinic (see Chapter 6 for details on Patient ID 
Numbers and the Patient Initials Identifier). Once a patient is assigned 
a number, the number should be permanent unless the patient is restarted· 
in the eligibility screening process after deemed temporarily ineligible. 
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The clinics have been assigned the following numbers to distinguish 
one clinic from another: 

01 Case Western Reserve University 
Cleveland, OH 44106 

02 Children's Hospital of Philadelphia 
University of Pennsylvania 
Philadelphia, PA 19104 

03 Cornell University 
New York, NY 10021 

04 Henry Ford Hospital 
Detroit, MI 48202 

41 University of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, HI 48109 

05 Joslin Diabetes Ce~ter, Inc. 
Boston, MA 02215 

06 Massachusetts General Hospital 
Boston, MA 02114 

07 Haya Foundation 
Rochester, MN 55905 

08 Medical University of South Carolina 
Charleston, SC 29425 

09 International Diabetes Center 
Minneapolis, MN 55416 

10 University of Iowa 
Iowa City, IA 52242 

11 University of Minnesota 
Minneapolis, MN 55455 

12 University of Missouri at Columbia 
Columbia, HO 65212 

13 University of Pittsburgh 
Pittsburgh, PA 15213 

14 University of Tennessee 
Memphis, TN 38163 

15 University of Texas 
Dallas, TX 75235 
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16 University of Toronto 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada MSG 2C4 

17 University of Washington 
Seattle, WA 98144 

18 University of Western Ontario 
London, Ontario, Canada N6A SAS 

19 Vanderbilt University 
Nashville, TN 37232 

20 Washington University 
St. Louis, MO 63110 

21 Yale University 
New Haven, CT 06Sl0 

22 Albert Einstein College of Medicine 
Bronx, NY 10461 

23 Northwestern University 
Chicago, IL 60611 

24 University of California, 
San Diego, CA 92103 

25 University of Maryland 
Baltimore, MD 21201 

26 University of New Mexico 
Albuquerque, NM 87131 

San Diego 

27 University of South Florida 
Tampa, FL 33612-4799 

8.3.3 Purposes of Randomization 

Page 8.13 

Random allocation to a treatment group assures that the assignment of 
treatment is not influenced by the subject's condition or any inadvertent 
or intentional bias. The justification for randomization is that it 
makes the probability negligible that systematic differences between 
subjects receiving each treatment will exist. It also permits the 
application of statistical measures and tests for differences. 
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8.3.4 The Master Randomization List 

Although the recruitment goal was SS subjects within each of 21 
original (Phase II) collaborating clinics and 40 within each of the six 
Phase III clinics, a provision has been made for the eventual recruitment 
of more than these quotas in any one clinic. Thus, if one clinic 
encounters difficulty in reaching its goal, one or more of the other 
clinics could augment its enrollment to counterbalance the deficit. 

Prior to Phase III, the Coordinating Center generated randomization 
sequences and prepared detailed randomization procedures for its staff to 
follow. At the time of randomization, the Coordinating Center will 
specify the treatment (standard or experimental) to be assigned to each 
eligible subject. 

8.3.S Specific Randomization Procedures 

All eligibility data will be forwarded to the Coordinating Center for 
review prior to the beginning of the treatment. The clinic should adhere 
to the steps for submission of eligibility specimens and photographs to 
the central units as closely as possible in order to avoid randomizing 
ineligible subjects. 

Appropriate forms should be mailed to the Coordinating Center within 
one week prior to randomization; laboratory specimens, EKG's, fundus 
photographs and fluorescein angiograms should be processed in a timely 
fashion. 

After a subject has completed the evaluation laboratory tests, the 
behavioral tasks and the two-week diary and appears eligible, the 
Coordinating Center must approve the subject's eligibility based on the 
eligibility and baseline tests and procedures described in Chapter 6 and 
listed in Table 6.4, criteria described in this chapter, and the DCCT 
Eligibility and Exclusion Report (DCCT Form 038). 

After the Coordinating Center has 
the subject fulfills the eligibility 
confirms a randomization appointment 
the concept of randomization and the 
reviewed with the subject. 

notified the clinical center that 
criteria, the clinic coordinator 

with the subject. At this point, 
Second Informed Consent are again 

On the day of randomization, the Quarterly Clinic Visit Form (DCCT 
Form 021) is completed to document baseline values and the subject's 
experience since the baseline medical history and physical examination. 
If the subject still agrees to participate, the Principal Investigator 
has reviewed and approved the subject's eligibility, and DCCT Form 011, 
Randomization Report is completed, the clinic representative will 
telephone the Coordinating Center and the subject will then be 
randomized. Randomization will be accomplished by assigning to that 
subject the next available treatment allocation. The randomized 
treatment assignment will then be disclosed to the clinic representative. 
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Each subject will be randomized to one of two groups: Standard or 
Experimental. 

The regimen randomly assigned to each subject 
instituted as soon as possible with a maximum of 
hospitalization to initiate the experimental therapy 
protocols for metabolic control (see Chapter 9). 

should then be 
four weeks for 

according to the 

It is important to note that as soon as the treatment assignment is 
announced, the subject is officially randomized. If it is found later 
that the wrong assignment was disclosed to the clinic persor.~el, the 
assignment will stand as issued once it is disclosed to the patient. The 
period of followup begins that very day, even if treatment is not 
actually initiated until several days later. Furthermore, each subject 
will always be included in the assigned tr~atment group in all 
statistical analyses regardless of the eventual therapeutic course. 
Thus, subjects who fail to comply with, or who are unable to complete the 
assigned treatment regimen, or who are assigned to the standard group but 
later undergo more intensive management, will nevertheless be included in 
the originally assign~d group for statistical analysis. 

8.3.6 Ineligible Subjects Who Are Randomized 

It is possible that there will be subjects who will be randomized and 
subsequently found to have been ineligible. Upon detection of the 
improper randomization, the Coordinating Center will inform the Principal 
Investigator. Since all randomized subjects will be retained in all 
statistical analyses, improperly randomized subjects should continue to 
be treated and managed according to the Protocol except in the rare case 
that continued treatment under the Protocol would jeopardize the welfare 
of the subject. 

It is imperative that the number of ineligible. but randomized subjects 
be minimized. Such subjects by definition will likely respond 
differently to the two treatment regimens and may dilute any statistical 
differences which might exist as a result of the therapies. Thus, a 
small number of improperly randomized subjects may undermine the 
scientific validity of the trial. For this reason, if there is any doubt 
as to the eligibility of an individual subject, do not randomize the 
subject until the Coordinating Center has been consulted. 

8.3.7 Treatment Deviations 

A therapeutic deviation refers to any subject originally assigned to 
the standard group who later undergoes intensive therapy or a subject 
originally assigned to the experimental group who, for whatever reason, 
discontinue the experimental treatment modalities and use one or two 
injections of insulin daily. Such subjects will be included in the 
original treatment group in all statistical analyses regardless of the 
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circumstances under which therapy is administered. If true benefit is 
received from either protocol, however, the presence of treatment 
1eviations among the subjects in either group will also dilute the 
statistical differences between the groups. Thus, as with the ineligible 
subject who is ~andomized, a small number of therapeutic deviations may 
also undermine the scientific validity of the trial (see Chapter 11). 

One of the principal functions of the Data, Safety, and Quality Review 
Group will be to review periodically the accumulated data with respect to 
the therapeutic benefits and adverse effects of each of the two treatment 
regimens. If it is determined that either therapy is superior, the trial 
~ill be stopped. The study group will be notified so that subjects are 
informed. Until then, it is preferable that all subjects assigned to 
receive a specific therapy not deviate. 

8.3.8 Patient's Transfer During Screening 

Screening can last four months. Patients, although asked early on if 
they anticipate a move, can have abrupt life changes that necessitate a 
transfer to another DCCT clinic. If that occurs, the clinic should 
officially transfer the patient (see Chapter 24) to the randomizing 
clinic. Credit for the randomization will be given to the receiving 
clinic; credit for recruitment and all the completed screening tests will 
be given to the original clinic. 
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Table 8.1 

Description of Tanner Stages of Pubertal Development 

Reproductive Organs and Secondary Sex Characters in Girls 

Breasts: For descriptive purposes, the adolescent development of the 
breasts may be divided into five stages on their superficial appearance. 
The time at which a girl reac~es (i.e., enters) each of these stages is 
usually indicated by the abbreviations B2, BJ etc. 

Stage 1 (Bl). This is the infantile stage which persists from the 
---cLme-that the effects of maternal oestrogen on the breasts in the 

neonatal period disappear until the changes of puberty begin. 

Stage 2 (B2). The "bud" stage. The breast and papilla are elevated 
--rrla-small mound and there is an increase in the diameter of the 

areola. This appearance ts the first indication of pubertal 
change in the breast. 

Stage ~ (BJ). The breast and areola are further enlarged to create 
an appearance rather like the small adult breast with a continuous 
rounded contour. 

Stage~ (B4). The areola 
secondary mount projecting 
the breast. 

and papilla enlarge further to form a 
above the contour of the remainder of 

Stage 5 (BS). The typical adult breast with smoothed rounded 
contour. The secondary mound present in stage 4 has disappeared. 
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Pubic Hair: 
as follows: 

Pubic hair development may also be described in five stages 

Stage !· The infantile stage in which 
but there may be a downy vellus 
abdominal wall. 

there is no true pubic hair 
comparable to that on the 

Stage 2. Sparse growth of long slightly pigmented hair which 
appears first on either the labia or the mans pubis. 

Stage ~· The hair is considerably darker, coarser and more curled. 
It spreads sparsely over the pubic symphysis. 

Stage 4. The hair is adult in character but covers a smaller area 
---uian-in most adults. It has not spread on to the medial surface 

of the thighs. 

Stage 5. The hair is distributed in the inverse triangle, 
has spread to the medial 
linea alba or elsewhere 

characteristic of the adult female. It 
surfaces of the thighs but not to the 
above the base of the triangle. 

Reproductive Organs and Secondary Sex Characters in Boys 

Pubic Hair: The development of pubic hair in boys is described in five 
stages according to the same criteria used for girls. In most men, the 
pubic hair spreads beyond the pattern described in stage 5 and some 
authors have used stage 6 to indicate the spread higher on the abdominal 
wall. However, as the hair seldom reaches its fully adult distribution 
before the age of 20, stage 6 need not be regarded as a stage of pubertal 
development. As in the case of the girls, stage 2 is omitted because 
reliable data were not obtained. 

Penis and Scrotum: The development of the genitalia has been divided, 
for descriptive purposes, into five stages (Tanner, 1962): 

Stage ! (Gl) is the pre-adolescent 
until the pubertal development of 
general appearance of the testes, 
little during this period although 
in .the size. 

stage and persists from birth 
the testes has begun. The 

scrotum and penis changes very 
there is some overall increase 

Stage ~ (G2) is shown by enlargement of the testes and scrotum with 
some reddening and change in texture of the scrotal skin. · The 
attainment of this stage is usually the first external evidence 
that puberty has begun. 

Stage ~ (G3) the penis has increased in length and to a lesser 
extent in breadth. There has been further growth of the testes 
and scrotum. 
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Stage ~ (C4} the length and breadth of the penis have increased 
further and the glans has developed. The testes and scrotum have 
further enlarged with darkening of the scrotal skin. 

Stage ~ (CS} the genitalia are adult in size and shape. 
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BOYS: 2 TO 18 YEARS 
PHYSICAL GROWTH 
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Table 8.2a 

Plasma Total Cholesterol (mg/dl)* 

MALES (white) 

AGE MEAN s.o. MEAN + 3 s.o. -- - -
10-14 157.6 23.86 229 

15-19 149.9 26.70 230 

20-24 166.5 29.70 256 

25-29 182.2 36.15 291 

30-34 192.2 34.61 296 

35-39 201.3 38.53 317 

MALES (black) 

AGE MEAN s.o. MEAN + 3 s.o. 

10-19 160.4 25.30 236 

20-29 178.5 36.44 288 

30-39 191.6 37.36 304 

*From the Lipid Research Clinic Population Studies Data Book, Volume 1, 
The Prevalence Study - Visit 1, U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services, Public Health Service, NIH Publication No. 80-1527, July 1980. 
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Table 8.2b 

Plasma Total Cholesterol (mg/dl)* 

FEMALES (white) 

AGE HEAN s.o. HEAN + 3 s.o. 

10-14 159.6 22.84 228 

15-19 157.6 27.36 240 

20-24 171. 7 31.66 267 

25-29 175.8 28.07 260 

30-34 179.0 32.47 276 

35-39 186.4 31.40 281 

FEMALES (black) 

AGE HEAN s.o. MEAN + 3 S.D. -- - -
10-19 165.0 28.33 250 

20-29 177 .3 33.58 278 

30-39 185.0 35.13 290 

*From the Lipid Research Clinic Population Studies Data Book, Volume 1, 
The Prevalence Study - Visit 1, U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services, Public Health Se~vice, NIH Publication No. 80-1527, July 1980. 
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Table 8.3a 

Obesity* Tables - MEN 

r' R A M E - - - - -

Height Small Medium Lar'ge 

5 I 111 164 pounds 170 pounds 181 pounds 
5 I 211 166 173 184 
5 I 311 169 176 187 
5 '4" 172 179 191 
5 I 5" 174 182 195 
5 I 611 177 186 200 
5 I 711 181 190 204 
5 I 811 184 194 209 
5 I 911 187 198 213 
5 I 1011 190 202 218 
5'11" 194 206 222 
6 IO" 199 211 228 
6 I 111 203 216 233 
6 I 211 208 220 239 
6 I 311 213 226 246 

*Defined as a body weight greater than 130% of the ideal body weight as 
defined by the 1983 Metr"opolitan Height and Weight Tables taken from the 
data of the 1979 Build Study, Society of Actuar'ies and Association of 
Life Insur'ance Medical Directors of America, 1980. These figures assume 
stocking feet and 5 pounds of indoor clothing. 

Note that 1 pound = 0.454 kilogram. 
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Table 8.3b 

Obesity* Tables - WOMEN 

F R A H E 

Height Small Hedi um Large 

4'9" 132 pounds 143 pounds 155 pounds 
4 I 1 O" 134 146 159 
4'11" 136 149 162 
5 IO" 139 152 166 
5 I 111 142 156 170 
5 I 211 146 160 174 
5 I 3" 150 164 179 
5'4" 154 168 183 
5' 5" 158 172 188 
5 I 611 162 176 192 
5 I 711 166 179 197 
5 I 8" 170 183 201 
5 I 911 174 187 205 
5 I 10" 177 191 209 
5'11" 181 195 213 

*Defined as a body weight greater than 130% of the ideal body weight as 
defined by the 1983 Metropolitan Height and Weight Tables taken from the 
data of the 1979 Build Study, Society of Actuaries and Association of 
Life Insurance Medical Directors of America, 1980. These figures assume 
stocking feet and 3 pounds of indoor clothing. 

Note that 1 pound = 0.454 kilogram. 
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Table 8.4 

Disqualifying Diseases 

Subjects with a history or obvious manifestation of the following 
conditions will not be allowed into the trial unless evidence is 
presented that the condition is no longer active or present (no treatment 
for greater than five years prior to randomization): 

1, Disorders of the heart cardiac dysrhythmias (including 
paroxysmal atrial tachycardia and WPW syndrome), congenital heart 
disease, rheumatic heart disease, valvular heart disease, ischemic 
heart disease, pericardial disease, cardiomyopathies, cardiac 
tumors and unusual forms of heart disease. 

2. Disorders of the vascular system complicated arteriosclerosis 
(angina, coronary heart disease, claudicacion), hypertensive 
vascular disease (cardiomegaly, renal failure, cerebrovascular 
disease), diseases of aorta (e.g., coarctation, etc.), untreated 
hypertension. 

3. Disorders of the respiratory system hypersensitivity 
pneumonitis, severe asthma (greater than three episodes per year 
requiring corticosteroid therapy -- mild asthma will not be 
excluded), chronic bronchitis, emphysema, bronchiectasis, lung 
abscess, broncholithiasis, infiltrative diseases of the lungs 
(e.g., sarcoidosis, silicosis, histiocytosis-X, etc.), neoplasms, 
primary pulmonary hypertension, pulmonary thromboembolism, cor 
pulmonale, adult respiratory disease syndrome, cystic fibrosis. 

4. Diseases of the kidneys and urinary tract -- acute and chronic 
renal failure, glomerular diseases, nephrotic syndrome, history of 
recurrent urinary tract infections (greater than three times in 
past two years), obstructive uropathy, recurrent nephrolithiasis, 
cystic diseases of the kidneys, congenital and hereditary 
disorders of the kidney and urinary tract. 

5. Diseases of alimentary tract -- cystic fibrosis, ciliac disease, 
and active giardiasis, carcinoma of stomach, colon and rectum, 
Crohn's disease, and ulcerative colitis. 

6. Disorders of the hepatobiliary system -- genetic derangements of 
hepatic metabolism (excluding Gilbert's disease), disturbances of 
bilirubin metabolism, chronic active hepatitis, cirrhosis, liver 
tumors, active diseases of gallbladder and bile ducts. 

7. Disease of pancreas (excluding diabetes) (e.g., 
cancer). 

pancreatitis, 

8. Disorders of the hematopoietic system -- untreatable anemia (e.g., 
megaloblastic, sideroblastic, aplastic) associated with chronic 
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systemic disease, hemolytic anemias associated with 
hemoglobinopathies, polycythemia vera, agnogenic myeloid 
metaplasia, methemoglobinemia, platelet disorders, disorders of 
blood coagulation factors, diseases of the spleen and 
reticuloendothelium system (e.g., the leukemias, lymphomas and 
multiple myeloma). 

History of neoplasia except benign lesions of the skin or 
subcutaneous fat (e.g., Wilm's tumor, pheochromocytoma). Basal 
cell carcinoma of skin and carcinoma in situ of cervix will be 
considered exclusion criteria. 

10. Disorders of the nervous system symptomatic peripheral 
neuropathies other than diabetes, diabetic neuropathy requiring 
treatment, cranial nerve diseases (e.g., malignant tumors, 
brainstem syndromes, bulbar palsy, spinal cord diseases), 
cerebrovascular diseases, inflammatory diseases traumatir 
diseases of the brain, epilepsy (seizure-free for greater than 
five years while off medications for one year will be allowed into 
trial), neoplastic diseases of the brain, meningitis and 
encephalitis, multiple sclerosis and other demyelinating diseases, 
metabolic diseases of the nervous sytem, degenerative diseases of 
the nervous system, paralysis agitans (Parkinson's disease) and 
any progressive disorders of the nervous sytem, mental retardation 
disorders. 

11. Psychiatric disorders -- the psychoses (e.g., manic-depressive and 
schizophrenic syndrome), drug and/or alcoholic addiction, 
personality disorders, bolemia and anorexia nervosa. 

12. Diseases of the striated muscle myopathic paralyses, 
progressive muscular dystrophies, myasthenia gravis, 
dermatomyositis, polymyositis, etc. 

13. Disorders of bone -- medullary carcinoma of the thyroid, Pagets' 
disease metabolic bone diseases, neoplasms, etc. 

14. Disorders of the joints and connective tissues rheumatoid 
arthritis, ankylosing spondylitis, psoriatic arthritis, inherited 
and other disorders of connective tissue (PAN, SLE, sclerode~ma, 
etc.), etc. 

15. Nutritional deficiencies -- vitamin deficiency states. 

16. Previous or current Endocrine disorders (e.g., pituitary, adrenal, 
etc,) other than diabetes, corrected primary hypothyroidism, and 
functional menstrual disorders. 

17. Metabolic disorders (e.g., amino acid metabolism, storage 
diseases, errors in membrane transport, carcinoid syndrome, 
hemochromatosis, porphyrin metabolism disorders, hepatolenticular 
disorders, glycogen storage disorders, galactosemia, amyloidosis), 
hyperlipidemia Type I and severe IIA (greater than 99th 
percentile). 
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Table 8.5 

Allowable Conditions 

1. Cardiac finding not associated with an untoward outcome (e.g., 
innocent flow murmur, 54 heart sounds, mitral value prolapse). 

2. Vascular conditions which might be permitted include 
disease (in absence of underlying scleroderma), 
lymphedema, venous varicosities. 

Raynaud's 
chronic 

3. Respiratory conditions such as "hay fever", allergic rhinitis, 
chronic sinusitis, nasal polyposis, vasomotor rhinitis. 

4. Although orthostatic and functional proteinuria have no untoward 
outcome, persons with these conditions cannot be enrolled into the 
study unless their morning recumbent urinary albumin excretion is 
below 34 mg/four hours. A history of pre-eclampsia and eclampsia 
(toxemias of pregnancy) will not be an exclusion. 

5. Alimentary disorders such as chronic dyspepsia (without 

6. 

pathological condition to account for it), hiatal hernia or other 
non-malignant esophageal disorders, diverticulosis, hemorrhoids 
and anal lesions (fissures or ulcers). Gastritis, peptic ulcer 
disease, irritable bowel syndrome and asymptomatic cholelithiasis 
will not exclude. History of hepatitis without symptoms or 
abnormal liver function tests during the last five years, and. 
cholecystectomy. 

Treated iron deficiency anemia in multiparous women 
evidence of other source of bleeding (e.g., G.I. tract), 
pernicious anemia. 

without 
treated 

7. A history of headaches (e.g., migraine, vascular, cluster) will 
not exclude a subject. Meniere's disease, Bell's palsy, 
trigeminal neuralgia and hearing loss will not exclude, unless 
caused by a tumor. Absence of seizures greater than five years 
off anticonvulsive therapy, except those clearly related to 
hypoglycemia. See exclusion criteria regarding hypoglycemic 
seizures. 

8. A psychoneurosis will not be an excluding condition 
judgment of the Principal Investigator the subject 
comply with the requirements of the study. 

if in 
is able 

the 
to 

9. Cured parathyroid adenomas, treated pseudogout and gout, and 
treated testicular and ovarian disorders. 

10. A localized non-progressive disorder of a muscle (e.g., atrophy, 
absence, rupture or hemorrhage). 
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11. Chronic arthralgias, traumatic arthritis, Tietze's syndromes and 
degenerative joint diseases. 

12. Lipid disorders, mild Type IIA, mild Type IIB (cholesterol less 
than 99th percentile), Types IV and V, would be allowed. 

13. Menstrual irregularities may not exclude; pregnancy will exclude. 
Subjects with menstrual irregularities should have pregnancy or a 
specific ovarian-pituitary disorder eliminated as a cause of the 
irregularity. 

14. Subjects with mild clinical signs or symptoms of neuropathy (e.g., 
mild postural hypotension, paresthesias, occasional mild leg 
cramps or pain, absent deep tendon reflexes, mild weakness, etc.) 
will not be excluded from the trial. Persons with any 
neurological abnormalities will be evaluated by a neurologist to 
exclude persons with alcoholic, inherited or nutritional 
neuropathies, as well as persons with multiple sclerosis, 
atherosclerotic related neuropathies and other neurological· 
diseases. 
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Table 8.6 

Definite Drug Exclusions - Current Usage 

1. Chronic steroid usage (more than one month/year in preceding five 
years). 

2. Oral antidiabetic agents (e.g., 
Tolbutamide, Tolinase). 

Diabinese, Dymelor, Orinase, 

3. Antidiuretics (diabetes insipidus) (e.g., DDAVP, 
Spray, Pitressin). 

Diapid Nasal 

4. Antineoplastics (e.g., antibiotic derivatives, 
antimetabolites, cytotoxic agents, hormones). 

anti-estrogens, 

S. Antiparkinsonism drugs. 

6. Bone metabolism regulator (e.g., Calcimar, Didronel, Vitamin D) 
(pharmacologic doses). 

7. Digitalis preparations. 

8. Quinidine. 

9. Anti-anginal agents. 

10. Dopamine receptor agonists (e.g., Parlodel)~ 

11. Hormones (e.g., 
gonadotropins, 
vasopressin). 

ACTH, anabolics, corticoids, glucocorticoids, 
hypocalcemics (Calcimar), mineralocorticoids, 

12. Irnmunosuppressants (e.g., Imuran, etc.). 

13. Narcotic detoxification drugs (e.g., Methadone, etc.). 

14. Antithyroid preparations (e.g., PTU, Tapazole). 

15. Beta-blocker drugs (e.g., Corgard, Inderal, Lopressor). 

16. Anti-hypertensive agents (e.g., Aldactazide, Aldactone, Aldomet, 
Apresoline, Catapres, Demi-Regroton, Demser, Diucardin, Diulo, 
Diuril, Enduron, Esidrix, Eutonyl, Harmonyl, HydroDIURIL, 
Hygroton, Inderide, Ismelin, Loniten, Metahydrin, Minipress, 
Moderil, Naqua, Naturetin, Nipride, Oretic, Raudixin, Rau-Sed, 
Regroton, Renese, Saluron, Serpasil-Apresoline, Ser-Ap-Es, 
Unitensen, Zaroxolyn, etc.). 

17. Antifibrinolytic agents (e.g., Amicar). 
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18. Anti-inflanunatory agents (e.g., steroids, steroid combinations). 

19. Chelating agents (e.g., BAL, Cuprimine, Desferal). 

20. Dapsone for dermatitis herpetiformis or leprosy. 

21. Psychostimulants (e.g., Cenalene, Deaner, Desoxyn, . Henic, 
Hetrazol, Parnate, Pertofrane) during the previous year. 

22. Sympatholytics (e.g., Bellergal, Regitine). 

23. Antihyperlipidemic agents (e.g., Atromid-S, Choloxin, Levoid, 
Lorelco, Nicolar, Nico-Span, Questran, Colestid). 

24. Parasympathomimetics. 
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Table 8.7 
A Partial List of 

Drugs Which Are Not Exclusions* 

1. Oral contraceptive agents. Replacement premarin when used to 
treat primary ovarian failure or menopause. 

2. Intermittent anti-infective 
tuberculous preparations. 

agents and prophylaxis anti-

3. Intermittent diuretics for cyclic edema (e.g., ethacrynic acid, 
mercurials, potassium sparing, thiazides, thiazide and 
combinations). Others: Diamox, Diula, Dyrenium, Hydromox, Lasix, 
Spironolactone, Zaroxolyn, etc., unless used to treat hypertension 
during the last five years. 

4. Intermittent use of steroid aerosol sprays and steroids for asthma 
(less than or equal to two courses per year for a maximum of four 
weeks in past year). 

5. Anti-asthma agents (e.g., Vanceril Inhaler). 

6. Bronchodilators (e.g., sympathomimetics, xanthine deriviatives. 

7. Intermittent ergot compounds for 
Haleate, Hethergine). 

migraine (e.g., Ergot rate 

8. Histamine H2 receptor antagonist 
chronic use). 

Tagamet (intermittent and 

9. Parasympatholytics and non-absorbable antibiotics (anti-acid). 

10. Sedatives (e.g., barbiturates, non-barbiturates). 

11. Sympathomimetics (e.g., Benzedrine, amphetamines, Neo-Synephrine). 

12. Intermittent tranquilizers (e.g., benzodiazepine, butyrophenones, 
chlordiazepoxide, hydroxyzines, meprobamate, Molindone HCL, 
phenothiazines, thioxanthenes, etc.), tricyclic antidepressants. 

13. Anti-acne agents, including oral and topical antibiotics. 

14. Intermittent aspirin, antihistaminics, phenacetin, prostaglandin 
inhibit~~s; during the last year. 

15. Psoriasis and dandruff creams and shampoos. 

16. Thyroxine, thyroid extract, Proloid, etc. 

17. Steroid creams. 

*The local investigator should make a judgment regarding randomization of 
subjects using these drugs. 
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Chapter 9 

MEDICAL MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES 

9 .1 INTERVENTION STRATEGY IN THE STANDARD CROUP 

The Standard Treatment regimen is meant to approzimate within the_ 
context of a clinical trial conventional, "non-iqtensive" treatment of 
IDDH as it is carried out in typical subjects by ezperienced health care 
teams, including those of the participating centers. 

9.1.l Intervention Strategy 

The recommended intervention strategy for the standard group is 
defined in terms of two sets of aims. 

1. First Priority: To achieve absence of symptoms attributable to 
glycosuria or hyperglycemia; absence of ketonuria; maintenance of 
normal growth and development and ideal body weight; and freedom 
from frequent or serious hypoglycemia. The treatment team will be 
expected to intervene if any of the above priority one aims are 
not being met using their best judgment as health care providers. 
Such intervention will take the form of dietary reinforcement or 
change of type and dose of insulin within the recommended limit of 
two injections per day and within the standard schedule of clinic 
visits and monitoring procedures described below. 

2. Second Priority: Even if the first priority aims are being met, 
intervention will be required when the HbA1c ezceeds two 
standard deviations above the mean valuy currently prevailing in 
insulin-dependent diabetic populations. No intervention will be 
required if the first priority aims are being met and the HbA1c 
value is at or below the mean plus two standard deviation levels 
of current insulin-dependent diabetics (i.e., 13.11). No 
intervention will be permitted with the object of raising the 

1 This mean value, as determined from the Phase II Central Hemoglobin 
A1c Laboratory's measurement of 205 blood specimens from a random 
sample of IDDH subjects from the 21 original participating clinical 
centers is 8.95 with a standard deviation of 2.08, using pre-incubated 
samples and a high performance liquid chromatograph (HPLC) technique. 
The upper action limit is 13.11. 
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HbA1c level solely for the purpose of this study. 

In the STANDARD GROUP, HbAlc results will be routinely masked. 
HbA1c analyses will be done in the Central Biochemistry Laboratory 
every three months. All values below the upper action limit will be 
reported to the investigator as "within acceptable limits" in an 
individualized format that can be shown or sent to the patient. Values 
exceeding the upper action limit will be reported to the investigator 
within two weeks of the time the blood sample is obtained as an "Alert" 
mandating treatment change according to the protocol. The actual HbA1c 
value will be provided when it exceeds the upper action limit, and repeat 
HbA1c analyses will thereafter be carried out as frequently as every 
month in the Central Biochemistry Laboratory until the value is brought 
below the upper action limit. No HbA1c assays are to be routinely 
carried out in the local DCCT laboratory. However, in the event of a 
marked discrepancy between the reported HbA1c and the clinical 
condition of the patient or the occurrence of a major intercurrent event 
which, in the investigator's judgment necessitates an interim HbA1c 
analysis, an additional sample should be promptly sent to the Central 
Biochemistry Laboratory. At the same time, if deemed necessary by the 
investigator, an interim HbA1c should be obtained at the local DCCT 
laboratory on an urgent basis. 

It is anticipated that both the first and second priority aims can be 
met by adjustment of diet, insulin and exercise during regular (three 
monthly) clinic visits based on history, physical examination, urine 
testing and HbA1c measurements. Self blood glucose monitoring is not 
deemed to be necessary to achieve these aims and is not to be encouraged. 
Indeed, self blood glucose monitoring in this group might. adversely 
affect the outcome of the trial" by reducing the difference in glucose 
levels between the Standard and Experimental Treatment Groups. Since 
self blood glucose monitoring is permitted at the patient's request, 
patient/staff interactions should not reinforce blood glucose monitoring 
in this treatment group. To avoid this, the following is recommended. 

During routine clinic visits, it is important to carefully ascertain 
whether the patient is symptomatic and to assess growth prior to the 
review of urine or blood tests. 

l. If the patient is asymptomatic, growing normally and urine tests 
are negative for ketones, then he/she is meeting primary priority 
aims and should be congratulated. Self blood glucose monitoring 
data (if being obtained) can be reviewed but, with one exception, 
should not be used to alter treatment. Exception: If blood 
glucose monitoring reveals consistent patterns of asymptomatic 
hypoglycemia (e.g., blood glucose consistently is less than 50 
mg/dl before lunch), then the treatment regimen should be 
adjusted. Remember: Unacceptable hyperglycemia should be 
detected by glycohemoglobin measurements. Self blood glucose 
monitoring is not to be used by the investigator for the express 
purpose of lowering glycohemoglobin or blood glucose levels when 
first and second treatment priorities are being met. 
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2. If the patient is symptomatic OT (in children) not growing, the 
timing and frequency of hyper- or hypoglycemic symptoms should be 
carefully assessed by history. Urine testing should be Teviewed 
and correlated to the patient'• complaints. Only then should 
blood glucose records (if being done at the patient's request) be 
examined. All of these data can be employed to adjust the 
treatment regimen within Protocol guidelines (e.g., up to two 
daily injections of insulin). At discharge from the clinic, the 
patient should be asked to keep track of symptoms and to record 
results of three to four daily urine tests to determine whether 
the recommended adjustments have been effective. Blood glucose 
testing should not be introduced or encouraged. The effectiveness 
of the adjustments should be determined by follow-up telephone 
contact within seven to fourteen days. The glycohemoglobin 
obtained during the clinic visit should be available by this time. 
If still symptomatic, further adjustments can be made based on 
history and urine testing. If two or three telephone 
consultations fail to resolve the problem, the patient should be 
seen back in the clinic. The treatment regimen should be 
reviewed, urine tests examined and another glycohemoglobin level 
obtained. Once again, blood glucose testing should not be 
encouraged or introduced at this juncture. However, if (after 
several visits) the patient persistently fails to meet either a 
first priority or second priority aim, then the treatment team 
must modify the standard treatment protocol as required to meet 
these priority aims (see Chapter 11, Modification of Treatment). 

3. If the patient is asymptomatic but glycohemoglobin exceeds upper 
action limits, telephone contact is mandated. History of symptoms 
and urine testing data should be carefully reviewed. Adjustments 
in the treatment regimen can be made based on this information 
with follow-up procedures as outlined above. Markedly elevated 
glycohemoglobin levels in the face of aglycosuria mandates a 
review of urine testing techniques at the time of the next clinic 
visit. 

4. If the patient is asymptomatic, growing normally and has 
glycohemoglobin levels below the upper action limit, he/she is 
meeting both first and second priority aims. A letter to the 
patient with the glycohemoglobin report, indicating that .he/she is 
doing well, is recommended. 

9.1.2 Insulin 

Insulin will be administered as one or two injections per day. 
Mixtures of short-acting, intermediate-acting, and/or long-acting insulin 
may be employed as needed. Pork, mixed beef /pork or human insulin may be 
used. 
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9.1.3 Glucagon 

At the start of treatment, each patient and a family member or friend 
should receive instruction on the proper use of glucagon to counteract 
severe hypoglycemia. Glucagon kits should be given to each patient. 

9.1.4 Diet 

The diet guidelines are designed to provide an acceptable healthy diet 
for both the Standard and Experimental Treatment Croups. An 
individualized meal plan which provides for the total nutritional needs 
of the patient will be an integral part of the treatment regimen. The 
meal plan will be quantitative in nature with individualization of 
amounts of food and of identifiable times of food consumption. The meal 
plan will be compatible with the remainder of the therapeutic regimen, 
e.g., with the insulin schedule and exercise patterns. 

The meal plan will be designed to promote normal growth and 
development in adolescents and maintain ideal body weight in adults. It 
should be adaptable to the individual patient's needs with regard to 
cost, food availability, beliefs, cultural influences, particular tastes, 
and educational background. The American Diabetes Association's prudent 
fat diet employing exchange lists is a suitable basis for the initial 
dietary prescription on entry into the study, but it may be modified as 
necessary. Reinforcement of the dietary program will be carried out by 
the dietitian every six months. 

In patients with persistent hypercholesterolemia (see Section 10.4.7), 
the prescribed cholesterol content of the diet will be lowered to less 
than 300 mg/day with a polyunsaturated to saturated fat ratio of 
approximately 1.0, and no more than 10% of calories as saturated fat. 
The diet will be modified when necessary to meet the requirements of 
other medical conditions. 

Modifications of the basic diet considered necessary for 
efficacy of the experimental treatment regimen are included in 
9.2.4. In all other respects, the diets are structured so as 
provide any other significant dietary differences between the two 

9.1.4.l Dietary Goals for all Subjects 

A modified ADA diet or its equivalent will be observed. 

maximal 
Section 
not to 

groups. 

1. Calories -- sufficient calories will be provided to 
maintain 90-120% of ideal body weight and/or provide 
growth and development. 

achieve and 
for normal 

2. Carbohydrate -- 50% of total daily calories should be given as 
carbohydrate with 45-55% being an acceptable range. Simple sugars 
should supply no more than 25% of the carbohydrate calories. 
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3. Fat -- 30% of the total calories should be given as fat with an 
upper acceptable limit of 35%. Cholesterol should be no more than 
600 mg/day and a polyunsaturated:saturated ratio of one is 
desirable with 0.8 the acceptable lower limit. 

4. Protein -- "no less than the RDA for protein" which for adults is 
.8 grams per kilograms, .84 grams per kilograms for ages 15 to 18, 
and 1 gram per kilogram for ages 11 to 14. 

5. Fiber to be encouraged from natural food sources without the 
use of pharmacologic fiber supplements. 

6. Ethanol -- moderation. To be discussed individually. 

The guiding principles 
regularity and consistency 
be observed. 

of dietary therapy in 
of meals and avoidance of 

diabetes including 
simple sugars will 

9.1.4.2 Specific Recommendations for Standard Treatment Croup 

In order to achieve the first and second priority aims for the 
Standard Treatment Group, the following guidelines are suggested: 

1. Consistency of meals --
20%) in caloric content 
in order to prevent 
hyperglycemia secondary 
insulin. 

meals should be similar (plus or minus 
and carbohydrate content from day-to-day 

either hypoglycemia or symptomatic 
to a mismatch between calories and 

2. Regularity since the majority of the standard group is taking 
some form of intermediate acting insulin as a part of its regimen, 
meals should be regular in their timing to prevent hypoglycemia 
from delayed feeding. In addition, the use of rapidly acting 
insulins makes the need for regularity of meals (approximately 
15-45 minutes after the insulin injections) mandatory. 

3. Snacks -- the use of once or twice per day intermediate acting 
insulins often requires a snack before dinner and/or before 
bedtime to "cover" the anticipated peaks of the insulin. If 
hypoglycemic reactions occur before lunch or before bedtime in 
regimens where rapid acting insulin is used once or twice/day 
respectively, either poor timing of the regular insulin or 
excessive doses of rapid acting insulin may be at fault. 
Inclusion of a snack at those times is usually not necessary if 
the timing and/or dosage of the insulin is properly adjusted. 

4. Weight maintenance -- overtreatment with insulin is often the 
cause of weight gain above ideal body weight. The inclusion of 
three to four snacks per day to prevent hypoglycemia and the 
treatment of recurrent hypoglycemic reactions both increase the 
daily caloric intake. If weight gain (greater than 20% ideal body 
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weight) occurs in the standard group, the insulin regimen and diet 
should be reviewed with the patient at the regular office visit. 
Elimination of one or two snacks and/or the gradual decrease in 
caloric intake at meals (e.g., 10%) in conjunction with a decrease 
in the insulin dosage will serve to eliminate hypoglycemia and 
promote weight loss. Weight loss (less than 90% of ideal body 
weight) may be an indication that metabolic control is 
significantly abnormal and represents a deviation from a primary 
goal. Adjustment of insulin and diet are required to attain ideal 
body weight (90-120%). 

9.1.4.3 Education 

1. Screening During the screening and eligibility period, the 
dietitian should interview candidates, obtain a three-day food 
record as mandated for the behavioral tasks (Chapter 20), and 
obtain a diet history (Chapter 16). Other tools may be used by 
the dietitian to assess each candidate's present level of 
education and potential ability to learn and to implement the 
dietary recommendations necessary for the experiment&~ group. 

2. Post-randomization -- After randomization into the standard group, 
an educational consultation with the dietitian is required. Each 
standard group pa2ient should achieve at least education level 1 
(survival skills. at the end of six months. Follow-up visits for 
dietary reinforcement and continuing education are required every 
six months. However, patients may be scheduled to see the 
dietitian quarterly or more often if it is needed to achieve their 
goals. At the end of the second year, pati~nts are required to 
meet education level 2 (home management) Progress toward 
achievement of education goals should be documented in each 
patient's DCCT record. 

Dietary management has deliberately not been rigidly 
standardized. The dietitians may ~se any forms, pre-tests, post
tests, educational approaches and educational materials that are 
deemed suitable for each patient. It is expected that the 
educational materials used will not contain statements which are 
at cross-purposes to the protocol~ Most importantly, such 
materials should not refer to normalization of blood glucose. 

Dietary management is not being formally studied during this 
trial. (Note: the overall, usual composition of the diets in the 
standard and experimental treatment groups is being tracked with 
the diet history described in Chapter 16.) Food diaries and other 

2 American 
Educators. 

Diabetes Association/American 
Guidelines for Diabetes Care. 

J Ibid, PP• 29-35. 
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data acquired in the process of diet therapy will not be collected 
nor stored centrally. However, observations, experiences and 
insights that are noted by the dietitian should be reported to the 
principal investigator. Dietitians may also submit these 
observations and any suggestions to the DCCT nutrition 
coordinator. 

Exercise 

Specific exercise prescriptions are not required. Exercise will be 
encouraged according to the individual's interests and physical fitness. 
Scrupulous adjustment of insulin delivery and diet to the exercise 
pattern will be emphasized to ensure safety. 

9.1.6 Self Monitoring 

Standard group patients should be instructed to monitor their diabetes 
at home at least once a day. Urine tests three to four times a day is 
the preferred method. Second-voided specimens are recommended. At the 
discretion o! the investigator, 24-hour urine collections for 
quantitative glucose determinations may also be requested.-

Routin~ self blood glucose monitoring more than once a day should not 
be recommended unless the patient fails to meet the first priority 
treatment goals of the standard regimen, i.e., absence of symptoms 
attributable to glycosuria or hyperglycemia, absence of ketonuria, 
maintenance of normal growth and development and ideal body weight, and 
freedom from frequent or serious hypoglycemia. 

Patients already performing self blood glucose testing at the time of 
entry should be encouraged to employ urine testing instead as the 
standard method of monitoring. Similarly, patients already performing 
urine testing who later seek to change to blood testing should be 
encouraged to continue urine testing as the standard method of 
monitoring. Patients who at any point insist on self blood glucose 
testing should be instructed that more than one test per day is not 
required for study purposes other than on sick days or during 
intercurrent events. They should be reminded that such tests are not for 
the purpose of achieving any day-to-day blood glucose targets. Rather, 
these tests are for the purpose of alerting the patient to the presence 
of asymptomatic hypoglycemia when blood glucose is less than 60, or to 
the necessity of testing urine for ketones when blood glucose is greater 
than 240. 

Persistently negative urine glucose tests or blood glucose tests less 
than 60 mg/dl are indications for review of the treatment regimen so as 
to minimize the risk of hypoglycemia. 
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or blood glucose testing will be used to change 
the patient exhibits symptomatic hyperglycemia, 
grow and develop normally, or if the HbA1c 
limit. 

Self blood glucose monitoring is not to be encouraged unless necessary 
to achieve first or second treatment priorities. However, if self blood 
glucose monitoring is employed by the patient, it should be used only to 
ensure that first priority aims are being met. It should neither be used 
nor instituted at the election of the investigator for the express 
purpose of lowering HbAlc or blood glucose when first and second 
treatment priorities are being met. 

Blood glucose levels above 240 mg/dl, or urine glucose 2% or greater, 
or intercurrent illness are indications for urine ketone testing. 

9.1.7 Problematic Issues for Standard Subjects Performing SBGH 

When a patient consistently tests blood more than once a day on 
his/her own, the DCCT staff should seek the reasons for d~ing so. If 
these reasons include a desire to or a practice of adjusting insulin or 
diet so as to lower blood glucose to some specific target of the 
patient's, he/she should again be reminded of the hypothesis, premises 
and objectives of the trial. Efforts should be made to reinforce the 
patient's understanding of the research plan and to solicit the patient's 
continued participation in that plan. 

When standard group patients seek interpretation by the DCCT staff of 
home urine or blood glucose test results, these results should be 
discussed within the context of the first priority standard treatment 
goals, i.e., avoidance of symptomatic hyperglycemia or ketosis, avoidance 
of hypoglycemia, and maintenance of a HbA1c below the upper action 
limit. The primacy of the latter as an assurance of overall patient 
safety should be stressed. Patient concern over any particular home 
monitoring result or series of results should be deflected so long as 
those results do not reflect symptomatic hyperglycemia, ketosis or 
hypoglycemia. No "correct" or "approved" average blood glucose value 
should be communicated to the patient either directly or indirectly. 

Self blood glucose testing materials sufficient for purposes of 
carrying out the goals of the DCCT should be provided by the DCCT to 
standard group patients who request such materials. This would usually 
be limited to blood glucose strips read by comparison with a color chart 
in numbers sufficient for one test per day. Larger quantities of strips 
and/or meters should only be provided by the DCCT when required in order 
to meet the first priority treatment goals for the standard group. Thus, 
patients who are meeting these goals and who HbA1c is below the upper 
action limit should not be provided extra strips or meters at their 
request. This should be made clear to patients on entering the study. 
It is recognized that this might constitute a problem in the case of 
patients who were already testing blood more than once per day on a 
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routine basis prior to entering the trial. However, it is hoped that 
those who were doing so in a relatively casual, nonfeedback manner would 
welcome the relief from the necessity of testing so often. Those 
patients testing often and using the values for adjusting insulin should, 
of course, not be recruited into the trial. 

9.1.8 Clinic Visits 

Patients in the standard treatment group will be seen at three-month 
intervals and will be assessed by: history, emphasizing symptoms of 
glycosuria; physical examination, with particular emphasis on growth in 
adolescents and children; review of patient-recorded home urine tests; a 
home blood glucose collection consisting of 7 samples will be analyzed at 
the CBL; blood sample drawing for CBL analysis of HbA1c and, at the 
discretion of the investigator, fasting or random plasma glucose. 

9.1.9 Educational Program 

An educational program will be provided to ensure that a _ complete 
cycle of the subject matter is covered every ~wo years (hygiene, foot 
care, urine testing, injection techniques, insulin reactions, management 
of intercurrent illness, etc.). The educational program will also 
include reinforcement of participation in the clinical trial (see Section 
9.5). 

9.1.10 Protection of Subjects 

In the event that a patient in the standard group cannot be 
successfully managed by the intervention strategy outlined above, i.e., 
persistently fails to meet either a first or second priority aim, then 
the investigator must modify the standard regimen. Such modifications 
may include the use of more frequent subject-staff outpatient contact, 
more intensive dietary instruction, and hospitalization for metabolic 
control. These modifications will be reviewed by the Treatment 
Committee. If more than two injections or an insulin pump is considered 
necessary to achieve first and second priority aims, prior permission of 
the Treatment Committee must be obtained. So long as any modification is 
only for the purpose of achieving the first and second priority aims in 
Section 8.1.1, it will not constitute a deviation from the standard 
treatment protocol (see Section 12.3 for the definition of deviation from 
the standard treatment protocol). 
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9.2 INTERVENTION STRATEGY IN THE EXPERIMENTAL CROUP 

The experimental treatment regimen is designed to achieve and maintain 
control of blood glucose as near normal as possible in the absence of 
significant hypoglycemia. Therefore, in addition to meeting the criteria 
stipulated for the standard regimen, the intensity of treatment in the 
experimental regimen is directed toward specific additional targets. 

9.2.l General Guidelines 

1. Aims: The aim in the experimental treatment group is to achieve 
and maintain as near normal glycemic control as possible in the 
absence of significant hypoglycemia. 

For Plasma Glucose: 
~Fasting and preprandial levels: 70-120 mg/dl 

3:00 a.m.: 65 mg/dl or above 
Postprandial plasma levels: 

less than 180 mg/dl (90-120 minutes after meal) 

For HbAlc: The goal will be to maintain the HbAlc level 
within two standard deviations of the mean for a sample of people 
without diabetes. A value more than two standard dev!ations will 
be an upper limit dictating more aggressive treatment. 

In the EXPERIMENTAL GROUP HbAlc values will be UNMASKED. The 
required · monthly HbA1c analysis will be done in the Central 
Biochemistry Laboratory, and the individual values will be 
reported to the investigator within two weeks of the time the 
blood sample is obtained. No HbA1c assays will be performed in 
the local DCCT laboratory. 

For Hypoglycemia: The goal will be no episodes·of hypoglycemia 
which require assistance or which are associated with altered 
mental status, even if self-treatment is successful; and fewer 
than four mild episodes per week, i.e., without significant mental 
impairment and easily self-treated. 

2. Discussion: The guidelines for responding to blood glucose 
determinations in this group are extensively discussed in the 
sections detailing the pump and MDI treatment protocols. 

4 This mean value, as determined from the Phase II Central Hemoglobin 
Ale Laboratory's measurement of 124 blood specimens from a random 
sample of non-diabetic subjects from the 21 original part1c1pating 
clinical centers, is 5.05 with a standard deviation of 0.50, using pre
incubated samples and a high performance liquid chromatograph 
technique. The upper action limit is 6.05. 
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One of the aims in this treatment group is to keep the 
glycosylated hemoglobin level within two standard deviations of 
the mean for the non-diabetic population. A value more than two 
standard deviations above the mean for a sample of non-diabetic 
persons will be an upper action limit dictating more aggressive 
treatment. However, it should be noted that an equally (if not 
more) important goal is to avoid any episode of hypoglycemia which . 
requires assistance or is associated with altered mental status. 
In general, by employing the methods outlined we hope to be able 
to achieve both treatment goals. However, patients vho 
persistently have mild elevations in glycohemoglobin (i.e., 
between two to three standard deviations above the mean for a 
sample of non-diabetic persons) may be particularly difficult 
problems for the following reasons: 

a) In many cases, this glycohemoglobin level represents a marked 
improvement over pre-study values and may represent the "best'' 
that this subject can do. While more agressive treatment is 
mandated, this should be approached in a positive manner. The 
staff needs to guard against giving the impression that the 
patient is not doing well. 

b) In this setting, more aggressive treatment may result in 
increased problems with hypoglycemia and little or no change in 
glycohemoglobin. Remember, recurrence of moderate to severe 
hypoglycemia mandates an analysis of the problem. 

c) While closer attention should help lower glycohemoglobin, it is 
important that this not be interpreted as harassment which 
would be counterproductive. Once again, patience and a 
supportive attitude on the part of the staff is critically 
important. 

Insulin 

Intensive insulin delivery will be carried out in one of two ways: 

1. Insulin may be delivered by continuous 
employing a pump and consisting of a basal 
with preprandial doses (pump, CSII). 

subcutaneous infusion 
infusion rate coupled 

2. Insulin may be administered as 
injections of insulin daily (MDI). 

three or more subcutaneous · 

3. Pork, mixed beef/pork, or human insulin may be employed. 

The choice of insulin delivery method shall rest vith the DCCT 
treatment team and the individual subject. Either pump or MDI may be 
tried first and the alternate method employed if treatment goals are not 
met. For purposes of data analysis, subjects treated by pump only, 
subjects treatment by MDI only, and subjects treated by both· pump and MDI 
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will constitute a single group whose outcomes will be compared to those 
of the Standard Treatment Group. 

9.2.2.1 Pump Treatment Protocol 

1. General Considerations: The strategy behind subcutaneous insulin 
pump therapy is to provide appropriate and adjustable amounts of 
insulin preprandially with major meals. and an infusion of insulin 
primarily directed at maintaining overnight basal requirements. 
It is useful for both educational purposes and for adjusting 
treatment regimens to view basal insulin replacement and premeal 
insulin doses as distinct entities. 

a) Hospitalization: 
pump treatment. 

Required for all patients for orientation to 

b) Injection Sites: Anterior abdominal wall is the preferred 
site, although others, such as thighs, may be employed. Sites 
should be rotated every one to two days. Routine preparation 
of site includes cleansing with alcohol, Betadine, etc., before 
insertion of needle. Certain patients may be more susceptible 
to site infections, presumably due to staphylococcal 
colonization. Hore frequent site rotation and cleansing with 
hexachlorophene may help alleviate problems. If patients 
report pain and erythema while using one insulin preparation, 
this may be resolved by switching to an alternative 
preparation. 

c} Diet: Within the limits of the recommended dietary 
prescription, individualization to correspond, as much as 
possible, to usual eating habits is encouraged. In particular, 
careful attention to timing as well as content of meals during 
the initial orientation to pump treatment is important. 

d) Prepump Insulin Treatment: On the day prior to start of pump 
treatment, patients can be maintained on their usual treatment 
regimen or be given multiple daily injections of short-acting 
insulin. 

2. - Selection of Initial Insulin Doses: A variety of methods has been 
employed. ""Listed below is a generally acceptable regimen: 

a} Total Dose: Equal to the patient's usual outpatient daily 
insulin dosage. 

b) Basal Infusion Dose: 30-50% of total dose given as an hourly 
infusion rate oV"e'r""24 hours. 
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c) Total Pre-meal Bolus Dose: Total dose minus Basal infusion 
dose distributed"'""8'51'ollows: 

Pre-breakfast: 25-40% 

Pre-lunch: 20-25% 

Pre-supper: 25-35% 

Bolus doses of insulin are usually given 15-30 minutes 
before the meal. 

d) Snacks and Snack Doses: Approach to between-meal snacks has 
varied. Horning snacks are only rarely required, midafternoon 
snacks are commonly employed and all should receive bedtime 
snacks. Snacks are particularly useful if there is a long 
interval between meals (greater than or equal to six hours). 
Small supplemental insulin doses (5-10% of total pre-meal dose) 
are often employed to cover snacks but some investigators find 
this unnecessary. 

e) Alternative methods such as determining 24-h.our insulin 
requirements using a closed-loop insulin infusion system are 
acceptable. 

3. Initial Adjustment Period: 

a) Blood Glucose Monitoring: Minimal requirements during initial 
adjustment of doses are: before and 90-120'minutes after each 
meal, before bedtime snack, midnight, and 3:00 a.m. Blood 
samples may be obtained from an indwelling intravenous 
catheter, heparin lock or by finger stick. Self blood glucose 
monitoring by the patients will also be performed to compare 
with laboratory results. Once the patient's training in self 
blood glucose measurement has been satisfactorily accomplished, 
his/her values may be used exclusively for further adjustment 
of the treatment regimen. 

b) Adjustment of Basal Infusion Rate: Host insulin pumps at 
present can be programmed to deliver multiple basal rates. 
However, under most circumstances, a single 24 hour rate is 
sufficient to maintain adequate insulin delivery overnight. 
The basal infusion rate is adjusted to obtain target glucose 
levels before breakfast (70-120 mg/dl) and to avoid 
hypoglycemia at 3:00 a.m. (usual overnight nadir of blood 
glucose). In general, the daytime basal rate is not altered 
because of postprandial hyper- or hypoglycemia since these 
problems usually reflect the adequacy of the premeal bolus 
dose. The basal rate is increased by 10-15% per day to achieve· 
the above goals. In patients switched directly from 
conventional to pump treatment, a basal rate which appeared 
adequate on day one is often found to be insufficient on day 
two. Presumably, this reflects a carry-over effect of 
intermediate or long-acting insulin. 
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Occasionally, it is difficult to obtain target, pre
breakfast blood glucose levels without unacceptably low 3:00 
a.m. values. If this occurs, two modifications in insulin can 
be tried: (1) reduce or eliminate the pre-bedtime snack bolus 
dose if one is being given, or (2) switch to a variable basal 
rate program. 

c) Adjustment of Premeal Insulin Doses: Premeal insulin doses are 
adjusted to eliminate excessive postprandial hyperglycemia 
{more than or equal to 180 mg/dl) and to avoid hypoglycemia 
before the next meal. Doses are adjusted by one or two units, 
based on the prior day's experience. The goal is to determine 
how much insulin is required by the patient for his/her usual 
breakfast, lunch, and supper. The amount of insulin required 
for a given meal will be influenced by a number of factors, 
including premeal blood glucose level, size and content of the 
meal and the amount of anticipated postprandial exercise. 
Insulin meal dose adjustments to compensate for the premeal 
blood glucose level can be performed in two ways. In the first 
instance, patients are given a fixed premeal insulin dose with 
an algorithm for supplementing or reducing this dose based on 
the degree of deviation of the premeal blood glucose from the 
target value. Although theoretically sound, patients may 
develop the practice of administering the prescribed premeal 
insulin dose and not supplementing. A second approach utilizes 
a variable insulin dose schedule which is directly determined 
by the premeal self blood glucose monitoring result. Patients 
are advised that they can not determine the appropriate premeal 
insulin dose until they self monitor. An example of one such 
schedule is shown in Table 9.1. When the amounts of insulin 
required for a particular meal are substantially larger or 
smaller, the size of the incremental adjustment is also 
proportionally larger or smaller. In the latter case, 
increments of less than one unit may also be employed. The 
variable insulin dose schedule will be modified with experience 
for each patient and need not vary linearly with blood glucose. 
It is also likely to change with time. 

Common Pitfalls: 

- In some patients, control of post-meal hyperglycemia can 
only be obtained at the expense of hypoglycemia before the next 
meal. In this situation, redistribution of calories to include 
a between-meal snack with or without a small supplemental dose 
or earlier initiation of the premeal bolus (i.e., 30-40 
minutes) may be helpful. 

- Hild premeal hypoglycemia is 
premeal bolus. Instead, the 
indicated in the above schedule) 
right after eating. 
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- Between-meal hypoglycemia should be treated with 
ten grams carbohydrate supplement in order to avoid 
hypoglycemic hyperglycemia. 

five to 
post-

d) Patient Education: A major purpose of the initial 
hospitalization is to incorporate the patient into the "team" 
which will be striving to keep his/ber blood glucose values as 
close to normal as possible. Each must obtain the technical 
skills in the management of the infusion device and demonstrate 
the ability to measure blood glucose levels accurately. These 
are confirmed by simultaneous laboratory determinations which 
should be routinely performed at monthly clinic v1s1ts using 
the patient's meter. Even more importantly, each must become 
proficient in using the monitoring data to alter his/her own 
treatment regimen. At the start, the rationale for initial 
selection of basal and premeal doses should be carefully 
explained. Subsequently, specific attention must be paid to 
involve the patient in the decision-making process. By 
discharge, the patient should be the primary person making 
these decisions. 

e) Other Requirements Prior ~ Discharge: 

i) Patient and family will be instructed in the treatment of 
hypoglycemia, including the use of glucagon. Patients 
will be discharged with glucagon kits. 

ii) Review of "sick day" management and ketosis. 

i1i) Specific instructions will be given on·how to.reach the 
on-call treatment team. 

4. Outpatient Followup: 

a) Guidelines concerning frequency of self blood glucose 
monitoring telephone contacts and clinic v1s1ts are given in 
Sections 9.2.7 and 9.2.S. Clinical visits and telephone 
contacts are most frequent during the initial weeks of 
outpatient pump treatment to adjust for changes in diet and 
exercise, to extend the learning process and to develop further 
the relationship between patients and staff. 

b) Adjustment of doses due to changes in diet: A goal of the 
initial hospitalizatiO'i\ was to determine insulin requirements 
for the patient's usual meals. During outpatient pump· 
treatment, meal size and content is likely to be much more 
variable. A goal of this phase of treatment is to determine 
the dosage adjustments required for unusually large or small 
meals. An empirical approach is to start with small 
adjustments (one to two units) which are then modified by; 
experience, i.e., postprandial excursions. Demonstrations of 
how timing and content of meals influence blood glucose 
fluctuations should be used to reinforce dietary principles and 
compliance. 
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c) Adjustments for exercise: Hypoglycemia may occur with variable 
degrees of exercise in individual patients. Hypoglycemia due 
to planned postprandial exercise can usually be prevented by 
reducing the preceding preprandial bolus dose by one-third to 
one-half the usual amount. In some patients, reducing the 
basal infusion-rite and/or providing extra carbohydrate may 
also be required. Exercise performed before breakfast may or 
may not require a decrease in the basal infusion rate. Rarely, 
in patients whose work involves vigorous activity, a variable 
basal rate (i.e., lower during the day and higher during the 
night) may be employed. Simply removing the pump for 
activities such as swimming is also acceptable as long as the 
time interval is no longer than four hours from the last 
preprandial bolus. However, if the time interval is prolonged 
and/or it overlaps with a regular meal, then rapid acting 
insulin should be given by injection to cover the meal. All 
adjustments for exercise need to be individualized and should 
be based on blood glucose measurements. 

d) Adjustments of "usual" dose: Changes in the basal infusion 
rate and usual premeal bolus doses should also be expected. 
For example, many women experience such changes ~epending on 
the phase of their menstrual cycle. The basal rate should be 
adjusted according to daily fasting and weekly 3:00 a.m. blood 
glucose levels during the initial adjustment period. The need 
for alteration in the "usual" preprandial dose will be apparent 
by repeated patterns of high or low blood glucose before the 
next meal. For example, the repeated need for supplemental 
insulin before supper due to high blood glucose values 
indicates that the lunch dose should be increased. 

e) Acute decompensation: Several investigators have suggested 
that patients on pump treatment may be more susceptible to the 
development of ketosis/ketoacidosis. Certainly, interruption 
of the infusion because of needle dislodgement, catheter 
leakage or occlusion, or battery failure places the patient at 
risk because only rapid acting insulin is being infused. The 
key to minimizing this problem is early recognition. If a 
premeal blood glucose value is unexpectedly elevated (greater 
than 240 mg/dl), patients should check their urine for ketones 
and check the pump to insure that the system is functioning 
properly. The needle should be pulled out and the flow of 
insulin checked by observing its emergence from the tip. The 
needle should be inserted in a new subcutaneous site. 

i) If the urine is free of ketones, supplemental insulin is 
given according to the preprandial variable dosage 
schedule. Blood glucose must then be rechecked before 
the next meal. 

ii) If there is acetonuria but the patient is asymptomatic, 
then an extra one or two units above the usual supplement 
should be given. In addition, the patient must recheck 
blood and urine tests before the next meal. 
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The on-call treatment team member must be contacted 
if, after these maneuvers, blood glucose and urine 
ketones remain unchanged or are rising. At this point, 
the entire infusion system including syringe, insulin and 
catheter should be changed. Patients should contact the 
on-call treatment team member immediately if symptomatic. 

A pump runaway situation with discharge of tbe 
controls of the syringe/reservoir is a potential danger 
of pump treatment. If this occurs or is even suspected, 
patients should disconnect the pump at once. They should 
check their blood glucose and eat. They should also call 
in immediately. 

f) Persistent failure to achieve experimental group aims: By 
employing the above--Procedures, it is anticipated that most 
patients should be able to achieve the target aims of the 
experimental group. However, maintenance of near normal 
glycemic control over prolonged periods is central to the 
success of the study. It cannot be emphasized too much that 
the key to obtaining this goal is continued close contacts 
between patients and staff. Such contacts should provide 
positive reinforcement and encouragement to the patients. Once 
stabilized, · monthly outpatient visits and weekly telephone 
contacts should be sufficient. Indeed, if the patient is doing 
well, more frequent contact would probably be counter
productive. On the other hand, if the patient consistently 
fails to meet the aims of this group, cl~ser attention is 
mandatory. The following may be helpful: 

i) Careful review of technical skills regarding operation of 
pump and blood glucose monitoring procedures. 

ii) More frequent blood glucose monitoring to include two
hour postprandial determinations. 

iii) Confirm accuracy of patient's results by comparing blood 
glucose values determined by the patient at home with 
levels from capillary blood samples collected at the same 
time and measured in the laboratory. 

iv) More frequent (one to two per week) clinic visits with 
more intensive dietary counseling. Review and reinforce 
concepts of insulin adjustments for premeal glucose, diet 
and exercise. 

v) Ascertain whether intercurrent psychosocial problems may 
be interfering with adherence/compliance. Intervene 
where possible and appropriate. 

vi) Consider hospitalization for readjustment of doses and 
reeducation. 
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It should be noted that patience and a supportive 
attitude may be particularly helpful. Problems which 
might at first appear insurmountable often work 
themselves out in a reasonable period of time. 

9.2.2.2 Multiple Daily Injection Treatment Protocol 

1. General Considerations: 

The considerations for use of KDI are essentially the same as 
those outlined for use of an insulin pump (see previous section). 
Regular insulin boluses will be given prior to each meal and when 
necessary prior to a major snack. The basal infusion will be 
mimicked as follows: An injection of intermediate-acting insulin 
may be given at bedtime or with the supper dose. An injection of 
long-acting insulin may be given once a day (at supper) or split 
(at breakfast and supper). 

Specifically: 

a) Hospitalization: Required for all patients for introduction to 
MDI and dose selection. 

b) Injection Sites: Anterior abdominal wall is the preferred 
injection site. Routine preparation of site includes cleansing 
with alcohol, Betadine, etc., before insertion of needle. 
Suitable indwelling catheters may also be used. 

c) Diet: Within the limits of the recommended dietary 
prescription, individualization to correspond as much as 
possible to usual eating habits is encouraged. In particular, 
careful attention to timing as well as content of meals during 
the initial orientation to KDI treatment is important. 

d) Pre-HD! Insulin Treatment: On the day prior to start of MDI 
treatment, patients can be maintained on their usual treatment 
regimen or be given multiple daily injections of short-acting 
insulin. 

2. Selection of Initial Insulin Doses: 

a) Total Dose: Equal to the patient's usual outpatient daily 
insulin dosage. 

b) "Basal" Dose: If long-acting insulin is used to provide basal 
coverage;--40-60% of total dose is given as Ultralente prior to 
supper. This may be mixed with the short-acting pre-supper 
insulin. If the Ultralente dose is split, half is given with 
breakfast and half with supper. If intermediate-acting insulin 
is used to provide basal coverage, 20-30% of the total dose is 
given as intermediate-acting insulin prior to bedtime. 
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c) Total Pre-Heal Bolus Dose • (total dose minus basal dose) 
distributed as follows: 

Pre-breakfast: 25-40% 

Pre-lunch: 20-25% 

Pre-supper: 25-35% 

Bolus doses of insulin are usually given 15-30 minutes 
before the meal. 

d) Snacks and Snack Doses: The approach to provision of and 
coverage for~ween=mea1 snacks has varied. Horning snacks 
are only rarely required; midafternoon snacks are commonly 
employed, and all should receive pre-bedtime snacks. Snacks 
are particularly useful if there is a long interval between 
meals (greater than six hours). Snacks (particularly the 
bedtime snack) generally do not require supplemental insulin 
administration. Small supplemental insulin doses (5-10% of 
total pre-meal dose) are employed by some investigators to 
cover snacks. 

e) Alternative methods, such as 
·requirements using a closed-loop 
acceptable. 

3. Initial Adjustment Period: 

determining 24-hour insulin 
insulin infusion system, are 

a) Blood Glucose Monitoring: Minimal requirements during initial 
adjustment of doses are: before and 90-120 minutes after each 
meal, before bedtime snack, midnight, and 3:00 a.m. Blood 
samples may be obtained from an indwelling intravenous 
catheter, heparin lock or by finger stick. Self blood glucose 
monitoring by the patients will also be performed to compare 
with laboratory results. Once the patient's training in self 
blood glucose measurement has been satisfactorily accomplished, 
his/her values may be used exclusively for further adjustment 
of the treatment regimen. 

b) Adjustment of Basal Dose: The long-acting dose is adjusted to 
obtain target glucose levels before breakfast (70-120 mg/dl) 
and to avoid hypoglycemia at 3:00 a.m. (usual overnight nadir 
of blood glucose). In general, the long-acting insulin dose is 
not altered because of postprandial hyper- or hypoglycemia 
since these problems usually reflect the adequacy of the 
premeal bolus dose. The long-acting insulin dose is increased. 
by 10-15% per day to achieve the above goals. In patients 
switched directly from conventional to MDI, several days may be 
required before adequate fasting plasma glucose concentrations 
can be achieved, presumably reflecting a delay in achieving, 
"steady-state" insulin concentrations with a change in the 
long-acting insulin dose. 
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Occasionally, it is difficult to obtain target, prebreakfast 
blood glucose levels without unacceptably low 3:00 a.m. values. 
If this occurs, reduction or elimination of the pre-bedtime 
snack bolus dose (if one is being given), or an increase in the 
size of the evening snack is often helpful. Conversely, an 
unacceptably high 3:00 a.m. plasma glucose value, which 
therefore results in an unacceptably high pre-breakfast value, 
frequently results from too large a bedtime snack or 
insufficient pre-supper short-acting insulin rather than 
insufficient long-acting insulin. 

c) Adjustment of Premeal Insulin Doses: Premeal insulin doses are 
adjusted to eliminate excessive postprandial hyperglycemia 
(more than or equal to 180 mg/dl) and to avoid hypoglycemia 
before the next meal. Doses are adjusted by one or two units, 
based on the prior day's experience. The goal is to determine 
how much insulin is required by the patient for his/her usual 
breakfast, lunch, and supper. The amount of insulin required 
for a given meal will be influenced by a number of factors, 
including premeal blood glucose level, size and content of the 
meal and the amount of anticipated postprandial exercise. 
Insulin meal dose adjustments to compensate for the premeal 
blood glucose level can be performed in two ways. ~n the first 
instance, patients are given a fixed premeal insulin dose with 
an algorithm for supplementing or reducing this dose based on 
the degree of deviation of the premeal blood glucose from the 
target value. Although theoretically sound, patients may 
develop the practice of administering the prescribed premeal 
insulin dose and not supplementing. A second approach utilizes 
a variable insulin dose schedule which is directly determined 
by the premeal self blood glucose monitoring result. Patients 
are advised that they can not determine the appropriate premeal 
insulin dose until they self monitor. An example of one such 
schedule is shown in Table 9.1. When the amounts of insulin 
required for a particular meal are substantially larger or 
smaller, the size of the incremental adjustment is also 
proportionally larger or smaller. In the latter case, 
increments of less than one unit may also be employed. The 
variable insulin dose schedule will be modified with experience 
for each patient and need not vary linearly with blood glucose. 
It is also likely to change with time. 

Common Pitfalls: 

- In some patients, control of postmeal hyperglycemia can 
only be obtained at the expense of hypoglycemia before the next 
meal. In this situation, redistribution of calories to include 
a between-meal snack with or without a small supplemental dose 
or earlier in1t1ation of the premeal bolus (i.e., 30-45 
minutes) may be helpful. 

- Hild symptomatic premeal hypoglycemia is not an indication 
to omit the premeal bolus. Instead, the dose should be reduced 
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(as indicated in Table 9.1) and given immediately with or right 
after eating. 

- Between-meal hypoglycemia should be treated with five to 
ten grams carbohydrate supplement in order to avoid post
hypogl ycemic hyperglycemia. 

d) Patient Education: A major purpose of the initial 
hospitalization is to incorporate the patient into the "team" 
which will be striving to keep his/her blood glucose values as 
close to normal as possible. Each must obtain the technical 
skills in the use of the glucose measuring devices and 
demonstrate the ability to measure blood glucose levels 
accurately (confirmed by simultaneous laboratory 
determinations). Even more importantly, each must become 
proficient in using the monitoring data to alter his/her own 
treatment regimen. At the start, the rationale for initial 
selection of basal and premeal doses should be carefully 
explained. Subsequently, specific attention must be paid to 
involve the patient in the decision-making proceu. By 
discharge, the patient should be the primary person making 
these decisions. 

e) Other Requirements Prior ~ Discharge: 

i) Patient and family will be instructed in the treatment of 
hypoglycemia, including the use of glucagon. Patients 
will be discharged with glucagon kits. 

ii) Review of "sick day" management and ketosis. 

iii) Specific instructions will be given on how to reach the 
on-call treatment team. 

4. Transition to Outpatient Status: 

Assuming that variability due to exercise and diet will be 
greater in the outpatient than in the inpatient setting, upon 
discharge it is usually safer to instruct patients to decrease the 
amounts of insulin required for their usual diet (i.e., X, Y, Z 
and A in the previous example) by one unit. This recommendation 
is based on the premise that (a) until patients become adept .at 
adjusting their insulin doses, they are at greater risk of 
hypoglycemia, and (b) it is more desirable to adjust the insulin 
dose schedule in the outpatient setting so as to bring slightly 
"high" preprandial glucose values down rather than slightly "low" 
preprandial glucose values up. Patients will contact the clinic 
daily until a stable program has been achieved. At this time, 
patients will review the alterations in the pre-meal bolus doses 
that they made on the previous day. During this transition 
period, patients will be instructed not to alter the long-acting 
insulin dose without prior consultation with the clinic. 
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9.2.3 Diet 

The diet guidelines are designed to provide an acceptable, healthy 
diet for both the standard and experimental groups. An individualized 
meal plan which provides for the total nutritional needs of the patient 
will be an integral part of the treatment regimen. The meal plan will be 
quantitative in nature with individualization of amounts of food and of 
identifiable times of food consumption. The meal plan will be compatible 
with the remainder of the therapeutic regimen, e.g., with the insulin 
schedule and exercise patterns. 

The meal plan will be designed to promote normal growth and 
development in adolescents and maintain ideal body weight in adults. It 
should be adaptable to the individual patient's needs with regard to 
cost, food availability, beliefs, cultural influences, particular tastes, 
and educational background. The American Diabetes Association's prudent 
fat diet employing exchange lists is a suitable basis for the initial 
dietary prescription on entry into the study, but it may be modified as 
necessary. Reinforcement of the dietary program will be carried out by 
the dietitian every six months. 

In patients with persistent hypercholesterolemia (see Section 8.2.1 -
5b), the prescribed cholesterol content of the diet will be lowered to 
less than 300 mg/day with a polyunsaturated to saturated fat ratio of 
approximately 1.0, and no more than 10% of calories as saturated fat. 
The diet will be modified when necessary to meet the requirements of 
other medical conditions. 

Modifications of the basic diet considered necessary for maximal 
efficacy of the experimental treatment regimen are included in Section 
9.2.3.2. In all other respects, the diets are structured so as not to 
provide any other significant dietary differences between the two groups. 
Compliance with the dietary recommendations is expected. However, the 
major goal of the experimental intervention is to attain the target blood 
glucose levels. If subjects in the experimental group are attaining 
their blood glucose goals, the dietary goals should be considered as 
secondary goals. The secondary (diet) goals should not be pursued if it 
is at the expense of the primary goals. 

9.2.3.1 Dietary Goals for all Subjects 

A modified ADA diet or its equivalent will be observed. 

1. Calories -- sufficient calories will be provided to 
maintain 90-120% of ideal body weight and/or provide 
growth and development. 

achieve and 
for normal 

2. Carbohydrate -- 50% of total daily calories should be given as 
carbohydrate with 45-55% being an acceptable range. Simple sugars 
should supply no more than 25% of the carbohydrate calories. 
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3. Fat -- 30% of the total calories should be given as fat with an 
upper acceptable limit of 35%. Cholesterol should be no more than 
600 mg/day and a polyunsaturated:saturated ratio of one is 
desirable with 0.8 the acceptable lower limit. 

4. Protein -- "no less than the RDA for protein" which for adults is 
.8 grams per kilograms, .84 grams per kilograms for ages 15 to 18, 
and l gram per kilogram for ages 11 to 14. 

5. Fiber to be encouraged from natural food sources without the 
use of pharmacologic fiber supplements. 

6. Ethanol -- moderation. To be discussed individually. 

The guiding principles of dietary therapy in diabetes including 
regularity and consistency of meals and avoidance of simple sugars will 
be observed. The specific recommendations that follow are directed at 
ensuring the success of MDI and insulin pump therapy in attaining the 
target blood glucose goals. 

9.2.3.2 Specific Recommendations for Experimental Treatment Group 

1. Consistency of meal size and composition and adjustment of 
preprandial dose. 

The matching of insulin dose to preprandial blood glucose 
concentration and size of meal is unique to MDI and pump therapy. 
Patients must be carefully instructed in determining insulin bolus 
size for a given meal. Widely varying meal sizes (in either total 
caloric or carbohydrate content) from day-to-day make adjustment 
of preprandial boluses difficult. The use of a strict ADA· 
exchange diet is in general not necessary although an 
understanding of the carbohydrate-protein-fat content of foods is 
important in determining size of the preprandial bolus. 

a) Although some patients will adjust the size of the meal 
depending on the preprandial blood glucose concentration and 
hold the preprandial bolus constant, most subjects should be 
taught to adjust the preprandial bolus. 

b) The adjustment of bolus size on the basis of the meal 
content becomes second nature to most experimental 
patients. However, the new pump/MDI patient must be 
variable dose insulin scale for diet as he is taught a 
scale for preprandial glucose. 

size and 
pump/MDI 
taught a 
variable 

Adjustment must be individualized during in-patient 
programming of MDI or pump therapy and can be made on the basis
of 
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i) Carbohydrate content - approximately one unit for every 
15 to 20 grams of carbohydrate. 

ii) The amount of protein and fat is less significant than 
the amount of carbohydrate but should be taken into 
account. 

iii) Exercise - the dose of insulin given for a meal will vary 
depending on the duration and intensity of any planned 
postprandial exercise. 

iv) Systems of insulin adjustment that are complex and time
consuming or requiring weighing of foods are not 
necessary and should be discouraged unless they are being 
used by the subjects prior to the trial. 

2. Regularity of meals 

Although use of the pump or MDI may provide somewhat increased 
flexibility of meal times, meals must still be reasonably regular 
in their timing to avoid the effect of previous m~al boluses on 
the next meal. In addition, the timing of the preprandial 
injection before the meal is often overlooked as a critical 
variable in maximizing the efficacy of the pump or MDI. 

Since pump therapy and MDI with ultralente no longer have 
intermediate acting insulins as part of the regimens, meals and 
snack~ do · not necessarily need to be taken at specific times to 
cover the anticipated peak activity of different injections. This 
would seem to provide increased flexibility in the timing of 
meals. However, the success of all pump and MDI regimens to date 
has been based on carefully structured meal patterns (e.g. plus or 
minus one hour). MDI regimens that include intermediate acting 
insulinl may have to include snacks to cover the anticipated peaks 
of activity. 

The following guidelines should be followed: 

a) Teach all patients initially to keep meals on a very regular 
pattern. 

b) As subjects meet blood glucose goals, they will begin to 
experiment with changing the timing of meals. This should be 
anticipated and dietary reinforcement provided to restrict the 
variability of meal times. However, if blood glucose goals are 
maintained despite the increased variability, the subject 
should not be reprimanded since the flexibility of meal timing 
is thought to be an important positive attribute by pump 
patients and will contribute to overall adherence. 

c) If blood glucose goals are not being met, excessive variability 
in the diet or inappropriate timing of preprandial boluses 
might be the cause and should be addressed. 
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3. Weight maintenance diets 

Careful attention should be paid to weight maintenance diets. 
Even diabetic subjects who are well-schooled in diabetic diets 
note a tendency to gain weight while on MDI or inaulin pumps. 
This was particularly evident during Phase II of the DCCT. Since 
insulin is administered to attain euglycemia, glycosuria and the 
attendant caloric drain that may have been present during 
conventional therapy are eliminated. With the more efficient 
utilization of caloric intake, weight gain is a conatant risk. 
The initial diet prescription should be adjusted to compensate for 
this effect. Careful review of diet is mandated if an 
unacceptable increase in weight occurs during experimental 
treatment regimens. 

Possible criteria for initiating a weight loss intervention 
program include elevations in either blood pressure or low density 
lipoprotein (LDL), patient concern and failure to meet treatment 
goals as described below: 

Patient concern: Defined as a patient uphappy about his/her 
body weight and desiring help with weight loss. It is 
important that it is the patient who is concerned about his 
weight, not the physician, dietitian, and/or nurse clinician. 

Development of hypertension (140/90) secondary to weight gain 

Elevation in LDL cholesterol Confirmed by repeat determination 

Patients in whom weight gain is producing adverse effects on 
adherence: Patients who are upset about their weight may 
fail to adhere to treatment recommendations in an effort to 
lose weight. These patients should be helped in an 
appropriate manner (see below). 

Patients in whom weight gain is associated with failure to 
meet the goal for their treatment condition: Inappropriate 
eating and weight gain may be associated with failure to meet 
the study goals for HbAlc. In these cases, weight control 
should be encouraged. 

However, the use of Very Low Calorie (VLCD) or Liquid Protein Diet 
have the following restrictions: 

Diets of 800 kcal (VLCD) or less are not allowed in the 
DCCT. The use of a liquid formula (protein) diet is not 
encouraged. If a center desires to use such a diet, a 
request must be submitted to the treatment committee for 
consideration. There is no data that describe the use of 
these diets in IODH. Furthermore, there is no evidence that 
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improve long term weight loss. If a patient is on 
less than 800 cal/day or is on a liquid formula 
modifications from protocol should be noted on 

Based on the extensive literature on weight control, the 
following guidelines are recommended for patients who meet the 
criteria specified above for initiating weight loss effort1. The 
goal should be to produce steady weight loss and maintenance, 
rather than rapid weight loss followed by regain. To accomplish 
this, patients should be instructed to follow an ADA type of diet, 
with their calorie goal reduced by 500 calories/day or 15-20% of 
the nonnal calorie intake. This degree of caloric restriction 
should produce an approximate weight loss of 1 lb/week. Calorie 
goals should not be set at below 800 cal/day. 

The calorie restriction should be coupled with instruction to 
increase daily exercise. Numerous studies have shown that the 
combination of diet plus exercise produces larger weight losses 
than diet or exercise alone. Moreover, patients who develop an 
exercise habit are most likely to achieve long-term weight 
control. The type and duration of exercise recommended will 
depend on the patient. However, for weight loss it should be 
noted that exercises that are long in duration and moderate in 
intensity, such as walking, are recommended. A 150 lb. person who 
walks 1 mile uses 100 calories. Therefore, a 150 lb. patient who 
develops an exercise program in which he/she walks 2 miles/day on 
5 days/week would be expending an additional 1000 calories/week in 
exercise. 

In tea~hing patients to modify their diet and exercise, it is 
both more efficient and more effective to wo~k with small groups 
of patients than to see patients individually. It is also 
recommended that patients be seen frequently (once/week) for 
prolonged periods of time (approximately 15 weeks). To accomplish 
this, it may be helpful to refer patients to ongoing behavioral 
weight control programs (perhaps available in the psychology, 
psychiatry or nutrition departments) or to groups such as Weight 
Watchers. However, to ensure that the weight loss program is 
consistent with the DCCT Protocol preference should be given to 
programs based within DCCT institutions. Alternatively, the 
psychologists or nutritionists associated with the DCCT may wish 
to develop an intervention for these patients. 

4. Snacks 

In the absence of MDI regimens that include intermediate-acting 
insulins, snacks are not mandatory. Many patients have snacks in 
their diet as part of the previous diet prescription and, given a 
choice, would prefer not to have frequent snacks. 

a) Dietary history should determine the number of snacks in diet 
as well as the number of snacks the subject would prefer. 
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which is preferred by many 
against hypoglycemia, no 

c) If weight gain above ideal body weight occurs, elimination of 
snacks might be all that is necessary to correct the weight 
gain. 

d) Subjects must be individually instructed in the amount of 
insulin necessary to cover snacks. In general, some insulin 
(depending on blood glucose, size of snack and exercise) is 
necessary. 

S. Concentrated sweets 

All diabetic patients on pump or HDI regardless of their stated 
attitudes and expectations regarding the pump will experiment with 
increased concentrated sweets. Although blood glucose control 
after dietary indiscretions can be more effectively controlled 
with the pump or MDI, blood glucoses will still fluctuate more 
widely than in the absence of concentrated sweets. Such dietary 
indiscretions must be anticipated and discouraged. 

6. Treatment of hypoglycemia 

9.2.3.3 

Acceptable therapy for hypoglycemic episodes has been outlined 
elsewhere in the Manual of Operations. The warning signs of 
hypoglycemia often occur immediately before a meal. There are 
several possible treatments in such a situation. 

Ideally, check preprandial blood glucose, 
than 70): 

if it is low (less 

a) Ingest some portion of meal (equivalent to 10 grams of simple 
carbohydrate) immediately and give the preprandial bolus of 
insulin (determined by blood glucose concentration). Eat 
remainder of meal at specified interval after bolus. 

b) Treat reaction with 10 grams of simple carbohydrate (not part 
of planned meal). Give preprandial bolus predicted on blood 
glucose conc~ntration after hypoglycemic symptoms abate, and 
eat at specified interval after injection. 

Education 

Many diabetic patients have misconceptions about HDI and pump therapy. 
In general, individuals believe that these therapies will make their care 
effortless and in particular, that the regularity and consistency of diet 
and restriction of simple carbohydrate can be dispensed with. In order 
to address these common misconceptions, the following guidelines are 
proposed: 
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1. Screening During the screening and eligibility period, the 
dietitian should interview candidates, obtain a three-day food 
record as mandated for the behavioral tasks (Chapter 20), and 
obtain an diet history (Chapter 16). Other tools may be used by 
the dietitian to assess each candidate's present level of 
education and potential ability to learn and to implement the 
dietary recormnendations necessary for the experimental group. 

2. Post-randomization -- After randomization into the experimental 
group, no diet intervention is necessary until the patient has 
been hospitalized for orientation. During this admission, the 
patient should be allowed to select his/her own diet, including 
the number of snacks. A night-time snack is recommended. Any 
significant deviation from the recommended diet will require 
consultation with the dietitian. 

Patient teaching should focus primarily on matching the insulin 
doese to preprandial blood glucose concentration and size of meal. 
To help attain target blood glucose goals, the patient should 
understand: 

a) the carbohydrate-protein-fat content of foods in oeder to 

i) be consistent with meal size and composition, and 

ii) adjust the preprandial bolus 
content of the meal varies, 

when the carbohydrate 

b) how to adjust insulin dosage and/or food intake for ~lanned 
exercise, 

c) appropriate treatment of hypoglycemia, and 

d) appropriate tim~ng of meals and timing of preprandial boluses. 

In addition, each experimental grou~ patient should achieve at least 
education level 2 (home management) by the end of six months. 
Additional topics of concern to these patients should also be addressed, 
such a tendency to gain weight, snacks, concentrated sweets, increased 
incidents of hypoglycemia, etc. Follow-up v1s1ts for dietary 
reinforcement and continuing education are required every six months, 
however it is anticipated that experimental group patients will visit the 
dietitian monthly during the first six months in order to achieve their 
goals. At the end of the sgcond year, patients are required to meet 
education level 3 life-style) Progress towards achievement of education 
goals should be documented in each patient's DCCT record. 

S American Diabetes Association/American Association of 
Educators, Guidelines for Diabetes Care (1981), pp. 29-35 

6 Ibid, PP• 36-39. 
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Dietary management has deliberately not been rigidly standardized. 
The dietitians may use any forms, pre-tests, post-tests, educational 
approaches and educational materials that are deemed suitable for each 
patient. It is expected that the educational materials used will not 
contain statements which are at cross-purposes to the protocol. Kost 
importantly, such materials should not emphatically assert that 
nonnalizing blood glucose will prevent diabetic complications. 

Dietary management is not being formally studied during this trial. 
(Note: the overall, usual composition of the diets in the standard and 
experimental treatment groups is being tracked with the diet history 
described in Cha~ter 16.) Food diaries and other data acquired in th~ 
process of diet therapy will not be collected nor stored centrally. 
However, observations, experiences and insights that are noted by the 
dietitian should be reported to the principal investigator. Dietitians 
may also submit these observations and any suggestions to the DCCT 
nutrition coordinator. 

If the diet fits the basic requirements outlined, 
should focus on: 

patient teaching 

l. Variable 
snacks. 
used. 

insulin dose schedule for different size meals and 
Actual portion sizes (rather than food modeis) should be 

2. Timing of preprandial boluses for meals. 

3. Treatment of hypoglycemia. 

4. A challenge with 25-30 grams of simple carbohydrate in the 
inpatient setting to demonstrate the effect of concentrated sweets 
on blood glucose should be carried out. 

See Section 9.S for teaching objectives for the experimental group 
subjects. 

9.2.4 Exercise 

Specific exercise prescriptions are not required. Exercise will be 
encouraged according to the individual's interest and physical fitness. 
Scrupulous adjustment of insulin delivery and diet to the exercise 
pattern is based on self blood glucose monitoring data and should be.'. 
emphasized to ensure safety. 
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9.2.5 

Urine tests for ketones will be required when the blood glucose 
exceeds 240 mg/dl or an intercurrent illness develops. Other urine tests 
for glucose and acetone may be obtained at the discretion of the 
investigator to supplement, but not substitute for, blood glucose 
measures. 

9.2.6 Blood Glucose Monitoring 

Self blood glucose monitoring will be performed a minimum of four 
times a day, to include three preprandial and one bedtime sample. A 3:00 
a.m. sample will be obtained once a week and repeated the next night if 
the value is less than 65 mg/dl. The clinic staff is to be notified 
promptly if the repeat value is also less than 65 mg/dl. Postprandial 
samples for self monitoring will be obtained at least every three months 
concurrent with collection of the home capillary blood samples for 
central data analysis. In the event that the intervention aims are not 
being met, more frequent ~elf monitoring of pre- and postprandial glucose 
profiles will be required. Patients may also be asked to· bring blood 
glucose samples collected at home for analysis in the local DCCT 
laboratory in order to validate the accuracy of patient· reports. For 
measurements of blood glucose performed at home, the use of a reflectance 
meter is required. For measurements of blood glucose performed away from 
home, the use of visually determined estimates is permitted. 

9.2.7 Clinic Contacts 

Patients wilt be seen every week initially until the desired treatment 
goals have been achieved. They will be seen at least monthly thereafter. 
A system for ready availability of professfonal staff must be devised by 
each center, possibly including occasional nighttime or weekend clinics. 
Telephone contacts will be made daily for the first week, then weekly 
thereafter. 

9.2.8 Protection of Subjects 

If intensification of treatment for the purpose of achieving the 
experimental group HbA1c goal results in repeated severe hypoglycemia 
that cannot be prevented by adjusting insulin dose or mode of delivery, 
diet, exercise, or subject reeducation, then the blood glucose and 
HbA1c targets must be raised to a level consistent with subject safety. 
This is considered a modification of the experimental treatment regimen 
and as such will be reviewed by the Treatment Committee. 
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9.3 GENERAL PROCEDURES TO MAXIMIZE ADHERENCE TO PROTOCOL 

The hypothesis of the DCCT will be explained as thoroughly and frankly 
as possible. The subject will be recruited into a research alliance with 
the investigator. The equal importance of participating in the Standard 
or the Experimental Treatment Group will be emphasized before informed 
consent is sought and reemphasized periodically thereafter. The positive 
aspects of participating in the DCCT will be emphasized. These include 
regular and sophisticated surveillance for complications, early stop 
points, and rapid transfer of results to subjects regarding whichever (if 
either) treatment protocol proves to be superior with regard to the 
development or progression of complications. 

One person will be clearly identified in each of the professional 
disciplines (physician, nurse-clinician, dietitian, consultants) who will 
primarily relate to the subject in his or her area of diabetes 
management. A.backup individual for coverage when the primary care giver 
is not available will also be identified. Alternate professionals should 
be identified and periodically introduced. As much as possible, 
equalization of secondary health care benefits in the Standard and 
Experimental Treatment Croups should be practiced. 

Periodic structured group meetings will be held to pro~ide feedback 
from the DCCT to the subjects and to encourage the latter·to voice 
questions, concerns, or suggestions regarding the trial. All DCCT 
subject act1v1t1es will be conducted with the utmost ·courtesy, 
convenience, efficiency, brevity, and openness. Transportation, parking, 
maintenance of meal patterns~ child care, etc., will all be facilitated 
whenever possible. Of necessity, this will be de~~ndent upon local 
resources available to the investigators. 

9.4 PRODUCTS AND DEVICES 

The Treatment Committee will review all new products and devices using 
predetermined criteria to determine if they should be used by the study 
subjects. All such products and devices must be approved by the 
Treatment Committee before they can be used in a clinical center. Any 
product or device approved by the Treatment Committee and meeting all 
criteria for use in the DCCT can be used on DCCT subjects, even if it is 
only available to a subset of the DCCT centers. 

The approved products or devices are all listed on the Supplies Order· 
Form (DCCT Form 068). The Minutes of recent Treatment Committee meetings 
will contain updated information on action with respect to new products 
and devices. 
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9.5 TEACHING OBJECTIVES 

The Trial Coordinators have developed separate educational objectives 
for the standard group and the experimental group patients (Appendix 8). 
These are teaching objectives for the patients selecting MDI/pen pump, 
and for those selecting pump therapy. Another set of objectives assesses 
the experimental group subjects' knowledge about self blood glucose 
monitoring. 

The appropriate objectives should be reviewed with the subject 
following randomization and periodically thereafter. No forms are 
required to document these reviews. 
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Table 9.1 

Variable Insulin Dosage Schedule* 

Blood Bedtime 
Glucose Breakfast Lunch Supper Snack 
(mg/dl) (units) (units) (~) (units) 

<50 5 3 5 0 

51-100 7 5 7 0 

101-150 8 6 8 0 

151-200 9 7 9 l 

201-250 10 8 10 2 

251-300 11 9 11 3 

g?'E!ater 12 10 12 4 
than 300 

*NOTE: The above is only an example. 
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Chapter 10 

DEFUIITIOHS MID MAHAGEKEHT OP UITERCURB.EHT EVENTS 

10. l IHTR.ODUCTION 

Intercurrent events are occurrences (illnesses, accidents, etc.) 
which have an impact on or are related to subject safety, treatment 
efficacy, or other study relevant conditions. 

Designated intercurrent events have been placed into one of three 
categories that refer to the time frame for reporting the event to the 
Coordinating Center. In later paragraphs, the time frames are given for 
each category as well as the events that are subsumed. 

All Category l and 2 intercurrent events (see below) are to be 
documented and reported to the Coordinating Center using the DCCT Form 
020 (Notification of Intercurrent Events) in a timely fashion. In the 
case of hypoglycemia, Form 083 (Notification of Hypoglycemic 
Intercurrent Event) and Form 092 (Further Details of Hypoglycemic Event) 
must also be completed. For the purpose of reporting intercurrent 
events to the Coordinating Center, the following categories describe the 
time frame for such reporting. Each event is designated to one of these 
categories. 

Category 1: The event should be reported by telephone to the 
Coordinating Center immediately upon documentation of the event by the 
Principal Investigator. As soon as details relevant to completing DCCT 
Form 020 are available, these should be transmitted to the Coordinating 
Center by telephone, with follow-up mailing of the form within 24 hours. 
Category 1 events are definite catastrophic hypoglycemia ~nd suspected 
catastrophic hypoglycemia. All deaths must be reported to the 
Coordinating Center or a member of the Executive Committee. 

Category 2: If the patient is treated in the hospital 
clinical center, reporting of the event on DCCT Form 020 should 
when the patient is discharged from the hospital or as soon 
center obtains the details of treatment at another hospital. 

by the 
be done 
as the 

If treated outside the hospital, reporting on DCCT Form 020 should 
be done at the time of diagnosis or initiation of treatment or as soon 
thereafter that adequate clarifying details of the event are available. 
In some cases, this may require that reporting be delayed until after a 
period of brief followup or treatment. In any case, the reporting of 
such an event should occur no later than the next quar-terl y visit. 
Category 2 events are listed in Table 10.6 
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Category ~: The event should be reported on the DCCT Form 021, 
Quarterly Visit, at the next quarterly visit, unless hospitalization is 
required for treatment, in which case the event becomes a Category 2 
event. Category 3 events are listed in Table 10.7. 

Intercurrent events may be reported by the patient or someone 
reporting for the patient to the clinic staff, 

The Morbidity/Mortality Classification CoDDDittee will periodically 
review the DCCT Form 020 and other data to provide a uniform 
classification of those intercurrent events that may be statistical 
endpoints for data analyses but do not terminate the patient's 
participation in the trial. 

This chapter is in two parts: 

1. Sections 10.2 through 10.6 present the definitions of those 
intercurrent events which are important outcomes of the trial. 
The frequency of these events will be tabulated in the 
statistical analysis of the study results. The clinical 
centers are required to report each occurrence of each of these 
events to the Coordinating Center. 

2. Section 10.7 discusses guidelines for the management of certain 
intercurrent events. The definitions in Sections 10.2 and 10.3 
are for purposes of ascertainment and are not intended to 
direct clinical management. 

10.2 DEFINITIONS OF DIABETIC IHTERCURRENT EVENTS (CATEGORY) 

10.2.1 Ketoacidosis (Category ~) 

The diagnosis of ketoacidosis as a DCCT event requires each of the 
following four criteria to be satisfied: 

1. A symptomatic diabetic state such as polydypsia and polyuria 
with or without nausea; 

2. The presence of 

a) serum ketones or 

b) large/moderate ketones in urine; 

3. At least one of the following: 

a) arterial blood pH less than 7.30 or 

b) venous blood pH less than 7.25 or 

c) serum HC0'3" less than 15 mEq/L. 
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4. Treatment within a health care facility. 

10.2.2 Hrperglycemic, H:rperosmolar, Honketotic Coma (Category!) 

The diagnosis of a hyperglycemic, hyperosmolar, nonketotic coma as a 
DCCT event requires each of the following criteria to be satisfied: 

1. A symptomatic state characterized by central nervous system 
manifestations. 

2. Plasma glucose greater than 500 mg/dl. 

3. Plasma bicarbonate greater than 20 mEq/L. 

4. Serum osmolality greater than 330 mOsmoles/L. 

S. Absence of significant ketonemia or ketonuria. 

10.2.3 Hrpoglycemia 

Two levels of hypoglycemia are distinguished -- catastrophic and 
severe. 

1. Catastrophic Hypoglycemia (Category 1) 

At least one of the following catastrophes must have 
occurred: 

a) death, 

b) neurological insult requiring hospitalization, 

c) myocardial infarction, 

d) inJury to the patient requiring hospitalization, 

e) injury to another person requiring hospitalization. 

Evidence 
hypoglycemia 
certainty: 

for 
may 

i) 

ii) 
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consist of the 

A catastrophe 
less than 50 
facility. 

between the 
following, 

catastrophic 
in decreasing 

event 
order 

and 
of 

in conjunction with a blood glucose 
mg/dl determined in a health care 

A catastrophe in conjunction with a finger stick 
blood glucose less than SO mg/dl determined by non
medical personnel. 
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iii) A catastrophe in conjunction with one or more 
manifestations of severe hypoglycemia, e.g., 
confusion, irrational or uncontrollable behavior, 
convulsions or coma reversed by oral carbohydrates, 
subcutaneous glucagon or intravenous glucose. 

iv) A catastrophe in conjunction with prodromal symptoms 
of hypoglycemia, such as sweating, palpitation, 
anxiety, hunger or blurred vision remembered by the 
patient as occurring shortly before the event 
occurred. 

The final determination of catastrophic hypoglycemia will be made by 
the Morbidity/Mortality Classification Committee. 

2. Severe Hypoglycemia (Category 2) 

At least one of the following clinical manifestations of 
severe hypoglycemia, which the patient was unable to treat 
himself/herself, must have occurred: 

a) memory loss 

b) confusion, 

c) uncontrollable behavior, 

d) irrational behavior, 

e) unusual difficulty in awakening 

f) suspected seizure 

g) seizure 

h) loss of consciousness. 

For such an episode to be counted as severe hypoglycemia, either the 
blood glucose must have been measured and found to be less than 50 mg/dl 
or the clinical manifestations must have been reversed by oral 
carbohydrates, subcutaneous glucagon or intravenous glucose. When 
neither of the latter two criteria is fulfilled, such an episode will be 
considered as suspect severe hypoglycemia if the patient recalls typical 
?rodromal symptoms and there is no other apparent explanation for the 
clinical manifestations. Hypoglycemia that is less than severe may be 
too variable in symptomatology to be reliable and therefore will not be 
documented as an intercurrent event. However, hypoglycemia of this type 
will be summarized for the seven days preceding the quarterly visit. 
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10.2.4 Ketosis (Category ~) 

The diagnosis of ketosis as a DCCT event requires each of the 
following criteria to be satisfied: 

1. A symptomatic diabetic state such as polydypsia and polyuria 
with or without nausea; 

2. Large/moderate ketones in the urine; 

3. Active management by the health care team (defined by a 
temporary change in insulin dosage); 

In addition, if any of the following blood value(s) are measured, 
they should exceed the following limits in order to differentiate 
ketosis from ketoacidosis: 

a) arterial blood pH greater than 7.29 

b) venous blood pH greater than 7.24 

c) HC0'3" greater than 15 mEq/L. 

10.3 PHOTOCOAGULATION POLICY AND OCULAR IHTERCURRENT EVENTS 

The Study Group adopted thresholds so that any subject who passes 
them will be assured of timely appropriate treatment and/or increased 
moni taring. The Central Ophthalmologic Reading Unit (CORU) issues a 
report to the Principal Investigator and ophthalmologist when a 
subject's photographs indicate the occurrence of proliferative or non
preproliferative diabetic retinopathy or clinically significant macular 
edema (DCCT Form 071, Observation of Proliferative or Nonproliferative 
Diabetic Retinopathy, or DCCT Form 094, Observation of Clinically 
Significant Macular Edema). Photocoagulation should be carried out in 
any eye which develops high risk characteristics and should be 
considered in any eye detected at the CORU as having significant macular 
edema as defined in the Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study 
findings published in the December 1985 issue of Archives of 
Ophthalmology. If the DCCT ophthalmologist believes that 
photocoagulation should be considered for arty eye that does not have 
high risk characteristics or clinically significant macular edema, 
consultation from the Ophthalmic Committee should be sought. A full set 
of color photographs of both eyes should be taken, copies made and a set 
of copies sent to each member of the Committee together with DCCT Form 
076 (Request for Ophthalmic Committee Consultation). The Committee may 
agree with a proposal to photocoagulate one eye of a patient with PDR or 
severe P2 retinopathy in each eye. All situations will be considered on 
a case-by-case basis. When the CORU unmasks a patient's eye status, the 
notification should be recorded by the clinic on DCCT Form 020. 
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Ophthalmic definitions of the intercurrent events for use in the 
DCCT are as follows: 

Loss of Vision (Category 2) 

Loss of vision is defined as less than 20/200 (ETDRS Visual Acuity 
Charts) in either or both eyes. 

DRS High Risk Characteristics (Category ~) 

1. New vessels on or within one disc diameter of the optic disc 
(NVD); moderate or severe (equal to or greater in extent than 
those in standard photograph lOA) with or without vitreous or 
pre-retinal hemorrhage. 

2. New vessels other than NVD (new vessels "elsewhere" - NVE); 
moderate or severe (equal to or greater than 1/2 disc area in 
extent in any single standard photographic field) with vitreous 
or pre-retinal hemorrhage (in any field). 

3. NVD; mild (less than standard photo lOA) with vitreous or pre
retinal hemorrhage (in any field). 

If vitreous and/or pre-retinal hemorrhage is present and the 
ophthalmologist believes sufficient new vessels (greater than or equal 
to 1/2 disc area of NVE or any definite NVD) have been obscured by this 
hemorrhage that the preceding definition of high risk characteristics 
have been fulfilled, then this occurrence is considered a high risk 
characteristic event.· 

Other Ocular Diseases (Category ~) 

These are ocular diseases other than ·retinopathy that may influence 
visual acu-ity or medical treatment for more than three months. 

Pan-Retinal (Scatter) Photocoagulation (Category ~) 

Full Scatter Treatment -- Full scatter treatment consists of 1200 to 
1600 five hundred micron lesions as specified in Section 10. 7.13.2. 
This form of treatment should be applied to all eyes developing High 
Risk Characteristics. 

Mild Scatter Treatment -- Mild scatter treatment consists of 400 to 
650 five hundred micron lesions spaced one burn width apart covering a 
similar area as full scatter. This treatment is not recommended 
routinely for the DCCT until its efficacy is established by the ETDRS. 

Macular Photocoagulation: (Category ~) Focal treatment of discrete 
leakage as specified in Section 10. 7 .13.4. Grid treatment of diffuse 
leakage or nonperfusion. 
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Pre-Proliferative Characteristics (Category 2) 

Progression in the past year of three or more steps on the DCCT 
retinopathy scale to moderately severe non-proliferative diabetic 
retinopathy (Level SO, defined below) in either eye. 

Progression to very severe nonproliferative diabetic retinopathy 
{Level SS, defined below) in either eye. 

The DCCT classification of retinopathy includes two levels of severe 
nonproliferative retinopathy and approximates the ETDRS category P2. 
Less severe eyes at this level are placed into DCCT Level SO and more 
severe eyes are placed into DCGT Level SS. 

The definitions of these levels involve four lesions at specified 
levels considering photographic fields 3 through 7, and for convenience, 
these are hereafter termed "P2 lesions", soft exudates (SE) present in 
at least two fields, intraretinal microvascular abnormalities (IRMA) 
present in at least two fields, venous beading (VB) present in at least 
two fields, and hemorrhages/microaneurysms (H/Ma) equaling or exceeding 
those in standard photo #2A in at least one field •. 

Eyes qualify for Level SO ~f any of the following conditions is met, 
considering fields 3 through 7: 

1. H/Ma equal or exceed standard photo #2A in at least four 
fields; 

2. VB is present in at least two fields; or 

3. SE is present in at least two fields, IRMA are present in at 
least two fields, and H/Ma equal or exceed those in standard 
photo #2A in at least one field. 

Eyes qualify for Level SS if any of the following conditions is met, 
considering fields 3 through 7: 

1. IRMA equal or exceed those in standard photo #BA in at least 
two fields; 

2. VB is definitely present in at least two fields, and two other 
P2 lesions are also present; 

3. H/Ha equal or exceed those in standard photo #2A in at least 
four fields, and two other P2 lesions are also present; or 

4. All four P2 lesions are present. 
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Proliferative Retinopathy Less Than DRS High Risk Characteristics 
(Category ~) 

Clinically Significant Macular Edema (Category ~) 

"Clinically significant macular edema" designates edema which is 
threatening vision and refers to any of the following characteristics: 

1. Thickening of the retina at or within 500 microns of the center 
of the macula. 

2. Hard exudates at or within 500 microns of the center of the 
macula, if associated with thickening of the adjacent retina. 

3. A zone or zones of retinal thickening one disc area or larger 
in size, any part of which is within one disc diameter of the 
center of the macula. 

10.4 CARDIOVASCULOR INTERCURRENT EVENTS 

10.4.1 Myocardial Infarction (MI) (Category~) 

Myocardial infarction (MI) is classified as acute or non-acute and 
each of these classes is further designated as definite or suspected 
using criteria presented in Table 10.l. The diagnosis of acute MI 
depends on the availability of ECGs and/or enzymes measured within 72 
hours after (a) arrival in the hospital or (b) the onset of symptoms of 
a cardiac event occurring in the hospital. The ECG series will be 
assigned the highest category for which criteria are met, i.e., first, 
"evolving diagnostic," then "diagno,stic," then -"equivocal," then 
"other." The ECGs will be sent to the Central ECG Reading Unit· where 
they will be coded using the Minnesota Code, detailed definitions of 
which are given in Table 10.2. The various combinations of enzyme 
results will be classified as "abnormal," "equivocal," "incomplete" or 
"normal" by criteria which are given in Table 10.3. A definition of 
"prolonged cardiac pain" is given in Table 10.4 

1. Acute Myocardial Infarction -- A definite or suspected acute 
myocardial infarction is diagnosed on the basis of the presence 
or absence of chest pain, ECG findings, and/or enzyme changes 
as defined in Tables 10.1 - 10.4. 

2. Non-acute Myocardial Infarction A non-acute or "old" 
myocardial infarction can, in principle,· have occurred either 
before randomization and not been recognized on the local ECG 
reading or after randomization without appropriate concurrent 
investigation to yield evidence which meets the criteria for 
definite or possible acute myocardial infarction. 
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A definite or suspected non-acute myocardial infarction is 
diagnosed on the basis of presence or absence of chest pain, 
ECG findings, and/or enzyme changes as defined in Tables 10.1 -
10.4 

Both definite and suspected non-acute MI are further 
subdivided according to whether or not either was present 
before randomization. Definite or suspected non-acute Mls 
classified by the Central ECG Reading Unit from the baseline 
assessments before randomization will be designated as "pre
study" events. Note that eligibility is determined by a local 
reading. Definite or suspected non-acute Mls diagnosed for the 
first time on an ECG recorded after randomization will be 
designated as "study" events. Only study events will be 
counted in comparisons of the incidence of myocardial 
infarction between the experimental and standard groups. 

The criteria for definite and possible acute and nan-acute 
Mls are summarized in Table 10.1. 

Angina Pectoris (Category ~) 

To have a definite diagnosis of clinical angina, a patient must have 
all three of the following characteristics of chest pain or pressure: 

1. The location of the pain includes the sternum at any level. 

2. The pain or discomfort usually occurs during a form of exertion 
or stress. 

3. The pain or discomfort on most occasions lasts at least 30 
seconds and disappears in ten minutes or less from the time the 
subject rests or decreases his intensity of exertion or stress. 

The pain or pressure may also be located in the left chest, and may 
radiate to the arms and/or to the jaw. Meals may be considered a form 
of cardiovascular stress. 

10.4.3 Arrhythmia (Category ~) 

The following types of arrhythmia are to be reported to the 
Coordinating Center documented by an ECG: 

1. atrial fibrillation 

2. atrial flutter 

3. atrial tachycardia 
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4. junctional tachycardia 

5. ventricular tachycardia 

6. ventricular fibrillation 

7. ventricular premature complexes 

a) multifocal 

b) runs of three or more 

c) six or more per minute 

8. second degree AV block 

9. complete AV block 

The official DCCT classification of the arrhythmia will be made by 
the Central ECG Reading Unit. 

10.4.4 Congestive Heart Failure (Category ~) 

The DCCT diagnosis of congestive heart failure (CHF) can be made in 
either of the following two circumstances: 

1. The presence of at least two·major manifestations of CHF or 

2. The presence of 
manifestations. 

Major Criteria: 

one major 

1. paroxysmal nocturnal dyspnea 

2. distended neck veins (not supine) 

3. rales with unexplained dyspnea 

and at least two 

4. cardiomegaly and pulmonary hilar congestion on x-ray, or 
increasing heart size 

5. acute pulmonary edema 

6. increased venous pressure 

7. hepatojugular reflex 

Minor Criteria: 

1. bilateral ankle edema 
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2. night cough 

3. dyspnea on ordinary exertion 

4. hepatomegaly 

s. pleural effusion 

6. tachycardia 

10.4.5 Hypertension (Category ~) 

The development of hypertension in a DCCT patient after 
randomization will be defined as the measurement of either a systolic 
pressure greater than or equal to 140 mm Hg or a diastolic pressure 
greater than or equal to 90 mm Hg on two consecutive occasions within 
one month, without any anti-hypertensive medication having been taken 
within two weeks of either measureme~t. This applies to adolescents and 
adults, except that the upper limit in females aged 13 years is a 
systolic blood pressure of 135 mm Hg and a diastolic pressure of 87 mm 
Hg. The measurements are to be made exactly according to the procedure 
defined in Chapter 18 of the Manual of Operations. The initial 
diagnosis of hypertension should be documented on the Intercurrent Event 
Form (DCCT Form 020). 

10.4.6 Cerebrovascular Accident (CVA) (Category ~) 

A definite cerebrovascular accident is diagnosed when two criteria 
are present. 

1. One or more of the following symptoms and/or one or more of the 
following signs: 

a) Carotid arterial system: weakness or numbness in 
cont ral ateral limbs, contralateral homonymous hemianops ia, 
dysphasia, or agnosia. 

b) Vertebral-basilar artery system: weakness of single or 
multiple limbs, numbness of face (especially the mouth), 
diplopia, dysphagia, dysarthria, homonymous hemianopsia, 
ataxia, nystagmus, or altered consciousness. 

2. Symptoms and signs persist over 24 hours. 

CVA with permanent neurological deficit is diagnosed when there is a 
persistent abnormality of central nervous system function manifesting 
itself either on neurological examination or by persistent disability 
that interferes with normal daily activities. 
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CVA without permanent neurological deficit is diagnosed when the 
abnormality is not persistent. 

10.4.7 Transient Ischemic Attack (Category~) 

1. Criterion number 1 (above) is satisfied (include episodes of 
vertigo and nausea for vertebra-basilar system). 

2. Symptoms and signs persist for at least 10 minutes but for less 
than 24 hours. 

· 10.4.8 Peripheral Ischemia (Claudication) (Category ~) 

Dull leg pain (or cramp, tightness), usually brought on by 
continuous walking, and relieved within ten minutes by stopping 
exercise. The site is one or both calves and/or hips and thighs. It 
does not start at rest. It is possible to confuse these symptoms with 
symptomatic diabetic neuropathy. In that case, a joint determination of 
the cause of pain is to be made by the neurologist and diabetologist. 

10.4.9 Hrperlipemia (Category 2) 

1. Hypercholesterolemia defined as a Central Biochemistry 
Laboratory (CBL) reported serum LDL cholesterol > 160 mg/dl. 
Two consecutive elevated -levels one month apart are required. 
When the second report is positive, the clinic will receive the 
values for total cholesterol, triglycerides, HDL cholesterol, 
and calculated LDL cholesterol from these two measurements as 
well as from all previous measurements. The DCCT Form 020 
should be filed with the Coordinating Center and the procedure 
outline in Section 10.7.10 should be followed. If the second 
part is negative, none of the previous values will be provided 
and the routine schedule of annual measurements should be 
resumed·, 

2. Hypertriglyceridemia is defined as CBL reported persistent 
elevation of serum triglycerides over 500 mg/dl. Two 
consecutive elevations within one month are required. When the 
second report is positive, the DCCT Form 020 should be filed 
with the Coordinating Center indicating central unit 
notification. 

See Figure 10.1 for a sample of a hyperlipemia alert from 
the Coordinating Center. 
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10. 5 RENAL IHSUPFICIEHCY (CATEGORY ~) 

When alerted by the central laboratory that serum creatinine is >2.0 
mg/dl, draw a local sample within one month, and if this is also >2.0 
mg/dl in the absence of ketonemia, this is indicative of renal 
insufficiency. 

10. 6 OTHER IHTEB.CURREHT EVENTS 

10.6.1 Infections 

l. Infusion Catheter Infection (Category~): Any infection at the 
site of the infusion catheter which requires oral or parenteral 
antibiotics or surgical incision or drainage. 

2. Urinary Tract Infection (Category ~): Any infection of the 
kidney, ureters, bladder, or urethra, that results in symptoms 
of upper or lower tract infection, such as. flank pain, fever, 
low back pain, dysuria, or frequency of urination and a 
midstream, clean catch urine culture yielding the following 
results: 
Outpatients: 

- Single culture of clean-catch urine with a colony count 
greater than or equal to 20,000/ml. 

OR 

- Two cultures of greater than or equal to 100 colonies/ml 
Candida species 

In the absence of symptoms, two cultures with colony counts 
of greater than 100,000 of a single organism are required to 
indicate infection. With gram positive organisms or fungi 
lower colony counts may be significant in the absence of 
symptoms. Pyuria will generally be present in active infection 
but alone would not indicate infection. 
Inpatients: (noncatheterized) 

- Same as outpatients. 
Inpatients: (catheterized) 

- Single culture with one or two organisms, either of which 
greater than or equal to 10,000 colonies/ml OR 

- Single culture of greater than or equal to 100 colonies/ml 
Candida species. 

3. Post-operative Wound £_! Deep Infections: (Category ~) Pus or 
serous drainage with local signs of inflammation. Include deep 
infections where superficial signs may be minimal, e.g., 
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osteomyelitis following orthopedic surgery. A positive culture 
is one where exudate or tissue yields a pure culture of one 
species or, when mixed flora is expected, (e.g., bowel surgery) 
results of cultures should be reported as mixed, e.g., 
anaerobic/aerobic, and a predominant type of organism 
described, e.g., mixed gram negative. 

4. Gangrene: (Category ~) Dry ·gangrene is necrosis of tissue of 
the toes or foot in which darkening or blackness develops and 
no sensation is present in the affected area. If infection of 
skin and/or subcutaneous tissues is present, a diagnosis of wet 
gangrene is made. 

5. Cutaneous or Hucocutaneous Infection: (Category ~) Purulent or 
serous drainage and a pure culture of one organism are needed. 
If the site normally is rich in normal flora, e.g., mouth, 
vagina, then the Gram stain or KOH prep and the culture. both 
must be used to confirm the diagnosis. Furunculosis, impetigo, 
and cellulitis are included under this heading. 

6. Lower Respiratory Tract: (Category ~) (Includes pneumonia and 
tracheobronchitis) 

Pneumonia: (Category 1> The following signs should be 
present: Temperature greater than 99.6 degrees F (37.5 degrees 
C), purulent sputum, increased breath sounds, and rales. 
Patients must have an abnormal chest X-ray reported as 
consistent with the diagnosis of pneumonia. The etiological 
agent should be demonstrated by culture of purulent sputum or 
serologically using paired sera. 

Tracheobronchitis: (Category ~) Cough, purulent sputum, and 
normal chest X-ray are minimal criteria for this diagnosis. 

7. ~ Respiratory Tract with Fever: (Category ~) Any three of 
the first five signs and symptoms and fever suffices to make 
this diagnosis. Rhinorrhea, nasal obstruction, sore throat, 
cough, sneezing and temperature greater than or equal to 99.6 
degrees F (37.5 degrees C). Include sinusitis or otitis media 
in this category. 

8. Gastroenteritis with Fever: (Category ~) 

a) Loose stools three times per day for greater than or equal 
to two days and, 

b) Temperature greater than 99.6 degrees F (37 .5 degrees C) 
during the first two days of illness, AND 

c) Either the isolation of 
occurring in conjunction 
origin. 
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10.6.2 Amputation (Category ~) 

Surgical or traumatic resection of the lower extremity or part of 
the lower extremity. 

10.6.3 Major Accident (Category ~) 

An event which produces serious injury to the patient or to other 
persons whether or not hospitalization is required. 

10.6.4 Psychiatric Disease Requiring Treatment (Category ~) 

1. A definite intercurrent event should be recorded only if the 
psychiatric illness involves an episode of treatment by a 
mental health professional (psychiatric social worker, 
psychologist, or psychiatrist) and a primary diagnosis of 
psychiatric illness is made. 

Psychiatric illness is defined and reported using diagnostic 
criteria in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental 
Disorders III published by the American Psychiatric 
Association. 

a) Outpatient treatment includes evaluations and/or treatment 
in an emergency room, office or while on a medical/surgical 
inpatient service for a primary medical problem. 

b) Inpatient treatment means hospital admission to a 
psychiatric service for a primary psychiatric diagnosis and 
treatment by a mental health professional. 

Specify diagnosis and treatment provided. 

2.. A probable intercurrent event may be specified when criteria 
for treatment and/or diagnosis are unclear or not verifiable, 
e.g., treatment by a mental health professional when records 
about specific diagnoses are not obtainable and the patient's 
report is insufficient to document the nature· or severity of 
the problem. Specify diagnosis and treatment provided. 

3. Available records should be used to document the occurrence of 
an event. In either case, the decision is to be made by the 
behavioral scientist on the DCCT site. 
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10.6.5 Pregnancy (Category ~ ~ the Form 020) 

The diagnosis of pregnancy can be made for DCCT purposes by either: 

1. Two positive serum or urine pregnancy tests in a patient who 
has missed only one period or 

2. One positive serum or urinary pregnancy test in a patient who 
has missed more than one period. 

Once the diagnosis of pregnancy in a DCCT patient has been 
transmitted to the Coordinating Center, a further indication of the 
outcome of the pregnancy will be required. This information is to be 
transmitted via the DCCT Forms 020 (Intercurrent Event) and 106 (Details 
of Pregnancy and Outcome), The following outcomes wi 11 be clearly 
distinguished in safety reports: 

1. Abortion 

2. 

a) spontaneous 

b) induced 

Live birth birth weight (grams) 

gestational age (wks) 

Apgar score 

a) discharged alive 

i) with congenital malformatio~; 
specify 

complications 

ii) without congenital malformation 

a) with complications, specify 

b) without complications 

b) neonatal death 

i) congenital malformation; 
specify 

ii) other; 
specify 

3. Still birth (greater than 20 weeks) -- birth weight (grams) 

a) congenital malformation; 
specify 
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Neuropsychological deterioration will be defined as having occurred 
whenever the neuropsychologists have rated a patient's functioning as 
having become "substantially worse" (rating 5) since the last 
examination. The Coordinating Center will notify the Principal 
Investigator who should complete a DCCT Form 020. 

10.6.7 Psychosocial Adverse Reactions (Category ~) 

The following reportable intercurrent events are disruptions in 
personal life: 

l. Among unmarried adolescents ( <17 years of 
separation or divorce of parents-; among married 
legal separation or divorce. 

age), legal 
individuals, 

2. For individuals who are fully employed, major adverse change in 
occupational status, i.e.~ demotion or being fired by the 
employer, 

3. For full-time students, expulsion, dropping out or quitting 
school. 

No other psychosocial reactions should be reported as intercurrent 
events. 

10.6.8 Failure to Maintain Growth and Development (Category ~) 

l. Failure to maintain at least the same rate of linear growth as 
shown prior to entering the study or at least 4 cm per year. 

2. Failure to progress at a normal rate through the stages of 
sexual maturation. 

3. Failure to maintain a normal weight-for-height ratio on the 
standard growth grid. 
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10.6.9 Imprisonment (Category ~) 

Incarceration for more 
patient or for more than 
thereby preventing protocol 

than one month of an experimental group 
three months of a standard group patient, 
mandated followup. 

10. 7 MANAGEMENT OF IIITERCURREMT EVENTS 

Participation in the DCCT trial will in no way jeopardize the 
provision of appropriate treatment for intercurrent illnesses. Although 
specifics for the management of all possible intercurrent illnesses 
cannot be realistically set forth, the highest standards of care will be 
followed and liberal use will be made of appropriate consultants. 

Patients will be encouraged to contact the DCCT clinical center at 
the onset of symptoms suggesting any intercurrent illness. In addition, 
a 24-hour on-call system wi 11 be available to respond to all types of 
patient emergencies. Whenever possible, intercurrent illnesses 
requiring hospitalization will be managed at the DCCT clinical center 
with active involvement by the DCCT physician responsible for the 
patient's diabetes care. This will enable the study protocol to be 
followed as closely as possible without compromising treatment of the 
intercurrent illness. 

Detailed guidelines are provided here for the management of patients 
with ketoacidosis, hypoglycemia, and pregnancy because of the special 
relevance of these conditions to IDDH. Additional guidelines are 
provided for the management of patients requiring surgery and patien~s 
with infection, myocardial infarction, renal insufficiency, 
hypertension, hype~lipidemia, cancer, and psychiatric disorders. 

10.7.1 Diabetic Ketoacidosis 

10.7.1.1 General Considerations 

The incidence of diabetic ketoacidosis should be minimized or 
eliminated in patients of both the standard and experimental treatment 
groups by stressing the importance of immediately contacting the DCCT 
center at the first sign of a problem. The "on-call" physician should 
be called at the onset of symptoms of nausea or vomiting, for undue 
hyperglycemia, or for ketonuria. The importance of checking the urine 
for ketones when not feeling wel 1, or when hypergl ycemic, should be 
strongly emphasized. Pump-treated patients need to check the infusion 
system carefully at such times (see pump treatment protocol). Early 
intervention, including intravenous rehydration in the outpatient 
clinic, may abort an episode of diabetic ketoacidosis. 

It is particularly important that diabetic ketoacidosis be managed 
(if possible) at the DCCT center under the supervision of one of the 
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Trial physicians. If this is not possible, the responsible DCCT 
physician should remain in close contact with the medical facility that 
is utilized. All patients should be admitted to the intensive care unit 
for careful monitoring during the initial phase of treatment. If such 
an episode occurs at an outlying hospital, the patient should be seen at 
the DCCT center as soon as possible after discharge. 

Each episode of ketoacidosis (including those not 
DCCT center) should be carefully documented with 
following: 

- precipitating causes 

- maximum glucose, BUN, creatinine 

- minimum arterial pH, pC0'2", bicarbonate 

treated at 
regard to 

the 
the 

- duration of ketoacidotic event (date/time of onset of symptoms to 
date/time of normalization of pH and bicarbonate) 

adverse sequelae with particular reference to nephropathy, 
peripheral vascular disease, or retinopathy. 

In the Standard Treatment Group, recurrent diabetic ketoacidosis 
(greater than two episodes per year) is a mandatory indication for 
intensifying treatment (see Chapter 9). In the Experimental Treatment 
Group, recurrent diabetic ketoacidosis should be an indication for 
trying the alternate experimental treatment approach, i.e., from 
multiple daily injection to pump therapy, or. vice versa. If recurrent 
ketoacidosis persists, then deviation from the experimental protocol is 
mandatory. 

10.7.1.2 Management 

1. Initial Investigations: A rapid but careful history and 
physical examination should be performed with special attention 
to possible precipitating causes; for example, infection, 
myocardial infarction, or pump malfunction. Blood should be 
obtained for determination · of glucose; ketones, BUN, 
creatinine, electrolytes, calcium, phosphate, amylase, and 
complete blood count. Arterial blood for pH and blood gases 
should be obtained. Cultures and gram stain of materials from 
suspected sites of infection should be performed promptly. An 
ECG should be performed. 

2. Intravenous Fluids: Rehydration should be initiated 
immediately. One or two liters of isotonic electrolyte 
solution (10 to 20 ml/kg body weight in children) should be 
given during the first hour to improve circulatory volume. For 
patients in shock, other volume expanders may occasionally be 
requir-ed. Following this, slower progressive rehydration 
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should be carried out at a rate of 300 to 500 ml/hour, 
depending on the initial state of dehydration and the patient's 
progress as documented by blood pressure, pulse rate, central 
venous pressure when needed, and urine output. This repletion 
fluid may be either isotonic or hypotonic with added sodium 
bicarbonate as needed. Only hypotonic solutions should be 
given when the serum sodium exceeds 145 mEq/L. Glucose should 
be added to the repletion solutions when the plasma glucose 
falls to less than 300 mg/dl; the aim being to maintain 
subsequent plasma glucose concentrations between 200 and 250 
mg/dl. 

3. Insulin: Continuous intravenous infusion of physiologic doses 
of insulin is the preferred method of administration. A 
loading dose of 0.1 units/kg by bolus injection should be 
followed by a sustaining infusion of 0.1 units/kg/hour or, in 
adults, 10 units/hour. An acceptable alternative to 
intravenous insulin infusion is an initial intravenous bolus 
dose of 0.1 units/kg and hourly injections of 0.1 units/kg 
intramuscularly or subcutaneously. If the plasma glucose has 
not decreased by at least 100 mg/dl after two hours, then the 
insulin infusion rate should be doubled. If the plasma glucose 
does not decrease in the next two hours, then the insulin dose 
should be increased by an order of magnitude; for example, one 
unit/kg/hour. Insulin infusion is continued until both 
hyperglycemia and ketoacidosis have been corrected, using 
intravenous glucose to maintain plasma glucose between 200 and 
250 mg/dl. Ketoacidosis can be considered corrected when 
plasma bicarbonate returns to normal, or the calculated anion 
gap returns to normal even if bicarbonate has not, or when 
ketones have disappeared from the plasma. Once hyperglycemia 
and ketoacidosis have ·been corrected, the patient can be 
maintained on continuous intravenous insulin at rates of one to 
two units/hour with appropriate amounts of glucose until oral 
intake is assured. Thereafter, patients should be returned to 
the therapy of their assigned group as soon as is feasible, 
allowing for any interval therapy necessitated by a 
precipitating intercurrent illness. In pump-treated patients, 
the pump should be carefully checked to determine whether a 
system failure contributed to the development of the 
ketoacidosis. 

!+. Bicarbonate: Treatment with intravenous bicarbonate is given 
for severe metabolic acidosis. Clinical indications include 
coma, hypotension not quickly responding to vigorous fluid 
replacement, super-imposed respiratory acidosis due to 
hypoventilation, or hyperkalemia causing electrocardiographic 
abnormalities. Chemical indications include an arterial pH of 
less than 7.10 and/or a plasma bicarbonate of less than five 
mEq/L. Sodium bicarbonate should be given by careful 
intravenous injection or by addition to fluids which are being 
infused rapidly. The amounts should be sufficient to raise the 
pH above 7.0 quickly and then to above 7.1. A dose range of 50 
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to 200 mEq may be required. Treatment effects must be 
monitored by repetitive measurement of arterial pH and blood 
gases. Plasma potassium must also be measured frequently to 
avoid hypokalemia during aggressive bicarbonate treatment. 

5. Potassium: If the patient is hypokalemic on admission (serum 
potassium less than 3.5 mEq/L), then 30 to 40 mEq of potassium 
should be added to each liter of the initial intravenous 
fluids. Thereafter, potassium should be administered at a rate 
of approximately 20 mEq per hour until normokalemia has been 
achieved. If the patient is normokalemic on admission (serum 
potassium 3.5-5.5 mEq/L), then 20 to 30 mEq of potassium should 
be added to each liter of intravenous fluids. If the patient 
is hyperkalemic on admission (serum potassium greater than 5.5 
mEq/L), then no potassium is added to the initial fluids but is 
added to subsequent fluids as soon as the serum potassium has 
decreased to less than 5.5 mEq/L. It may be expected that the 
average patient will require approximately 10 to 20 mEq of 
potassium per hour during overall treatment of ketoacidosis in 
order to maintain normokalemia. Approximately half the 

· potassium may be administered as the chloride salt and half as 
potassium phosphate. 

6. Monitoring Procedures: The patient should be weighed on 
admission and p.r.n. to ascertain volume status. Blood 
glucose by Dextrostix or Chemstrips should be measured hourly. 
Plasma glucose should be measured every two hours. Arterial pH 
and blood gases should be measured with a frequency dependent 
on the severity of the initial state of acidosis and dependent 
on the vigor of bicarbonate administration. Plasma 
electrolytes should be measured every two to four hours. 
Repeated clinical evaluations should be carried out to search 
for precipitating causes of ketoacidosis. Mental status and 
neurological examination should be carefully monitored for 
evidence of increasing intracranial pressure or cerebral edema. 
Immediate computerized axial tomography of the brain and 
neurologic consultion should be obtained if cerebral edema is 
suspected. Electrocardiograms should be repeated if plasma 
potassium falls below 3.5 mEq/L. 

10.7.2 Hypoglycemia 

Diagnostic efforts to identify the cause of a serious episode or 
of multiple mild episodes of hypoglycemia should be undertaken. If 
hypoglycemia is not found to be due to an inappropriate combination of 
insulin, food intake and activity, then other causes (such as adrenal, 
pituitary, or autonomic dysfunction) must be sought by suitable 
diagnostic testing. 
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Treatment of hypoglycemia varies with the ability of the patient to 
recognize the symptoms and respond accordingly. Hild hypoglycemia 
associated with symptoms such as hunger, headache, shakiness, rapid 
pulse, perspiration, etc., may be relieved by the oral ingestion of 5 to 
10 grams of a simple carbohydrate in any readily available form, such as 
a sugar containing soft drink or orange juice. This is usually 
sufficient to elevate the blood sugar within 15 to 20 minutes and 
alleviate all symptoms. If the patient fails to improve in this time, 
the dose should be repeated. Overfeeding is to be discouraged so as to 
avoid gross hyperglycemia. 

Individuals experiencing dizziness, lethargy, belligerence or 
confusion usually require assistance. Moistened sugar cubes, honey, or 
specially prepared emergency sources of glucose many be administered 
orally so long as the patient is not comatose. However, patients may 
refuse to take such feedings, or they may be completely unconscious or 
convulsing. Under these circumstances, glucagon can be administered 
subcutaneously. A dose of one mg is usually sufficient to restore 
consciousness. However, the patient's family should also prepare to 
arrange for emergency service in case the glucagon injection should be 
ineffective. Once the patient responds and becomes rational, an oral 
feeding should be provided. Continued observation with a repeated 
feeding in two to four hours is essential. 

Patients unresponsive to glucagon should be seen by a physician and 
intravenous glucose administered. The most effective way of treating 
severe hypoglycemia by health professionals is the intravenous 
administration of 50% glucose. A dose of 20 cc in any patient, 
regardless of age or weight, is sufficient to normalize plasma glucose. 
A major problem associated with IV therapy is overdosage. The entire 50 
cc ampule of 50% glucose in water, regarded as a unit dosage by health 
professionals in emergency vehicles and those staffing emergency rooms, 
is not required. 

Patients usually respond to IV therapy within a few minutes and 
should be observed until they are fully responsive and well-oriented. A 
repeat dose of IV glucose may be required if the patient's symptoms 
begin to recur. EventuaLy, oral feeding should be provided, and if 
well-tolerated, the stable asymptomatic patient can be sent home. A 
responsible person should be available for continued observation and for 
retreatment at home, if necessary. Occasionally, prolonged confusion, 
disorientation, nausea, or vomiting may be experienced; these patients 
should be observed by health professionals and, if necessary, 
hospitalized until these symptoms have disappeared. 

All episodes of hypoglycemia requiring assistance in treatment must 
be reported to the DCCT physician on call. 

A sample set of instructions to be given to a subject when he is 
randomized is presented in Figure 10.2. 
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10.7.3 Infection 

A subject may have a clinically significant infection if he or she 
has symptoms or signs of local inflammation, a temperature of greater 
than 99.6 degrees Fahrenheit, has symptoms capable of producing 
dehydration (example nausea and vomiting) or symptoms of prostration. 
Under these circumstances, the patient should contact the covering 
physician at the clinical center and depending on the type, severity and 
effects of the infection, appropriate treatment will be instituted on an 
outpatient or in hospital basis. In addition to the usual clinical and 
laboratory criteria for determining if hospitalization is required for a 
particular infection, the development of symptoms of uncontrolled 
diabetes or moderate to severe ketonuria on two successive fractional 
urine tests requires more intensive clinical and laboratory assessment 
with possible hospitalization. 

10.7.3.1 Standard Treatment Group 

During acute infections, subjects may have to augment their usual 
insulin therapy with subcutaneous injections of Regular insulin. With 
more protracted infections, further adjustments in insulin therapy will 
be necessary. In either situation, more frequent patient physician 
interaction will be required. If hospitalized, more intense insulin 
replacement (e.g., intravenous insulin) may be instituted to obtain 
metabolic stabilization. 

10.7.3.2 Experimental Treatment Group 

Subjects on the insulin pump or multiple daily injections (MDI) will 
be provided with specific guidelines directed at increasing insulin 
administration in response to hyperglycemia resulting from infection. 
In addition to increasing the frequency of home glucose monitoring, 
which they will all be routinely doing, urine testing for ketones will 
be initiated. It is, however, recognized that the glycemia goals 
outlined for this group may not be desirable or achievable during the 
period of acute infection. If hospitalized, intravenous insulin may be 
transiently required to attain metabolic stabilization. 

10.7.3.J Documentation 

Infections that occur during the clinical trial can be divided into
two broad categories: 

1. Those that occur as a side effect of the new treatment (pump
infusion site), and 

2. Infections in general that occur in both treatment groups. 
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The first category simply documents the experience of those treated 
with the insulin infusion apparatus as regards cutaneous infection. In 
the second category, the infections of interest are those of the urinary 
tract, those associated with peripheral vascular disease, post-operative 
infections, upper and lower respiratory tract infections, cutaneous 
(non-infusion site) and mucocutaneous infections, gastroenteritis. 

Verification, evaluation and documentation of infections are 
expected to meet normal diagnostic standards of each study institution. 
Specifically, Gram's stain and culture of exudate should be done on all 
suspected sites of infection, and, when indicated, anaerobic or fungal 
cultures should be included. Blood cultures should be obtained when 
clinically indicated; cultures of urine should be done quantitatively. 

Specific infections or conditions should meet the definitions of 
these disorders listed previously. Inquiry about infection will be made 
at each outpatient visit. 

10.7.4 Psychiatric Events 

Emotional disorders unrelated to diabetes or to the DCCT may arise 
during the course of this study. The occurrence of certain emotional 
problems may also be affected by the experimental intervention and thus 
may represent a study outcome measurement. In order to insure both the 
safety ·of the study participants, and reduce the adverse effect that 
problems might have on the completion of the Protocol, the following 
recommendations are made: 

1. Each center should have appropriate consultants for the 
management of emotional disorders available for . both the 
adolescent and adult populations. The therapist, while a 
consultant to the study, will have as his primary goal the 
well-being of the subject and will thus serve as a patient 
advocate. 

2. Subjects identified as having symptoms of psychiatric or 
psychologic disorders will be referred to a consultant for 
evaluation and therapy. Intercurrent emotional problems will 
not necessarily lead to a deviation from the study protocol. 
However, if the Principal Investigator and the consultant 
decide that the patient's judgment is seriously affected or 
that the risk of suicide exists, deviation from the 
experimental treatment protocol is allowable. It is also 
allowable should major drug addiction or alcoholism develop. 
In all such instances, the intensity of blood glucose control 
should be lessened sufficiently so as to eliminate the 
aggravated risk of hypoglycemia. Should any of the above 
circumstances lead to deterioration of metabolic control beyond 
that which has been defined as acceptable for the Standard 
Treatment Group, then additional measures (as defined in 
Chapter 8.1) should be taken to restore the patient to an 
acceptable metabolic state. 
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3. If the Principal Investigator and the consultant decide that 
the mode of therapy or participation in the study is itself 
causing or exacerbating the emotional problem, the subject may 
be transferred to inactive status. Any subject who attempts 
suicide with insulin may be transferred to inactive status. 
(See Chapter 11 of this Manual for procedures to follow.) 

4. In rare instances, persistent non-adherence may itself be a 
manifestation of serious underlying emotional problems. 
Therefore, after all other remedial efforts have failed, any 
subject who is not meeting the treatment goals, standard or 
experimental, should be discussed with the therapist. If an 
emotional problem is thought to be the cause of chronic poor 
adherence, appropriate evaluation and treatment should be 
instituted. 

10.7.5 Myocardial Infarction 

All subjects with suspected or proven acute coronary insufficiency 
will be admitted to a coronary care unit in the care of a cardiologist. 
In - both the standard and experimental groups, changes in insulin 
requirement will undoubtedly occur and more frequent blood glucose. 
monitoring (at least every four hours) will be required. 

With regards to specific recommendations for the experimental group, 
it is recognized that the plasma glucose treatment goals will be relaxed 
in order to avoid any possibility of hypoglycemia. In general, for 
those subjects on insulin infusion pumps, it would be desirable to 
discontinue insulin pump therapy in favor of standard insulin 
replacement, However, if the Principal Investigator or DCCT designate 
of the clinical center personally supervises the use of the insulin 
infusion pump throughout the intercurrent event, continued insulin 
replacement using this technique is permissable. 

10.7.6 Renal Insufficiency 

Reduction in renal function may result from diabetic nephropathy, 
from diabetes-associated hypertension with nephrosclerosis, from 
repeated bouts of urinary tract infection with or without papillary 
necrosis, or from completely non-diabetes related renal diseases. 

Prophylactic measures which should be employed include: 1) 
avoidance of significant, prolonged dehydration; 2) vigorous treatment 
of hypertension with drug regimens that do not in themselves lead to 
reduction in GFR; 3) prompt treatment of urinary tract infections with 
appropriate antibiotics for a sufficient period of time and with follow
up cultures to assure that the infection has been eradicated; 4) 
treatment of neurogenic bladder dysfunction to prevent stasis; 5) 
surveillance and treatment for any condition leading to upper or lower 
urinary tract obstruction. 
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If proteinuria appears or a rise in serum creatinine is observed 
appropriate diagnostic steps should be taken. Particular emphasis 
should be given to a search for reversible causes of renal dysfunction. 

If persistent proteinuria is thought to be due to diabetic 
nephropathy, serum creat1n1ne and creatinine clearance should be 
measured at least every six months. The patient should be referred to 
the nephrology service when serum creat1n1ne exceeds 2.0 mg/dl or 
creat1n1ne clearance falls below 40 ml/minute. If any significant 
degree of dietary protein restriction is prescribed, this should be 
coordinated with the patient's diabetic dietary program. 

As creatinine clearance falls, the liability to hypoglycemia may 
increase for at least three reasons: 1) decreased appetite, 2) 
decreased degradation of insulin, 3) an ill-defined lesion in hepatic 
gluconeogenesis. 

For patients in the Standard Treatment Group, a reduction in total 
insulin requirement may be anticipated. In addition, it may be 
beneficial to increase the amount of short-acting insulin relative to 
the amount of intermediate-acting insulin. Self blood glucose 
monitoring may have to be substituted for urine testing as serum 
creatinine increases. 

For patients in the Experimental Treatment Group, a reduction in the 
basal infusion rate (pump patients) or in the dose of long-acting 
insulin (HDI patients) may be anticipated. The scale for preprandial 
insulin doses may have to be adjusted downward. If the cause of the 
renal insufficiency is non-diabetes related and no retinopathy is 
cl inical"ly apparent, treatment goals· in the experimental group may be 
maintained, but with extra regard for safety. 

In the Experimental Treatment Group, if renal insufficiency of any 
cause progresses to the point where chronic dialysis is needed, it may 
be necessary to deviate from the Protocol so as to lessen the risk of 
hypoglycemia. Blood glucose monitoring should be readily available 
during the dialysis procedure. 

If renal transplantation is performed, and glucocorticoid therapy is 
given, the recommendations for adjustment of insulin dosage given in 
Chapter 9 should be followed. In such patients, the experimental and 
standard treatment protocols, respectively, should be maintained unless 
other indications for deviations arise. 

10.7.7 Cancer 

Adjustment in insulin therapy in both the standard and experimental 
groups will be required in response to changing nutritional states and 
effects of treatment. 
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10.7.8 Surgery 

Goals during surgery and the perioperative period are the avoidance 
of hypoglycemia or marked hyperglycemia, i.e., plasma glucose 
concentration of approximately 200-250 mg/dl. A variety of methods have 
been used to achieve these goals. Host utilize either a reduced dose of 
intermediate-acting insulin given subcutaneously, supplemented 
postoperatively with shor~-acting insulin, or a continuous intravenous 
insulin infusion. A suggested outline for these methods is as follows: 

10.7.8.1 Standard Treatment Group 

1. Approximately one-half of the patient's customary intermediate
acting insulin is injected subcutaneously on the morning of 
surgery. In the absence of the need for fluid restriction, an 
intravenous infusion of 5% dextrose is initiated at a rate of 
80-100 cc/hour (i.e., 4-5 grams/hour). When available and 
feasible, plasma glucose levels are monitored every one to two 
hours during the operation, and .the glucose infusion is 
adjusted to maintain plasma glucose concentrations between 
200-250 mg/dl. Follo~ing completi6n of surgery, a plasma 
glucose concentration is obtained in the postoperative recovery 
room. Small amounts of supplemental insulin are given to 
restore the plasma glucose to the desired range if necessary. 
If the patient is able to resume eating shortly after the 
operation~ then a second dose of subcutaneou~ insulin is given 
as required. If a prolonged period of fasting is anticipated, 
approximately five to ten units of short-acting insulin are 
added to each 1000 cc of D5W and run at approximately 100 
cc/hour, The amount of insulin is varied subsequently, 
depending on the resultant plasma glucose concentration. 

2. An alternative approach is to omit all long-acting insulin on 
the morning of surgery. Instead, a continuous intravenous 
infusion of insulin at a rate of approximately one unit/hour is 
initiated. A separate infusion of D5W is also initiated at a 
rate of approximately 80-100 cc/hour. Plasma glucose 
concentrations are measured at one to two hour intervals during 
the operative period and the glucose infusion adjusted to 
maintain plasma glucose concentrations in the desired range. 
If the patient resume~ eating shortly after the operation, 
approximately one-quarter of the patient's usual dose of 
intermediate-acting insulin is given subcutaneously and the 
intravenous insulin infusion discontinued approximately one 
hour later. 
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10.7.8.2 Experimental Treatment Group 

If the patient is utilizing a pump and if the trial physician both 
considers it appropriate and will supervise its use, then the pump may 
continue to be employed during surgery. If not, the pump should be 
discontinued and the patient given intravenous insulin and glucose as 
outlined in number 2 above to maintain the plasma glucose concentration 
at approximately 250 mg/dl. If the pump is to be utilized, the basal 
rate should be reduced by approximately 50% the night before and an 
intravenous glucose infusion started on the morning of surgery to 
minimize the chance of hypoglycemia. On the day of surgery, the pump is 
kept in the basal mode throughout the operative and perioperative 
period. Due to the stress of surgery (e.g., increases in counter
insulin hormones), it is anticipated that plasma glucose concentrations 
will rise. Nevertheless, plasma glucose should be measured at one to 
two hour intervals and supplemental glucose infused (50-100 cc/hour of 
DSW) to maintain plasma glucose at approximately 200-250 mg/dl. 

If the patient is being maintained on MDI or insulin prior to 
surgery, then he should receive approximately one-half of his customary 
dose of long-acting insulin the evening before surgery with the short
acting insulin dose being omitted on the day of surgery. Plasma glucose 
should be monitored when feasible at hourly intervals and supplemental 
glucose and insulin infused as outlined above. When the patient is able 
to resume eating, he should restart both his normal basal and pre-meal 
insulin doses. The intermediate or long-acting insulin should be taken 
at the customary times. 

10.7.9 Pregnancy 

In any patient actively attempting to become pregnant, the physician 
should aim for the blood glucose and glycohemoglobin goals stipulated in 
the experimental treatment protocol (Chapter 9). 

Whenever a subject in either the Experimental or the Standard 
Treatment Groups misses her period by more than one week and pregnancy 
is a clinical possibility, she should have a serum or urine pregnancy 
test. If the result indicates pregnancy, then the patient should be 
offered immediate hospitalization for evaluation of blood glucose 
control and normalization of her glucose levels. 

Goals for normalization of blood glucose in pregnancy are: 

Fasting level 
One hour postprandial level 
Hean of 24-hour profile 

70-100 mg/dl 
140 mg/dl 

80-90 mg/dl 

In striving for these goals, episodes of hypoglycemia which require 
assistance from others in their treatment or which are associated with 
altered mental status, even if successfully self-treated, must be 
avoided. 
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The optimal insulin delivery system should be offered to each 
pregnant patient in order that the above blood glucose levels be 
attained. Therefore, in the standard treatment group, either multiple 
daily injections or insulin infusion pump therapy may be initiated, if 
necessary. Self monitoring of blood glucose should be taught to all 
such patients. The dietary program should be adjusted to meet currently 
advocated requirements during pregnancy. In general, a minimum of 30 
Calories/kg is needed. Redistribution of meals may be required so as to 
obviate any tendency to morning fasting ketosis. It is imperative that 
an immediate line of communication be opened with the obstetrician of 
the patient's choice, whether that individual is within the DCCT 
clinical center or is a community physician. Management of blood 
glucose control should remain the primary responsibility of the 
Principal Investigator who should work in concert with the obstetrician. 
Patients admitted to the hospital for improvement of blood glucose 
control to meet the above standards should be under the care of the 
Principal Investigator. Patients admitted for management of obstetrical 
problems should be under the care of the obstetrician, if possible in 
the same institution as the DCCT clinical center. In such instances, 
the Principal Investigator should continue to maintain his/her role in 
blood glucose managemeni. 

Pregnant patients will be seen by the ophthalmologist each trimester 
to ensure that retinopathy does not progress to an unacceptable level 
during the gestational period. This is mainly a- concern for women who 
already have developed some retinopathy, but all pregnant women will be 
seen in order to avoid unmasking. No photographs or other data will be 
taken at trimester visits other than those regularly scheduled. 

During labor and deli very, blood glucose should be maintained at 
80-100 mg/dl by appropriate IV infusion of glucose and insulin. Blood 
glucose monitoring should be performed hourly for this purpose. 

Prior to active labor, the following glucose and insulin infusion 
rates are suggested as guidelines for maintenance of blood glucose: 

Blood Glucose 

less than 60 mg/dl 

60-100 mg/dl 

100-140 mg/dl 

140-180 mg/dl 

greater than 
180 mg/dl 

Glucose 
Infusion 

10 gm/hr 

5 gm/hr 

- (normal 

0 

0 

saline) 

Insulin 
Infusion 

3% of usual daily dose as 
regular insulin per hour 

6% of usual daily dose as 
regular insulin per hour 

During active labor (three contractions per 10 minutes), glucose 
requirements average 2.5 mg/kg/min, and insulin infusion is usually not 
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needed. All of the above recommendations must be tailored to the 
individual patient's needs. 

If labor is to be induced electively in the morning, the patient 
being treated with multiple subcutaneous insulin injections should 
receive her bedtime dose of intermediate insulin. The patient being 
treated with subcutaneous pump delivery should receive her usual 
nighttime basal rate. In the morning, intravenous glucose and insulin 
infusions should then be given as outlined above. If labor is induced 
non-electively later in the day, glucose and insulin infusion 
requirements may be affected by any prior administration of subcutaneous 
insulin and must be estimated individually. 

If cesarean section is performed, patients should be managed as 
outlined above for the induction of labor. Whenever possible, elective 
cesarean sections should be performed first thing in the morning. 

Premature labor should be managed in the same manner as outlined 
above for spontaneous labor. 

During the immediate postpartum period, insulin requirements may 
drop precipitously and remain low for up to four days. Thereafter, 
insulin requirements usually return to the patient's prepartum range. 
Blood glucose control may then be restored to DCCT non-pregnant 
standards. Patients should then be returned to the treatment regimen, 
standard or experimental, to which they had been originally assigned. 
For nursing mothers, the dietary regimen should allow for increased 
caloric and mineral needs. 

10.7.10 Management of Hyperlipemia 

Since primary hereditary forms of hyperlipemia wi 11, in general, 
have been excluded prior to acceptance into the Trial, the development 
of hyperlipemia duri1g the study will likely be secondary to another 
disorder or diabetes. 

1. Management of Hypertriglyceridemia: Hypertriglyceridemia 
should be treated by reduction of total caloric intake if the 
patient is above ideal weight. A reduction in the fat 
proporation of the caloric intake may also be efficacious. If 
these methods are ineffective and serU111 trigylcerides continue 
to exceed SOO mg/dl, appropriate drug therapy may be 
considered. 

1 Hyperlipemia exceeding the alert levels in Section 10.4.9 is not very 
likely to be due to decompensated diabetes unless hemoglobin Ale is > 
13%. In such cirucumstances, measures which bring hemoglobin Ale 
below 13% are likely to result in reduction in hyperlipemia to below 
the alert levels. 
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2. Management of hypercholesterolemia: 

1. All DCCT subjects, irrespective of serum lipids levels, 
are to be . instructed in the Step 1 Diet of the National 
Cholesterol Education Program. This consists of an intake of 
saturated fat < 10% of calories, total fat < 30% of calories, 
and cholesterol < 300 mg per day. 2 

2) In the event of a c·onfirmed, persistent level of LDL 
cholesterol > 160, the following procedure should be followed: 

a) Hypothyroidism should be sought by appropriate testing, 
and, if discovered, should be treated with thyroxine. 

b) If not hypothyroid, the subject should be referred to the 
Study Dietitian for dietary evaluation. If the subject is 
found not to be adhering to the Step 1 diet, he/she should be 
thoroughly reinstructed in this diet with reinforcement at 
quarterly VlSltS. Total cholesterol, triglycerides, HDL 
cholesterol and calculated LDL cholesterol should be rechecked 
at six months. If LDL cholesterol is then < 160 mg/dl, the 
subject should continue on the Step 1 Diet and LDL cholesterol 
should be rechecked at the ensuing annual visit. If the repeat 
LDL cholesterol after six months on the Step 1 Diet is still > 
160 mg/dl, the subject should then be instructed in the Step 2 
Diet. This consists in a further reduction in saturated fat to 
< 7% of calories, and in dietary cholesterol xo < 200 mg/day. 
If on the first dietary evaluation, the subject is found to 
have been adhering to the Step 1 Diet, he/ she should then be 
immediately instructed in the Step 2 Diet as described above, 

c) If after six months on the Step 2 Diet, LDL cholesterol 
is < 160 mg/dl, the subject should continue on the Step 2 Diet 
and LDL cholesterol should be rechecked at the ensuing annual 
visit. If LDL remains > 160 mg/dl, consideration should be 
given to drug therapy. 

d) The decision to use drug therapy is an individual one to 
be taken at the DCCT Clinic. An LDL cholesterol > 190 mg/dl 
is, in itself, a reasonable indication for drug therapy. Other 
factors which should be taken into consideration in deciding to 
initiate drug therapy include the concurrent presence of one or 
more of the following additional risk factors for coronary 
heart disease: family history of premature coronary heart 
disease, smoking, hypertension, HDL cholesterol < 35 mg/dl, 

2 Adherence to this diet acknowledges the possible greater need of all 
!DD patients to be protected from hypercholesterolemia. It will 
decrease the confounding effect of dietary inequalities in the two 
treatment groups and allow clearer determination of the effects of 
the Standard and Experimental Treatment Regimens on serum lipid 
levels. 
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evidence of cerebral vascular or peripheral vascular disease. 
If drug therapy is elected, the currently available drugs 
should be tried in the following sequence: 

1) Bile acid resine or Nicotinic Acid 
2) Lovastatin 
3) Gemfibrozil; Probucol 

A combination of bile acid resins and other drugs may also be 
efficacious. Regardless of which drugs are used, efforts to 
maximize adherence to the Step 2 Diet should continue. On drug 
therapy, initial follow up of LDL cholesterol is recommended at 
4-6 weeks and subsequent follow up at 3-6 month intervals. 
These levels should be measured at the Central Biochemical 
Laboratory. The goal of treamtment is to lower LDL cholesterol 
to < 160 mg/dl. · 

Monitoring for adverse drug effects should be conducted at 
suitable intervals as determined by the Clinic staff using 
local laboratory facilities. 

Glucocorticoid-Requiring Illness 

Insulin requirements will vary in both the Standard Treatment Group 
ind the Experimental Treatment Group depending on the schedule of 
steroid administration. 

10.7.11.1 Standard Treatment Group 

If the steroid is given as a single morning dose, it will frequently 
be necessary to increase both the morning intermediate- and short-acting 
(when present) insulin without altering the evening insulin dose. When 
not previously utilized, morning short-acting insulin may need to be 
given. If the steroids are given in doses divided throughout the day, 
the total daily insulin dosage will likely increase, and patients on a 
single morning insulin dose may require an additional evening injection. 
If the steroid is being administered every other day, then the insulin 
requirements may be greater on the day of steroid ingestion. 

10.7.11.2 Experimental Treatment Group 

If the steroid is being given as a single morning dose, then an 
increase in only the pre-meal bolus may be required with a 
disproportionate increase being needed early in the day. If the steroid 
is given in divided doses, then an increase in both pre-meal and basal 
dose will probably be necessary. If the steroid is being administered 
every other day, then the insulin requirements may be greater on the day 
of steroid ingestion. 
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10.7.12 Hypertension 

l. Goal of Therapy: 

Blood pressures are to be measured at quarterly visits and, 
if indicated, during intercurrent events. Therapy should be 
initiated at either a systolic of 140 or a diastolic of 90 mm 
Hg. If a BP elevation is found on any routine visit, the 
subject should return for a second BP reading within one month. 
A BP > 140/90 on a second reading is an indication for therapy. 
A BP reading > 160/105 must be repeated within 48 hours so that 
therapy can -be initiated ill'll'llediately, if this level is 
confirmed. The goal of therapy is to maintain the BP < 140/90. 

Hore intensive efforts to control hypertension may be 
indicated than in the non-diabetic population in view of the 
propensity to renal and other arteriosclerotic disease in 
diabetic patients with hypertension. 

The hypertension treatment goals should be the same in the 
standard and experimental groups. In the case of the _standard 
group, treatment and followup of hypertension should be 
arranged in a manner that does not increase the intensity of 
blood glucose management. 

2. Diagnostic Evaluation: 

Usual Practice for screening for reversible causes of 
hypertension is recommended. 

3. Therapy: 

Because of the potential hazard to the patient of 
persistently elevated blood pressure levels, achievement of a 
normal blood pressure (BP < 140/90) should be achieved within 
three months. Patients should return at 2 - 4 week intervals 
to achieve this aim. Henceforth, BP levels should be checked 
only at quarterly visits. BP checks at more frequent intervals 
should be discouraged unless specifically indicated or 
requested by the patient in order to avoid treatment bias 
between standard and experimental groups. When indicated home 
blood pressure monitoring is allowed. 

If the BP is > 140/90 but < 160/105, non-pharmacologic 
therapy should be employed initially, consisting of 
reinforcement of the perscribed ADA diet aiming at achieving 
ideal body weight with the addition of moderate sodium 
restriction (2g or 88 eHq Na+ diet) and encouragement of 
physical activity. If the blood pressure does not fall into an 
acceptable range after 4 - 6 weeks, then pharmacologic therapy 
should be added. A BP > 160/105 should be treated initially 
with both non-pharmacologic and pharmacologic therapy. 
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NOTE The stepped care approach recommended in NIH 
Publication No. 84-1088 should not be automatically adhered to 
in patients with diabetes mellitus. In particular, in DCCT 
patients, beta blockers should be considered drugs of last 
choice. 

FIRST DRUG 

a) If the patient is considered volume overloaded, than a low 
dose (25 50mg) of a thiazide-type diuretic is an 
appropriate first drug. If there is impaired renal function 
(serum creatinine > 2.0 mg/dl), then metolazone (2.5 - 5 mg) 
or a loop diuretic such as furosemide (40 - 80 mg) are the 
diuretics of choice. Potassium levels should be monitored 
and supplements may be required. If used, they should be 
employed with caution. 

b) Other first line drugs would include a calcium channel 
blocker (nifedipine, verapamil, diltiazem), a peripheral 
alpha blocker (prazosin) or a central'ly acting adrenergic 
inhibitor (clonidine, alpha methyldopa or guanabenz). 

c) If blood pressure control is not acceptable with one drug, 
then another first line drug may be substituted. 

SECOND DRUG 

If the blood pressure remains unacceptable with these 
first line drugs, than one of the agents noted above but not 
initially utilized should be added. 

THIRD DRUG 

d) If necessary, a vasodilator such as hydralazine or 
minioxidil (especially with renal insufficiency) could be 
added. 

e) Angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors may also 
prove to be effective. However, the exact role of ACE 
inhibitors in patients with proteinuria is not clear at this 
time. Because there is some preliminary evidence that these 
drugs may alter the amount of proteinuria and the 
progression of renal insufficiency, their inconsistent use 
may obscure valuable renal endpoint data. Their use may 
mask the ability to differentiate between study groups and 
they may affect proteinuria independent of the 
antihypertensive effect. These drugs otherwise should be 
added only after other drug combinations are found to be 
ineffective or side effects are intolerable. Because they 
may produce hyperkalemia when renal insufficiency and 
hyporeninemic hypoaldosteronism occurs, potassium levels 
need to be checked frequently. Use of ACE inhibitors 
requires prior review by the Treatment Committee. 
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f) Beta blockers should be used as a last resort because of 
their ability to mask signs and symptoms of hypoglycemia, 
i.e., they should be used only after all other drug 
combinations have been tried. IF BETA BLOCKERS ARE USED, A 
PROTOCOL DEVIATION IS MANDATED. 

g) All of the drugs have side effects and some of these may be 
particularly bothersome to diabetic patients (e.g., 
exacerbation of impotence) and those should be kept in mind. 
In addition, some of the agents can induce laboratory 
abnormalities (e.g., change in potassium, cholesterol) and 
thus care should be taken that in treating one 
cardiovascular risk factor another is not induced or 
exacerbated. 

Treatment of Eyes with Argon Laser Photocoagulation in the 
DCCT 

10. 7.13. l Treatment of Eyes at the Time of First Observation of 
High Risk Characteristics 

Usually the occurrence of high risk characteristics (HRC) will be 
noted initially by the ophthalmologist during the ophthalmoscopic 
examination at a follow-up visit. In such cases, fundus photographs of 
the seven standard fields in both eyes should be taken and DCCT Form 027 
completed. If HRC are noted at a nonscheduled follow-up visit, only the 
visual acuity portion of DCCT Form 027 need be completed, but complete 
photographic documentation is required. 

If no previous scatter treatment has been given, full scatter should 
be initiated. If less than full scatter has been given previously, full 
scatter should be completed by adding lesions between old burn scars and 
extending treatment peripherally. If full scatter has already been 
given, additional scatter between scars, peripheral to the previous 
treatment and/or posterior to previous treatment to within one disc 
diameter of the macula, and/or other photocoagulation treatment at the 
discretion of the treatment ophthalmologist may be given. 

In the event the clinical center ophthalmologist is reluctant for 
any reason to proceed with full scatter treatment in the presence of 
high risk characteristics, he/she should consult the Ophthalmic 
Committee so that the case may be reviewed and recommendation made. 

If high risk characteristics are observed in both eyes 
simultaneously, the eye to be treated first is chosen at the discretion 
of the treating ophthalmologist. No more than four weeks should elapse 
between the time of treatment of the first eye is completed and the 
treatment of the second eye is initiated. 
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10.7.13.2 Scatter Treatment Regimens Recommended for DCCT (adapted 
from ETDRS) 

1. Treatment Parameters 

a) A standard Argon Laser should be used for application of 
treatment where possible. Krypton red may be used if 
adequate treatment is not possible using argon. The 
following parameter apply to routine treatment with the 
argon laser. 

b) The 500-micron spot size should be used throughout. 

c) An exposure time of 0.1 seconds should be used. 

d) Power settings should be adjusted to obtain a moderately 
intense white lesion which does not spread appreciably 
larger than 500 microns. If unable to obtain an adequate 
burn after increasing the power to one watt, the exposure 
time and/or power may be increased at the discretion of the 
treating ophthalmologist. 

e) Burns should be applied to the retina starting at points on 
an oval defined as two disc diameters above, below, and 
temporal to the center of the macula and 500 microns from 
the nasal half of the .disc margin and extending peripherally 
to the equator. 

f) Placement of burns directly on or over normal retinal 
vessels should be avoided. 

2. Full Scatter 

a) A minimum of 1200 lesions and a maximum of 1600. lesions 
should be applied during the first treatment session (a 
session may be a series of treatment episodes). However, 
should an eye fail to respond within four to six weeks of 
complete therapy, additional treatment may be applied 
between scars peripheral to previous treatment, and/or a 
posterior to previous treatment to within one disc diameter 
of the center of the macula, at the discretion of the 
treatment ophthalmologist. 

b) The applications should be scattered uniformly throughout 
the area defined in l.e) above. All burns should be placed 
one-half burn diameter apart. 

c) Treatment should be divided into a minimum of two treatment 
·episodes no less than two weeks apart or three or more 
treatment episodes no less than four days apart and should 
be completed in five weeks. No more than half the maximum 
number of full scatter burns (800) should be applied in any 
episode. 
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d) Treatment may be extended anterior to the equator as long as 
the spacing of burns is 1/2 burn diameter apart. 

e) If full scatter treatment is applied at the same episode as 
focal treatment of macular edema, the focal treatment should 
be done first and the scatter treatment should be applied to 
nasal quadrants. At least two weeks but not more than five 
weeks should elapse before completion of the scatter 
temporally. 

10.7.13.3 Local Pbotocoagulation for llVE as Part of Treatment of· 
High Risk Characteristics 

New vessels elsewhere (NVE) are defined as neovascularization on or 
anterior to the retina and located at least one disc diameter from the 
disc margin. All NVE which are outside of the papillomacular bundle and 
one disc diameter from the center of the macula may be treated when 
observed. Lesions which cannot be readily differentiated between 
surface NVE or intraretinal microvascular abnormalities (IRMA) may be 
considered as NVE and treatment as such. 

1. Treatment Parameters 

a) Spot size from 200 to 1000 microns may be used. 

b) Exposure time 0.1 to 0.5 seconds. 

c) Power adjusted to obtain a moderately intense whitening of 
the retina. 

2. Flat Patches of Neovascularization covering less than or equal 
to two disc areas of retina (an area of retina with a diameter 
of approximately one and a half diameters) may be treated as 
fol lows. 

a) The entire patch should be covered with confluent treatment, 
including the retina between the new vessels. 

b) Confluent treatment should be continued past the edges of. 
the patch for 500 microns but should not impinge upon the 
papillomacular bundle nor come closer than 500 microns from 
the disc margin or one disc diameter from the center of the 
macula. 

c) Treatment over normal retinal vessels which may cause 
occlusion of those vessels should be avoided. 

d) If adequate confluent treatment is not feasible because of 
chorioretinal scars, preretinal hemorrhage, elevation of 
part of the NVE patch, large retinal vessels and/or if small 
NVE patches are so numerous and so close together that such 
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treatment would lead to confluent scars <4 disc areas in 
extent, limited "full scatter-type" treatment may be used 
instead. 

3. Flat networks covering more than two disc areas of retina. 

a) Limited "full scatter-type" treatment (that is, burns placed 
1/2 burn diameter apart) should be applied over the entire 
area involved, spacing 500-micron spot size burns 1/2 burn 
width apart and extending treatment for at least one disc 
diameter beyond the border of the involved area in all 
directions. 

b) Confluent treatment may be applied at the discretion of the 
treatment ophthalmologist. 

c) Treatment should not impinge upon the papillomacular bundle 
nor come closer than 500 microns from the disc margin or one 
disc diameter from the center of the macula. 

4. New vessel networks elevated greater than or equal to 1/4 disc 
diameter from the retina. 

a) Patches less than or equal to two disc areas in size may be 
treated as described below: 

i) The base of origin of. ·new vessel patch and 
surrounding retina should be treated with confluent 
lesions covering an area not to exceed 3000 microns 
in diameter. 

ii) Treatment should not impinge upon the papillomacular 
bundle, nor come closer than 500 microns to the disc 
margin or one disc diameter to the center of the 
macula. 

iii) Treatment over normal retinal vessels as to cause 
occlusion of these vessels should be avoided. 

b) Patches >2 disc areas in size should be treated as in 3.a) 
above. 

5. The following lesions may or may not be treated: 

a) New vessels the size of the largest retinal arteriole 
crossing the disc margin in this eye. 

b) New vessels accompanied by fibrous proliferation. 

c) New vessels over old treatment scars. 

6. Vitreous and/or preretinal hemorrhage. 
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a) If vitreous or preretinal hemorrhage occurs from a patch of 
NVE during treatment, the treater may use any combination of 
spot size, exposure time or power setting judged necessary 
to stop the hemorrhage. However, if the treater believes 
that more treatment may merely aggravate the bleeding by 
causing tissue shrinkage which holds the leaking source 
open, treatment of the bleeding spot is not required. 

b) If within 24 hours of completion of any treatment, vitreous 
and/or preretinal hemorrhage occurs in an eye which has NVD 
present less than standard photograph lOA or NVE less than 
or equal to 1/2 disc area, this hemorrhage should not be 
considered as contributing to a "high risk event." However, 
if in the opinion of the treater, the hemorrhage is of such 
magnitude as possibly to preclude application of full 
scatter treatment within the next 12 months, and if he/she 
therefore believes such treatment is necessary, then this 
even may be considered a "high risk characteristics event" 
and the treatment applied. 

7. If, during followup, additional treatment of a previously 
treated patch of NVE or treatment of ·new patches of NVE is 
required, strong burns, especially with small spot sizes, 
should be avoided over previous burn scars. In addition, if 
additional confluent treatment would result in >4 disc areas of 
treatment, limited "full scatter-type" treatment may be 
applied. 

10.7.13.4 Treatment of Macular Edema 

Eyes should be considered for treatment of macular edema once 
clinically significant macular edema has been detected at the CORU or if 
the eye is already being treated for HRC. If treatment is to be 
performed for macular edema following or at a regular follow-up visit, 
the visual acuity portion of DCCT Form 027 should be completed even if 
this is not an annual exam. If treatment is to be applied at a non
scheduled follow-up visit, only the visual acuity portion of DCCT Form 
027 need be completed, and photographic documentation is not ·necessary 
if the clinic has been notified by the CORU previously. Under no 
circumstance should treatment of macular edema be considered an 
emergency. Photographic confirmation of clinically significant macular 
edema at the CORU is an absolute prerequisite for consideration of 
treatment. The following sections adapted from the ETDRS should serve 
as guidelines for macular edema treatment. 

1. Identification of Treatable Lesions 

a) A fluorescein angiogram should be used to identify the 
lesion to be treated. These include discrete points of 
retinal hyperfluorescence or leakage (most of which will 
presumably be microaneurysms), areas of diffuse leakage 
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within the retina (microaneurysms, IRMA, or diffusely 
leaking retinal capillary bed), and retinal avascular zones. 
All such lesions which are within two disc meters of the 
center of the macula and greater than or equal to 500 
microns from the center of the macula should be treated. 

b) It is recommended that a projector or a stereo viewer be 
utilized to study either the positive or negative 
fluorescein angiogram at the time of treatment. Photographs 
taken at a sufficiently early phase in the transit to 
identify clearly the treatable lesions within two disc 
diameters of the center of the macula should be projected on 
a screen behind the patient or placed in a stereo viewer 
mounted over or next to the slit lamp oculars of the 
photocoagulation. 

c) Treatment of lesions may be carried out as described below, 

2. Treatment of localized edema: Discrete leakage with or without 
circinate rings. 

a) Treatable lesions in this setting include microaneurysms 
which fill and/or leak and other points of focal leakage 
such as intraretinal microvascular abnormalities (IRMA) or 
capillaries seen on the fluorescein angiogram at a distance 
of 500 microns or more from the center of the macula and 
within two disc diameters of the center of the macula. 
Microaneurysms and punctate hemorrhages less than 125 
microns in longest diameter which do not fill with 
fluorescein and which are 500 microns or more from the 
center of the macula and outside the papillomacular bundle 
may be treated. Blot hemorrhages (greater than 125 microns) 
should not be treated. 

b) Microaneurysms and/or other focal points of leakage into the 
retina further than two disc diameters from the center of 
the macula which fill and/or leak (whether they are located 
in Field 2 or outside of it) may be treated at the 
discretion of the ophthalmologist. Treatment is recommended 
if these lesions leak prominently and are associated with 
retinal thickening and/or hard exudate rihgs which extend 
into the area of the retina within two disc diameters of the 
center of the macula. 

c) Treatment closer than 500 microns from the center of the 
macula is optional. However, if macular edema persists and 
the patient is able to read fewer than 40 letters correctly 
at four meters, corresponding to a visual acuity worse than 
20/40, treatment should be considered for leaks which are 
300 to 500 microns from the center of the macula unless 
ther~ is perifoveal capillary dropout and the treating 
ophthalmologist believes that such treatment would destroy 
the remaining perifoveal capillary network. 
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d) Treat as outlined below: 

i) Spot sizes from 50 to 500 microns may be used, 
depending upon the location. Within 500 microns 
from the center of the macula, 50 to 100 micron spot 
sizes are recommended. No more than 50 burns which 
produce lesions of 500 micron spot sizes may be 
placed within two disc diameters of the center of 
the macula. 

ii) In general, exposure time should be limited to 0 .1 
seconds but if while treating within 500 microns of 
the center of the macula the treater believes this 
exposure time is too long. 0.05 second exposure may 
be used. 

iii) Power should be varied to obtain an endpoint of 
whitening around the microaneurysm or leaking site 
without excessive spreading of the burn. 

iv) For microaneurysms greater than or equal to 40 
microns, an attempt should be made to obtain actual 
darkening or whitening of the microaneurysm itself. 

v) Usually it is preferable to treat individual 
microaneurysms with 100 to 200 micron spot sizes 
initially in order to obtain some whitening of the 
surrounding retina. Subsequent treatment can be 
given with 50 to 100 micron spot size in order to 
obtain darkening or whitening of the aneurysm 
without excessive "take" and damage to Bruch's 
membrane. 

vi) Clumps of microaneurysms may be treated with larger 
spot sizes (200-500 microns), although additional 
subseq~ent treatment to individual microaneurysms 
with 50 to 100 micron spots in order to obtain 
darkening or whitening of the microaneurysm is 
recommended. 

vii) Confluent 
greater 
avoided. 
the area 
superior 
diameter 
macula. 

treatment in the papillomacular bundle 
than 500 microns in diameter should be 

The papillomacular bundle is defined as 
of the retina bounded by lines from the. 

and inferior disc margin to a 1000 micron 
circle centered on the center of the 

viii) Treatment of nerve fiber layer retinal hemorrhage 
should be avoided, although leaks in hemorrhages and 
hemorrhages thought to be obscuring microaneurysms 
may be treated. 
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3. Treatment of Diffuse Edema: Diffuse leakage and/or avascular 
zones with or without circinate rings. 

a) Areas of diffuse leakage (IRMA or dilated capillaries) 
and/or areas of capillary dropout should be identified, as 
well as any focal leaks on the fluorescein angiogram that 
appear to be contributing to the macular edema. 

b) Treat any focal leaks or areas 
section describing treatment 
10.7.13.4.2. 

as out 1 ined above in the 
of localized edema 

c) Treat areas of diffuse leakage or capillary dropout (except 
areas of soft exudate that prevent laser "take") as 
specified below: 

i) 

ii) 

iii) 
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Place 200 micron burns of mild to moderate intensity 
in these areas, leaving at least one burn width 
between lesions but deviating from even spacing to 
cover more completely areas of intensive leakage and 
dropout, and sparing as much retina as possible in 
areas of more sparse leakage and areas of normal 
perfusion. 

This treatment may be extended above, below, and 
temporally to the inner limits of peripheral scatter 
treatment if necessary. 

Treament should not be applied within 500 microns of 
the center of the macula. 
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Table 10.1 

Summary of Diagnostic Criteria for Nonfatal MI 

Prolonged 
Cardiac 
Pain 

Present 

Not Present 
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ECG 
Findings 

Evolving 
Diagnostic 

Diagnostic 

Equivocal 

Absent, 
Unco~able, 

or Othe.r 

Evolving 
Diagnostic 

Diagnostic 

Equivocal 

Absent, 
Uncodable, 
or Other 

Enzymes 

Abnormal 
Equivocal 
Incomplete 
Normal 

Abnormal 
Equivocal 
Incomplete 
Normal 

Abnormal 
Equivocal 
Incomplete 
Normal 

Abnormal 
Equivocal 
Incomplete 
Normal 

Abnormal 
Equivocal 
Incomplete 
Normal 

Abnormal 
Equivocal 
Incomplete 
Normal 

Abnormal 
Equivocal 
Incomplete 
Normal 

Abnormal 
Equivocal 
Incomplete 
Normal 

Diagnosis 

Definite Acute HI 
Definite Acute MI 
Definite Acute HI 
Definite Acute HI 

Definite Acute HI 
Suspected Acute HI 
Suspected Acute HI 
Definite Nonacute HI 

Definite Acute MI 
Suspected Acute MI 
Suspected Acute MI 
Suspected Nonacute HI 

Definite Acute HI 
Suspected Acute HI 
Suspected Acute HI 
No HI 

Definite Acute Ml 
Definite Acute MI 
Definite Acute MI 
Definite Acute HI 

Definite Acute HI 
Suspected Acute MI 
Definite Nonacute HI 
Definite Nonacute MI 

Suspected Acute HI 
Suspected Acute MI 
Suspected Nonacute HI 
Suspected Nonacute MI 

Suspected Acute MI 
No HI 
No HI 
No HI 
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Table 10.2 

Definitions of ECG Types 

1. Evolving Diagnostic ECG 

An evolving pat tern on serial ECGs of ECG changes within 
lead groups (i.e., anterior (Vl-V5); lateral (I, avL, V6); 
inferior (II, III, avF). Two or more ECG recordings during the 
hospitalization are needed for this classification. New Q 
waves must persist on all subsequent tracings. One or more of 
the following criteria must be met: 

a) No Q code in one ECG record followed by a record with a 
diagnostic Q code (Minnesota Code 1-1-1 through 1-2-5 plus 
1-2-7). or 

b) An equivocal Q code (Minnesota Code 1-2-8 or any 1-3 code) 
and no major ST segment depression in one ECG record 
followed by a record with a diagnostic Q code plus a major 
ST segment depression (Minnesota Code 4-1 or 4-2). or 

c) An equivocal Q code and no ST segment elevation in one ECG 
record followed by a record with a diagnostic Q code plus an 
ST segment elevation (Minnesota Code 9-2). or 

d) An equivocal Q code and no major T wave inversion in one ECG 
record followed by a record with a diagnostic Q code plus a 
major T wave inversion (Minnesota Code 5-1 or 5-2). or 

e) No Q code and neither 4-1 nor 4-2 followed by a record with 
an equivocal Q code plus a 4-1 or a 4-2. or 

f) No Q code and no 9-2 followed by a record with an equivocal 
Q code plus a 9-2. or 

g) No Q code and neither 5-1 nor 5-2 followed by a record with 
an equivocal Q code plus a 5-1 or a 5-2. 
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2. Diagnostic ECG 

a) Minnesota Code 1-1-1 through 1-2-S plus 1-2-7 for Q and QS 
patterns. or 

b) Minnesota Code 9-2 for ST segment elevation plus a major T 
wave inversion (Minnesota Code S-1 or S-2). 

3. Equivocal ECG 

a) Q and QS patterns 1-2-8 through 1-3-6. or 

b) ST junction and segment depression 4-1 through 4-3. or 

c) T-wave items 5-1 through S-3. or 

d) ST segment elevation item 9-2. 

4. Other ECG 

All other findings, including normal. 

5. Uncodable ECG 

a) Hissing lead. 

b) Baseline drift greater than l in 20, if it obscures ST-T 
wave. 

c) Muscle tremor artifact giving more than 2 mm peak-to-peak 
oscillation. 

d) Other technical errors 
impossible, such as extreme 
clipping. 

6. Absent ECG 

No ECG available for coding. 
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making Q-wave measurements 
lack of centering, or marked 
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Table 10.3 

Definitions of Enzyme Criteria 

Enzymes will be considered for the categories of "abnormal" or 
"equivocal" only if (a) the upper limit of normal for the laboratory 
making the determination is recorded and (b) the enzyme has been 
measured within 72 hours after arrival at the hospital or after an in
hospital CHO event (whichever is later). 

1. Abnormal Cardiac Enzymes 

Enzymes will be classed as "abnormal" if all the following 
criteria are met: 

a) Total CPK is at least twice the upper limit of normal (ULN). 
and 

b) Either CPK-MB is "present" (if laboratory uses criteria of 
"present" and "absent"), or CPK-MB (heart fraction) or total 
LOH or SGOT are at least twice the ULN. and 

c) There is no known non-ischemic cause (defibrillation, 
surgery, liver disease, injections, etc.) for the elevated 
enzymes. 

2. Equivocal Cardiac Enzymes 

Enzymes will be classed as "equivocal" if the following 
criteria are met: 

a) The criteria for "abnormal" enzymes are not met 

AND 

At least one of total CPI<, CPK-MB (heart fraction), 
total LOH, or SGOT is above the ULN, or CPK-MB is "present" 
(if laboratory uses criteria of "present" or "absent"). or 

b) The first two criteria for "abnormal" enzymes are met but 
there is a non-ischemic cause for elevated enzymes. 

3. Normal Cardiac Enzymes 

Enzymes will be classed as "normal" if they meet the 
criteria for consideration as "abnormal" or "equivocal" but do 
not meet any of the criteria for these categories. 

4. Incomplete Cardiac Enzymes 
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Enzymes will be classed as "incomplete" if they do not meet 
the criteria for consideration as "abnormal" or "equivocal". 
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Table 10.4 

Definition of Prolonged Cardiac Pain 

Pain having the following characteristics: 

1. It occurs anywhere in the anterior chest, left arm, or jaw, and 
may also involve the back, shoulder, right arm, or abdomen on 
one or both sides. 

2. It has a duration of more than 20 minutes. (See item 4 below 
for an exception.) 

J. There is no definite non-cardiac cause of chest pain (all cases 
of non-cardiac chest pain to be reviewed by physician panel). 

4. If additional doses of nitrates or calcium blockers were self
administered before medical care was sought without obtaining 
relief of the pain, this is considered sufficient evidence of 
prolonged cardiac pain without documentation of duration. 
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Table 10.5 

Plasma Total Cholestrol (mg/dl)* 

HALES (white) 

AGE HEAN s.o. HEAN + 2 S.D. ------
10-14 157.6 23.86 205.3 

15-19 149.9 26.70 209.3 

20-24 166.5 29.70 225.9 

25-29 182.2 36.15 254.5 

30-34 192.2 34.61 261.4 

35-39 201.3 38.53 278.36 

HALES (black) 

AGE KEAN s.o. MEAN + 2 S.D. 

10-19 160.4 25.30 21 l.O 

20-29 178.5 36.44 251.4 

30-39 191.6 37.36 266.3 

*From the Lipid Research Clinic Population Studies Data Book, Volume 1, 
The Prevalence Study - Visit 2, U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services, Public Health Service, NIH Publication No. 80-1527, July 1980. 
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Table 10.5 (Continued) 

Plasma Total Cholestrol (mg/dl)* 

FEMALES (white) 

AGE HEAN s.o. HEAN + 2 S.D. ------
10-14 159.6 22.84 205.3 

15-19 157.6 27.36 212.3 

20-24 171. 7 31.66 235.0 

25-29 175.8 28.07 231.9 

30-34 179.0 32.47 243.9 

35-39 186.4 31.40 249.2 

FEMALES (black) 

AGE MEAN s.o. HEAN + 2 S.D. 

10-19 165.0 28.33 221. 7 

20-29 177. 3 33.58 244.5 

30-39 185.0 35 .13 255.3 

*From the Lipid Research Clinic Population Studies Data Book, Volume 1, 
The Prevalence Study - Visit 2, U.S. Department of Health and Human 
Services, Public Health Service, NIH Publication No. 80-1527, July 1980. 
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Table 10.6 

Category Two Intercurrent Events 

Diabetic Intercurrent Events 

Ketoacidosis 
Hyperglycemic, hyperosmolar, nonketotic coma 
Definite severe hypoglycemia 
Suspected severe hypoglycemia 

Ocular Intercurrent Events 
Loss of vision 
High risk characteristics (HRC) 
Other ocular diseases 
Photocoagulation 

Cardiovasular Intercurrent Events 
Definite acute myocardial infarction 
Suspected acute myocardial infarction 
Angina pectoris 
Arrhythmia 
Congestive heart failure 
Initial diagnosis of hypertension 
CVA with permanent neurological deficit 
CVA without permanent neurological deficit 

Renal Intercurrent Events 
Renal insufficiency 

Other Intercurrent Events 
Infusion catheter infection 
Amputation (traumatic) 
Amputation (surgical) 
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Major accident not requiring hospitalization but requiring medical attention 
Major accident requiring hospitalization 
Overnight hospitalization 
Psychiatric disease requiring treatment 
Other 

Pregnancy Related Intercurrent Events 
Pregnancy 
Abortion (spontaneous) 
Abortion (induced) 
Live birth 
Discharged alive with congenital malformation 
Discharged alive without congenital malformation 
Neonatal death with congenital malformation 
Neonatal death with other complications 
Still birth with congenital malformation 
Still birth with other complications 
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Table 10.6 (Continued) 

Category Two Intercurrent Events 

Central Unit Notification 
Notification of pre-proliferative or proliferative characteristics 
Notification of clinically significant macular edema 
Notification of hypercholesterolemia 
Notification of hypertriglyceridemia 
Notification of neuropsychological deterioration 
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Category 3 Intercurrent Events 

Transient ischemic attack 
Peripheral ischemia (claudication) 
Urinary tract infection 
Post-operative wound or deep infection 
Gangrene 
Cutaneous or mucocutaneous infection 
Lower respiratory tract infection 

including pneumonia and tracheobronchitis 
Upper respiratory tract infection with fever 
Gastroenteritis with fever 
Psychosocial adverse reaction 
Failure to maintain growth and development 
Imprisonment 
Minor outpatient surgery or incidental trauma 
Intercurrent endocrine events 
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Figure 10.1 

Sample Safety Threshold Alert Memo 
from the DCCT Coordinating Center 

Clinic 
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Effective July 1, 1988 

The Central Biochemistry Laboratory has reported that Patient ID 

, has a calculated serum LDL cholesterol greater than 160 mg/dl. 

The specimen, accession number , was collected 
~~~~ ~~~~~~ 

This patient should have an additional serum LDL cholesterol assessment 

within one month of this notification. If both levels are elevated, you 

will be notified and an intercurrent event form should be filed. 
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Figure 10.2 

Sample Set of Instructions for 
Management of Low Blood Glucose Reactions 

(Hypoglycemia or "Insulin Reactions") 
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1. Always carry four glucose tablets on your person, keep four 
glucose tablets at your bedside, and keep four glucose tablets 
in your car. 

2. If you are certain that you are feeling "low", take two' glucose 
tablets at once. If you are not feeling right but are 
uncertain whether you are "low", measure your blood glucose. 
If it is less than 80, take two glucose tablets. If you are 
uncertain and it is not possible to measure your blood glucose~ 
it is safer to take two glucose tablets than to wait. 

3. If you do not feel better 15 to 20 minutes after taking two 
glucose tablets, check your blood glucose again. If it is less 
than 80, take an additional one or two glucose tablets. 

4. If for some reason glucose tablets are not available when you 
are "low", take 20 grams of carbohydrate as six ounces of 
orange juice, six ounces of pop such as Coke or gingerale, four 
lumps of sugar, ten Life Savers, 1 1/2 ounces of milk 
chocolate, or other candy. 

5. If you are going to engage in planned strenuous exercise such 
as running, swimming, bicycling, walking rapidly, or playing 
basketball or tennis, be sure to follow your prescription for 
adjusting that day's insulin dose. 

6. If you are going to engage in unplanned strenuous exercise, 
take two glucose tablets or an equivalent carbohydrate snack 
before starting the exercise. 

7. Whether engaging in planned or unplanned exercise, always have 
glucose tablets or another source of carbohydrate available in 
case your blood glucose becomes low during the exercise. 

8. If you exercise strenuously in the evening, be absolutely 
certain to check your blood glucose at bedtime. If it is less 
than 120, eat an extra large snack. Remember, exercise can 
cause a low blood glucose reaction several hours afterwards, 
especially during the night when you are fasting. 

9. If you have a low blood glucose reaction just before you are 
about to drive your car, do not start until you have treated 
your reaction and have rechecked your blood glucose. Do not 
begin to drive until your blood glucose is at least 80-100. 
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10. If you are eating out and driving to the restaurant yourself, 
do not take regular insulin at home. Measure your blood 
glucose and draw up the correct pre-meal dose of insulin.. Take 
the syringe with you and give yourself the insulin when you get 
to the restaurant. If your blood glucose is less than 80 
before leaving, have a small snack before you even drive to the 
restaurant. 

11. If you are driving 
of extra snacks in 
every two hours. 
carbohydrate snack 
less than 60, take 

long distance from city to city, have plenty 
the car. Stop and check your blood glucose 
If it is less than 80, take a 10 gram 

(for example,' one fruit exchange). If it is 
two glucose tablets. 

12. If you are driving alone and feel even a slight reaction coming 
on, or if anyone else in the car suggests you may be "low", 
immediately pull over and take two glucose tablets. Never try 
to make it to wherever you are going before treating a 
suspected reaction. 

13. Ne•.rer argue with someone who tells you that you are "acting 
low" or "acting funny". Assume you are "low" and treat 
yourself or accept treatment if it is offered by another. 
Remember, safety first. 
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CHAPTER 11 

CHANGES IN TREATMENT OR FOLLOW-UP SCHEDULE 

While the success of the DCCT depends heavily on the extent to •.1hich 
patients adhere to the directions of the Protocol, it is recognized chat 
circumstances will arise in which patients will become unwilling or 
unable to follow the directions. The term "change in treatment or 
follow-up schedule" is used in a broad sense to include several types of 
events such as a modification, deviation, change in assigned follow-up 
schedule, transfer to inactive status, and loss to followup. 

This chapter presents definitions of these several types of changes 
and establishes a terminology by 1·"1ich to refer to them. Table ll.l 
indicates the two main categories into which these events are classified, 
namely events related to the procedures or goals of treatment specified 
for patients assigned to one or the other of the treatment groups, or 
events related to the measurements of the major outcome assessments. 
Inability to obtain measurements of outcome variables may result in loss 
to followup. 

Failure to follow the Protocol in either of.these two major categories 
may be offically sanctioned by the appropriate study committee or it may 
occur spontaneously despite efforts to prevent it (unsanctioned). 

Under no circumstances can a patient in the DCCT be formally 
transferred from one treatment group to the other. For the purposes of 
statistical analysis, all subjects remain in the treatment group to which 
they were assigned at the time _of randomization. Any alteration in a 
subject's treatment regimen or follow-up schedule from that outlined in 
the Protocol or Manual of Operations represents either a modification of 
treatment, a deviation from treatment, a modification of outcome visit 
schedule, or a transfer to inactive status, as discussed below, 

11.1 MODIFICATION OF TREATMENT 

A modification of treatment is any change which makes the treatment 
regimen differ from that outlined in Chapter 9 for the standard group and 
for the experimental group. Specifically, in the standard group, 
modifications include, but are not limited to, the implementation of more 
frequent staff-patient contact, more intensive dietary instruction, more 
intensive monitoring or hospitalization to meet first or second priority 
aims for the standard group (as outlined in Chapter 9 of the Manual). It 
is not a modification from treatment if a standard group patient who 
performs blood glucose mo~itoring once daily additionally checks a second 
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blood glucose on occasion prior to exercise for safety reasons. However, 
this is a modification of treatment if the patient consistently checks 
the blood glucose twice daily and uses the value for a purpose other than 
safety reasons. It is not a modification of treatment for the standard 
group patient who monitors urines three to four times per day and, in 
addition, one blood glucose per day. This is allowed by the treatment 
protocol for the standard treatment group. In the experimental group, 
modifications include raising the glycemic goals because of repeated 
severe hypoglycemia. 

Modifications are required in certain situations and allowable in 
others. The Quarterly Visit Form (DCCT Form 021) allows for reporting of 
the 1n1tiation of modifications as well as termination of these 
modifications. When a modification in treatment is needed, it should be 
car~ied out by the DCCT clinic and reported on the next Quarterly Visit 
Form. The Treatment Committee will review modifications at their 
meetings. The primary purpose of this review will be to determine 
whether therapeutic methods differing from those outlined in the Manual 
of Operations are occurring studywide or at individual centers. If any 
particular modification is widespread and appears justified, a change in 
treatment as outlined in the Manual of Operations may need to be 
considered by the Treatment Committee. 

There is one important exception to this policy and procedure. This 
is the use of more than two insulin injections per day or of an insulin 
pump in a standard group subject in order to meet priority one and two 
aims. This particular modification requires prior approval of the 
Treatment Committee. This approval should be obtained from the Chairman 
of the Treatment Committee who will consult with the members of the 
Treatment Committee if he/she feels it is necessary. Such an 
intensification of therapy would rarely, if ever, be required on an 
emergency basis. 

11.2 DEVIATIONS FROH TREATMENT PROTOCOLS 

11.2.l Definition of Deviation from Treatment 

Deviations from treatment are clearly defined. They are: 

1. Deviation from the experimental treatment protocol is defined as 
withdrawal from the intensive methods of insulin delivery set 
forth in Chapter 9. It is not a deviation from treatment for an 
experimental group patient whose prescribed regimen consists of 
three injections per day, but who takes only two injections daily 
on most days because a given blood glucose value calls for a pre
prandial dose of "O" units. As long as the prescribed regimen is 
consistent with a MDI regimen as stated in the Protocol, this is 
not a deviation. 

2. Deviation from the standard treatment 
institution of insulin delivery by 
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injections for any purpose other than meeting the first and second 
treatment priorities set forth in Chapter 9. 

ll.2.2 Deviations from Experimental Treatment 

Deviations from the experimental treatment may be carried out for the 
following reasons: 

l. Inability to prevent recurrent severe hypoglycemia despite 
manipulations within the experimental treatment. 

2. Hajor sequelae of hypoglycemia such as an accident which 
jeopardizes the patient or others, or alters the ability of the 
subject to continue on intensive methods of insulin delivery. 

3. Psychiatric disorder or sociopathic behavior affecting judgment or 
causing risk of suicide. 

4. Substance abuse. 

S. Inaccessibility of subject to management by DCCT staff or other 
qualified personnel. 

6. Recurrent diabetic ketoacidosis after trial on both CSII and HDI.· 

7. Blindness. 

8. Any serious· intercurrent illness (example: 
life expectancy). 

malignancy with short 

9, Unavoidable chronic use of beta-blocking drug for intercurrent 
illness. 

10. Adoption of a hazardous occupation. 

ll. Patient insistence. 

ll.2.3 Treatment Policy 

The magnitude of allowable change from the goals of blood glucose 
control will vary in individual circumstances. The greater the risk of 
serious hypoglycemia, the less the DCCT physician should strive for the 
blood glucose and HbA1c targets set for the experimental group. 
Similarly, the less the patient can be relied on to adhere to the 
experimental treatment program or the less the DCCT physician can 
directly supervise the patient's management, the less he/she should 
strive for the blood glucose and HbAtc targets set for the experimental 
group. However, the DCCT physician should always attempt to achieve a 
degree of control as close to the experimental treatment goals as can be 
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safely and reasonably implemented and at least the criteria for 
acceptable care which have been set for the standard treatment group. 

In the event that a patient insists on change from the experimental 
~reatment, the investigator should discontinue the use of those treatment 
techniques to which the patient objects. However, with the patient's 
concurrence, the investigator should continue to strive for the blood 
glucose and HbA1c goals of the experimental treatment with whatever 
techniques remain available to him/her. 

11.2.4 Deviations from the Standard Treatment 

Deviations from the standard treatment may be carried out in the 
following two situations: 

l. Pregnancy or purposely pursuing conception. 

2. Patient insistence. The patient's right to change treatment for 
any reason should always be honored gracefurly. 

subsection 'Completion of DCCT Forms 003, 021 

For individuals who deviate, Forms 003 and 021 should be completed by 
checking the current form of insulin delivery and completing those 
questions pertaining to the current form of insulin delivery. 

ll.2.5 Treatment Policy 

In that situation where the patient absolutely insists on a program of 
management more stringent than that of the standard treatment regimen, 
the following is recommended. Each investigator should determine, on an 
indi~idual basis, whether it would be in the best interests of the 
patient for that investigator to continue personal management of the 
patient's blood glucose control in this circumstance. If the 
investigator elects to continue such management personally, he/she should 
determine with the patient the techniques to be used and the blood 
glucose and/or HbA1c target levels to be sought. If the investiga~or 
elects not to continue such management personally, he/she should assist 
the patient in obtaining from another physician the type of blood glucose 
control desired by the patient. 

In either case, the DCCT should continue to provide the same 
monitoring of clinical status and HbA1c levels and the same 
surveillance for microvascular and macrovascular complications. If 
another physician has assumed management of blood glucose control, that 
physician should be provided with the same HbA1c report from each 
three-month DCCT clinic visit that is prepared for standard patients. 
That physician should also be notified promptly of any changes in outcome 
that pass the safety thresholds defined in Chapter 6. 
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DCCT Form 022, Notification of Deviation from Assigned Treatment or 
Goals, is to be completed whenever a randomized patient or his/her DCCT 
physician seeks a deviation from the Protocol-specified regimen of the 
treatment group to which the patient is randomized. Except in emergency 
situations, all such deviations must be approved beforehand by the 
Treatment Committee or its Chairman. 

ll.3 UNSANCTIONED CHANGES OR DEVIATIONS FROM ASSIGNED TREATI1ENT 

Unsanctioned changes from assigned treatment may occur either as a 
result of a patient's conscious or unconscious decision to disregard the 
recommendations of DCCT staff, or a DCCT staff member's disregard of the 
Protocol. In the latter case, the Protocol only permits unsanctioned 
changes from assigned treatment when the need for change is perceived as 
sufficiently urgent to require action before the Treatment Committee has 
an opportunity to review the request for change. 

A patient's departure from instructions given by DCCT staff falls into 
the general category of non-compliance (or non-adherence) which is 
discussed in Chapter 20. Adherence is defined for the purposes of the 
DCCT as "the exten.t to which the patient's behavior, in terms of taking 
medicati~ns, following diets, executing other lifestyle changes and 
attending DCCT visits, coincides with clinical prescriptions." While 
this definition implies that non-adherence behavior which exceeds the 
prescription of the provider as well as that which falls short of it, 
non-adherence is most commonly understood to denote the latter response 
and Chapter 20 deals with. this aspect of the matter. However, in the 
standard group of the DCCT, behavior which exceeds the physician's 
instructions with respect to the fact and frequency of self blood glucose 
monitoring and to the frequency of insulin injections can be envisioned 
and might be encountered. Similarly, in the experimental group, over
zealous pursuit of normal blood glucose levels by the subject in a manner 
beyond that prescribed and at the expense of safety could occur. 

Such unsanctioned changes from Protocol are most likely to occur in 
the standard group if patients have access to literature which promotes 
or provides instructions in the use of multiple daily injections and/or 
self blood glucose monitoring or promotes frequent self blood glucose 
monitoring with immediate routine adjustment to insulin doses. In 
particular, DCCT materials relating to these activities should not be 
made available to patients assigned to the Standard Treatment Croup. 
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ll.4 MODIFICATION OF OUTCOME VISIT SCHEDULE 

The failure of a patient to undergo an endpoint measure (quarterly 
HbAtc or Profilset, semiannual fundus photography, or annual follow-up 
testing or visit) does not constitute a deviation or require a transfer 
to inactive status. Each missed endpoint measure should be reported on 
DCCT Form 014, Notification of Hissed Clinic Visit). Subsequent missed 
visits should also be reported on DCCT Form 014 until such time as the 
subject is transferred to inactive status or resumes the Protocol
specified visit schedule. Transfer to inactive status should be avoided 
whenever possible and applies only when a subject will not be returning 
for ANY participation in the study. 

11.4.1 Sanctioned Failure to Obtain Endpoint Determinations 

There are some intercurrent events, such as hypoglycemia and 
pregnancy, that cause a cancellation or postponement of endpoint 
determination for ANS, neurobehavioral testing, and renal studies. 

11.4.2 Unsanctioned Failure ~ Obtain Endpoint Determinations 

This category embraces patient non-adherence to requested attendance 
at regularly_ scheduled endpoint examinations or patient refusal to 
undergo certain procedures at such v1s1ts. If the guidelines for 
achieving visit compliance outlined in Chapter 20 are followed carefully, 
no major problems should be encountered among patients who remain under 
clinical care for their diabetes at the DCCT centers. However, patients 
who have been transferred to the care of other physicians, either because 
of geographic relocation or because of sanctioned changes ·from the 
treatment study protocol, may be reluctant to continue attending the DCCT 
center for procedures which they do not perceive as essential for the 
overall care of their diabetes. Each and every reasonable approach to 
the facilitation of such visits should be taken. This may frequently 
need to include reimbursement (or in some cases preimbursement) for the 
cost of transportation, either to the original DCCT center or, in the 
case of patients who have relocated, to the nearest DCCT center. 

11.5 TRANSFER TO INACTIVE STATUS 

Transfer to inactive status is defined as a temporary or permanent 
moratorium on subject participation in the study in its entirety. 
Transfer to inactive status is allowable in the following situations: 

l. When in the judgment of Principal Investigator and mental health 
consultants, any manner of participation in the study could no 
longer be considered informed or would be directly injurious to 
the subject's well-being. 
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dementia, 
retinopathy 

3. Complete inaccessibility to metabolic management or to monitoring 
of endpoints (for example, long-term imprisonment). 

4. Subject withdraws consent for continued participation in the 
trial. 

All investigators should be sure that in appropriate cases any 
subjects who are in the inactive status category are encouraged and 
every opportunity to return to the study as active participants 
time. 

11.5.l Procedure for Request for Transfer to Inactive Status 

DCCT 
given 

at any 

At the earliest knowledge of a patient requiring or anticipating 
transfer to inactive status, the investigator should contact, by 
telephone, the Chairman of the Clinic Monitoring Group, who will discuss 
the matter with other members of the Group. DCCT Form 016, Application 
for Transfer to Inactive Status, should be filed with the Coordinating 
Center as soon .as possible. The Treatment Committee will review all 
cases of transfer to inactive status at their regular meetings. 

11.6 LOSS TO FOLLOWUP 

The criteria · for assignment to the category of Loss To Followup can 
only be fulfilled retroactively at the end of the study. This term will 
signify the unavailability of the final glucose profile, HbAtc 
determination and fundus photographs at the end of the study. A subject 
who misses two successive evaluations of the principal outcome measure, 
i.e., fundus photographs for retinopathy, and these missed visits are 
unsanctioned, will be designated as lost to followup until he/she resumes 
evaluation. The DCCT Form 014 should be completed for each visit missed. 

11.7 SUMMARY 

1. Modification of treatment: 

a) Report on DCCT Form 021. 

b) No need to contact Treatment Committee unless planning to 
initiate intensive insulin therapy in a standard group patient. 

2. Deviation from treatment regimen: 
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a) Report on DCCT Form 022. 

b) Contact Chairman of Treatment Committee. 

c) Standard patient on more than two injections of 
insulin pump; experimental patient on less 
injections of insulin daily. 

3. Modification of outcome visit schedule: 

a) Report on DCCT Form 014. 

4. Transfer to inactive status: 

a} Apply for transfer on DCCT Form 016. 

b) Contact Chairman of Clinic Monitoring Croup. 
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CHAPTER 12 

LABORATORY SPECIMENS 

12.l INTRODUCTION 

This chapter presents procedures for collecting those laboratory 
specimens that require patient instructions and/or more than normal 
preparation by the staff to collect the specimen. Urine glucose testing 
performed by patients is described in Section 12.2 and techniques for 
self blood glucose monitoring are given in Section 12.3. The remainder 
of the chapter is devoted to the standardized procedures used in this 
trial for collecting specimens for endpoint a .. alysis. These specimens 
include serum and urine for renal studies (Section 12.4) and for the 
glomerular filtration rate determination (Section 12.5); the 24-hour 
urine collection for measurement of dietary protein (Section 12.6); the 
capillary blood glucose collections (Section 12.7); the C-peptide test 
(Section 12.8); and lipids (Section 12.9). Chapter 15 of this Manual 
presents details of specimen processing, labeling and mailing. 

12.2 URINE GLUCOSE TESTING 

12.2.l General Guidelines 

Both first and second void. urines can provide useful information. 
First void urines may give a reasonably good indication of the average 
level of sugar in the blood during the interval since the patient last 
urinated. Some physicians prefer second void urine testing and recormnend 
that only fresh urine (that is, urine recently formed by the kidneys) be 
tested for sugar. A fresh specimen may give a reasonably good indication 
of sugar in the blood at the time the test is made. A fresh specimen of 
urine is obtained in the following manner: 

1. Empty your bladder 20 to 30 minutes before you are going to do the 
test. Discard this urine. 

2. Drink a glass of water. 

3. In 20 to 30 minutes, or as soon as you are able, 
bladder again. Test a part of this urine for sugar. 

empty your 

If necessary, one hour may lapse between the first and second 
times the bladder is emptied; a wait longer than one hour is 
undesirable. 
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12.2.2 Methods 

Several methods have been used to measure urine glucose levels. Since 
the glucose 9xidase method is both specific and convenient, it is 
preferred by many practicing diabetologists. Others feel, however, that 
this method is not sufficiently quantitative and, therefore, advocate the 
measurement of total reducing substances in the urine. Either method is 
acceptable in the present trial with the selection being determined by 
patient and physician preference. 

12.2.2.1 Glucose Oxidase Method (Test Tape) 

1. Lift top lid and by pulling straight up, withdraw approximately 1 
1/2 inches of tape. While keeping a slight tension on tape, close 
lid and hold. Tear tape by pulling straight out. 

2. Dip 1/4 inch of tape into specimen, remove irmnediately and wait 
one minute. Ye:low color indicates urine is sugar (glucose) free. 

J. Then immediately compare the darke.st area while holding tape on 
white area above color chart. If tape indicates 1/2 percent or 
higher, wait one additional minute and make final comparison. 

12.2.2.2 Total Reducing Substances: Clinitest Methods 

1. General: A number of substances found in urine, such as 
salicylates and penicillin, react positively with Clinitest but 
are not present in most cases in sufficient quantity to interfere 
wit.h the test. Ascorbic acid, nalidixic acid, cephalosporins and 
probenecid in large quantities may cause false positive results. 
Metabolites of some sulfa drugs and methapyriline compounds may 
interfere at levels below 1/2 percent (1.5 g/dl). They are not 
known to interfere at 1/2 percent or higher. Reducing sugars 
other than glucose will react positively with Clinitest. These 
include lactose, fructose, galactose, and pentoses. 

2. Procedures: Clinitest 2-Drop Method 

a) Collect urine in clean container. With dropper in upright 
pos1t1on, place 2 drops of urine in test tube. Rinse dropper 
with water and add 10 drops of water to test tube. 

b) Drop tablet into test tube. Watch while complete boiling 
reaction takes place. Do not shake test tube during boiling, 
or for the following 15 seconds after boiling has stopped. 

c) At the end of this 15-second waiting period, shake test tube 
gently to mix contents. Compare color of liquid to 2-Drop 
Color Chart. Ignore sediment that may form in the bottom of 
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Ignore changes after the 15-second waiting 

d) Record the percent result which appears on the color block that 
most closely matches the color of the liquid. Color Chart 
results for the 2-Drop Method range from negative to 5%. 
IMPORTANT: Urine containing more than 5% sugar may cause a 
very rapid color change during the boiling and 15-second 
waiting period. Observe the solution closely during this time 
to detect "pass-through" color changes. Should these occur, 
the color will pass rapidly through green, tan and orange to a 
dark greenish brown. In this case, record the result as over 
5% sugar, and do not compare final color to the 2-Drop Color 
Chart. 

3. Procedures: Clinitest 5-Drop Method 

a} Collect urine in clear container. With dropper in upright 
pos1t1on, place 5 drops of urine in test tube. Rinse dropper 
with water and add 10 drops of water to test tube. 

b} Drop tablet into· test tube. Watch while complete boiling 
reaction takes place. Do not shake test tube during boiling, 
or for the following 15 seconds after boiling has stopped. 

c) At the end of this 15-second waiting period, shake test tube 
gently to mix contents. Compare color of liquid to 5-Drop 
Color Chart. Ignore sediment that may form in the bottom of 
the test tube. Ignore changes after the 15-second waiting 
period. 

d} Record the percent result which appears on the color block that 
most closely matches the color of liquid. Color Chart results 
for the 5-Drop Method range from negative to 2%. 
IMPORTANT: Urine containing more than 2% sugar may cause a 
very rapid color change during the boiling and 15-second 
waiting period. Observe the solution closely during this time 
to determine "past-through" color changes. Should these occur, 
the color will pass rapidly through green, tan, orange to a 
darkish greenish brown. In this case, record the result as 
"over 2% sugar" and do not compare final color to the 5-Drop 
Color Chart. 

4. Limitation of Clinitest Procedure: Clinitest is not specific for 
glucose and will react with sufficient quantities of any reducing 
substances in the urine. Failure to observe the reaction at all 
times c"an lead to erroneously low results if the "pass-through" 
phenomenon is missed. Low specific gravity urines containing 
glucose may give slightly elevated results and urines with high 
specific gravity may give slightly lowered results. The 
metabolites of some sulfa drugs and methapyriline compounds may 
interfere with the sensitivity of Clinitest. These substances are 
not known to interfere at glucose levels of 1/2 percent (0.5 g/dl} 
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or higher. High protein concentrations extend boiling time, 
increase foaming and may make visual comparison difficult. 

12.2.2.3 Urine Acetone 

1. General: This test is based on the development of color ranging 
from buff-pink for a negative reading to maroon when acetoacetic 
acid and acetone react with nitroprusside. Normal urine specimens 
ordinarily yield negative results with this test. Detectable 
levels of ketone may occur in urine during · physiological stress 
conditions such as fasting, pregnancy and frequent strenuous 
exercise. In diabetic ketoacidosis, starvation, or with other 
abnormalities of carbohydrate or fat metabolism, ketones may 
appear in urine in large amounts. 

2. Procedures: 

a) Collect urine in clear container. 

b) Place acetest tablet on a clean surface, preferably on a piece 
of whi~e paper. 

c) With dropper in upright position, place one drop of urine on 
tablet. 

d) Compare color of·acetest tablets to color chart at 30 seconds. 

e) Record as negative, small, moderate or large depending on the 
color. 

J. Limitation of Procedure: Positive results may occur with highly 
pigmented urine specimens. Urines containing bromsulfalein or 
very high quantities of phenylketones may give false positive 
results as will urine preserved with 8-hydroxyquino~ine. L-dopa 
metabolites may give an atypical reaction which could be 
interpreted as a positive test. The acetest is specific for the 
detection of acetoacetic acid and acetone. It is about ten times 
more sensitive to acetoacetic acid than acetone and will not react 
with beta hydroxybuturic acid (which is the ketone body present in 
greatest concentration normally). Acetest tablets have prolonged 
stability in unopened containers and if stored below 30 degrees C. 
Once open, the acetest tablets have decreased stability and they 
must be recapped promptly after removing the tablet, particularly 
to protect them from exposure to moisture. 
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12.3 BLOOD GLUCOSE TESTING 

12.3.1 General Introduction 

Reflectance meters will be used for measuring blood glucose by the 
experimental group whenever possible. When chis is noc feasible, then 
visual interpretation of scrip will be allowed. Although both dextroscix 
and chemstrips are adequate when used with a meter, only chemstrips 
provide sufficient discrimination when used visually. 

12.3.2 ~ Letting 

1. Wipe finger to be punctured with an applicator saturated with 
alcohol. Allow to dry. 

2. Puncture distal portion of digit. Free flow of blood may be 
enhanced by placing hand in warm water before fingerprick is 
performed. Some patients feel puncturing on lateral portion of 
digit is less painful. Puncture site should be rotated so as to 
avoid scarring. Puncture may be made using either single pronged 
lancets or small hypodermic needles. Automated spring-operated 
devices (Autolet, Honojector, Penlet, Hetoclix, Hemolet) makes 
puncturing the finger relatively painless. 

3. After puncture, hold the pricked finger in a pos1t1on with palm 
facing down until a large landing drop of welled blood has formed. 
Bring strip to- finger and transfer the blood by lightly touching 
the reagent area of the strip to the drop. Be sure to cover the 
reagent area completely. Do not smear. 

12.3.3 Visual Interpretation Using Chemstrips 

l. After placing blood on strip, start timing immediately. 

2. Wait exactly 60 seconds. Then, using moderate pressure, wipe off 
blood with a clean, dry cotton ball. Lightly wipe the strip two 
more times using the clean sides of che cotton ball. Wipe all 
blood or cotton residues from the test area. 

3. Wait one additional minute. Then match the two colors of the 
reagent area co the color blocks on the vial label. If the two 
colors on the reagent strip match one of the color blocks, then 
che value of that specimen is close to che stated value for the 
block. 

4. At times the closest match may be one reagent pad corresponding to 
one blood glucose concentration, and the ocher pad corresponding 
to che next higher (or lower) value. In such cases, the blood 
glucose can be estimated as falling about in the middle of these 
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two values. Thus, for example, if the blue pad matches the bottom 
blue of 180 mg/dl and the green pad matches the top green color 
corresponding to 240 mg/dl, the blood glucose concentration can be 
considered as being around 210 mg/dl. 

5. If the color values on the strip are approximately 240 mg/dl or 
more, wait one more minute for a final reading. 

6. The color reaction at two minutes (less than 240 mg/dl) and three 
minutes (over 240 mg/dl) are endpoints and will be stable when 
stored under proper conditions (protected from direct sunlight, 
heat and excessive humidity). Strips can be dated and saved. 

12.3.4 Visual Interpretation Using Visidex 

l. After placing blood on strips, start timing immediately. 

2. Wait exactly 60 seconds. Keep the strip level while timing. At 
the end of 60 seconds, quickly.wash the reagent pads with water 
from a wash bottle or tap (faucet) sufficiently to remove the 
blood. Do not overwash. 

3. Gently blot once on a lint-free paper towel. 

4. Immediately compare the reactive green pad to the nearest matching 
green color block. If the green pad matches or is darker than 180 
mg/dl (10 mmol/L), ·color block, wait an additional 30 seconds from 
wash time (90 seconds total elapsed time), then compare the other 
reactive pad to the orange color blocks and read the results. If 
the color falls between any two blocks, estimate result. 

12.3.5 Use of Accuchek-bG Reflectance Heter for Reading Chemstrips 

l. Calibration: Insert correct Calibration Strip. Close door. 
Press (ON/OFF) to turn ON; wait for and verify 888. Open door. 
Insert unused Chemstrip bG under strip guide. Close door; wait 
for 000. Open door and remove unused Chemstrip bG; place strip on 
flat work surface. 

2. Testing: Prick finger as above; obtain a large hanging drop of 
blood. Bring Chemstrip bG to finger and cover both test zones 
with blood. DO NOT SHEAR. Press timer. Wait for 60 and first 
beep (one minute). Wipe Chemstrip bG with cotton ball. Insert 
Chemstrip bG under strip guide. Wait for 120 and second beep (two 
minutes). Close door. Read blood glucose value. Press ON/OFF to 
turn OFF. Open door. Remove Chemstrip bG. 
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12.3.6 Use of Glucometer Reflectance Heter for Reading Dextrostrips 

l. Calibrations: 

a) General. The Glucometer may be calibrated using a wet 
calibration chip. The former is preferred. 

b) Wet Calibration Hethod. 

i) Low Calibration Procedure. 

- Turn the GLUCOHETER ON 
- If low cal. does not appear, press the cal. button to 
activate the calibration process. 

- Remove a DEXTROSTIX Reagent Strip from the bottle and 
immediately replace and tighten the bottle cap. 

- Hake sure the Test Chamber Lid is closed and press the 
time button. CAUTION: Test Chamber Lid appears slightly 
raised with strip in place. This is normal. Do not 
force lid closed. 

- At the sound of the first buzzer, quickly apply a large 
drop of DEXTRO-CHEK Calibrator (Low) to the reagent pad 
of the DEXTROSTIX Reagent Strip (cover ~eagent pad 
generously). Keep DEXTROSTIX level to avoid spilling the 
solution. Allow reaction to continue until buzzer sounds 
(60 seconds). 

- Immediately wash the reacted reagent pad for about two 
seconds with a sharp stream of water from the DEXTRO 
System Wash Bottle. Direct the stream of water across 
the entire reagent pad and blot gently on a lint-free 
paper towel. Do not wash under a faucet or tap. 

- Lift the Test Chamber Lid and insert the reagent strip 
to the end of the Strip Guide with the reagent pad face 
down. 
CAUTION: FOR ACCURATE READINGS, THE REAGENT PAD HUST 
COVER THE OPTICAL WINDOW. 

- Gently close the Test Chamber Lid (do not force) and 
press the read button, high cal. will appear on the 
display panel replacing low cal. 

Lift the Test Chamber Lid, dispose of the used strip 
and close the lid. Begin the High Calibration Procedure. 

ii) High Calibration Procedure - Repeat steps 3 through 9 
using the DEXTRO-CHEK Calibrator (High) and a fresh 
DEXTROSTIX Reagent Strip. At Step 9, after pressing the 
read button, mg/dl or mmol/l will appear on the display 
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indicating that calibration has been established. Next 
run a Control Test. 

c) Calibration Chip Method 

i) Low Calibration Chip Procedure - Turn the GLUCOKETER ON. 

- If low cal. does not appear on the display, press the 
cal. button to activate the calibration process. 

- Hake sure the Test Chamber Lid is completely closed and 
press the time button. The buzzer will sound followed by 
a 60 second digital countdown period. 

During countdown, 
container. 

remove Low Cal Chip from its 

- At the sound of the second buzzer (end of 60 second 
countdown), lift the Test Chamber Lid and insert the Low 
Cal Chip securely in place. 

- Gently ~lose the Test Chamber Lid (do not force) and 
press the read button; high cal. vili appear on the 
display panel replacing low cal. 

~ Remove the Low Cal Chip and 
High Calibration Procedure. 
High Cal Chips used in this 
holder provided. 

close the lid. Begin the 
Do not discard the Low or 
procedure. Store in the 

d) High Calibration Chip Procedure - Repeat steps 3 through 6 
using the High Cal Chip. At step 6, after pressing the read 
button, mg/dl or mmol will appear on the display indicating 
that calibration has been established. Next run a Control 
Test. CAUTION: KEEP THE LOW AND HIGH CAL CHIPS CLEAN AND DRY. 
AVOID SCRATCHING OR MARRING THE SURFACE. 

Control Test: A control test 
calibration. It is recommended that 
at least once a day. 

should be run after each 
a control test be performed 

i) Control Procedure: - Remove a DEXTROSTIX Reagent Strip 
from the bottle and immediately replace the bottle cap. 

- Hake sure Test Chamber Lid is closed (gently) and press 
the time button. 

- At the sound of the first buzzer, quickly apply a large 
drop of Control Solution to the reagent pad of the 
DEXTROSTIX Reagent Strip (cover reagent pad generously). 
Keep DEXTROSTIX level to avoid spilling the solution. 
Allow reaction to continue until buzzer sounds (60 
seconds). 
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- Immediately wash the reacted reagent pad for about two 
seconds with a sharp stream of water from the DEXTRO 
System Wash Bottle. Direct the stream of water across 
the entire reagent pad and blot gently on a lint-free 
paper towel. Do not wash under a faucet or tap. 

- Lift the Test Chamber Lid and insert the reagent strip 
to the end of the Strip Guide with the reagent pad face 
down. 

- Gently close the Test Chamber Lid (do not force) and 
press the read button. The Control Test result will 
appear within seconds on the display. 

- Lift the Test Cbamber Lid, dispose of the used strip 
and close the lid. 

J. Blood Glucose Test Procedures. 

Remove a DEXTROSTIX Reagent Strip from 
immediately replace and tighten the cap. 

the bottle and 

Wipe the finger to be punctured with an applicator saturated 
with alcohol. Allow the alcohol to dry. 

- After performing a finger puncture, allow a drop of blood to 
form and wipe it away with a clean, dry cotton ball. 

- Allow another drop of blood to form. Make sure the Test Chamber 
Lid is closed (gently) and press the time button. 

- At the sound of the first buzzer, quickly apply a large drop of 
blood sufficient to cover the entire reagent pad of ~he DEXTROSTIX 
Reagent Strip (cover pad generously). Keep DEXTROSTIX level to 
avoid spilling the drop of blood. Allow reaction to continue 
until the buzzer sounds (60 seconds). 

- Immediately wash the blood off of the reacted reagent pad for 
about two seconds with a sharp stream of water from the DEXTRO 
System Wash Bottle. Direct the stream of water across the entire 
reagent pad and blot gently on a lint-free paper towel. DO NOT 
WASH UNDER A FAUCET OR TAP. 

- Lift the Test Chamber Lid and insert the reagent strip to the 
end of the Strip Guide with the reagent pad face down. 

- Gently close the Test Chamber Lid (do not force) and press the 
read button. The blood glucose concentration value will appear 
within seconds on the display. 

- Record blood glucose result. 
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- Lift the Test Chamber Lid, dispose of the used strip and close 
the lid. 

- Turn off GLUCOHETER, unless another test is to be performed. 

12.4 CREATININE AND ALBUMIN IN SERUM AND URINE 

The measurements of creatinine and albumin in serum and urine must be 
considered together within one protocol used in determining renal 
function. Measurement of creatinine in serum and urine, appropriately 
collected over a defined period of time, will allow calculation of the 
patient's creatinine clearance. Coupling these values with the albumin 
levels in the same serum and urine specimens will provide a relative 
index of the urinary excretion of albumin. 

One organizational difficulty with this protocol encompasses the needs 
to determine eligibility with respect to albumin excretion and to utilize 
the same measurement for baseline values (if the p6tient is accepted into 
this study). Since the protocol for this study is complex, the following 
explanation assumes that one carefully managed collection procedure can 
be utilized to send specimens to the CBL both for eligibility and for 
baseline measurment (see Table 15.l). 

Ideally, the protocol is begun in the morning after the patient has 
had his or her breakfast and first injection of insulin. However, 
testing is allowed anytime day or night. It is important that the person 
be in a resting and relaxed state. The patient's condition should 
satisfy the treatment goals set forth for the Standard Treatment Group. 
In both morning and afternoon testing sessions, the usual snack is 
allowed. In addition, the patient will be asked to drink copious amounts 
of water during the testing protocol. Any symptomatic hypoglycemia which 
the patient or anyone else must treat with food is cause to abort the 
collection and the studies must be scheduled for another visit on another 
day. The test should not be done when the patient is actually ill. 
Questions regarding individual circumstances should be referred to the 
CBL. 

First ask the patient to void, discard this specimen and record the 
time of voiding. During the course of the protocol, the patient will be 
asked to drink 250 ml of water every half hour. Any time during the 
second two hours of the four-hour protocol, draw 10 ml of blood into a 
red-topped tube and promptly separate the serum. Divide the serum into 
two appropriately labeled containers and freeze. Send one aliquot to the 
CBL for determination of creatinine and albumin. 

After four hours (and sooner if the patient wishes to void during the 
course of the study) ask the patient to void, measure the volume of urine 
voided during the course of the study and record the time of voiding at 
the end of the study. This time and time noted at the beginning of the 
study can be used to determine the duration of the study. Hake all 
collections on ice, and mix all collected urine. Transfer 4.6 ml (see 
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side of tube) of urine to each of five appropriately labeled containers. 
Freeze all specimens and retain one frozen aliquot in the clinical 
center. Send the remaining four aliquots for creatinine and albumin 
determinations to the CSL. The extra containers will be stored in the 
CSL at -70 degrees C for possible reprocessing of specimens at a future 
time. 

12.S GFR 

12.S.l Background Information 

l. Preparation ~ Implement GFR Procedure 

First thing is to notify your radiation safety 
will be attempting to carry out this procedure. 
this board will stipulate what are the local rules. 

board that you 
An official of 

2. 125 I-sodium Iothalamate -- availability and other pertinent 
information. 

All orders for 12SI-Iothalamate are placed by Andrew Levey, 
M.D. of Tufts Uni~ersity, Boston, Massachusetts. I~ order for you 
to receive an order, you must have on file at the Coordinating 
Center the name and address of the local individual who is 
responsible for receiving the radioisotope. 

The sole supplier of Glofil in the United States at the present 
time is Isotex Inc., Box 909, Friendswood, Texas, 77546, phone 
(713) 482-1231. The material is synthesized on a monthly schedule 
and is available in S ml aliquots (l.O mCi). It is stored at 
4°c in its lead container in a suitable nuclear medicine area 
and its shelf life and expiration date is 45 days from the date of 
production. This information is stated on the label that appears 
on the outside of each Golfil box. is 60 days. The limit to 
Glofil's usable life is a function of the chemical in!}~bility of 
the isotopic label which is slowly releay~g as free -I from 
the iothalamate molecule. As this free -I accumulates, the 
clearance of Glofil deviates from the true Glomerular Filtration 
Rate (GFR). The material should not be used past the 
manufacturer's expiration date. 

The iothalamate is drawn up in a l.O ml plastic syringe with a 
25 gauge x S/8 inch needle. The total activity in the dose for 
all patients should be JS micro curie. Remember, however, that 
O.OJ-0.04 ml is left in the needle hub when the shot is given so 
the total activity is not equal to the activity administered to 
the patient. The syringe weight/activity before and after the 
shot is not measured and no standard solution of the iothalamate 
is required. The iodine-allergic patient should not be given the 
iothalamate. 
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Technologists handling the iothalamate should take all safety 
precautions to protect both the patient and themselves from 
unnecessary radiation exposure. Technologists should wear 
appropriate gamma ray sens1t1ve fill badges and follow their 
exposure levels; the ioth1lamate should be stored and delivered in 
shielded containers. lZ5_I emits low energy gamma radiation 
with a maximum energy of 36 KeV and lead will shield the user very 
y~~ectively Cl mm of lead will stop 99.96% of the radiation from a 

-I source. The syringes may be handled briefly, while the 
shot is given to the patient, without shielding. Gloves need not 
be worn unless dose leakage or other unsafe conditions arise. All 
syringes, needles, empty isotope bottles and any other radioactive 
trash should be disposed of via established contaminated refuse 
protocols (consult local radiation safety and/or disposal 
regulations); as a rule of thumb, any isotope decays to less than 

l%
5
of its original activity in 7 half-lives. This is 420 days for 

2 -I. Small amounts of 12'-I may be disposed of by flushing 
with large amounts of water down the drain in approved disposal 
sinks. Consult your local radiation safety departments for 
further information. 

3. Super Saturated Potassium Iodide (SSKI) 

Super saturated potassium iodide is taken by the patient at 
least 30 minutes prior to the test. The SSKI prevents thyroid 
uptake of any free 125-I; this protects the patient and 
eliminates error in GFR determination due to the additional 
elimination route for the isotope. The patient with a true iodine 
allergy should not be given SSKI and should not be tested. 

4. Sources of Excess Variability 

It must be remembered that among other things: 

a) Patients may have mistakenly collected only portions of their 
timed urines, either by discarding some of the urine or by not 
emptying the bladder completely, thus reducing the apparent 
urine flow rate. 

b) Patients have had apparent urine retention problems which were 
not noted in their charts and which made complete voluntary 
collection of timed urines impossible. 

c) Collection times may not be recorded exactly. Times must be 
recorded at the completion of the void. A one or two minute 
error can cause a 10% error in flow rate. A method should be 
worked out whereby the subject signals the technician or reads 
a digital clock at the end of the void. 

d) General laboratory problems may produce variability in sample 
counts. 

5. Unacceptable Results 
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In cases where the urine output remains below l ml/min, the GFR 
results are not valid. In any case where the urine collection 
volumes are not complete, the GFR results are not valid. In any 
case where some other isotope contaminates the patient samples and 
its interference cannot be subtracted or allowed to decay to 
background, the GFR results are not vali~. In certain cases of 
sample contamination (e.g., fecal contamination of urine); the GFR 
is not valid. Slight discoloration of urine by blood due to 
menstruation is allowable; severe contamination is to be avoided. 

However, in all cases, send all available information to the 
laboratory for analysis. 

12.5.2 Detailed Procedures 

12.5.2.1 General Principles 

The validity of GFR determinations is enhanced by following several 
important rules. Accurate timing of urine collections and careful 
measurement of urine volume is essential. The length of ~he timed urine 
collections may vary. The times are recorded at the end of each urine 
collection and before the blood is drawn. Blood samples are drawn 
immediately following each urine collection period. 

The GFR procedure will be performed on all consenting subjects at 
baseline, the third annual visit and at study end. Baseline testing will 
be done any time before randomization. Annual visit windows open 21 days 
before the scheduled visit and remain open until the start of the next 
annual visit window. 

The -procedures descrir~g here detail the GFR determination using 
125-iodine iothalamate ( -I) solution. At times (e.g., third 
annual followup), the 4-hour study for determination of albumin and 
creatinine levels will be done in conjunction with the iothalamate study. 
Information is provided for coordinating the two studies. 

All bloods may be saved at room temperature and processed at the end 
of the study. Urine should be kept refrigerated for 4-hour studies. It 
is not necessary to refrigerate urine collected for the iothalamate study 
as the determinations are not affected by the growth of bacteria. Urine 
aliquots must be removed and volume measured before pooling for use in 
4-hour renal tests which ends 240 minutes after "U-Pre" void (see 
description below). Aliquots will be included with the next routine 
shipment to the Central Biochemistry Laboratory (CBL). 

1. Preparation for procedures: 

a) Each female patient must have a blood pregnancy test done 
within 72 hours prior to the injection of iothalamate solution. 
A positive result will be reason enough for canceling the 
procedure. 
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b) Due to possible blocking effects and. potential adverse 
interactions, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory agents (e.g., 
aspirin, Motrin, Advil) should be discontinued at least 48 
hours prior to the procedure. These medications may resume 
immediately following the test. Tylenol and codeine may be 
substituted during this period. Anti-hypertensives and 
diuretics should be discontinued for 24 hours prior to the 
test. 

c) The test should be canceled if the patient has a known allergy 
to iodine. 

d) To avoid inadvertent protein loading that would inhibit 
accurate interpretation of results, a low protein diet will be 
followed prior to the study. There should be no more than lS 
grams of protein for breakfast or 25 grams of protein for lunch 
the day of the study. The local dietitian should work with 
each subject in adjusting the home diet or in arranging for 
appropriate meals to be served at the site of the test. 
Insulin doses should be adjusted for the changes in diet as 
needed. 

2. Morning prior to clinic visit: 

a) The study should be postponed if 
infection (UTI) is known to exist. 
or a positive pregnancy test will 
study. 

a sympomatic urinary tract 
Acute intercurrent illness 
cause postponement of the 

b) Vigorous exercise is to be avoided on the day of the study. 

c) Fluorescein angiography should not be performed on the same day 
as the CFR procedure due to discoloration of the urine. 

d) It is best to start the water load (see next section) at home 
if the patient lives close to the clinic. 

3. Arrival at clinic: 

a) Measure height and weight. Record on the worksheet. 

b) An oral water load of 10 ml/kg body weight is begun (complete 
within 30 minutes). If water load is begun at home, instruct 
the patien~ to take s mg/kg water (two a-ounce glasses of 
water) at home. Then provide the patient another S mg/kg after 
he/she arrives at the clinic. After each voiding, the urine 
volume is measured and equivalent volume of water plus LOO ml 
is ingested. No other beverages may be substituted for the 
strict water load. Liquid (e.g., DS-W) should not be infused 
as part of the water load. 

c) Patient voids and urine is saved. 
time under "T-Pre" on worksheet. 
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Note that, where applicable, the collection 
study starts irmnediately following "U-Pre" 

d) The administration of S drops of SSKI is done orally. The 
solution may be mixed with up to 20 ml of water. 

e) A heparin lock or a 3-way stop-cock infusion set is inserted in 
a large antecubital vein and blood samples taken. An infusion 
set is not to be used for water loading. 

£) Draw 10 ml of blood for iothalamate test; centrifuge and 
prepare two 1.8 ml aliquots of serum in cryotubes, lal;)el as "B
Pre". The processing of the blood may be done now or at the 
completion of the study. The blood may sit at room temperature 
until processed, If serum volume is low, prepare 1 full 
aliquot (1.8 ml) for the CBL and retain remainder as backup. 
Do not draw additional blood to increase volume of backup. 

All Q?propriate tubes for any other simultaneous 
biochemistry measurements must be drawn at this time, prior to 
the radio~sotope injection. This would include a 10 ml 
collection for the 4-hour renal collection to obtain 2 equal 
aliquots in 4.6 ml Nunc tubes. In the event that biochemistry 
samples are drawn after _the isotope 1n3ection, a statement to 
this effect must be included with the samples when mailed. 

g) After background serum and urine samples ("U-Pre", "B-Pre") are 
obtained, and at least 30 minutes post-SSKI (minimum of 45 
mioutes if a full breakfast or lunch has just been ingested), 
125 I-Iothalamate is injected subcutaneously in the deltoid 
region. This will be provided in unidose syringes as a 
s~erile, pyrogen free solution containing approximately 35 
microcuries per dose. The entire volume (approximately 0.2 cc) 
will be injected subcutaneously at one site.. Injection 
technique: all jnjections will be made subcutaneously in the 
upper arm with a 25 gauge 5/8 inch needle. 

4. Equilibration period: 

a) Patient should remain sedentary throughout the study. 
activity is acceptable. 

b) Smoking will not be allowed during the study. 

Light 

c) Allow at least 60 minutes to pass after 1n3ection of 125-I. 
Continue the water load during this time. The load should be 
approximately 10 ml/kg during this hour or three to four 8 oz 
glasses. 

d) Although the patient may void multiple times during this 60 
minute period, the first clearance period will not begin until 
at least 60 minutes have transpired since the injection and the 
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urine flow rate is at least 3 ml/min. If the patient voids 
more than once during the period, all urine is saved and pooled 
for measurement of flow rate during the equilibration phase. 
If flow rate is less than 3 ml, water is continued until flow 
rate is greater than 3 ml in the subsequent void, i.e., another 
three 8 oz glasses of water should be drunk over the 30 minute 
interval. Any urine collected during the 60+ minutes is saved 
for the 4-hour renal test where appropriate. This urine is not 
needed for the determination of GFR. 

The urine is saved for the 4-hour renal pooled 
collection.}_ 

e) The timed collections start with the first void at least 60 
minutes after the 125-I injection with a flow rate of at 
least 3 ml/min. This urine is not needed for the iothalamate 
study. The patient must ~ his/her bladder with each void. 

f) Record time at end of urine collection as "T-0" on the 
worksheet. 

All times will be recorded_to the nearest- minute using a 
digital clock. The recording of the urine sample times is the 
most critical; all times are recorded based on the momemt of 
completion of the urine collections, not the blood samples. A 
method should be worked out whereby the subject signals the 
technician or reads a digital clock at the end of the void. 

g) Immediately following the "T-0" voiding, a blood sample is 
taken and labeled as "B-O"; two 1.8 ml aliquots of serum are 
prepared as above. 

5. Collection period: 

a) Spontaneous voiding (approximately every 30 minutes); maintain 
urine flow rate >3 ml/min. After each void, urine volume 
should be measured and an equal amount of water drunk. If less 
than 300, add 100 ml to load. Administer extra wate~ if the 
flow rate is <3 ml/min but do not discontinue the study. 
Always record all information and attempt to complete the 
study. The calculations of GFR can be performed on partial 
studies when necessary. 

The length of time between the urine collections will vary 
as they are based on spontaneous voiding. Note that subjects 
with lower GFR will excrete the water load more slowly than 
subjects with normal GFR. There is no maximum duration for the 
procedure. Total time will vary depending on the time needed 
to obtain 4 samples; however, no less than 20 minutes and 
preferably more than 30 minutes should elapse between voids in 
order to reduce the variability of the measurement by 
increasing the likelihood of complete emptying of the bladder. 
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For collection periods less than 20 minutes, the urine 
should be pooled with the next collection thus creating a pool 
of urine to be treated and aliquoted as one collection period. 

If the 4-hour study collection concludes before the 
iothalamate test, note time and volume at the conclusion of the 
4-hour renal protocol. 

b) At the next voiding, the urine is 
"U-1"; two 1.8 ml aliquots are saved. 
4-hour renal if appropriate. 

collected and labeled as 
Remainder is saved for 

c) The time is recorded as time "T-1". 

d) Coincident with time 1 voiding, a second blood sample is taken 
and labeled as "B-1"; prepare serum as above. 

e) This sequence of timed urine and blood collections is repeated 
for times 2, 3 and 4. The water load continues throughout this 
stage. 

f) The procedure should be stopped if the patient vomits. 

g) The blood sugar should be measured at the beginning of the 
iothalamate GFR procedure. If symptomatic hypoglycemia exists 
or if the blood sugar is less than 90, the patient should be 
fed. One hour should pass before re-measurement. If the blood 
sugar is 90 or more, without symptomatic hypoglycemia, the test 
may proceed. Half way through the procedure (approximately two 
hours in), the blood sugar should be measured again. If the 
blood sugar is less than 90, the patient should be fed. If at 
any time the blood sugar dr~ps below 55 or symptomatic 
hypoglycemia occurs, the test should be stopped. If at least 
three post-equilbration urine collections have been completed, 
the test will be considered complete and all sampl~s should be 
sent to the CBL noting· that the study was terminated 
prematurely. If less than three collections were completed, 
the test should be rescheduled for another day and no samples 
should be sent to the laboratory. 

6. End study: 

a) Remove infusion catheter. 

b) The subject is encouraged to maintain a high 
to void frequently to minimize radiation 
bladder. 

urine output and 
exposure to the 

c) Continue to collect urine for the 4-hour study where 
appropriate. These tests end 240 minutes after "T-Pre". Under 
extreme circumstances, the iothalamate study may take longer 
than the 4-hour renal test. When this occurs, the pooled 
collect ion (4-hour study) stops but timed collections 
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(iothalamate study) continue until four collection periods have 
been completed.} 

d) Any medications discontinued prior to the study may be 
reinstated at the completion of the procedure. 

e) Blood is separated by centrifugation; serum is placed in 
labeled vials (B-Pre, B-0, B-1, B-2, B-3 and B-4); urine is 
similarly placed in labeled vials (U-Pre, U-1, U-2, U-3 and 
U-4), All vials are placed in mailers provided and sent to the 
CBL. See "Specimen Preparation for Transport" in Section 
12.5.3 below. 

f) Nursing mothers are counseled to refrain from breast feeding 
for 24 hours following the procedure. 

12.5.3 Specimen Preparation for Transport 

1. All urine should be refrigerated throughout the study. It is not 
necessary to refrigerate urine unless iothalamate and 4-hour study 
are performed simultaneously. All bloods may be processed 
together at the end of the procedure. Bloods may remain at room 
temperature until processed. 

2. Urine is aliquoted into labeled 1.8 ml cryotubes TO THE LINE 
Retain_ one backup tube for each collection. (Tubes~ll~ 
labeled U-Pre, U-1, U-2, U-3, and U-4.) Measure the volume and 
record the time of all voidings. Collection U-0 is not analyzed 
and should not be mailed to the laboratory. 

3. All blood is separated by centrifugation as usual. 

4. Serum is aliquoted into labeled 1.8 ml cryotubes TO THE LINE 
Retain one backup tube for each collection. (Tubes~ll~ 
labeled B-Pre, B-0, B-1, B-2, B-3, and B-4.) Each serum tube sent 
should contain 1.8 ml of serum; the backup tubes can contain less. 
It is not necessary to draw additional blood to increase volume of 
backup. 

5. If 4-hour study test is performed, 5 aliquots of the well mixed 
4-hour urine collection are placed into 4.5 ml cryotubes. Four 
aliquots are sent to the Central Biochemistry Laboratory (CSL); 
one is retained for backup. Note on the mailing list that these 
samples were collected in conjunction with the GFR and therefore 
contain some radioactivity. See Cahpter 12.4 for more detail. 

6. Freeze all serum and urine aliquots at -20°c. 

7. Ship to CBL with next routine shipment. 
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a) It is not necessary to label tubes or mailers as containing 
radioactive material. 

b) Any serum or urine sample scored 
conta1n1ng radioactive material 
local regulations. 

locally should be marked as 
or stored separately as per 

c} Include the mailing list. Note in the comment section of 
mailing list whether the 4-hour renal was done in conjunction 
with CFR or whether irregularities such as hypoglycemia 
occurred during the procedure. 

d) Backup samples are to be saved for one year before being 
discarded. The remaining radioactivity should be small enough 
to allow disposal with regular trash. Check local regulations. 

12.6 24-HOUR URINE COLLECTION 

For the proper evaluation of tests on a timed urine specimen, it is 
essential that a complete and accurate collection be made. The following 
instructions apply to the collection of a 24-hour timed urine specimen. 

1. Be sure that the patient understands the procedure. 
passed during the collection period must be saved. 

2. Reagents: 

1. Redistilled Water 

All urine 

2. Glacial acetic acid {AR grade) to be obtained locally. 

Preparation: 

l. In a 250 ml or larger volume graduated cylinder, add 
about 200 ml distilled water. 

2. Add 12.5 ml of glacial acetic acid with caution. Always 
add acid to water! 

3. Add water to the 250 ml mark of the cylinder. 
4. Pour the 250 ml into the emtpty urine container and mix 

thoroughly. Store tightly covered. 
5. Larger volumes of the 5% acetic acid may be prepared and 

stored. Stable for one year at room temperature. 

Procedure: 

1. Record the entire volume of sample including the 250 ml of 
5% acetic acid. Do not subtract the 250 ml from the volume. 

2. When a patient uses 2 containers, mix both volumes together 
thoroughly before aliquoting into tubes. 

). Remember, mix all specimens thoroughly before aliquoting! 
4. Keep urine containers in a safe place out of reach of 

children. If acid spills, rinse with copious amount of 
water. 
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5. Direct patients to refrigerate urines during and after 
collection, but it is not critical when using this 
preservative. 

3. Have the patient empty the bladder at a specified time (e.g., 8:00 
a.m.). DISCARD THIS URINE. Record the date and time. This is 
the beginning of the collection period. 

4. Collect all urine passed during the 24 hours specified. 

5. Have the patient empty the bladder at whatever time is necessary 
to complete the timed collection (e.g., a 24-hour collection, the 
next morning at 8:00 a.m.). SAVE THIS SPECIMEN. Start with an 
empty bladder and finish with ail-empty bladder. 

6. Keep the collected urine refrigerated during the entire collection 
period. 

7. Return the entire urine collection to the clinic upon completion. 

8. Measure total volume. 

9. With a disposable pipette, 
urine into two 4.5 ml tubes. 
Freeze both aliquots. 

aliquot a portion of the well-mixed 
Do not fill above the 4.5 ml mark. 

10. Send one tube to the CBL and retain one in the clinic as backup. 

12.7 CAPILLARY COLLECTIONS FOR BLOOD GLUCOSE PROFILES 

12.7.1 Preparation 

1. Remove profilset (Profilset) from refrigerator. 

2. Remove test tube to be used (prelabeled by clinic with sampling 
times) and warm to room temperature (this can be done with hands). 

3. Hark actual time and date of collection on test tube. 

4. Wash hands thoroughly with warm water. 

5. Tear open alcohol wipe (do not remove). 

6. Remove Autoclix-Lancet, pull off the protective cap while turning. 

7. Open warmed test tube and storage tube containing capillaries. 

8. Remove a capillary for use and close the storage tube. 
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12.7.2 Sample Taking 

l. Remove alcohol wipe and swab the fingertip. 

2. Hake a skin puncture with Autoclix-Lancet. 

3. Remove- the first blood drop with the alcohol wipe. 

4. With the second drop of blood, fill the capillary tube end to end 
while holding it in the horizontal position. Be sure there are no 
air bubbles. 

5. If a quality control specimen is needed, fill a duplicate 
capillary and process in the same manner. If the wrong finger 
stick is quality controlled, the patient should report this to the 
Trial Coordinator, who should advise the Coordinating Center as to 
which finger stick was actually quality controlled. 

12.7.3 Preparation of the Sample 

l. Holding the blood filled capillary in a horizontal position, clean 
the capillary with an alcohol wipe or fingers. (Be careful no 
blood is drawn out of the tube with the alcohol wipe.) 

2. Insert the capillary completely filled with blood into the test 
tube. 

3. Close cap tightly on the test tube. 

4. Hix the tube containing the capillary until there is no more blood 
visible in the capillary. 

5. Leave the capillary in the test tube. 

6. Check time and date of collection on test tube and return it to 
the profilset. 

7. Return profilset to refrigerator. 

a. The profilset contains 10 dilution tubes. Seven 
collecting the profile; the remaining three can 
quality control or as backup for collection problems. 
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12.7.4 Caution 

1. Do not take internally. 

2. Keep out of reach of children. 

12.8 C-PEPTIDE TESTING 

C-peptide testing should be scheduled as the first assessment during a 
morning visit to the clinic because the patient must arrive at the clinic 
in a fasting state (see Table 6.3, the Evaluation Module Schedule and 
Chapter 15). To avoid possible hypoglycemia, it is recommended that the 
test meal be administered no later than the patient's usual time of 
breakfast. 

In preparation for C-peptide testing, the patient should receive 
nothing by mouth on the night prior to testing in order to be fasting for 
eight hours. 

On the morning of the scheduled C-peptide test, the patient should not 
take bis/her usual insulin injection. 

As soon as the patient arrives at the clinical center, blood glucose 
should be checked by reflectance meter. If the blood glucose is <250, 
proceed with the test. If the blood glucose is >250 but <400, proceed 
only if urine ketones are negative. If blood glucose is >400 or if blood 
glucose is >240 and moderate or greater ketonuria are present, the test 
·should be rescheduled. Next, a blood sample should be obtained by 
venipuncture for measurement of C-peptide, glucose, creatinine and 
cholesterol. The sample should consist of 10 ml and be placed in a red
topped tube. The separated serum is divided into two aliquots and 
frozen. 

Immediately following the collection of the blood sample, the patient 
should ingest the test meal which is to be consumed within ten minutes. 
The test meal will consist of a commerical mixed meal, Sustocal (TH), 
Head-Johnson. The amount to be ingested should be calculated as follows: 

Amount Required = 20% of total daily caloric requirement 1 with a 
maximum of 360 calories (12 ounces or 360 ml of Sustocal). 

The test meal consists of one calorie per ml. 

A second blood sample will be obtained by venipuncture in 90 minutes 
after the ingestion of the test meal. It should consist of 10 ml of 
blood placed in a red-topped tube. The separated serum is divided into 
two aliquots and frozen. 

Daily caloric requirement is calculated as 30 calories per kilogram 
body weight. 
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Both blood samples should remain on ice or in the refrigerator at four 
degrees C until the blood can be centrifuged and the plasma frozen. 

Immediately following the second blood sample, the patient will take 
his/her usual morning insulin dosage and return to his/her usual diabetes 
care regimen. Patients usually taking a mid-morning snack will omit it 
on the morning of the testing. Patients will remain under observation in 
the clinic until they have their lunchtime meal. 

12.9 LIPIDS (CHOLESTEROL, TRIGLYCERIDES, HDL CHOLESTEROL) 

For this collection instruct the patient to refrain from eating or 
drinking on the night prior to testing in order to be fasting for eight 
hours. 

The eligibility measurement of cholesterol will be done on the fasting 
serum specimen also used for the C-peptide test. The baseline specimen 
for measurement of cholesterol, triglycerides, and HDL cholesterol will 
be drawn and sent to the CBL two weeks prior.to randomization. 

Draw blood into a 10 ml red-topped serum tube, separate the serum and 
freeze the separated serum in two aliquots, one of which is shipped to 
the CBL. 

12.10 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 

For further information, lists of supplies, and directions for 
processing and shipping specimens, see Chapter 15. 
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CHAPTER 13 

CLINIC OPHTHAL110LOGIC PROCEDURES 

13.1 FUNDUS PHOTOGRAPHY 

13.1.l Introd~ction 

In the DCCT, color stereo fundus photographs are required under three 
circumstances: 

1. At the Evaluation Visit a full set of seven fields and lens is 
required for each eye (see Chapter 6). 

2. At each semiannual Endpoint Visit, or 

3. Prior to application of photocoagulation treatment at any visit 
(for development of DRS high risk characteristics, clinically 
significant macular edema, impending neovascular glaucoma, or any 
other indication for laser treatment), a full set of photographs 
of the seven standard fields and lens is required for each eye. 
If new vessels and/or vitreous or preretinal hemorrhage are 
present only outside the seven standard fields, an optional Field 
8 is required (see Section 13.1.5.1). 

At the Evaluation Visit of subjects who are in t~e primary prevention 
trial, i.e., subjects with no retinopathy at entry, a fluorescein 
angiogram (FA) is required with early phase photographs of the eye 
selected by the procedure described in Section 13.1.6.l. FA will also be 
done in the primary subjects at five years and at the end of the study. 

13.l.2 Photographs Required for DCCT Eligibility 

A full set of photographs of each eye (seven color stereo views and 
lens photo) which meets the requirements for quality specified in this 
chapter must be submitted to the Central Ophthalmologic Reading Unit 
(CORU) for grading to establish ocular eligibility of each subject 
screened for enrollment i~ the DCCT. Information regarding eligibility 
is transmitted to the Coordinating Center and is used by the Coordinating 
Center to issue a treatment allocation for the subject. If the 
pathological signs visible in the color stereo fundus photographs are 
either insufficient for entry to the study or too severe for entry to the 
study, the subject is ineligible. When the CORU staff notify the 
Coordinating Center staff of ineligibility of a subject on the basis of 
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photographs, the Coordinating Center notifies 
questions regarding the CORU's classification 
will be transmitted from the clinic to the 
CORU. 

If the identification labeling of the photographs is incomplete or 
inconsistent with other information, an attempt will be made to resolve 
the problem by a telephone call from the CORU coordinator to the clinical 
center coordinator. If the problem cannot be unequivocally resolved, the 
photographs will be returned to the clinical center. In that event the 
clinical center has the option of correcting the identification labeling 
and resubmitting the photographs if resubmission can be accomplished 
within the time limits for admission to the study. 

A fluorescein angiogram is not required for admission to the study, 
but should be obtained on each subject in the primary prevention stratum 
(i.e., those without retinopathy detectable on fundus photographs at 
entry). The fluorescein angiogram need not be obtained at the same time 
fundus photography is performed, but must be obtained prior to 
randomiza.ion. Primary subjects who refuse to allow a fluorescein 
angiogram to be done will not be excluded from the study. 

13.1.3 Camera and Equipment 

Stereo fundus photography is carried out using a modified fundus 
camera, preferably the Zeiss FF series, but the Topcon or similar camera 
may be substituted UPON APPROVAL OF THE CORU. Some of the modifications 
in the following list are described specifically in terms of the Zeiss 
camera. 1 be followed with the Topcon or other camera (if in doubt, 
contact your manufacturer's representative and/or the Central CORU). 

l. Fundus camera is moved backwards (away from the subject) on its 
base sufficiently so that its center of rotation corresponds to 
the pupil of the subject'i eye (l). 

2. Number 7 aperture (14 mm diameter) in recoss disk modified by 
adding a central 6 mm diameter opaque disk (referred to as "black 
dot" by Zeiss). It is further recommended, but not required, that 
Kodak Wratten filter #BLA be added to this aperture. 

J. Power supply modified to allow recharging within one to two 
seconds. 

4. Opaque cone removed from film carrier to allow use of entire 
image. 

Some of the modifications have been made by the manufacturer on the 
recent models of the Zeiss camera. 
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5. rixation target of camera replaced by that provided with the Haag
Streit 900 slit-lamp. 

The technique described by Allen (2) is used. The use of the stereo 
separator is optional for color photographs but strongly recommended for 
fluorescein photographs. A setting between 2.25 and 2.50 is recommended 
if the stereo separator is used. 

No specific electronic flash setting is specified since this will vary 
with the model of camera used. 

Refer to Appendix 13-A for a discussion of how to obtain satisfactory 
fundus photographs. 

13.l.4 Pupillary Dilation 

Adequate dilation of the pupil is important to permit good quality 
stereo photography. Sufficient time should be allowed for dilation to at 
least 6 mm, repeating drops, if necessary, to achieve and maintain a 
pupil of at least this size during photography. Only if repeated 
instillation.of drops and passage of at least 45 minutes after the last 
drops fail to produce dilation of 6 mm should photographs be taken 
through a smaller pupil. If the pupils cannot be dilated to at least 4 
11'1111 for the Evaluation Visit fundus photography and fluorescein 
angiography, the subject should not be entered into the DCCT. 

13.l.5 Color Photography 

13.l.5.l Seven Standard Fields of the Fundus 

The seven standard fields of the fundus (and optional Field- 8) are 
defined below and are illustrated in Figure 13.l for both the right and 
left eyes. This description assumes that there are two cross hairs in 
the camera ocular, one vertical and the other horizontal. 

field l - Disc; Center of optic disc at intersection of cross hairs in 
ocular. 

· Fiel~ 2 - Hacula; Center of macula at intersection of cross hairs in 
ocular. 

2 In practice, to keep the central gray artifact created by the camera 
from obscuring the center of the macula, the intersection of the cross 
hairs should be placed about one-eighth to one-fourth DD nasal of the 
center. 
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Field 3 - Temporal to macula; Nasal end of horizontal cross hair at 
center of macula. 

Field 4 - Superior temporal; Lower edge of field tangent to a 
horizontal line passing through upper edge of optic disc and nasal edge 
of field tangent to a vertical line passing through center of disc. 

Field 5 - Inferior temporal; Upper edge of field tangent to a 
horizontal line passing through lower edge of optic disc and nasal edge 
of field tangent to a vertical line passing through center of disc. 

Field 6 - Superior nasal; Lower edge of field tangent to a horizontal 
line passing through upper edge of optic disc and temporal edge of field 
tangent to a vertical line passing through center of disc. 

Field 7 - Inferior nasal; Upper edge of field tangent to a horizontal 
line passing through lower edge of optic disc and temporal edge of field 
tangent to a vertical line passing through center of disc. 

Field 8 - An optional field outs:de the seven standard fields taken to 
document new vessels and/or preretinal or vitreous hemorrhage, if these 

-occur during followup. The area of the fundus photographed should be 
designated as follows (see Figure 13.l): 

ST Superior Temporal quadrant 

SN Superior Nasal quadrant 

IT Inferior Temporal quadrant 

IN Inferior Nasal Quadrant 

If the optional field is taken on the boundary between two quandrants, 
the following designati~ns should be used as appropriate: 

S Superior 

N Nasal 

T Temporal 

I Inferior 

If two photographs outside the seven standard fields are needed to 
document both new vessels and preretinal or vitreous hemorrhage, one 
should be labeled "Field Ba" and the other "Field Bb": Field 8a the 
first reached going temporally from 12 o'clock and Field Sb the second. 
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13.l.5~2 Fundus Reflex ("Lens") Photograph 

A single, non-stereo fundus reflex photograph should be taken in 
addition to those required of the seven standard fields. As well as 
documenting the condition of the lens, the fundus reflex photograph will 
allow the CORU graders to take opac1t1es of the media into consideration 
when reviewing photographic quality. 

During followup, if fundus photography is not possible because of 
opacities in the media, a bound-down pupil, previous enucleation, or for 
any other reason, a fundus reflex photograph should be taken to document 
the reason. 

In order to take the fundus reflex photograph it is necessary to use 
the +16/+33 diopter setting on the auxillary plus lens system of the 
camera. The small white knob on the right side of the Zeiss unit is 
turned until the correct number (+16/+33 or +20/+40 on some cameras, 
perhaps similar high plus diopter readings on others) appears at the dot. 
In order to standardize the magnification of these photographs (the 
object being to fill the photographic cield as much as possible with the 
iris while still maintaining sharp focus) the.following procedure should 
be used: 

1. The film-to-lens distance of the camera is increased to its 
maximum, by ·turning the large focusing knob so that .its upper 
aspect moves toward the subject. Turn the knob in this direction 
as far as it will go. 

2. The subject's headrest is moved away from the camera until the 
iris is in crisp focus (approximately one and a half inches 
further away than when adjusted for taking photographs of the 
fundus). It is acceptable to move the subject slightly further 
away, so that the focusing knob may be used for fine adjustment of 
focus if the photographer wishes. Focus should be on lens 
opacities when present, otherwise on the pupillary margin. 

3. The subject is asked to open his/her eyes very wide, or the lids 
should be gently retracted if necessary, so that the entire cornea 
is visible. 

4. The photograph is taken. 

13.l.5.3 Film Processing, Mounting, and Labeling 

Kodachrome 25 Daylight film is recommended and may be processed in 
routine fashion at any Eastman Kodak Processing Laboratory. A different 
color film may be used, if necessary, to expedite processing, but only on 
approval of quality by the CORU. It is important that the processing 
laboratory correctly orient each transparency in the readymount and 
correctly number the readymounts. Transparencies processed by Kodak are 
in the proper position when the frame number is visible and right side 
up. 
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The transparencies returned from the processing laboratory are mounted 
in standard cardboard 2 x 2 inch readymounts. Each readymount is 
identified on the bottom of the cardboard frame with a label on which is 
written or printed the accession number, the eye (right or left), and the 
field. These labels are printed by the Coordinating Center and mailed to 
the clinical centers for identifying all photographs. An illustration of 
the proper labeling of a stereo pair is given in Figure 13.2. 

The mounted and labeled transparencies should be placed in 9 x ll inch 
transparent plastic sheets containing 20 pockets per sheet. The plastic 
sheets should be constructed so that the pockets open at the side rath~r 
than at the top; that is, the OPEN side of the Left pocket should face 
the OPEN side of the right pocket. There is less chance of loss when the 
transparencies are mounted in this manner because they tend to press 
against each other and are thus .held in place. One sheet should be used 
for each eye. The transparencies should be mounted so that the pocket 
openings face to the front, that is, face the person mounting the slides, 
and the edge with the three holes for a ring binder should be to the left 
of the mounter. The transparencies of the fundus should be oriented for 
stereo view:ng in an arrangement approximating the anatomic position as 
illustrated in Figure 13.3. 

The sheet identification labels are completed and attached to the 
front of the plastic sheets. This label includes on the top the 
accession number, and on the bottom the current clinic number, subject 
identification number, subject's initials, visit number, eye, date the 
photographs were taken, and the name and DCCT certification number of the 
photographer. The v1s1t designation for photographs taken during 
Evaluation Visit (i.e., eligibility/baseline) is printed as BSLN. If 
photographs are not all taken ·on the same date, the dates should be 
written on the cardboard mount of the left member of each stereo pair, 
ju~t above the photograph and the date of the last photographic session 
recorded on the appropriate form and on the label as the "date of 
photos." The label is placed on the front of the plastic sheet under 
Field 7 for the right eye and under Field 5 for the left eye as 
illustrated in Figure 13.3, i.e;, as one looks at the front of the 
plastic sheet, the sheet label is in the bottom right corner and all 
slide labels are visible. (When sets are graded at the CORU, opaque 
masks cover the lower portion of the sheet identification labels.) 

13.l.5.4 Evaluation Visit Fundus Photographs 

A complete set of seven stereo views and lens photo of satisfactory 
quality for each eye is obtained during the Evaluation Visit. Presence 
of pathologic changes sufficient to meet eligibility requirements and 
absence of lesions which are criteria for exclusion are documented by the 
photographs. 

As soon as the fundus photographs taken at the Evaluation Visit are 
returned from the processing laboratory, the photographs are reviewed in 
the clinic for quality (see Section 13.3.5.6). Evaluation Visit fundus 
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photographs must satisfy the following conditions before the treatment 
allocation can be issued by the Coordinating Center: 

l. Field 2 of "good" quality, Field l of at least "fair" quality with 
good focus, and 

2. At least four of Fields 3 through 7 of at least "fair" quality, 
with good focus in at least four of these five fields. 

If these two conditions are not met for both eyes, the subject must be 
recalled to have the necessary photographs retaken. If photographs are 
taken on different dates, all dates must fall within a two-month time 
period. Photographs meeting conditions above must be read at the CORU 
before the treatment allocation can be issued for the subject. 

If the only disqualifying deficiency (or deficiencies) for either eye 
is a Field 2 of less than "good" quality and/or a Field 1 of less than 
"fair'' quality, and if the color Field 2F included with the angiogram for 
that eye is of "good" quality and/or the color Field lF is of at least 
"fair" quality, the CORU staff will include the appropriate field(1) from 
the angiogram in the color set for detailed grading. In such cases, 
repetition of the Evaluation Visit color photographs will not be 
required. 

· Photographs are labeled and assembled in the plastic sheets as 
outlined in Section 13.l.S.3. The date of the photographic session and 
the date of mailing to the CORU is recorded on the DCCT Fundus 
Photography Form (DCCT Form 025). The photographs and one copy of the 
DCCT Form 025 are sent to the CORU. The original of DCCT Form 025 is 
sent to the Coordinating Center. In addition, the Fundus Photograph 
Hailing List (DCCT Form 042) is completed whenever the clinic mails a 
package of stereophotographs or angiograms to the CORU. 

The Evaluation Visit fundus photographs for each subject are graded 
for degree of diabetic retinopathy and for photograp~ic quality in the 
CO.RU before the treatment allocation is issued by the Coordinating 
Center. The CORU notifies the Coordinating Center of the degree of 
retinopathy, whether clinically signifi~ant macular edema is present, 
whether the photographs are of sufficient quality, or whether eligibility 
is undetermined pending receipt of adequate retakes. In the latter case, 
direct col!UT\unication between the CORU and the clinical center occurs 
concerning the unsatisfactory photography. Exclusion criteria (Chapter 
8) may be observed by CORU personnel even when photographic quality is 
poor. In this event, retakes are not suggested by the CORU. If CORU 
personnel cannot determine the eligibility of the subject because of poor 
photographic quality, the clinical center may elect to submit a new 
complete set of photographs of adquate quality of both eyes. They must 
be submitted early enough so that the CORU can determine retinopathy 
status and the Coordinating Center can establish the subject's 
eligibility within the time limit for eligibility screening. 
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13.1.5.5 Photographs Prior to Photocoagulation Treatment 

If it becomes necessary during the course of the study to apply 
photocoagulation treatment in either or both eyes (for development of DRS 
high risk characteristics, clinically significant macular edema, 
impending neovascular glaucoma, or other indication for Laser treatment), 
stereo views of the seven standard fields must be taken of each eye prior 
to the initiation of treatment. 

In cases where the pertinent retinopathy (such as neovascularization 
or hemorrhage} occurs only outside of the seven standard fields, special 
care should be taken to document these lesions in optional Field 8, as 
described in Section 13.1.5.l. 

As for the scheduled Endpoint Visits, the DCCT Fundus Photography Form 
(DCCT Form 025) should be completed and submitted to the CORU, with the 
original of the form mailed to the Coordinating Center. 

13.1.5.6 Endpoint Visit Fundus Photographs 

Stereo views of the seven standard fields and a lens photograph are 
taken of each eye at each semiannual Endpoint Visit (see Figure 13.1). 

the set of available photographs should be labeled and assembled in 
plastic sheets as outlined in Section 13.1.5.3 and forwarded to the CORU. 
The DCCT Fundus Photography Form (DCCT Form 025) should be completed and 
submitted to the CORU with each set of photographs. The original of DCCT 
Form 025 is mailed to the Coordinating Center. 

If any fundus details can be seen through the fundus camera, all seven 
fields should be photographed, even though no details are visible in some 
fields. If extensive lens opacities or vitreous hemorrhage make it 
impossible to see any fundus details with the fundus camera, an attempt 
should be made to photograph only standard Fields· 1 (disc) and 2 
(macula); the other standard fields do not need to be taken. If no 
fundus reflex can be seen with the camera, a single non-stereo photograph 
of the anterior segment (lens) is taken. 

During followup, it is the responsibility 
review fundus photographs for quality, and 
perform retakes of some or all fields when 
photographs is unsatisfactory. 

of each photographer to 
to make the decision to 

the first attempt at 

The following criteria should be used to determine when photography 
should be repeated. If Fields 1 or 2, or more than one of the five 
remaining fields are partially or totally missing, or if the photographer 
judges the photographs to be of poor quality for technical reasons that 
can be corrected (such as poor field definition, focus or stereo or 
photographic artifacts), the set should be considered unsatisfactory. 
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In arranging for retakes during followup, the following guidelines 
should be used. These have been formulated to balance the need for 
adequate photographs against the risk of inconveniencing the subject 
unduly. 

Ii the photographer decides that retakes are needed and the subject 
can return within the same window or before the opening of the next 
endpoint visit window, only the unsatisfactory fields need be retaken. 
Sets composed of photographs taken on different dates should have the 
date each was taken written on the mount of one member of the stereo 
pair. If selected photographs to remedy the deficiencies can not be 
retaken before the opening of the next endpoint visit, complete sets of 
photographs of both eyes should be retaken. 

The retake session must be performed no later than the next scheduled 
quarterly visit. If it is convenient for the subject to return for 
retakes sooner, this may of course be done. For any photographs retaken, 
the follow-up visit number entered on DCCT Form 025 is ascertained by 
comparing the date the latest photographs were taken with the subject's 
appointment sct~dule. 

During follolo'l.lp, the CORU wi 11 c·ontinue to formally monitor fundus 
photographs for quality, and will ask for retakes at least for annual 
visits when sets submitted are inadequate. 

13.1.'5.7 Photogr.aphic Quality 

Each set of fundus photographs should be assessed for quality before 
the photographs are sent to the CORU. All photographers will be 
''provisionally certified," and .the photographer taking a set of 
photographs should grade them carefully for quality, using OCCT Form 025 
to record the evaluation, before the photographs are sent to the CORU. 
All photographs are graded in detail for quality at the CORU and feedback 
is provided to photographers as necessary to help solve any problems that 
may be ~ound. Photographers who consistently submit photographs of good 
quality will be ''fully certified" and thereafter their photographs may 
be checked by any member of the clinic staff merely for presence or 
absence of each field. 

The CORU staff carries out only an abbreviated overall quality grading 
on photographs taken by fully certified photographers. If overall 
quality is less than ''fair" for reasons attributable to photographic 
technique, a detailed quality grading is carried out, with only the 
fields and photographic characteristics causing the grade to be lowered 
recorded on the form. When the grader deems it necessary, comments on 
the set are returned to the clinical center. If overall quality of 

3 A sample of photographs of at least ten subjects must have the 
following distribution of quality: at least two-thirds "fair" or 
better and not more than 5% "inadequate, unexplained." 
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photographs taken by any photographer consistently fails to meet study 
standards, his/her certification will revert to the "provisional" 
category; all photographs must then be graded in detail for quality and 
recorded on the DCCT Form 025, both by the photographer and the CORU 
staff, until problems are resolved and full certification is restored. 

In grading photographic quality, a three-step scale is used. The 
steps, designated "good," "fair," and "poor" are defined below as they 
apply to a single photographic field: 

STEP FIELD DEFINITION FOCUS AND CLARITY STEREOSCOPIC 
EFFECT 

Good less than one Crisp (at least Satisfactory_ 
half DD from centrally) 
definition 

Fair one half to Fuzzy, but better Less than 
one DD from than standard #14 satisfactory 
definition but useful 

for grading 

Poor Hore than one Clarity no better Little or no 
DD from than standard #14 stereoscopic 
definition effect 

A photograph will be considered "good" if all three characteristics 
listed above are graded "good"; "fair" if one of the conditions listed as 
"fair" is present and the other two are "fair" or "good"; and "poor" if 
one or more of the conditions listed as "poor" is present. 
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A set of photographs will be graded "excellent," "good," "fair," 
"acceptable" or ''inadequate" according to the criteria listed below: 

CRADE 

Excellent = E 

Cood = G 

Fair = F 

Beyond meeting criteria for "good," set is outstanding 
for its high quality. 

Fields l and 2 are of good quality; of remaining five 
fields (3 through 7) at least two are of good quality and 
not more than one of poor quality, with ;ood focus in at 
least four of these five fields. 

Field 2 is of ~ood quality, and Field l and at least four 
of Fields 3 through 7 are at least fair in quality, with 
good focus in at least four of these six fields. 

Acceptable, Borderline 
Set does not meet criteria for "fair'' bu~ is judged to provide adequate 
documentation of retinopathy and can be graded. 

Bz 

Inadequate 

13.1.5.8 

From lens photo included with the set, CORU grader 
confirms that media opacities account for.problems in set. 

In opinion of CORU grader, lens photo does not show 
substantial opacity, but photographer noted on form that 
media opacities caused problems. 

Photographer noted on form that extreme photophobia, poor 
fixation, excessive tearing or similar condition caused 
problems. 

None of above descriptions apply~ 
problems in set are unexplained. 

therefore quality 

Quality of set is too poor to allow reliable grading. One 
of four grades is assigned in such cases. These are 
differentiated just as the four grades for "acceptable, 
borderline" described above. 

Duplication and Shipment of Photographs 

Clinical centers are required to keep complete copies of all 
photographs taken at baseline, five years, and the last subject contact 
(whenever that may be). These would serve as backup for what may be the 
most important visits, should the need for access to the original 
photographs rather than the grading data derived from them become 
important. For all other visits, only the copies currently specified in 
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the Manual of Operations are required (for fundus photographs and 
fluorescein angiograms, disc and macular fields of both eyes). Each 
clinical center should establish a mechanism whereby the ophthalmologist 
can specify that more complete copies are essential to patient care. 

The method of copying (whether to make true copies of the original set 
sent to CORU or to shoot two sets during the photographic session) is 
left to the discretion of the clinical center, based upon local 
conditions and preferences. For patients who are photophobic to the 
degree that patient cooperation is problematic, photographers are asked 
to consider taking only one set, perhaps with extra pictures of disc and 
macuLa (given their central importance) and any other fields known to be 
marred, and making copies from the originals. 

13.1.6 Fluorescein Angiography 

13.l.&.l Selection of the Eye for Early Phase Photography 

It is possible to obtain early phase photographs of only one eye at a 
single session. The eye should be selected as follows: The right eye is 
designated for early phase photographs if the subject's birthday is in 
February, April, June, August, October, or December; the left eye if the 
subject's birthday is in January, March, May, July, September, or 
November. 

13.1.6.2 Camera and Film 

The standard fluorescein fundus photographic equipment available at 
each clinic may be used. Interference filters, the Allen stereo 
separator, automatic film transport and an internal timer, which prints 
on the film the time elapsed since the beginning of the fluorescein 
injection, are preferred. Kodak Tri.X ASA 400 film is recommended. The· 
Allen stereo separator should be set between 2.25 mm and 2.5 mm. 

13.1.6.3 Standard Fluorescein Fields 

Field 2F: Cross hairs of the fundus camera centered one-half DD 
temporal to the center of macula. 

Field lF: Temporal edge of the disc is located one-fourth DD from 
temporal edge of the field. Horizontal cross hair of the fundus camera 
should pass through the disc between its horizontal meridian and its 
inferior pole (i.e., no change in vertical adjustment will be required 
between Field 2F and Field lF). 

The location of these fields is depicted in Figure 13.1. 
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13.l.6.4 Stereo Color Photographs of Standard Fluorescein Fields 

Standard stereo color photographs of Fields lF and 2F should be taken 
irmnediately prior to fluorescein angiography. 

13. l.6.S Fluorescein Injection 

Five ml of 10% fluorescein should be injected rapidly into the 
antecubital or other convenient vein. If a clinic customarily uses 25% 
fluorescein, this may be substituted, using the volume which is standard 
at that clinic. 

13.l.6.6 Early Phase Photographs (see Figure 13.4) 

For early phase photographs the camera is centered on Field 2F. 
Before the injection of fluorescein, a "test" frame should be ta1ten of 
Field 2F of the eye designated for early phase photography. This 
photograph provides a check that the camera and flash are in satisfactory 
working condition. The test frame need not be submitted. If the 
photograph~~ ·wishes to use the first frame for subject identification, 
he/she may do so. 

The Allen stereo separator is turned to the right for the "test" 
"frame. The second photograph is the left side of the first stereo pair 
and the third photograph is the right side of that stereo pair and so on 
through the series. The photographs are then in stereo pairs when they 
are arranged in numerical order in the plastic sheets. 

The first photograph of the early phase (with· Allen separator turned 
to the left) is taken at ti~e "O"; that is, at the moment of injection of 
the fluorescein dye, and the second photograph (with the separator to the 
right) is taken at the moment· the injection is complete. These 
photographs constitute a stereo pair and are the "control'' photographs 
for this field; the times at which they are taken document the rate of 
injection. 

1. Preferred Early Phase Procedure: 

Ideally, early phase photographs consist of a pair of control 
photographs followed by a series of 16 exposures taken at one
second intervals, beginning 11 seconds after the start of 
fluorescein injection. The result is eight stereo pairs following 
the control pair, completed 26 seconds after the start of 
injection. At this point, the fundus camera is moved to the 
second eye as quickly as possible, and a stereo pair of Field 2F 
is taken. 

The rapid 
sufficient to 
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capillary phase in most subjects. However, if the photographer is 
able to observe the transit of fluorescein dye through the vessels 
of the retina (i.e., if the exciter filter is in the path of the 
light used to observe the fundus), and determines that in a 
particular subject the full capillary phase will be missed if the 
rapid series is terminated at 26 seconds, the photographer is 
required to wait until the full capillary phase is observed to 
take the final one or two stereo pair(s) of the rapid seri~s 
before switching to the second eye. On the other hand, if the 
photographer observes that in a particular subject the full 
capillary phase is reached considerably earlier than 26 seconds, 
then the photographer is required only to complete the stereo pair 
in progress and then take one more stereo pair as a precaution 
before switching to the second eye, even if the camera is 
repositioned sooner than 26 seconds after the beginning of 
injection. Thus, a stereo pair of Field 2F in the second eye may 
be obtained shortly after the full capillary phase is observed in 
the rapid series eye, even if the transit of fluorescein occurs 
relatively early. The photographer should pay particular 
attention to the perifoveal capillary net when judging the time of 
the full capillary phase, making sure that these vessels have 
displayed the transit of fluorescein dye. 

2. Alternative Early Phase Procedures 

The procedure for obtaining multiple early phase photographs 
described above is strongly preferred, but if the photographer is 
for some reason unable to follow it, particularly if automatic 
film transport and Allen separator are not available (or if the 
exciter filter is in the path of the light used to observe the 
fundus), he/she may elect instead to obtain three stereo pairs 
during the early part of the fluorescein transit. The major goal 
is to obtain at least three good quality stereo pairs.· One pair 
should be obtained as the early capillary phase begins, one 
several seconds later in the full capillary phase, and one several 
seconds after that. In judging the time of the full capillary 
phase, the photographer should pay particular attention to the 
perifoveal capillary net, making sure that these vessels have 
displayed the transit of fluorescein dye. At this point, the 
camera is repositioned to the second eye as quickly as possible, 
and a stereo pair of Field 2F is taken. 

13.1.6.7 Mid-Phase Photographs 

As soon as the early photographs are completed, a second stereo pair 
of Field 2F of the eye not designated for the rapid series should be 
taken approximately 45 seconds after the beginning of injection, followed 
by a stereo pair of Field lF. 

At this point, the camera is repositioned back to the rapid-series 
eye, and stereo pairs are taken first of Field 2F (at approximately 60 
seconds} and then of Field lF. 
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Ideally, the mid phase photographs should be completed within 
approximately 65 seconds of the start of fluorescein injection. Not 
every angiography session will allow attainment of this goal. Of course, 
in subjects where slow circulation or delay in injection has forced a 
delay in the termination of the rapid series, the mid phase photographs 
will also be later than normal. However, in no subject should the mid 
phase photos be completed any later than two minutes after the beginning 
of injection. 

13.1.6.8 Late-Phase Photographs 

A final stereo pair of Field 2F ln each eye is taken between seven and 
nine minutes. 

13.1.6.9 Obtaining Good Quality and Stereoscopic Effect 

In obtaining. stereo pairs, care should be taken that at least one 
member of the pair is of good te~hnical quality. In some cases• it will 
be possible to obtain good quality in both members, but if this is not 
the case, the aim should be to obtain good quality in one member and some 
stereo separation, accepting poorer quality in the second member of the 
pair if necessary. 

13.1.6.10 Evaluation Visit Angiography 

When the fluorescein photographs have been processed, they should be 
reviewed for photographic quality in the clinic (see Section 13.l.6.ll). 
At the beginning of the study, all photographers will be ''provisionally 
ce.rtified," and must record the results of their examination of angiogram 
quality on DCCT Form 026 befzre the angiogram is sent to the CORU. 
Photographers who consistently submit fluorescein angiograms of good 
quality will be "fully certified," and thereafter their angiograms may be 
checked by a member of the clinic staff simply for the presence or 
absence of each field. 

The eye in which early phase photographs are to be taken is selected 
by the procedures described in Section 13.l.6.l. 

4 A sample of photographs of at least ten 
fallowing distribution of quality: at least 
not more than 5% "inadequate, unexplained." 
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13.1.6.11 Fluorescein Photographic Quality 

At the CORU, angiograms taken by provisionally certified photographers 
receive a detailed quality review, and feedback is provided to 
photographers as necessary to solve any problems that might arise. After 
a photographer becomes fully certified, the CORU staff perform only an 
abbreviated overall quality grading on the angiograms submitted. If 
overall quality is less than "fair" because of photographic technique, a 
detailed quality grading is carried out, with only the fields and 
photographic characteristics causing the grade to be lowered recorded on 
the form. When the grader deems it necessary, corrunents on the angiogram 
are returned to the clinical center. 

In grading all fluorescein photograph sets, a three-step 
ased, with steps of good, fair, and poor as defined below 
individual stereo pair): 

STEP 

Cood 

Fair 

Poor 

FIELD DEFINITION 

less than one 
half DD from 
definition 

Greater than 
or equal to 
one-half DD 
but less than 
one DD from 
definition 

Greater than 
or equal to 
one DD from 
correct field. 
definition 

FOCUS AND CLARITY 
EFFECT 

Crisp (at least 
centrally) 

Clarity 
sufficient to 
assess any 
capillary 
loss 

Clarity 
insufficient to 
assess any 
capillary 
loss 

STEREOSCOPIC 

Satisfactory 

Less than 
satisfactory 
but useful 
for grading 

Little or no 
stereoscopic 
effect 

scale is 
(for each 

A stereo pair will be considered "good" if all three characteristics 
listed above are graded "good"; "fair" if one of the conditions listed as 
"fair" is present and the other two are "fair" or "good"; and "poor" if 
one or more of the conditions listed as "poor" is present. 
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A set of -fluorescein photographs will be graded "excellent," "good," 
"fair," "acceptable," or "inadequate" according to the following 
criteria: 

GRADE 

Excellent = E 

Good • G 

Fair = F 

Beyond meeting criteria for "good," angiogram 
outstanding for its high quality. 

is 

The following four fields of good quality: Field 2F, 
first eye, in capillary phase (at least one stereo pair 
between 11 and 26 seconds -- perifoveal capillary net 
should be visible, thus in subjects with slow circulation 
this pair may be somewhat later); Field 2F, second eye, 
in early phase or 45-120 second phase; and Field lF, each 
eye, in 45-120 second phase. The following of at least 
fair quality: Field 2F, each eye, in 7-9 minute phase 
and color photos of Fields lF and 2F, each eye. 

The following fields of at least fair quality, with good 
focus in at least three of these four fields: Field 2F, 
first eye, in capillary phase or 45-120 second phase; 
Field 2F, second eye, in early phase or 45-120 second 
phase; and Field lF, each eye, in 45-120 second phase. 
At least one Field 2F, either eye, in 7-9 minute phase, 
of at least fair quality. 

< Acceptable, Borderline 
Set does not meet criteria for "fair" but is judged to provide adequate 
documentation of retinopathy and can be graded. 

Inadequate 

From lens photo included with the set, CORU grader 
confirms that media opacities account for problems in set. 

In opinion of CORU grader, lens photo does not show 
substantial opacity, but photographer noted on form that 
media opacities caused problems. 

Photographer noted on form that extreme photophobia, poor 
fixation, excessive tearing or similar condition caused 
problems. 

None of above descriptions apply, 
problems in set are unexplained. 

therefore quality 

Quality of set is too poor to allow reliable grading. 
One of four grades is assigned in such cases. These are 
differentiated just as the four grades for "acceptable, 
borderline" described above. 
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l3.l.6.l2 Film Processing, Mounting, and Labeling 

The film may be processed in a local processing laboratory. Any 
processing procedures which yields good quality negatives may be used for 
this film. The negatives returned from the processing laboratory should 
be mounted in standard cardboard 2 x 2 inch readymounts. Each readymount 
should be labeled on the bottom of the cardboard frame using printed 
labels supplied by the Coordinating Center on which should be written, if 
not correctly preprinted, the accession number assigned by the 
Coordinating Center for the given subject's angiogram. 

For each frame, the time in seconds 
be recorded on the label affixed to each 
photograph itself. An illustration of 
pair is given in Figure 13.5. 

from the start of injection must 
readymount, unless shown in the 
the proper labeling of a stereo 

The mounted and labeled negatives are placed in an 18 x 11 inch 
transparent plastic sheet containing 40 pockets per sheet. A 40-pocket 
sheet like the Bardes Sheet #462042 "Clearlast," available from Bardes 
Products, Inc., 5225 West Clinton Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53223, is 
strongly recommended. The early phase photographs. and late phase 
photographs should be arranged in time sequence as illustrated in Figure 
13.6. The sheet identification label supplied by the Coordinating Center 
should be completed and attached to the edge of the plastic sheet as 
indicated. 

This sheet identification label is keyed to the accession number on 
the individual slide labels. It contains the current clinic number, 
subject identification number, subject's initials, visit number, date the 
photographs were taken, and the photographer's DCCT certification number. 
The visit designation for photographs .taken at the Evaluation Visit 
(i.e., eligibility/baseline) fluorescein angiography session is defined 
as BSLN. 

When angiograms are graded at the 
conceal all but the accession number, 
bias. 

CORU, opaque masks are used to 
so as to avoid any possible grader 

13.1.6.13 Duplication and Shipment of Fluorescein Photographs 

All fluorescein photographs sent to the CORU must be original 
negatives. They should be duplicated by the clinical center and the 
copies (positive or negative at the Principal Investigator's discretion) 
retained at the clinical center. The original negatives properly 
mounted, labeled, and assembled in plastic sheets should be forwarded to 
the CORU with a copy of DCCT Fluorescein Angiography Form (DCCT Form 026) 
and DCCT Form 026 should be sent to the Coordinating Center in the 
routine weekly forms mailing. In addition, the Fundus Photograph Hailing 
List (DCCT Form 042) is completed and distributed whenever the clinic 
mails a package of stereophotographs or angiograms to the CORU. 
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13.1.7 Use of Uncertified Photographers in Extenuating Circumstances 

Photographs 
photographers. 
preferably all, 
(see Chapter 23 

submitted for the DCCT should be taken by certified 
Clinical centers are encouraged to have at least two, and 
of their ophthalmic photographers certified for the DCCT 

for certification procedures). 

After the Evaluation Visit, on those rare occasions when a subject who 
has come a long distance attends the clinic for a visit requ1r1ng 
photographs and all photographers certified for the DCCT (provisionally 
or fully) are ill or on vacation, the clinical center may have no 
alternative but to submit photographs taken by an uncertified 
photographer. The name of the uncertified photographer should be entered 
on the DCCT photography fona, and the space for the photographer's 
certification number left blank. Special effort should be made to follow 
the DCCT photography protocol and to obtain photographs of satisfactory 
quality. 

13.2 OPHTHALMIC EXAMINATION 

At study entry a complete ophthalmic examination should be performed 
on each subject to provide baseline information for reference during 
follow-up. Only a small portion of the information available from such 
an examination is collected and stored in the DCCT data base. It should 
be emphasized that the Baseline Ophthalmic Examination and Ocular History 
and the Endpoint Visit Ophthalmic Examination Forms (DCCT Forms 008 and 
027) are not designed to replace the subject record and that, in general, 
a separate clinical record is required for purposes of subject 
management. 

13.2.l Anterior Segment Examination 

The examination of the anterior segment of each eye is performed. at 
the Baseline Ophthalmic Examination to document the baseline status of 
the eye and to detect characteristics which render the eye ineligible, 
and at Endpoint Visit examinations to detect any changes in ocular status 
during the course of the study which may be attributable to disease or 
treatment. The examination should be performed in a dimly illuminated 
room; a slit-lamp biomicroscope should be used in the standard fashion 
starting anteriorly and working posteriorly. 

The corneas are examined and abnormalities in the epithelium, stroma 
and endothelium are noted (but not recorded on a form). The depth of the 
anterior chamber is assessed to determine if there is any danger in 
dilating the pupil. If the angle is thought to be closeable, the eye 
should not be dilated until appropriate provocative tests are performed. 
The presence of cells, flare or other abnormality is recorded on the 
appropriate DCCT form, at the Baseline Ophthalmic Examination. The 
presence of new vessels on the iris is recorded. If, at the Baseline 
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Ophthalmic Examination, definite new vessels are present on the iris in 
either eye, the subject is ineligible for the study. The lens is 
evaluated after the pupil is dilated and opacities or aphakia are noted; 
subjects who are aphakic in one or both eyes at the Baseline Ophthalmic 
Examination are ineligible for the OCCT. The clarity of the lens is 
assessed. In general, mild to moderate axial, posterior subcapsular 
opacities (PSC), or 2+ nuclear sclerosis may be expected to reduce visual 
acuity but not to less than 20/100. Severe PSC or severe nuclear 
sclerosis or a combination may be expected to reduce acuity to less than 
20/100. 

13.2.2 Intraocular Pressure 

The intraocular pressure is measured in both eyes before the pupils 
are dilated at the Baseline Ophthalmic Examination. A Goldmann 
applanation tonometer mounted on a slit-lamp is used for the measurement. 
To insure a clean tonometer surface, a solution such as phenymercuric 
borate (Herfen's solution) on a cotton ball is used to clean the tip of 
the tonometer mechanically, followed by a wipe with sterile water on a 
cotton ball. 

After a brief explanation of the procedure, the subject receives one 
·or two drops of local anesthetic in each eye. A drop of anesthetic is 
placed on the fluorescein strip and this in turn is touched to the 
conjunctival surface of th~ lower lid while the subject looks up. A 
combination anesthetic-fluorescein drop may be substituted. The subject 
places chin and forehead firmly in the headrest, and directs his/her gaze 
straight ahead (with or without a fixation target). 

The tonometer is brought into positiQn and the tip illuminated with a 
wide open slit and blue filter from approximately 45 degrees to the side. 
A magnification of ten power is recommended. The examiner brings the 
tonometer prism to ·within five to ten millimeters of the center of the 
cornea while looking around the side of the microscope. If the subject 
has a tendency to blink as the tonometer approaches, the examiner may 
need to hold the lids apart. Care must be taken to keep from exerting 
pressure on the globe through the lids as this may affect the accuracy of 
the measurement. The examiner then looks through the oculars and, with 
the measuring scale set at one (10 11111 Hg), gently brings the tip of the 
tonometer into contact with the center of the cornea by moving the joy 
stick forward. At contact the examiner will see a bright yellow-green 
spot that will break into two separate semicircular arcs. These arcs 
should be in sharp focus and be of equal circumference above and below 
the horizontal dividing line. If they are not of equal circumference the 
joy stick is pulled back, removing the tonometer from the cornea, and the 
elevation changed in the appropriate direction (towards the larger arc). 
Only then is the tonometer replaced on the cornea by pushing the joy 
stick forward. Pulsation of the arcs indicates proper contact of the 
tonometer. If the arcs start to overlap before pulsation is noted, the 
joy stick has been pushed too far forward and the examiner should back 
off slightly. The width of the arcs should be about one-tenth their 
diameter. If greater, excess fluid should be wiped from the tonometer. 
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The force applied to the cornea is increased until the inner borders 
of the two fluorescein arcs just touch each other. The inner border of 
the arc represents the demarcation line between the cornea flattened by 
applanation and the cornea not flattened. The joy stick is then pulled 
back just far enough to lose the image and then moved gently forward 
again to check the measurement. If the inner borders of the two arcs are 
still just touching, the measurement is rechecked as before. If the arcs 
do not overlap enough, the force is increased and again the measurement 
is rechecked. 

The reading taken from the scale is multiplied by ten to convert to 
intraocular pressure in mm Hg. A measurement of two on the scale 
corresponds to 20 111111 Hg. intraocular pressure. Each scale division 
between the numbers is equal to 2 mm Hg. 

13.2.3 Ophthalmoscopic Examination 

13.2.3.1 Baseline Visit 

The ophthalmoscopic evaluations of the Baseline Ophthalmic Examination 
provide comparison with photographic assessment which will be used to 
develop clinical guidelines from study results. All subjects who are 
judged to be eligible on the basis of these ophthalmoscopic examinations 
and who meet other eligibility criteria have fundus photographs for 
primary prevention subjects and a DCCT fluorescein angiogram,· including 
color photographs of Fields lF and 2F, taken of each eye and submitted to 
the CORU for assessment of eligibility. Judgment on the amount of 
retinopathy present for eligibility screening is made only on the basis 
of CORU assessment of the fundus photographs and should not be made at 
the time of the ophthalmoscopic evaluation. 

13.2.3.2 Endpoint Visits 

At Annual Endpoint Visits, the ophthalmoscopic examination is carried 
out to detect changes in retinopathy, particularly development of 
characteristics fo~ which photocoagulation treatment might be considered 
necessary. It is important that this examination be done in a systematic 
and thorough fashion. 

13.2.3.3 Increased Follow-up Visit Schedule 

The CORU will notify the Principal Investigator and the 
ophthalmologist if any of the following is detected in endpoint v1s1t 
photographs: any proliferative retinopathy; severe non-proliferative 
retinopathy; moderately severe NPDR if there has been progression of at 
least three steps on the DCCT retinopathy index within the past year; or 
clinically significant macular edema. This notification will trigger an 
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seen by the 

No study forms need be completed at these extra. visits, unless High 
Risk Characteristics (HRC) are noted, in which case the visual acuity on 
DCCT Form 027 should be completed as well as photographs of both eyes, 
Once HRC are detected, study visual acuity measurements should be 
completed at each subsequent quarterly visit. See Manual Chapter 10 for 
photocoagulation policy and other ocular intercurrent events. 

Requests for increased followup for other diabetes related reasons 
will be considered by the Ophthalmic Committee on an individual basis. 
Initiate consideration by completing DCCT Form 076, Request for 
Ophthalmic Committee Consultation. 

The presence of ocular symptoms will also trigger an exam by the 
ophthalmologist, These exams may continue as long as symptoms persist 
and can be related to diabetic eye disease. To this end, each subject 
who is seen for symptoms will be contacted before the next scheduled 
v1s1t to determine if the symptorus have persisted and whether the subject 
needs to see the ophthalmologist at that visit. 

Tbe detection of other ocular conditions not related to diabetic 
retinopathy should be treated as would be appropriate for non-DCCT 
subjects. Approval for increased followup is not required, nor are the 
costs of this care necessarily covered by the DCCT program. 

Refer to Chapter 10, Definition. and Management of Intercurrent Events, 
for forms used to in1tiate an increased follow-up visit schedule. 

When photographs are taken at a visit other than a regularly scheduled 
Endpoint Visit, the Coordinating Center will provide special labels for 
these upon request. 

13.2.4 Indirect Ophthalmoscopy 

Indirect ophthalmoscopy is performed to obtain an overall stereoscopic 
view of the fundus and vitreous including the posterior pole and an 
anterior view that extends at least to the equator in all quadrants. At 
the Baseline Ophthalmic Examination particular attention should be paid 
to any signs of new vessels, vitreous hemorrhage, preretinal hemorrhage, 
fibrous proliferation, or retinal elevation, that is, for characteristics 
which would make a subject ineligible for the study (see Chapter 8). The 
examination should be performed with a head-mounted indirect 
ophthalmoscope and handheld condensing lens (a 14 or 200 Nikon Aspheric 
lens is recommended) with the subject sitting or lying down if necessary. 
If the subject has had a vitreous hemorrhage, the sitting examination 
should always be done first. 
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13.2.S Direct Ophthalmoscopy 

Direct ophthalmoscopy is performed to obtain a detailed evaluation of 
the disc and macula as well as to confirm lesions seen by indirect 
ophthalmoscopy. Particular attention is placed on evaluating the 
presence of microaneurysms, or other lesions of diabetic retinopathy. Of 
particular clinical importance is the identification of new vessels on 
the disc (NVD) and distinguishing new vessels elsewhere (NVE) from 
intraretinal microvascular abnormalities (IRMA), as these lesions may 
indicate that clinical intervention may be necessary. The examination 
should be performed with a transformer-powered direct ophthalmoscope or a 
halogen bulb handheld ophthalmoscope. 

13.3 BEST CORRECTED VISUAL ACUITY MEASUREMENTS 

13.3.1 Introduction 

Visual acuity is one of the resp~nse variables used in the evaluation 
of treatment effects in the DCCT. It is therefore essential that a 
standard procedure be used to obtain visual acuity measurements in each 
of the participating clinics and that precautions be incorporated in the 
procedures for obtaining visual acuity measurementi so as to minimize the 
effects of examiner and subject bias. 

Visual acuity measurements of each eye are obtained as part of the 
Baseline Ophthalmic Evaluation prior to randomization and at each annual 
follow-up visit. In addition, visual acuity (as well as photographs of 
both eyes) measurements are obtained using standard study procedures in 
the case that High Risk Characteristics are noted. Once HRC are 
detected, visual acuity is performed at each quarterly visit (see Section 
13.1.2.3). The visual acuity measurements must be obtained by a 
certified DCCT visual acuity examiner at the beginning of each eye 
examination before the subject's pupils have been dilated. Visual acuity 
is documented on either the Baseline Ophthalmic Examination and Ocular 
History Form (DCCT Form 008) or the Endpoint Visit Ophthalmic Examination 
Form (DCCT Form 027). 

5 Albeit a remote one for most subjects, given that they enter the trial 
with moderate non-proliferative retinopathy, at most, and some have no 
retinopathy detectable in fundus photographs. 
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13.3.2 Safeguards to Avoid Bias 

Every effort is made to obtain an accurate measure of visual acuity 
for both eyes of each subject at each follow-up visit. Both examiner and 
subject bias may affect these measurements. The subject randomized to 
experimental treatment may be so anxious to believe that experimental 
treatment is helpful that he/she ''tries harder." Alternatively, the 
subject may becq~e convinced that his/her eyes have been damaged by the 
experimental or standard treatment and may not try to read the smallest 
line he/she can see. There is no way to prevent the subject from knowing 
which treatment group he/she is in; that is, the subject cannot be 
"masked." Instead the examiner must urge, cajole, and encourage the 
subject to keep trying to read each smaller line on the chart to ensure 
that the subject makes a maximal effort with each eye. Furthermore, the 

_refraction (outlined in Chapter 13) should be carried out meticulously 
without hurrying the subject and each answer should be checked to be 
certain that the best possible refraction has been obtained for each eye. 

It also may not be possible in many cases to "mask" the examiner; that 
is, to keep the examiner from knowing which group the sub.:j.!ct is in until 
after the visual acuity measurements have been obtained at each visit 
because of the presence of pumps. Attempts should be made to mask 
examiners by requesting subjects to hide and turn off pumps during 
examination, and by supplying external pumps (not attached) to random 
subjects in the standard group. The subject should be instructed -to 
avoid indicating to the examiner the identity of his/her treatment group. 
Masking the examiner is the best method of avoiding the effects of 
examiner bias which, as was true for subject bias, may be in either 

·direction. To accomplish masking of the examiner, at the beginning of 
the visual acuity examination the examiner is given the subject's lens 
corrections obtained with subjective refraction at the last examination, 
but the examiner is not given access to the subject's record or chart or 
any other information on prior visual acuity or treatment. 

A simple way to comply with these procedures is -to use a standard 
Refraction Data Form (DCCT Form 008) which is updated at each 
examination. This form may be kept separately from the subject's chart. 
If not kept separately, it may be removed from the chart and given to the 
visual acuity examiner by another individual. Alternatively, the Clinic 
Coordinator may record lens corrections from the previous visit in pencil 
in the appropriate section for distance subjective refraction of the form 
to be used for the current visit. The individual carrying out the 
distance subjective refraction would then revise these findings and 
measure and record best-corrected visual acuity for each eye before 
proceeding with the other questions on the fonn. 
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13.3.3 DCCT Visual Acuity Chart DCCT Adaptation (Modified Baily-Lovie) 

The DCCT will use the charts and procedures developed for the Early 
Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS), a multicenter clinical 
trial of diabetic retinopathy. The chart should be hung so that the 
lower edge measures between 21 and 33 inches from the floor. Such 
hanging should provide that the charts are displayed in a plane parallel 
to the wall and perpendicular to the line of viewing. The charts are 
supplied by the DCCT Coordinating Center. 

The DCCT Refraction Chart R (Figure 13.7) or any other visual acuity 
chart except DCCT Visual Acuity Chart 1 or 2 may be used to determine the 
best distance lens correction, at 10 to 20 feet, for each eye. Testing 
of all subjects begins at four meters. Two DCCT Visual Acuity Charts are 
used for the measurement of visual acuity, each with a different letter 
sequence. The right eye will always be tested with Chart 1 (Figure 13.8) 
and the left eye with Chart 2 (Figure 13.9). 

Visual acuity measured at four meters (and at one meter for low vision 
subjects) may be determined from DCCT Visual Acuity Charts as shown for 
Charts l and 2 in Figure 13.10. The visual acuity equivalents for 20 
feet are indicated. Visual acuity measured at one meter may be 
determined as shown in Figure 13.11. 

13.3.4 Illumination of the DCCT Visual Acuity f!!.!.!!!, and Room 
Illumination 

Room illumination should be at a level of SO to 100 foot-candles as 
measure~ with a photometer held four feet from the floor and directed 
toward the ceiling. This is equivalent to the room lighting in most 
office buildings or schools. Illumination should be within the stated 
limits at all points along _a line from the subject to the chart except 
for the three-foot segment closest to the chart, where the limit may be 
exceeded. The chart itself should be illuminated by an incandescent 
light or other source directed towards the chart in such a way to evenly 
illuminate it and not create shadows or glare. 

13.3.S Beginning Approximate Refraction 

If the subject wears contact lenses and has spectacle glasses as well, 
he/she should be instructed to refrain from wearing the contact lenses on 
the day of each examination. In the event that the subject either has no 
glasses or has forgotten the instructions and has reported for 
examination wearing contact lenses, these should be removed and at least 
one-half hour should elapse before refraction and visual acuity testing 
is done. In this latter event, careful attention should be given to the 
cornea on slit-lamp examination and any abnormalities should be noted in 
the subject's clinic record. 
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If the subject's visual acuity in either eye is less than 4/20 (20/100 
equivalent) with the subject's present djstance glasses (or without 
correction, if the subject does not have glasses), retinoscopy and 
refraction should be carried out by an examiner proficient in these 
procedures. The lens corrections obtained are used as the beginning 
approximate refraction in the procedure outline below for determination 
of best-corrected visual acuity. If the subject's visual acuity is 4/20 
(20/100) or better with the subject's present distance glasses, the 
glasses are measured with a lensometer and these measurements are used as 
the beginning approximate refraction. If the results of the subjective 
refraction from a previous DCCT visit are available, these results should 
be used as the beginning approximate refraction. If the subject's visual 
acuity is 4/20 (20/100) or better and the subject does not have glasses 
for distance v1s1on, the beginning approximate refraction is no lens 
correction or plano. 

13.3.6 Subjective Refraction 

The frame 6 lens cells are parallel to the anterior plane of the orbits 
and centered in front of the pupils. The left eye is occluded and the 
beginning approximate refraction as determined above is placed in the 
right anterior lens cells with the cylindrical correct.ion anterior, The 
subject is asked to look at and read any standard chart or DCCT 
Refraction Chart R to determine the best lens correction. The standard 
chart at a distance of 10 to 20 feet may be used directly or with a 
mirror, or a projecto-chart may be used for the refraction. Note that 
the DCCT Visual Acuity Charts 1 and 2 are not used for this purpose but 
only to test the visual acuity under the prescribed conditions after the 
best refraction is determined. A +0.50 sphere is held in front of the 
right eye and the subject is asked if the vision is impro~d while 
looking at the smallest line read well. If the subject responds that it 
is not improved, he/she is asked if vision is made worse. If vision is 
improved or there is no change, the sphere in the trial frame is replaced 
with a sphere that is one-half diopter more plus. The +0.50 sphere is 
held in front of the right eye again and the subject is asked if the 
vision is improved or worsened. The process of increasing the plus 
sphere in the trial frame is repeated until the subject says that the 
+0.50 sphere held in front of the trial frame makes the v1s1on worse. 
When this occurs, the +0.50 sphere is removed from in front of the trial 
frame. By this process the highest plus or least minus sphere that will 
produce a minimum blurring of the subject's vision is determined. 

After determining the highest plus or least minus sphere, the subject 
is asked to read the smallest line possible. A -0.37 sphere is held in 
front of the trial frame and the subject is asked if the vision is 

6 It is permissible to use a phoropter for the subjective refraction. 
However, the final refraction to be used for visual acuity testing must 
be placed in a trial frame and the final sphere must be rechecked as 
described in the last paragraph of this Chapter. 
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improved. If it is not, the +O.SO sphere is tried again to see if the 
subject will still accept more plus. If the subject reports that the 
vision is improved by the -0.37 sphere, the subject is requested to read 
the smallest line possible. If the examiner is convinced that the vision 
is improved, the sphere in the trial frame is replaced by a sphere that 
is 0.2S diopter less plus. Minus spherical power is added by -0.2S 
diopter increments in the above fashion until the subject shows no 
further improvement in vision. 

For purposes of this discussion only plus cylinder techniques will be 
presented. If the beginning approximate refraction contains a cylinder 
correction, changes in cylindrical axis are tested by adding a 0.2S, 
0.37, or O.SO diopter cross cylinder, first with the positive axis 4S 
degrees to one side of the cylinder axis, and then with the positive axis 
45 degrees to the opposite side of the cylinder axis. Since neither 
position may produce a clear image the subject is encouraged to select 
the position of least blur while fixing on a single round letter on the 
line above the line on the chart he/she is able to read when the cross 
cylinder is not held up before the trial frame. If the subject cannot 
choose between the tw~ positions of the cross cylinder at the beginning 
of this test, the axis of the cylinder is moved five degrees to 15 
degrees, first in one direction and then in the other, with the cross 
cylinder being checked in each position to confirm that the original axis 
was indeed correct. If the subject does prefer one position of the cross 
cylinder to the other and the cylinder in the trial frame is plus, the 
axis of the cylinder is moved five to 15 degrees 7 axis of the cross 
cylinder when in the position which the subject said was better. The 
cross cylinder is tried again with the positive axis 45 degrees to one 
side of the new cylinder axis and then with the positive axis 45 degrees 
to the opposite side of the new - cylinder axis and the subject is asked 
which position he/she prefers. If the subject prefers one position to 
the other, the axis of the plus cylinder is moved toward the positive 
axis of the cross cylinder. Testing for change of axis is repeated .until 
the subject cannot decide that one position of the cross cylinder is 
better than the other. 

Change in cylinder power is now tested by adding the cross cylinder, 
first with the positive axis and then with negative axis coincident with 
the cylinder axis. For this test, the subject is requested to focus 
attention on a round letter on the lowest line on the chart he/she is 
able to read. If the subject prefers the positive axis coincident with 
the cylinder axis, the power of the correcting plus cylinder is increased 
by an additional plus 0.2S diopter. If the subject prefers the negative 
axis conincident with the cylinder axis, the total power of the 
correcting plus cylinder is reduced by 0.25 diopter. The process is 
repeated until the subject cannot choose one of the cross cylinder 
positions as better than the other, i.e., until both positions are 
equally bad. If 1.00 diopter of cylinder should be added, 0.50 diopter 

7 When the power of the 
discrimination is poor, 
answers. 
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of sphere of opposite sign should be added as well, and, similarly, 0.25 
diopter of sphere of opposite sign added for each additional 0.50 
cylinder. 

If the beginning refraction is a sphere, the presence of astigmatism 
is tested by arbitrarily placing a 0.25 cylinder at 180 degrees in the 
trial frame, after having determined the highest plus or least minus 
sphere producing minimal blurring of vision as described above. The 
refraction is then continued by using the cross cylinder to test for 
cylinder axis and power. In this situation, or in any situation when 
testing for cylinder power with the cross-cylinder technique and when 
0.25 cylinder is present, if the preference with cross-cylinder indicates 
that this 0.25 cylinder should be removed, before doing so rotate the 
0.25 cylinder 90 degrees from its original position and test for cylinder 
power once again. At this point, if additional power is preferred, it 
should be added. If, on the other hand, the preference is to remove the 
0.25, this should be done and the final refraction would be purely 
spherical. 

Example: 

Starting refraction: -2.50 + 0.25 axis 37 degrees. Use of the cross 
cylinder to check cylinder axis indicates that the subject prefers the 37 
degrees axis •. If on using the cross-cylinder to check cylinder power one 
finds that the subject wants the 0.25 cylinder removed, rotate the 
cylinder to 127 degrees and test for cylinder power once again. If 

·additional power is preferred, add it. If the preference is to remove 
the 0.25 cylinder, this should be done. 

If 0.50 or more diopters of cylinder have been added, 
axis should be refined, if possible, by using the cross 
described above. 

the cylinder 
cylinder as 

Minus cylinders may be used instead of plus 
best correction for the power and axis of 
cylinders are used, the procedure described 
reflect this change in sign. 

cylinders to determine the 
the cylinder. If minus 
above must be revised to 

When neither the power nor the axis of the cylinder can be improved, 
the power of the sphere is rechecked by adding +0.37 and -0.37 spheres 
and changing the spherical power by quarter diopter increments of the 
appropriate sign until the subject can perceive no improvement in v1s1on. 
If the sphere is changed at this point, the cylinder should be rechecked. 
This process is repeated until no further significant lens changes are 
made. The lens corrections obtained in this way for the right eye are 
recorded on the examination form in the section for visual acuity 
measurements as the corrections obtained by subjective refraction for the 
right eye. The entire process is repeated for the left eye and the lens 
corrections are recorded on the examination form as the corrections 
obtained by subjective refraction for the left eye. 

If a site 
and/or a chart 

other than the actual DCCT refraction lane at four meters 
other than DCCT Refraction Chart R are utilized for the 
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refraction, a final check of the sphere, as outline above, should be 
carried out just prior to the actual visual acuity testing, using the 
DCCT refraction lane at four meters and DCCT Ref~action Chart R and light 
box. If the refraction with the DCCT refraction is recorded on the form. 
Similarly, if a phoropter has been used for the subjective refraction, a 
final check on the sphere, as described above, should be performed with a 
trial frame using the DCCT refraction lane at four meters and the DCCT 
Refraction Chart and light box. 

13.3.6.l Refraction for Subjects with Poor Visual Acuity 

If it is not possible to perform a subjective refraction at the 10-20 
foot distance because the subject's visual acuity in one or both eyes is 
too poor to see the largest letters on the refraction chart at that 
distance, then the refraction should be attempted at the one meter 
distance in the eye(s) in question. If the subjective refraction can be 
successfully performed at the one meter distance, then a +0.75 sphere 
should be subtracted from the one meter refraction, in order to make the 
correction appropriate for the four meter visual acuity test distance. 
It is the latter correction that should be entered in the appropriate 
space on the form 'rovided for distance subjective refraction. 

Example: 

Refraction could not be performed at 10-20 feet in the right eye 
because the subject could not see any letters on the refraction chart at 
that distance. When the subject was moved up to one meter, the following 
was obtained: 

+ 2.00 + 1.00 x 180 degrees 
In order to make this appropriate for visual acuity testing at four 
meters, a +0.75 sph. must be subtracted from the above result. 

+ 2.00 + 1.00 x 180 degrees 

- +0.75 sph 

+l.25 + 1.00 x 180 degrees 

8 NOTE: The visual acuity should always be tested first at the four 
meter distance, even if the subject could not be refracted at the four 
meter distance. If the number of letters read correctly at four meters 
is less than or equal to 20, the visual acuity must also be tested at 
the one meter distance, in which case the +0.75 sphere should be 
replaced (see Section 13.3.7 Best-Corrected Visual Acuity 
Measurements). 
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This value is entered on the form for distance subjective refraction and 
used to test the visual acuity at four meters. 

Example: 

In another subject, the refraction could not be performed at four 
meters and the following refraction was obtained at one meter in the left 
eye: 

-l.75 + 0.50 x 90 degrees 

The appropriate correction for four meter visual acuity testing is: 

-l.75 + 0.50 x 90 degrees 

- +0.75 sph 

-2.50 + 0.50 x 90 debrees 

If the subjective refraction cannot be performed at either the four 
meter Gr the one meter distance because the subject's visual acuity is 
too poor to see the largest letter on the refraction chart at both of 
these distances, th~n the most recent distance subjective refraction 
obtained at a previous DCCT visit should be used for visual acuity 
testing. 
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13.3.7 Best-Corrected Visual Acuity Measurements 

The distance from the subject's eyes to the DCCT Visual Acuity Chart 
should be 4.0 meters. With the lens correction obtained by subjective 
refraction in the trial frame, the subject is asked to read DCCT Visual 
Acuity Chart 1 from tbe top with the right eye. It is emphasized to the 
subject that each answer will be scored so that adequate time should be 
allowed for each letter in order to achieve the best identification. 

When the subject cannot read a letter, he/she is encouraged to guess 
if at all possible. If the subject states that a letter is one of two 
letters, he/she is asked to choose only one letter and, if necessary, to 
guess. It may be suggested that the subject fixate eccentrically or turn 
or shake his/her head in any manner if this improves visual acuity. If 
the subject employs these maneuvers, care must be taken to insure that 
the fellow eye remains covered. Only one reading is allowed for each 
letter. When a subject attempts to read the chart and comes to a level 
at which he/she cannot even guess, the examiner may stop the test for 
that eye provided that the subject has previously made some .errors which 
indicate that the best possible acuity level has been reached. 

The examiner records each letter identified correctly by the subject 
as he/she reads the chart by circling the corresponding letter on the 
appropriate DCCT form for this visit. Letters read incorrectly, or for 
which no guesses are made, are not marked on this fonn. Each letter read. 
correctly is scored as one point. The score for each line (including 
zero_ if no letters were read correctly on that line) and the total score 
for that eye must be recorded on the form after the testing has been 
completed. 

If the number of letters read correctly at four meters is less than 
twenty, the test should be repeated at one meter and both the four- and 
one-meter totals should be recorded on the appropriate DCCT form for this 
v1s1t. Both eyes should be tested at four meters before the subject is 
moved up to the one-meter test distance. Prior to actual testing at one
meter, +0.75 spheres should be added to the correction already in the 
trial frame to compensate for the new distance.· The subject may stand or 
sit for the visual acuity test at four meters, but must sit for the one
meter distance. 

If the subject's visual acuity is so poor that be/she cannot read the 
largest chart letters when tested at one meter (i.e., the number of 
letters read correctly at one meter is zero) then the subject's ability 
to count fingers, detect hand motion, or have light perception should be 
evaluated. If the examiner is not convinced that the subject can count 
fingers or detect hand movements, this eye should be tested for light 
perception (see Chapter 13). 

The same procedure for obtaining visual acuity for the right eye is 
used for the left eye, except that DCCT Visual Acuity Chart 2 is used. 
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13.3.8 Calculating the Visual Acuity Score 

After each measurement of visual acuity, the visual acuity score for 
the visit is calculated. The visual acuity score is-defined as follows: 

l. If four or more letters are read correctly at the four-meter test 
distance, the visual acuity score is equal to the number of 
letters read correctly at four meters plus 30; or 

2. If fewer than four letters are read correctly at the four-meter 
test distance, the visual acuity score is equal to the number of 
letters read correctly at one meter; or 

3. If no letters are read correctly at either the four-meter distance 
or the one-meter distance, the visual acuity score is O. 

13.3.9 Proposal for Conversion from Visual Acuity Ezamination Record 
Form to Visual Acuity Value 

One may obtain a "fractional'' visual acuity by noting the last full 
line read correctly and adding to it the number of letters read correctly 
beyond this line; for ezample, if a subject were to read all the letters 
on the 4/10 line and above and four of five letters on the 4/8 line, the 
acuity could be expressed as 4/10 + 4 (20/SO + 4). 

For purposes of statistical analyses, conversion to Log MAR units may 
be done. (l) Each line of letters has. a corresponding Log MAR value. It 
is assumed that each _letter on the chart has a Log MAR value of 0.02, as 
each line· of five letters has a total value of 0.10. One may therefore 
arrive at a Log KAR value for each test by the calculation (l.70-0.02N) 
where N is the total number of letters read correctly. For subjects 
tested at the four-meter test distance, 30 letters will be considered as 
having been read correctly prior to testing, in order to have scores 
attained at four meters and one nieter correspond. In the example, by 
this method, N = (30+39) = 69 and the Log KAR value would be 1.70 - (0.02 
x 69) = 0.32. In other words, it is assumed, for scoring purposes, that 
the subject could read the 30 largest letters at one meter without 
actually testing this ability. 

It should be noted that this method of conversion to Log HAR units has 
the difficulty of assigning the same 0.02 value to each letter read 
correctly, no matter which line the letter is from. Therefore, any 
letter on the 4/6.25 (20/32) line is given the same 0.02 value as any 
letter on the 4/8 (20/40) line, or any other line for that matter. While 
some accuracy may be lost by this method, the error is estimated to be 
small and the advantage of g1v1ng some credit for all correct answers 
probably outweighs this disadvantage. 
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13.3.10 Testing Light Perception 

If the number of letters read correctly at one meter was zero and the 
examiner is not convinced that the subject can count fingers or detect 
hand movements, the eye is tested for light perception with the indirect 
ophthalmoscope as the light source. Room lighting should remain at the 
level of normal visual acuity testing. The subject should close the 
opposite eye and occlude it by making a tight seal with the palm around 
the orbit and the bridge of the nose. The indirect ophthalmoscope light 
should be in focus at three feet, and the rheostat set at six volts. 
From a distance of three feet the beam should be directed in and out of 
the eye at least four times; the subject should be asked to respond when 
he/she sees the light. If the examiner is convinced that the subject 
perceives the light, vision should be recorded as light perception, 
otherwise as not light perception. 

13.3.11 Examinations After the Baseline Visit 

The lens corrections obtained by subjective refraction at the 
preceding completed examination should be used as · the beginning 
approximate refraction for the next examination. These results should be 
recorded in pencil on the appropriate examination forms in preparation 
for the subject's examination and, if used, on the Refraction Data Form 
at the end of each examination. 

13.3.12 Visual Acuity Required for Eligibility 

Eligibility for ·DCCT requires that the subject read correctly 50 or 
more letters at the four-meter test distance with each eye, which 
corresponds to 4/5.0 (20/25) or better vision at the Evaluation Visit, 
unless the eye has diabetic retinopathy confirmed by the CORU assessment 
of the Evaluation Visit photographs in which case the eye may have 4/6.5 
(20/32) vision (45 letters correct). If less than 50 letters are read 
correctly with either ~ !! the EvaluatiOn Visit-;-the Trial Coo;dlnS"tOr 
should be informed promptly. If retinopathy is not present on the basis 
of the clinical examination, the subject may not be eligible unless 
retinopathy is detected on fundus photographs read at the CORU. 

If a subject otherwise clincially eligible for the study does not meet 
the eligibility criteria described above, the vision may be retested no 
sooner than the following day. If the subject is still ineligible, the 
subject is temporarily excluded for six months. At the end of six 
months, the subject may be restarted. See Chapter 6 for procedures for 
restarting subjects. 
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Summary of Visual Acuity Requirements for Eligibility 

Diabetic Retinopathy Present 

No 

Yes 

October 22, 1987 
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Greater than or equal to 50 (4 meters) 
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APPENDIX 13-A 

POINTERS ON PHOTOGRAPHIC TECHNIQUE 

Since the CORU analyzes photographs for quality in terms 
definition, (2) focus/clarity, and (3) stereo effect, 
presented here on photographic technique are organized 
headings. 

FIELD DEFINITION 

Color 
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of (1) field 
the comments 
under those 

For color fundus photographs, proper field definition is discussed in 
Section 13.1.5.1 of the Manual of Operations; for fluorescein angiograms, 
correct field definition is presented in Section 13.1.6.3. Both are 
illustrated in Figure 13.1. 

Try the following technique-for atta1n1ng proper definition in Field 4 
and other fields. Assuming that Field 4 is being taken, (1) move the 
camera from the center of the disc upwards until the upper edge of the 
disc meets the bottom of the vertical cross hair, (2) take note of some 
landmark at the intersection of the cross hairs (e.g., a small vessel or 
microaneurysms), (3) swing the camera temporally until this landmark is 
at the nasal end of the horizontal cross hair Cat this point, the lower 
edge pf your field will fall on the same.plane as the upper edge of the 
disc) -- this is the proper position for Field 4. For Field 6, rotate 
the camera back nasally until the fundus landmark you selected is at the 
temporal end of th~ horizontal cross hair. Comparable maneuvers will do 
the same for Fields 5 and 7. 

Fluor~scein 

Note that for angiographic Fields lF and 2F the proper field 
definitions are different from those for Fields 1 and 2. 

Field lF is located such that the temporal edge of the disc is 
positioned 1/4 DD from the temporal edge of the field. Thus, Field lF 
shows more of the nasal field than the standard Field l. It is important 
to keep a small amount of the retina visible temporal to the disc to 
ensure that the entire disc remains in the field. The decision to use 
this modification was made because some of the earliest microvascular 
changes visible in fluorescein occur in this area. 

Field 2F is centered 1/2 DD temporal to the center of the macula. 
Often, photographers make the error of centering it nearly on the center 
of the macula, which is too far nasal. One should not see much or any of 
the optic disc in Field 2F. This more temporal placement (compared with 
standard Field 2) includes more of the retinal area temporal to the 
macula, which is another area where some of the earliest changes visible 
in fluorescein occur. 
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Using these field definitions modified for angiography, you will 
notice that very little if any overlap will occur between Fields lF and 
2F. Since only two fields are taken, this arrangement maximizes the area 
of retina captured in the pictures. 

FOCUS/CLARITY 

Perhaps the most common error in fundus photography is poor focus, 
which can be avoided if the photographer develops a constant awareness of 
the need to keep the cross hairs in the ocular of the camera in sharp 
focus by adjusting the ocular as often as necessary. The cross hairs 
must be in sharp focus at all times -- having the fundus in focus and the 
cross hairs blurred results in an out-of-focus photograph. 

If it is not possible to get the entire photographic field in crisp 
focus, please concentrate on getting the center of the field in focus, 
sacrificing a bit on the periphery if necessary. This is especially 
important in Fields 1 and 2. Frequently the CORU sees photographs 
showing the fovea to be slightly out of focus while the periphery of 
Field 2 is in focus. (This may be ~ue to the fact that when the 
photographer moves to Field 2, having just taken Field 1, he or she does 
not refocus on the foveal area.) 

A common problem is focusing too deep. Photographs which include the 
disc {Fields l, lF, and often 2) sometimes show clear focus on the' bottom 
of the cup, while the retina is slightly out of focus. It appears that 
some photographers use the disc margin or the granular pattern of the 
pigment epithelium for focusing~ Instead, it is desirable to focus on 
the fine vascular branches as they approach the macula. If you recall 
that the depth of focus is greater posterior to the plane of absolute 
focus than anterior to it, it makes sense to err on the side of focusing 
slightly up into the vitreous rather than too deep. This should keep 
both the anterior surface of the retina and the pigment epithelial 
background in focus. Such a strategy is of special importance when 
macular edema is present. 

In all field except Field 2, when elevated retinopathy is present such 
that the depth of field cannot encompass both the most posterior detail 
of retina and the elevated lesion at the same time, it is usually 
advisable to take one side of the stereo pair focused on the plane of the 
flat retina (near the anterior surface) and the other side of the pair 
focused near the top of the elevated structure. It should be remembered, 
however, that the focus should not be so far anterior that all landmarks 
below disappear. Some recognition of these must be possible in order to 
be able to fuse the two sides comfortably when looking at them 
binocularly. 

In Field 2, focus both members of the stereo pair·on the small blood 
vessels near the center of the fovea. When there are elevated structures 
other than macular edema, they· can nearly always be seen in another field 
because of the overlapping of the fields. 
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Photographers should periodically determine if their cameras need 
cleaning, and clean them when necessary. Photos marred by dust on the 
lenses often provide ambiguous evidence -- we at the CORU cannot tell 
whether that superficial lightish spot is a soft exudate or a dust spot. 

STEREO EFFECT 

Adequate dilation of the pupil is important to permit good quality -
stereo photography. When photographs are taken before dilation is 
complete or after the pupil has started to come down, the maximum stereo 
separation cannot be obtained. Sufficient time should be allowed for 
dilation to at least 6 mm, repeating drops if necessary to achieve and 
maintain a pupil of at least this size during photography. Only if 
repeated instillation of drops and passage of at least 45 minutes after 
the last drops fail to provide dilation of 6 rmn should photographs be 
taken through a smaller pupil. If the pupils cannot be dilated to at 
least 4 mm for the qualifying visit fundus photographs, the subject 
should not be entered into the DCCT (see Section 13.1.4). 

Many photo&:aphers use the Allen stereo separator. 
setting between _ 2.25 and 2.50 is recommended (see 
Please be careful about overriding the separator, i.e., 
too far back toward the first member of the pair when 
member. 

If it is used, a 
Section 13.1.3). 
moving the camera 
taking the second 

Please take care in photographing stereo pairs that at least one 
member of the pair ls of good technical quality (by that is meant 
primarily crisp focus). In most cases, it will be possible to obtain 
good quality in both members, but if this is not th1! case, the aim should 
be to obtain good quality in one member and some stereo separation in the 
pair, accepting poorer quality in the second member of the pair if 
necessary. 
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Figure 13.l 
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Figure 13.2 
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Fisure 13. 3 
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Figure l3.4 

VISUAl ACUITY FROH OCCT CHARTS AT FOUR HETD.S DISTANCE 

ACT!J.U. EQUIV. 1.El'!m 
VlSUAl VlS'CAl t.OC 
ACUITY ACUl?? CWl.T l Cl.UT 2 ~· 

4/40 20/200 IC I Z 0 D 5 11 R l.O 
4/32 20/160 11 5 DI C I Z 0 H 0.9 
4/2J 20/12.5 D 0 VI I ON I.Ill 0.8 
4/20 20/100 C Z I I 5 I Z VD C 0.7 
4/16 20/80 0 RI IC VSIZO 0.6 

4/l.2 • .5 20/62.J DISRV I D .l C I 0 .s 
4/10 20/SO Z 5 0 I I C 5 11 N 0.4 
4/8 20/40 CID ff I 5 V Z D I 0.3 
4/6.ZJ 20/32 S I Z .l D RC V 0 Z 0.2 
4/.5 20/ZJ I Z 0 V C 11 5 D V O.l 

4/4 20/20 IVDOI SN I 0.1 o.o 
4/l.12 20/16 VIC R 0 Olli II -0.l 
4/2.S 20/lJ 5 VIC Z Z I C S R -0.2 
4/2 20/lO 0 Z D V l C I I ll V -0.3 

• 
See Chapcer 12. 
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Figure 13.S 

VISUAL ACUITY F'llOM DCC'! CHARTS AT O~ METE'! DISTANC! 

ACT'IJAl. !Q1JIV • 1.!TTDS 
VlStlAl. TISIJAl. LOC 
ACIJlT'l' AC!JlTT C!AJ.T l Cl.UT 2 MIJt• 

•1160 20/BOO 11 C E Z 0 J) S I l 'II 1.6 
4/125 20/640 I I S J) l Cl Z 0 I ~ • .s 
•1100 20/SOO J) 0 V I I 0 II I l II l.4 
1./90 20/400 CZ I I 5 I Z V II C 1.3 
lo/63 • .s 20/320 0 HI IC V S I Z 0 1.2 

4/.50 20/250 J) I I I ' I II I C I 1.1 
4/40 20/200 ZSOll C S I I II 1.0 
4/32 . 20/l60 C I II R I l'Zlll 0.9 
4/25 20/W SIZIZI 1' c ' 0 z a.a 
4/20 20/100 I Z 0 V C llSD' 0.7 

4/16 20/BO 1' V 11 0 I SH I 0 I 0.6 
4/12 • .S 20/62 • .S 'IC B 0 0 J) I l I . o • .s 
4/10 20/.SO S VIC Z Z l CS B o. 4 
4/8 20/40 0 Z D 'I C I I II ' 0.3 

*See Chapter 12. 
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Figure 13.6 (Cont'd) 
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Fig~re 13.6 (Cont'd) 
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Figure 13. 7 
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Accession 
~U"'b'"r 

t..tal 7riM1d 
by ~o:di:iat1?".I 

C1nt1r 

Printed labels are supplied by the Coordinating Center. Labels 
for each set which way be ~ossiblr taken durin~ the stud~ are 
specifically designated for each patient. These use randomized 
~cc,.ssio~ ~u~~ers (to allow masking of graders evaluating the 
photographs). Each accession number corresponds uniquely to a 
given eye of a given patient at a given visit. Thus, there 
should be no substitution of labels, and great care taken to 
ensure accurate labeling. 
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Figure 13.8 (Cont'd) 
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Figure 13 .10 
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Printed labels are supplied by the Coordinating Center. The tine 
after the start of the fluorescein injection at which a photo~raph 
was taken must be written in by clinical center staff if it i• not 
correctly printed on the negative by a timer in the camera. 
Acce~sion nu.nbers ar~ assigned uniquely to each patient (so as to 
allow masked grading of the angiogram), thus there should be no 
substitution of labels and great care taken to ensure accurate"'" 
l•beling. 
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Figure lJ.ll 
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Figure 13.ll (Cont'd) 
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CHAPTER 14 

THE CENTRAL OPHTHALMOLOCIC READINC UNIT 

14.l ORCANIZATION 

The Central Ophthalmologic Reading Unit (CORU) is a unit of the· 
Department of Ophthalmology in the Medical School of the University of 
Wisconsin. It is located on the Madison campus of the University of 
Wisconsin system. Composing the staff of the CORU are the following 
personnel: Director, Associate Director, Assistant Director, Project 
Associate (senior grader), Graders, Systems Analyst/Programmer, 
Biostatistician, Coordinator, and clerical assistants. The CORU 
functions in the DCCT as a subcontractor of The Biostatistics Center of 
The Ceorge Washington University. 

14.2 GOALS 

The objectives of the CORU in the DCCT are to perform the following 
functions: 

l. Evaluate color fundus photographs and fluorescein angiograms of 
subjects submitted for the DCCT to determine ocular eligibility; 

2. Grade color photographs in detail using an adaptation of the 
Modified Airlie House Classification of Diabetic Retinopathy; 

3. Grade fluorescein angiograms in detail using an adaptation of the 
ETDRS Fluorescein Angiography Classification System; 

4. Monitor photographs 
quality, providing 
appropriate; 

submitted 
feedback 

5. Review the performance of 
certifications; 

in 
and 

the DCCT for satisfactory 
compiling statistics as 

photographers seeking DCCT 

6. Enter grading data into computerized files, edit and summarize the 
data, and transmit the results to the Coordinating Center; 

7. Take measures to assess the quality of the grading programs as 
they are carried out; 
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8. Serve as a repository for the photographs submitted in the DCCT, 
providing safe physical storage and an adequate inventory system; 

9. Collaborate with the DCCT Research Croup in preparing manuscripts 
describing ophthalmologic procedures and results. 

14.3 ELIGIBILITY ASSESSMENT 

Prior to assessment for retinopathy, photographs submitted to 
establish eligibility are reviewed by a senior grader to be sure that 
they are of adequate photographic quality. If they are unsatisfactory, a 
request for retakes is issued to the Coordinating Center, with 
information also· sent to the clinical center furnishing details of the 
photographic quality observed. 

Assuming photographs are satisfactory, retinopathy is then evaluated 
1n detail by two masked, independent graders, using the same procedure 
and form utilized for follow-up visits as well (described in Section 
14.4). 

When a grading of record has been determined, a computerized system 
derives an overall retinopathy level for each eye and determines the 
overall status of the subject. In cases where-retinopathy is judged too 
severe for entry into the DCCT, a manual review by a senior grader 
confirms the appropriateness of the finding. 

Results. of the eligibility assessment 
Coordinating Center on a weekly basis using a 
transfer, with appropriate safeguards against 

are transmitted to the 
direct computer-to-computer 
errors in communication. 

14.4 DETA~LED GRADING OF COLOR FUNDUS PHOTOGRAPHS 

Sets of color stereoscopic fundus photographs of each eye taken at the 
baseline and semi-annual follow-up visits are evaluated for presence and 
severity of various retinal abnormalities. This grading is performed in 
duplicate by two graders working independently, with significant 
differences being resolved if possible through regrading of the 
problematic lesions, and if necessary through adjudication by a third, 
more senior grader. 

Color detailed grading is carried out under an adaptation of the 
Modified Airlie House Classification of Diabetic Retinopathy, with the 
results recorded on DCCT Form 033 (Detailed Color Grading Form). 

All editing of data is accomplished using a computerized system that 
checks for omissions and large discrepancies in the gradings. Regrading 
and adjudication forms are issued by the computer as necessary, and 
completed by the original graders or the adjudicator without reference to 
previous assessments. 
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Craders are masked to subject ID and clinic as they make their 
assessments. The order in which photo sets are examined is determined by 
a randomized reading list arranged so that right and left eyes are not 
included in the same batch of photographs. The coordinator assembles 
packets of photos for grading using the reading list as a guide. 

Results of the detailed grading are maintained in a computer file. 
Before transmission of information to the Coordinating Center, completed 
gradings are further processed to summarize the lesion-by-lesion, field
by-field detail that they contain. Data transfer is accomplished by 
sending a magnetic computer tape. 

14.5 DETAILED CRADINC OF FLUORESCEIN ANCIOCRAMS 

For primary subjects who enter the DCCT, fluorescein angiograms taken 
of both eyes at baseline, five years and study termination are evaluated 
for presence and severity of various retinal characteristics. Grading is 
performed by a senior staff member specializing in fluorescein 
interpretation. 

Detailed fluorescein grading is done in accordance with a modification 
of the ETDRS Fluorescein Angiography Classification System, with results 
recorded on DCCT Form 034 (Detailed Fluorescein Crading Form). 

Grading data are edited using a computerized file system that checks 
for omissions and internal inconsistencies. 

The grader is masked to subject ID and clinic. Angiograms are 
examined in an order specified on a randomized reading list. Packets of 
angiograms are assembled by the coordinator using the reading list as a 
guide. 

Data from the detailed grading are maintained in a computer file. 
Before transmission of information to the Coordinating Center, completed 
gradings are further swmnarized. Transfer of data is accomplished by 
mailing a magnetic computer tape. 

14.6 PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OF FOLLOW-UP COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS 

As follow-up visit color photographs are received at the CORU, they 
are given a preliminary examination for satisfactory quality and for 
development of retinopathy severe enough to require treatment or at least 
more frequent observation by the local ophthalmologist. 

Any data emanating from this preliminary grading for retinopathy are 
separate from the information produced by the color detailed grading 
program. The latter data are to be used for any data analysis; the 
former are maintained solely to help clinics monitor possible development 
of retinopathy which may be treatable with laser photocoagulation. 
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Graders performing the subsequent detailed assessment do not have access 
to any preliminary evaluation. 

14.7 KONITORINC OF PHOTOGRAPHIC QUALITY 

The CORU 
components: 
to the clinic 

program for monitoring 
(1) an assessment of each 
as appropriate, and (2) a 

photographic quality has two 
photo set received, with feedback 
two-step certification program. 

As photographs are received at the CORU, each set is assessed for 
photographic quality. Photos submitted for subject eligibility (which 
become the baseline photos for those subjects entering the study) are 
evaluated prior to the detailed grading to determine eligibility. 
Photographs submitted during followup receive a preliminary examination 
for photo quality at the same time they are reviewed for development of 
retinopathy treatable with photocoagulation. 

Sumrr.~ries of the results of the evaluations are sent to the 
Coordinating Center monthly. Semi-annually, similar summaries are sent 
to the clinical centers. Occasionally, the CORU mails additional 
information to the photographers and study o~hthalmologists concerning 
points of the photography protocol. 

Before photographers are allowed to submit photos in the DCCT, they 
are required to send samples of their work for review and approval at the 
CORU. Extensive comments are returned each time an application is 
processed. Separate certification is required for color and fluorescein. 
See Chapter 23 for more details about certification procedures. 

When photographers come into the study, they are "provisionally 
certified," meaning that their work is monitored in detail at the CORU. 
After they have submitted work of satisfactory quality for a specified 
period, their certification status is altered to "full," meaning that 
they no longer have to record a field-by-field quality assessment of 
their photos. At that time, the CORU as well shifts to a briefer, 
overall evaluation of the work from those photographers. 

Photographers whose work is not generally satisfactory are closely 
monitored, with suggestions for improvement made as appropriate. For 
those photographers having problems not remediable in a reasonable period 
of time, certification for DCCT photography will be revoked. 
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14.8 HANDLING OF DATA 

Data generated 
computerized files, 
out. 

by the various grading programs are entered into 
where all editing and further processing is carried 

Data are entered by clerical assistants using interactive CRT 
terminals. To check the accuracy of manual entry, a second complete 
verification entry is made by another data enterer. After that entry is 
completed, an editing program compares the first and second independent 
entries, indicating the data fields needing resolution. 

As requested by the Coordinating Center and other study Leadership, 
the CORU maintains software to condense and summarize data from the 
various grading programs. 

Transmission of data is accomplished either by direct computer-to
computer transfer or by sending of a magnetic computer tape. The former 
system utilizes internal checking procedures to be sure information is 
not garbled in teleco11UT1unication, and the latter includes hard copy of 
the dat~ encoded on the tape for checking. 

All CORU data storage systems have provision for backup in the event 
of loss of a primary file. These procedures allow rapid and economical 
regeneration of any files needed, either from disk or tape media. 

At the end of the DCCT or when requested, 
·coordinating Center with the originals of 
completed at the CORU. 

14.9 QUALITY CONTROL 

the 
all 

CORU will provide the 
data collection forms 

The CORU program to monitor and improve the quality of grading has 
internal and external components. 

Internally, the CORU provides feedback periodically to graders in 
programs that entail duplicate independent gradings. This information 
consists of a comparison of that grader's initial grades with the final 
"grades of record'' resulting either from agreement of the two original 
graders or from adjudication by a third, more senior grader. Also, 
retraining sessions are held as necessary to deal with problematic 
lesions. 

In addition co the feedback mechanism, the CORU compiles data and runs 
statistics on the reproducibility of grading. This effort includes 
comparisons between graders, within graders over time, and between 
results of the system at different times. Some of these analyses entail 
the masked regrading of a small proportion of the photo sets handled by 
the system (usually 5%). 
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Periodically, the CORU coordinator is directed by the Coordinating 
Center to submit specified photographs to the CORU grading programs for a 
repeat reading. Insofar as possible, the grading personnel are not 
allowed to know that these masked specimens are being regraded. 

14.10 PROCEDURES FOR HANDLINC PHOTOCRAPHS 

Upon receipt of a package of photographs from a clinic, the CORU staff 
check the contents against the enclosed shipping list (DCCT Form 042, 
Fundus Photograph Mailing List). Identifying information is examined to 
see if all materials are present and appear correct. 

If inconsistencies, omissions, or damage in shipping are noted, 
contact is made by phone with the or1g1nating center. If the problem 
cannot be rectified in this manner, the package is mailed back to the 
clinic for resolution. 

At this point, the photography forms accompanying the photo sets are 
separated from them so that the sets can be graded in a masked fashion 
and so that the information on the forms can be entered into the computer 
file. 

In the case of the preliminary assessment for photographic quality 
(and, in the case of follow-up sets, for development of treatable 
retinopathy, or retinopathy requiring more frequent monitoring by the 
clinic ophthalmologist), the photographs are graJed as they are received 
at the CORU. In the case of the detailed evaluations, either for color 
photos or for fluorescein angiograms, the photographs are graded in a 
randomized order specified on a computer-generated reading list. 

Once photographs have been graded, they are filed permanently in 
clinic and subject order in steel filing cabinets. This collection is 
indexed in a computerized inventory system for easy access and retrieval. 

14.ll MASKING OF PHOTOCRAPHS 

Before it is mailed from the clinic, each 
predetermined coded accession number obtained 
the Coordinating Center. This is done so that 
a masked fashion in the CORU, avoiding any 
subject, clinic or visit. 

photo set is assigned a 
from a list generated by 
photo sets can be read in 
possible bias involving 

When each set arrives at the CORU, it is labeled in the following 
fashion: each individual slide has a pre-printed adhesive-backed label 
affixed giving the accession number for the set, and each set has a main 
sheet label containing both the accession number and the actual 
identifying information. The main sheet label is located so that' a 
clerical assistant can attach an opaque cardboard mask concealing the 
actual identifying information from the graders. 
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Once the set has been fully graded, the mask is removed so that the 
set can be filed in the proper spot in the permanent file. During 
grading, a temporary file organized by accession number and reading list 
is utilized. 

It is necessary for the CORU coordinator to have access to the actual 
identifying information. This is essential for effective checking of 
incoming shipments, and for any communication with the clinics. Sy 
reposing the key in the computerized inventory system as well, it is 
possible for the CORU to check that all of the required photo submissions 
are received as they are expected for each subject. 

14.12 REPORTS 

14.12.l To the Coordinating Center 

The CORU is required to report monthly to the Coordinating Center 
regarding both its own performance and the performance of clinics in the 
DCCT. 

14.12.2 To the Investigators 

Endpoint visit photographs will be reviewed by the CORU in a timely 
fashion and the Principal Investigator will be notified if any of the 
following are observed: any proliferative retinopathy; severe non
proliferative retinopathy; moderately severe NPDR,· if accompanied b' 
progression of at least three steps on the retinopathy scale during the 
past year or clinically significant macular edema (DCCT Forms 071 and 
094, Observation of Proliferative or Severe Nonproliferative Diabetic 
Retinopathy and Observation of Clinically Significant Hacular Edema). 
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CHAPTER lS 

THE CENTRAL BIOCHEMISTRY LABORATORY 

lS.l INTRODUCTION 

The Central Biochemistry Laboratory (CBL) will actively participate in 
the trial, providing important information on the subjects in the study 
and their abilities to control their diabetes. Since this study may last 
several years, the continuity of laboratory performance is central to the 
outcome of the trial including daily monitoring of quality control. 
Nevertheless, it is important to emphasize that the quality of the 
laboratory and its work depends in a fundamental way upon the quality of 
the specimens obtained in each of the clinical centers. Thus, prompt 
processing and preservation of specimens under ideal conditions with 
secure and speedy delivery to the CBL will help to maintain the quality 
of laboratory work. Any questions regarding procurement, preservation 
and delivery of the specimens should be directly addressed to the 
laboratory. 

lS.2 PROCUREMENT OF SPECIMENS 

lS.2.1 The Facility 

Blood and urine specimens will be obtained for assays in the local 
laboratory (for eligibility studies only) and for measurements in the 
central laboratory (for eligibility, for baseline studies and for follow
up monitoring). Under optimal circumstances, a facility oriented for 
examination of patients and procurement of specimens should be utilized; 
e.g., Clinical Research Center or Outpatient Clinic. Extended protocols 
for C-peptide and renal function testing will require a place for the 
patients to remain during each period of testing. Supplies for drawing 
blood and obtaining urine include venipuncture tubes, needles, 
containers, alcohol swabs, tourniquet, and racks to hold the tubes and 
containers. Equipment, including a centrifuge to spin the blood 
specimens, is ideally located adjacent to the patient facility. 
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15.2.2 Supplies for Blood and Urine Specimens 

All containers utilized with each patient for the procurement of blood 
or urine samples must be labeled with an accession number. The central 
laboratory and the Coordinating Center have collaborated to produce a 
matching set of labels and forms, attempting to minimize labeling errors. 
The set of labels generated by the Coordinating Center contains 
sufficient copies so that the samples for blood can be drawn into labeled 
tubes, and all voided specimens can be collected into labeled containers. 
Prior to obtaining these specimens, appropriately labeled venipuncture 
containers and urine receptacles should be organized and available. _ The 
procedures outlined in subsequent sections will identify the containers 
needed for each protocol in the study. 

15.2.3 Drawing Blood 

Prior to drawing blood, it is imperative to recheck the appropriate 
accession numbers, labels ai.d forms for the patient. Blood is drawn from 
an antecubital vein or another convenient vein in the arm. The 
venipuncture site is swabbed ~ith an alcohol wipe and allowed to dry 
before venipuncture. The tourniquet is applied prior to venipuncture and 
removed after successful venipuncture. The person drawing the blood 
should be sufficiently well organized so the tourniquet will be in place 
no longer than 30 seconds after venipuncture. Vigorous motion of the arm 
to attempt to improve the ability to locate a vein should be avoided. 
Care should be taken to minimize formation of hematomas. The needle is 
introduced into a vein, and the required number of vacuum containers are 
filled as completely as possible. All vacutainers containing additives 
must be gently inverted at least four times to mix the blood and the 
additive. A dry pad is used to apply pressure when removing the needle, 
since a wet pad might result in fluid being drawn into the vacutainer. 

15.2.4 Processing Specimens 

Once the appropriate amount of blood is drawn into the correct 
vacutainer tube as listed for each test (Table 15.l), prompt processing 
must be done. Glycosylated hemoglobin tubes will remain as whole blood 
and must be yefrigerated immediately at 4 degrees C (i.e., plus or minus 
2 degrees C) until sent to the laboratory. 

The red-topped tubes should be allowed to clot for at least 20 minutes 
and are then spun in a centrifuge at room temperature for 10 minutes at 
3000 rpm. Separation of serum and cells should be accomplished within 30 
minutes after drawing the blood. Separate the serum with a transfer 

1 The particular refrigerator used should be 
adequacy of holding 4 degrees C plus or minus 
accurate max-min thermometer. 
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pipette into labeled containers and place in a 
does not pass through a frost-free cycle. It 
specimens, once frozen, are not thawed. 

rack in a freezer that 
is important that the 

For urine specimens, the voiding(s) during the renal testing protocol 
must be collected on ice and pooled into one container with the total 
volume measured and recorded. Aliquots of this specimen will then be 
frozen and forwarded to the CBL. 

15.2.5 Recommended Precautions for Preventing Transmission of 
Bloodborne Infectious Diseases 

biological specimens presents significant 
The individuals involved should work under 

biological specimens may be infectious and 
handling. 

. The processing of human 
biohazard safety concerns. 
the assumption that all 
require scrupulous aseptic 

Routes of Infection: 
several primary routes. 

Infectious microorganisms 
They are: 

may be contracted by 

l. Droplet aerosols. These may be formed when liquids are agitated 
to cause microscopic droplets to leave the surface of the liquid 
and become airborne. Aerosols may be created by pouring or 
pipetting liquids, removing tightly fitting caps from test tubes 
and during centrifuging. 

2. Ingestion. This occurs when infectious microorganisms are taken 
into the mouth and swallowed. Avoid hand to mouth contact, poor 
hand washing practices, mouth pipetting of biological specimens 
and placing objects in the mouth such as pencils, etc. 

3. Direction Inoculation. Parenteral exposure occurring as a result 
of a break in the skin barrier or contact with mucous membranes 
(conjun~tiva). Examples are nicks, cuts, scratches, needle 
sticks, or splashes to the eyes~ 

Several Assure Infection Control Protection 

l. Gloves are to be worn when drawing blood from suspected AIDS 
patients and handling blood specimens and blood soiled items. 

2. Needles should be considered as potentially infective and be 
handled with extraordinary care to prevent accidential injuries. 

3. Disposable syringes and needles should be placed into puncture
resistant containers located as close as practical to the area in 
which they were used. To prevent needlestick injuries, needles 
should not be recapped, purposefully bent, broken, removed from 
disposabl~ syringes, or otherwise manipulated by hand. 
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4. Blood spills should be cleaned promptly with a disinfectant 
solution such as sodium hypochlorite. 

Several Ways to Assure Infection Control Protection During Specimen 
Processing are: 

l. All specimens are to be treated as if they are contaminated; that 
is, a source of hepatitis B virus, AIDS agent, slow virus such as 
Creutzfeldt-Jacob or other disease producing agents. 

2. Protective rubber gloves are to be worn when processing high risk 
specimens. 

3. All specimens must be capped when centrifuged. 

4. All specimens are separated/aliquoted with transfer pipettes, not 
by pouring. 

5. Mouth pipetting is to be avoided. 

6. Frequent hand washing with an 
essential. 

approved antiseptic soap is 

7. Work areas should be cleaned with phenolic disinfectant or 1% 
sodium hypochlorite solution. 

B. High risk (blood precautions/isolation) and known hepatitis 
specimens are to be sent to the laboratories appropriately labeled 
and contained in their own plastic bags. The mailing lists are 
not to be in the bag with the specimen. The word "isolation" or 
"blood precautions" should be noted in the comments section of the 
mailing list. 

9. All potentially contaminated materials should be decontaminated, 
preferably by autoclaving, before disposal. 

10. The use of a profilset must be limited to one patient. 
interchange these kits among patients. 

Do not 

11. Blood glucose meters can be safely disinfected with 70% alcohol or 
other suitable cleansing agent. Do not use Betadine. Removable 
pieces must be dried thoroughly before reassembling the meter. 
Care must be taken when cleaning around the display window so as 
not to get cleaning solution inside the instrument. 
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15.2.6 Status of the Patient 

Instructions regarding the patient are listed with each of the 
protocols. For drawing eligibility and baseline specimens for the C
peptide test and for lipids, the patient will be fasted prior to 
procurement of the specimen. The protocol of the Lipid Research- Clinic 
Laboratory emphasizes that patients are instructed to take nothing by 
mouth other than water for at least 12 hours prior to sampling. This 
will cause difficulty in managing diabetic patients, but standardized 
specimens require a fasting period of that length. Therefore, as a 
compromise, before drawing blood, the subject is asked about his food 
ictake during the previous 12-16 hours. Assure that the patient has 
fas_ted for at lease eight hours. This may reveal a small number of 
subjects who in fact did noc fast. If you determine that the fast was 
broken, reschedule the collection. 

In the four-hour timed urine testing, fasting is not required. 
Ideally, chis procedure should be performed after breakfast and following 
the patient's morning insulin dose. However, testing anytime of day or 
night is allowed. In both morning and afternoon testing sessions, the 
usual snack is allowed. Caffeine is to be avoided immediately prior and_ 
during the test period. It is important that the person be in a resting 
and relaxed state and should have avoided hard exercise one day preceding 
the renal testing. The test should not be done when the patient has a 
.urinary tract infection or is actually ill. The patient will be asked to 
drink copious amounts of. water during the testing protocol. Any 
symptomatic hypoglycemia which the patient or anyone else must treat with 
food is cause to end the collection (see Renal Studies, Section 15.6). 

If the reaction occurs prior to the studies, the patient should be 
without any symptoms for an hour prior to the commencement of the 
collection. Questions regarding individual circumstances should be 
ref erred to the CBL. 

15.2.7 Determinations Measured in the Local Laboratory 

As designated in Table 6.2, several determinations will be performed 
as eligibility tests in the local laboratory. These determinations are 
to assess the overall health of the patient, to exclude a patient with 
positive pregnancy test, a positive test for hemoglobinopathy or an 
abnormal TSH. Results of procedures will be recorded on DCCT Forms 004 
and 006 and forwarded to the Coordinating Center. If the laboratory is 
changed during the course of the study, the new laboratory must supply 
the Coordinating Center the information requested on the Documentation of 
Local Laboratory Certification (DCCT Form 007). 
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lS.2.B Determinations to be Performed in the Central Biochemistry 
Laboratories 

For simplicity and convenience, we have organized by category the 
eligibility and baseline tests to be performed by the central 
laboratories. Therefore, the number of protocols needed for procurement 
of laboratory tests has been limited, It is important to emphasize that 
the C-peptide test must be performed on a separate day from the protocol 
for renal function testing, Separate days for these tests will require 
careful scheduling by the clinic (see Table lS.l). 

lS.J BLOOD GLUCOSE PROFILES 

The directions for procuring specimens for the blood glucose profiles 
are given in Section 12,J, The patient will be provided with 
instructions, lancets, alcohol wipes, capillary tubes into which to draw 
the blood and a set of tubes containing hemolyzing reagent, Promptly 
following appropriate filling and wiping of the capillary tubes, they 
will be placed in the hemolyzing reagent and thoroughly mixed. The 
following points emphasize the technical and organizational aspects of 
procuring these specimens, 

It is very important that the capillary tubes be filled accurately. 
Small (on the order of one microliter) mistakes by the patient in filling 
these tubes can cause dramatic differences in the measured glucose 
levels. Therefore, each clinical center should spend significant time 
instructing each patient in appropriate procurement of these specimens. 
All tubes must be free of bubbles and filled completely end to end with 
all traces of blood removed from the outside, The latter can easily be 
done with a finger. 

The capillaries are placed in the tubes containing bemolyzing reagent 
(stored in the refrigerator) and appropriately mixed. The mixed tube is 
placed into the rack in the refrigerator until all specimens in a series 
are collected. 

One or two days prior to the quarterly and annual endpoint clinic 
visits, the patient should perform the capillary blood glucose profiles. 

After all specimens have been collected and stored appropriately in 
the patient's refrigerator, the entire profile must be delivered to the 
clinic. The profile can be brought to the clinic by the patient who 
should be advised to avoid placing the profile in extreme heat (e.g., 
locked trunks, cars, etc.). 

The clinic will store the hemolysates in a -20 degrees C freezer (that 
does not vary significantly in temperature) and then forward them to the 
Central Biochemistry Laboratory at the University of Minnesota. 

Upon receipt of these profiles, the specimens will be logged into the 
laboratory, stored, and thawed only on the day the assays are performed. 
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Results will be reported directly to the Coordinating Center. If the 
patient misses the •cheduled appointment, advise the patient to freeze 
the profile and to bring it to the make-up visit. 

15.3.1 Clinic Preparation of Hemolyzing Reagent for Profile Set 

This reagent hemolyzes the patient's red blood cells in the capillary 
tube and acts as a preservative and diluent for the glucose test to be 
performed by the CBL. An accurate blood glucose profile of a patient is 
dependent upon the careful preparation and exact dispensing of the 
hemolyzing reagent for the profile kits. Directions must be followed 
explicitly with careful attention to expiration dates. Amounts prepared 
at any one time will vary.with an individual clinic's needs and should 
not be stored longer than four weeks at refrigerator temperatures .or six 
months frozen. 

15.3.l.l Reagents 

1. Hemolyzing Reagent Tablets -- Provided to clinics by manufacturer. 
Stable up to the expiration date specified when stored at +2 
degrees C to +8 degrees c. 

2. Reconstituted Hemolyzing Reagent Stable for four weeks at +2 
degrees C to +25 degrees c. Stable for six months at -20 degrees 
c. 

3. Redistilled water. 

15.3.l.2 Equipment 

1. Profile set (Profilset) -- Provided to clinics by the Coordinating 
Center. 

2. Dilution tubes -- Ordered through the Coordinating Center and 
provided to clinics by the CBL. Profilset can be reused. 

3. 50 ml volumetric flask or 50 ml graduated cylinder. 

4. 50 ml beaker. 

5. Class A one ml volumetric pipet or automatic pipetting device 
capable of delivering 1.0 ml, e.g., Pipetman Pipet, Brinkman 
Instruments, Inc. Instructions for proper use of these pipettes 
and accuracy and precision checks may be obtained from the CBL 
upon request. 
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15.J.l.J Procedure 

1. Replace the 10 tubes in the profile set with the dilution tubes 
provided. These tubes will ensure no leakage in transport for the 
patient and proper storage while frozen for the clinic and for 
shipping to the CBL. 

2. Dissolve one reagent tablet in 50 ml redistilled water. 

3. Mix thoroughly. 

4. Pipet 1.0 ml of hemolyzing reagent (room temperature) into each of 
10 tubes in the glucose profile set. 

5. Place filled profile set in refrigerator or freezer until patient 
use. 

6. Before dispensing to patient, properly label all tubes with 
appropriate labels provided by the Coordinating Center. 

15.4 C-PEPTIDE TESTING 

The C-peptide test (described in Chapter 12) begins with an eight hour 
overnight fast for the patient. The C-peptide test is an eligibility 
procedure as are the creatinine and cholesterol measurements done on the 
fasting specimen. Blood for pre- and 90-minute post samples is drawn 
into red-topped tubes (see Table 15.1). The separated serum is divided 
into two aliquots and frozen. One aliquot is sent frozen to the CBL at 
the Univesity of Minnesota. The other aliquot is frozen securely in the 
clinical center; it can be forwarded to the CBL should there be a problem 
with the first sample. 

With respect to the C-peptide analyses done both at pre-dose {fasting 
as described above) and at 90 minutes following ingestion of the 
nutrient, the blood samples should be processed rapidly with the serum 
separated and frozen for later shipment to the CBL. (See Chapter 12 for 
more details on procedures.) 

15.S CHOLESTEROL/TRIGLYCERIDE/HDL CHOLESTEROL 

The eligibility measurement of cholesterol will be done on the fasting 
serum specimen also used for the C-peptide test (by the CBL). The 
baseline specimen for measurement of cholesterol, triglycerides, and HDL 
cholesterol will be drawn and sent to the CBL two weeks prior to 
randomization. 

Again, the lipids must be drawn after minimally an eight hour fast. 
Draw blood into a 10 ml red-topped serum tube, separate the serum and 
freeze the separated serum in two aliquots, one of which is shipped to 
the CBL. 
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15.6 RENAL STUDIES 

15.6.1 Creatinine and Albumin in Serum and Urine 

The measurements of creatinine and albumin in serum and urine must be 
considered together within one protocol used in determining renal 
function. Measurement of creatinine in serum and urine, appropriately 
collected over a defined period of time, will allow calculation of the 
patient's creatinine clearance. Coupling these values with the albumin 
levels in the same serum and urine specimens will provide a relative 
index of the urinary excretion of albumin. 

One organizational difficulty with this protocol encompasses the needs 
to determine eligibility with respect to albumin excretion and to utilize 
the same measurement for baseline values (if the patient is accepted into 
this study). Since the protocol for this study is complex, the following 
explanation assumes that one carefully managed collection procedure can 
be utilized to send specimens to the CBL both for eligibility and for 
baseline measurement (see Table 15.1). 

When all patient conditions are satisfied (see Status of Patient, 
Section 15.2.6), renal function te9ting is begun. Blood glucose 
monitoring may be done before and during the testing to avoid symptomatic 
hypoglycemic episodes which would be reason to abort the collection. 

First ask the patient to void, discard this specimen and record the 
time of voiding. During the course of the protocol, the patient wilt be 
asked to drink 250 ml of water every half hour. After four hours (and 
sooner if the patient wishes to void during the course of the study) ask 
the patient to void, measure the volume of urine voided during the course 
of the ·study and record the time of voiding at the end of the study. 
This time and time noted at the beginning of the study can be used to 
determine the duration of the study. Total urinary output volume should 
be at least 400 ml during the four hour collection or 100 ml/hour. Make 
all collections on ice and mix all collected uiine. 

Record total volume, time, date and patient's height and weight~ 
Transfer 4.5 ml (see side ~f tube) of well-mixed urine to each of five 
appropriately labeled containers. Freeze all specimens and retain one 
frozen aliquot in the clinical center. Send the remaining four aliquots 
for creat1n1ne and albumin determinations to the CBL. The extra 
containers will be stored in the CBL at -70 degrees C for possible 
reprocessing of specimens at a future time. 

Any time during the second two hours of the four-hour protocol, draw 
10 ml of blood into a red-topped tube and promptly separate the serum. 
Divide the serum into two appropriately labeled containers and freeze. 
Send one aliquot to the CBL for determination of creatinine and albumin 
and retain one aliquot in the clinical center. 

If a patient becomes hypoglycemic after the third hour, end the 
collection by having the patient void and record the time at this point. 
This collection may be considered valid and sent to the CBL. A 
recollection may be required if notified by the Coordinating Center. 
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If the four-hour urine collections are carried out with GFR the 
detailed instruction given in Chapter 12 should be followed. 

15.6.2 GFR 

(See Chapter 12) 

15.6.3 24-Hour Urine 
. ---

(See Chapter 12) 

15.7 SAVED SPECIMENS 

Specimens, bot~- serum and plasma, are to be obtained in the fasting 
state from all DCCT patients at baseline and at the annual endpoint visit 
when a blood specimen is drawn for the assay of lipids. The purpose of 
this collection is to have a central storage of extra serum and plasma so 
that assays, currently unspecified, may be performed in the future, if 
necessary. In the following section, specific instructions are given for 
the collection, manipulation and storage of these specimens. 

l. 

2. 

Draw one 10 ml red-topped tube, allow to clot for at least 20 
minutes and spin in a centrifuge at room temperature for ten 
minutes at 3000 rpm. Separate the serum into three 1.8 ml 
cryotubes (Nunc or Costar) and promptly freeze. 

Draw 7 ml EDTA (lavender stopper, 
which 500 U Trasylol (aprotinin) 
added: 

T204Q, 13 x 100 mm) tube to 
per ml of whole blood has been 

a) With a black felt-tip marker (waterproof), measure and mark 
EDTA tubes with a black line for 7.35 ml of whole blood. Use 
one tube filled with liquid as a calibrator. 

b) Add 0.35 mls (equivalent to 3500 U) of Trasylol to the EDTA 
tube. This can be done with a pipette or if using an insulin 
syringe U-100, add 35 units to the tube. A 20 G disposable 
hypodermic needle can be inserted through the lavender rubber 
stopper when adding the Trasylol. Tubes containing Trasylol 
are kept refrigerated. 

c) Fi 11 chilled 
whole blood 
immedi 

tube containing Trasylol to the black line with 
(7.0 ml). Mix thoroughly and place on ice 

refrigerated centrifuge at 2000 rpm for ,ten minutes. The 
plasma is transferred to three 1.8 ml cryotubes and immediately 
placed on dry ice where it will freeze in five to ten minutes. 
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3. All 1.8 ml vials are labeled with the accession number utilized 
for the lipid profile specimens. Labels for saved specimens are 
provided. 

4. Send the three vials of serum and the three vials of plasma to the 
Central Biochemistry Laboratory in Minneapolis with the baseline 
or annual lipid profile specimen. Indicate in the comment column 
of the mailing list (OCCT Form 058) that these include serum 
and/or plasma saved specimens. 

15.8 STORAGE OF FROZEN SERUM AND URINE SPECIMENS PRIOR TO SHIPMENT TO 
THE CENTRAL 810cHEH'fS!i'il:ABffiiAToR'i --- -

Each clinical center is asked to identify a freezer (minimally -20 
degrees C) that can serve for safe storage of serum and urine specimens. 
Furthermore, the temperature of the freezer should be checked with 
sufficient frequency to determine whether the temperature varies 
significantly. Please utilize a freezer that is not an automatic defro~t 
type. These freezers pass through a warm cycle to prevent the build up 
of frost on the inside. In doing so, this warm cycle may actually thaw 
the specimens contained therein. It. is very important that these 
specimens not be thawed following initial freezing. The first thawing 
should occur at the CBL when the specimens are processed. 

15.9 SHIPMENT TO THE CENTRAL BIOCHEMISTRY LABORATORY 

Concerning the security and integrity of the specimens, shipment to 
the central Laboratory is the most difficult part of the procedure. For 
serum and urine specimens and the blood glucose profiles, specimens will 
be sent frozen to the CBL. For glycosylated hemoglobin measurements on 
whole blood, specimens will be sent on ice and water mixture to the CBL. 
The Federal Express account number for the shipment to the CBL is 
1085-9444-6. Use the following appropriate protocol when shipping to the 
t'aboratory. 

15.9.l For Frozen Specimens 

Shipment should always 
(being careful to avoid 
Shipping on Monday or 
specimens over weekends. 

be done on Monday or Tuesday of each week 
any weeks in which a holiday may occur). 

Tuesday avoids problems in transporting the 

Each clinical center should utilize the following protocol: 

l. Using the insulated shipping containers provided for frozen 
specimens, pack the specimens with at least two and a half to 
three pounds of dry ice. This amount could be increased during 
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the warmer months. Groups of specimens should be bound with 
string or placed in plastic bags. Enclose the completed specimen 
mailing list and a return shipping label. 

2. Complete the appropriate shipping forms for the carrier (Federal 
Express in the United States and Purolator in Canada} selected co 
transport the specimen from your location to the CSL. 

3. Once the shipment has been forwarded to the shipper, telephone the 
CBL to state the number of specimens that has been forwarded, 
including pertinent information regarding your clinic number and 
the shipper. 

4. Upon receipt of the specimen, the CBL will send a return postcard 
to the clinical center identifying successful receipt of the 
specimen or problems regarding preservation of the specimens at 
receipt. 

5. Shipping containers and other supplies will be returned to each of 
the clinical centers by UPS or the U. S. Postal Service. If you 
are running short of any supplies, please c-0ntact the CBL or the 
Coordinating Center. 

15.9.2 For Whole Blood 

1. 3.5 ml of the 7.0 ml whole blood taken in EDTA is aliquotted into 
plastic (polypropylene - NUNC TUBE : 5ml} screw-cop tubes (3.5 ml 
remainder is kept at four degrees C as backup). 

2. Proper label is plac~d on tube. 
accession number. 

Label will contain specimen 

3. Tubes of whole blood are pre-cooled to 4 degrees C in the 
refrigerator or placed in a crushed ice and water mixture for 5-10 
minutes before placing in quart size thermos bottle just prior to 
shipping. 

4. An open quart size stainless steel thermos is pre-cooled to 4 
degrees C for four hours or kept at 4 degrees C until needed. 

5. Pack one inch crushed ice in the bottom of the thermos bottle. 
Eight to 10 tubes may then be placed in the thermos bottle. Then 
add four ounces cold tap water and fill thermos with fine size 
crushed ice. DO NOT HARD PACK. Screw on top tightly so it will 
not leak water intoshipping container. 

6. Place thermos bottle in the center of polystyrene shipping 
container. 

7. The space around the thermos is packed with reusable brown paper 
wadding provided by the Laboratory. Close shipping container and 
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tape with strong tape. Place shipping labels on containers. (Do 
not throw away previously acquired icepacks. 

8. Enclose label for return by standard mail or UPS to your clinical 
center. Please do not forget this label. 

9. Ship by "FEDERAL EXPRESS" {in U.S.A.) or "PUROLATOR" (in Canada) 
or other carrier with 24-hour overnight express service, 

10. Until notified, ship any and all accumulated samples Monday 
through Thursday. It is important that specimens be shipped as 
soon as possible after collection. No specimens should be 
retained in the clinic for more than four days. 

SUPPLIES: 

1. (l) Plastic screw-top tubes used 
#1086-1 5 cc polypropylene tubes, 
Neptune, New Jersey. 

for blood -- "Cryotubes" Nunc 
Vanguard International, Inc., 

2. (2) Quart size Aladdin's Stanley Thermos #A944C or equivalent. 

3. (3) -Polystyrene shipping container -- Polyfoam Packers Cor~. 
Model i#35S. 

15.10 SPECIMEN IDENTIFICATION 

An accession number is pre-assigned to each specimen, separately for 
hemoglobin Ale• C-peptide, renal studies 4-hour urine and serum, GFR 
and 24-hour urine, lipids, and blood glucose profile. Accession numbers 
will be prepared by the Coordinating Center and sent to each clinic on a 
yearly basis for randomized patients. Labels for screening potential 
volunteers will be generated periodically during recruitment. 

Each clinic will be provided with a sequence of accession numbers in 
blocks of 10,000 contiguous numbers. The blocks will be scrambled ·and 
assigned to the clinics. 

The accession number labels are printed on a continuous roll with 
enough duplicates of each number for separate aliquots and mailing lists. 

Each specimen cube forwarded _to the CBL will be labeled only by 
accession number. 3-H Scotch Tape should be wrapped around the tube, 
completely covering the accession number label. The appropriate specimen 
mailing list, which provides the patient identification for each specimen 
included in a shipment, is included with the shipment and copies are sent 
to the laboratory and to the Coordinating Center under separate cover. 

The Coordinating Center, prior to the start of the study, has assigned 
a unique accession number to each patient for each and every specimen 
collected. Therefore, for example, a patient has four different 
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accession numbers for hemoglobin Ale per year plus additional numbers 
for external quality control purposes and for interim visits, if they are 
necessary. 

15.10.1 Patient Schedules of Accession Numbers 

The schedules provide identification of the patient, visit and 
specimen (see Figure 15.l). In the upper right-hand corner you will find 
the patient's identifying information. Visits have been given sequential 
month numbers. Quarterly visits are referred to as QV and a number which 
you will use in completing all forms related to that visit. Thus, QV 05 
is the fifth quarterly (or follow-up) v1s1t, QV 08 is the eighth 
quarterly visit (it is also the second annual visit). 

Routine management visits (for experimental patients) between 
quarterly visits will normally be referred to by their month number 
(e.g., 13 or 14). For descriptive purposes, we have labeled these visits 
as "a" and "b" following the quarterly visits. For example, visit RM O'·a 
is the first routine management visit following QV 04; · RM 04b is the 
second routine management visit. Target dates are Listed for quarterly 
and routine management visits. 

Standard group patients may be seen on an "interim'' basis between 
quarterly visits; these visits are scheduled as needed. 

Quality control samples are to be collected if an accession number 
appears in one of the quality control columns. If the blood glucose 
profile series is to be quality controlled, the number of the stick (1 
through 7) is noted in the patient schedule. This quality control sample 
will be Labeled as BGP-8. Please note under "Comments" that the qua Li ty 
control sample BGP-8 is included when filling out the Blood Glucose 
Profile Hailing Lise (DCCT Form 050) to be sent to the Central 
Biochemistry Laboratory. If the GFR procedure is to be quality 
controlled, the time period to quality control (Pre, 1, 2, 3 or 4) is 
noted on the patient schedule. The quality control scheme for the CFR 
requires that both the blood and urine collection for the specified time 
be duplicated, labeled as "U-S" and "B-5" and sent to the CBL along with 
the rest of the samples for the specified patient. For all other samples 
(HbAlc• lipids, urine, serum and 24-hour urine), a split aliquot will 
be collected at the designated scheduled visit and will be handled as an 
entirely separate sample. Refer to the confidential memo to the clinic 
staff regarding the handling of quality control specimen. Remember: If 
the renal studies are indicated to be quality controlled, then ALL 
components (four-hour collection, CFR, 24-hour collection) are quality 
controlled. 
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15.10.2 Accession Numbers for Specimens Which Are Retaken 

Any time a second specimen of the same accession number is sent to a 
central laboratory, the accession number should be marked with a 
preceding "R." Instances in which this might occur (for example): 

l. A HbA1c specimen received at the CBL is hemolyzed and a retake 
is therefore requested. 

2. The investigator strongly believes that a HbAlc value reported 
back by the laboratory is inaccurate because of the patient's 
clinical presentation. The sample should be redrawn within two 
weeks of the time the clinic was notified of the result. 

3. A specimen sent to the CBL is delayed or lost by the express 
carrier and the backup or a retake is requested. 

In the case that an investigator wants to track a patient very 
intensively and obtain a HbA1c specimen more often than once per month, 
an extra specimen may be sent to the CBL. The specimen should be 
identified by that patient's most recent medical management (not 
quarterly) accession number, prefixed by the letter "H" for "medical 
management." 

15.10.3 Accession Number Labels 

The labels are divided into sections by information that identifies 
the patient, clinic, visit month, v1s1t type, and target date for each 
v1s1t. Following this are all the labels you should need for the visit, 
plus an extra in case some labels are unusable. 

The prefixes used indicate the type of sample being collected. K
preceeds all HbA1c accession numbers, CP- and CPT- indicate C-peptide 
testing, L- all lipid numbers, U- 4-hour urines, and s- 4-hour serum 
numbers. ~FR- indicates 12lI-Iothalamate clearance with a letter and 
number indicating the collection type and time, e.g., U-0 for urine at 
time 0 or B-4 for serum (blood) at time 4. 24H- indicates the 24-hour 
urine collection. BCP- indicates the blood glucose profile series with a 
number used to identify the sample sequence. 

All labels containing the word "sample" or "samp" are to be placed on 
the collection tubes. Likewise, "mailing" and "mail" signify that the 
label is to be used on the appropriate Forms Hailing List (DCCT Form 043 
for C-peptide, DCCT Form 044 for urine and serum, DCCT Form 050 for blood 
glucose profiles, DCCT Form 055 for HbA1c 1 DCCT Form 058 for lipids, 
DCCT Form 100 for CFR specimens, and DCCT Form 101 for 24-hour urine 
collections). Be sure to put a label. on each copy of the no-carbon
required (NCR) forms. 

The 
contain 

series of labels used for 
additional labels to mark 
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contain Trasylol or "No Tras" if they do not. You should send these 
extra six specimens to the CBL with the annual collection of lipids for 
each patient. 

15 .11 SPECIMEN HAILING LIST 

For each shipment of specimens to the CBL the appropriate mailing 
list, DCCT Forms 043, 044, 050, 055, 058, 100, 101, etc. should be 
completed to identify all specimens included in the shipment. Note any 
abnormalities of collection in the "Notes" section of the appropriate 
mailing list. For example, if a study is terminated early, that a QC 
sample is included for BGP or GFR studies, or that the four-hour renal 
study was performed in conjunction with the GFR test. 

15.12 REPORTING RESULTS TO THE DCCT COORDINATING CENTER 

During Phase II the transmission of results from the CBL to the 
Coordinating Center was accomplished by the CBL Reporting Log (DCCT Form 
023). The CBL Reporting Log was mailed to the Coordinating Center in a 
weekly mailing. 

In Phase III the results from the CBL were transferred to the 
Coordinating Center via the telecommunication system (See Chapter 26). 

15.13 EXTERNAL QUALITY CONTROL OF THE HBAlC ASSAY 

The laboratory at the University.of Missouri serves as the backup 
laboratory (BHL) for the HbAlc assay. In the event that a catastrophe 
(such as a fire) necessitates closing the CBL for a period of time, the 
DCCT HbA1c specimens will be sent to BHL for analysis. Split samples, 
about 5%, are analyzed in both laboratories to document the comparability 
of the laboratories. 

In the following paragraphs, 
outlined: 

the details of this procedure are 

l. Use the same form as is used for submission of hemoglobin Ale 
specimens to the CBL (DCCT Form 055, Hemoglobin A1c Hailing 
List). 

2. Using the system of accession numbers designating submission of 
the quality control specimen to the CBL, divert half of the 10% 
sample to the BHL. 

3. Those clinics whose clinic number is even 
sample or quality control split to Columbia 
even. So, for example, clinics 02, 04, 06, 
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April (4), 
The even 
quality 

would send splits to the BHL in months February (2), 
June (6), August (8), October (10), and December (12). 
numbered clinics would send the split duplicates for 
control to the CBL in the other months. 

4. The clinics whose clinic number is odd will send the split 
duplicates to the BHL in the odd numbered months January (1), 
Karch (3), Hay (5) July (7), September (9), and November (11). 
The odd numbered clinics are to send the quality control to the 
CBL in the even numbered month. 

5. So, in summary, the quality control procedures for the laboratory
to-laboratory comparison are: 

Clinic Number --- ---
02, 04, 06, 08, 
12, 14, 16, 18. 
22, 24, 26 

01, 03, 05, 07, 
l l' 13, 15, l 7' 
21, 23, 25, 27, 

10, 
20, 

09, 
19, 
41 

Even 
Numbered 
Honths 

BHL 

CSL 

Odd 
Numbered 
Months 

CBL 

BHL 

6. Use the same Federal Express number that is used to send specimens 
to the CBL and simply change the address. 

Instructions for shipping to the University of Missouri Health Science 
Center are the same as those instructions that are in effect for the 
shipment to the CBL, except the address change. 

15.13.l Discarding Locally Saved Specimen for Backup 

All frozen specimens (urine, serum, plasma) should be 
appropriately one year after the date of collection. A year 
sufficient time for the Coordinating Center to detect the loss 
from specimens lost in transit. 

discarded 
wi 11 be 
of data 

All whole blood samples should be discarded after the two weeks. 
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Table 15.l 

Tests Performed By Central Biochemistry Laboratories 

Procedure 

C-Peptide 
Pre-dose 
Serum (10 ml 
red-topped 
tube) 

90-minutes 
post--Serum 
(lO ml red
topped tube) 

Renill Studies 

Creatinine 
Clearance and 
Albumin 
Excretion 

Serum (10 ml 
red-topped 
tube) 

Urine (timed 
urine 
collection) 

Urine (same 
urine 
collection) 

24-hour Urine 
Collection 

Glomerular 
f'iltraton 
Rate (Gf'R) 

October 22, 1987 

Tests 

C-peptide 
cholesterol 
creatinine 
glucose 

c-peptide 
glucose 

Albumin 
creatinine 

Albumin 

Creatinine 
albumin 
clearance 
creatinine 
clearance 

Sodium 
urea nitrogen 
creatinine 

GFR (Gamma 
counts) 

Status and 
Frequency 

Eligibility 

Eligibility 

Baseline 
and annually 

Eligibility 
and annually 

Baseline 
and annually 

Baseline, 
second, fifth 
year and 
termination 

Baseline, 
third year 
and termination 

Special 
Specimen 
Requirements 

Serum frozen 
i"n 2 equal 
aliquots 

Serum frozen 
in 2 equal 
aliquots 

Serum frozen in 
2 equal aliquots 

Urine frozen in 
Sx4.S ml aiiquots 

Urine frozen in 
24.5 ml aliquots 

Serum frozen in 
6 EXACT 1.8 cc 
aliquots, remainder 
of serum frozen in 
6 (1.8 cc) vials 

Urine frozen in 10 
EXACT 1.8 cc aliquots 
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Tests Performed by Central Laboratories (Continued) 

Procedure 

Lipid Profile 
Serum (LO ml 
red-topped 
tube) 

Saved Specimen 

Blood Glucose 
Profile 

Capillary 
blood 
(obtained 
by patient 
as per 
instructions) 

Clycosylated 
Hemoglobin 
(HbAlc) 

Blood (7 ml 
EDTA tube) 

October 22, l9B7 

Tests 

Cholesterol 
triglycerides 
HDL 
cholesterol 
LDL 
(Calculated) 

Unspecified 

Glucose 

Gl ycosyla.ted 
hemoglobin 

Status and 
Frequency 

Baseline 
and annually 

Baseline 
and annually 

Baseline 
and quarterly 

Eligibility 
and baseline 
and quarterly 
and monthly in 
experimental 
patients 

Special 
Specimen 
Requirements 

Serum frozen in 
2 equal aliquots 

Serum and plasma 
frozen separately 
in 6 equal (l.Scc) 
vials, 3 plasma with 
Tracylol, 3 serum 
without Trasylol 

(see 
explanation) 

whole blood 
divided into 
2-5 ml transport 
tubes 
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CHAPTER 16 

DIETARY PROCEDURES 

16.l RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 

The principal research objective for collecting and processing 
nutritional data is to obtain information on dietary habits of the study 
participants so that it may be possible to determine, at the end of the 
trial, whether there are clinically and statistically significant 
differences in diet between the two treatment groups. 

16.2 SYSTEM FOR THE·DIETARY DATA COLLECTION FOR ANALYSIS ------ --- --- ---
In order to correlate dietary factors with clinical and biochemical 

measures, estimates of individual usual intake rather than measures of 
group intake are necessary. The diet history, which provides 
quantitative and qualitative information on the individual's usual 
intake, was selected as the most appropriate technique for the DCCT. 

All aspects of data collection must be standardized. The dietitians 
will be trained in the diet history methodology so that the dietary 
information will be collected under a common protocol using standardized 
food models and procedures. A diet history will be conducted on both the 
experimental and the standard group patients at baseline, 2, 5 years post 
randomization and/or study termination. This will allow for comparison 
of nutrient intake in the two groups at baseline and at intervals during· 
the treatment period and will permit ca~culation of any changes in 
individual diets at these intervals. 

A description of each facet of the diet history methodology follows. 

16.2.l Training, Certification and Continuing Education of Diet History 
Interviewers 

Since collection of nutritional data is time-consuming and difficult 
to check for accuracy, it is desirable to incorporate procedures to 
reduce error in interpretation of participant responses and in 
documentation, to keep inter-clinic differences in data collection to .a 
minimum, and to accomplish these objectives in a cost effective manner. 
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In any study involving many centers over a large geographical ·area, 
in-depth training is essential to the uniform collection of data in the 
field. The training of dietitians for the research interview will 
provide them with the skills to obtain a complete and accurate history of 
food intake in an objective manner and to record the information in a 
careful, standardized method. (See Chapter 23 for more information.) 

To achieve this standardization of dietary data collection across all 
clinics, the dietitians will complete a four-phase training procedure. 

l. Pre-training phase -- Materials will be mailed to interviewers 
prior to attendance at a tra1n1ng session held by the Central 
Nutrition Coding Unit (CNCU). This provides orientation to the 
system to facilitate optimum use of time at the two-day session. 

2. Training session This will be a two-day session at which the 
attendees are given instructions in coding to provide insight into 
the level of detail required in data collection. A videotape 
demonstration is used to illustrate examples of appropriate 
techniques f~: a research interview and to lead into a practice 
session for the diet history. Practice histories are taken and 
critiqued by the dietitians to help develop their skills in 
eliciting and recording the information. Details on documentation 
are reviewed and discussed. 

3. Standard History -- A standard history will be given to the 
attendees at the training session which they will transcribe, code 
and return to the CNCU for checking. 

4. Rehearsal phase -- This phase requires that the dietitian collect 
three diet histories on study-similar subjects and one of these 
histories should be coded. These practice histories will be 
submitted to the CNCU for grading and comment prior to conducting 
any diet history for the DCCT. 

Dietitians will be certified as diet history interviewers upon 
submitting complete histories and meeting the minimum standard of 
less than 4% error in documentation. 

Dietitians also have the option of becoming certified by mail upon 
completing the following steps: 

l. Review the CNCU codebook for general instructions on a dietary 
data collection and coding. 

2. Transcribe and code the standard history and submit it to the CNCU 
for checking. 

3. Collect three histories from study-similar subjects and code one 
of these histories. All three histories will be submitted to the 
CNCU for review and will be returned to the dietitian with 
comments on both documentation and coding. 
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the clinic by the clinic DCCT 
They can be certified by mail 

Continuing education by means of regular communication with the clinic 
is another facet of maintaining comparability among clinics. An inquiry 
will be sent for clarification of any faulty or ambiguous documentation. 
Dietitians are encouraged to call the CNCU if they have procedural 
questions on the diet history. Continuing education worksheets will be 
sent to the dietitians bi-monthly to review documentation and coding 
skills and will be returned to the dietitians with any corrections. 

16.2.2 Dietary Forms 

l. Forms Completed ~ Participant 

Two forms will be sent to the participants for completion at 
home with a cover Letter giving detailed explanation, instruction~ 
and encouragement. These forms will be brought to the dietitian 
at the clinic visit. 

The Food Pattern Questionnaire (DCCT Form 029) is a self
administered document with questions regarding general dietary 
habits such as meal frequency, use of special diets, meals eaten 
away from home, discretionary salt use, and use of dietary 
supplements. Usual intake in terms of frequency of consumption is 
recorded but not quantified. This document will be used by the 
dietitian as a cross-check for identification of any 
inconsistencies or omissions in the diet history. 

The other questionnaire sent to the home is the Food 
Preparation Questionnaire (DCCT Form 030). This is to be 
completed by the individual responsible for preparation of the 
food and is needed to ensure complete det~il on dietary intake. 

The Food Pattern Questionnaire and the Food Preparation 
Questionnaire are not intended for analysis. Both of these 
completed forms will be retained in the patient's clinic file. 

2. Form Completed ~ Dietitian 

The Diet History Form (DCCT Form 018) is printed on ll x 17, 
two-part, no-carbon-required paper and is completed by the 
dietitian in the interview at the clinic, This form includes 
header questions relevant to the study and the following 
guidelines are for scoring reliability of the history: 

a) Recalls all meals: Score as 0 if the patient is unable to 
remember food intake for one or more meals. 
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b) Not yea-saying: Score as 0 if the patient gives answers to 
appear compliant. 

c) Cross check validates: Compare with the Food Pattern and Food 
Preparation Questionnaires. 

The original of the form will be sent 
nutrient calculations and a copy will be 
individual center. 

to the CNCU for 
retained at each 

Instructions for Recording Information ~ the Diet History Form 

The form should be filled out using ball point pen, pressing heavily 
enough to imprint the copy clearly. Do not let descriptive comments 
overlap into the columns to be keyed. Whenever necessary, use additional 
lines. Erasures cannot be made. To correct errors, line through the 
error and re-enter the correct information. Record the clinic number, 
patient identification number and initials. Do not record the name of 
the participant. 

1. Weekday/Saturday/Sunday The purpose of these columns is to 
separate food intake by an individual's usual weekday, Saturday 
and Sunday intake patterns. More than one column may be checked 
per line if everything (meal, where prepared, food or beverage, 
amount, frequency, salt and fat use) is exactly the same for all 
days checked. If anything differs, a separate line must be used. 
The complete description need not be repeated; simply record the 
food item, page and line number of the original citation. 

2. Meal Column The purpose of this column is to identify food 
intake by an individual's usual meal and snack pattern. 

Enter a number in the MEAL column only for each new meal/snack. 
Each time a number is entered in the MEAL column, every food item 
following the entry is credited to that meal/snack until a new 
entry into the column is made. 

Use only one meal code 
more than one meal/snack, 
number of times the item 
specify one meal/snack 
consumed. 

per line. If an item is consumed at 
have the participant approximate the 
is consumed at each meal/snack, or 

when the item is most likely to be 

If the participant is unable to identify the meal or snack when 
the food is consumed, the CNCU will average the amounts throughout 
the day. 

3. Prepared Column -- The place where the food was prepared should be 
identified by recording the appropriate code in this column. The 
restaurant category includes school and work cafeterias, vending 
machines and fast food chains. Whenever a 2 is entered, specify 
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the place where the food was prepared. If a restaurant, specify 
the name and price range of the establishment. Identify bakery 
products by price range. 

When several foods have been prepared in the same 
proper code should be recorded in the PREPARED column 
with the first food prepared at that place, leaving 
blank on subsequent lines. 

place, the 
on the line 
the column 

4. Foods and Beverages Column -- Each food or beverage should be 
recorded on a separate line in the FOODS and BEVERAGES column. 
Often, more than one line may be needed to describe an item or its 
preparation method. Leave sufficient lines for such items which 
require multiple lines for coding. For example, a pie must be 
coded on two or more lines: one for the cruse, one for the 
filling, and one for any topping. A glazed doughnut must be coded 
on two lines: one for the doughnut and one for glaze. Leave one 
or more blank lines between each meal and snack. Attention to 
these details will facilitate coding procedures. 

When the participant has eaten a mixed dish or recipe item 
which differs fro~ a standard recipe,. the interviewer should 
attempt to elicit all ingredients used in the recipe. For recipes 
with four or fewer ingredients, each ingredient and amount 
consumed should be itemized on a separate line. Longer recipes 
should be submitted on a Recipe Specification Form. If the 
part1c1pant cannot delineate the ingredients, the interviewer 
should obtain as much identifying information as possible, i.e., 
type of fat, kind and cut of meat, etc. 

When the participant has eaten a corrunercial product, the 
interviewer should obtain brand name and descriptive information 
about the product. For example, a single brand of margarine may 
include several margarine products that vary not only by percent 
of fat (such as regular, diet, or spread types) but also differ by 
major ingredient oil. Therefore, it is important that you probe 
not only (or the b~and but also for the percent fat and the 
ingredient oil of the margarine. 

Also, probe for the amount of each ingredient in mixed dishes 
such as spaghetti, chow mein, tortillas and tortilla based dishes, 
macaroni and cheese and whether the preparation was from scratch 
or a commercial mix. 

Brand names and/or descriptive information are necessary for: 

cereals 
process cheeses 
crackers 
cookies 
margarines 
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oils 
frozen entrees 
non-dairy creamers 
and toppings 

salad dressings 
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Record brand name when it implies special processing techniques or 
ingredients. For example: Estee, S & W or Batter Lite. 

Brand names are_not necessary for all items. Some which may be 
excluded are: 

breads 
dairy products except process cheeses 
cold cuts 
canned fruits and vegetables 
pastas and rices 
peanut butter 
jam 

Use the Documentation Checklist {Figure 16.l) 
recording all necessary information. 

as an aid in 

5. Amount Column -- Amounts should be documented in household units, 
e.g., cup, teaspoon, tablespoon, ounce, gram, or dimensions in 
inches. Ounces used with non-fluid items will be interpreted as ~ 
weight measure, not volume. If the participant is unable to 
recall the amount eaten, the two-dimensional food portion -visual 
may be used to help estimate the amount. Foods which may be 
described as small, mediu.m {average), or large could be documented 
as such without reference to the visuals (see those with an 
asterisk). Other foods which are relatively standard in size may 
be documented in servings, slices, etc. These include: 

bacon 
bagels 
bread, commercial slices 
buns {hamburger, hot dog, etc.) 
American cheese slices 
chicken parts 
cookies, commercial, brand 

name or type known 
crackers, brand name or type known 
doughnuts {yeast, cake) 

eggs* 
English muffins 
fruits* 
hot dogs 
processed lunch meats 
sweet rolls 
tortillas* 
vegetables-i: 
shell fish 

use Side A to 
This side is 

of foods. Some 

When using the two-dimensional food portion visual, 
identify the volume of foods and beverages. 
appropriate for cups, mounds, scoops and wedges 
examples include: 

cake wedges 
casseroles 
cottage cheese 
cereals 
chips 
condiments 
desserts 
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fruits, cooked or diced, fresh 
gravy 
pasta and rice 
salads 
sauces 
soups 
vegetables, cooked or chopped, raw 
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Side B of the visual is used to estimate the amount of food when 
weight is unknown. Side B may also be used to estimate volumes 
which do not correspond to Side A. Side B figures must have a 
thickness assigned to them. When using Side B for meats, be sure 
to indicate whether bone is included. Some examples of foods for 
which Side B may be used include: 

meats (beef, lamb, pork, fish) 
cake other than wedge 
cheeses 
chicken or turkey slices 
deli meats 
fresh fruits 

Four replica models from NASCO are provided to all DCCT clinics. 
These models may be used to estimate portion size for pork chops, 
fish fillets, strip steak and sliced roast beef. No other models 
may be used for this study. Avoid the use of diabetic exchanges. 

6. Frequency Column This column is used •o indicate how often a 
food or beverage is consumed. Record frequencies by using a whole 
number or decimal, with the acceptable abbreviation for the time 
period as shown below. Separate the number and time period by a 
slash. 

0 = Day, e.g., once per day l/D 
w = Week, e.g., 3 times per week 3/W 
H = Hon th, e.g., 5 times per month 5/H 
y = Year, e.g., 30 times per year 30/Y 

When an item is eaten at a frequency other than daily, weekly or 
monthly, express the frequency as a multiple of D, W or· H as shown 
below. 

e.g., once every other week 
e.g., twice in three days 
e.g., five times in two months 

l/2W 
2/30 
5/2H. 

Record seasonal intake with the correct frequency followed by the 
name or length of the season in parenthesis. Each season (fall, 
winter, spring, suauner) will be interpreted as three months. 

e.g., daily in surmners 
e.g., twice a week for 5 months 

l/D (summer) 
2/W (SH) 

If it is unclear how a frequency should be recorded, write it out 
completely under the FOODS and BEVERAGES DESCRIPTION column 
leaving the FREQUENCY column blank. 

7. Fat in Preparation Column -- This column serves as a cue for the 
inte~iewer to ask whether fat was added in the preparation of a 
food item and to elicit information about the fat used. It is 
also used by the food coder to determine whether or not a 
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preparation code is required. This column may be left blank for 
foods noc usually prepared with fac such as coffee or milk. 

Record "O" (No) in che column if fac was not added to a food 
that is usually prepared with fat and provide an explanation in 
the FOODS and BEVERAGES description column. 

Record "9" (Unknown) 
ascertain whether or not 
prepared with or without 
FAT IN PREP column 
unidentifiable. 

in che column if it 
fat was added to a 

fat. A "9" should not 
simply because th;--

is not possible to 
food which may be 
be recorded in the 
kind of fat is 

When a "9" is recorded in the column for an item not prepared 
with fat in the CNCU Codebook, no preparation fat will""be ceded. 
When a "9" is recorded in the column for an item prepared with fat 
in the CNCU Codebook, a predetermined type and amount of fat will 
be added. 

Salt in PreEarP~ion Column -- This column serves as a cue for the 
interviewer to ask whether sale was added in the home preparation 
of a food item and lS used by Che -food coder co select the correct 
food code. The column may be Left 

Foods which are commercially 
described as low sodium should be 
and BEVERAGES DESCRIPTION column. 
blank. 

blank. 

prepared without sale or are 
documented as such in the FOODS 

The column should be left 

Foods which are prepared using a 
"O" in the SALT IN PREP column. 
should be documented under the 

salt substitute should have a 
The use of a salt substitute 

FOODS and BEVERAGE DESCRIPTION 
column. 

Foods which are prepared using less salt than the recipe 
indicates should have a "l" -in the SALT IN PREP column with 
documentation under the FOODS and BEVERAGES DESCRIPTION column 
specifying the sale reduction. 

9. Salt at Table Column This column documents self-assessed 
amount'S"of~t added to foods at the table. Foods with the 
column left blank will be assumed to have no salt added at the 
table. The column does not have to be filled in for foods usually 
not salted such as break or milk. 
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16.2.4 Instructions for the Diet History Interview 

In the interview for the diet history, the participant is asked to 
recall the usual intake of foods and beverages for weekdays and weekend 
days. 

The interviewing area should be quiet, attractive, and private. Since 
the interview is long and could be fatiguing for both dietitian and 
participant, it is important to have a pleasant, relaxed atmosphere to 
help provide a climate conducive to the best possible data collection. 
Also, it should be kept in mind that food intake times are important to 
the diabetic so it may be necessary to have a snack available. Total 
interview time can vary depending on the complexity of the meal patterns. 

Before beginning the interview, it is important to establish a rapport 
with the participant in order to diminish any apprehension about the 
interview. The dietitian should adopt a friendly, interested, non
judgmental attitude. The interview might begin with a brief description 
of the purpose of the dietary data collection as it relates to the trial. 
Explain that the participant is an important team member in a large-scale 
study and that the dietary information gathered is an important component 
of the trial. The following is a brief example of how the dietitian 
might begin the interview after the amenities: 

"The information you give me will become part of the information 
collected from a large group of people. At the end of the trial, it will 
help us to determine whether differences in diet were present between the 
two treatment groups. I would like you to tell me what you usually have 
to eat or drink on weekdays and on weekends. We will collect detailed 
information so that the Central Nutrition Coding Unit in Minneapolis will 
be able to assign the proper food codes to the items. Foods eaten less 
often than a couple times a month will not be recorded. We want to 
record your usual intake. Let us begin with the first thing you usually 
have to eat or drink when you get up on a weekday." 

After this explanation of what you wish the participant to tell you, 
allow him or her to speak freely. You may be able to help the 
participant remember his/her usual intake by suggesting that he/she think 
about usual activities. Probe for usual food intake without emphasizing 
a specific time period (such as the past year), selecting typical or 
representative meals or foods. The interview can proceed through the 
usual weekday and then move on to usual Saturday-Sunday pattern. If 
there is no change from weekdays, you may simply check the .Saturday and 
Sunday columns, along with the Weekday column. Record frequent 
variations to the usual pattern using a guideline of approximately two 
times per month to define frequent variations. Some foods consumed less 
than twice per month will fit into a broader category of similar foods 
consumed more than twice per month. To avoid losing information about 
the entire category, document these foods as described in the FOODS and 
BEVERAGES DESCRIPTION column guidelines. 

Record cormnonly 
approximately two 

October 22, 1987 
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consumed variations. Document seasonal intake as described in the 
FREQUENCY column guidelines. 

To assist the participant's recall, ask about foods usually eaten 
together. For example: 

1. Coffee, tea -- Any additions? 
sweetner. 

Ask kind and amount of whitener, 

2. Cereals Kind and amount of milk added, and sweetner. 

3. Eggs -- Any fat used in cooking? Any ham or bacon eaten? 

4. Breads/toast Any spread? 

5. Mixed dishes Any sugar, fat, salt, salad dressing? 

A complete Documentation Checklist is included in the training packet. 
This should be studied and integrated into the dietitian's interviewing 
routine. 

When the history is completed, the dietitian will 
information comparing it to the Food Pattern Questionnaire 

.any items which may have been forgotten. The Food 
Questionnaire should be used to complete any missing 
information on the preparation of items. This final review 
carefully so that all necessary information is supplied. 

16.2.5 Instructions for- Reviewing and Hailing For-ms 

r-eview the 
to identify 
Prepar-ation 
or- unknown 

must be done 

1. Verify that the Patient ID Number-, Clinic Number and date are 
legible. 

2. Verify that all 
dietitian ID, 
participant. 

header infor-mation is completed 
other questions. Do not add the 

visit number, 
name of the 

3. Ver-ify that all pages are numbered and that the order of sequence 
is indicated (e.g., page 1 of 3). 

4. Verify by initial and date in the "Review" space of the header 
that the form has been reviewed using the Documentation Checklist, 
the Food Pattern Questionnair-e, and the Food Pr-eparation 
Questionnaire. 

5. Fill out the Diet History Hailing List (DCCT Form 052) and send 
one copy with the original pages to the CNCU. Keep the copies in 
the clinic files. The address of the CNCU is given on the mailing 
list. 
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16.2.6 Coding and Calculations 

In order to minimize interceder variability, the coding of records 
will be done at the CNCU by a staff of coders trained in a standardized 
manner. Coding will be done on the form used for data collection. The 
coding is subjected to internal quality control checks. 

The coded interview are sent to the Coordinating Center every quarter 
on computer tape. The nutrients that are sent to the Coordinating Center 
are listed below: 

Field 

l-5 
6-13 

14-16 
17-18 

19 
20 
21 

22-23 
24 

25-28 
29-32 
33-40 
41-42 
43-44 

Nutrient Calculations Record Description 

Contents 

Patient's Id 
Visit Date 
Patient's Initials 
Clinic 
Takes Supplements 
Reliability 
Exercise Level 
Visit 
Window 
Dietician Certification No. 
Clinic Coordinator Cert. No. 
Date Coded 
Coder's ID 
Codebook Edition 

Format 

NS 
MH/DD/'iY 

Al 
N2 
Nl 
Nl 
Nl 
N2 
Nl 
N4 
N4 

HM/DD/'iY 
N2 
N2 

Nutrients Including Supplements 

45-53 
54-62 
63-71 
72-80 
81-89 
90-98 
99-107 

108-116 
117-125 
126-134 
135-143 
144-152 
153-161 
162-170 
171-179 
180-188 
189-197 
198-206 
207-215 
216-224 
225-233 
234-242 

October 22, 1987 

Calories (kcal) 
Protein (gm) 
Total rat (gm) 
Total Carbohydrates (gm) 
Alcohol (gm) 
Caffeine (mg) 
Total Vitamin A (IU) 
Retinol (mcg) 
Beta-Carotene (mcg) 
Vitamin D (mcg) 
Tot Alpha Tocopn Equiv (mg) 
Alpha Tocopherol (mg) 
Beta Tocopherol (mg) 
Camma Tocopherol (mg} 
Delta Gocopherol (mg) 
Thiamin (mg} 
Riboflavin (mg) 
Niacin (mg) 
Felic Acid (mcg) 
Vitamin B6 (mg} 
Vitamin Bl2 (mcg} 
Vitamin C (mg) 

N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
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Nutrients Including Supplements (Continued) 

243-251 Crude Fiber (gm) N9 
252-260 Dietary Fiber (gm) N9 
261-269 Cholesterol (mg) N9 
270-278 Saturated Fats (gm) N9 
279-287 SFA 4:0 (gm) N9 
288-296 SFA 6:0 (gm) N9 
297-305 SFA 8:0 (gm) N9 
306-314 SFA 10:0 (gm) N9 
315-323 SFA 12:0 (gm) N9 
324-332 SFA 13:0 (gm) N9 
333-341 SFA 14:0 (gm) N9 
342-350 SFA 15:0 (gm) N9 
351-359 SFA 16:0 (gm) N9 
360-368 SFA 17:0 (gm) N9 
369-377 SFA 18:0 (gm) N9 
378-386 SFA 20.0 (gm) N9 
387-395 SFA 22.0 (gm) N9 
396-404 Polyunsaturated Fats (gm) N9 
405-413 PFA 18:2 (gm) N9 
414-422 PFA 18:3 (gm) N9 
423-431 PFA 18:4 (gm) N9 
432-440 PFA 20:4 (gm) N9 
441-449 PFA 20:5 (gm) N9 
450-458 PFA 22:5 (gm) N9 
459-467 PFA 22:6 (gm) N9 
468-479 Monounsaturated Fats (gm) N9 
477-485 MFA 14: l (gm) N9 
486-494 MFA 16:1 (gm) N9 
495-403 MFA 18: l (gm) N9 
504-512 MFA 20:1 (gm) N9 
513-521 MFA 22:1 (gm) N9 
522-530 Calcium (mg) N9 
531-539 Phosphorous (mg) N9 
540-548 Sodium (mg) N9 
549-557 Potassium (mg) N9 
558-566 Iron (mg) N9 
567-575 Magnesium (mg) N9 
576-584 Copper (mg) N9 
585-593 Zinc (mg) N9 
594-602 Insol Dietary Fiber (gm) N9 
603-611 Water Soluble Diet. Fiber (gm) N9 
612-620 Pectins (gm) N9 
621-629 Sucrose (gm) N9 
630-638 Starch (gm) N9 
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639-647 
648-656 
657-665 
666-674 
675-683 
684-692 

Glucose (gm) 
Fructose (gm) 
Lactose (gm) 
Galactose (gm) 
Selenium (mcg) 
Sodium Added at Table (mg) 

Nutrients Excluding Supplements 

693-701 
702-710 
711-719 
720-728 
729-737 
738-746 
747-755 
756-764 
765-773 
774-782 
783-791 
792-800 
801-809 
810-818 
819-827 
828-836 
837-845 
846-854 
855-863 
864-872 
873-881 
882-890 
891-899 
900-908 
909-917 
918-926 
927-935 
936-944 
945-953 
954-962 
963-971 
972-980 
981-989 
990-998 
999-1007 

1008-1016 
1017-1025 
1026-1034 
1036-1043 

October 22, 1987 

Calories (kcal) 
Protein (gm) 
Total Fat (gm) 
Total Carbohydrates (gm) 
Alcohol (gm) 
Caffeine (mg) 
Total Vitamin A (IU) 
Retinol (mcg) 
Beta-Carotene (mcg) 
Vitamin D (mcg) 
Tot Alpha Tocoph Equiv (mg) 
Alpha Tocopherol (mg) 
Beta Tocopherol (mg) 
Gamma Tocopherol (mg) 
Delta Tocopherol (mg) 
Thiamin (mg) 
Riboflavin (mg) 
Niacin (mg) 
Folic Acid (mcg) 
Vi tam in 86 (mg ) 
Vitamin 812 (mcg) 
Vitamin C (mg) 
Crude Fiber (gm) 
Dietary fiber (gm) 
Cholesterol (mg) 
Saturated Fats (gm) 
SFA 4:0 (gm) 
SFA 6:0 (gm) 
SFA 8:0 (gm) 
SFA 10:0 (gm) 
SFA 12:0 (gm) 
SFA 13:0 (gm) 
SFA 14:0 (gm) 
SF A 15 : 0 (gm) 
SFA 16:0 (gm) 
SFA 17:0 (gm) 
SFA 18:0 (gm) 
SFA 20:0 (gm) 
SFA 22:0 (gm) 

N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 

N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
N9 
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Nutrients Excluding Supplements (Continued) 

1044-1052 Polyunsaturated Fats (gm) N9 
1053-1061 PFA 18:2 (gm) N9 
1062-1070 PFA 18:3 (gm) N9 
1071-1079 PFA 18:4 (gm) N9 
1080-1088 PFA 20:4 (gm) N9 
1089-1097 PFA 20:5 (gm) N9 
1098-1106 PFA 22:5 (gm) N9 
1107-1115 PFA 22:6 (gm) N9 
1116-1124 Monounsaturated Fats (gm) N9 
1125-1133 MFA 14:1 (gm) N9 
1134-1142 MFA 16:1 (gm) N9 
1143-1151 MFA 18: l (gm) N9 

1152-1160 MFA 20: 1 (gm) N9 
1161-1169 MFA 22: 1 (gm) N9 
1170-1178 Calcium (mg) N9 
1179-1187 Phosphorous (mg) N9 
1188-1196 Sodium (mg) N9 
1197-1205 Potassium (mg) N9 
1206-1214 Iron (mg) N9 
1215-1223 Magnesium (mg) N9 
1224-1232 Copper (mg) N9 
1223-1241 Zinc (mg) N9 
1242-1250 Insol Dietary Fiber (gm) N9 
1251-1259 Water Soluble Diet. Fiber (gm) N9 
1260-1268 Pectins (gm) N9 
1279-1277 Sucrose (gm) N9 
1278-1286 Starch (gm) N9 
1287-1295 Glucose (gm) N9 
1296-1304 Fructose (gm) N9 
1305-1313 Lactose (gm) N9 
1314-1322 Galactose (gm) N9 
1323-1331 Selenium (gm) N9 
1332-1340 Sodium Added at Table (mg) N9 
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Did 'lbu Prabe 
for Addlllo"9 

Faodar- Dld'lbu-: 8nd Amoull19 of: 
SnKll~ Kind, brand 

Soupe Kind; homemade or cornmerdal Croutons, 
Ready to serve, crackers, 
Milk ('Ill lat) or cream Mlded cr-se.elc. 
Chunky or regular 
Law sodium 

~ Cooked or raw fat (kind), ct.ese, 
fresh, lrozenorcanned aauce.nul9, 
Law sodium dip.etc. 
Sall In preparation 

Slllld8 Kind (major vegei.blea) Dressing, kind 
andb'brand 

Croutons, 
aeeds.etc. 

Balf4ldPl:lllllo Sldn a111n or nat Butter, sour 
cream, etc. 

F..nc:h Friel frozen. scnilc:ii. Cal sup 
fal In prepmallon (ldnd) 

~· Medications 1YPe (e.g. enalgeslc8, 
containing antacids, decongosl8nle) 
nutrients such u 8l8nd 
eodlum erllMlr 
catleine 

Dietary Suiiplel-- Kind, brand, lllllOUlll ol each 
nutrlenl(l.U., mg, gm, mcg) 
on Iha Dietary Supplemerd 
lnlonnallon Form 

Number ol tabletl!I 

APPROVED ABBREVIATIONS 

Use these and Olher lllandard abbreviations when documenllng lood lnlalcll on 
Dietary lnlaks Recordl. 

apprm - approxlmala n oz - nuid ounce 11&1- 981urated 
evg-8Y9rage gm-gram al-slice 
brd - breaded gr-ground am-amen 
e-with hyd - tJvdrogeneled 11wt - sweetened 
end-canned lg-large lb - tablespoon 
choc - chocolate mayo- mayonnallle ts - teaspoon 
chpd- chopped med-medium TVP - 1ew1urud V9g8lllble 
comm - comrnerd81 misc - mlscellanaou8 protein 
ckd-cooked pkg - package unkn - unknown 
crax - craclcer pc-piece veg - vegetable 
cp-cup poly - polyunselurated w-wlth 
diam - diameter prep - preparation wlo-wilhoul 
lg - law grains i-wilhoul 

Nutrition Coordinating Center 
2829 University Avenue SE 
Mlnneapolls, MN 55414 

~.-.., .... ~al-
/ 

J. .Ll::jUL Lo; iU • J. 

DOCUMENTATION CHECKLIST 
llKonl portion.._ In the lallowlng 918nd81d---'9: 

Weight In grams or ounces 
Volume In ftuid ounces, cups, lablespoonll or l811!1p001'18 
Fraction ol lhe whole (e.g., 118 ol 9" pieJ 
Comparison to approved food model 
Dimensions tor Iha lollowlng shapes: 

Shipe 
Sphere 
Cylinder or disk 
Rectangle or Cube 
Wedge 

FaodO.-
8-.-.gn 

Coffee, Tea 

Cocoa 

Beer 

liquor, Ml1811 
Drinks, Uquew 

Wine 

Carbonaled 
Beverages 

Dllry/Non-Oalry 
PnKlucla 
Milk, Cream, 

Toppings 

Cheese 

'ibglnt 

Ice Cream, 
Ice Milk 

MllkShal<ell,Malle 

Egg. 
Egg Subslllule 

lle11u..-f Nwcl9d 
Oiameler 
Oiarneler • lhlckll899 
Lenglh • helghl •width 
Langth • height • width ol en: 

Did 1bu Saldfv: 

er-ct. Instant, decal. herb9I, 
ceffNll lype (e.g., Amum) 

Ml• (brand; regular, sugar-lree 
or '°"'-call 

Mllk{'llllal) 

Aegular, llghl or kM alc:ohol 

Name ol mbl9d drlnk, llqueur 
Proportion ol Ice 

Dinner or dnsert 

Cola or non-cola, c:elfelne."9e, 
diet, llOdlum-11118 

Proportion al Ice 

'Mt la!, dairy or l"IOl'Hlelry 
(brand) 

II non-dairy: powder, llquld 
or aerosol 

Natural or processed 
Kind (Cheddar, Swiss, elc.) 
11 kJWV lat: brand or 'Ml la! 
Law sodium 

'Mt lal, plain or llavor8d 

Flavor 
Rich or average lal 

Homemade or restauranl 
Flavor 
Ice cream or Ice milk 

Melhod al preparation 
Brand ol subslilule 
Milk {'Ill lalJ ii scrambled 
Fal In preparalion (kind) 
San In preparation 

Eumple 
Orange 
Mea1 patty 
Lasagna 
Pie 

Did 'lbu Prvbe 
for Addition• 
llld Amounl1 al: 

s-1ener, 
whilener, 
cream (type) 

Marshmallow9 
Whipped lopping 

(dairy or 
non-<lalryJ 

Mis (juice, Olher 
non-alcoholic 
boverageJ 

Cherry, olive, etc. 

s--'· 
cocoamllC89, 
etc. 

fruit, nut11, et.;. 
Topping 

Cheese. 
vegelablea, 
meat. etc. 
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Oil 
cu 
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FoodGrOUD 
0.Herta, lblmd 

Goode 
Puddings, Cua111nl11 

Cookies 

Calce9 

Plee 

Gelalln Desaert1 

Fata 
Oii, Shortening 

Salad Dressing 

Margarine, Bull• 

FrullalFrull JulcH 

Onlln Products 
Bread, Rolls 

French 1il88t 

Sweet Rona, 
Doughnula 

Pancakes, WaHl811 
Biscuits. MuHlna 

Cereal, Granola 

Did 'lbu Probe 
for Addition• 

Did 'lbu s-11v: •nd Amount• of: 

Kind Topping 
Mix or scralch 
Low-cal or regular 
Milk(%1al) 
Wilh or without egg 

Kind, brand 
Mix, scratch or commercial 
lngRldiel'a tat 
Kind Fros11ng. mung. 
Mix, scratch or commercial topping 
Layer, sheet or cupcaka 
Number ol layere 
Ingredient lal 
Addi1ional oil, egg 
Pudding In ml• 

Kind (tilling) 
Mix, scratch or commercial 

Topping 

Single or double crust 
Ingredient lat tor llHlng and cruel 

Low-cal or regular Topping, 
other addlllonll 
(fruit, etc.) 

Brand andlDr type al lat 

Brand,lype 
Ingredient oll, 11 homllmade 
Creamy or clear 
Low-cal or low !!Odium 

Brand and major oil 
Form (stick, tub, diet, whipped, 

spread, squeeze) 
Sahlree 

Fresh, canned or dried Fat(klnd) 
Cooked or uncooked 
s-1ened or unsweetened 
Wilh or without peel 

Kind (while, whole wheel, Buner, margarine, 
rye, etc.) Olher spread 

Egg or egg substilllle Buller, margarine, 
Fat in preparation syrup, etc. 
Kind ol bread 

Yeast or cake-type Frosting, glaze. 
Mix, scralch or commercial nuts, preserves 
Ingredient fat 

Kind (whole wheal, buckwheat, Buner, margarine, 
bran, etc.) 

Mix, scratch or commercial 
syrup, etc. 

Ingredient lat 

Kind, brand Milk('Mllal) 
Ingredient 181 tor homemade Sweetener, lal, 

granola lruil,etc. 

Food Group Did 'lbu S,......llv: 
Grain Products (Cont.) 

Pasta, Rice Kind (spaghetti, brown rice, 
egg noodles. etc.) 

Sah In preparation 

Crackers Kind, brand 

Tonilla Com or flour 
Fat used II tried 

0-lu,S.- Mix or scratch 
Milk I% lat) or waler 
Fal(kind) 
Sall In preparallon 

lleat, Paunry, Flah 
Meal Kind, CUI 

Trimmed or untrimmed,% lat al 
hamburger or type ol ground 
beet (e.g., ground chuck) 

Fat In preparation (kind) 
Sall in preparalion 
Cooked or raw weight 
With or witholll bone 

Meatloaf, Kind.% lat or type of meal 
Meatballs (e.g., ground round) 

Pauhry Ughl or dark meal (or name 
olpart) 

Prepared with or without skin 
Skin eaten or no1 
Breaded or ballered and lrled 
Fol In preparalion (kind) 
San In preparation 
Cooked or rew weight 
Wilh or wilhoul bone 

Fish Kind 
Breaded or banered and fried 
Fat In preparation (kind) 
Sall in preparallon 
Cooked or raw weight 
Fresh or canned 
II canned, waler or oll pack, 

drained, undrained or rinsed, 
low&Odium 

ColdC\1111, Kind. 'Ml lat, brand 
Luncheon Meals 

Ml•lldDlahu Mix, scralch or commercial 
Fal In preparelion (kind) 
Sall In preparation 
Meal, kind and 'Ml tel 
Sauce or gravy 
Milk or cheese(% 181 or kind) 
Pas1a or vegetables 

Pizza Thick Of lhin CIUSI 

Resl•uranl Meal• Price range, name ol reslaurant 

SeaBOnlnglll San or seasonin119 (e.g. 
Condl-m. celery salt. garlic aah, 

MSG) added in prep or al table 

-DldYouPt, _ 
forAddlllona 
and Amount• of: 

Fat (kind). sauce, 
cheesa. etc. 

Spread 

Fiiiings 

Sauce, gravy, etc. 

Sauce, gravy, ale. 

Sauce, gravy, etc. 

Sauce.etc. 

Topping (e.g. 
croutons, 
crackers, 
cheese, etc.) 

Topping 

Plckle, relish, 
cal sup, 
muslard, eleak 
11Buce, ale. 
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Chapter 17 

VEUROLOGICAL PROC!DUUS 

17 .1 GEHERAL METHODOLOGY 

17.1.1 Clinical Assessment History and Physical Ezamiaatioo 

The Neurological History and Examination Form (DCCT Form 005) is 
used for baseline assessment, and for evaluation at five years followup 
and/or study termination. The neurological examination should be 
carried out to permit answering certain specific questions. First, is 
there neurological evidence of a systemic disorder that could jeopardize 
the patient's ability to participate in the DCCT study? Second, is 
there clinical evidence of a peripheral nervous system disorder? If so, 
is it distal symmetrii;:al polyn.europathy, a prozimal motor neuropathy, a 
mononeuropathy or some other disorder that is unlikely to be related to 
diabetes? Third, if there is evidence of polyneuropathy, what is the 
extent of the ceurologic deficit at the time of examination? Decisions 
should be based on the history and physical findings, and must be made 
independent from the results of any neurophysiological testing. 

To answer the first question, it is necessary to complete a standard 
neurological history. The history should include an inquiry into 
possible exposure to neurotoxic drugs or chemicals, and a family history 
of neurological disease, weakness, or arthritis and joint deformities. 
To answer the second and third questions, specific and detailed inquiry 
should be made about symptoms of sensory, motor and autonomic 
dysfunction~ A list of these is provided on the Neurological History 
and Examination form (DCCT Form 005). 

11.1.2 Autonomic Nervous System Function 

Until recently, methods to assess autonomic nervous system (ANS) 
function that were both quantitative and sens1t1ve had not been 
established. With the exception of RR-variation, the Valsalva maneuver, 
and plasma catecholamines, the methods for the assessment of 
cardiovascular ANS are not well standardized, the responses are highly 
variable, and most of the tests do not distinguish between impairment of 
the parasympathetic (PNS) and/or sympathetic nervous (SNS) systems. 
Evaluation of other (noncardiovascular) organ systems is also frustrated 
by lack of adequate methodology. 
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Sinus arrhythmia during quiet respiration has been termed RR
variation. This measurement has been used as an index of cardiac PNS 
act1v1ty since 1973. Factors such as the position of the subject 
{supine, sitting, or standing) and the rate of respiration have been 
shown to influence the results of this method. The methods of analysis 
of the results have also been variable. The standard deviation of the 
mean RR-interval for a five-minute period during quiet breathing is a 
commonly used method to determine RR-variation. However, RR-variation 
determined by the standard deviation of RR-intervals method does have 
some inherent problems. A slow change {increase or decrease) in the 
mean RR-interval during the five-minute period may result in a falsely 
elevated RR-variation. The heart rate also influences the standard 
deviation. A fast heart rate will produce smaller RR-intervals and for 
statistical reasons one would expect a smaller standard deviation. 
Therefore, a new method of analysis based on vector analysis has been 
developed and has been termed circular mean resultant. This method 
eliminates the effects of trends in time and greatly attenuates the 
'effect of intrinsic heart rate and ectopic atrial or ventricular 
contraction. 

RR~variation is.usually considered an index of PNS act1v1ty because 
previous studies had shown that atropine, but not propranolol, altered 
RR-variations. However, it has recently been shown that an increase in 
SNS activity (isoproterenol infusion) will also mimic the responses seen 
during decreased PNS activity {atropine infusion). Thus, a decrease in 
RR-variation could either result from an increase in SNS or a decrease 
in PNS activity to the heart. For this reason, if a patient should 
happen to have an oidrenergic discharge secondary to hypoglycemia {or 
another well documented cause) within the preceding 24 hours, or if the 
3:00 a.m. blood glucose level on the day of the test is less than 50 
mg/ d 1, then the study should not be done but rescheduled to a more 
appropriate day. Thus, under standardized conditions and with a little 
foresight, an increase in SNS activity would not be expected, and the 
RR-variation would represent a reflex· arc involving the parasympathetic 
pathway. 

Recent studies have shown that cardiovascular exercise performance 
is impaired in diabetic patients with mild (only abnormal RR-variation) 
as well as more severe autonomic neuropathy (postural hypotension) when 
compared to normal subjects. These abnormalities were observed for both 
work-matched and maximal-oxygen-uptake-matched cardiovascular leads. 
Furthermore, other studies have shown that RR-variation correlates to 
symptoms of neuropathy. 'l'hus, RR-variation has functional significance 
in terms of cardiovascular function and neurological symptoms. 

Postural testing relies upon measuring blood pressure before .and 
after assuming an upright posture and is dependent upon an intact 
baroreceptor. In order to standardize the test, it should be done after 
30 minutes of supine position. Blood pressure should be measured at set 
times before and after assuming the upright pos1t1on. This is a 
qualitative test. If a patient has postural hypotension, i.e. a drop of 
diastolic blood pressure greater than 10 mm Hg, the subject could have 
either autonomic insufficiency or volume depletion. The test should 
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then be repeated on a separate day with the measurement of plasma 
catecholamines before and after assuming the upright position. If there 
is a supranormal plasma norepinephrine (NE) response, it is suggestive 
of volume depletion or cardiac ANS dysfunction. If, on the other hand, 
there is a normal NE response or totally lacking NE response, the NE 
response would be considered an inadequate response for the hypotension. 
This is an indication of a reflea arc involving vascular autonomic 
insufficiency. Tbus, if orthostatic hypotension develops, plasma 
catecholamines will be measured in a follow-up eaamination. 

The Valsalva test is a cardiovascular reflea test that relies upon 
evaluation of cardiac responses before (pre-Valsalva), during, and after 
{post-Valsalva) a standardized increase in intrathoracic pressure 
(Valsalva maneuver). This is a quantitative teat and the following 
indices will be determined: the Valsalva ratio (the maximum heart rate 
during the Valsalva maneuver divided by the slowest heart rate after the 
Valsalva maneuver} and the initial heart rate. The increase in heart 
rate during the Valsalva period is due to a combination of decreasing 
the parasympathetic and increasing the sympathetic nervous system 
activities. The bradycardia after the Valsalva period is ·due to both an 
increase in the parasympathetic and a decrease in the sympathetic 
nervous system activities to the heart. These reflex changes in the 
cardiac autonomic nervous system acti_vities are the result of how much 
sympathetic tone has been established in the peripheral vasculature. An 
abnormally low Valsalva ratio can be due either to decreased cardiac 
parasympathetic or decreased cardiac or vascular sympathetic tone. 
Thus, it serves as a general autonomic test rather than as a 
parasympathetic or sympathetic evaluator. Although not as sensitive as 
RR-variation, it has been shown to be an index which may be more useful 
than RR-variation for the more severely involved diabetics. 

Vascular ANS activity is altered by a variety of factors such as 
eating, coffee, smoking, and volume depletion. It therefore is 
necessary to avoid these factors when evaluating RR-variation, the 
Valsalva maneuver, and postural testing in diabetics. Furthermore, 
medicines often taken by diabetics may alter the ANS. Insulin is known 
to increase plasma NE, increase heart rate, and may decrease arterial 
blood pressure in patients with neuropathy. Insulin should be withheld 
until after the studies are completed. Over-the-counter medications may 
also alter ANS tests. Sodium salicylate has been shown to augment RR
variation and to potentiate plasma NE and epinephrine responses to 
hypoglycemia in normal man. Since salicylates have also been reported to 
augment cholinergic responses in several species, it is possible that 
over-the-counter products such as aspirin (acetylsalicylic acid) may 
also alter ANS tests. For this reason, aspirin and other over-the
counter medicines {such as antihistamines) must be avoided for at least 
eight hours before the ANS studies. 

Results of the autonomic neuropathy evaluations which are performed 
at baseline and biannually thereafter, are sent to the Central Autonomic 
Coding Unit using a copy of the ANS Documentation Sheet (DCCT Form 070) 
and the ANS Studies Hailing List (DCCT Form 054). At the Coding Unit, 
the results are recorded on DCCT Form 028, Autonomic Neuropathy Studies, 
and forwarded to the Coordinating Center for analysis. 
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17.1.3 Nerve Conduction Studies 

Impaired nerve conduction velocity and amplitude correlate with 
poorly reversible large and small myelinated nerve fiber loss in overt 
diabetic polyneuropathy, yet limited electrophysiological improvement 
may occur with metabolic treatment. In patients without overt 
neuropathy, motor nerve conduction impairment correlates with duration 
of diabetes. Eng and Gregerson have demonstrated frequent motor nerve 
conduction impairment in young diabetics as early as 6 months to one 
year after diagnosis. Accumulating data suggest an additional nerve 
conduction impairment present in newly-diagnosed diabetics, which 
reverses acutely with hypolycemic therapy. Bowever, at all stages motor 
nerve conduction velocity impairment varies from patient to patient and 
from nerve to nerve, and many long-standing diabetic patients have 
individual conduction velocities within tbe normal stage. 

Conventional electrophysiological techniques assess conduction in 
only the largest and most rapidly conducting myelinated nerve fibers. 
Therefore, subclinical processes involving small myelinated fibers will 
be reflected poorly by conventional nerve conduction studies, 
Techniques to measure conduction directly in small myelinated fibers, 
h·owever, are invasive and painful and are not justified. in patients 
without clinically evident neuropathy. Consequently, contemplated nerve 
conduction studies provide an important but incomplete picture of 
subclinical peripheral nerve involvement in diabetes. 

Results of these studies which are performed at baseline, 5 years 
and/or study termination are recorded on DCCT Form 037, Nerve Conduction 
Studies, which is mailed to the Coordinating Center for analysis. 

17.2 CLINICAL ASSESSMENT 

The Neurological History and Physical Examination (DCCT Form 005) 
should be carried out in a quiet, comfortable room such as an outpatient 
examining room or an EKG suite. The neurologist's standard neurological 
examination should be performed. Special attention should be paid to 
the peripheral nervous system. 

The recommended method for testing small-diameter sensory fibers is 
to begin with evaluation of cold perception, A dense metal object such 
as the weight at the end of a 128 Bz tuning fork serves as a good cold 
stimulus. The neurologist should begin by asking the patient to compare 
the temperature of this object as perceived over the dorsum of the foot 
and the top of the thigh. If the more proximal stimulus is colder, 
then, starting on the dorsum of the toes, the object is slowly moved 
proximalward until the level of change to normal is found. Pin prick 
should be used to verify this level, since patients without neuropathy 
may report a change in temperature if they are examined in a cool room. 
The lever at which the pin prick feels normal (compared with the upper 
thigh or face), and not just "sharp", should be recorded. To examine 
large fiber functions, the ability to detect the direction of the small 
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upward or downward movements of the great toe should be determined, as 
well as the ability to perceive a low amplitude 128 Hz vibration at the 
first metatarsal-phalangeal J01nt, using the neurologist's personal 
experience with individuals without neuropathy as a control. 

For the most part, strength will be normal in this group of 
patients. To look for the earliest evidence of distal weakness, the 
neurologist should test the strength of great toe dorsiflexion (extensor 
hallucis longus muscle) and the strength of small toe dorsiflexion 
(extensor digitorum brevis). In addition, one should look for evidence 
of atrophy of intrinsic foot muscles and evaluate t'he size of the 
contracting EHL muscle for atrophy. 

Reflexes should be elicited in the neurologist's usual way. In this 
study, we will be especially interested in the knee and ankle jerks. 
Reflexes should be graded as ++++ (very brisk with clonus), +++ (brisk), 
++ and + (normal), +/- (elicited only with the Jendrassik maneuver) or 0 
(cannot be elicited). 

Normal mental status is defined as lucid 

17.3 AUTONOMIC !VALUATIOH 

17.3.1 Background and Rationale 

Somatosensory and autonomic neuropathy are well recognized as common 
complications of diabetes mellitus. Clinical somatosensory neuropathy 
is characterized by symptoms of sensory loss, proprioceptive loss, 
parathesias, gross and fine motor incoordination, and pain, and is thus 
usually· obvious to the patient. Secondary injurie·s (e.g. neuropathic 
ulcers) due to this condition are frequent. Symptoms of autonomic 
neuropathy, on the other hand, may be more insidious in onset and, 
therefore, somewhat: less obvious. For example, bladder dysfunction, 
postural hypotension, gastric distension, sweating aberrations, and 
pupillary abnormalities may not even be noticed or may be ignored by the 
patient. However, autonomic complications may carry greater morbidity 
than somatosensory neuropathy. The absence of pain during a myocardial 
infarction has been attributed to autonomic neuropathy in diabetic 
patients, as has total cardiac denervation resulting in sudden death. 
The morbidity associated with autonomic neuropathy after clinical 
diagnosis in diabetics has been reported as high as 50% in three years, 
and ct~ presence of autonomic neuropathy has been proposed as a 
prognostic indicator. 

The goal c-f the DCCT is to use standardized and quantitative methods 
of evaluating the ANS to define whether it can be partially or totally 
reversed or prevented by glycemic control. The Central Autonomic 
Nervous System coding Unit has developed their own operation manual 
entitled ANS Operation Manual. 
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17.3.2 Equipment ~ Channel Recorder 

The necessary equipment for Autonomic Nervous System testing 
includes the following: 

l. Hokanson ECG Monitor 
2. Hokanson Respiration Pacer 
3. ECG Cord 
4. Foot Pedal for Event Harker 
5. TEAC R-61 Tape Recorder 
6. Power Supply and Power Jack Connector 
7. Four BNC Cables 
8. ECG Leads 
9. Blood Pressure Cuff and Stethoscope 
10. Valsalva Apparatus 
11. Timing Device (clock or timer) 
12. 90 Minute Cassette Tape 

rigure 17. l Contains a list of ·equipment ordering informati_on, 

17.3.3 Equipment Settings and Calibration 

The following is a description of the settings and connections of. 
each piece of equipment used in testing, These steps must be followed 
to complete the set-up of equipment. 

A) Hokanson ECG Monitor 

POWER button: OFF during set-up and subject hook-up. 
AUDIO switch: UP = ON. 
GAIN control: DOWN during set-up and hook-up. 
Plug ECG CABLE into PATIENT CABLE jack. 
Plug FOOT PEDAL into REMOTE EVENT jack. 
Plug RESPIRATION PACER into PACER jack. 

B) TEAC R-61 Tape Recorder and Power ~ 

POWER: OFF during set-up. 
COHP: OFF (always). 
CAL USE: USE for testing, CAL for calibration. 
DC AC: AC. 
VOLTAGE SWITCH: (+lV 0 -lV) to 0. 
HEHO IN, HEHO OUT: Not used. 
CHANNEL SELECTOR: Optional. Can be set to any 
channel to view the activity being recorded on that channel. 
FH DR: Both switches to FH. 
DC 9V: Plug in power jack cord, then attach the 
alligator clamps to the back of the POWER PACK; red wire 
to screw marked red, black wire to other screw. 

C) Calibration of TEAC R-61 Tape Recorder: 
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The tape recorder must be calibrated during initial set
up of Hokanson ECG Monitor. However, calibration of tape 
recorder must be checked periodically to insure that 
settings remain in proper position. 

STEPS FOR CALIBRATION 

l. Turn tape recorder power on (on tape recorder and on 
power supply). 

2. Set CAL USE switch to CAL. 
3, Set DC AC switch to DC. 
4. Set VOLTAGE switch to 0 volts (+l 0 -1). 
S. Turn Channel Selector to Channel l. 
6. With small screw driver, adjust first INPUT ZERO screw 

so needle on gauge is at 0% on bottom scale. 
7. ·Repeat step 6 for Channels 2, 3 and 4 using INPUT ZERO 

screws 2, 3 and 4. 
8. Set voltage switch to +lV. 
9. Turn Channel Selector to Channel l. 
10. With small screw driver, adjust first INPUT LEVEL screw so 

needle on gauge is at +20% on bottom scale. 
11. Repeat step 10 for Channels 2 and 4 only using 2nd and 

4th INPUT LEVEL screws. 
12. Turn Channel Selector to Channel 3. Adjust 3rd INPUT 

screw so needle on gauge is at +100% on bottom scale. 
13. Return :AL USE switch to USE. 
14. Return DC AC switch to AC. 
15. Return VOLTAGE switch to O. 

STEPS TO CHECK FOR PROPER CALIBRATION 

LEVEL 

The tape recorder must be checked monthly for proper 
calibration and be entered into a log book. Follow these 
steps: 

1, Set CAL USE switch to CAL. 
2. Set DC AC switch to DC. 
3. Turn Channel Selector to each channel. All channels 

should read 0% on gauge on bottom scale. 
4. Set Voltage switch to +lV. 
S. Turn Channel Selector to each Channel. Channels l, 2 

and 4 should read +20% and Channel 3 should read 100%. 
6. If tape recorder is not calibrated correctly, repeat 

calibration procedure. 
7. Return all switches to their original position. 

D) Connection of BNC Cables 

There are four BNC cables necessary for proper 
connection to the ECG Monitor and the tape recorder. Place 
a BNC cable to connect each of the outlets described below: 
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CHANNEL l Input on tape Recorder to PACER SYNC connection 
on module. 
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CHANNEL 2 Input on tape recorder to EVENT connection on 
module. 

CHANNEL 3 Input on tape recorder to ECG connection on 
module. 

CHANNEL 4 Input on tape recorder to ECG SYN connection on 
module. 

17.J.4 ~ Recorder Channels 

The Channel Selector on the tape recorder can be changed from one 
channel to the next during a study to view the activity being recorded 
on each channel. If the subject is properly connected, the following 
will be seen on each channel of the tape recorder: 

Channel l - This is the channel for the Respiration Pacer. The 
needle on the gauge of the tape recorder will be 
resting at the left. When the bot tom light of the 
pacer is lit, the needle on the recorder will jump 
to the right and back. 

Channel 2 - This channel is for the Event marker. The needle rests 
at the left of the gauge. When the remote event 
pedal is pushed or the event switch on the monitor 
is pushed, the needle will jump to the right, then 
back. 

Channel 3 - This channel is for the QRS complex. The needle wi 11 
rest at the left side of the gauge and with each 
heartbeat will go -to the right and back. Movement 
on this channel is not as dramatic as the other 
channels. If the needle is not moving, or does not 
rest to the left between heartbeats, the ECG leads 
should be checked for proper connection. 

Channel 4 - The needle will start at the left of the gauge and 
deflect to the right with each heartbeat. It will 
be a long uniform movement that reaches the left 
side of the red area of the gauge. 

17.3.5 Equipment : ~ Channel Recorder 

The necessary equipment for Autonomic Nervous System testing 
performed with a 2 channel recorder includes the following: 

1. Hokanson ECG Monitor 
2. Hokanson Respiration Pacer 
3. Patient ECG Cable 
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4. Foot Pedal for Event Harker 
S. JVC Stereo Cassette Recorder 
6. Two Connecting Cables 
7. ECG Electrodes and Lead Wires 
8. Valsalva Apparatus 
9. Timing Device (Clock or Timer) 
10. 9~ Minute Cassette Tape 
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Figure 17.1 contains a list of equipment ordering information. 

17.J.6 Equipment Set-up 

A. Hokanson ECG Monitor 

The following is a description of the settings of the Hokanson 
ECG Monitor: 

Settings: 
-POWER button: OFF during set-up and subject hook-up. 
-AUDIO switch: UP = ON. . 
-GAIN control: ·DOWN during set-up and hook-up 
-Plug ECG CABLE into PATIENT CABLE jack. 
-Plug FOOT PEDAL into REMOTE EVENT jack. 
-Plug RESPIRATION PACER into PACER jack. 

B. JVC Stereo Cassette Recorder 

-POWER Button: 
-NR SYSTEM: 

OFF (OUT) for set-up and patient hook-up. 
Dolby B 

-TAPE SELECT: Normal 
-INPUT LEVEL: Right and Left both set to 2 

C. Connection of Hokanson Monitor to JVC Stereo Cassette Recorder 

There are two cables necessary for proper connection of the 
ECG Monitor and the tape recorder. These cables have a BNC 
connector on one end, and a color coded pin-plug connector on the 
other. The pin plugs are placed in the TAPE IN plugs on the rear 
of the JVC recorder and the BNC connectors are placed on the back 
of the Hokanson ECG Monitor. Place a cable to connect each of the 
outlets described below: 

- EVENT PACER SYNC on ECG Monitor to right side of TAPE IN on 
tape recorder. 

- ECG SYNC on ECG Monitor to left side of TAPE IN on tape 
recorder. 
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17.J.7 Assembly of Valsalva Apparatus: 

For the Valsalva Maneuver Studies, a special apparatus is needed which 
measures the pressure of the patient's blowing during the test. The 
necessary equipment for proper assembly of the apparatus includes the 
following: 

1. Sphygmomanometer 
2. Raindrop Medication Nebulizer System with tee tube and 

mouthpiece 
3. Rubber Stopper 

The CACU should be notified when assembly of a new apparatus is 
necessary since relay of information on ordering the necessary equipment 
on the list is essential. 

Once the proper equipment has been acquired, the following steps 
should be taken to assemble it correctly: 

1. Cut the cuff off of the sphygmomanometer leaving only 
the gauge with pump and a one foot tubing running from 
one side. 

2. Pull out or loosen the small screw below the gauge on the 
side opposite the tubing. 

3. Unscrew the blue top from the nebulizer and pull out the 
small white plastic tube in the middle. Then screw the 
blue top back on, leaving the nebulizer clear inside. 

4. Remove any tubing the nebulizer has on it already and place 
the tubing from the sphygmomanometer on the tube coming 
out the bottom of the nebulizer. 

S. Place the tee tube on the top of the nebulizer. 
On one side of the tee tube, place the rubber stopper 
in as far as possible. On the other side of the 
tee tube, the mouthpiece screws in. 

17.J.8 Subject Eligibility 

Upon arrival for ANS testing the tester must fully complete an ANS 
Testing Eligibility form (DCCT form 081), This form is mandatory for 
all baseline diabetics, randomized follow-ups, and normal control 
patients. No eligibility form is required for patients done in order to 
certify a new ANS Technician. This form spells out the requirements for 
eligibility for ANS testing. If the answer to any question in part B of 
the form is YES, the patient is ineligible for testing that day with no 
exceptions. The form can be retained in the clinic files, and the 
patient must be rescheduled for another day. 
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17.3.9 Electrode Placement 

After the proper connections and adjustments have been made on the 
equipment, the subject can be prepared for testing. 

IMPORTANT: Be sure the power switches on the ECG Monitor and the tape 
recorder are OFF during subject hook-up. 

Place the three electrodes as follows: 

A - Upper Right Chest {half-way between the clavical 
and nipple) 

B - The V6 Area (on the left side of the body mid azillary line 
at level of nipple) 

C - Lower Right Abdomen 

Note: Placement of electrodes may vary among patients. If the 
suggested placement does not produce a trigger for each heartbeat, try 
moving the electrodes until a signal is detected. 

17.3.10 . Connection of Subject to Equipment 

-Place wire from electrode A to the red socket on the 
patient ECG cable. 

-Place wire from electrode B to the green socket on the 
ECG cable. 

-Place wire from electrode C to the white socket on the 
ECG cable. 

Note: The patient ECG cable must be connected to the Patient Cable 
outlet on the ECG Monitor. 

17.3.11 Equipment Operation During Study 

-After subject is properly connected, turn power switches on ECG 
Monitor and tape recorder to the ON position. At this 
point, the row of lights on the Respiration Pacer will 
oscillate and the bottom two lights on the row of lights on 
the ECG Monitor will be lit. 

-The gain lever is used to adjust the voltage of the ECG signal 
so that, for each heartbeat, the monitor may generate a 
standard electrical signal (square wave pulse). 
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-The Audio switch must remain on. If desired, an earphone can be 
placed in the jack on the rear of the monitor to silence the 
audio to all but the tester. 

-Event markers can be placed in the study by using either the 
remote event pedal or the event switch on the monitor. To 
use the event switch on the monitor, press and release. 

17.3.12 Steps for Adjustment of Gain Lever 

1. Set the gain lever to the bottom position. The bottom 1-3 
lights on the vertical row of lights should be lit. Neither 
the trigger light nor the audio will be activated at this time. 
If they are, make sure the subject is connected properly. 

2. Slowly push the gain lever up. Hore of the vertical lights 
will- begin to light. The lever should be raised until the 
vertical row of lights -completely lights or goes to the ninth 
light for each R-wave of the subject's QRS complex. 

17.3.13 RR-Variation Study 

The RR-variation study is a six minute test during which the patient 
breathes at a fixed rate with the aid of the Respiration Pacer. The 
test is performed with the patient in the supine position the entire six 
minutes and is immediately followed by the postural study, during which 
the patient stands for ten minutes. 

Before the RR-variation study begins, the tester must fully complete 
the ANS Testing Eligibility Form {DCCT Form 081), and the patient must 
rest in the supine position for 30 minutes. During the 30 minutes, the 
patient will receive instruction on how to perform the test. He/she 
will be given the Respiration Pacer to be held at a comfortable angle 
for viewing and told to inhale as the lights are ascending on the Pacer 
and to exhale as the lights are descending. The Pacer is timed for five 
breaths per minute and the patient must be told to "pace" themselves 
with the lighting of the lights. He/she must be informed that the test 
will last for six minutes and inhaling as the lights go up and exhaling 
as the lights go down is mandatory for that time period. The patient 
must understand that he/she must stand after the six minutes to complete 
the ten minute postural study. The patient will not need to breath with 
the Respiration Pacer during the postural, but must stand still and have 
blood pressure measurements at fixed time periods (see Section 17.3.14). 
After receiving instructions, the patient is allowed to practice a 
breath before the test begins. The tester must also ready the equipment 
during the 30 minute rest. This includes checking channel 4 of the tape 
recorder on the gauge to insure that the needle moves with each 
heartbeat and watching the lights on the ECG monitor, making sure they 
are triggering for each heartbeat. As the patient does a practice 
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breath, the tester must check the trigger lights on the ECG monitor to 
be sure the equipment is triggering properly through each stage of the 
breathing process. The gain lever should be adjusted if necessary (see 
Section on Equipment Operation). A blood pressure cuff must be made 
handy for the tester to use at the beginning and end of the study. The 
tape recorder can be preset to record by simultaneously pushing in the 
record button and pulling over the play button, then pushing the pause 
button. The footage marker of the tape should be recorded. 

When the patient understands the method of the test, he/she will 
begin the fixed breathing when the lights on the Pacer start ascending. 
After one full inhale and u.hale, the tester will begin recording the 
study by releasing the pause button and pushing the event marker once. 
This should happen as the patient begins inhaling. The time must be 
noted, or a timer set for the tester to know when the end of the siz 
minutes will occur. Then the tester must measure the patient's blood 
pressure. 

Throughout the study, the patient must be watched carefully to 
insure he/she is always pacing his/her breathing pattern with the 
Respiration Pacer. The tester must be positioned so he/she can look 
across the patient's chest and see the Pacer to watch that the rise and 
fall of the chest cavity matches the rise and fall of lights on the 
Pacer, Encouragement can be given to the patient to continue complying 
with the testing methods, and the patient can be told how much longer 
he/she has before the test is complete. 

If at any time during the RR-variation study the patient fails to 
inhale and exhale properly {i.e., getting the inhaling and exhaling 
backwards, falling asleep, talking, etc.), the test must be stopped and 
restarted. A rest period is not required for a restart of the RR
variation study. 

At the end of the six minutes, the patient's blood pressure must be 
taken and the footage marker noted. Then an event marker must be 
activated signaling the completion of the RR-variation study. 

17 .J.14 Postural Study 

The postural study is a ten-minute test during which the patient 
stands in place, blood pressures are taken and heartbeats are recorded. 
The postural test will always immediately follow the RR-variation study 
without interruption in the recording unless otherwise stated by the 
CACU. 

Upon the completion of the six minute RR-variation study, the 
Respiration ?acer will be taken from the patient and set aside. The 
patient must then stand, being careful not to detach the ECG leads or 
their connectors. The recording must continue through the standing and 
into the postural study. The tester must listen for the audio signaling 
a trigger for each heartbeat. If during the process of standing, the 
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monitor is signaling too many times or not enough, the gain must be 
adjusted as stated in the Section on Equipment Operation. 

The patient's blood pressure should be taken at one, two, three, 
four, five and ten minutes into the study. These blood pressures should 
be recorded on the documentation sheet. An event marker must be placed 
at the end of ten minutes of standing and the footage marker on the tape 
recorded. Then the tape recorder can be turned off and the postural 
study is complete. 

If, by the request of the CACU, the postural test is being performed 
without the RR-variation test preceding it, the patient must rest in the 
supine position for 30 minutes. The tester should start the recording 
just before the patient begins to stand and record the test for ten 
minutes taking blood pressures at the beginning and at minutes one, two, 
three, four, five and ten. 

The patient should be watched carefully during the postural test for 
signs of hypotension. The tester should have help available in case the 
patient faints. If a drop of more than 10 rrunHg in the diastolic blood 
pressure occurs, AND THE PATIENT IS SHOWING OBVIOUS SIGNS OF POSTURAL 
HYPOTENSION, the patient must "be placed in the supine position 
irmnediatel?• As soon as the patient is comfortable, the test can be 
stopped simply by turning off· the tape recorder. When the patient 
developes postural hypotension, he/she must be rescheduled for complete 
ANS testing on a separate day with plasma catecholamine measurements 
during the RR and postural studies. 

17.3.15 Postural Study with Plasma Catecholamines 

Revised August 1, 1990 

If a patient has a drop of more than 10 rrunHg in the diastolic blood 
pressure during the postural study, the patient must be rescheduled for 
ANS testing with plasma catecholamines. The testing must be scheduled 
on another day within the time window of the original visit. When a 
repeat is necessary, the tester must notify the CBL immediately. There 
must be more than one tester to assist with the patient on the repeat 
study day. 

During the repeat study, each of the individual tests must be 
performed as they are on a normal testing day with some additions 
(Figure 17.3). The Valsalvas must be performed first after a 15 minute 
rest in the supine position. During this 15 minute rest, the testers 
must prepare the patient for the drawing of the blood samples. The 
samples can be drawn either through a heparin lock or a saline I.V. 
line. When drawing through the heparin lock, no certain gauge is 
required. However, in regards to the type of needle, steel is 
preferrable (not intracath). After completion of the two Valsalvas 
(with a five minute rest between Valsalvas), the patient must rest for 
30 minutes. Blood samples must be collected at the beginning of the RR 
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variation study, at the beginning of the postural (before the patient 
actually stands), and at two, five and ten minutes into the postural 
study. A tourniquet can be used as a last resort if the patient's vein 
collapses during the study. 

Special tubes must be used for the blood samples and are provided by 
the CBL. The following steps must be followed for the collection and 
processing of the samples: 

1. A special tube prepared by Amersham will be supplied by the 
CBL. This tube contains EGTA and glutathione and must be 
refrigerated (2-8 C) until used. 

2. The patient should remain in the supine position in a non
stimulatory environment for at least 30 minutes prior to blood 
sampling. The blood sample may be drawn with a syringe. 
Remove the rubber stopper of an appropriate tube and transfer 
2.S-5 cc immediately. Hix the tube gently and thoroughly and 
place on ice immediately. 

3. Centrifuge the specimen at S C for ten minutes at 900 g (2~00 
rpm). Separate plasma from the cells as quickly as possible 
(within 45 minutes of collection). Aspirate as much plasma as 
possible but avoid the buffy coat and platelets. Recentrifuge 
plasma (S C, ten minutes, 900 g). 

4. Transfer to a 5 ml Nunc tube and freeze. Frozen plasma is 
stable for at least three months when stored in a tightly 
closed container below -20 c. 

S. Label the tube with the patient's initials, identification 
number, age, date, and time. Include the original of the 
Catecholamine Specimen Mailing List (DCCT Form 109) with your 
shipment. A copy of the Form 109 should be sent to the 
Coordipating Center in your weekly mailing. Specimen must be 
delivered early in the week on dry ice to: 

DCCT Central Biochemistry Lab 
Attn: L27S Mayo 626-3645 
University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic 
420 Delaware Street 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455-9980 

6. Specimens will be sent by CBL to: 

February 28, 1992 

Ada Simon, Ph.D. 
Cardiovascular Division 
Biochemical Research Lab 
University of Minnesota 
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17. 3.15.1 AHS Assessment with Orthostatic Bypotension 

Currently, the autonomic nervous system evaluation is performed on 
DCCT subjects at baseline, every two years and at study end. There 
already is a well defined protocol for the collection of catecholamines 
in the case that a patient develops orthostatic hypotension (a drop of 
more than lOmmHg in the diastolic blood pressure) during the postural 
phase of the ANS study (17.3.15) •. It is less clear, however, in 
describing procedures at subsequent ANS evaluation in regards to ongoing 
collection of catecholamines in patients with orthostatic hypotension at 
previous ANS assessment. The purpose of this section is to describe 
these procedures for catecholamine assessment at subsequent ANS 
evaluations. 

When a DCCT subject initially demonstrates orthostatic hypotension, 
the test is stopped·and rescheduled for another day. The test is then 
repeated with catecholamines drawn during the postural study (17.3.15). 

At the next ANS test following the test during which or-thostatic 
hypotension was identified and catecholamine drawn, the clinic will have 
two options. The first option (l) is to do the procedure outlined in 
chapter 17.3.15. That is, collect the catecholamine and if the patient 
does not develop orthostatic hypotension, throw the catecholamine away. 
The other option (2) is to perform the standard ANS test, without 
catecholamines, but recognizing that if the patient does become 
orthostatic, the test will need to be stopped and the patient 
r-escheduled to r-epeat the test (within that ANS time window), and 
catecholamines collected. 

Option 2 is probably most effective in patients who didn't 
demonstr-ate orthostatic hypotension during the postural study where 
catecholamines wer-e first drawn. In these cases, it may be that another 
cause could explain the initial orthostasis, i.e., dehydration, anxiety. 

Any patient who develops orthostat ic hypo tens ion at two regularly 
scheduled ANS evaluations should automatically have catecholamines drawn 
at all futur-e ANS tests. 

Finally, any patients who are being treated for orthostatic 
hypotension, either with mineral corticoids or with mechanical means 
(i.e., pres sure stockings) should always have catecholamines drawn at 
the time of the ANS test. Tests should be done without stockings. 
Mineral corticoids and other treatments should be noted. The form of 
treatment can be indicated on DCCT Forms 70 and 81. 
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ANS ASSESSMENT IN THE CASE OF ORTHOSTATIC HYPOTENSION 

ORTHOSTATIC 

(Drop of more than lOmm Hg 
diastolic) 

Repeat ANS test with 
catecholamines 

I ROUTINE ANS TEST 

~ 

Next ANS Test 

NOT ORTl:IOSTATIC 

Follow routine ANS 
test schedule 

Do with catecholamines Do without catecholamines 

I NOT ORTHOSTATIC ORTHOSTATIC ORTHOSTATIC NOT ORTHOSTATIC 

l 
Discard catecholamines 
and resume routine ANS 

schedule 
with catecholamines 

:.put ANS THt j 
~ 
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Kail catecholamines 

All future ANS tests 
are to be done with 

catecholamine collection 

Resume routine 
ANS schedule 
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17.l.16 Valsalva Maneuver 

Following the RR-variation and postural studies, the patient must 
rest in the supine position for 15 minutes. During this time, the 
Valsalva maneuver will be explained. The patient will remain in the 
supine position for two Valsalva studies, and the five minute resting 
period between the two studies. The first minute of the test the 
patient will be still and breathe ad libitum. Then the patient will be 
asked to blow into the mouthpiece of the Valsalva apparatus for 20 
seconds, holding the gauge on the Sphygmomanometer at 40 mmHg. After 
the 20 second blowing period, the patient will again breathe ad libitum 
for one minute thus concluding the study. The patient is allowed to 
practice the blowing period before the "first Valsalva is actually 
performed. During the test blowing period, the tester needs to watch 
the ECG monitor and see if adjustments to the gain are going to be 
necessary. If so, during the actual study, the tester can adjust the 
gain as the patient begins blowing so each heartbeat will be properly 
recognized. Readjustment may also be necessary during the ~ost Valsalva 
preathing period. 

The tester will need the Valsalva apparatus and a timer along with 
the ANS equipment to conduct the valsalva study. When the patient is 
ready for the study, the tester will begin recording and note. the 
footage marker of the tape, activate two event markers and start timing 
the study. Fifty-five seconds into the study, the tester must ask the 
patient to take a deep breath and begin blowing into the mouthpiece. of 
the Valsalva apparatus. At the time the patient begins blowing, the 
tester must activate two event markers, time the blowing period, and 
adjust the gain if necessary. After 20 seconds of blowing, two more 
event markers must be activated and the patient told to stop blowing. 
Then one minute of ad libitum breathing should ·be recorded and two event 
markers placed at the end of the study. 

During the blowing period, the tester must watch the gauge of the 
sphygmomanometer to ensure that once the pressure reaches 40 mmHg, the 
patient keeps it there for the remainder of "the blowing period. Praise 
and encouragement should be given to the patient to successfully 
complete the blowing period. The tester should also listen for the 
audio sound of the triggering, making sure the heartbeats are properly 
recognized. 

If a patient does not complete the full 20 second blowing period on 
both Valsalvas, the test should be restarted with a five minute rest 
period between attempts, until two good Valsalvas are recorded. 

On a normal testing day, when both Valsalvas are successfully 
completed, ANS testing for the patient is then complete (Figure 17.2 for 
flow sheet of ANS testing). 

Revised February 28, 1992 
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17.3.16.1 Valsalva Manuever in Patients with PDR 

Another point of clarification pertains to the question of 
performing Valsalva manuever in patients who have PDR. You may remember 
that this question arose about 1 1/2 years ago. 

The Planning Co11UDittee recommends that all patients who have PDR be 
excused from this portion of the ANS protocol. The ophthalmologist from 
each of the clinics was polled about the risks associated with this 
procedure in patients who have PDR. Fourteen ophthalmologists responded 
that they would recommend against patients with PDR performing the 
valsalva maneuver. This is not a local option. 

17.3.17 Taping and Documentation 

A 90 minute cassette tape must be used to record the studies. These 
tapes will not be used again but will be kept .by the CACU. A medium 
priced cassette tape works fine. At the beginning of the tape, and in 
between each of the separate studies, the tape must be advanced at least 
20 footage markers. This space between studies must be blank tape. The 
footage markers for the beginning and end of each study must be recorded 
on the ANS Documentation Sheet (DCCT Form 070). 

One event marker must be placed at the beginning and the end of the 
RR-variation study and upon completion of the postural. Two -quick event 
markers must be placed at the beginning of each Valsalva, at the 
beginning and end of the blowing, and at the end of the Valsalva study. 

The ANS Documentation Sheet (DCCT Form 070, see Figure 17.4 for an 
example) must be completed. 

If the study is a normal or a certification ·tape, the patient ID 
number must not be completed and "normal" or "certification" must be 
written in the area next to that line. (Normal patients are healthy 
non-diabetics done properly- prepared for control purposes. 
Certifications are done only for practice and proof of the credibility 
of a new technician and will be used only for certification purposes. 
The CACU must be notified for proper instructions when training new 
technicians.) The follow-up visit number must be correctly included on 
this sheet. Each tape must also have a label which includes the clinic 
number, patient's ID number, patient's initials, and the date the 
studies were done. This label must be directly on the tape not on the 
case for the tape. Blank labels can be obtained from the CACU. 

If, during the course of the studies, the tester encounters any 
problems, there is space available for comments that will aid the CACU 
in analyzing the data. If a study is restarted, this must be shown 
clearly on the documentation sheet. 
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17.3.18 Mailing 

Each ANS recording must be sent to tbe CACU upon completion of the 
study. No recording should be kept at tbe clinic for longer than a week 
after completion. No more than four studies should be mailed in one 
container. The tapes and papers must be sent in a padded envelope or 
box. The catecholamine samples must be sent on dry ice and should be 
padded for protection. Hail the samples early in tbe week so the ANS 
Laboratory can be sure they have arrived and take proper care of them 
before the weekend. 

An RR-Interval ECG Hailing List {DCCT Form OS4) must be completed. 
The Hailing List must have four duplicate copies. The original copy is 
to be sent in the same container as the tapes. A copy must be mailed to 
the CACU in a separate envelope. A copy must also be sent to the 
Coordinating Center and one copy retained in clinic files. 

Each study sent must have an ANS DocW!lentation Sheet and an ANS 
Testing Eligibility Form. A copy of each of these forms must also be 
retained in the clinic files. 

17 .4 HEB.VE CONDUCTION STUDIES 

17.4.1 Introduction 

Since diabetic patients are subject to a generalized neuropathy, 
changes of metabolic status theoretically should be reflected equally in 
all peripheral nerve segments. In the DCC!, the expected changes in 
nerve conduction may be small and are liable to be obscured by inter
patient and inter-center variability. However, a careful broad 
screening of several peripheral nerves is time consuming and subject to 
redundancy and not the least entails the risk of misleading mass 
significance. Therefore, the following limited protocol has been 
adopted, covering sensory and motor nerve conduction in one arm and one 
leg, in order to concentrate the efforts in a carefully conducted study. 

17.4.2 General Methodology 

17.4.2.1 Patients 

Patients should be scheduled one to two hours after a regular meal. 
Outpatients should be scheduled at least 30 minutes before the act_ual 
test in order to accommodate to the temperature of the laboratory. 
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17.4.2.2 Equipment 

The choice of electromyograph or electrodes is not standardized. 
Any modern equipment is accepted, provided that it includes an averager 
and that photographic or durable paper recordings are available. The 
instrument for temperature measurements should include a surface 
thermistor and should preferably allow continuous monitoring. 

17.4.2.J haminer 

Serial studies on any one patient should be performed under the 
direct supervision by the same trained electromyographer (H.D.). 

17.4.2.4 Herves 

The protocol comprises the following nerve segments: 

l. Median nerve. Distal motor latency from wrist to the abductor 
pollicis brevis muscle. Motor conduction velocity from elbow 
to wrist. Orthodromic sensory conduction velocity from digit 
II to wrist. F-wave latency, stimulating at the wrist. 

2. Peroneal nerve._ Distal motor latency from ankle to the 
extensor dig. brevis muscle. Motor conduction velocity from 
capitulum fibulae to ankle. F-wave latency, sdmulating at the 

·ankle. 

3. Sur al nerve. Antidromic sensory conduction 
stimulating the nerve about 14 cm. proximal to a 
electrode at the lateral malleotus. 

_velocity, 
recording 

In all follow-up studies, the same nerve segment on the same one 
side is examined with the same interelectrode distance. 

During a ten-year trial, the development of a carpal tunnel syndrome 
in a diabetic patient is a real possibility. If this is suspected on 
the basis of an isolated or marked impairment of the distal sensory 
and/or motor conduction velocity in the median nerve, the following 
procedure applies: 

l. The median nerve protocol is followed and reported, as 
described, in any event. That is, data must not be left .out 
because of a suspected or proven carpal tunnel syndrome. 

2. The report should be accompanied by a comment to the problem. 

J. The following electrophysiological observations should be 
added: The ipsilateral ulnar nerve distal orthodromic sensory 
conduction velocity from digit V to wrist, and the distal motor 
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latency from wrist to the hypothenar muscle group, using the 
same distance as for the distal motor latency in the median 
nerve. 

4. Standard treatment, eventually decompression of the median 
nerve, should be offered to tbe patient according to general 
rules. 

17.4.2.S Stimulation 

Surface electrodes are used for stimulation. The cathode will be 
di st al. The anode is placed to appro:itimate tbe course of the nerve. 
The optimal location of the electrode is determined by moving the 
cathode in small steps while stimulating the nerve with subma:itimal 
current. The actual recording should be performed with suprama:itimal 
stimulus strength, but not higher than 30% above ma:itimum as judged from 
the amplitude of the evoked response. A minimal number of stimuli 
should be applied. The site of stimulation is marked accurately with an 
easily removed marker. 

17.4.2.6 Recording 

The ·evoked responses are recorded with surface electrodes. The 
electrode positions are described below ("Specific Methodology"). For 
muscle action potential recordings, the "active" electrode is placed so 
that the potential has a clearly defined negative onset and a maximal 
amplitude. Only use enough electrode paste to coat the electrode. If 
the electrode moves during the conduction study, it should be replaced 
and the entire procedure repeated. To reduce artefacts, the anode may 
be rotated, the skin dried, excess electrolyte paste removed, bad leads 
or pin-jacket contacts replaced, the skin under the recording electrode 
mildly abraded, or recording and stimulating wires kept apart. A ground 
electrode is placed conveniently between the distal site of stimulation 
and recording, and it should make an extensive contact with the skin as 
possible. 

The frequency band is inclusive of two 10.000 Hz for m~scle 
potential recordings, and 20 2.000 Hz for sensory potential recordings. 
The time base should be set to give maximal accuracy in latency 
measurements, and should be the same for distal and proximal stimulation 
sites. The potential amplification (gain) should be adjusted to prevent 
clipping of the peaks, and so that amplitudes are at the least one cm. 
Sensory action potentials less than five uV in amplitude should be 
averaged, so that the amplitude is higher than one cm and the baseline 
less than 10% of the signal amplitude. Preferably, the gain should be 
the same for distal and proximal stimulation sites. F-waves are 
recorded with supramaximal stimulation, and the minimal F-wave latency 
of eight responses is reported and recorded. The gain is adjusted to 
clearly identify the response. The site of stimulation and recording 
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and time base and amplification should be clearly indicated on each 
photographic recording. 

17.4.2.7 Temperature Control 

Nerve conduction studies in the individual patients should be 
performed under temperature conditions as similar as possible. If 
necessary, the extremity should be heated to the temperature of the 
previous examination. Temperature measurements are performed with 
surface thermistors throughout. The temperature is recorded before and 
after the actual nerve conduction study in each nerve, and both values 
are reported. Note that the nerve conduction velocities should be 

' reported as the actually recorded values without temperature 
corrections. A centralized temperature correction of data may be 
considered for the final analysis. 

Temperatures are measured at the following sites: 

l. Hedi an nerve: On the forearm over the nerve, midway between 
the wrist and elbow and in the palm between digit II and wrist 
(distal sensory CV). 

2. Peroneal nerve: Over the anterior tibial muscle between knee 
and ankle. 

3. Sural nerve: On the calf midway between the sites of 
stimulation and recording. 

17.4.2.8 Measurements 

Hotor latencies are measured to the onset of the negative portion of 
the compound muscle action potential with an accuracy of O.l msec: 
Sensory latencies are measured to the onset of the negative peak of the 
compound nerve action potential with an accuracy of 0 .1 msec. The 
amplitude of compound muscle action potentials is measured from the 
baseline to the peak of the negative portion of the potential. The 
sensory potential amplitude is measured from peak to peak. The accuracy 
is 0.1 mV and l uV for muscle and nerve action potentials, respectively. 
All measurements of latency and amplitude in a given nerve are made with 
the same gain and sweep speed. In the sural nerve, absence of a 
response will mean that no potential could be detected despite 
stimulation in a series of contiguous steps along the postero-lateral 
half of the calf, and despite averaging of 32 responses. 

Distances will be measured to the nearest am with a flexible tape, 
approximating the course of the nerve. The distance of proximal nerve 
segments is from the centers of the cathode at the proximal and distal 
site of stimulation. The distance of distal nerve segments is from the 
center of the distal stimulation cathode to the center of the active 
recording electrode. 
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Temperatures are measured to the nearest 0.1 degree C after 
equilibration of the surface thermistor. 

17.4.2.9 Report of Data 

Data from nerve conduction studies are reported on DCCT Form 037. 
All spaces must be filled out at each examination. The form should be 
accompanied by photographic recordings of the evoked responses, mounted 
on white paper. All sheets with recordings must be clearly identified 
with the patient's identification aa shown in DCCT Form 037, and each 
recording should give the name of the nerve, the gain, and sweep speed. 
In addition, an extra ~et of recordings should be filed in each 
laboratory. 

Reports and recordings are collected by the clinic coordinator. 

17.4.3 Specific Methodology :: Electrode Placements 

17 .4.3.1 Median Nerve ~ Motor 

1. Stimulating electrodes: Distal -- the cathode is placed two cm 
proximal to the wrist crease and between the flexor carpi 
radialis and palmaris longus tendons. The anode is proximal 
and should be rotated laterally to min1mize spread of current· 
to the ulnar nerve. Proximal -- the cathode is on the anterior 
surface of the upper arm between the biceps tendon and the 
medial epicondyle of the humerus, immediately over the brachial 
artery. The anode is proximal and should approximate the 
course of the nerve. 

2. Recording electrodes: The "active" electrode is placed over 
the abductor pol li c is brevi s muse le one-third of the distance 
between the wrist crease and the metacarpel -- phalangeal joint 
of the thumb. The "inactive" electrode is placed just distal 
to and on the anterior surface of the metacarpal -- phalangeal 
joint of the thumb. 

3. Ground electrode: A ground electrode is placed conveniently 
between the distal site of stimulation and the recording 
electrode. 

17.4.3.2 Median Nerve ~ Sensory 

1. Stimulation electrodes: Ring electrodes are wrapped around the 
index finger (digit II). The cathode is wrapped around the 
middle of the proximal phalanx of the index finger. The anode 
is wrapped around the middle of the middle phalanx of the index 
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finger. Cotton 
fingers so that 
middle finger. 

is used to separate the index and middle 
the stimulating electrodes do not touch the 

2. Recording electrode: The sensory nerve action potential is 
recorded longitudinally with the same electrode position as 
used for stimulation of median nerve motor fibers at the wrist. 

3. Ground electrode: As in median nerve -- motor. 

17.4.3.3 Peroneal lerve ~Motor 

1. Stimulation electrodes: Distal -- the cathode is placed on the 
anterior aspect of the ankle, lateral to the tendon of the 
anterior tibial muscle and five cm proximal to the lateral 
malleolus. The anode is proximal along the course of the 
nerve. Proximal -- the cathode is placed behind the neck of 
the fibula, just proximal to where :he nerve enters the 
anterior compartment. The anode is proximal, approximating the 
course of the nerve. 

2. Recording eleci:rodes: The "active'' electrode is placed over 
the extensor digitorium brevis muscle one cm distal to its bony 
origin. The "inactive" electrode is placed over the lateral 
aspect of the distal end of the fifth metatarsal bone. 

3. Ground electrode: A ground electrode is placed conveniently 
between the distal stimulating electrode and the recording 
electrode. 

17.4.3.4 Sural Yerve ~ Sensory 

1. Stimulation electrodes: The cathode is placed on the calf one 
to three cm lateral to the midline, and 14 cm proximal to the 
center of the "active" recording electrode. The anode is 
prozimal and the position adjusted to minimize the stimulus 
artifact. 

2. Recording electrodes: The "active" electrode is placed 
immediately behind the lateral malleolus. The "inactive" 
electrode is placed four cm distal to the "active" electrode 
along the course of the nerve. 

3. Ground electrode: A ground electrode is placed between the 
stimulation and the recording electrodes, just proximal to the 
"active" recording electrode. 
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INFOlu.IATION ON ORDERING SUPPLIES 
9-B-95 

"'l ITEM I DESCRIPTION I VENDOR I CATALOG OR ( COST I NOTES di .ODEL NUHBER O' 
o; 
i:: 
Pl 
o; ECG ~Ion i l or Speclally designed modulo for D.E. llokanson, Inc. I I 511ao.oo '< 
N ANS testing to use with 2450 Newport Wa~. S.E. 
Ol stereo recorder . Issaquah, Washlneton . - 98027 
.0 
.0 

Hand held patient breathlne I I I $375.00 "" Respiration.Pacer 
aulde. .. 

Patient Cable To connect patient to I I I SUO.DO 
•onltor. .. 

Foot Pedal I Used with •odule to signify I .. I I SJ0.00 
evenu. 

Tape Recorder Stereo Cassette Recorder .. 
I I SJ 50.00 

EKG Lead lfl res Connects electrodes to for your local JM dealer 
patlent cable. 1-800-323-4087 

Valsalva Apparatus I Used to euage patient 
blowlne durlne Valsulva I .. 
Maneuver. 

Houthpleces I For use with Valsalva I National Medical Specialties I 1022 I 594.90 I 500 per cue 
Apparatus. 1540 South Franklin Road per cue 

lndlanapolls, Indiana 46219 
(l17) 152-0911 

EICG E hctrodes I lH Red Dot Leads I For Your local l~I Dealer I 2256 I approx. 
Call 1-800-l2l-4087 S12 .00 pe 2) per 

bae bae ... n ... 
~ (IQ 

di 
>-I Cnseue Tapes Ampex Cassette Tapes Please see attach~ent 90 •lnutc tapes approx, ... fol 

S 1.00 ea ..... :.<J . - N 
..... °' 



i\IJIJIUiSSi;.5 i:on OllllElt I Nr. AMl'l!X TAl'l!S 

WEST: 
Nnrcx Corpor:Jtion (llomc Of'fic:c) 
401 Bro:1dw:1y 2-12 
RcdwooJ C:ity. c.,. !l'IO<>J 
415-367-4(111 

500 Rodicr Dr. 
Clcnd:Jlc. C:J. 91201 
21l-240-5000 

Mllll'IEST: 
719 W. Algonquin RJ. 
Arlington llcight5. ll. 60005 
llS-593-6000 

SOlJll ll'it;ST: 
.33Sl Earh:Jrt Or. 
Carrolton, Tcx~5 75006 
214-560-1162 

SOlJlll: 

!!AST: 

lllS Chestnut llr. Suite lOi 
Atl:Jnta, C:J~ 30.3110 
404-451-7112 

10215 Fernwood Rd. 
Bethesda, Md. 20817 
.301-5.30-8800 

S Pearl Court 
Allandalc lndustri:1l T':Jrl 
hll:Jndalc. N.J. 07401 
201-825-9600 
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CHAPTER 18 

CARDIOVASCULAR PROCEDURES 

18.l ELECTROCARDIOCRAM PROCEDURES 

18.l.l Introduction 

Resting electrocardiograms (ECGs) will be obtained during the 
eligibility screen and at the biannual follow-up v1s1ts. In addition, 
ECGs will be collected to document any myocardial infarction (HI) or 
other cardiovascular intercurrent events. 
procedures for obtaining and pro~~ssing ECCs 
discussed in the following sections. 

18.l.2 Eligibility ECG 

Operational guidelines and 
required for this study are 

A standard supine 12-lead resting ECG should be obtained on each 
patient as part of the pre-randomization cardiovascular examination. The 
purposes of the eligibility ECG are (l) to establish the ECG 
characteristics of each patient at entry and to exclude any patient with 
an ECC abnormality; (2) to document the distribution of ECC 
characteristics among patients in each treatment group; and (3) to 
provide for each patient an ECC baseline to compare with follow-up ECCs 
and/or with ECCs obtained in conjunction with any cardiovascular event. 

ECCs will be interpreted locally for determination of patient 
eligibility and the· results will be recorded in the appropriate item on 

. DCCT Form 038. ECCs determined to be abnormal on the basis of local 
reading may be sent via the Coordinating Center to the Central ECC 
Reading Unit (CERU) for confirmation. All ECGs on eligible patients will 
be mailed via the Coordinating Center to the CERU for grading using DCCT 
Form 053. The ECG reading unit will record the results of its grading on 
DCCT Form 024 and send the form to the Coordinating Center. 

The ECG machine that is used to take electrocardiograms should meet 
the AHA recommendations (Report to Committee on Optimal 
Electrocardiography, American Journal of Cardiology, March 1978). A 
single-channel ECG recorder which uses a flat stylus writer (a flat 
stylus produces a thick baseline during the TR or PR segment and a 
relatively thin baseline during the inscription of the QRS) is preferred. 

One of the following single-channel ECG recorders is preferred: 

Hewlitt Packard Model 1500 A or B 
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Multichannel recorders may be acceptable upon approval of the CERU. The 
three-channel Fukuda is the preferred multichannel recorder, although 
others that provide high quality tracings may be used. Provide 
information on the makes, models, and ages of available ECG equipment, 
and submit an original and two copies of tracings from all machines that 
could be made available for the DCCT for evaluation of acceptability by 
the CERU. It is desirable that a single machine will be used for all 
evaluations on DCCT subjects. 

At least one full minute of ECG tracing should be obtained consisting 
of five seconds of each of the leads (I, II, III, aVR, aVL, aVF, Vl-V6). 
A stop watch may be used to assure that a full minute of tracing is 
obtained. A series of one mV calibration pulses should be recorded at 
the beginning of the ECG recording followed by tracings of leads I, II, 
III, aVR, aVL, aVF and Vl-V6. Tracings must be recorded at a paper speed 
of 25 mm per second. Leads which must be recorded at one-half standard 
should ~e preceded by a half standard calibration pulse and should be 
marked with the words "l/2 STD". 

Comparability of eligibility ECG records with possible subsequent 
follow-up rec.Ord s requires that uni form procedures for elect rode 
placement and skin preparation are followed. The procedure for 
standardizing electrode Locations is described in Section 18.2.2. 

The eligibility ECG tracings should be sent unmounted to the 
Coordinating Center. A. second tracing should be mounted and kept in the 
patient's file at the clinic. · Three eligibility visit ECG labels 
provided by the Coordinating Center should be completed with the DCCT 
Clinic Number, Patient ID NWiiber, Patient's Initials, Date of ECG, and 
the Certification Number of the ECG technician who made the tracing. One 
completed label should be affixed to the front of an envelope in which 
the ECG is placed. Two other labels should be inserted in the envelope 
with the tracings; these labels will be used by the CERU One label will 
be used on the ECG grading form (DCCT Form 024) and the other label will 
be affixed at the beginning of the ECG tracing. The ECG strips should be 
checked for the following details: 

l. Each lead should be clearly identified. 

2. A standardization strip should be included. 

J. There should be no overlap of tracings. 

4. The paper speed should be indicated on the ECG if it is other than 
25 mm/second. 

5. If the sensitivity is other than l mV = l cm, the grade should be 
indicated on the ECG. 
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The ECG strips must be folded accordion style (see Figure 18.l). 
Beginning with V6 , make a six-inch fold towards VS • Fold back six 
inches away from V4 • The folds do not have to correspond to lead 
changes. The strip should measure six inches in length once the entire 
ECG bas been folded. The folded strip is inserted in a labeled envelope. 

The eligibility ECG will be submitted 
to the CERI Unit for grading using the 
Minnesota Code is summaried in Table 18.l. 

18.1.3 Follow-up ECGs 

by the DCCT Coordinating Center 
Minnesota Code. The revised 

Follow-up ECGs will be recorded biannually. Prior to mailing the ECGs 
to the Coordinating Center, an Endpoint Visit ECG Label provided by the 
Coordinating Center should be completed with the Clinic Number, Patient 
ID Number, Patient's Initials, date of the ECG, Follow-up Visit Number, 
and the certification number of the ECG technician who made the tracing. 

18.2 PROCEDURE FOR OBTAINING THE 12-LEAD ELECTROCARDIOGRAM 

The procedures for recording the 12-lead resting electrocardiogram are 
discussed below. 

18.2.l Preparation of the Patient 

The participant, stripped to the waist, is instructed to lie on the 
recording bed with shoulders straight and arms relaxed at the sides. 
He/she is asked to avoid movements which may cause errors in marking the 
electrode locations but is encouraged to converse with the technician 
and/or physician in order to assure a comfortable and relaxed atmosphere. 
The patient is questioned as to prior experience with electrocardiograms 
and is informed of the purpose of the ECG recording. The patient may be 
told that this ECG is for research purposes and as such will not be used 
by the clinic staff for diagnosis. 

18.2.2 Electrode Position Measuring and Harking 

A good felt tip pen is used to mark the 12 electrode positions as 
detailed below. It is important that care be taken to locate and mark 
the chest electrode positions accurately. The procedure given below must 
be meticulously followed. Electrode placement is indicated in Figure 
18.2. 

1. 
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Electrode V2 

a} Locate the sternal angle and second left rib between the index 
and middle fingers of the right hand. 

b} Count down to the fourth rib and 
intercostal space below it. 

identify the fourth 

c} Locate V2 in the fourth intercostal space at the left of the 
sternal border. 

2. Electrode Vl 

Locate electrode Vl in the fourth intercoscal space at the 
right sternal border. This should be at the same level as V2 and 
ill'mlediately to the right of the sternum. 

3. Anterior 5th Interspace Marker (! ~) 

Identify the fifth rib and fifth 
the manner previously described. 
midsternal line and mark this point. 

intercostal space below V2 in 
Follow this space to the 
This is the "E" -point. 

4. Electrode V6 

a) Locate the V6 electrode at the same level as the E point in the 
mid-axillary line. This line identifies the horizontal level 
for V4-V6 electrodes. 

b) Using a metric cape, measure the 
centimeters from the E point to V6. 
the V4 electrode location. 

horizontal distance in 
The mid-point distance is 

c) Using a flexible ruler, meas~re the distance between V4 and V6. 
The VS electrode is placed midway between V4 and V6. 

d) In a similar manner, measure the distance between V2 and V4. 
The mid-point is the location of the V3 electrode. 

5. Limb Leads -----
a) Locate electrode LL on the left leg. 

b) Locate electrode RL on the right leg. 

c) Locate electrode LA on the left wrist (inside). 

d} Locate electrode RA on the right wrist (inside). 
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18.2.3 Skin Preparation 

The following procedure for preparation of the skin before applying 
electrodes must be followed: 

l. If significant baseline drift or irregular deflection occurs, the 
examiner may, with the patient's consent, remove any excess hair 
from each electrode site on the chest using an electric shaver or 
safety razor. 

2. At each electrode location in turn, the outer horny layer of the 
epidermis is removed by gentle dermal abrasion with a piece of 6-0 
(220) sandpaper. Only three passes (in the form of an asterisk) 
at each site using light pressure is required. 

If the skin preparation has removed the felt pen marking at any of the 
electrode sites, these should be accurately re-established by carefully 
repeating the procedure described in Section 18.2.2. It is important 
that the electrode sites be marked accurately using the exact technique 
described previously. 

18.2.4 Application of Electrodes 

A small amount of electrode jelly is placed on the skin at each 
prepared site. It is most important that the electrode jelly not be 
smeared over a wider area than necessary in order to avoid low impedance 
pathways between electrodes and production of marked distortion of the 
ECG wave forms. 

The limb lead plate electrodes are placed 
locations. The patient cable is now attached 
electrodes with the subject in the supine position, 
with care not to entangle or pull any of the leads. 
followed by the six limb leads are recorded first, 
precordial leads as previously described. If the 
retain a second "original" ECG for the patient's 
recorded at this time. 

18.2.5 Fault Detection Procedures 

in the appropriate 
to the appropriate 
hands at the sides, 
Calibration pulses 

followed by the six 
clinic staff wish to 
file, it should be 

Should problems with noise or drift be encountered, electrodes should 
be replaced. The following is a guide for determining which electrodes 
may be faulty. The underlined electrodes are the predominant 
determinants of the appropriate lead and, therefore, are most likely to 
be the faulty electrodes for a given lead. After adjustment and/or 
replacement of suspect electrodes, all leads should be recorded again. 
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Lead Affected Possible Faulty Electrode 

I RL, RA, LA 
II RL, RA, LL 
III RL, LA, LL 
aVR RL, RA, LL, LA 
aVL RL, LL, RA, LA 
a VF RL, LL, RA, LA 
Vl RL, LL, RA, LA, Vl 
V2 RL, LL, RA, LA, V2 
V3 RL, LL, RA, LA, V3 
V4 RL, LL, RA, LA, V4 
vs RL, LL, RA, LA, vs 
V6 RL, LL, RA, LA, V6 

18.2.6 Self-Evaluation of Technical Performance 

A reasonable estimate of the noise level and amount of baseline drift 
can be obtained by examining the ECG recording and an ·indication of 
technical performance level can thereby be obtained. . Based on the 
requirements of the Minnesota Code, acceptable levels of noise and 
baseline drift have been established as indicated by grades l through S 
of the self-evaluation of technical quality performance grade (Figure 
18.JA) grade levels given in this table take into account measurement 
accuracy requirements, the ability of the readers to achieve the required 
accuracy in the presence of noise and drift, and the level of technical 
quality expec~ed from· the conditions, equipment and the procedures 
specified for this study. 

Baseline drift problems, which are essen~ially caused by poor 
electrode-skin interface, should be particularly easy co remedy as should 
60 cycle noise. The ECG recordings should be examined for obvious errors 
such as wave form clipping, missing tracing or excessive noise and drift. 
The tracings should then be checked for right arm - left arm and other 
common lead misplacements. Once satisfied that t"he wave forms are 
basically correct and no obvious errors are present, the baselines (PR, 
ST, and TP segments) should· be checked for the level of noise (Figure 
18.4). No 60 cycle noise should be present, and the baseline should be 
steady and free of transients. Converting the noise level to peak to 
peak values, and noting that recording sensitivity is l mV per 
centimeter, the allowable noise level in terms of number of small paper 
deviations (one small paper deviation = l mm or O.l mV) are obtained as 
indicated for each grade level in Figure 18.3. These "eyeball" 
measurements serve as indications of the noise level performance grade. 
For instance, baseline fluctuations approaching five small paper 
deviations (0.S mV or S mm peak to peak) are indicative of unacceptable 
noise levels. The overall drift criteria may be checked and an 
indication of the overall drift grade level obtained by searching the 
record for the maximum and minimum baseline levels (as determined by the 
PR and TP segments) and measuring the vertical distance between them. 
This distance must be Less than ten small paper deviations (1 mV) to 
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satisfy the minimum drift criteria. An example of baseline measurement 
and beat to beat, overall drift and noise is indicated in Figure 18.38. 

The beat-to-beat drift level is determined by searching for the pair 
of successive QRS complexes and having the largest amplitude differences 
(vertical distance) between successive PR segments. Average values 
(numbers of small paper divisions) are given in Figure 18.3. These 
figures are approximate and serve only to give a general indication of 
beat-to-beat drift grade level. Certainly, however, a difference of four 
small paper divisions (0.4 mV) or more indicates an unacceptable record. 

Examples of 
illustrated in 

technical problems encountered in the ECC 
18.5. Remedial actions are as follows: 

l. Muscle Tremor --- ---

recording are 

Muscle tremor causes irregular oscillations (deflections) of 
low amplitude and varying rapidity, superimposed upon the ECC 
waveform (Figure 18.5, Part A). Muscle tremor is the involuntary 
muscle activity of a part1c1pant whose state is tense, 
apprehensive, or uncomfortable. Therefore, a clear explanation of 
the electrocardiogram test and reassurance are necessary for the 
part1c1pant. The participant is asked if the temperature of the 
room is too low for him/her and is covered with a blanket if so. 

·2. Careless Skin Preparati·on £!_ Electrode Application 

Careless skin preparation or electrode application produces 
baseline drift, wandering baseline, or irregular or bizarre 
deflections (Figure 18.S, Parts A, B, and C). Faulty skin
electrode interface is the usual cause of baseline wandering, 
drift or irregular and bizarre deflection on an ECG tracing. 
These problems may be avoided by carefully following the 
prescribed procedure for skin preparation and electrode placement. 
Similarly, tension on one or more lead wires gives the same effect 
because it causes interference with proper electrode contact. 
However, baseline wandering or drift only in the precordial leads 
(Vl to V6) might be due to the participant's respiratory 
movements. A faulty connection between an electrode and a lead 
wire can also be suspected. 

3. Sixty-cycle Interference 

Sixty-cycle interference is characterized by perfectly regular 
fine oscillations occurring at the rate of sixty per second 
(Figure 18.5, Part E). Electrical equipment of any kind may be 
the source of AC interference in all or some of the leads. AC 
interference which appears only in two standard limb leads (i.e., 
in two of leads I, II, and III) brings suspicion to the extremity 
which is common to them. 

Lead I is the potential difference between LA and RA. 

Lead II is the potential difference between LL and RA. 
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Lead III is the potential difference between LL and LA. 

Therefore, if only leads II and III show SC interference, the 
left leg, being the common member, must be at fault. It must, 
therefore, be checked with regard to: 

a) Quality of skin preparation and electrode contact; 

b) Secure attachment of the LL cable tip to the electrode; 

c) Possible contact to left leg with any metal part of bed or 
other equipment (or proximity to a wall with hidden wiring); 

d) A partially broken cable. 

18.3 CLINIC OPTIONS FOR ECG RECORDING 

The clinical centers may obtain qualifying visit el_ectrocardiograms 
for the DCC! by any of three procedures: 

Option != A properly trained tech~ician may record ECGs in the 
clinical center. This is the preferred procedure and it is expected that 
most clinics will follow this option. 

Option ~: In some instances, the clinic may find it expedient to have 
the electrocardiogram recorded in the cardiology laboratory of the local 
institution,· ECGs recorded in this manner should be retrieved by 
clinical center staff and processed in the usual way. Although it has 
been specified that ECGs will be sent to the Coordinating Center 
unmounted, it is recognized that this may be contrary to the established. 
and unchanging practice of the cardiology laboratory. If it is not 
possible to obtain an unmounted ECG from the cardiology laboratory, a 
mounted electrocardiogram will be accepted by the Coordinating Center 
along with the mounted or unmounted rhythm strip. A copy of the ECG 
should be retained for the clinic files. 

Option 3: An internist assigned to the DCC! clinic may record the ECG 
according to the protocol outlined in this chapter. 

18.4 CERTIFICATION PROCEDURES FOR ECG TECHNICIANS AND LABORATORIES 

Certification procedures will differ for the three options described 
in Section 18.3. 

Option != Technicians charged with responsibility for ECG recording 
in the clinics should obtain three electrocardiograms according to the 
specific instructions given in this chapter. The electrocardiograms 
should be mailed with the appropriate forms to the Coordinating Center in 
order to obtain certification. If the technician has not had previous 
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experience as an ECG technician, the technique and tracing should be 
reviewed by the internist assigned to the clinic for lead placement, 
elimination of artifact, and appropriate calibration. 

Upon receipt of the three electrocardiograms and a Request for 
Certification for ECG Technician (DCCT Form 067) at the Coordinating 
Center, the ECCs will be sent to the CERU. Recommendations regarding 
certification will be returned to the Coordinating Center. If 
certification is recommended, the ECG technician will be issued a 
certification number by the Coordinating Center. 

Option 2: Tracings recorded by staff of the cardiology Laboratory 
should be obtained under the same circumstances as will be operative for 
patients in the DCCT. One such tracing should be sent to the 
Coordinating Center with a letter of explanation of any alterations that 
have been necessary by virtue of local policy. 

Upon receipt at the Coordinating Center, the tracing will be sent to 
the CERU for review for acceptability for DCCT purposes. If quality and 
technique are acceptable, certification of the clinic for this tasK will 
be recommended to the Coordinating Center and a certification number will 
be issued for the cardiology laboratory. 

Option ~: Principal rnvestigators who elect to use private internists 
to obtain ECGs should assure themselves that the internists are 
interested and available for appropriate periods of time during the 
patient recruitment. Both the primary internist and a backup internist 
should be certified for DCCT procedures for ECGs. Each internist to be 
certified for obtaining ECGs in the DCCT should record tracings for one 
patient. The ECG will be reviewed by the CERU upon receipt of a Request 
for Certification for ECG Tec~nician (DCCT Form 067). Certification will 
be granted or withheld on the basis of this review. If certification is 
recommended, a certification number will be issued to the internist. 

If any problems are observed during 
obtain certification under any of the 
contact the Principal Investigator of the 
problem. 

review of the ECGs submitted to 
above options, the CERU will 
clinical center to resolve the 

18,S PROCEDURES FOR MEASURING BLOOD PRESSURE 

18.S.l Equipment for Measuring Blood Pressure 

Sphygmomanometer 

1. Bladder and Cuff. The bladder must be the correct width for the 
patient'S"ar-m~- if too narrow, blood pressure will be falsely 
high; if too wide, falsely low. 

The recommended dimensions for blood pressure cuffs are related 
to arm circumference (cm) at the midpoint of the arm. This is 50% 
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Recommended 

Arm Circ ( £!!!) Cuff Name Width Lenis th ( £!!!) _l_l_ 
17-26 Small Adult 17 
24-32 Adult 13 24 
32-42 Large Adult 17 32 

The cuff should be of the contact closure (Velcro or hook) type. 

2. Manometers. A mercury manometer should be used. Care must be 

3. 

taken to avoid loss of mercury. The edge of the mercury meniscus 
must be kept at zero, with no pressure applied to the cuff, by 
adding mercury as needed. The column should be vertical for 
correct reading. Annual serv1c1ng is required to check for 
clogging in air vent or filter and to calibrate. 

Inflating System, Exhaust Value, Tubing. 
monthly for significant leaks in pressure 
Hg/second) and for smooth functioning of 
exhaust valves. 

These must be checked 
(greater than one nun 
the input system and 

4. Stethoscope. Standard variety, in good condition. Sounds 
generated over the vessels are of low frequency, so the bell head 
of the stethoscope should be used. 

18.5.2 Determination of Blood Pressure 

1. The Observer. Prior experience in determining blood pressure is 
essential. One must be able to hear well and to see well enough 
to read the manometer. Eyes should be level with the meniscus of 
the vertically placed mercury column. Inattention, carelessness, 
or bias may cause errors. An example of bias is "digit 
preference," a well-documented phenomenon which results in 
recording blood pressures ending in zero more often than expected 
by chance. Knowledge of earlier readings and preconceived notions 
of "normal" blood pressure are other sources of bias to be 
avoided. 

2. The Patient. The patient should be comfortably seated, with the 
arm slightly flexed, and with the forearm supported at heart level 
on a smooth surface. Readings representative of ordinary 
circumstances are sought. Standard conditions are that the 
patient be in a quiet room at a comfortable temperature, with the 
arm unconstricted by clothing or other material. The subject is 
to avoid exertion, exposure to cold, eating, and smoking for at 
least one half hour before and should be seated for at least five 
minutes before the measurement of blood pressure. 

After determining the 
standing blood pressures 
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postural changes in blood pressure which may result from diabetic 
neuropathy. Allow the patient to be lying down for at least two 
minutes before measuring the supine blood pressure, and have him 
stand for at least two minutes before measuring the standing blood 
pressure. 

Technique 

On the baseline and all followup physical examinations, blood pressure 
is to be taken using the right arm, or the left arm if for some reason 
the right arm cannot be used. 

The deflated cuff is applied with its lower margin two and one-half cm 
above the antecubital space. The bladder is applied directly over the 
compressible artery, over the medial surface of the arm. The cuff 
pressure is raised and lowered so as to give a preliminary palpatory 
determination of systolic pressure in the radial pulse. 

The bell stethoscope is applied to the antecubital space, directly 
over the previously palpated brachial artery. r.-ie stethoscope bell is 
applied firmly but gently, with no space between the skin and the 
stethoscope, and with the stethoscope not touching clothing or the blood 
pressure cu££. 

The pressure is raised approximately 30 mm Hg above the point at which 
the radial pulse disappears. It is then released at a rate of two to 
three mm Hg/second. As the pressure falls, the Korotkoff sounds become 
audible. These are: 

Phase I: That period marked by the first appearance of faint, clear 
tapping sounds which gradually increase in intensity. 

Phase II: 
heard:--

Phase III: 
intensity. 

The period during which a murmur or swishing quality is 

The period during which sounds are crisper and increase in 

Phase IV: The period marked by the distinct, abrupt muffling of sound 
so that a-Soft, blowing quality is heard. 

Phase V: The point at which sounds disappear. 

In some patients, there may be an auscultatory gap in the latter part 
of Phase I. and Phase II. This can lead to underestimation of systolic 
pressure or overestimation of diastolic pressure. It can be excluded by 
palpating for disappearance of radial pulse as the cuff pressure is 
raised. 

Systolic Pressure 

This is the point at which the initial tapping sound is heard. One 
should hear at least two consecutive beats as the pressure falls. If the 
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palpatory pressure is higher, it should be recorded as systolic pressure. 
Pressures should be read to the nearest two mm Hg mark on the manometer 
scale. Visual oscillations are not to be used. 

·Diastolic Pressure 

The fifth phase, the point at which sounds disappear, is to be used as 
the diastolic pressure. 

18.S.3 Special Conditions Affecting Blood Pressure Measurement 

Arrhythmias 

An occasional ventricular contraction will have no effect on blood 
pressure. However, if they are frequent, or if atrial fibrillation is 
present, approximate readings must be made. The systolic blood pressure 
is the average of a series of three readings of th~ appearance of the 
first sound. The di.astnlic pressure is an average of three readings of 
the fourth and fifth phases. The presence of an irregular rhythm should 
be recorded on the appropriate item on the form. 
Obesity 

Falsely high pressures are obtained if standard size bladders are 
used. Bladders may be narrow and short, and there is excessive loss of 
cuff pressure through the thick compressible tissues of the obese arm. A 
proper size cuff is necessary (see above). 
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TABLE 18.l 

ECG Reading Codes 

All electrocardiograms collected in the study will be read centrally 
using the revised Minnesota Code for resting electrocardiograms except 
that Q/QS patterns, T wave items, S-T junction and segment depression, 
and S-T segment elevation will be coded separately for three different 
anatomical sites. These sites are: (l) anterolateral if the findings 
are in leads I, aVL, or V6; (2) posterior (inferior) for leads II, III, 
or aVF; and (3) anteroseptal for leads Vl through VS. This modification 
of the Minnesota Code will make it easier to detect new 
electrocardiographic changes in the presence of existing findings, 
particularly when a new pathological event, such as infarction or 
ischemia, occurs in an area of the myocardium different from that of 
previous events. 

The revised Minnesota Code for resting electrocardiograms is 
reproduced below. With regard to the modification described above, note 
that it is possible for an ECG to have l-l-1 code for each of the three 
anatomical sites. Thus, if the Q/R amplitude ratios is 1/3 or more and 
the Q duration is 0.03 sec or more in either of leads I or V6, a code 
l-l-1 is recorded for the anterolateral site; if these criteria are met 
in leads II, a code l-1-l is recorded for the posterior site; and if 
these criteria are met in any of leads V2, VJ, V4, VS, a code l-l-l is 
recorded for the anteroseptal .site. 

l. g and ~ Patterns 

(Not to be coded in the presence of codes 6-4-l or 7-l-l~) 

a) Anterolateral site (leads I, aVL, V6) 

l-l-1 Q/R amplitude ratio 1/3 or more plus Q duration 0.03 
sec or more in either of leads I or V6. 

1-1-2 Q duration 0.04 seconds or more in any of leads I, 
V6. 

l-1-3 Q duralion 0.04 seconds or more, plus R amplitude of 
J.O mm 

1-2-l Q/R amplitude ratio 1/3 or 
least 0.02 seconds and less 
of leads 1, V6. 

more plus Q duration at 
than 0.03 seconds in any 

1 It is assumed throughout this appendix that l mm = O.l mV. 
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l-2-2 Q duration at least 0.03 seconds and less than 0.04 
seconds in any of leads I, V6. 

l-2-3 QS in lead I. 

1-2-8 

1-3-1 

Initial R amplitude decreasing to 2 rmn. 
every beat, absence of codes 3-2, 7-1-1, 
7-3 between VS and V6. 

Q/R amplitude ratio at least 1/5 and less 
plus Q duration of at least 0.02 seconds 
than 0.03 seconds in any of leads I, V6. 

or less in 
7-2-l, or 

than 1/3 
and less 

1-3-3 Q duration at least 0.03 seconds and less than 0.04 
seconds, plus R amplitude of 3.0 mm or more in lead 
aVL. 

b) Posterior (inferior) site (leads II, III, aVF) 

1-1-1 Q/R amplitude ratio 1/3 or m~~e plus Q duration 0.03 
seconds or more in lead II. 

l-l-2 Q duration 0.04 seconds or more in lead II. 

l-l-4 Q duration 0.05 seconds or more in lead III plus Q 
wave- of at least l.O mm amplitude in a majority of 
beats in a VF. 

1-1~5 Q duration 0.05 seconds or more in lead aVF. 

1-2-1 Q/R amplitude ratio l/3 or more plus Q 
least 0.02 seconds and less than 0.03 in 

duration at 
lead II. 

l-2-2 Q duration at least 0.03 seconds and less than 0.04 
seconds in Lead II. 

1-2-3 QS pattern in lead II. 
7-1-1. 

Not coded in the presence of 

1-2-4 Q duration of at least 0.04 seconds and less than 
0.05 seconds in lead III, plus a Q wave of at least 
1.0 mm amplitude in the majority of beats in aVF. 

1-2-5 Q duration ~t . least 0.04 seconds and less than 0.05 
seconds in lead aVF. 

1-2-6 Q amplitude of 5.0 mm or more in either of leads III, 
aVF. 

1-3-1 Q/R amplitude ratio at least 
plus Q duration of at least 
than 0.03 seconds in lead II. 
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l-3-4 Q duration of at least 0.03 seconds and less than 
0.04 seconds in lead III, plus any Q wave of at least 
l.O 11111 amplitude in a majority of beats in lead aVF. 

l-3-5 Q duration of at least 0.03 seconds and less than 
0.04 seconds in lead aVF. 

l-3-6 QS pattern in each of leads III and aVF. Not coded 
in the presence of 7-l-l. 

c) Anteroseptal site (leads Vl, V2, V3, V4, VS) 

l-1-l Q/R amplitude ratio l/3 or more plus Q duration O.OJ 
seconds or more in any of leads V2, 3, 4, 5. 

l-1-2 Q duration 0.04 seconds or more in any of leads Vl, 
2, 3, 4, 5. 

l-l-6 QS pattern when initial R wave is present in adjacent 
lead to the right on the chest in any of leads V2, 3, 
4, 5, 6. For lead Vl,. an initial R is considered 
present when the majority of beats have an initial 
positive deflection in the QRS of greater than or 
equal to 0.25 11111. For leads V2-V5, if any beat has 
an initial R greater than or equal to 0.25 11111 it is 
considered present for all beats in the lead. 

1-1-7 QS pattern in all of leads Vl-V4 or Vl-VS. 

l-2-1 Q/R amplitude ratio 1/3 or 
least 0.02 seconds and less 
of leads V2, 3, 4, 5. 

more, plus Q duration at 
than 0.03 seconds in any 

1-2-2 Q duration at least 0.03 seconds and ·less than 0.04 
seconds in any of leads V2, 3, 4, 5. 

1-2-7 QS pattern in all of leads Vl through VJ. 
in the presence of 7-1-1. 

Not coded 

1-2-8 Initial R amplitude decreasing to 2.0 mm or less and 
absence of codes 3-2, 7-2-1, or 7-J in every beat 
between any of leads V2 and VJ, VJ and V4, and V4 and 
VS. All beats in the lead immediately to the right 
must have an initial R greater than 2 111111. 

1-3-1 Q/R amplitude ratio at least 1/5 and less than l/J 
plus Q duration of at least 0.02 seconds and less 
than 0.03 seconds in any of leads V2, 3, 4, 5. 

l-3-2 QS pattern in absence of code 3-1 or 7-1-1 in each of 
leads Vl and V2. 

2. High Amplitude R Waves 
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(Not to be coded in the presence of codes 6-4-1, 7-1-1, 7-2-1, 
or 7-4.) 

3-1 Left: R amplitude greater than 26 mm in either of leads VS 
or 6; or i amplitude greater than 20 mm in any of leads I, 
II, III, aVF; or i amplitude greater than 12 !11!1 in lead 
aVL. 

3-2 Right: R amplitude equal to or greater than S mm and R 
amplitude equal to or greater than S amplitude in the 
majority of beats in lead Vl, when S waves greater than R 
waves somewhere to the left of Vl on the chest. (Includes 
code 7-3 which meets the above criteria.) 

3-3 Left (optional code when 3-1 is not present): R amplitude 
greater than 15 mm but less than or equal to 20 11111 in lead 
I, or R amplitude in VS or 6, plus S amplitude in Vl 
greater than 35 mm. 

3-4 Criteria for 3-l and 3-2 both present. 

3. S-T Junction (~) and Segment Depression 

(Not to be coded in the presence of codes 6-4-1, 7-1-1, 7-2-1, 
or 7-4; codes 4-l, ·4-2, and 4-3 require a concomitant T wave code 
in 5-1, 5-2, 5-3.) 

a) Anterolateral site (leads I, aVL, V6) 

4-1-1 S-T-J depression 2 mm or more and 
horizontal or downward sloping in any 
aVL, V6. 

S-T segment 
of leads I, 

4-1-2 S-T-J depression at least l 111111 but less than 2 mm, 
and S-T segment horizontal or downward sloping ln any 
of leads I, avt., V6. 

4-2 S-T-J depression at least 0.5 mm and less than l mm 
and S-T segment horizontal or downward sloping in any 
of leads I, aVL, V6. 

4-3 No S-T-J depression as much as 0.5 mm but S-T segment 
downward sloping and segment or T wave nadir at least 
0.5 mm below P-R baseline in any of leads I, aVL, V6. 
(4-3 may have an elevated J point.) 

4-4 S-T-J depression 
upward sloping or 
V6. 

of l mm or more and S-T segment 
U-shaped in any of leads I, aVL, 

b) Posterior (inferior) site (leads II, III, aVF) 
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and S-T segment 
any of leads II or 

4-1-2 S·T·J depression at least 1 11111 but less than 2 111111, 

and S-T segment horizontal or downward sloping any of 
leads II or a VF. 

4-2 S-T-J depression at least O.S 11111 and less than l 11111 

and S-T segment horizontal or downward.sloping in any 
of leads II or aVF. 

4~3 S-T-J depression as much as O.S mm, but S-T segment 
downward sloping and segment or T wave nadir at least 
0.5 mm below P-R baseline in any of lead II. (4-3 
may have an elevated J point.) 

4-4 S-T-J depression of l 111111 or more and S-T segment 
upward sloping or U-shaped in lead II. 

cl Anteroseptal site (leads. Vl, 2, 3, 4, Sl 

4·1-1 S·T-J depression 2- 11111 or more and S-T segment 
horizontal or downward sloping in any of leads Vl, 2, 
3, 4, s. 

4-1-2 S-T-J depression at least l mm but less than 2 111111, 

and S-T segment horizontal or downward sloping- any of 
leads Vl, 2, 3, 4, 5. 

4-2 S-T-J depression at least 0.5 11111, and less than l 11111 

and S-T segment hot'i·zontal or downward sloping in any 
of leads Vl, 2, 3, 4, S. 

4-3 No S-T-J depression as much as O.S 11111 but S-T segment 
downward sloping and segment _or T wave nadir at least 
D.S mm below P-R baseline in any of leads Vl, 2, 3, 
4, 5. (4-3 may have an elevated J point.) 

4-4 S-T-J depression of l 11111 or more and S-T segment 
upward sloping or U-shaped in any of leads Vl, 2, 3~ 
4, 5, 

4. T Wave~ 

(Not to be coded in the presence of codes 6-4-1, 7-1-l, 7-2-1, 
or 7-4.) 

a) Anterolateral site (leads I, aVL, V6) 

5-l 
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5-2 T amplitude negative or diphasic (positive-negative 
or negative-positive type) with negative phase at 
least minus l mm but not as deep as minus 5 mm in any 
of leads I, V6, or lead aVL when R amplitude is 5 mm 
or more. 

5-3 T amplitude zero (flat), or negative, or diphasic 
(negative-positive type only) with less than l mm 
negative phase in any of leads I, V6, or in lead aVL 
when R amplitude is 5 111111 or more. 

5-4 Optional code: T amplitude positive and T/R 
amplitude ratio less than l/20 in any of leads I' 
aVL, V6; R wave amplitude must be 10 mm or more. 

Posterior (inferior> site (Leads II, III, a VF) 

5-1 T amplitude negative, minus 5 mm or more negative in 
lead II, or in lead aVF when QRS is mainly upright. 

5-2 T amplitude negative or diphasic (positive-negative 
or negative-positive type) with negative phase at 
least minus l mm but not as deep as minus 5 mm in 
lead II, or in lead aVF when QRS is mainly upright. 

5-3 T amplitude zero (flat), .or negative, or diphasic 
(negative-positive type only) with less than l mm 
negative phase in lead II; not coded in lead aVF. 

5-4 Optional code: T amplitude 
amplitude ratio less than 1/20 
amplitude must be 10 111111 or more. 

positive 
in lead II; 

and T/R 
R wave 

c) Anteroseptal site (leads V2, VJ, V4, V5) 

5-1 T amplitude negative, minus 5 mm or more negative in 
any of leads V2, 3, 4, 5. 

5-2 T amplitude negative or diphasic (positive-negative 
or negat1ve-pos1t1ve type) with negative phase at 
least minus l 111111 but not as deep as minus 5 11111 in any 
of leads V2, 3, 4, 5. 

5-3 T amplitude zero (flat), or negative, or diphasic 
(negative-positive type only) with less than l 11111 

negative phase in any of leads VJ, 4, 5. 

5-4 Optional code: T amplitude positive and T/R 
amplitude ratio less than l/20 in any of leads VJ, 4, 
S; R wave amplitude must be 10 mm or more. 

5. A-V Conduction Defect 
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6-1 Complete (third degree) A-V block (permanent or 
intermittent) in any lead. Atrial and ventricular 
complexes firing independently and atrial rate faster 
than ventricular rate, with ventricular rate less than 
60. 

6-2-1 Mobitz Type II. 

6-2-2 Partial (second degree) A-V block in any lead. 
3:1 block) 

6-2-3 Wenckebach. 

(2:1 or 

6-3 P-R (P-Q) interval 0.22 seconds or more in the majority 
of beats in any of leads I, II, III, avt., aVF. 

6-4-1 Wolff-Parkinson-White syndrome: Persistent, normal P 
wave. P-R (P-Q) interval less than or equal to 0.12 
seconds, plus QRS duration 0.12 seconds or more, plus R 
peak duration 0.06 seco~Js or more, coexisting in the 
same beat and persistent in the majority of beats in any 
of leads I, II, aVL, V4~ 5, or 6. 

6-4-2 WPW-Intermittent, WPW pattern in less than or equal to 
50% of beats in appropriate leads. 

6~5 Short P-R (P-Q) interval: P-R (P-Q) interval less than 
0.12 seconds in all beats in any two leads I, II, III, 
aVL, aVF. 

6-6 Intermittent aberrant ventricular conduction: P-R 
greater than 0.12 seconds (except in presence of 6-5 or 
heart beat greater than . 100). Bizarre QRS complex 
greater than 0.12 seconds wide. Normal P wave when most 
beats are normal sinus rhythm. (Suppressed by 6-4-2.) 

6-8 Artificial pacemaker. 

6. Ventricular Conduction Defects 

7-l-l Complete left bundle branch block (LBSB) -- suppressed 
by 6-1, 6-4-1, 6-8, 8-2-1 or 8-2-2. QRS duration 
greater than or equal to 0.12 seconds in a majority of 
beats (of the same QRS pattern) in any of leads I, II, 
III, aVL, aVF, PLUS R peak duration greater than or 
equal to 0.06 seconds in a majority of beats (of the 
same QRS pattern) in any of leads I, II, aVL, VS, V6. 
7-1-1 suppresses l-2-3, 1-2-7, l-2-8, 1-3-2, 1-3-6, all 
3, 4, 5, 9-2, 9-4, 9-5 codes. If any other Q wave 
coexists with the LBSB pattern, code the Q and drop the 
7-1-l code to a 7-4 code. 
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7-1-2 Intennittent left bundle branch block -- same as 7-1-l 
but with presence of normally conducted QRS complexes of 
different shape to the LBBB pattern. 

7-2-1 Complete right bundle branch block (RBBB) -- suppressed 
by 6-l, 6-4-l, 6-8, 8-2-l or 8-2-2. QRS duration 
greater than or equal to 0.12 seconds in a majority of 
beats (of the same QRS pattern) in any of leads I, II, 
III, aVL, aVF, PLUS R' greater than R in Vl or V2 OR QRS 
mainly upright plus R peak duration greater than or 
equal to 0.06 seconds in Vl or V2 OR S duration greater 
than R duration in all beats of either leads I or II, 
7-2 suppresses 1-2-8, all 2, J, 4 and 5 codes, 9-2, 9-4, 
9-5. 

7-2-2 Intermittent right bundle branch block -- same as 7-2-1 
but with presence of normally conducted QRS complexes of 
different shape to the RBBB pattern. 

7-J Incomplete right bundle branch block: QRS duration less 
than 0.12 seconds in each of leads I, II, III, aVL, aVF, 
and R prime greater than R in either of leads Vl, 2. 
(To be reported as J-2 if those criteria are met.) 7-J 
suppresses 1-2-8 code. 

7-4 Intraventricular block (in absence of 6-4-1, 7-1-1, or 
7-2-1): QRS duration 0.12 seconds or more in a majority 
of beats in any of leads I, II, III, aVL, aVF. 

7-5 R-R prime in either of leads Vl or V2 with R prime less 
than or equal to R. 

7-6 Incomplete left bundle branch block: QRS duration at 
least 0.10 seconds and less than 0.12 seconds in the 
absence of codable Q or QS wavesd in the majority of 
beats in each of leads I, aVL, and V5 or V6. 

7-7 LAH (Left-Anterior Hemiblock). QRS duration less than 
0.12 seconds in the majority of beats in any of leads I, 
II, III, aVL, aVF, plus a Q wave that is greater than or 
equal to 1/4 am amplitude and less than 0.03 seconds 
duration in lead I plus axis less than minus 45 degrees. 
In presence of 7-2, code 7-8 if axis is less than minus 
45 degrees and Q wave in lead I meats the above 
criteria. 

7-8 Combination of 7-7 and 7-2. 

7. Arrhythmias 

8-1-1 Frequent premature atrial, or nodal beats (10% or more 
of recorded cycles). 
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8-1-2 Frequent premature ventricular beats (10% or more of 
recorded cycles). 

8-1-3 Frequent premature atrial and/or junctional beats, and 
ventricular beats (so that individual frequencies are 
less than l per 10 cycles but combined premature beats 
are greater than l per 10 cycles). Not to be coded in 
the presence of 8-1-1 or 0-1-2. 

8-1-4 Wandering atrial pacemaker. 

8-1-S Presence of 8-1-2 and 8-1-4. 

8-2-l Ventricular fibrillation or ventricular &systole. 

8-2-2 Persistent ventricular (idioventricular) rhythm. 

8-2-3 Intermittent ventricular tachycardia. ·Three or more 
consecutive ventricular premature beats occurring at a 
rate greater than or equal to 100. 

8-2-4 Ventricular parasystole (should not be coded in presence 
of 8-3-1). 

8-3-1 Atrial fibrillation (persistent in all leads). 

8-3-2 Atrial flutter (persistent) 

8-3-3 Intermittent atrial fibrillation (code if three or more 
clear-cue, consecutive sinus beats present in any lead). 

8-3-4 Intermittent atrial flutter (code if three or more 
clear-cut, consecutive sinus beats present in any lead). 

8-4-1 Persistent supravencricular rhythm. QRS duration less 
than 0.12 seconds. Absent P waves or presence of 
abnormal. P waves (inverted or flat in aVF). Regular 
rhythm. 

8-4-2 Incermiccenc supravencricular tachycardia. Three 
consecutive aerial or junctional premature beats 
occurring ac a rate of greater than or equal to 100. 

8-5-1 Sino-atrial arrest. Unexpected absence of P, QRS and T. 
RR-interval fixed multiple of normal interval plus or 
minus 10%. 

8-5-2 Sino-atrial block. Unexpected absence of P, QRS, and T 
preceded by progressive shortening of P-P intervals. 
(R-R interval fixed multiple of normal interval or plus 
or minus 10%.) 
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8-6-l A-V dissociation with ventricular pacemaker without 
capture. P-R and R-R occur at variable rates with 
ventricular rate as fast or faster than the atrial rate. 
Variable P-R intervals. No capture beats. 

8-6-2 A-V dissociation with ventricular pacemaker with 
capture. 

8-6-J A-V dissociation with atrial pacemaker and with no 
capture beats. 

8-6-4 A-V dissociation with atrial pacemaker with capture 
beats. 

8. S-T Segment Elevation 

(Not to be coded in the presence of codes 6-4-l, 7-L-l, 7-2-l, 
or 7-4.) 

a) Anterolateral site (leads I, aV"., V6) 

9-2 S-T segment maximum elevation of l lllD or more in any 
of leads I, aVL, or V6. 

b) Posterior (inferior) site (leads II, III, aVF) 

9-2 S-T segment maxill!Wll elevation of l 1?'111 or more in any 
of leads II, III, or aVF. 

c) Anteroseptal site (leads Vl, 2, 3, 4, 5) 

9-2 S-T segment maximum elevation of l mm or more in lead 
VS or S-T segment maximum elevation of 2 mm or more 
in any of leads Vl, V2, VJ, V4. 

9. Miscellaneous Items 

9-1 Low QRS amplitude: QRS peak-to-peak amplitude less than 
S mm in all beats in each of leads I, II, III, or QRS 
peak-co-peak amplitude less than 10 nm in all beats in 
each of leads Vl, 2, J, 4, S, 6. 

9-3 P wave amplitude of 2.S 11111 or more in any of leads II, 
III, aVF on a majority of beats. 

9-4-l QRS transition zone at VJ to the right (on the chest) of 
lead VJ. (Not to be coded in the presence of 6-4-l, 
7-1-1, 7-2-1, or 7-4.) 

9-4-2 QRS transition zone at lead V4 or to the left of V4 on 
the chest. (Not to be coded in the presence of codes 
6-4-1, 7-1-1, 7-2-1, or 7-4.) 
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9-5 T wave amplitude greater than 12 mm in any of leads I, 
II, III, aVL, aVF, Vl, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. (Not to be coded 
in the presence of 6-4-1, 7-1-1, 7-2-1, or 7-4.) 

9-8-1 Technical problems present and interferes with coding. 

9-8-2 Technical problems present but !CC codable. 
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Figure 18.2 
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Figure 18.JA 
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Figure 18.4 
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Chapter 19 

PSYCHOLOGICAL PIOC!DUR!S 

19.1 li!UB.OB!HAVIORAL TEST BATI'!l.Y 

The primary purpose of the neurobehavioral test battery i1 to 
determine whether any clinically 1ignificant impairment in information
processing ability develops over the course of the DCCT. To that end, a 
battery of tests which are known to be 1enlitive to acquired brain 
damage has been assembled. All have eztensive normative data, and are 
appropriate for subjects between the ages of ten and 6S, The complete 
test battery, to be administered at baseline, two years, five years, 
seven years and study termination, can be administered in approzimately 
four hours by a certified DCCT technician who bu had some previous 
psychologic1l testing ezperience. The shortened ver1io~ of the battery 
was eliminated from the Protocol effective July 1, 1988. 

While the sensitivity of neuropsychological teats to brain damage is 
high, their specificity, unfortunately, is not. Performance on many 
tests can be affected by a variety of factors (e.g., personality style; 
mood; level of motivation) which may or may not be associated with brain 
damage. In an effort to increase specificity and reduce the probability 
of making too many false-positive errors, the battery has incorporated a 
procedure which assesses both quantitative (e.g., time to complete task; 
number of errors 111ade) and qualitative (e.g., types of errors made) 
aspects of a particular subject'• performance, These qualitative 
features reflect the sorts of strategies a subject uses in reaching a 
particular· solution, and are much less .influenced by non-cognitive 
factors. Thus the presence of a constellation of these features can be 
considered to be more strongly pathognornonic of organic brain 
dysfunction than mere quantitative between-group differences. 

The complete test battery samples all areu of cognitive 
functioning: general intelligence, problem-solving and abstract
reasoning, calculation skill• learning and memory, visuoperceptual and 
visuoconstructional ability, attention and perceptuomotor speed, and 
manual dezterity. Visual information-proces1ing functions, mnestic 
skills, and motor control are oversampled because these particular 
processes have been fourid to be more readily affected by subtle brain 
damage than are verbal information-processing functions. 

Each neurobehavioral tester is responsible for administering the 
tests as detailed in the DCCT Neurobehavioral Test Battery Manual of 
Operations. (This Manual of Operations can be obtained from the coding 
unit,) Scoring of each protocol vi 11 be carried out by the Central 
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Neurobehavioral Coding Unit, where the neuropsychologist will be masked 
to the subject's treatment group. 

Descriptions of each test in the complete battery are presented in 
the following section; iciformation on the partial battery follows in 
Section 19.1.2. 

19.1.1 Tbe Complete Battery 

1. Measures of General Intelliaence 

Information. Tbis 1ubte1t from the Wechsler Adult 
Intelligence Scale (WAIS) and Wechsler Intelligence Scale for 
Children, Revised (WISC-R) evaluates an individual's fund of 
general knowledge with a series of questions (e.g., "Who 
invented the electric light?") whicn can be scored 
unambiguously. This test correlates highly with Full Scale IQ 
(r • .87) and hence provides an e:iccellent meuure of general 
intelligence. It also tends to be remarkably resistant to 
acquired brain damage, and thus can be used to estimate 
premorbid intelligence in brain-damaged individuals. 
Wechsler' s dichotomous scoring system (correct/incorrect) wi 11 
be used to compute raw scores. Total raw score from this and 
every other Wechsler subtest will be transformed into an age• 
corrected scaled score (Kean • 10; s.o. • 3). 

Comprehension. Tbia Wechsler subtest contains a series of 
questions which assess social judgement and practical reasoning 
(e.g., "Why should people pay tuu?"), This measure of 
intelligence is less influenced by educational background than 
are Information and Vocabulary. !acb response will be scored 
according to Wechsler'• three point scoring criteria. 

Picture Arrangemecit. Tbis Wechsler subtest consists of a 
series of cartoon pictures that make up a story. Each set is 
presecited in a scrambled order, acid the subject is told co 
rearrange them 10 that they tell a ltory. 1tory. Thia teat 
u:amines the ability to think in a aequential fashion and to 
size up social situations. Both 1peed and accuracy determine 
the subject's raw score on thi1 test. 

2. Verbal Skills 

Vocabulary. On thi1 Wechsler subtest, the subject i1 asked 
to define 40 words, ranging in difficulty from ''winter" to 
"travesty." Wech1ler' 1 three poi cit scoring criteria wi 11 be 
used, Like Information, thi1 1ubtest i1 regarded as an 
escellent estimate of premorbid intelligence. Also, of all the 
Wechsler subtests, chi1 i1 least affected by diffuse brain 
injury. 
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Ve?"bal Fluency Tut. This tut p?'ovidu a measun of the 
ability to npidly p?'oduce vo?'dS beginning vi th a puticulu 
lette?' of the alphabet (F, A, and S). The ?'esponse measu?'e i1 
the numbe?' of words p?'Oduced in 60 1econd1. 

J. Problem-Solving and Ab1t?'act•Rea1oning 

Similarities. In thi1 Wech1ler 1ubtest, the subject i1 
p?'esented with pair1 of wo?"d1 (e.g., radio/telephone) and asked 
to tell bow they are alika. Thia tut of ve?"bal concept
fon1ation p?'ovidu a measure of general intelligence wbich i1 
virtually independent of one'• educational ezpe?'ience. It i1 
also 11nsitive to the effect of bnin injury ngudleu of 
locu1. !acb r11pon11 will be 1cored according to Wechsler' 1 

three•point 1co?"ing crite?"ia. 

Category !!!!· This well-known test from the Halstead
Reitan Battery provides a measure of deductive reasoning. On 
this test, the subject is presented with a series of visual 
slid11 (e.g., a slide may_ 1how ·four red circles) and is 
instructed to auess the principle underlying the series (e.g., 
"nu111ber") by preuina one of four levers. Every response is 
followed by immediate feedback. Seven different subtest&, each 
with its own underlying principle, are ad111inistered. The 
booklet form, rather than tbe usual slide projector for111, will 
be used in t~is trial.) 

4. Calculation Skills 

Arithmetic. Thia Wechsler 1ubte1t assesses attention, 
calculation, and p?'oblem-solving ability. A series of 
arithmetic problems are presented onlly (e.g., "The price of 
canned peas i1 two can1 for 31 cents. What i1 the price of one 
do:r.en cans?"), and tbe subject's task is to solve them -
without pencil and paper -- as ~apidly as possible. Wechsle?' 1 S 
scoring crituia will be used, with bonus points added to the 
score if correct responses are made within a set time. 

WRAT Arithmetic. Tbil subtest from the Wide lange 
Achievement Test ezamines ba1ic calculation 1kills. The 
subject i1 presented with a page of tasks ranging in difficulty 
from simple addition to finding the square root of a five digit 
number. The raw score i1 the awnbe?' of items answered 
correctly ia ten minutes. These 1cores can then be transformed 
into grade ratings, T 1cores, and percentiles. 

5. Learning and Memory Tests 

Digit Span. This Wechsler subtest measures attention and 
imn:iediate memory capacity for orally presented digits. Ia the 
first part of the test, the subject repeats strings of digits 
illllllediately after their presentation. In the second part, he 
repeatl them in rever11d order. A computer program has been 
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developed which will score the type of error (e.g., serial 
position order; extralist intrusion). 

S}'!llbol-Digit Paired-Associate Learning Test. This test 
eumines the ability to form associations 'betWeen unrelated 
sti111Uli by asking 1ubjects to learn a list compoud of seven 
unfamiliar symbols, each paired witb a single digit. During 
tbe 1tudy phase, eacb symbol-digit pair will be presented 
visually for three seconds. Following study of the entire 
list, the subject i1 tested by 1howing the 1ymbol alone aa a 
retrieval cue. Each of the subject' 1 responses i1 followed 
i111mediately by presentation of that particular symbol-digit 
pair for three seconds. Four 1uch te1t trial1 are 
administered. !lumber of correct responses made on each trial 
and type of error (e.g., preseverative) will be recorded. 
Several recent studies have found this test to be very 
sensitive to subtle brain dysfunction in children and adults. 

Visual Reproductions. This modification of the Visual 
Reproductions subtest from the Wechsler Memory Seate (WMS) 
assesses short- and long-term memory for nonverbal information. 
Four geometric designs are presented for study. Immediately 
after presentation of each design card, the subject draws the 
design from memory. Following this, the designs are re
presented for the subject to copy. This copy stage permits the 
separation of visuoconstructional impairments from visual 
memory impairments. Following .a 30 minute delay, the recall 
test is re-administered. The standard Wechsler scoring 
criteria will be supplemented by identification of qualitative 
features pathognomonic of organic brain dysfunction (e.g., 
perseverative responses; segmented drawing strategies). 

Four Word Short-Term Memory Test. This task provides an 
estimate of how well a subject can hold small ·amounts of verbal 
information in memory for several seconds. Ori each trial, four 
unrelsted words are read to the subject at the rate of one word 
per second. This i1 immediately followed by a three-digit 
number. As soon a1 the number i1 presented, the subject begins 
counticig backwards by threes until the examiner 1ays "stopl" 
At that point, the subject i1 asked to recall the words. The 
purpose of the mental arithmetic task i1 to prevent the subject 
from rehearsing the words during the retention interval. Three 
retention intervals (5, 15, 30 1econds) wilt be u1ed. Measures 
include the nW!lber of correct responses per trial and type of 
error made (e.g., perseverations; prior-trial intrusion 
errors). Fifteen trial1 will be administered. 

Logical Memory. This modification of the Logical Memory 
subtest from the Wechsler Memory Seate assesses 1hort- and 
long-term recall of connected discourse. A ciumber of studies 
have found this to be quite seci1itive to mild organic brain 
dysfunction. The subject i1 read two brief passages and is 
asked to recall eacb one i111111ediately after hearing it, and 
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again JO minutes later. Detailed scoring criteria bave been 
established by Russell. 

6. Visuoperceptua1 and Visuoconstructiona1 test1 

Picture Comphtioa. Tbis Wechsler 1ubte1t assesses visual 
recogn1t1011. remote memory. aad aeneral information by 
presenting the 1ubject witb a 1eries of pictures ia which 1ome 
important part i1 mis1in1 (e.1., 110 1ock on foot). Of all the 
WAIS/WISC-I Performance tests, tbi1 correlates bighest witb 
general iatelligence, and like Iaformation, i1 relatively 
unaffected by brain damage. Raw 1cores will be computed using 
Wechsler'• dichotomous 1corin1 criteria. la addition, time to 
respond will be recorded. 

Boston Embedded Figure• Test. This test ezamines the 
ability to locate a specific geometric target embedded ia a 
random liae matriz. On each test trial, subjects are presented 
with a card containing a relatively simple line drawing in the 
upper portion, and four complez patterns below. Their taslr. is 
to rapidly identify the pattern containing the target stimulus. 
Botb speed-and accuracy of respoase is recorded. 

Block Design. This Wechller 1ubtest is a tut of 
visuoconstructional ability and of motor speed and manual 
dezterity. Subjects are required to arrange red and ~bite 
blocks to correspond to a printed design. ' Wechsler has 
established time limits for each of the test problems and gives 
bonus points for rapid responus. To allow separation of the 
visuoconstructive component from the speed component, both 
timed and untimed scores will be computed. In addition to 
measures of speed and accuracy, qualitative analysis of type of 
error (e.g., broken configuration; figure/ground reversals; 
etc.) will be made. This latter measure greatly increases the 
test's sensitivity and specificity in detecting brain damage. 

Object Assembly. This Wechsler subtest is comprised of four 
cut-up cardboard figures of common objecta (e.g., hand). The 
subject's cull ii to put togetber each of these jigsaw-type 
puzzles as rapidly a1 possible. Thi1 test requires little 
abstract-reasoning ability and i1 considered to measure 
visuospatial organizational ability and motor speed. iaw 
scores are based 011 both speed and accuracy of responses. 

Tactual Performance Test. Oa thia test, a blindfolded 
subject attempts to plac...-Ucb of ten wooden geo111etric forms 
into its appropriate place on a formboard. This task is first 
completed with the dominant band, then repeated with the 
nondominant hand, and finally with both bands together. 
Fellowing that, subjects are asked to draw the board from 
memory. Time for eacb trial, memory of each shape, and 
location of each shape are scored. This task is very sensitive 
to brain damage, both diffuse and lateralized. 
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7. Attention and Perceptuomotor Speed 

Digit ~ Substitution ~· Tbi1 subtest from the WAIS 
consists of an array of nine numbers, each paired with a 
symbol. Beneath the array is a set of numbers alone, and the 
subject' 1 task i1 to Vl'ite tbe correct symbol under each of 
these numbers as rapidly as pos1ible. The raw score is 
computed by counting the number of correct responses made in 90 
seconds. All subjects, regardless of age, will take this test 
(normative data on children taking this test bas now been 
collected). This ii a powerful test of diffuse brain damage 
because it places a demand on speed, attention, vi1ual scanning 
and memory. The task baa been modified by allowing the subject 
to complete the entire matris, and then asking him/her to 
recall as many of the symbol-digit pairs 11 possible. In this 
way a measure of incidental memory efficiency i1 obtained. 

Trailmaking ! and !• This is a well-known test of attention 
and visuo-motor tracking. On Trails A, the subject is 
presented with a sheet of paper on which circled numbers are 
randomly arrayed across the page. Hi1 task is to connect the 
numbers in consecutive order as rapidly as possible. In Trails 
B, the sheet contains both numbers and letters; his task is to 
rapidly alternate between the two. Response measures include 
the number of seconds to complete each sequence, and the number 
of errors (false trails) made. Again, this test is very 
sensitive to subtle brain dysfWlction. 

Digit Vigilance Test. This test, developed by Rennick and 
bis associates, require• the subject to visually scan a page of 
numbers and select a particular target. It is particularly 
sensitive to diffuse brain damage. Time tc complete the task 
and the number of errors, beth of omission and comission, are 
recorded. 

8. Motor Speed and Manual Desterity 

Crooved Pegboard. This i1 a test of finger desterity which 
requires the subject to rapidly place notched pegs into a beard 
of 25 holes. !acb hole contain• a groove, thus there is only 
one correct way a given peg will fit into a bole. Response 
measures include the time to inaert 25 pegs, the number of pegs 
dropped, and the time to remove 25 pegs. Two trials are given: 
dominant band and non-dominant hand. 

Halstead Finger-Tapping Test. OD this test of finger 
agility, the subject is required to Up a counter with his 
indes finger u rapidly u possible. Five ten second trials 
are given with each band, starting with the dominant band, The 
scores on each hand aru1t be within five taps of one another; if 
that ii not the cue, additional trials are given until that 
criterion is met. The response measure, computed for each 
band, i1 the average number of taps completed on the five 
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criterion trials. This tut i1 considered to be sensitive to 
cortical lesion1, and i1 particularly u1eful in detecting 
lateralized le1ion1. 

Star Drawing Tut. This telt providu quick meuuru of 
visuomotor coordination, motor steadiness, and 1peed. The 
subject'• task i1 to draw a line as accurately and as rapidly 
.. pouible, while 1tayin1 within a one-quarter inch boundary 
around a 1tar design. The task i1 firlt completed vith the 
dominant, and then the nondominant hand. Time to complete each 
star, and number of errors made, are the respon1e measures. 

9. Summary Measures 

a) WAIS Full Scale IQ 

b) WAIS Verbal IQ 

c) WAIS Performance IQ 

10. Impairment Indes 

This indu- i1 based on those tuts vhich previous studiu 
have found to be particularly sensitive to brain damage in 
patients vith a history of diabetes or other medical disorders. 

a) Symbol-Digit Paired-Associate Learuing 

b) Visual Reproductions - Illll!lediate and Delayed 

c) Logical Memory - Delayed 

d) Block Design 

e) Digit-Symbol Substitution 

f) Trai lmalr.ing 

g) Digit Vigilance 

h) Category Test 

i) Tactual Performance Test 

This set of specimen answer sheet1 should be copied on the very but 
quality copying machine available. There i1 nothing worse than having 
subjects work on answer sheets (e.g., for Trail Making) covered with all 
sorts of estraneous lines, dots, etc. 

The subject's blood glucose levels are measured at the beginning and 
end of the session to ensure that low blood glucose i.1 not affecting t~e 
subject's performance. The testing session should be delayed if the 
measured blood glucose is less than SS mg/dt. -
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A formal quality control monitoring procedure vill be implemented to 
insure that errors in ad.ministering the neurobehavioral tests or 
recording test scores vill be minimal. To chet end, each protocol will 
be rated on a 3-point scale (l•satisfactory; 2•acceptable but vith minor 
problems; ]•unacceptable), Unacceptable tests vi ll include instances 
vhere a test ves not administered because of esaminer error, or the 
vrong test v11 administered, or the 1core1 that were reported are 
uninterpretable and cannot be salvaged. Whenever a minor or major 
problem ia detected, yo1.1 vill receive a memo from 1.11 detailing the 
problems; these ratings will also be sent to the Coordinating Center so 
that quality control 1tatistic1 can be maintained. 

The neurobehavioral i1t1 ere to uH the "Clinical lat ing" forms (last 
two pages in each protocol) to record any observations you have on your 
subject's current level of functioning. If yo1.1 notice any motivational 
changes, changes in mood, or motor, or medical disabilities that could 
affect the interpretation of the neurobehavioral test results, please 
note them on these pages. 

On the other hand, the neurobehavioralists are to refrain from 
discussing the actual test results with other members of the DCCT 
treatment team.-rheri"""is serious concern that such anecdotal 
information might somehow bias or otherwise affect the patient's 
treatment. While it is permissible to describe your behavioral 
observations (e.g., "so and 10 seems very poorly motivated; or was 
uncooperative; or was depressed;· or reported that they were having 
trouble with their new job; etc."), it is not permissible to malte 
statements which malte reference to the subject's tests performance 
(e.g., "so and so was terrible on a number of tests this morning, but I 
think it is because they were not very motivated; or so and so seems to 
be performing worse this year than last year"). 

There are other requests: 

l. Please fill out a DCCT Form 013, ·Neurohavioral Studies 
Demographic Questionnaire, on each patient. 

2. Please do not send test batteries to the coding unit by Federal 
Elllpress (or a similar courier service) unless you have been 
instructed to do so. The co1t of those special services is 
aatroaomical. 

J. In binding protocols for mailing, please use clips or elastic 
bands; do not staple protocol• together. 

See the OCCT Neurobehavioral Test Battery Manual of Operations for 
more information on administering these tests. 
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19.2 QUALITY or LIFE ASSESSKEVTS 

19.2.l Iatroductioa 

The Quality of Life Questionnaire (DCCT Form 036) is a questioanaire 
designed to assess objectively and 1ubjectively the impact of diabetes 
upon the individual and hi1fher total living 1ituation. It therefore 
includes question• which focus OD life 1ati1faction, frequency of 
activitie1, and worries, and takes about 10 minutes to complete. 

Some parts of the form apply to all 1ubject1; others to only 1ome 
groups 1uch as adolescent• or adult1, but all 1ubject1 complete the 1a.me 
form. 

· 19.2.2 ProcedurH 

·1. The Quality of Life Questionnaire i1 given prerandomization, 
and at each annual follovup visit. This questionnaire should 
be administered at tbe 1a.me 1ession as tbe Symptom 
Checklist-90-R (DCCT Form 035). It 1hould be given so that the 
subject always fills it out before tbe SCL-90-R. Remember, 
DCCT Form 036 precedes DCCT Form 035. 

2. The person 1dmini1tering the questionaaire should ezplain, 
using the following, why it and tbe SCL-90-B. are being given. 
"We are asking you to answer these questiocs to broaden our 
understanding of diabetes and tbis study ia particular. They 
provide one way for you to have an input into the evaluation of 
the outcome of the DCCT. Thus, we are very interested ia your 
viewpoints on eacb of tbe questions." · 

3. The first time tbe Quality of Life Assessment is given, the 
individual administering it should read the instructions to the 
patient. The questions are designed to minimiie confusion. A 
patient 1 1 conf1Jsion may center around the "rightness" or 
"wrongness" of answers. Pat ient1 1bould be re as sured that 
there are no correct answers to these questions, but individu1l 
opinions oaly. They should feel free to approzimate a best 
answer if they are not 1ure bow to choose between 1pecific 
alternatives. If patients refuse to answer any or all partl of 
the questionnaire, try encouraging them by (l) asking for their 
reasons and (2) reviewing the reasons (or asking them to fill 
out the forms). If they st i 11 refuse, do DOC push further. 
Please return the forms witb any ezplanation and notify the 
Principal Investigator at your site u refusal 111ay be part of 
an overall negative reactioa to tbe study. Outright refu11l 
will be very rare. These forms or onu like them bave been 
widely used in many other studies. 

4, When the Questionnaire is finished, the administrator should 
review it to make sure all items have been filled out. 
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5. When complete, this form should be returned to the Coordinating 
Center for scoring. 

6. The data from the scored instrWllent, when stored on the 
patient's data file, will include total scorH, as well u 
individual item 1cores. 

1. Data from the Quality of Life Assessment will be analyzed to 
useu the impact of the 1tudy oa individual patients. This 
data may be useful for understanding differential rates of 
specific problem1 ia individual center1. 

19.2.l Methodology 

The InstrW!lent 

A useful measure for supplementing th DQOL is the SF-36 (Ware ' 
Sherbourne, 1992). The SF-36 i1 ideal for supplementing the DQOL 
because the scale hu been validated (Ware ' Sherbourne, 1992), sho1om 
reliable and precise (Mcl:lorney c, Ware J, loger1, et al., 1992), and 
administered by over 75 health care institutioas (Hudson, 1992) in over 
10,000 patients (InterStudy OMS Update, 1991). Moreover, a recent study 
reported that measuring quality of life with the SF-36 is practical ia 
an ambulatory diabetH clinic setting and c:aa provide new information 
that can be useful.to physicians ia managing the care provided to their 
patients with diabeta1 (Nerenz, Repasky, Whitehouse, et al., 1992). 

Administering the Instrument 

The SF-36 is self-administered and is made up of 36 questions that 
require about seven minutes for the respondent to .complete. Thus, 
administering the SF-36 will not require any appreciable effort by the 
clinic: team to collect the data. The SF-36 should be administered at 
the end of the trial but before the DCCT participants are informed of 
the results. 

Patients should be asked to fill out tbe questionnaire after 
completing the DQOL. Specifically, a member of the DCCT cliaic team 
(e.g., the research assistant) will ask the DCCT to fill out the SF-36 
along with the DQOL during the clinic: viait. The research anistant 
will inform the patient that the questionnaire is self-ezplanatory and 
that there are no right nor wrong answers. The questionnaire should be 
returned co the Coordinating Center along with the DQOL for 1coring and 
data entry. 
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19.3 SYMPTOM CHECIQ.IST-901 

19.3.1 Introduction 

The SCL-90-R is a 90-item psychological symptom rating scale which 
takes approzimately 15 minutes to answer and is filled out by each 
patient in the trial. 

19.3.2 Procedures 

l. The SCL-90-R will be given immediately after the Quality of 
Life measure during the prerandomization phase and at annual 
follovup visits. 

2. The administration of the SCL-90-R should follow the 
administration of the Qu4lity of Life Questionnaire (please see 
Section 19.2), 

3. The SCL-90-R contains detailed instruction! for the patient. 
The patient is asked to describe how much discomfort he/she is 
ezperiencing currently· and in the past seven days. The 
instructions should be read to the subject on the first 
administration and then the subject will be asked if there are 
any questions. Typical questions include: 

a) "What if I am not sure about the best answer?" The 
administrator should tell the subject that there are no 
right or wrong answers, but to please pick the one that fits 
best. 

b) "I am not sure that I remember." Again, the technician can 
suggest selecting the answer he/she thinks fits best. 

c) If the patient refuses outright, please refer to the 
approach outlined above for the Quality of Life assessment. 

4, Though the patient may ask for help in providing answers, in no 
situation should the administrator suggest possible answers. 
The administrator can emphasize, if the patient seems 
perplezed, that there are no right answers, just a best 
opioion. 

5, When the patient has fioished the SCL-90-R, the technician 
should quickly review it to make sure that each item has been 
filled out. If items have been left blank, ask the patient to 
fill in the blank items. 

6. The SCL-90-R should be forwarded to the Coordinating Center 
when completed. 
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7. Data from the SCL-90-R will be scored at the Coordinating 
Center and the computer file data will include (a) a total 
score; (b) standardized subscale scores; (c) multiple-choice 
answers to each of the 90 items. The scoring is performed by a 
~omputer program that was wi-itten following the scoring 
instruction for the SCL-90-R ia SCL-90-a Administration, 
Scoring and Procedures Manual by Leonard a. Derogatis, Ph.D. 
All scores are transformed to standard T-score (Hean•SO, SD•lO) 
from the gender-age appropriate norm. 

a. If more than 20% of the 90 item1 are missing or if more than 
40% of the items are missing from any one subscale, then the 
score is considered unreliable for the entire test or the 
dimension, respectively. 
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CHAPTEI 20 

COMPLIANCE 

20.l GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF ADHERENCE 

20.l.l Definitions and Synonyms 

Adherence suggests yielding to the wish, request or command of 
another. Terms such as compliance, obedience, cooperation, 
collaboration, concordance, agreement, etc. have been used in lieu of 
adherence. For our purposes, adherence will be used to express· the' 
extent to which the participant's behavior, in ter~s of taking 
medications, following diets, making observations, keeping records, 
keeping appointments and making changes in life style coincides with the 
regimens and schedules of the DCCT Protocol. 

20.1.2 ~ ~ Monitor Adherence 

The participant's non-adherence with medication and other treatment 
regimens has been recognized as a major problem in the delivery of health 
care. Sackett and Snow (1979) stated that the gap between the regimen 
prescribed by the clinician and that adhered to by the participant is 
often distressingly wide and that the clinician is often the last to know 
about non-adherence. Studies such as that by Svarstad (1976) found that 
when a physician monitors the participant's degree of coamittment to 
therapeutic regimens, the participant was much more likely to adhere, was 
more accurate in reporting, less inhibited in expressing complaints, and 
more likely to admit to having problems in conforming to a regimen. A 
number of the factors which influence adherence both in the setting of 
general medical care and in the specific context of clinical trials have 
been identified. This knowledge can be used to improve the level of 
adherence. The requirements made of the participant in a clinical trial 
often exceed, both in range and complexity, those made of a participant 
in the ordinary delivery of medical care. This Chapter will set out 
general guidelines to be used in addressing the issue of adherence, but 
it is anticipated that these guidelines will be developed and refined as 
experience in the application of the general principles of adherence co 
the specific regimens and Protocol of the DCCT is acquired. 
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20.1.J Determinants of Adherence 

The many factors which have been found to influence adherence can be 
divided into the following four general categories: 

1. The regimen that the participant is being ask to follow. 

2. The environment in which care is provided. 

3. The characteristics and behavior 
providing the care. 

of the professional staff 

4. The characteristics of the participant as they affect his/her 
ability to follow the regimen. 

The general relationship of each of these categories to adherence is 
outlined before considering its specific application to diabetics and the 
Protocol of the OCCT. 

20~1.J.1 The Regimen 

In general, adherence is inversely related to the complexity of the 
medical regimen and the extent of the required behavior changes. The 
long-term regimens that are required for the management of chronic 
disease, especially asymptomatic disease, present special problems of 
adherence which are best approached by adapting the regimen, as much as 
possible, to the habits of the individual participant. 

20.1.J.2 The Environment 

The nature of the physical surroundings in which medical care is 
provided has an important bearing on the attitude of-the part1c1pant 
towards the care and indirectly on his/her adherence to the prescribed 
regimen. If the participant finds the environment in which care is 
delivered congenial, he/she will be more likely to keep appointments. 
The general attractiveness and accessibility of the facility, including 
public transport, parking and the provision of maps, signs and directions 
will raise the probability that appointments are kept. The use of 
telephone and/or mailed appointment reminders is probably a key factor in 
maximizing appointment keeping. Waiting times should be minimized and 
schedules should be flexible enough to allow appointments at times which 
are convenient for the part1c1pant. As appointments are made, the use of 
specific appointments rather than block scheduling improves appointment 
keep rates. 
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20.1.3.3 The Provider 

The general term "provider" includes all the staff with whom the 
participant comes into contact. While it may be necessary for the 
participant to see individuals of several disciplines at a given visit, 
e.g., physician, nurse, and nutritionist, it is desirable that the 
participant be seen by the same individual of each discipline at each 
visit. Continuity of care has emerged as one of the important 
determinants of adherence in addition to the more obvious qualities of 
warmth, empathy, and interest in the provider(s). That the staff 
co!llTlunicate well with one another and are fully coordinated is a 
necessary prerequisite to their caring for the ~articipant in such a way 
as to maximize adherence. It is also important that the provider have 
the necessary skills to instruct the participant on how to carry out the 
regimen so that the participant's ability to understand, remember, and 
carry out the program of care are maximized. 

20.1.3.4 The Participant 

Early research into adherence was based on the post_ulate that the 
"nonadherer" was a person with a particulaT set of personality 
characteristics that dictated his/her adherence behavior. However, it 
has become clear that there is no such set of personality characteristics 
and that adherence is a function of the treatment regimen itself, the 
behavior of the provider, and such participant-related characteristics as 
his/her knowledge of the regimen, social support, and skills in managing 
the regimen rather than of a particular parsonality type. This concept 
provides a much more optimistic view of adherence as a behavior which 
can, in principle, be developed under appropriate circumstances by all 
individuals who are appropriately educated to carry out the prescribed 
regimen. 

20.2 THE DCCT REGIMEN -- ---
Participants in the DCCT are expected to follow the clinical 

prescriptions and requested behaviors shown in Table 20.l. 

The therapeutic regimen for diabetes, especially IOOK, is complex even 
in its less sophisticated forms such as that prescribed to the standard 
group. As is clear from Chapter 9, the regimen for the experimental 
group is complex and therefore makes great demands on both the 
participant and the provider ,to obtain any given degree of adherence. 
All efforts should be made to minimize difficulties. Both the standard 
and experimental group's regimens should be made to fit the participant's 
daily routine. Inconveniences should be minimized. The use of 
behavioral prompts or cues, such as a call, reminder cards, alarm 
signals, reinforcements, and problem solving strategies, can be of help 
in assisting the participants to plan and to carry out their program of 
treatment. Additionally, ongoing adherence monitoring, counseling, and 
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followup will be useful in preventing or remediacing problems as well as 
on maintaining adherence. 

20.J THE DCCT ENVIRONMENT 

The DCCT clinic itself should provide both the participant and the 
staff members with a positive experience. We know chat environments do 
affect attitudes and behaviors. Crowded, noisy rooms with uncomfortable 
chairs and sterile walls co scare ac are likely co make us irritable and 
uncomfortable -- anxious co avoid chat place. No participant should 
Leave the study or develop negative attitudes toward the study because of 
environmental conditions which could have been avoided. 

20.J.l Clinic from the Participant's Perspective 

1. Accessibility -- Because of the relatively large number of ~drt
time clinical staff involved and because of the need for ancillary 
services such as fundus photography, it is likely that most DCCT 
clinics will be located in a large medical complex even though the 
location of the complex within the city may not be optimal for 
transportation, parking and safety. For these reasons, it is 
especially important to ensure that convenient parking (preferably 
free) is available, maps are provided, and that readily visible 
directional and identifying signs are posted on clinic ·days. 
Consideration should be given to assisting participants with 
transportation if they do not have their own transportation or are 

·disabled for any reason. Volunteer services can sometimes help 
with transportation. 

2. Reception, waiting and office faci"licies -- The general atmosphere 
should be pleasant and relaxing with special attention to the 
following: 

a) low noise levels or soft background music; 

b) suitable light for reading without strong glare; 

c) areas that are 
decorations; 

clean and orderly with attractive wall 

d) current reading material, including newspapers and magazines to 
appeal to participants of different ages and backgrounds; 

e) attractively displayed information on the DCCT, 
newsletters, and newsletters of other clinics; 

f) a clinic bulletin board; 
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g) comfortable furniture arranged for quiet reading and easy 
conversation; 

h) offices providing privacy and comfort for the participant; 

i) the opportunity 
environ111ent. 

for suggestions to improve the clinic 

3. Scheduling system and waiting time Minimize waiting time by 

20.3.2 

efficient scheduling and clinical center promptness. The 
participant can be actively engaged in completing for111s, answering 
questionnaires or reviewing procedures with a member of the staff 
when waiting is unavoidable. Do not, however, create an 
atmosphere of tension and be willing to spend time with the 
participant who enjoys a leisurely visit. Movement from office to 
office should be well coordinated with suitable waiting areas if 
necessary. The reason for any delay should be explained. 

The scheduling system should be 
appointments which will not cause the 
miss school. This may necessitate 
weekends, in the early morning, and in 

flexible enough to allow 
participant to lose pay or 
operating the clinic on 

the evening. 

The participant should receive an appointment card for the next 
visit before leaving the clinic. It should include the date, day, 
time, expected duration, clinic phone nU111ber, the name of the 
person to contact to change the appointment, and instructions for 
any necessary preparation such as fasting. An appointment 
reminder should be mailed one week before the scheduled visit, 
with periodic checks on the receipt of these reminders. For 
participants who tend to forget visits, it may be useful to make a 
telephone call on the day before or morning of a scheduled visit. 
Visit "window sheets" should be available to the individual making 
appointments, and these should be checked each week with the list 
of completed appointments. Participants who have missed a v1s1t 
should be telephoned as soon as possible to reschedule the visit. 

Tea, coffee, juice, and non-caloric drinks should be available 
at all visits. A snack or light breakfast should be provided in a 
suitable place after procedures that require fasting. It 1s 
important to ensure that the composition of the meal is consistent 
with diet prescriptions and the occasion often provides an 
opportunity for teaching. 

Clinic from~ Staff's Perspective 

The environment should also be pleasant for the staff. Staff 
attitudes will be transmitted to the participants who will in turn be 
affected by their attitude to and participation in the program. 
Comfortable off ice space should enhance the conduct of the job. In 
particular, appropriately private and sound-proof rooms should be 
available for history taking, physical examinations and counseling. 
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to maximize c:o111111Unication among staff 
enc:ouraged to make suggestions for 

All participants should be c:alled by name and made to feel that they 
are important and that their c:ommittment to the study is a valuable and 
indispensable c:ontribution. Positive corrments, expression of 
appreciation and praise for successful areas of participation should be 
given as frequently as possible. Only the participant who bec:omes 
totally inactive in the study tac:ks any suc:cess in adherenc:e. 

The organi~ationat structure should be clearly delineated and 
understood by each staff member. Job tasks should be stimulating and 
rewarding to those performing them. Staff meetings should be held 
regularly and alt staff membe~s should be encouraged to participate in 
fac:e to fac:e disc:ussion, including periodic: review of staff working 
conditions. 

Consistency is the key to successful corrmunication with participants. 
All staff should convey the same information, instructions and attitudes 
to partic:ipants. The partic:ipant confronted with two opposing messages 
is unlikely to be a good adherer or to have muc:h trust in the clinic 
staff. Supporcive cohesive staff ac:tivities should be fostered and 
periodic: rec:ognition of the team effort in the c:onduc:t of the. study 
should be made. 

Over and above these general considerations, staff have the following 
four specific: responsibilities toward partic:ipant adherence throughout 
the trial: 

l. To educate all participants so that they are aware of exactly what 
is expected of them; 

2. To identify participants having d1fficulties in one or more areas; 

3. To intervene with partic:ipants who are having difficulties and 
bring them to their inaximal level of adherenc:e; 

4. To maintain adherenc:e in those areas where the participant in 
having suc:c:ess. 
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20.4.l Education 

Most participants express interest in educational progra111s. 
Educational programs can serve as motivating and reinforcing events for 
participants. In order to maintain interest and adherence, an 
educational program should be designed to include the following topics: 

l. Periodic review of study progress 

2. Vearly reeducation of participants and staff about OCCT study 
goals and protocol 

3. Periodic general programs 
complications 

on diabetes, its control and 

4. Routine skills assessment and retraining 

A variety of methods should be utilized for educating participants, 
including: 

1. Newsletters 

2. Educational materials on clinic bulletin boards 

3. Relevant reading materials in waiting rooms 

4. Periodic educational audio-visual programs in the clinic 

5. Individual and group instruction. 

20.4.2 Identification of Problems 

Each participant's chart should have a clearly visible display of that 
participant's adherence over time to the following required behavior: 

1. Insulin administration 
prescribed treatment~ 
provide documentation. 

how well does 
Daily self reports 

the participant follow 
should be collected to 

2. Glucose testing -- again, daily self reports should be collected. 

3. Visit attendance -- missed, rescheduled and out-of-window visits 
and the reasons for them should be recorded together with follow
up actions. 

4. Diet adherence -- an assessment of adherence in specific areas as 
well as specific goals and problem areas should be recorded 

Weekly chart conferences should be held to review all participants 
with particular attention to identifying any adherence problems. 
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20.4.J Intervention 

The scheduling 
counseling. It is 
will interact with 
for dealing with 
ezperiencing. 

of each visit should include time for adherence 
valuable to hold a conference of all staff members who 
a part1c1pant at a given visit to agree on a strategy 

any adherence problems whicb that participant is 

20.4.4 Maintenance 

Tbis program should provide continuous support and encouragement to 
each participant in all the areas in which he/she is adhering to the 
requirements of the study. The following procedures are recommended: 

1. Tailor the assigned regimen to the participant's lifestyle and 
daily habits. 

2. H~intain frequent contacts with the participant and whenever 
appropriate with his family and social supports. 

3. Provide adequate feedback about present health status at each 
visit. 

4. Consider participant's ideas and choices in selecting alternatives 
to minimize any source of difficulties. 

5. Involve part1c1pant in activities at the center to ·sustain 
interest as a participating member of the team. 

6. Have periodic group_ meetings with part1c1pants in each treatment 
group for the sharing of experiences and providing on-going 
education. 

7. Prrivide recognition for successful completion of tasks or certain 
aspects of them. 

20.5 THE DCCT PARTICIPANT 

The subjects who volunteer 
characteristics that will affect 
Those characteristics that are 
determine only at the conclusion 
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20.6 ASSESSMENT OF ADHERENCE 

20.6.1 Pre-randomi~ation Assessment 

To assist in the assessment of adherence, three structured interview 
forms have been developed. These are the Availability, Adherence and 
Expectation Interview (OCCT Form 047), Family Understanding and 
Expectation Interview (OCCT Form 048), and Request Behaviors Confidence 
Questionnaire (DCCT Form 049). These forms are designed to guide the 
research team in assessing each subject and are NOT to be used for 
automatic exclusion or inclusion. These forms only elicit the most basic 
information related to the participant's availability and expected 
adherence in this study. The Principal Investigator or other members of 
the research team may ask supplemental and more detailed questions should 
they deem it necessary. Detailed instructions for administration are 
included within each form. 

In general, the questionnaires are designed for administration by the 
nurse clinician or behavioral scientist who are both experienced in 
participant interviewing. The questionnaire shou~d be presen.ted in a 
relaxed, non-threatening manner. It should also be stressed to the 
participant that the purpose of the interview is not for exclusion or 
inclusion. S_ubjects should be instructed that the purpose of the 
interviews is to: 

1. Have a better understanding of what their past diabetes care has 
·been and what problems they may have had with that treatment. 

2. To understand what they expect from the study. 

J. To understand what the family expects from the study. 

4. To determine any scheduling or other logistical problems that need 
to be considered prior to the subject's participation. 

In general, these interviews should be approached as being educational 
in nature and providing the research team an opportunity to interact with 
the subject to correct any misconceptions, and to anticipate any possible 
adherence/scheduling problems. 

Availability, Adherence and Expectation Interview (OCCT Fonn 
047) 

This interview form should be administered after the slide tape show 
and after the subject has had the opportunity to read the Participant 
Information Handbook. Basically, this form is composed of three pares, 
e.g., an availability section, a past adherence section, and an 
expectation section. As stated, the basic purpose is to anticipate any 
problem areas such as scheduling or logistic problems, specific factors 
which have in the past interferred with adherence, and to elicit any 
unrealistic expectations. Except for the question in Section D, question 
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2 (i.e., ''Would you be willing to accept being randomly assigned to 
either of the treatment groups?"), none of the questions are meant to 
lead to automatic ezclusion. Instead, the purpose is to elicit 
infot'lllation that can be used in the educational component of the protocol 
so that the participants can overcome possible barriers to adherence. 

20.6.l.2 Family Understanding and Ezpectation Interview (DCCT Form 048) 

This interview rs designed to elicit infonnat ion from the fa111it y 
similar to that elicited from the subject in DCCT Form 047, The basic 
purpose is to ensure that family members understand the protocol and to 
ensure that they do not have any unrealistic expectations regarding the 
study. The adherence literature suggests that one important component of 
adherence is appropriate family and social support. Considering the 
complexities of the DCCT trial, it is eztremely important to involve the 
family early in this process. As in DCCT Form 047, this interview is 
seen as being educational in nature and allowing the research team an 
opportunity to understand famil)''s. perception of the protocol and to 
correct any of their misconceptions. 

20.6.l.3 Request Behaviors Confidence Questionnaire (DCCT Form 049) 

The questionnaire is designed to allow the participant to (l) state 
his/her confidence in the ability to perform what is required, and (2) 
state his/her prediction of how adherent they will be. 

This form is derived from the self-efficacy concept of social learning 
theory and from the person-as-predictor model from the adherence 
literature. Self-efficacy, that is a person's confidence and perceived 
ability to perform certain tasks, has been found to. be a reliable 
predictor of behavior in a number of areas not related to diabetes. 
Although the concept has not been applied specifically in diabetes, we 
feel that this form can be both of assistance to the research team and 
used in the educational process to increase the participant's feelings of 
confidence and perceived abilities. 

This form is designed to be used on two occasions: once in 
conjunction with DCCT Form 047, after the subject has reviewed the slide 
and tape presentation and bas read the Participant Volunteer Handbook. 
The second administration should follow the completion of the pre
randomization behavioral task when the participant has had an opportunity 
to experience and participate in a number of activities associated with 
this protocol. It is not expected that the subject will be 100% 
confident prior to randomization. Areas which are rated quite low in 
confidence will be those in which extensive education will be necessary 
to increase the participant's feelings of confidence. 
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20.6.l.4 Evaluation (Pre-Randomization) Behavioral Tasks 

Prior to a review of the final consent forms, all potentially eligible 
volunteers will carry out a set of behavioral tasks which approximate 
tasks required of one or both treatment groups during the course of the 
DCCT. The tasks which are described in detail in this chapter should be 
performed by each participant undergoing evaluation and should not be 
altered, but may be repeated if necessary. Deviations are not accepted 
without the appropriate revisions by the Eligibility Committee and the 
approval of the Steering Co11111ittee. The purpose of these tasks is 
twofold: (l) to familiarize the potential volunteer with selected OCCT 
required behaviors so that a more fully infot'llled decision can be made 
about part1c1pation. and (2) to provide OCCT center staff with an 
evaluation of the potential volunteer's ability to learn and willingly 
carry out certain of the OCCT required behaviors. These behavioral tasks 
include an in-clinic demonstration of the following skills: 

l. Ability to draw up accurately a specified amount of sterile water 
in an insulin syringe. 

2. Ability to mix long and short acting insulin. 

3. Ability to color match and interpret accurately a urine test for 
glucose. 

4. Ability to perform calculations which would be necessary to adjust 
insulin doses in accordance with the protocol for the Experimental 
Treatment Croup. 

5. Ability to state the symptoms and treatment of mild, moderate, and 
severe hypoglycemia. 

6. Ability to state at least three possible causes of ketoacidosis. 

7. Ability to state warning symptoms and management of ketoacidosis. 

8. Ability to follow the required protocol for capillary blood 
collection. 

20.6.l.S Instructions for Administration and Evaluation of Behavioral 
Tasks Performed During Clinic Visits 

The purpose of the in-clinic behavioral tasks is three-fold: 

1. To obtain a gross estimate of the volunteer's skill level in 
his/her management regimen prior to randomization. 

2. To obtain a gross estimate of how easily the volunteer learns in 
the case where skills are not acceptable. 
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3. To determine whether the volunteer can safely carry out the at
home behavioral tasks. 

Conduct of skills assessment: 

l. Materials required: 

a) 0.5cc syringe 

b) l.Dc:c syringe 

c) one bottle saline labeled "regular insulin" 

d) one bottle saline labeled "NPH insulin" 

e) clinitest tablets with result chart 

f) diastiks with result chart 

g) testape with result chart 

h) watc:h with second hand 

i) dropper 

j) test tube 

k) glass container 

1) medicine cups or other containers for water 

m) _urine specimen cups 

n) access to running water 

o) alcohol wipes 

p) copy of questions: actions for hypoglycemia, actions for 
ketoacidosis, causes of ketoacidosis 

q) copy of hypo/hyperglycemia symptom matc:h question 

r) copy of in-clinic: behavioral tasks evaluation form (DCCT Form 
056) 

2. Procedure: 

Ask the volunteer to perform each task listed in question B.l. 
of DCCT Form 056. The volunteer should select the correct 
materials and ·carry out the ski 11 without prompting. The 
clinician rates that performance on the same form in the colwnn 
labeled Trial 1. U the volunteer made errors, the clinician 
offers corrective instruction, asks the volunteer to repeat the 
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task, and rates performance in the column labeled Trial 2. The 
specific ·instruction given is noted also under the column headed 
"Specify Instruction or Prompt." 

Continue by asking the volunteer to perfor111 Tasks 6 through 9 
and rate them on the evaluation for111 after the tasks are done. 

The tasks are rated on the following five point scale, which is 
further defined for each task (l through 9) on the following 
pages: 

l - excellent; perfect perfor111&nce 

2 - good; minor error 

3 fair; two minor errors or one more serious error 

4 - poor; three or four errors 

5 - very poor; five or more errors and/or incorrect dose 

TASK l. Draw up nine units of insulin in a D.5cc syringe 

l = Rolls ~he bottle to insure mixing, 
cleanses the top of the bottle, 
injects nine units of air, 
pulls the plunger down to nine units, 
checks for air bubbles and if present~ eliminates them, 
withdraws exactly nine units of insulin. 

2 Omits cleansing the bottle or rolling the bottle. 

3 s Omits cwo·of the following: 
cleansing the bottle, 
rolling the bottle, 
injecting air, 
or omits injecting air alone. 

4 Omits three of the following: 
cleansing the bottle, 
exactly nine units air, 
injecting air, 
or omits checking for air bubbles 
before drawing up NPH insulin alone. 

4 = Omits three of the following: 
cleansing the bottle, 
rolling the bottle, 
inject nine units of air. 

5 = Error at each seep or 
withdraws more/less than nine units plus or minus one. 
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TASK 2. Draw 16 units of insulin in l.Occ syringe. The rating is 
exactly as for Task 1, except 16 units should be substituted for nine 
units. 

TASK 3. Draw 14 units of NPH and mix with six units regular insulin. 

1 • Rolls both bottles of insulin, 
cleanse the top of both bottles, 
injects 14 units of air in bottle of NPH insulin, 
removes needle from NPH bottle, 
draws up 6 units of air and injects this into the regular insulin 
bottle, 
slowly inverts the bottle and withdraws 6 units of regular 
insulin, 
removes needle from regular bottle, 
inverts the NPH bottle, inserts the needle, and slowly withdraws 
14 units of NPH, 
checks that total insulin is 20 units. 

·2 •Omits cleansing or rolling one or both bottles. 

3 • Omits both cleansing and rolling bottles or 
omits injecting air in one or both bottles. 

4 • Omits cleansing, rolling, and injecting air in one or 
both bottles or 
does not check for.air bubbles before drawing up the NPH insulin. 

5 • Omits cleansing, rolling, and injecting air in one or 
both bottles as well as omits checking for air bubbles or 
withdraws more/less than: 
14 units plus or minus one unit NPH insulin, or 
six units plus or minus one unit regular insulin, or 
20 units plus or minus one unit total insulin. 

TASK 4. Perform urine glucose test. 
the-ce5t-which he/she usually uses.) 

(The volunteer should perform 

(i) Clinitest: 

1 = Places ten drops of water in tube, 
places correct drops of urine in tube (2;5) -- holding the dropper 
vertically so that the drop falls directly to the bottom, 
rinses dropper, 
withdraws one clinitest tablet without touching it (uses bottle 
cap or forceps) places tablet in the tube, 
puts cap back on the bottle, 
holds tube still by the top while it boils, 
waits 15 seconds after boiling stops, 
compares tube with color chart. 

2 = Did not put water in first or 
did not rinse dropper after putting urine in or 
did not put cap back on clinitest bottle. 
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3 • Omitted two of the above (2) or 
did not hold the dropper vertically. 

4 • Omitted three of the above (2,3) or 
agitated tbe tube during boiling. 

5 • Used the incorrect number of drops of water or 
used the incorrect number of drops of urine or 
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used the incorrect time (e.g., 15 seconds plus or minus two 
seconds) or 
used more than one clinitest tablet or 
read the result incorrectly. 

(ii) OiastiK: 

l • Removes strip from container without touching, 
replaces cap on the container, 
dips strip in urine for two seconds, 
removes strip, 
waits 30 seconds by a second hand -- holding strip in hand, 
reads results on paper side of tape -- using proper color chart. 

2 = Does not replace cap immediately. 

3 • Leaves strip in the urine more than two plus or minus 
two seconds or 
lays the strip down while waiting. 

4 • Two or more of the above (2,3) errors or 
touched the strip while removing it. 

5 =Used incorrect timing (e.g., 30 seconds plus or minus 
two seconds) or 
read the results incorrectly. 

(iii) Testape: 

l = Pulls off approximately one and a half 
inches of tape and cuts off on the bottle, 
returns reagent to glass container, 
holds tape at the end not using for dipping, 
dips approximately one-quarter inch into urine for two seconds, 
pulls tape out of urine, 
waits 60 seconds by a second hand -- holding the tape in the hand, 
reads the test correctly -- using the end with last darkest color, 
if one-half percent or higher, waits 60 seconds and re-reads. 

2 = Omits returning reagent to the glass container. 

3 = Leaves the strip in the urine for more/less than two 
plus or 
minus two seconds or laid the strip down. 

4 = Touched the reagent end of the strip. 
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S • Used .incorrect t1m1ng (e.g., more or less than 60 
plus or minus two seconds or 
read the results in more than one category or 
did not read result correctly. 

TASK 5. Collection of capillary blood specimen. 
ins~tions in Chapter 12.) 

1 • Carries out every step in the.protocol accurately. 

2 • Omits handwashing and/or 
uses the first drop of blood 

3 • Omits preparation of the autoclix and/or 
does not hold the tube horizontally 

4 • Omits warmin5 the tube prior to sample collection 
or omits handwashing and/or uses the 
first drop of blood and also does not prepare 
the autoclix and/or does not hold the 
tube horizontally. 

5 • Omits any step in the preparation of the sample 
or does not check for air bubbles 
or does not fill the tube end to end 
or does not mark the time sample. is taken 
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(Please refer to 

TASK 6. The volunteer should be able to match the following symptoms 
with hypo- or hyperglycemia: increased thirst, shakiness, waking up to 
urinate, increased urination, sweating, blurred vision. 

TASK 7. J. J. is a 15 year old person with IDDM playing baseball at 
4:00 p.m. While in the outfield, he developed shakiness, sweating and 
palpitations. What should J. J. do? 

TASK 8. The volunteer should be able to state at least two co!Mlon 
cau'S'eS'""of ketoacidosis. 

TASK 9. The volunteer should be able to answer accurately the 
following-question: A. K., a 20 year old person with IDDM, developed the 
flu and reportedly has • dry mouth, feels very thirsty and has developed 
nausea and vomiting. What are the first two things he/she should do to 
determine if he/she is in ketoacidosis? 

TASK 10. 
problems: 

The volunteer should be able to solve the following 

l. A.B. is on 45 units of NPH insulin a day, with the dose divided so 
that one-third is given at night and two-thirds in the morning. 
How many units of insulin does A.B. take in the morning? In the 
evening? (Answer: morning 30; night 15) 
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2. C.D. takes NPH insulin which peaks for him in eight hours. If the 
insulin was usually taken at 7:00 a.m., at what time would it 
peak? (Answer: 3:00 p.m.) 

The Tasks 6 to 10 should be evaluated as noted on the in-clinic 
behavioral tasks form (DCCT Form 056). That is, the number correctly 
matched should be noted for item 6; the responses noted on the form for 
items 7 to 9 should be checked as "Yes" or "No" and any other responses 
noted on the form; and item 10 should be marked "correct" or "incorrect." 
DCCT Fol"lll 056 is returned to the Coordinating Center as indicated on the 
fol"lll, 

20.6.l.6 Evaluation of Behavioral Tasks Performed at Home 

The purpose of carrying out behavioral tasks at home is to obtain 
additional information whether the participant is adequately perfol"llling 
these tasks at home independently of immediate supervision. The 
following skills are required to be done "t home using DCCT Fol"lll 061: 

l. Record date home behavioral t~sks started. 

2. Urine tests for glucose four times daily for l4 days; record date 
and time of early morning and first and second voided urines, time 
and quantity of water ingested between these voids, as well as the 
time and result of each of the four tests in a daily record 
supplied by the DCCT. 

3. Capillary blood collection by finger stick will be done four times 
during the 14 day home behavioral tasks. They will be collected 
as follows: 

a) Four pre-prandial collections for two consecutive days. 

b) One 3:00 a.m. and seven pre-.and post•prandial collections on 
day 7 of home behavioral tasks. 

c) One 3:00 a.m, and seven pre- and post-prandial collections on 
day l4 of home behavioral tasks. 
All of the capillary blood collections will be returned to the 
clinic. The capillary blood collections will be used in 
evaluating adherence to the required tasks. (Procedures for 
drawing, preserving and transporting blood are described in 
Chapters 12 ~nd 15.) Record date and time every time blood is 
drawn, as well as the number of the tube in a daily record 
supplied by the DCCT Form 061. 

4. Record daily the type and dosage of insulin administered as well 
as the date and time of each administration in a daily record 
supplied by the DCCT Forni 061. 
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5. List for three consecutive days on DCCT Form 062 (to include one 
weekend day) all foods eaten. Record the brand name, the amount 
and how the food was prepared. Also record the time of day the 
food was consumed. 

6. 

7. 

Record daily on DCCT Form 061, for ll days, 
food was consumed. 

Specify physical activity in the exercise 
record (DCCT Form 061) specifying the time, 
duration. 

type of meal and time 

section of the daily 
type of activity and 

The Behavioral Task Log, DCCT Form 061, was devised to record urine 
tests, insulin administration, physical activity, mealtimes and capillary 
blood collections. If any of these act1v1tLes are omitted, the 
explanation of why should be given in the column "Comments." 

The perf orlll8nce of these home behavioral tasks should be reviewed and 
recorded on a performance evaluation form (DCCT Form 057). This form 
should be reviewed priot to the decision to randomize the volunteer for 
the following: 

1. Specific areas the participant may need added attention in terms 
of eduction. 

2. Speci fie areas the participant may need added attention in terms 
of adherence. 

To complete DCCT Form 057, please enter the number of times that the 
performance of the tasks was required and the percent of times which the 
tasks were performed as indicated in the form. Performance of tasks will 
vary between tasks, e.g., pre-prandial capillary blood collections should 
be drawn on four days while the 3:00 a.m. capillary blood collection 
should be drawn on two days. Please write in any comments about missed 
tests and the quality of completeness of the log as requested in item 8. 

20.6.2 Pose-Randomization Assessment 

Monitoring of wide and individual center performance with regard to 
participant adherence will include: 

l. Completion of self-monitoring records. 

2. Glucose testing, blood and urine - daily (including 3:00 A.H. for 
experimental group) and profile-sets completes. 

3. Insulin administration. 

4. Dietary adherence, total calories, meal/snack frequency. 
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5. Visit attendance, quarterly both groups and monthly experimental 
group. 

6. Correspondence between self-reported glucose testing and HbAlC; 
between self-reported glucose testing and profil-sets. 

Assessment will be made at quarterly followup visits (Form 021) and 
annual followup visits (Form 003) 

20.7 REFERENCES 
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DCCT Participant Request Behaviors 

Behavior 

Visit attendance 

Insulin 
administration 

Home glucose 
monitoring 

Capillary blood 
profi Les 

Home acetone 
monitoring 

Study diet: 
45-55% CHO 
less than or 
equal to 25% 
simple CHO 

30-35% FAT 
12% PRO 

less than or 
equal to 
300 mg CHOL 

o.s-1.0 P/S RATIO 
encouraged fiber 
moderation ethanol 

Attain/maintain 
desirable weight 

October 22, 1987 

Standard Care 

every 3 months 

additional 
visits as needed 

1-2 times daily 

3-4 times daily 
urine OR once a 
day blood 

7 times daily, 
every 3 months, 

as needed 

specific meal 
plan 
individuali:z:ed 

90-120% of ideal 

Experimental Care 

every month 

additional 
visits as needed 

3-4 times daily 
or use insulin 
pump 

4-7 times daily 
blood; weekly 
3:00. a.m. blood 

7 times daily 
ever"y 3 months, 

as needed 

specific meal 
plan 
individuali:z:ed 

90-120% of ideal 
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CHAPTER 21 

COMPLETION AND KAILINC OF FORMS 

The DCCT forms have been constructed to serve the following functions: 

1. to allow the evaluation of the eligibility of a patient candidate; 

2. to provide the data required for a thorough statistical evaluation 
of the baseline comparability of the two treatment groups and the 
endpoint data; 

3. to allow the followup and monitoring of a randomized patient in a 
thorough format that is standard for all clin:cal centers; 

4. to document that certain study procedures have been followed 
either by the clinic staff or by the patient; 

S. to request certification of new clinic staff; 

6. to collect data for ancillary studies. 

This chapter will describe the various types of study forms, how to 
complete them, and how to distribute them to their proper destination. 

21.1 THE VARIOUS ~ Q!: ~ 

Although there are a large number of forms (Table 21.1), many of these 
are used only once per patient (such as during eligibility ev~luation) or 
are designed for a special purpose and rarely need to be completed. 

The forms used by the Central Units for reporting results to the 
Coordinating Center are not used in the clinic. There are a large number 
of forms of this type (Table 21.2). 

The forms used to inventory specimens or other materials mailed to the 
Central Units are also used to create an audit trail for the Coordinating 
Center for tracking any missing material. These administrative forms are 
listed in Table 21.3. These "mailing lists" are typically printed on 
multi-part NCR (no-carbon-required) paper. The instructions on the form, 
as well as Table 21.3, indicate the use of each of the copies. 

Another special type of form is that which is used by a clinical 
center to request that the certification process be initiated for a new 
clinic staff member (Table 21.4), Chapter 23 of this Manual describes 
certification procedures. 
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There are a number of special-purpose forms which the clinic will 
rarely need to complete (Table 21.)). Some of these are used on an as
required basis to notify the Coordinating Center and the study review 
groups of intercurrent events affecting patient health, missed follow-up 
visits, transfer of a patient to another clinical center, and so on. 
Another special-use form is that used for ordering clinic supplies (DCCT 
Form 068). 

Several forms are used by only the patients and the clinical centers 
and are not tc be sent to the Coordinating Center (Table 21.6). Of 
particular note is DCCT Form 012, Personal Information on Study 
Volunteer, which collects information that may be used to locate a 
randomi~ed patient who loses contact with the study. 

Because of the stringent eligibility criteria for this trial, a number 
of forms have been developed especially for screening purposes (Table 
21.7). Kuch of the information on these data forms is also used to 
characterize the baseline status of the randomized volunteers. Some of 
these forms are also completed during followup. 

Table 21.8 lists forms which are used exclusively during followup of 
an enrolled patient. (Note: DCCT Form 021 is only partially completed 
pre-randomi~ation. [t is primarily intended as a follow-up instrument.) 

21.2 FORMS SUPPLIES 

Prior to the start of the study, the Coordinating Center will ship an 
initial supply of DCCT fonns to each clinic for use during the first few 
months of the study. Prototypes of the first and second Informed Consent 
forms (DCCT Forms 031 and 032) will be supplied by the Coordinating 
Center. Informed consent forms and additions to the other informed 
consent documents for clinic use should be printed locally to reflect any 
changes requested by that institution's IRB (see Chapters 3 and 7), 

The initial supply will consist of simple copies of each form. 
Whenever a form is completed, the appropriate number of xerox copies 
should then be made by the clinical center. This will allow the 
Coordinating Center to rapidly and inexpensively modify any deficiencies 
encountered during the early use of the forms. After final revisions, 
the forms will be printed on NCR (no-carbon-required) paper, which will 
automatically yield the appropriate number of copies when each form is 
completed. 

The Coordinating Center will develop a system of inventory control 
which will require the collaboration of the clinics. The Trial 
Coordinator should maintain an inventory of all forms in stock. By 
imprinting the fonns with incrementing inventory control numbers, the 
Coordinating Center will also monitor form consumption by the study 
units. 
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The inventory control numbers of data forms will be monitored as 
completed study forms are submitted to the Coordinating Center for entry 
into the computer files. Each unit's supplies of study forms will be 
reviewed periodically by the Coordinating Center. 

Other consumable materials, such as the Research Volunteer's 
Information Handbook and the Manual of Diabetes Tests, Terms and Special 
Procedures, also will be imprinted with an incrementing inventory control 
number. When the supplies are distributed from the Coordinating Center, 
an inventory control "reorder" card will be inserted within the supply 
prior to the last 20% of the materials. As the supply is consumed, when 
the "reorder" card is reached it will be mailed to the Coordinating 
Center and the supply will be replenished. 

As a further check, each unit will periodically be requested to 
complete a statement of the inventory control numbers of the neat 
material (e.g. form, handbook, etc.) to be used. These statements will 
be reviewed by the Coordinating Center to ensure that there have been no 
breakdowns in inventory control procedures, thus ensuring that each unit 
is continually supplied with all needed study materials. 

21.3 FORM, PATIENT AND VISIT IDENTIFYING INFORMATION 

21.3.l Form Number and Version Number -- ---- --
Because the development of the DCCT forms was 

concurrently with the evolution of the Protocol and 
the forms are not numbered in a systematic fashion. 
for a particular need, the next available number is 

a process occurring 
Manual of Operations, 

As a form is created 
assigned to the form. 

The number for each form consists of an integer and a decimal. The 
integer indicates the form and the decimal indicates the version of the 
form. For example, from Table 21.1, DCCT Form number 001.6 indicates 
that this is the form entitled "Initial Clinic Visit" and that it is the 
siath version. The date on ·the upper right corner of the form indicates 
when this version was adopted. 

21.3.2 Identifying Information 

Before a patient arrives for 
that visit should be assembled 
section should be filled out. 
information will be employed. 

1. Clinic Number 

2. Patient ID Number 

3. Patient's Initials 
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a scheduled visit, all forms required for 
with that patient's folder and the I.D. 
On all forms, the following identifying 
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4. Date of Visit 

5. Follow-up Visit Number 

21.3.3 Collaborating Clinic ~ 

Each of the 27 DCCT clinical centers is assigned a Clinic Number which 
is used on every study form. These Clinic Numbers are: 

21.3.4 

01 Case Western Reserve University 
02 Children's Hospital of Philadelphia 
03 Cornell University 
04 Henry Ford Hospital 
41* University of Michigan 
05 Joslin Diabetes Center, Inc. 
06 Massachusetts Ceneral Hospital 
07 Haya Foundation 
08 Medical University of South Carolina 
09 International Diabetes Center 
10 University of Iowa 
11 University of Minnesota 
12 University of Missouri at Columbia 
13 University of Pittsburgh 
14 University of Tennessee 
15 University of Texas 
16 University of Toronto 
17 University of Washington 
18 University of Western Ontario 
19 Vanderbilt University 
20 Washington University 
21 Yale University 
22 Albert Einstein College of Medicine 
23 Northwestern University 
24 University of California, San Diego 
25 University of Maryland 
26 University of New Mexico 
27 University of South Florida 

*Satellite clinic. to Henry Ford Hospital. 

Patient Identification ~ 

A pennanent DCCT identification number (ID No.) is assigned to each 
patient who appears at a clinical center for one or more of the 
evaluation examinations. The patient identification numbers are assigned 
in order on DCCT ForTll 001, Initial Clinic Visit. The five-digit patient 
identification number consists of two digits which designate the clinical 
center in which the patient is first screened for eligibility and a 
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three-digit code to identify the patient. At the start of screening, a 
patient is assigned the next available fivedigit code for that clinic. 
Once a number has been assigned to a particular patient it remains 
associated with this patient even if he/she later transfers to another 
clinical center. If a patient is ineligible or excluded on the basis of 
the results of the screening exams, refer to Table 6.5 for a list of 
screening exams that may be retested during the four-month evaluation 
period (retakes). Some patients who are excluded may be restarted six 
months later. If a patient is restarted, a new identification number is 
assigned. 

Issuance of a patient identification number does not imply that the 
patient is enrolled in the DCCT. Entry into the study takes place when 
the patient is randomized. 

21.3.5 Patient's Initials 

The patient's initials, comprising the patient's first, middle and 
last initials, constitutes a second patient identifier. If the patient 
has no middle name or initial, an "X" is used as the middle initial. The 
initials identifier, once determined, is never changed, although the 
patient may change his/her name during .the course of the study. If a 
patient who was ineligible is restarted with a new identification number 
and his/her initials have changed, however, the new initials may be u~ed. 

21.3.6 Examination Date £! ~ of Visit 

Some examination procedures may require more than one day to complete. 
The date an examination is begun is regarded as the examination date. A 
number of procedures may be associated with each examination. An 
examination is not regarded as complete until all procedures have been 
completed. 

21.3. 7 Follow-up Visit ~ 

The follow-up visit number is the number of quarters (three month time 
period) post randomization. This number is sequentially numbered from 0 
for baseline, l for first three month visit, 4 for first annual visit, 8 
for second annual visit, through 40 for tenth annual visit. 

0 = Baseline 
l 3 months 
2 • 6 months 
3 = 9 months 
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4 = 12 months 

7 21 months 

8 24 months 

40 = 120 months 
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21.J.8 Patient Schedules 

After a patient is randomized, the Coordinating Center will generate a 
schedule of target dates and windows for all regularly scheduled follow
up visits for that patient {Figure 21.1). This schedule will indicate 
all the forms co be completed at each visit. Besides chis schedule of 
routine v1s1ts, the clinic will also receive a list of the fonns mailing 
date of every week and Study Week Number in order to identify the week of 
followup during which a form is completed and mailed {Figure 21.2, DCCT 
Hailing Schedule of Forms). 

21.4 COHPLETINC FORMS 

Each form has been prepared such that all instructions required for 
properly completing the form are self-contained. Forms should be filled 
out carefully using a ballpoint pen with black ink. (A ballpoint pen is 
needed because many forms are printed on multi-part paper. Black ink is 
preferred because experience has shown that it is clearest on microfiehed 
copies.) Changes should be made carefully and neatly with special 
attention paid to the second, third and/or fourth copies. Extra 
notations should not be made if there is no space designated for them. 
If you find that there are inadequacies in a form, please notify the 
Coordinating Center so that revisions can be considered. 

Sometimes an item on a form requires 
simple check of a box or an entry of 
clinic staff should print the answer 
abbreviations, especially abbreviations 

a written response rather than a 
a number. In these eases, the 
clearly, avoiding the use of 

of medical terms. 

Before the patient leaves the clinic, at the conclusion of the visit, 
the Trial Coordinator should review each of the required forms for 
accuracy and completeness. The Trial Coordinator should also ~nsure that 
all tests and procedures required for ~hat visit have been conducted and 
the appropriate forms completed {see Chapter 6). 

Each form should bear the signature and typed or printed name of the 
individual who completed the form, or the person with primary 
responsibilitiy, if more than one person completed it. 

21.5 BATCHINC AND KAILINC 

Forms should be mailed on Thursday of each week to the Coordinating 
Center. A weekly batch of forms, therefore, will comprise all forms 
completed since the last mailing. 
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21.s.1 Copying ~ Inventorying ~ 

Each Thursday afternoon, all forms completed during the preceding week 
should be collected and sorted by Form Number and by Patient I.D. Number 
within Form Number. A copy of the Clinic Forms Inventory (DCCT Form 
040), which requires specification of the Form Number, date and Patient 
ID number, should be completed. The batch of forms are then photocopied 
and the copies are compared against the just completed Forms Inventory. 
The clinic's copies of the forms may then be re-sorted by Patient ID 
number and filed in the clinic's medical record for each patient. 

Forms and the Clinic Forms Inventory are organized by Form Number in 
order to facilitate processing at the Coordinating Center, where the 
forms must be batched and keyed by Form Number. 

When photocopying forms, be sure to use one-sided copying only. One
sided copies are required by the data entry and microfiching procedures 
used by the Coordinating Center. 

21.s.2 Batching Forms 

The Coordinating Center's copies of the forms (which are always the 
originals) will then be ·batched for mailing to the Coordinating Center. 
A copy of the Clinic Forms Inventory and the Forms Hailing List should be 
included with the batch. During followup, all forms within a weekly 
batch should first be sorted by number, i.e., all forms of a given type 
should be together in the batch. The Trial Coordinator will then 
inventory the batch of forms by completing the the Forms Hailing List 
(DCCT Form 041). On this form, the number of each type of form included 
in the batch is listed. The entries on the mailing list should 
correspond to the total number of entries on the Clinic Forms Inventory. 

21.5.3 Hailing Forms 

The forms are then placed in one or more envelopes and mailed to this 
address: 

DCCT Coordinating Center--Forms 
The Biostatistics Center 
6110 Executive Boulevard, Suite 7SO 
Rockville, HD 20852 

When more than one envelope is required to mail a batch, the date of 
mailing should be written on each envelope, and each should then be 
numbered at the bottom as of x, 2 of x, etc., where x is the total 
number of envelopes included in that mailing. 

Another copy of the Forms Hailing List 
envelope for mailing to the Coordinating 
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is then placed in a separate 
Center. This is done as a 
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security measure; it helps insure that the Coordinating Center will 
become aware. of a missing batch of forms. The batch, Clinic Forms 
Inventory, and Forms Hailing List should then be mailed with first-class 
postage on Thursday afternoon so that the forms will arrive at the 
Coordinating Center the following Monday. 

Copies of the Notification Forms, (DCCT Forms 007, 025, 026, 042, 043, 
044, 055) should be sent to the Coordinating Center and central 
laboratories or reading units with specimens, photographs, etc. 

There will be some weeks in which no forms have 
this event, the clinic should complete the Forms 
the box indicating that no forms are being sent. 
then be mailed to the Coordinating Center. 

21.6 RECEIPT OF FORMS ----

been completed. In 
Mailing List and check 
This form alone should 

When forms arrive at the Coordinating Center," the Data Control Clerk 
will open the mail and reassemble the batch if rm.iltiple mailing envelopes 
were used. Forms should arrive at the Coordinating Center by the Monday 
following the Thursday mailing. If a complete batch has not been 
received by the next Thursday, a trace will be initiated. The clinical 
center will also be contacted so that copies of any missing forms may be 
mailed with the next week's batch. 

When the batch is reassembled, the Clerk will count the number of 
forms received and compare the counts with those given on the Hailing 
List and the Inventory. If there are any discrepancies noted, the 
clinical center is called i111111ediately. 

21.7 EDITING DATA ON FORMS -- - ---
Each form is edited by a separate edit program which searches for 

missing data, inconsistencies, and values that are out of range. An 
error_ notice is printed which Lists all the errors detected for a given 
form. An example of an error notice printing from the DCCT is presented 
in Figure 21.J. These notices are mailed back to the originating clinic 
for recording the correct information. The error notice is a "turn
around" document on which the corrections to the error notices are 
written and the document returned to the Coordinating Center. 

An edit message should be returned to the Coordinating Center within 
two weeks, even if the data in question are correct. 

An edit message consists of a table showing the form number, the 
Clinic Number, the Patient ID and initials, the date the form was 
completed and the study week it was mailed, and the certification number 
of the clinic staff member who completed the form. Below this 
information is listed one or more error notices. Each error notice lists 
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the fonn Item Number and an abbreviated description of the item. The 
Variable Name for the datum in question (as used in the Coordinating 
Center's edit and analysis programs) is printed neKt to the value of the 
variable. A message describing the reason for questioning the value is 
printed. A line labeled "new value" is provided for entering a response 
to the message. The possible responses include: 

1. entering a new value; 

2. entering the word "missing" if the correct datum cannot be 
·retrieved; 

3. entering the word "ok.ay" if the original value is correct; 

4, entering another eKplanation. 

The edit program also prints a table of control totals for forms 
edited in that batch to compare with the data entry control totals. In 
addition, tables containing the number of forms edited and the number of 
errors per form are printed by form type a11d clinic. These edit sumnary 
tables can be used to monitor clinic performance. 

There will be occasions when the clinic staff will realize they have 
made an error in completing a form, yet the nature of the error may be 
s~ch that an edit program may not detect it. To make an unsolicited 
correction to a form, the clinic should: 

1. make a copy of page 1 of the form and the page(s) to be updated; 

2. write "correction" in red ink on page l; 

J. indicate all needed changes in red ink; 

4. send the pages to the Coordinating Center. Corrections may be 
sent with the regular weekly mailing but should be clearly 
separate from it and from any edit messages generated by the 
Coordinating Center's edit programs. 
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Form 

001.6 
002.4 
003.2 
004.4 
005.1 

006.4 
007.1 
008.2 

009.2 

010.3 

011.2 
012.1 
013.2 
014.2 
015.l 
016.2 
017.l 
018.2 

020.4 
021.6 
022.2 
023.3 

024.l 

025.2 

026.2 

027.l 

028.5 

Code 

E/H 
E/H 
F/H 
E/F 
B/F 

E/P 
s 
E 

E 

B/P 

B 
B/F/* 
B/P 
s 
s 
s 
s 
B/F/N 

S/H 
B/F/N 
s 
E/B/F 

B/P 

E/P 

. B/P 

p 

B/F 
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Table 21.l December 3, 1987 
SCl/form/b 

LISTIHC OF DCCT FORMS 

Name 

Initial Clinic Visit 
Baseline Medical History and Physical !.zamination 
Annual Medical History and Physical E.zamination 
Locally-Performed Blood Count and Chemistry 
Heurological History and Ezamination 
(completed by neurologist) 
Locally-Performed Urinalysis and Urine Culture 
Documentation of Local Laboratory Certification 
Baseline Ophthalmic Ezamination and Ocular History 
(completed by ophthalmologist & visual acuity ezaminer) 
Preliminary Grading Form 
(Central Ophthalmologic Reading Unit use) 
Neurobehavioral Ass~ssment (Complete Battery) 
(Central Neurobehavioral Coding Unit use) 
Randomization Report 
Personal Information on Study Volunteer 
Neurobehavioral Studies Demographic Questionnaire 
Notification of Hissed Clinic Visit 
Notification of Death 
Application for Transfer to Inactive Status 
Bradburn Scale 
Diet History 
(completed by dietitian) 
Notification of Intercurrent Event 
Quarterly Visit 
Notification of Deviation from Assigned Treatment 
Central Biochemistry Laboratory Results 
(Central Biochemistry Laboratory use) 
SECTION A (C-peptide) 
SECTION B (Renal Studies) 
SECTION C (Lipid Studies) 
SECTION D (Blood Glucose Profile) 
SECTION E,R (Elevated Cbolestrol, Repeats) 
SECTION F (24-Hour Urine Studies) 
SECTION C (Glomerular Filtration Rate) 
Resting Electrocardiogram Grading Form 
(Central Electrocardiogram leading Unit use) 
Pundus Photography 
(completed by ophthalmic photographer) 
Pluorescein Angiography 
(completed. by ophthalmic photographer) 
Endpoint Visit Ophthalmic Ezamination 
(completed by opbthalmologi1t & visual acuity examiner) 
Autonomic Neuropathy Studies 
(Central Autonomic Coding Unit u1e) 

-1-

Date of 
Latest 
Version 

03/26/87 
03/26/87 
11/19/86 
12/01/86 
05/25/83 

12/01/86 
08/03/82 
08/23/83 

12/ 18/86 

03/26/87 

09/01/83 
06/14/83 
03/26/87 
10/29/86 
04/11/83 
10/29/86 
07/20/84 
(no date) 

03/26/87 
03/26/87 
10/29/86 
06/16/87 

06/16/87 
06/16/87 
06/16/87 
06/16/87 
06/16/87 
Paradoz 
Paradoz 
06/01/83 

07/18/85 

07/18/85 

08/02/84 

05/21/86 
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Date of 
Latest 

~ ~ Name Version 

029.1 *B/F Food Pattern Questionnaire 06/83 
(dietitian'• local use) 

030.1 *B/F Food Preparation Questionnaire 06/83 
(dietitian's local use) 

031.3 E Firat Informed Consent (Prototype) 12/02/86 
032.3 B Second Informed Consent (Prototype) 02/06/87 
033.1 E/F Detailed Color Grading Form (no' date) 

(Central Ophthalmologic Reading Unit use) 
034.2 8/F Detailed Fluorescein Grading Form 06/10/87 

(Central Ophthalmologic Reading Unit use) 
035.1 8/F Symptom Checklist-90-R (SCL-90-R) (no date) 
036.1 B/F Quality of Life Questionnaire 03/21/83 
037.2 8/F Nerve Conduction Studies 08/31/83 

(completed by electro_myographer) 
038.2 E Eligibility and Eaclusion Cbeckli1t 02/11/85 
039.2 s Notification of Patient Transfer 03/07/d6 
040;2 A/H · Clinic Forms Inventory 07/18/BS 
041.3 A/N Forms Hailing List 11/13/84 
042.2 A/H Fundus Photograph Hailing Lilt 07/18/85 
043,3 A/H C-Peptide Specimen Hailing Li1t 07/18/85 
044.2 A/H Renal Studies Specimen Hailing Li1t 07/18/85 
045.2 E Volunteer Understanding Questionnaire (Veraion A) 02/12/85 
"46.2 E Volunteer Understanding Questionnaire (Version 8) 02/12/85 

:.1 .1 E Availability, Adherence and Eapectation Interviev 03/21/83 
048.1 E Family Understanding and Eapectation Interview 03/21/83 
049.2 E Request Behaviors Confidence Questionnaire 07/18/85 
050.2 A/N Blood Glucose Profile Specimen Hailing List 07/18/85 
051.3 A/N Neurobehavioral Assessment Hailing Li1t 03/26/87 
052.2 A/N Diet History Hailing Li1t 07/18/85 
053.2 Alli Resting Electrocardiogram Hailing Li1t 07/18/85 
054.2 A/N Autonomic Neuropathy Studies Hailing List 07/18/85 
055.1 A/N Hemoglobin Ale Hailing Li1t 03/10/83 
056.l E Clinic Evaluation of Volunteer'• Performance OD 08/03/83 

Behavioral Tasks I (Clinic) 
057.3 E Clinic Evaluation of Volunteer's Performance OD 07/18/85 

Behavioral Tasks II (Home) 
058.2 A/ti Lipid Specimen Hailing List 07/18/85 
059.1 s Certification of Visual Acuity Eaaminer 03/21/83 
060.1 *E Screening Log 04/12/83 
061.1 *E Daily Behavioral Tasks Log 08/03/83 
062.l *E Three-Day Food Record 05/31/83 
063.l *F Daily Diabetes Monitoring Record--Standard Treatment 07/20/83 
064.1 *F Daily Diabetes Monitoring Record--Hultiple Daily 07/20/83 

Injection Users 
065.1 *F Daily Diabetes Monitoring Record--Pump Users 07/20/83 
066.4 E/B/F Hemoglobin Ale Reporting Log 03/26/87 

(Central Biochemistry and Back-up Laboratory use) 
067.2 s Request for Certification of ECG Technician 01/27/86 
"'68.6 s Supplies Order Form 08/01/86 
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Form 

069.2 

070.1 
071.4 

076.l 
077. l 
078.1 

079.2 

080.1 
081.1 
082.1 
083.2 
084.1 

085.1 
086. l 
087.1 

088.2 

089.1 

090.1 

091.2 
092.2 
093.1 
094.1 

095.1 
096.1 
097.1 
098.1 

099.2 

100.1 
101.2 

E/8/P 

B/P 
s 

s 
s 
p 

p 

s 
B/P 
s 
s 
s 

s 
s 
s 

B/P 

s 

s 

s 
s 
s 
s 

s 
S/A 
B/P 
B 

p 

A/H 
A/H 

Name 

Hemoglobin Ale Performance Characteristics 
(Central Biochemistry and Back-up Laboratory Use) 
ANS Documentation Sheet 
Observation of Proliferative or Nonproliferative 
Diabetic Retinopathy 
(Central Ophthalmologic Reading Unit use) 
Request for Ophthalmic Committee Consultation 
Psychosocial Adjustment to Illness Scale SI 
Do.cumentation of Interim Contact with 
a Standard Croup Patient 
Neurobehavioral Assessment (Partial Battery) 
(Central Neurobehavioral Coding Unit use) 
Nezt of Kin Interview 
ANS Testing Eligibility 
Patient/Family Croup Report 
Notification of Hypoglycemic Intercurrent Event 
Request for Certification of 
Neurobehavioral Technician 
Final Notification of Death 
Deceased Ezperimental Patient's Form 
Procedures for Mechanical Inspection of Insulin 
Infusion Devices and Blood Glucose Meters 
Neurobehavioral Consensus Rating 
(Central Neurobehavioral Coding Unit use) 
Request for Certification of 
Autonomic Nervous System Technician 
Request for Certification of 
Nerve Conduction Technician 
Request for Certification of Dietitian 
Further Details of Hypoglycemic Event 
Random Day Questionnaire 
Observation of Clinically Significant Macular Edema 
(Central Ophthalmologic Reading Unit use) 
Diet Behavior Questionnaire 
Special Forms Mailing 
GFI Worksheets 
I-12S Iothalamate Renal Function Study 
(Addendum Consent Form) (Prototype) 
Neurobehavioral Assessments 
(Partial Battery at Visit 12) 
(Central Neurobehavioral Coding Unit use) 
CPI Specimen Mailing List 
24-Hour Urine Specimen Mailing List 
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Date of 
Latest 
Version 

06/16/87 

10/31/83 
08/07/85 

07/11/84 
(no date) 
09/17/84 

03/26/87 

(awaiting approval) 
10/19/84 
12/11/84 
03/26/87 
06/06/85 

(awaiting approval) 
(awaiting approval) 
(awaiti.ng approval) 

03/06/87 

03/07/86 

03/07/86 

03/26/87 
03/26/87 

. OS/06/86 
02/24/86 

03/25/86 
07/29/86 
04/23/87 
12/02/86 

03/26/87 

04/23/87 
09/15/87 

A• administrative (i.e., used to mail materials to central study unit1) 
B • used in baseline assessment 
E • u1ed in eligibility screen 
P • used in follovup 
H • printed on NCR paper 
S • special-purpose; rarely needs to be completed; 

notifies Coordinating Center of special events 
or used in an ancillary study. 

* • local use only; do not mail to Coordinating Center 
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Table 21.2 

Forms Used by Central Units Only 

CENTRAL OPHTHALMOLOCIC READING UNIT: 

009 Preliminary Grading Form 
033 Detailed Color Grading Form 
034 Detailed Fluorescein Grading Form 
071 Observation of Proliferative 

or Nonproliferative Diabetic Retinopathy 

Paae 21.13 

094 Observation of Clinically Significant Macular Edema 

CENTRAL BIOCHEMISTRY LABORATORY: 

023 Central Biochemistry Laboratory Results 
066 Hemoglobin Ale Reporting Log 
069 Hemoglobin Ale Performance Characteristics 

CENTRAL ELECTROCARDIOCRAH READING UNIT 

024 Resting Electrocardiogram Grading Form 

CENTRAL AUTONOMIC CODING UNIT: 
~~- ---

028 Autonomic Neuropathy Studies 

CENTRAL ~EUROBEHAVIORAL CODING UNIT: 
~~- ---

010 Neurobehavioral Assessment (Complete Battery) 
079 Neurobehavioral Assessment (Partial Battery) 
088 Neurobehavioral Consensus Rating 
099 Neurobehavioral Assessment (Partial Battery at Visit 12) 
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040.2 

041.3 

042.2 

043.3 

044.2 

050.2 

051.3 

052.2 

053.2 

054.2 

055.l 

058.2 

096.l 

100. l 

101. l 

October 22, 1987 

Table 21.3 

Use of DCCT Mailing Lists 

Clinic Forms Inventory· 

Forms Mailing List 

Fundus Photograph Mailing List 

C-Pepcide Specimen Mailing List 

Renal Studies Specimen Mailing List 

Blood Glucose Profile Specimen Mailing List 

Neurobehavioral Assessment Mailing List 

Diec History Mailing List 

Resting Electrocardiogram Mailing List 

Autonomic Neuropathy Studies Mailing List 

Hemoglobin Ale Mailing List 

Lipid Specimen Mailing Lise 

Special Forms Mailing 

CF! Mailing List 

24-Hour Urine Mailing List 

Page 21.14 
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Table 21.4 

Forms Used to Request Certification 
of a Clinic Staff Member 

Page !J.1s 

059 Certification of Visual Acuity Examiner 

067 Request for Certification of ECC Technician 

084 Request for Certification of Neurobehavioral Technician 

089 Request for Certification of Autonomic Nervous System Technician 

090 Request for Certification of Nerve Conduction Technician 

091 Request for Cerc if icat ion of Dietitian 
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Table 21.5 

Special-Purpose Fonns 

014 Notification of Kissed Clinic Visit 

015 Notification of Death 

016 Request for Transfer to Inactive Status 

020 Notification of Intercurrent Event 

022 Notification of Deviation from Assigned Treatment 

039 Notification of.Patient Transfer 

068 Supplies Order Form 

076 Request for Ophthalmic Committee Consultation 

080 Next of Kin Interview 

083 Notification of Hypoglycemic Intercurrent Event 

085 Final Notification of Death 

086 Deceased Experimental Patient's Fonn 

087 Procedures for Mechanical Inspection of Insulin 
Infusion Devices and Blood Glucose Meters 

092 Further Details of Hypoglycemic Event 

October 22, 1987 
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Table 21.6 

Forms for l.ocal Clinic Use Only 

012 Personal Information on Study Volunteer 

029 Food Pattern Questionnaire 

030 Food Preparation Questionnaire 

061 Daily Behavioral Tasks Log 

062 Three-Day Food Record 

Page 21.17 

063 Daily Diabetes Monitoring Record--Standard Treatment 

064 Daily Diabetes Monitoring Record--Multiple Daily Injections Users 

065 Daily Diabetes Honit~ring Record--Pump User 
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Table 21.7 

Forms Used to Document the Voluneer's Eligibility, 
Consent and Baseline Status 

COMPLETED !! THE INTERNIST/PEDIATRICIAN Q! NURSE: 

001 Initial Clinic Visit 
002 Baseline Medical History and Physical Examination 
004 Locally-Performed Blood Count and Chemistry* 
006 Locally-Performed Urinalysis and Urine Culture* 

COMPLETED BY OPHTHALHOLOCIST OR PHOTOGRAPHER: 

008 Baseline Ophthalmic Examination and Ocular History 
025 Fundus Photography* 
026 Fluorescein Angiography* 

COMPLETED B-: NEUROLOCIST OR NERVE CONDUCTION TECHNICIAN: - ---
005 Neurologic History and Physical Examination* 
027 Nerve Conduction Studies* 

COMPLETED BY THE PSYCHOLOGIST OR PSYCHOLOGIC TECHNICIAN: 

013 Neurobehavioral Studies Demographic Questionnaire* 

COMPLETED BY THE AUTONOMIC NEUROPATHY TECHNICIAN: 

070 ANS Documentation Sheet* 
081 ANS Testing Eligibility* 

COMPLETED BY THE DIETITIAN: 

· 018 Diet History* 

FORMS RELATED TO THE PATIENT'S MENTAL HEALTH 
AND PERCEIVED QijAITTY OF LIFE: --- ---

035 Symptom Checklist-90-R* 
036 Quality of Life Questionnaire* 

FORHS EVALUATING THE PATIENT'S ABILITY AND 
iITfilNGNESS !Q FOLLOW STUDY REGIMENS: -

047 Availability, Adherence and Expectation Interview 
048 Family Understanding and Expectation Interview 
049 Request Behaviors Confidence Questionnaire 
056 Clinic Evaluation of Volunteer's Performance on 

Behavioral Tasks I (Clinic) 
057 Clinic Evaluation of Volunteer's Performance on 

Behavioral Tasks II (Home) 
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Table 21.7 (Continued) 

FORMS DOCUMENTING THE PATIENT'S INFORMED CONSENT: 

031 Informed Consent fl 
032 Informed Consent #2 
038 Eligibility and Exclusion Checklist 

~aae 2l.i9 

045 Volunteer Understanding Questionnaire (Version A) 
046 Volunteer Understanding Questionnaire (Version B) 

FORMS DOCUMENTING THE COMPLETING OF ALL BASELINE 
PROCEDURES ~ ENR6Li:HENT Qf !!:!_!: VOLUNTEER: 

011 Randomization Report 
021 Quarterly Visit~ 

~This form is also completed during followup. 
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Table 21.B 

Fol"llls Used by Clinic During Patient Followup 

COMPLETED PRE-RANDOHIZATlON AND QUARTERLY, 
~ ~ AT ~ Y!.!!!: 

021 Quarterly Clinic Visit 

COMPLETED ANNUALLY: 

003 Annual Hedical History and Physical Examination 
027 Endpoint Visit Ophthalmic Examination 

October 22, 1987 
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Figure 21.l 

-----------------------------------~------------------· OCCT •• SCHEDULE FOR AAllllOMIZED PATIENTS 
VISIT WINDOWS AND PARTIAL LIST Of FORMS TO BE COMPLETED 

• • S A M P L E • • 
Schedule Prepered on 11/16/87 at CoC 

PATIENT; 
INITIALS: 

CLINIC: 
GROUP: 

99999 
JOO( 

99 
EXPERIMENTAL 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------MONTH YI SIT 
I l·-TYPE 

25 MONTHLY 

26 MONTHLY 

27 09·-QUARTE1l 

28 MONTHLY 

29 MONTHLY 

JO 10•-QUARTDI 

Jl MONTHLY 

32 MONTHLY 

,, 11 •-QUARTER 

, .. MOllTHLV 

,, MOllTHLY 

J6 12•3/ANNUAL 

TARGET 
DATE 

06/28/87 

D7/28/87 

08/28/87 

09/28/87 

10/28/87 

11/28/87 

12/28/87 

01/28/88 

02/28/88 

OJ/28/88 

Oll/28/88 

0,,28/88 

TIME WINDOW FOR VISIT FORMS TO BE COMPLETED 

OOJ 00- 005 006 012 018 021 02' 027 OJ' 036 037 010 

06/12/87 TO 07/1-/87 HbA1c Only 

07/12/87 TO 08/U/87 HbA1c Only 

08/12/87 TO 09/U/87 

09/12/87 TO 10/1-/81 HbA1o only 

10/12/87 TO 11/13/87 HbA1o Only 

11/12/87 TO 12/111/87 - -
12/12/87 TO 01/U/88 HbA1c Only 

01/12/88 TO 02/13/88 HbA1c Only 

02/12/88 TO OJ/1,,88 

OJ/12/U TO Olt/U/88 HbA1c only 

Oll/12/88 TO 05/111/88 HbA1c Only 

0,,07/88 TO 06/18/88 - - - - - - - -
Aleo et Thi• Annuel Vl•lt : Neurobehevlor SllOrt Better)'. 

GFR 

NOTE: Leboretory 1pecl•n 1chedulea are provided 111peretely. 
NOTE : UH Me I I Ing for8• Where Appropriate 

.... 
II> 

OQ 
ID 

.... . 
;... -
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Figure 21.2 

DCCT Hailing Schedule of Fonns 

WEEK KAILI NC WEEK KAI LINC WEEK HAILING 
# DATE I DATE I DATE 

142 Ol/02/86 189 ll /27 /86 235 10/15/87 
143 01/09/86 190 12/04/86 236 10/22/87 
144 Ol/16/86 191 12/11/86 237 10/29/87 
145 01/23/86 192 12/18/86 238 ll/05/87 
146 01/30/86 193 12/25/86 239 ll/12/87 
147 02/06/86 194 Ol/01/87 240 11/19/87 
148 02/ 13/86 195 01/08/87 241 11/26/87 
149 02/20/86 196 Ol/15/87 242 12/03/87 
150 02/27/86 197 01/22/87 243 12/10/87 
151 03/06/86 198 01/29/87 244 12/17/87 
152 03/13/86 199 02/05/87 245 12/24/87 
153 03/20/86 200 02/12/87 246 12/31/87 
154 03/27/86 201 02/19/87 247 'll/07/88 
155 04/03/86 202 02/26/87 248 01/14/88 
156 04/l0/86 203 03/05/87 249 01/21/88 
157 04/17/86 204 03/12/87 250 01/28/88 
158 04/24/86 205 03/19/87 251 02/04/88 
159 05/01/86 206 03/26/87 252 02/11/88 
160 05/08/86 207 04/02/87 253 02/18/88 
161 05/15/86 208 04/09/87 254 02/25/88 
162 05/22186 209 04/16/87 255. 03/03/88 . 
163 05/29/86 210 04/23/87 256 03/10/88 
164 06/05/86 211 04/30/87 257 03/17/88 
165 06/12/86 212 05/07/87 258 03/24/88 
166 06/19/86 213 05/14/87 259 03/31/88 
167 06/26/86 214 05/21/87 260 04/07/88 
168 07/03/86 215" 05/28/87 261 04/14/88 
169 07/10/86 216 06/04/87. 262 04/21/88 
170 07/17/86 217 06/ll/87 263 04/28/88 
171 07/24/86 218 06/18/87 264 05/05/88 
172 07/31/86 219 06/25/87 265 05/12/88 
173 08/07/86 220 07/02/87 266 05/19/88 
174 08/14/86 221 07/09/87 267 05/26/88 
175 08/21/86 222 07/16/87 268 06/02/88 
176 08/28/86 223 07/23/87 269 06/09/88 
177 09/04/86 224 07/30/87 270 06/16/88 
178 09/11/86 225 08/06/87 271 06/23/88 
179 09/18/86 226 08/13/87 272 06/30/88 
180 09/25/86 227 08/20/87 273 07/07/88 
181 l0/02/86 228 08/27/87 274 07/14/88 
182 10/09/86 229 09/03/87 275 07/21/88 
183 10/16/86 230 09/10/87 276 07/28/88 
184 10/23/86 231 09/17/87 277 08/04/88 
185 10/30/86 232 09/24/87 278 08/11/88 
186 11 /06/86 233 10/01/87 279 08/18/88 
187 11/13/86 234 10/08/87 280 08/25/88 
188 11120/86 
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Figure 21.3 
Page 21.23 

Eaa=ple of an Error Notice Printin& from tbe DCC'f 

DCC'f CLINIC HUMBER• 33 CERTIFICATION H0.•33•21 P&TIDIT ID- 33033 

POR.M• 001.S WEEK Ho- 171 PORM DATE• 07/09/86 INITIALS• &IC 

&&&&&&a&&&&&&A&&&&&&&&&&a&&&&AllAA&&ll&&&aa&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&l&&&i&&&&&l&&&&I&&&&&& 

ITEM VARIABLE OLD VALUE HEW VALUE ..... ,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,, .........•...... , .... ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 
C.4.1 

YEAIS WITH DX OF IDDM GENERATES THE FOLLOWINC MESSACES(S) 

C.4.! OADXlYI • 

KISSIHC -----------------------------------------------------
C.6.B OAPRECN2• 4 

PI.US PREGNANCY OUT OF RANCE 

C.4.C OABCNIHS• 1376 

MONTH/YEAR BEGAN USING IHSl1LIN INVALID MONTH ON INSULIN DATE 
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CHAPTER 22 

SUPPLIES AND INVENTORY 

Many medical supplies and patient care products used in this trial are 
either. fully donated by manufacturers or are available for bulk purchase 
by the DCCT. Patient-care products and other DCCT supplies should be 
channeled through the Coordinating Center. Tbe Coordinating Center 
functions as liasion between clinical centers, central units, and 
vendors. 

The Coordinating Center provides continual monitoring of study 
materiah to ensure initial distribution· and subsequent replen,ishment of 
supplies to each study component. A computerized inventory is maintained 

. of study documents, manuals, forms, recruitment and adherence aids, 
labels, directories, and medical or patient-care supplies donated or 
discounted for trial use. Privately-owned equipment is also inventoried 
at the Coordinating Center, at vendor request. 

The Coordinating Center acts as the ordering agent for patient-care 
products and equipment supplied directly by vendors as well as for study 
administrative and adherence materials supplied by the Coordinating 
Center should be made on DCCT Form 068, Supplies Order Form. Products 
listed DCCT Form 068 have been donated by various manufacturers. Because 
there may be a limitation on the quantity of specific items donated, 
brand names may change during the course of the trial. Efforts will be 
made to ensure consistent quality 0£ items. Tbe Supplies Order Form will 
be updated periodically to reflect newly donated items or items no longer 
ci(lnated to the study. Clinics will be notified of such changes, and will 
be asked to use the newest version of the form. Examples of items not 
donated will be found on Table 22.1. These items may be purchased by the 
clinics. 

Whee placing an order, anticipate future needs and order enough to 
cover a 3-mocth period. Orders should be places sis weeks in advance of 
need, but certainly no later than the time the stock quantity is half 
used. From the date of your order, allow a 6-week interval for the goods 
to arrive. Thia interval allows for possible manufacturer's back orders 
and transit time, although Canadian clinics might have a greater delay 
because of Customs. Even though the Coordinating Center maintains a 
stock of supplies and can usually fill, package and ship material to the 
clinics within a week of receiving an order, that 6-week interval allow 
and should be maintained. 

While most supplies are shipped to the Coordinating Center in bulk, 
warehoused temporarily, repackaged and shipped to_ the clinics by the 
Coordinating Center, a few donated items continue to be shipped by the 
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Page 22.2 

vendors directly to the clinics. Some supplies are purchased at a 
discounted price (not donated) and shipped by the vendor directly to the 
clinics. Bills covering these discounted items accompany these shipments 
and must be paid by the clinics. 

Packing slips are provided with each shipment from the 
Center. Packing slips should also accompany shipments from 
if one is not available, make a note on a slip of paper of 
and when it arrived. Packing slips are a very important 
supplies monitoring system and must be returned to the 
Center as soon as possible after receipt of goods. 

Coordinating 
vendors, but 
what arrived 
part of the 
Coordinating 

Discrepancies between packing slips and actual goods received should 
be reported to the Coordinating Center immediately. Damaged goods should 
also be reported to the Coordinating Center with serial numbers or lot 
numbers for identification. 

Insulin is ordered through the Coordinating Center. Insulin from Eli 
Lilly is stored at the Coordinating Center in bulk under refrigeration 
and is dispersed by the Coordinating Center. The other insulin vendors 
ship 4irectly to the clinics from their warehouses via instructions from 

. the Coordination Center. Watch expiration daces to avoid wasting 
insulin. 

Equipment· items in need of repair should be reported to the 
Coordinating Center. In addition, clinics should contact the vendor's 
service representative using the 800 number. Service personnel at that 
time will authorize return of the instrument and instruct the clinic as 
necessary in that return. If a new instrument is issued in lieu of 
repair, the new serial number (as well as the old one) must be reported 
to the Coordinating Center for inventory purposes. 

Coordinators should retain copies of their supply orders and compare 
incoming supplies with them to ensure proper stock quantities. After the 
requisite 6-week wait, report discrepancies and/or unfilled back ~rders 
to the Coordinating Center. 

Serial number of all instruments, whether DCCT furnished or privately 
owned and DCCT used, should be on file ·at the Coordinating Center. 
Reporting lost, stolen, broken or replaced instrument numbers is vital to 
the system. 

Return any disposable supply, equipment or insulin you know will not 
be used at your clinic. Someone will need it. 
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!able 22.l 

Examples of items that are not donated for trial use and that must be 
ordered to perform eligibility/baseline testing. (This list is not 
exhaustive and may be shortened if donations occur later.) 

Renal function test: 

Urine testing: 

Local bloods: 

All blood tests: 

c-peptides: 

EKC testing: 

Eye exams: 

ANS testing: 

Other: 

October 22, 1987 

24-hour urine jugs 
Timers 

Routine urine containers 
Urine culture kits 

Purple top tubes (CBC, diff., 
retic.,hematocrit, sickle cell, 
HCB electrophoresis could use 
Hgb Ale tubes) 

Tiger top tubes (T4, TSH, preg) 
Red top tubes (SKAC--could use 

c-peptide tubes) 
Test tube racks 

Band-aids 
Cotton balls 
Iodine prep 
Pipettes 
Pipette bulbs 

Sustacal 

Lead gel 
EKC paper 

Plastic sleeves for eye 
photos (4 per patient) 

Film 

Crey top tubes (FBS prior to exam) 
EKC leads 
90-minute tapes 

Thermometer for Ereezer 
and refrigerator 
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CHAPTER 23 

CERTIFICATION PROCEDURES 

23.l INTRODUCTION 

In lll'lllticenter clinical trials, it is essencial thac procedures be 
standardized within each center and among the parcicipating clinical 
cencers to assure that findings from all centers are comparable and, 
therefore, can be pooled. Training sessions are one way to ensure 
standardization of procedures. At the initiation of Phase II, the entire 
study group atcended an orientation session. As new clinics were 
acquired in Phase III, another orientation session was held. Individuals 
performing the procedures for acquiring the multiple outcome measurements 
need to b~ trained, tested and certified as competent. Periodic 
retra1n1ng and certification are useful in long-term studies because 
people forget and there is personnel turnover. . In the following 
sections, the steps necessary for certification of a clinic and new 
personnel are given. 

For purposes of certification, forms should be clearly marked "FOR 
CERTIFICATION" in red, and patients should be identified by initial~ and 
patient I.D. number XXOOO (XX• clinic number). 

23.2 INITIAL CERTIFICATION OF A DCCT CLINICAL CENTER 
~ - ~~ ~~~ 

The DCCT certification process has two levels. Level l is the 
certification of staff and procedures necessary to begin recruiting 
patients. Level 2 includes the certification of staff and procedures 
necessary to perform baseline studies prior to randomizing and treating 
patients. Fulfillment of the criteria established for certification is 
documented by the Coordinating Center (see Figures 23.l 23.2, Level l and 
Level 2 Certifications). 

23.2.1 Level ! Certification Requiremencs 

The Level 1 certification requiremencs include: 

l. Directory: 

Sending names, mailing addresses and direct phone numbers of 
DCCT staff members to the Coordinating Center. 
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2. Forms Completion: 

Pretesting DCCT Forms 001, 002, 040 and 041 on two IDDM 
patients who are not eligible for the DCCT. DCCT Forms 040 and 
041 should be marked in red inlr. "FOR CERTIFICATION" at the top of 
the form and mailed to the Coordinating Center forms mailing 
address. 

3. Certification of the Fundus Photographer: 

Certification of ophthalmic photographers 
Ophthalmic Reading Unit (CORU) requires: 

by the Central 

a) Sending photographs to the CORU of two patients (four eyes) 
taken and mounted as described in Chapter 13 of the Manual of 
Operations. 

b) Sending two f luorescein angiograms to the CORU taken as 
described in Chapter 13 of the Manual of Operations. 

The photography protocol is quite demanding and can be a 
time consuming process; therefore, it should be started as soon 
as possible. Contact the CORU if you have any questions 
regarding the protocol before you begin. 

4. Certification of the Visual Acuity Examiner: 

No training or special material or funding was available for 
non-ophthalmologists to be certified as visual acuity examiners. 
If, however, an ophthalmologist wished a non-ophthalmologist to be 
certified, he/she is responsible for the training of that 
individual and for the examinations done by that person. The 
certification process for visual acuity is as follows: 

a) The visual acuity examiner who wishes to be certified should 
complete the refraction and acuity sections bf DCCT Form 008 
the Baseline Ophthalmic Examination and Ocular History Form, on 
two non-DCCT patients, after careful review of the Manual of 
Operations. These should be sent to the Coordinating Center 
with a DCCT Form 059, Certification of Visual Acuity Examiner. 

b) Dr. Kassoff, or his designated certification examiner, will 
contact the applicant to review the Manual of Operations 
procedures and report certification status to the Coordinating 
Center. The Coordinating Center will then notify the clinical 
center of certification. 

5. Informed Consent Forms: 

Copies of local informed consent forms corresponding to the 
prototype Informed Consent #l and Informed Consent #2 must be 
mailed to the Coordinating Center. 
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6. Shipping Frozen Specimens to the CSL: 

Specimens from non•DCCT patients shipped to the Central 
Biochemistry Laboratory (CSL) at the University of Minnesota (see 
Chapter 15). !acb clinic should attempt to ship by Federal 
Express, or your preferred overnight carrier, ONE INSULATED 
SHIPPING CONTAINER, a Styrofoam container large enough to contain 
two and a half to three pounds of dry ice, with five 5 ml tubes of 
frozen serum. This process is to identify those clinics which may 
have difficulty shipping specimens to the CSL. Each clinic needs 
to ship only one such container unless directed to ship another by 
the CBL or the Coordinating Center. The Coordinating Center will 
notify those clinics which have fulfilled this certification 
requirement. 

7, Shipping HbA1c Specimens to the CSL: 

HbAlc specimens (fresh whole blood) from non-DCCT patients 
shipped co the CSL. Each clinic should ship by Federal Express 
overnight_ aelivery, an appropriate container. with the thermos 
holding five 5 ml Nunc Tubes or equivalent tubes containing 3.5 ml 
whole blood obtained in EDTA. Enclose a shipping labei for return 
by mail to _your clinical center. On your clinic letterhead, 
indicate the time and date shipping container was sealed. Also 
include the name and phone number of the Principal Investigator, 
and name and phone number of the person performing the shipment. 
This process will allow the laboratory to evaluate the adequacy of 
the shipping procedures. . The Coordinating Cente~ will notify 
those clinics that have fulfilled this certification requirement. 

8. Certification of the ECG Technician: 

23.2.2 

Technicians charged with responsibility for ECG recording in 
the DCCT clinics arust submit three 12 standard lead 
electrocardiograms and a Request for Certification of ECG 
Technician form, DCCT Form 067 to the Coordinating Center. 
Technicians on staff of the cardiology laboratory and internists, 
however, need submit only one 12 standard lead ECG and DCCT Form 
067. The ECG's will be sent to the Central ECG Reading Unit 
(CERU) for review. All recommendations regarding certification 
will be returned to the Coordinating Center and forwarded to the 
clinic. 

Level ! Certification Requirements 

The next stage in certification involves training and certifying 
personnel to perform baseline studies which are required by the DCCT 
Protocol. The requirements for Level 2 certification consist of the 
training of staff to perform the following baseline studies: 
neurobehavioral, neurological (ANS testing and nerve conduction studies), 
and diet histories. 
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1. Certification of the Neurobehavioralist: 

Certification of the neurobehavioralist will require training 
by either a currently certified neurobehavioralist or the Central 
Heurobehavioral Coding Unit (CNBCU). Usually, a practice protocol 
will be completed by the neurobehavioralist and reviewed by Dr. 
Ryan for his co111111ents before a second protocol is completed. Call 
Dr. Ryan's office to either review procedures with him before 
completing a practice protocol or to set up a training session 
with CNBCU personnel. Also, use DCCT Fonn 084 to request 
certification. This form and practice protocol should be sent 
directly to Dr. Ryan's office and a copy of the DCCT Form 084 
(only) to the Coordinating Center. Dr. Ryan will forward a copy 
of DCCT Form 084 to the Coordinating Center and the clinic will be 
notified when certification is complete. 

2. Certification for Neurological Tests: 

a) Nerve Conduction -- DCCT Form 037, Nerve Conduction Studies, 
and EMC tracings on t-wo subjects ar-e sent to Dr. Kamp-Nielsen 
at the University of Pittsburgh with DCCT Fann 090, Request for 
Certification of Nerve Conduction Technician. Send a copy of 
the DCCT Form 090 to the Coordinating Center. Procedures in 
Chapter 17 of the Manual of Oper-ations should be followed. 

b) ANS -- Persons becoming certified for autonomic nervous system 
testing must be trained either by a certified ANS tester or a 
staff member of the Central Autonomic Coding Unit (CACU). 
Costs for travel associated with training are the 
responsibility of the clinic. 

Procedures for Certification: Produce two ANS pr-actice 
tapes and send them to the CACU with DCCT Form 089, Request for
Certification. of ·Autonomic Nervous System Technician. Send a 
copy of DCCT Form 089 to the Coordinating Center. The tapes 
need not be on fasting or on diabetic patients. The CACU will 
notify the Coordinating Center of certification status and the 
Coordinating Center will forward the information to the clinic. 

3. Certification of the Dietitian: 

Following the tra1n1ng session and r-eview of the CNBCU 
codebook, three diet histories should be performed on non-DCCT 
IDDM patients. These are to be submitted to the NCC for grading 
using DCCT Form 091, Request for Certification of Dietitian. 
CNBCU recorrmendations regarding certification will be forwarded to 
the Coordinating Center. 

A dietitian may be tr-ained to perform the dietary assessment in 
one of two ways: 

a) In his/her own clinic by a DCCT certified dietitian using a 
training packet pr-ovided by the Central Nutr-ition Coding Unit 
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(CNBCU). All individuals who serve as back-up to the dietitian 
must be trained on site by the certified dietitian. 

b) At the CNBCU in Minnesota (1-2 day session). The coat of 
training sessions at the CNBCU must be borne by the clinic. 

23.3 CERTIFICATION OF ~ PERSONNEL AT ~ CERTIFIED CLINICAL CE:NTER 

The DCCT is designed to last through the 1980 1
1 and into the 1990's. 

It is a certainty that new personnel will assume key positions in each 
and every clinic. Ideally, the training of new personnel should be 
performed by the individual who is being replaced. If the local training 
is not possible because of non-overlapping of staff, there are 
contingency plans for tra1n1ng at the central units, but the costs 
associated with such training will be from clinical center budgets and 
not the Coordinating Center's budget. Arly costs associated with review 
for certification, such as for the dietitians, will be paid by the 
Coordinating Center, however. 

The new personnel should follow the appropriate procedures for 
certification described in the previous sections. 

23.4 CERTIFICATION NUMBERS 

The Coordinating Center issues unique numbers to each of the clinical 
center staff. These numbers are a mean of keeping track of turnover in 
clinic staff, We will wish to describe the stability of the clinics at 
the conclusion of the study. In the interim, on a random basis, the 
Coordinating Center will cross-check the issued number with the name of 
the person completing the form. This process will provide some assurance 
that the proper individuals are collecting the appropriate data. 
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Figure 23.l 

Level l Certification Requirements 

CERTIFICATION 
DCCT CLINICAL CENTERS I l I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7 I 8 I DATE 
---------------------------1---1---1---1---1---1---1---1---1--------------------

1 I I I I I I I I 
---------------------------1---1---1---1---1---1---1---1---1--------------------

1 I I I I I I I I 
---------------------------1---1---1---1---1---1---1---1---1--------------------

1 I I I I I I I I 
---------------------------1---1---1---1---1---1---1---1---1--------------------

1 I I I I I I I I 
---------------------------1---1---1---1---1---1---1---1---1--------------------

1 I I I I I I I I 
---------------------------1---1---1---1---1---1---1---1---1--------------------

1 I I I I I I I I 
---------------------------1---1~--1---1---1---1---1---1---1--------------------

LEGEND: 

l = Sending staff names, etc. to Coe for the directory 
2 = Pretesting forms 
3 = Provisional certification of photographers 
4 = Certification of visual acuity technician 
5 = Copies of local versions of Informed Consent Forms #l and #2 sent to Coe 
6 ~ Frozen specimens shipped to CBL 
7 = HbAlc specimens shipped to CBL 
8 = Certification of ECG technician 
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Figure 23.2 

Level 2 Certification Requirements 

CERTIFICATION 
DCCT CLINICAL CENTERS I l I 2 I J I 4 I DATE 
-~~---~----------------------1---1---1---1---1------------------------

1 I I I I 
-~~---------------------------1~-1---1---1---1------------------------

1 I I I I 
---~---------------------------1---1---1---1---1------------------------

1 I I I I 
--------------------------------1---1---1---1---1------------------------

1 I I I I 
--------------------------------1---1---1---1---1------------------------

1 I I I I 
--------------------------------1---1---1---1---1------------------------

1 I I I I 
------------------------------~-1---1---1---1---1------------------------

LEGEND: 

l = Cert fication of 
2 = Cert fication of 
3 Cert fication of 
4 = Cert fication of 
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Chaptu 24 

POLICY AH1> GUIDELINES POR PATIENT TRANSFERS 

24. l INTllODUCTIOH 

Tbe ultimate goal of the policie1 and· guideline• that follow is to 
keep patient• participating in the 1tudy. The prime con1ideration1 in 
transferring medical management of the patient are the safety and welfare 
of the patient. These guidelines are intended to establi1h uniform 
policies throughout the study group and to encourage open communications 
and a sense of teamwork among the clinics. 

These policies and guidelines pertain to: (1) permanent and temporary 
relocations of DCCT patients to the geographic locale of another DCCT 
center, (2) permanent and temporary relocations of DCCT patients to a 
geographic area not served by a DCCT center, and (3) establishment and 
utilization of a centrally maintained resource directory to provide 
information that may be useful in identifying non-DCCT resources to 
assist in management and follow up of DCCT patients when they cannot be 
seen in a DCCT center. 

24.2 INTRODUCTION 

Patients who change residence during a long term, multicenter clinical 
trial pose numerous potential problems. These include loss of the 
patient to the study, decreased adherence to the protocol, increased 
costs and increased workload for the DCCT treatment team in maintaining 
contact with the volunteer and sustaining his/her interest in 
participating in the DCCT. 

Each time a DCCT patient moves from a clinic, a whole aet of 
individual circumstances is 1et into motion •. Each situation is unique 
and needs to be considered in a most sensitive manner. Taking the time 
to fully inform the patient of infonnation pertinent to the situation 
will promote the patient'• willingnesa to remain in the study. 

Patient relocations may be either pennanent or temporary. A PERMANENT 
move ia defined as a relocation with the intention of establishing a 
permanent change of residence. A TEMPORARY move is defined as a change 
of 1ddre11 without the intention of establishing a permanent residence, 
e.g., aomeone who is as1igned to work temporarily in a new area. 
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The Clinic Monitoring Croup will routinely review transfer activities 
and report to the Eligibility/Adherence Committee at their regular 
meetings. In addition, the Clinic Monitoring Croup will act as 
arbitrator in any disagreements pertaining to tranafers between clinics. 

24.l PATIENT KOVES THAT ARE N!AB. ANOTHER DCCT ~ 

"Near" i11 operationally defined by each clinic. It i11 considered to 
be the clinic's area of reference that i1 cloae enough for a patient to 
travel to the clinic without requiring undue time, trouble an hardship, 
or 1ignificant ezpense. 

Relocation• ahould not be viewed as an opportunity to pass off a 
problem patient to another clinic or to avoid the hassle of managing a 
patient long distance. 

24.].l Permanent Move 

A patient who makes a permanent move to a locale near another DCCT 
center ahould be officially transferred to the new center. It is s 
recc11111ended to immediately tunsfer such patient• to the closer DCCT 
center. Ezperience ha1 shewn the "cold turkey" approach to be 
successful. 

If the transfer occurs before randomization, credit for recruitment of 
DCCT volunteers will be given to the clinic who first shows the slide 
presentation. Credit for randomization will be given to the clinic who 
actually randomizes the subject. It is expected that ever the course of 
the trial most clinics will both receive and transfer research volunteers 
within the established centers. The five-digit subject identification 
number assigned when volUDteers are entered into the screening process 
(Initial Clinic Visit, DCCT Form 001) will remain with the patient for 
the duration of the study. 

The procedure• outlined below should be followed: 

1. Transferring Clinic 

a. Transfer of a DCCT patient should be initiated by the 
current DCCT treatment team with the consent of the patient. 
The patient should be provided with information about the 
transfer clinic including names, addresse1, phone numbers 
of key team members. The potential for differences in 
treatment styles and DCCT clinic mode1 of operation should 
be discussed with the patient. 

b. The receiving clinic should be contacted at the earliest 
possible opportunity to inform them of the need to transfer 
a subject to their clinic and in sufficient time co allow 
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new locale. The principal investigator, or another 
physician who may be more familiar with the patient, should 
call the receiving P.I. as soon as possible to discuss the 
transfer. The clinic coordinator should contact the new 
clinic coordinator to discuss the transfer.· 

24.3 

c. A summary of the patient's DCCT history is to 
be written by the DCCT physician who has had primary 
responsibility for the patient and be sent to the receiving 
clinic along with all pertinent medical records, accession 
numbers, DCCT files (including nutrition summary) as soon as 
possible. 

d. Form 39 is to be filed with the Coordinating 
Center in advance of the move. 

2. Receiving Clinic 

a. A DCCT clinic is expected to accept all 
transfer patients from other DCCT clinics. The receiving 
clinic should expect to be contacted by staff of the 
transferring clinic in sufficient time to allow opportunity 
for questions of the transferring DCCT team and for planning 
prior to the patient's arrival in the new locale. 

. b. As soon as possible a welcome letter should be 
sent to the transferring patient explaining clinic hours and 
method of operation, including information about the staff 
who will~be assigned to the patient. 

c. If the patient is doing well on the present 
regimen, caution should be exercised in making changes until 
the patient becomes familiar with the new clinic and new 
treatment team. Abrupt changes in regimen can be disruptive 
to the transition and can be made gradually after a new 
relationship has been established. 

d. If difficulties arise, the transferring clinic 
should be contacted for consultation and advice. 

3. Former Clinic's Role 

a. Relinquish the position of management. team and 
def er to the new clinic if the patient contacts you for 
purposes of treatment advice. Recognize and accept that 
management and operational styles are likely to differ 
between clinics and that confusion will result if patients 
are given conflicting advice by two clinics. Criticism 
(either implied or specific) of the new clinic or its 
methods only serves to undermine the patient's confidence in 
the study. 
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b. Maintaining social contact through greeting 
cards, local newsletters, etc., is recommended and can serve 
to reassure the patient that he has not been abandoned. 

c. If the patient communicates concerns regarding 
the new clinic, tactfully transmit this information to the 
receiving clinic and assist, as possible, in helping the 
patient and the new clinic in resolving the issues. 

2 4 • 2 • 2 '!'~~P9.i.:.'. .. ~:r;y ..... ~9.Y~ 

A relocation that is not permanent does not require 
official transfer of the patient: rather the "home" clinic 
is requesting the temporary assistance of another clinic in 
the follow-up of a DCCT patie~t. 

1. Home Clinic Responsibilities 

a. As soon as the intention to temporarily 
relocate is made known to the clinic by the patient, the 
principal investigator and the trial coordinator of the 
geographically closest DCCT clinic should be contacted, 
individually, to discuss the need for their assistance. 

b. After arrangements to receive the patient have 
been made with the assisting clinic, a plan for follow-up 
should be discussed· first with the new clinic and then with 
the pati~nt. Open communications between the patient and 
both centers should be fostered. 

c. Well in advance of the patient's first visit to 
the assisting clinic, a written summary of the patient's 
pertinent medical history and current regimen should be 
prepared by the patient's primary DCCT physician and the 
trial coordinator and be sent to the assisting clinic along 
with necessary mailing labels and other study-required 
materials. 

d. Reimbursement for travel expenses to the 
assisting clinic is the responsibility of the home clinic. 

e. Form 39 is to be filed with the Coordinating 
Center in advance of the move. 

2. Assisting Clinic's Role 

a. It is expected that each clinic will provide 
all assistance required to maintain fqllow-up of DCCT 
subjects who will temporarily reside near another DCCT 
clinic. An expanded team approach involving both clinics is 
advantageous in making treatment decisions. 
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b. The assisting clinic will assume temporary 
responsibility for management of the patient, obtaining and 
shipping blood samples, and performing follow-up exams as 
needed and as mutually arranged between clinics. Clinics do 
not reimburse one another for performance of procedures. 

c •. Feedback to the home clinic should be provided 
after each patient visit and whenever concerns arise. 

24.3 

While any patient move can be disruptive to maintaining 
DCCT participation, additional difficulties arise when 
logistic and financial aspects of a ~atient relocation make 
it impractical to transfer a subject to another DCCT clinic 
for direct management and follow-up. Furthermore, 
procedures to be utilized in handling moves to non-DCCT 
areas may not always be clear cut and, while immediate 
transfer of the patient to the closest DCCT clinic might 
appear to be the simplest approach, this may not always be 
advisable. Long distance treatment management is still long 
distance whether it be 300 miles or 3000 miles from a DCCT 
clinic. overall, the needs of both the patient and the 
study may be better served by extending the arm of the home 
treatment team to include a local physician and by utilizing 
other non-DCCT resources for periodic outcome assessments. 

In these situations, responsibility for patient 
management remains with the home clinic. The home clinic 
must make every attempt to help the patient locate a 
physician who will not only provide appropriate medical 
care, but who can also be enlisted to work with the DCCT 
clinic to maintain the patient on his/her assigned treatment 
regimen. A gradual transition from the home clinic to the 
local physician may be indicated and may require development 
of ad hoc solutions appropriate for the particular 
situation. 

The home clinic must set up procedures for maintaining 
contact with the patient and for obtaining at least minimal 
endpoint ascertainment. For example, arrangements might be 
made for monthly blood draws to be obtained locally for 
experimental patients which are shipped by the lab or the 
patient to the DCCT CBL. Arrangements might be made to send 
prof ilsets directly to the patient and for the patient to 
return them to the clinic or CBL via overnight carrier. 
These arrangements, along with weekly phone calls from the 
home clinic, are sometimes adequate in conjunction with 
quarterly visits with a local physician and periodic follow
up visits at a DCCT clinic. 

While long-distance management is less than ideal, it 
is possible with routine phone contact, close cooperation 
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between the DCCT clinic and the non-DCCT health care 
providers, and proper motivation and attitude on the part of 
the patient. 

All patient moves to non-DCCT areas, whether permanent 
or temporary, must be reported to the Coordinating Center on 
Form 39. In addition, Form 105 (Resource Registry) should 
be completed and submitted to the Coordinating Center for 
entry in the DCCT Resource Registry in order to provide 
information for use by other clinics needing to locate 
resources to assist in management of DCCT subjects (see 
Section III). 

A patient who makes a permanent move to a non-DCCT area 
and who has not been officially transferred to another DCCT 
clinic remains in the home clinic's census of patients as 
long as he/she remains active in the study by continuing to 
in any DCCT follow-up assessments such as yearly 
eye photos. Costs associated with management of patients 
utilizing non-DCCT facilities or ~ith assistance in follow
up provided by another DCCT clinic are the responsibility of 
the home clinic. Patients attending a new institution must 
sign the institution's release of information form. This 
form should be copied and sent to the Coordinating Center as 
well as kept on file at the home clinic. 

The procedures outlined below should be followed. 

l. Finding a Local Physician 

a. With the patient's permission, the home clinic 
should assist the patient in finding a local physician. 
(See 24.4. Resource Registry" for suggestions regarding how 
to find a local physician or certified photographer). In 
particular, physicians with interests in clinical research 
or associated with an NIH General Clinical Research Center 
(GCRC) should be sought. 

b. The Principal Investigator (or patient's 
primary physician) should phone the local practitioner to 
request assistance in carrying out the DCCT treatment plan. 
The DCCT, its objectives, and needs should be carefully 
explained and written information should be provided 
including relevant parts of the Protocol and Manual of 
Operations. A plan for co-management of the patient should 
be worked out. 

c. The OCCT resources that can be made available 
to the physician for his management of the patient should be 
explained with frank discussion of the costs that will have 
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to be borne by the patient and those that can be borne by 
the study (see below}. Since the physician is being asked 
to participate in a research study, the possibility of 
seeing the patient at reduced or no charge should be 
explored. The DCCT resources that can be made available are 
consultation1 endpoint ascertainment, HbAlc determinations 
and supplies : .. such as insulin, syringes, etc. 
Once again, an expanded team approach involving the local 
clinic and the DCCT home clinic is advantageous. 

d. Local physicians who agree to participate with 
the DCCT clinic should be told that their role will be 
acknowledged in all major study publications in which they 
will be listed by name as a ''Collaborating Physician." 

e~After agreement is obtained from a local 
physician, the DCCT home clinic must compile information 
from the patient's medical and study records (as described 
above for a permanent move to a DCCT clinic) and send it to 
the local treatment team. (See current MOO Chapter 24}. 

f. The Trial Coordinator needs to contact 
appropriate nursing, laboratory, and dietician staff in the 
local clinic to set up procedures for shipment of samples to 
DCCT central units and to explain the patient's regimen 
(including the DCCT Protocol) to local support staff. 
Written information should be provided, including relevant 
parts of the Manual·of Operations, Protocol, and Trial 
Coordinator's Handbook. 

g. Set up a system for contacting patient at 
required intervals. It is recommended to maintain social 
contact also by sending clinic newsletters, greeting cards, 
etc. 

h. File Form 39 and Form 105 (Resource Registry) 
with the Coordinating Center. 

2. Locating Other Non-DCCT Resources 

a. In addition to issues related to medical 
management, it may be possible to arrange for endpoint 
assessments such as fundus photos to be performed in non
DCCT centers having photographers who have been certified by 
the DCCT CORU for other studies. A list of these resources 
is maintained in the DCCT Resource Directory (see below). 

b. File Form 105 (Resource Registry) anytime non
DCCT resources are identified for use by a DCCT patient. 

3. Quarterly and Annual Visits 
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a. As a general rule, patients from both treatment 
groups should be seen at least yearly at a DCCT clinic and, 
if feasible, it is highly desirable that fundus photos be 
obtained every six months. If the DCCT will be providing 
travel expenses, it is preferable that the DCCT clinic that 
can be accessed in the most cost-efficient manner be 
utilized for yearly visits regardless of whether or not it 
is the patient's home clinic. 

b. DCCT quarterly exams (Form 21) without eye 
photos can be co~pleted by a non-DCCT physician if there has 
been proper training in advance by the home clinic. 

c. Eye photos may be performed in non-DCCT 
locations that have CORU-certified photographers and which 
are convenient for the patient to access. A list of such 
facilities will be maintained in the DCCT Resource Directory 
and arrangements will-have to be made with the facility on a 
case-by-case basis. 

d. While responsibility for patient management 
remains with the home clinic, endpoint assessments may need 
to be performed by a different DCCT center. The home clinic 
coordinator needs to consult with the assisting clinic to 
discuss this and develop follow-up plans, to open the lines 
of communication, and to foster a spirit of cooperation as 
described previously for assisting with temporary moves to 
another DCCT area. · 

e. A transfer to the assisting clinic may occur if 
the patient requests such or agrees to such a transfer at 
the request of the DCCT. 

f. The assisting clinic is expected to provide 
care and to accept subsequent transfer of any DCCT patient. 

g. A transfer should be considered if a patient 
has missed visits due to distance traveled and can more 
easily get to another DCCT center. 

h. Until such official transfer occurs, the 
financial and treatment/follow-up responsibilities lie with 
the home clinic. 

4. Responsibility for Medical Care Costs at Non-DCCT 
Facilities 

a. It must be made clear to patients and 
providers that the DCCT cannot promise to pay the costs of 
follow-up care by non-DCCT personnel on a long-term basis 
once they move away from an area that can be served by a 
DCCT clinic. The patient should understand that he/she may 
be responsible for costs of office visits and laboratory 



procedures required for diabetes care at non-DCCT 
facilities. While efforts should be made to locate 
physicians who will see DCCT patients at minimal or no 
charge, this cannot be guaranteed. Obtaining courtesy care 
from local practitioners has been possible in some cases; 
others have found that courtesy care can sometimes lack the 
commitment needed to enhance patient adherence. 
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b. Nominal reimbursement to practitioners for 
quarterly visits performed for the DCCT (i.e., completion of 
Form 21) and/or for collection of specimens or performance 
of procedures specifically needed for the DCCT {such as 
HbAlc or fundus photos) may be appropriate and should be 
considered if deemed essential to securing the cooperation 
of the non-DCCT practitioners. 

5. R.eimburseme.nt for Patient Travel 

a. If necessary to maintain continued 
participation in the trial and if 'costs are within reason, 
funds for expenses associated with once yearly 
transportation to a DCCT clinic for outcome assessment may 
be provided. When the costs of transportation of a given 
patient to any DCCT clinic are. great, costs may be shared 
with the patient depending on his/her personal resources. 

b. If the costs of trave1 are modest, patients 
may be reimbursed for travel expenses associated with 
obtaining fundus photos every six months. 

c. Reimbursement for patient travel is the 
responsibility of the clinic to which the patient is 
officially assigned. The clinic•s decision to offer 
reimbursement and the extent of that reimbursement is 
dependent upon individual circumstances and need. In order 
to minimize travel costs, patients should be encouraged to 
have follow-up exams completed at the clinic that can be 
accessed with the least cost. Alternatively, patients may 
elect to return to their home clinic if they pay for their 
own travel or are willing to pay the difference in travel 
costs that can be provided by the DCCT. 

24.3.2 ~~.~p_Q;:a;c:y __ ~_qy_~ to -~J.fm-DCCT Are~ 

The procedures outlined below should be followed. 

1. As described above, assist patient in finding 
a local practitioner who will assist the home clinic in 
maintaining the subject on his/her assigned treatment 
regimen. 
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A database will be maintained by the Coordinating 
Center consisting of information on potential resources for 
obtaining outside help in providing follow-up of DCCT 
patients who have relocated to areas not served by 
DCCT clinics. This registry will contain information on 
practitioners who may be available to provide health care 
for DCCT patients as well as on non-DCCT (but CORU
certified) facilities that might be utilized to obtain 
fundus photographs on DCCT volunteers. 

The database on health care providers will be based 
primarily on information provided by staff of the DCCT 
clinics based on their knowledge of, or experience in, a 
geographic area. As new information is made available to 
the Coordinating Center, it will be incorporated .• 
Information also will be provided.by cataloging persons who 
have made known it to a member of the study group that they 
are interested in helping with the DCCT. In addition, the 
cooperation of Program Direct.ors of NIH General Clinical 
Research Centers will be sought through official channels 
and those with the capability and expressed desire to be of 
assistance will be listed. 
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A list of certified fundus photographers will be 
compiled~from information obtained through the DCCT CORU of 
photographers who have been certified by them for other eye 
studies. This list will be updated by the Coordinating 
Center periodically based on new information provided by the 
CORU. 

24.4.2 

The DCCT Resource Registry can only provide information 
on possibilities for obtaining assistance that will need to 
be explored further by each clinic for each patient. All of 
these possibilities will require individual research by the 
clinic staff. The Registry is but a first step in trying to 
identify a local facility: it is not a list of readily 
available physicians or facilities who are contracted or 
obligated to see DCCT patients. 



24.4.3 

1. The Coordinating Center database will be 
accessed using the DCCT Hewlett Packard 
computers. 

24.11 

2. The Resource Registry will provide information 
indexed by geographic area. It should be consulted as 
soon as the clinic is informed of a patient's intention 
to relocate to an area not served by a DCCT clinic. In 
particular, consultation should be initiated with those 
clinics.listed as having patients who have transferred 
to the ~ame or nearby locales to obtain specific 
information on their experiences. 

3. If there is no information on a needed area, 
contact the clinics located nearest the area for 
information and recommendations on health care 
providers. 

4. In particular, explore the possibility of the 
patient being followed by a physician with access to a 
GCRC. 

lamas\dcwp\transf2.doc 
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CHAPTER 25 

PROCEDURES TO BE FOLLOWED IN THE EVENT OF A DEATH OF A DCCT 
VOLUNTEER 

Given the number of volunteers enrolled, the expected duration of the 
DCCT, and the mortality associated with insulin-dependent diabetes 
mellitus, it is possible that one or more of these volunteers may die 
during the course of the trial. In order for the Morbidity/Mortality 
Classification Committee to appropriately assign a cause of death, timely 
and accurate information regarding the clinical course and events 
occurring inmediately before and after each death will need to be 
carefully collected and documented. The information being requested is 
Ln addition to the information mandated for the various intercurrent 
events that are_....described in Chapter 10 and may become causes of death. 
The circumstances surrounding each death will be unique and it is 
impossible to anticipate all of them. What follows is a description of 
basic procedures that should be followed along with some suggested 
special procedures which may or may not be appropriate in a given case. 

These procedures are directed primarily at providing information that 
will assist in determining causes of deaths that are unattended and/or 
occur outside of a hospital setting and in identifying events that may 
have been associated with or precipitated such death. Many of these 
procedures, however, would be equally appropriate for unexpected attended 
deaths occurring in the hospital (e.g., those due to myocardial 
infarction, stroke, OKA) and professional judgement will need to be 
exercised in deciding whether or not basic and special procedures are 
indicated. ~ 

25.l GENERAL PROCEDURES 

It is important that every reasonable effort be made to obtain 
permission to have an autopsy performed within constraints dictated by 
humanitarian considerations and the religious beliefs of the family. The 
information gained from the autopsy, as well as from blood or urine 
samples obtained immediately preceding death, will be invaluable Ln 
helping to specify the immediate, underlying and contributory causes of 
death. If possible, the autopsy should be performed at the DCCT 
institution. 

Under certain circumstances, an autopsy is required by law. These 
circumstances vary from one jurisdiction to another; the responsible 
physician will need to determine the conditions that mandate autopsy in 
his or her area. If an autopsy is to be done, it should be performed as 
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soon after the death as possible. Prompt communication with the medical. 
examiner or pathologist must be established. Relevant clinical. 
information must be transmitted to the medical. examiner or pathologist 
including the fact that the deceased was a volunteer in the DCCT; the 
significance of that association should be explained. There are several 
procedures which will be asked for, and the person performing the autopsy 
should be aware of these and their relevance to the volunteer's 
participation in the DCCT. A DCCT information sheet is available for the 
pathologist (Figure 25.L). 

Immediately upon Learning of the death of a DCCT volunteer, the 
Principal Investigator or other DCCT physician is to notify a member of 
the DCCT Executive Committee by telephone. After working hours, on 
weekends, and during holidays the Steering Committee Chairman should be 
notified at his home (615-322-2197). If he is unavailable, contact 
either of the other members of the Executive Committee (Patricia Cleary 
at 703-241-1650 or 301-867-7381 or Carolyn Siebert at 301-963-9336). 
DCCT Form 015, Notification of Death, is to be completed within 24 hours 
of the volunteer's death or discovery of death and sent to the 
Coordinating CenteJ;". Copies of the autopsy r-ei-ort, laboratory r-eports 
and death certificate are to be sent to the Coordinating Center as soon 
as they are av.ill.able. 

Family members, friends, hospital staff, or others who may have 
attended the death or precipitating events, as well as those who had last 
contact with the deceased, should be interviewed as soon as possible 
after the death. These interviews may take place over the phone. The 
information should be transmitted in written narrative form to the 
Coordinating Center. The interview should obtain any infor-mation on 
medical problems, psychosocial problems, and diabetes management in the 
past 24 hours, 72 hours and previous ten days. A checklist of possible 
problems follows: 

Medical 

Hypoglycemia 
Symptoms of ketosis/ketoacidosis 
Other illness or symptom 
No illness or symptom 

Psychosocial 

Clinical symptoms of depression 
Mar-ital discord 
Job disruption 
Substance involvement 
Other 
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If an autopsy is to be performed, the information gathered from these 
interviews should be shared with the medical examiner or pathologist with 
the object of making the determination of the death as accurate as 
possible. It is important to determine if the victim received 
intravenous fluids (especially glucose solutions) or glucagon injections 
during resuscitative measures as these can affect post-mortem body fluid 
glucose concentrations measured subsequently. 

25.2 SPECIAL PROCEDURES 

In many cases, determining the immediate, underlying, and contributory 
causes of death will be straightforward; in other cases, particularly in 
unattended, sudden, or accident-related deaths, the cause(s) may be 
obscure. There are several causes of death that could be related to 
insulin therapy for IDDH. The following is a list of causes of death 
which have been associated with insulin therapy and which should be in 
the differential diagnosis of the the medical examiner or pathologist: 

1. Hypoglycemia 

2. Diabetic ketoacidosis 

3. Hyperosmolar coma (without acidosis) 

4. Hypokalemia 

5. Toxic shock syndrome 

6. Bacterial endocarditis 

7. Myocardial infarction 

8. Accidents (automobile, drowning, falls, etc.) 

9. Renal failure 

10. Cerebrovascular accidents 

11. Suicides 

Other causes of death related to diabetes and insulin therap~ may come 
to light and should be considered when determining the cause of death of 
a DCCT volunteer. These causes may require other special procedures to 
be performed to substantiate their presence. Professional judgement will 
need to be exercised to determine when such procedures are indicated. 

The procedures listed below should be performed by the Local 
pathologist or medical examiner on all patients who die while enrolled in 
the DCCT (-- patients who die during screening prior to randomization may 
undergo these procedures but it is not imperative --) on samples drawn as 
soon after death as possible. 
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1. Vitreous humor glucose 

2. Vitreous humor acetone 

3. Blood glucose (glucose oxidase method) 

4. Blood acetone 

5. Urine glucose 

6. Urine acetone 

7. Toxicology screen (alcohol, barbiturates, etc.) 

8. Serum potassium 

9. Insulin level 

Cases in which the death was unattended and the body undiscovered for 
several days present special problems. Sample-taking has to be with the 
approval of the medical examiner and has to be coordinated with his 
needs. The effects of tissue and body fluid decomposition on sample
taking and analysis has to be taken into consideration. 

In addition to the procedures performed locally, split aliquot 
specimens are to be sent to the DCCT Central Biochemistry Laboratory 
(CBL) for additionai procedures. Procedures for shipping these frozen 
samples can be obtained from the CBL. 

The best source for blood is a peripheral vein. Urine samples can be 
obtained with a uretheral catheter by percutaneous bladder aspiration. 
It is extremely important that the time of death and the time that the 
sample is obtained are accurately recorded. Body temperature obtained by 
rectal thermometer at the time the samples are obtained may be helpful 
for interpreting results when the exact time of death is not known. 

Additional tests which may prove helpful in identifying the correct 
cause of death include: 

1 •. Vitreous humor lactate 

2. Cerebrospinal fluid glucose 

3. Blood cultures 

4. Heart valve cultures 

5. Skin culture at infusion site 
infection) 

(if suspicious of cutaneous 

Again, the time of death and time the samples are obtained must be 
accurately recorded. 
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Blood and urine samples obtained prior to death may also provide 
valuable information. If analyses were performed on blood drawn or urine 
collected immediately (i.e., within one hour) BEFORE the death, these 
values should be reported along with the time before death at which they 
had been drawn or collected. It is very important to ascertain whether 
any such samples are available for further analysis. Also, it is 
important to report any special procedures or medication that may 
influence these samples. 

25.3 SPECIAL PROCEDURES FOR AUTOMATED INSULIN DELIVERY SYSTEM 

25.3.l Non-Medical Legal Case 

In non-medical legal cases in which the subject was using an insulin 
infusion device (e.g., ~r shortly before the time of death, the 
Principal Investigator or other appropriate DCC! personnel should 
promptly inspect the device paying special attention to the following 
points: 

1. Not·e presence of alarms, if any. 

2. Is the pump running1 

3. Note the readings of all displays. 

4. The insulin reservoir should be checked and the volume of insulin 
t"emaining noted. 

5. The infusion line and needle should be inspected for obvious 
clogging. 

6. The patency of the needle and infusion line should be tested with 
water or saline. 

7. The infusion site should be inspected for signs of inflammation 
and infection. 

8. The insulin should be saved for analysis of estimation of 
concentration. 

25.3.2 Medical Legal Cases 

The Principal Investigator must remember that the medical examiner is 
lawfully responsible for the evaluation of evidence such as insulin 
pumps, infusion lines and needles. The examination of such items by the 
Principal Investigator can be carried out only with the knowledge and 
approval of the medical examiner. 
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25.J.3 Disposition of the Insulin Delivery System 

It is very important that an infusion device not be handled by 
unauthorized persons since an engineering inspection may be subsequently 
required. In non-medical legal cases, the Principal Investigator is to 
place the device in the possession of an official of the hospital for 
safekeeping until instructions for the disposition of the device are 
received from NIDDK. The NIDDK is to be notified by phone immediately of 
the death of any patient using an insulin pump regardless of whether a 
malfunction is suspected. The manufacturer, in turn, will be notified of 
the event by the NIDDK. In medical legal cases, the medical examiner is 
legally responsible for the safekeeping of evidence. Obviously, in such 
cases, close communication and cooperation among the Principal 
Investigator and other involved DCCT physicians, the medical examiner, 
NIDDK officials, and representatives of manufacturers are vital. Equally 
important, all concerned should display a high regard for the feelings of 
the family of the deceased. 

If a malfunction in the insulin delivery system is suspected, or if 
warranted by other circ~~stances related to the death, the NIDDK will, 
with the approval of the medical examiner in medical legal cases, obtain 
the device and convene an ad hoc committee of experts to carefully 
examine it. This committee will comprise a representative chosen by the 
manufacturer, an independent expert selected by the NIDDK, a 
representative of the Office of Medical Devices of the Food and Drug 
Administration, a member of the Morbidity/Mortality Classification 
Committee, and others as deemed necessary or appropriate. A report of 
the findings will be submitted to the NIDDK. Subsequent actions will be 
determined on the basis of these findings. 
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Figure 25.l 

Information for the Local Pathologist and/or Medical Examiner 

The Diabetes Control and Complications Trial (DCCT) is a NIH-sponsored 
clinical trial involving 27 institutions throughout the United States of 
America and Canada and approximately 1400 highly selected volunteers with 
insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDH). The DCCT will test whether 
therapies that enable alteration of metabolic control can change the 
natural history of early vascular complication in persons with IDDH 
compared to conventional treatment approach. Study subjects have been 
randomly assigned to either a standard group (receiving conventional 
treatment) or an experimental group (receiving intensive treatment). The 
Trial is expected to conclude in 1993; diabetic retinopathy, carefully 
assessed with retinal photography performed periodically throughout the 
study, is the principal study endpoint. 

Given the duration of the study, the large number of volunteers 
enrolled, and the mortality associated with IDDH, it is expected t~~t one 
or more study subjects will die during the study. If such an event does 
occur, it will be most important to determine accurately the cause(s) of 
death. It may be that the immediate, underlying, and contributory causes 
of death will be readily determined. On the other hand, if the death is 
unattended, sudden or accident-related, the causes may be obscure. There 
are several causes of death that could be directly or indirectly related 
to insulin therapy and that should be in the differential diagnosis of 
the pathologist or medical examiner. Some of these are diabetic 
ketoacidosis, hypoglycemia, non-ketotic hyperosmolar coma, hypo- or 
hyperkalemia, accidents (automobiles, falls, drownings, etc.), and 
suicide. 

To enhance the likelihood of arriving at definitive post mortem 
diagnoses, the pathology or medical examiner is urged to: 

l. Consult with the DCCT attending physician regarding the clinical 
events prior to death; 

2. Commence the autopsy as promptly as possible; and, 

3. Carry out special procedures when indicated. 

The latter include (1) blood glucose, acetone, lactate, pH and 
potassium; (2) urine glucose and acetone; (3) vitreous humor glucose, 
acetone and ptassium; (4) serum and urine toxicology screen for alcohol 
and drugs; (5) serum insulin level. Aliquots of these biological fluids 
should be provided to the DCCT attending physician who will, in turn, 
ship them to the OCCT CSL for analysis. 

The investigators of the DCCT, realizing that these requests represent 
added work for the pathologist or medical examiner, are grateful for this 
extra effort. If deaths do occur during the course of the study, careful 
documentation as to their cause will contribute to the credibility of the 
study. 
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CHAPTER 26 

DCCT OPERATIONS ANt> TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM 

During the autumn of 1986, in response to the growing number of DCCT 
clinical centers, volunteers being screened and randomized, and the 
enormous amoQ.Dt of data processed at the Central Biochemistry Laboratory 
(CBL) and Coordinating Center, the Coordinating Center selected hardware 
and software to develop a system for transferring data and mail among the 
various study centers through a network of microcomputers. While other 
multicenter clinical trials have implemented systems for data entry at 
clinical centers and transfer of these data to a data coordinating center 
over telephone lines, the major DCCT need was for an electronic mail 
system linking the various study centers. Usi~g this network, the 
Coordinating Center sends eligibility reports, HbAlc results, threshold 
alerts, procedural memos and other correspondence to the centers. At the 
same time, each center can send mail to any other center on the network. 
The network provides speed and accuracy in disseminating important 
information while eliminating personnel time and other costs involved in 
duplicating written materials and addressing, postaging and mailing 
envelopes. The network also cuts down on the amount of time personnel 
need to spend on the telephone to report results, clarify data and 
request information. Finally, the system ensures that each center has 
received its messages by documenting the successful transmission of the 
electronic mail files. 

In addition to these communications, the CBL uses the network to 
rapidly transfer analyses of biochemistry data to the Coordinating 
Center. The Coordinating Center developed data entry programs for use at 
the CBL. When specimens arrive at the CBL, staff log the information 
from the specimen mailing list into a microcomputer database using a data 
entry screen which follows the format of the particular mailing list. 
There is a separate database for each type of specimen (HbAlc , blood 
glucose profile, renal, lipid, C-peptide, GFi and 24-hour urine). After 
a batch of specimens has been analyzed, the records in the database are 
modified to add the results. This is done using a second data entry 
screen which follows the format of the particular laboratory results log. 
The completed records are then ezported into a data file suitable for 
transmission to the Coordinating Center. At the Coordinating Center, the 
data files are uploaded to the mainframe computer and are added to the 
study database. 
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The DCCT telecommunications system was installed in February 1987 at 
tbe following offices: 

DCCT Coordinating Center 
Central Biochemistry Laboratory 
Clinical Centers (including satellite) 
NIDDK 
Chairman of the Steering Co111nittee 

Currently, there is one hub in this system, the Coordinating Center, 
and all communications must pass through the hub to reach other 
locations. This was necessary because the Coordinating Center personnel 
could not possibly be available to provide assistance to other centers 
experimenting with the software and hardware while the system was still 
under development. 

In addition to regular, unattended, overnight 
system can be used under special circumstances for 
communications during the day by appointment with 
Center. 

transmissions, the 
"Special Delivery" 

the Coordinating 

There were several considerations involved in designing the current 
operating and telecommunications system. Paramount among these was to 
maximize the ease of learning and use of the system by clinical center 
staff. To this end, the following measures were taken: 

l. All centers in the network were provided with identical hardware 
configurations -- computer, printer and modem. All computers were 
Hewlett-Packard Vectra microcomputers with 20 megabyte hard disks, 
one l20K and one 360K floppy drive, 640K RAM and internal 1200 
baud modems. The printers selected were NEC P6 24-pin dot matrix 
printers. 

2. All centers were provided with the same word processing software, 
Microsoft Word. HS Word is a popular and powerful word processor 
with excellent documentation and technical support from the 
manufacturer. 

3. A total operating system was developed to allow 
edit, rename, mail, receive and delete files 
anything about DOS commands and directories. 
needed to operate the system are contained in 
prepared by the Coordinating Center. 

a user to create, 
without learning 
All instructions 

a short manual 

4. A sophisticated telecol!'dllUnications system was created. While 
crude transfer of a file from one computer to another over 
telephone lines is simple enough, for the DCCT it was desired to 
automate the process to minimize user effort. A user selects 
files to be mailed by choosing a menu option corresponding to the 
file number and a second option corresponding to the destination 
of the mail. The system then copies the file to be mailed, 
renames it as needed, marks it for transmission, and delivers it 
overnight to the addressee. 
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Each of the network off ices has a copy of the "DCCT Operations and 
Telecommunications System Operations Manual" which explains in detail how 
the system is organized and used. As updates to the system occur, the 
offices will be provided floppy diskettes containing the new software and 
instructions on how to install the software onto the hard disks of their 
microcomputers. The manual will also be revised as needed. 
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MOiBIDITY AHO MOB.TALITY CLASSIPICATIOll CCIHMinEE 
PB.OCEDUUS 

27.1 INTB.ODUCTIOH 

Page 27.1 

In a study such as the DCCT, the patient's treatment group is known 
and there is a risk that the reporting of mortality and morbidity may be 
influenced by that knowledge. In other studies where the treatment 
group is unknown, this type of bias is not so influential but there 
remains a need for rules for classification of certain - events. The 
Morbidity/Mortality Classification Committee (H&M) is an independent 
committee established by the National Institute of Diabetes and 
Digestive and Kidney Diseases (NIDDK) to review and classify all deaths 
and major intercurrent events that occur among patients randomized into 
the DCCT. The major intercurrent events include: major accidents 
(accidents requiring hospitalization), myocardial infarction, 
cerebrovascular accident with persistent neurological deficit, non
traumatic amputation, loss of vision, renal insufficiency, neuropathy, 
and other events as requested. These events were selected because the 
causal or contributing role of diabetes may be direct or indirect; 
therefore the data are difficult to interpret. 

The objective of these reviews is to: determine the primary and 
contributing causes of death; validate the basis for diagnosis of 
important morbid events; and evaluate the likelihood that the event is 
attributable to diabetes and in the case of major accidents, comment on 
the role of hypoglycemia. The classifications by this committee will be 
the bases for counting outcomes for final statistical analyses. The 
decisions of the Committee are final. 

In order to ensure professional and unbiased attributions of these 
study outcomes that may be diabetes related, the H&M Committee comprises 
3 physicians who otherwise are uninvolved in the DCCT. These 
individuals were selected on the basis of their knowledge of diabetes 
and for previous experience in clinical trials. The study will rule out 
a contributing role of diabetes in these events only with the 
concurrence of the H&H Committee. 
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27.2 ASCERTAINMEHT OP !VEHTS 

The clinics are required to notify a member of the Executive 
Committee irmnediately when they learn of the death of a DCCT patient. A 
member of the Coordinating Center (CoC) is notified as soon as possible 
of all major accidents and deaths (Figure 27.1, Information to Report 
Category l Intercurrent Events). 

As every death is unique, it is not always poasible to collect 
comparable data on each case. However, the DCCT uses a standard 
approach to acquire data from a variety of sources. This ensures that 
standard information is obtained as quickly as poasible. Deaths are 
subsequently detailed on Form 15, Notification of t>eath, and nonfatal 
intercurrent events are reported on Form 20, Notification of 
Intercurrent Event. The Morbidity and Mortality Review, Instruction for 
Clinics (Section 27.3) provides detailed directions regarding what 
materials should be provided to the Coordinating Center for a thorough 
review. 

Procedures ·to be Followed in the Event of a Death of a t>CCT 
Volunteer (HOO Chapter 25) are reviewed with the Principal Investigator 
as appropriate. The information requested is in addition to that 
mandated for an intercurrent event. The procedures are directed 
primarily at providing information that will assist in determining 
causes of unattended or unexpected deaths. 

27.3 INSTRUCTIONS POI CLINICS 

For each event that the committee will review, the clinic needs to 
provide copies of all information that was used to arrive at the local 
determination (or diagnosis). This includes the complete medical and 
hospital records; laboratory reports; ECG tracings; summaries of 
interviews with patients, relatives, or witnesses to an event; and 
additional information such as police reports. If the complete hospital 
record is unavailable, the minimal records necessary for review are: ER 
reports, laboratory reports with dates and times noted, discharge 
summaries and, if available, admission notes. Additionally, in some 
situations a narrative describing the proceas followed in arriving at 
the local determination should be submitted. For example, the narrative 
could explain any missing data and how the final local determination was 
made in light of the missing information. 

For fatal events, death certificates and medical examiner's reports 
should be obtained and provided. 

The second task of ascertaining the role of diabetes and/or 
hypoglycemia in the event is more difficult. Of particular importance 
is any information that may allow the committee to rule out, with 
reasonable assurance, any role of diabetes or hypoglycemia. For 
example, in the case of an accident for which it is suspected that the 
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patient may have lost consciousness, information indicating that 'toss of 
consciousness may have been due to alcohol or drug abuse might be useful 
in ruling out hypoglycemia as contributing to the accident. 

With the uceptions noted below, events to be reviewed by the H&M 
Committee will be reported on DCCT Form 20, Notification of Intercurrent 
Event. The materials required for the H&M Committee to review each type 
of event are indicated on the Ho'Cbidity and Mortality T'Cansmittal Form, 
whicb is prepared by the Coordinating Center for transmittal to the H&M 
Committee with the supporting documentation. When an event occurs the 
coordinating center will request the clinic to provide the app'Copriate 
information, specific for each type of event, as follows. 

27.3.1 Deaths and Major Accidents 

In the case of a death or major accident, the clinic should submit a 
narrative written history of hypoglycemia. Information on any deviation 
from patient's usual pattern of insulin administration and eating habits 
in the 36 hours preceding the incident should be obtained from patient 
records and interviews with family members, friends or other witnesses. 
A general psychological profile should be included: e.g., is the 
patient accident prone, responsible, depressed, etc. The treatment 
group assignment should not be mentioned in the clinic report. If 
mention cannot be avoided, it would be useful if discussion of treatment 
group could be segregated into one separate paragraph. 

Death Procedures specified in Chapter 25 of the Manual of 
Operations should be reviewed at the time the clinic learns of the death 
of a DCCT volunteer. Form lS, Notification of Death, should be 
submitted for each event as soon as possible. It is extremely important 
that the clinic submit copies of all sources of information used to 
complete the form. This includes medical and hospital records and those 
items requested in question 8 for Form 15: death certificate, autopsy 
report and interviews. 

In the case of deaths not medically attended, essential information 
can often only be obtained from interviews with third parties. 
Accordingly, if unavailable from other sources, the clinic should make 
strenous efforts to interview persons likely to have knowledge of events 
preceding the death and/ or witnesses to the event which lead to the 
death. 

If a police report was filed, a copy should be obtained and 
submitted. The police report may contain interviews with witnesses and 
hence relieve the clinic staff of the need to conduct separate 
interviews. 

If the clinic believes it prudent to also interview a family member, 
that interview should be submitted. The interview with a family member 
should include as a minimum whether the patient had any medical or 
psychosocial problems within ten days of death and the extent of his/her 
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compliance with the assigned study treatment within three days of death. 
A summary of each interview should be submitted. 

Finally, the clinic should report in a written narrative whether it 
believes diabetes contributed to a death by natural causes or whether 
hypoglycemia contributed to an accidental death, and why. 

Major Accident. For purposes of M&M review, major accident has been 
defined as an event which requires overnight admission co a hospital, or 
results in the death, of a DCCT patient. In addition to Form 20, the 
clinic should submit a copy of the ambulance, emergency room and 
hospital records concerning the admission for the accident. Also, the 
clinic should report in a written narrative whether it believes 
hypoglycemia contributed to the accident. The clinic decision reported 
in the narrative might be based on a police report or an interview with 
the patient, a relative, and/or a witness to the accident. Police 
reports and interview swnmaries should be submitted when available. 
Forms 83 should be submitted when applicable. 

27.3.2 Other Intercurrent Events 

This group of events wi.U be submitted for M&M review only when che 
clinic believes the event should be classified as unrelated to diabetes 
or when the clinic believes the relationship of the event to diabetes is 
unclear. In such cases, the clinic should submit a narrative detailing 
the reasons for ruling out diabetes or for questioning the relationship 
of the event to diabetes. Copies of a ll relevant supporting evidence 
in addition to the required study forms should be provided. In the 
absence of such review by the H&M it will be assumed for purposes of 
data analysis that all occurrences of these events are related to the 
concomitant presence of diab~tes ·and they will be so tabulated in 
reporting final results of the study. 

Neuropathy. Neuropathy is reported on DCCT Form 5, Section D. The 
Coordinating Center will periodically review all Forms 5, and any 
neuropathy reported as other than diabetic symmetrical sensory-motor 
neuropathy will be transmitted to the H&H Committee for review. All 
such events should be accompanied by a narrative ezplaining why the 
clinic believes the neuropathy is ~ due to diabetes. 

Cerebrovascular Accident (CVA). All CVAs are reported on Form 20. 
Diagnosis of CVA requires a complete workup; this will include either a 
CT scan or another imaging esamination. The clinic should submit copies 
of the hospital record of the admission for the CVA. In addition, it is 
necessary to assess all patients who experience a CVA 12 months post
event to determine whether there is persistent neurological deficit. 
This determination is to be made on the basis of clinical ezamination of 
the patient by the DCCT neurologist. Form 5 should be used to document 
the presence of a neurological deficit at the 12 months follow-up of the 
event. 
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Myocardial Infarction. In addition to Form 20, the clinic should 
submit photocopies of all ECG tracings, enzyme reports, and hospital 
records. 

Amputation. The hospital record for all admiasions involving an 
amputation should be submitted for co111Dittee review. 

Loss of vision. For all cases of loss of vision, the co11111ittee will 
review the relevant Form 20, the corresponding Form 27, and the Form 27 
from the annual visit following its occurrence. Vision must be 
documented to .be less than 2D/2DO in either or both eyes, at both time 
points, to meet the study definition. 

Renal Insufficiency. The clinic is notified by the CoC when a 
patient has passed the threshold for serum creatinine. Form 20 should 
be submitted when a local serum creatinine confirms the elevated value. 

Other. Any event identified by a clinic or the coordinating center 
for which there is uncertainty as to its relevance to the DCCT, or of 
the role of. diabetes in the event, may be submitted to the H&M for 
review. Accordingly, the information needs for such events will have to 
be specified on a case-by-case basis. 

27 .4 REVIEW PREPARATION 

The CoC reviews reports of death and intercurrent events for 
consistency with study definitions and completeness of supporting 
documentation. When the CoC ia satisfied that a reportable event is as 
fully documented as possible, the supporting documentation is edited so 
that the subject's freatment group assignment is masked to the eztent 
possible. Patient's name, address, social security number, telephone 
number, the same for relatives, and any reference to treatment group are 
edited from the documentation. Descriptions of insulin therapy and 
glucose testing are masked if they will result in treatment group 
identification. Any additional information, such as history of 
hypoglycemia, will be included in the patient file if necessary. 

A Form 103, Morbidity and Mortality Transmittal, and 104, Morbidity 
and Mortality Review, is prepared by the Coe for each case review. The 
document!! are masked, prepared and reviewed by the study Scientific: 
Officer in advance of mailing to the H&M Committee. (Figures 27.2 and 
27.3). 
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27.5 ACTUAL R!Vl!V --- ---
Periodically the Coe sends a set of cases for review to the M&M 

Committee members. The reviewers have the option of 1) completing the 
review; 2) requesting additional information about the event; 3) 
requesting information that was edited to mask treatment assignment; or 
4) requesting review by a subspecialist. If a subspecialist review is 
requested, it will be obtained and provided to all reviewers. Requests 
for additional information will be passed on to the clinical centers 
and, if available, will also be provided to all reviewers. Responses 
are returned to the Coe. 

In some circumstances, a reviewer may request information about 
treatment group, or insulin and glucose testing data that could disclose 
treatment group. In these cases, the study Scientific Officer will be 
consulted. Information will be released to the reviewers only after 
approval by the study Scientific Officer. If any member requests 
unmasking, the case will go before the entire committee for 
adjudication. 

When all reviews have been recei,ved, the Coe tabulates the results 
to determine whether there is agreement. If two reviewers agree in 
their conclusions the revi_ew will be judged complete. If there is 
disagreement among all three committee members, the event is adjudicated 
by discussion at a meeting of the co11UDittee. The Coe prepares a summary 
of these classifications and comments by Committee members to be used 
during the adjudication meeting. All deaths are discussed during an 
adjud~cation meeting. 

During the adjudication meeting there is an effort to reach 
consensus classification of each event; agreement among two of the 
members will be the basis for consensus. Additional information may be 
requested by the reviewers in which case discussion may be tabled for 
final decision at a later time. The results of the reviews are 
tabulated by the CoC and reported to the Data, Safety and Quality Review 
Group. The Data Safety and Quality Review Croup is informed of those 
events that require unmasking. 

27.5.1 Assessment of the Role of Diabetes in Deaths ----- ----
The assessment of the role of diabetes in DCCT deaths is based on 

the following guidelines. 

Diabetes or diabetes related events/complications are considered to 
be underlying or contributory when they contribute significantly to the 
death. The role of diabetes is evaluated after considering all ways in 
which diabetes may contribute to the death, independently of the 
specific cause of death. 
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The ways in which the role of diabetes may relate to death include: 

1) as principal cause of death (e.g., DKA), 
2) as a risk factor (major contributing cause) for another 

related disease process (e.g. HI), 
3) as a complicating factor impeding the recovery of another 

condition (minor contributing cause e.g., complicating 
the recovery from an unrelated accident), or 

4) diabetes played no role. 

Members of the committee are asked to base their classification on a 
reasonable amount of certainty (95%). (See Form 104) 

It is important to note that diabetes may relate to a death in more 
tban one way, e.g. as a risk factor for HI and as a factor complicating 
recovery from HI. It is possible for apparent contradictions to arise 
between the assessment of cause of death and the role of diabetes. For 
example: diabetes may have been related to an accident through probable 
hypoglycemia. Hypoglycemia may not be thought important enough to be 
listed as a contributing cause of death but nonetheless be ranked as 
having a minor role in the death through this link. Diabetes might also 
have a ro(e in death by complicating recovery from accidental injuries~ 

In swmnary, the two components of mortality review, assigning in 
order of importance the causes of death and quantifying the role of 
diabetes, are considered independent but related activities. 

It is likely that some, but not all, deaths will be preceded by a 
reportable intercurrent event. For example, a patient may experience an 
accident, be hospitalized for two weeks, and then die. Such a situation 
will count as both an intercurrent event (accident) and a death and 
hence will be classified twice. It is conceivable that the committee 
may decide that diabetes play.ed no role in the occurrence of the 
accident, but did in the death. All accidental deaths will be reviewed 
by the committee as both an accident and a death. 

27.5.2 Assessment of the Role of ByPoglycemia in Major Accidents 

Members of the H&M Committee are asked to consider ways in which 
hypoglycemia may have contributed to the 111ajor accident, and evaluate 
whether it is related as the principal cause, the probable cause, a 
possible cause or played no role. They assess the role of hypoglycemia 
based on their reasonable amount of certainty (95%) (See Form 104) 
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21.5.3 Assessment of tbe Role ~ Diabetes in Heuropatb7 

Committee members consider the nature ·of events that the clinics 
report to be "other than, or in addition to, diabetic symmetrical 
sensory-motor neuropathy", and evaluate whether this classification is 
correct. 

It is recognized that carpal tunnel syndrome can present some of the 
same symptoms as diabetic symmetrical sensory-motor neuropathy (DSSHN) 
and that diabetics carry an increased risk of the disorder. If 
reported, it is recognized by tbe committee as an "other" neuropathy, 
separate from DSSHN. 

27.5.4 Assessment of the Role of Diabetes in Otber !vents 

Committee members consider ways in which diabetes may have 
contributed to events other than major accidents and evaluate whether it 
might be related as a major contributing cause (e.g. a ri~k factor) or 
as a minor contributing cause {e.g. a complicating factor). They assess 
whether they can rule out with reasonable certainty (95%) that diabetes 
is a contributing cause. 

For HI, Cerebrovascular Accident, Amputation, Loss of Vision and 
Renal Insufficiency the committee is asked to rule out with reasonable 
certainty whether an acute metabolic disturbance of diabetes 
precipitated the event. 
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Figure 27.1 

INFORMATION TO REPORT CATEGORY 1 INTERCURRENT EVENTS 

Clinic -~~-- Patient Age __ 

Cender ----

Patient I.D. # _____ _ Date of Call ________ Treatment Croup __ 

Coordinating Center Person Receiving Call 
-----------~------

I. NATURE OF EVENT 

) 

II. DETAILS OF EVENT 

{ } Major event requiring hospitalization 
{ } Major event not requiring hospitalization 
{ } Catastrophic hypoglycemia 
{ } Suspected catastrohpic hypoglycemia 
( } Death 

1. Date of event -~-------- Time of event ------------

2. Date Clinic learned of event ---------------------
3. Brief Description __________________________ _ 

4. Diagnosis _____________________________ __ 

S. Did the patient require ER/Paramedic assistance? 

If so, what treatment? 

YES NO 
{ } { } 

-----------~------------

6. Was the patient hospitalized overnight? 

7. Who was with the patient at the time of the· event? 

8. Any injuries to other persons? (If yes, complete Part IV) 

9. Were other authorities involved/notified? 
(police, paramedics, fire, etc.?) 

10. Are copies of accident reports/certificate available/obtained? 

11. Are copies of death certificate available/obtained? 

12. If this was a motor vehicle accident: 
a) Was the patient driving? 

If not, who was driving? 

b) Was patient restrained or unrestrained? (seatbelts) 

c) If motorcycle or ATV vehicle, was patient wearing a helmet? 
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{ } { } 

{ } { } 

{ } { } 

{ } { } 

( } { } 

{ } { } 

{ } { } 

{ } { } 
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d) Who appears to be responsible for the event? (Patient or other 

involved) ---------------------------~ 

e) What appears to be responsible for the event? (Weather, speeding, 
ETCH or drugs, hypoglycemia, etc.)-----------------

13. Were there witnesses? 
Names/Addresses/Phone Nwnbers, etc): 

III. RELATIONSHIP TO HYPOGLYCEMIA: 

1. GLUCOSE INFORMATION 

{ } Available 
{ } Done, not available 
{ } Not done 

a) At the time of event: 
Value---------
Who measured it 
Me as u red by { } .....,..,V.,...i -s u-a-:1,....---.{ ......... }-M-e-t-e-r---.-.....-L""'"a-:b,.---

b) Before event: 
Value---------
Who measured it 
Measured by { }.....,..,V.,...i s-u-a"""l--..,...{-}.--M_e_t_e_r-...,{.-,,}.....,,....La""""b,---
Amount of time prior to event that glucose was measured: 

c) After event: 
Value---------
Who measured it 
Measured by { } Visual { } Meter { Lab 
Amount of time after event that glucose was measured: 

2. Were there symptoms of hypoglycemia? 

YES NO n r1 

---

YES NO 

{ } Recognized by patient { } Recognized by other person 
n r1 

J. Does this patient normally have symptoms associated with 
hypoglycemia? 

4. Was someone with the patient at time of the event? 
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Were they capable of recognizing hypoglycemia? 
Did they take appropriate action? 
What did they do? 

{ } { } 

{ } { } 
{ } { } 
{ } { } 
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S. Is this a pump patient? 
If so, was it collected and/or checked by DCCT Staff? 
What appeared to be wrong with the pump? 

IV. DETAILS OF TREATMENT: 

Patient: Injuries 
-----------------------~ Diagnosis-----------------------~ 

Prognosis....,.... __ -=----:::----------------~ 
Where is the patient now?------.-.----------
Name/address/phone# of treatment facility ----------

Other Injured People: #1 Name: 

YES NO n r1 
{ } { } 

Overnight hospitalization { } { } 

Injuries -----------------------~ 
Diagnosis-----------------------~ 
Prognosis....,..--~---=----------------~ 
Where is the patient now?-----------------
Name/address/phone# of treatment facility ----------

Other Injured People: #2 Name: 
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Overnight hospitalization { } { } 

Injuries -----------------------~ 
Diagnosis-----------------------~ 
Prognosis ___ ----.,,.----------------~ 
Where is the patient now? ----=---.-.----------
Name/ address/phone# of treatment facility ----------

IF OTHERS_WERE INVOLVED, PLEASE ATTACH A SEPARATE SHEET. 
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PAPERWORK/ADMINISTRATIVE DETAILS: 

Coordinating Center called 

Medical release forms obtained 

Patient 

Injured party #1 

Injured party #2 

Medical records obtained 

Patient 

Injured party #1 

Injured party #2 

Medical Examiner's report 

Death certificate obtained 

Patient 

Injured party #1 

Injured party #2 

SU!lllllary of legal proceedings 

Accident report obtained 

Form 15 sent to Korb.& Hort. Comm. 
(Notification of Death) 

Form 85 sent to Korb. & Hort. Comm. 
(Final Notification of Death) 

Form 86 sent to Korb. & Kort. Co11111. 
(Deceased Experimental Patient Form) 

Form 87 sect to 
(Procedures forM __ e_c_h-an-1~.c-a~l,.._,.._,..__ 

Inspection of Insulin Infusion 
Devices and Blood Glucose Meters) 

Form 20 sent to Morb. & Kort. Comm. 

Form 83 sent to Korb. & Mort. Comm. 

Form 92 sent to Korb. & Hort. Comm. 

Karch 30, 1993 
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DATE UNABLE 
N/A YES COMPLETED NO ----ro-oBTAIN 
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DCCT Form 103.2 
October 28, 1991 
Page l of 3 

DIABETES <X>HTB.OL AND COMPLICATIOHS Till.AL 

Morbiditr and Mortality Transmittal Porm 

Thia checklist is complete4 by Coordinating Center staff in preparing 
materials for the Morbidity and Mortality Classification Committee to review. 

A. lDENTIPYIHG UIFORMATIOH 

1. Clinic Humber: 

2. Patient ID Number: 

3. Patient's Initials: 

4. Event Date: . I I 
Month Day Year 

5. Event to be Classified: 

Death (1) 

Major Accident (2) 

Myocardial Infarction (3) 

Cerebrovascular Accident (4) 

Amputation (5) 

B. MATERIALS DOCUMEHTIHG THE EVEHT 

l. All Deaths 

Intercurrent Event (DCCT Form 020) 

Neuropathy (6) 

Losa of Vision (7) 

Renal Insufficiency (8) 

Other (9) 

Not 
Applicable 

Date Received 
Month I Day /Year 

__ , __ ! __ 

Notification of Death (DCCT From 015) ___ , __ , __ 
Clinic report on role of diabetes 

Clinic history of Hypoglycemia 

Clinic psychological profile 

Medical and/or hospital records 

Death certificate 

Medical examiner's report (Autopsy) 

Interviews with family members 

Other 

March 30, 1993 

__ 1 __ 1 __ 

__ 1 __ 1 __ 

___ , __ 1 __ 

__ , __ I __ 

__ , ___ ! __ 

__ , __ ! __ _ 

__ , __ ! __ 

_ 1 __ 1 __ _ 
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Patient ID -------

2. Major Accident or Traumatic Death 

Iatercurrent Event (DCCT Fonn 020) 

Hypoglycemic Event (DCCT Fonn· 083) 

Clinic summary of event (ezplanation of 
missing items if necessary) 

Clinic report on role of hypoglycemia 

Clinic history of hypoglycemia 

Clinic psychological profile 

Summary of legal proceedings 

Summary of interviews: witnesses, patient 

Emergency room record 

Hospital record 

Discharge Summary 

Police report 

Other 

3. Myocardial Infarction 

lntercurrent Event (DCCT From 020) 

Clinic report on role of diabetes 

Hospital record 

ECG tracings 

Enzyme reports 

4. Cerebrovascular Accident 

Intercurrent Event (DCCT Form 020) 

Clinic report on role of diabetes 

Hospital record 

CAT scan report (or other imaging) 

Neurological Examination (DCCT Form 005) 
{11 months after event} 

March 30, 1993 

Not 
Applicable 
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DCCT Fonn 103.2 
Page 2 of 3 

Date Received 
Month I Day I Year 

__ 1 __ 1 __ 

__ 1 __ 1 __ 

__ 1 __ 1 __ 

__ 1 __ 1 __ 

__ l __ I __ 

__ l __ I __ 

___ 1 __ 1 __ 

___ 1 __ 1 __ 

__ 1 __ 1 __ 

___ 1 __ 1 __ 

__ 1 __ 1 __ 

__ 1 __ 1 __ 

__ 1 __ 1 __ 

__ , __ / __ 
__ l __ I __ 

__ I __ , __ 

__ 1 __ 1 __ 

___ l __ I __ _ 

__ , __ / __ 
__ 1 __ 1 __ 

__ 1 __ 1 __ 

__ I __ / __ 

___ / __ / __ 
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Patient ID------

5. Amputation 

Intercurrent Event (DCCT Fonn 020) 

Clinic report on role of diabetes 

Hospital record 

6. Heuropathy 

Neurological History and Examination 
(DCCT Fonn OOS) 

Clinic report on role of diabetes 

7. Loss of Vision 

Intercurrent Event (DCCT Form 020) 

Endpoint Visit Ophthalmic Examination 

Hot 
Applicable 

- (DCCT Form 027) (< 20/200) 1st 

2nd 

Clinic report on role of diabetes 

8. Renal Insufficiency 

Intercurrent Event (DCCT Form 020) 

Renal data su!Mlary 

Clinic report on role of diabetes 

9. Other 

See Attached. 

C. COOiDIHATIHG CEHTE.B. CEB.TIPICATIOH 

1. Materials complete 

Signature 

2. Treatment group masked 

Signature 

3. Final review 

Signature 

March 30, 1993 
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DCCT Ponn 103.2 
Page 3 of 3 

Date Received 
Month I Day I Year 

__ 1 __ 1 __ 

__ 1 ___ 1 __ 

__ , __ ! __ 

__ 1 __ 1 __ 

__ 1 __ 1 __ 

I I ------
__ 1 __ 1 __ 

__ 1 __ 1 __ 

1 I ------

__ , __ , __ 
__ I __ , __ 

__ / __ , __ 

Date 

Date 

Date 
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Figure 27.3 DCCT Form 104.5 
March 12, 1993 

Page 1 of ~ 

DIABETES CONTB.OL AHD COKPLICATIOllS TRIAL 

Morbidity and Mortality Review Form 

This form 
Mortality 
materials 
completed 
with 

is to be completed by a member of the Horbidi ty and 
Classification Committee following bis review of 
submitted to classify an intercurrent event. The 

form should be returned to the Coordinating Center along 
the materials reviewed. 

A. IDENTIFYING IHFOIHATIOll (filled ia by CoC) 

1. Clinic Humber: 

2. Patient I.D. Number: 

3. Patient's Initials: 

4. Event Date: I I 
Month Day Year 

5. Initials of Reviewer: 

6. Event to be Classified: 

Death (1) Neuropathy (6) 

Major Accident (2) Loss of Vision (7) 

Myocardial Infarction (3) Renal Insufficiency (8) 

Cerebrovascular Accident (4) Other (9) 

Amputation (5) 

B. RESULTS OF REVIEW (fill ia appropriate section) 

1. Cause of Deatb 

What, in your judgement, is the underlying cause of death: 
(e.g. acute myocardial infarction, diabetic nephropathy, 
diabetic ketoacidosis, cancer): 

Please list, in order of importance, all other conditions 
that contributed to the death: 
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DCCT Fona 104.5 
Page 2 of 3 

Assess the role of diabetes in this death. Are you rea1onably certain 
(95%) that: 

Diabetes ia the principal cause (e.g., diabetic ketoacidosia) 

Diabetes is a major contributing cause (e.g, myocardial infarction) 

Diabetes is a minor contributing cause (e.g., kidney failure 
following exposure to a nephrotoxic agent) 

~ Diabetes played no role (e.g, lung cancer) 

Explain bow you believe diabetes played a role in this death: 

2. Major Accident 

Assess the role of hypoglycemia on tbis event. Are you reasonably 
certain (95%) that: 

_ Hypoglycemia is the principal cause 

~ Hypoglycemia is the probable cause 

_ Hypoglycemia is a possible cause 

~ Hypoglycemia played no role 

If you believe diabetes played a role in causing this accident other 
tban through hypoglycemia, please explain: 

3. Myocardial Infarction, Cerebrovascular Accident, Amputation, Loss of Vision 
or Renal Insuff icienc7 

It is acknowledged that diabetes plays at least a contributory role as a risk factor 
in these morbidities. 

Can you rule out with reasonable certainty (95%) that an acute metabolic disturbance 
of diabetes precipitated this event? 

Yes No If no, explain: 
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Patient ID -----

4. lfeuropatby 

Page 27.18 

DCCT Perm 104.5 
Page 3 of 3 

Do you agree this event can be classified as: "other tban, or in 
addition to, diabetic symnetrical sensory-motor neuropatby"? 

Yes 

No 

If no, please ezplainz 

C. C!B.TIPICATION OP R.EVI!W 

1. If additional documentation is required, please specify: 

2. If the opinion of a specialist is requested, please specify tbe 
question to be posed and the requisite specialty: 
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Chapter 28 

BODY C:OKPOSITIOH 

28.l INTROOUCTIOH 

Weight gain associated with intensified therapy in the DCCT remains 
a significant problem. It is believed that insulin therapy may promote 
weight gain (or make weight loss more difficult) by three distinct 
mechan~sms: by the anabolic effects of insulin itself, by causing mild 
hypoglycemia and stimulating appetite, and by decreasing the "wasting" 
of calories (as sugar) in the urine seen in poorly controlled diabetes. 

It is generally assumed that this weight gain ii a result of 
excessive accumulation of body fat. An alternative hypothesis is that 
at least some of this extra weight ia due to increases in two other body 
compartments also regulated in part by insulin: body water and body 
protein. Insulin has been shown to have a direct effect on the distal 
tubule of the renal medulla to increase sodium reabsorption. Thus, 
hyperinsulinemia can cause retention of salt and thus water. Similarly, 
insulin is also ariabolic for protein, and theref~re chronic 
hyperinsulinemia might promote accretion of muscle protein. Thus, 
comparing body composition in the experimental versus the standard group 
in the DCCT offers an opportunity to better understand the nature of the 
weight gained in association with intensified insulin therapy. 

Finally, the advent of newer inethods of body composition analysis 
will greatly simplify this task. Bioelectrical impedance analysis 
(BIA), for example, has been demonstrated ·to quantify lean body mass 
(LBM), body fat (BF), and total body water (TBW) in a reliable and 
accurate fashion as compared to deuterium-isotope dilution (Ki.shner 6 
Schoeller, 1986) and densitometry by hydrostatic weighing (Lukaski et 
al, 1986). It is based on the conduction of an applied electrical 
current and the fact that the body contains intra- and exc.ra-cellular 
fluids that behave as electrical conductors and cell membranes that act 
as electrical condensers. 
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28.2 MEASURES TO BE EMPLOYED 

28.2.l Height, Weight, Body Mass Indes: (BKI) 

Height and weight give reasonable estimates of relative body 
fatness. However, they cannot separate fat from lean. Problems can 
arise when lean tissues are present in unusually small or large amounts. 
The NHANES 1982 Workshop on BW, Heal th and Longevity recommended the 
reporting of RBW (Relative Body Weight) or BHI (Body Mass Index) • 

28.2.2 .. Waist-to-hip ratio (WHI.) 

The pattern of distribution of adipose tissue through the body has 
metabolic consequences and may be a more important factor than total 
adipose tissue mass. Thus, a person with fat located predominantly in 
the abdominal region may be at greater risk of hypertension, heart 
disease and DH than another individual with a greater amount of adipose 
tissue that is iocated predominantly in the gluteal-thigh area. 
(Kisselbah AH et al. Relation of body fat distribution to metabolic 
complication of obesity. J. Clin End Hetab: 54:254-260, 1982). 

28.2.l Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis 

To measure body composition (fat-free mass and body fatness) an 
inexpensive and fairly accurate method is Tetrapolar Bioelectric Body 
Im?edance Analysis (BIA) which estimates the total body water and the 
fat free mass. 

28.3 ~ 

The 
visit. 
at the 
annual 

BIA will 
Height, 
visit. 
visit, 

be done on each DCCT patient and can be done at any 
weight and hip and waist circumferences will be obtained 
If these body composition assessments are done at the 
the following sequence of events aiust be used: 

l) lipid blood specimens are drawn after overnight fast; 
2) a light meal is consumed; 
3) a two hour delay is necessary for the body to reequilibrate; 
4) the BIA performed; 
5) water loading 11'.ay commence for the four hour renal collection. 
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28.4 MEASURING AND 11.!CORDINC GUIDELINES 

All measurement 1hould be taken to the nearest unit as allowed on 
the Body Composition Form (114.1) After each measurement i1 taken, its 
value is recorded in the appropriate space. If a recorder is present, 
the recorder should repeat the value that was called aloud by the 
examiner. 

All measurements will be done twice. If the two measures differ by 
more than the recommended amount, two additional measures are taken and 
recorded. NOTE: A set of measurements is taken and then repeated. Do 
not take the same measure twice in a row. 

Recommended limits for difference between measures are: 

Weight: Within 200 grams 
Stature: Within 1.0 cm 
Waist Circumference: Within o.5 cm 
Hip Circumference: Within o.s cm 
BIA Reactance Within l ohm 
BIA Resistance Within 2 ohms 

28.5 WEICHT 

To minimize variabUity in the weight measurement, patients should 
be requested to wear lightweight clothing and to remove shoes before the· 
weight is taken. Other steps to consider to reduce variability are: 1) 
Ask the patient to empty his/her bladder (for non-CFR Visits) before 
weight is taken; 2) Schedule monthly appointments, as feasible, at 
approximately the same time of day; and 3) Encourage the patient to eat 
relatively the same volume of food at meals that precede an appointment. 
(For example, the patient should not skip breakfast--unless a fasting 
blood must be drawn--before one appointment, and then eat a large 
breakfast before the next appointment.) 

Ask the patient to stand in the center of the scale and not to touch 
or support themselves on anything. The patient should stand so that 
his/her weight is equally distributed on both feet. Two measures will 
be taken. The patient should step off the scale between measurements 
and the scale should be reset to zero. Repeated measurements should 
agree vi thin 200 grams. If they do not, two more measures should be 
taken and recorded. Check the scale at "O" to be sure it balances each 
morning. The scale should be left with the weights at zero when not in 
use. 
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28.6 STATURE 

Ask the patient to stand with his/her back against the stadiometer, 
with the heels together, and both heels touching or a minimal distance 
from tbe wall (no greater than the depth of the stadiometer). The back 
(scapula) and buttocks 1hould also be in contact with the board (See 
Figure l). 

Occasionally it will be impossible to position the patient'• heels, 
buttocks, scapula, and the back. of the head in one vertical plane 
against the board and 1till have him/her stand naturally and 
comfortably. His/her back may be arched due to the large size of the 
buttocks. If this occurs, move the patient forward and have only the 
buttocks and heels in contact with the board. 

Be sure that in this position the patient maintains erect posture, 
that is, no slouching. Heels should be together and the medial borders 
of the feet at an angle of 'bout 45 degrees, with the weight equally 
distributed and the head in the "Frankfort Horizontal Plane". This 
requires the subject to look straight ahead. A line running from the 
opening of the ear to the corner of the eye should be parallel to the 
floor. The movable headboard is brought down firmly on top of the head, 
It may be necessary, upon occasion, to remove or alter the hairdress of 
some of the patienta. This may be necessary for the headboard to 
maintain a right angle and to make contact with the top of the scalp. 

Have the patient inhale deeply, again not altering position by, for 
example, raising the heels off the floor. Stature is measured just 
before the patient exhales. The measurement is recorded to the nearest 
millimeter and agreement between measurements must be within 1.0 cm. 

28.7 CIRCUMFERENCE MEASUREMENTS 

Measurement of hip and waist circumferences will require two 
individuals. The measurements will be recorded on DCCT Form 114 (Body 
Composition), Two different waist references are to be used in the 
DCCT to provide maximum comparability to data published by other trials. 
All requested data should be provided, even for extremely obese 
individuals, 

Insulin can cause both atrophy and hyp"ertrophy of fat. Lipoat rophy 
is reported to be tbe more common of the two and is usually seen in 
children and young women. The areas affected show circumscribed 
depressions from the deep dermal and subcutaneous loss of fat. Insulin 
hypertrophy is less common and clinically resembles lipomas. It may be 
important for the analysis of the waist-to-hip ratio to know the extent 
of the prevalence of these two conditions. The assessment of the 
presence of lipohypertrophy or lipoatrophy affecting these measurements 
will be made most appropriately by a nurse or physician that has some 
experience with these conditions. 
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28.7.1 llatural Waist 

The subject wears little clothing so that the tape may be correctly 
positioned. The measurements should not be made over clothing. If 
clothing· must be worn, aubjects should undress to light underwear and 
wear only a cloth or paper smock during the measurement. The subject 
atands erect with the abdomen relaxed, the arms at the sides and the 
feet together. The measurer faces the subject and places an inelastic 
tape around the subject, in a horizontal plane, at the level of the 
natural waist, which ia the narrowest part of the torso, as seen fro~ 
the rear. An assistant ia needed to help position the tape in a 
horizontal plane. In some obese subjecta, it may be difficult to 
identify a waist narrowing. In auch cases, the smallest horizontal 
circumference should be measured in the area between the ribs and iliac 
crest. The measurement should be taken at the end of a normal 
expiration, without the tape compressing the skin. It is recorded to 
the nearest O.S cm, If patients are measured with a gown, it should be 
pulled tight so that landmarks are obvious. 

28.7.2 Iliac Crest Waist ------
The patient is in a standing pos1t1on, The patient is asked to hold 

up his/her gown. The examiner stands behind the patient and palpates 
the hip area for the right iliac crest. The examiner marks a horizontal 
line at the high point of the iliac crest and then crosses the line to 
indicate the midaxillary line of the body. The pants and underclothing 
of the patient must be lowered slightly for the examiner to palpate 
directly on the hip area for the iliac crest. The examiner then stands 
on the patient 1 11 right side and places the measuring tape around the 
trunk in a horizontal plane at the level marked on the right side of the 
trunk. The recorder walks around the patient to make sure that the tape 
is parallel to the floor and that the tape is snug, but does not 
compress the skin. The measurement is made at minimal respiration to 
the nearest O.S cm. If patients are measured with a gown, it should be 
pulled tight so that landmarks are obvious. 

28.7.3 Buttocks C!!.!,i) Circumference 

The subject should wear only nonrestrictive briefs or underwear, or 
light smock over underwear. The subject stands erect with arms at the 
sides and feet together. The measurer squats at the side of the subject 
so that the level of maximum extension of the buttocks can be seen. An 
inelastic tape is placed around the buttocks in a horizontal plane at 
this level without compressing the skin. An assistant is needed to help 
position the tape on the opposite side of the subject's body. The zero 
end of the tape should be below the measurement value, The tape is in 
contact with the skin but does not indent the soft tissues. The 
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measurement is recorded to the nearest 0.5 cm. If patients are measured 
with a gown, it should be pulled tight so that landmarks are obvious. 

28.8 BIOELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE ANALYSIS 

28.8.1 Equipment 

1. Impedance plethysmograph/monitor (RJL model 101) 
2. Biological emulator: 1 
3. Stainless steel rod electrodes: 4 (diameter: !/8th inch; 

length: 8 inches) 
4. Velcro straps: 4: (no metal clip or buckle; (2) length 24 

inches; (2) length 30 inches 
5. Velcro closures: 4 
6. Adhesive electrodes: 4 (RJL resting ECG electrodes ONLY 

- available through CoC) 
7. ECG gel/cream (Medi-Trace Conductivity Gel brand ONLY 

- available through CoC) 
8. Non-conductive table with pad 
9. Body weight scale 
10. Stadiometer 
11. Non-elastic tape measure 

28.8.2 Instructions to Patients 

All participants whose percent fat free mass will be assessed via 
BIA should receive the following instructions regarding the guidelines 
for body composition testing: 

1. Refrain from ingestion of alcohol or alcohol-containing beverages 
for 24 hours before scheduled testing. 

2. Participants should continue to participate in their usual 
activities before testing. However, strenuous exercise, such as 
exercise classes or physical training, should be avoided during the 
24 hours preceding scheduled testing. Individuals who engage in 
physical labor as part of their usual employment should be tested, 
if possible, before participating in these activities. 

3. For patients regularly taking prescribed medication, the duration 
between taking the medication and testing should remain constant 
for repeated tests. 

4. If possible, a light meal should be consumed about 2 hours before 
testing. Patients should not abstain from food and water before 
testing. 
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5. Caffeine-containing beverages should be avoided for 2 hours before 
testing. 

6. If there is sweat accumulated on the skin, or the patient has a 
fever, the testing should be rescheduled. 

7. The patient should be tested with this protocol prior to commencing 
the water loading if done oa the day that a 4-hour renal collection 
is scheduled. 

8. If a woman is pregnant the study should be postponed until after 
delivery. 

28.8.3 Testing Protocol 

1. On each testing date, before the first patient is measured, the 
biological emulator is measured and the measurements are recorded 
on the data sheet. If readings are not within the tolerance listed 
(2 ohms for resistance and 3 ohms for reactance) the test should be. 
rescheduled. 

2. Standing height and body weight are measured and recorded for each 
patient. 

Hip and waist (natural and iliac) circumferences should .be measured 
and recorded. 

3. Patient is informed about how the measuremE!nts will be performed 
and then is asked to remove shoes and socks and clothing covering 
the knees and elbow. No jewelry other than rings should be worn. 
Insulin pumps may remain in place but should be laid away from 
electrodes. 

4. Patient is positioned supine on the testing table. Patient should 
not be leaning to one side or overhang the table in any direction, 

5. Adhesive, current-inducing spot electrodes are placed medially at 
the distal metacarpals of each hand and the distal metatarsals of 
each foot. The electrodes are taken from the package, cut in half 
longitudinally and then attached with the tab placed laterally. 

6. The ECG conductive cream is applied in an even distribution along 
two thirds of the length of one rod electrode. 

7. The patient is asked to abduct one arm from the torso and to extend 
the arm. The rod electrode is then placed horizontally along the 
natural fold of the elbow joint. Approximately one inch of the rod 
should extend from the medial aspect of the elbow joint; a larger 
extension of the rod should be present on the lateral aspect of the 
elbow joint. The electrode should be slowly moved (twisted) into 
this position to insure complete and proper contact of the ECG 
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cream with the skin. The electrode is held in place with a Velcro 
strap. (See Figures 2 and 3). 

8. The portion of the electrode between the elbow and the torso is 
· placed into the sewn loop 011 one end of the strap. The strap is 

then placed behind the elbow, wrapped over the lateral extension of 
the electrode· then returned to the loop attachment where a Velcro 
closure is used to secure the strap snugly in place. 

9. Another rod electrode ii prepared and positioned at the 
contralateral elbow in the same fashion as described. 

10. After the electrodes have been positioned on both arms, ask the 
patient to extend each elbow and to position each arm with the palm 
of the hand on the table. Extend the thumb of each hand and allow 
the thumb to touch the lateral aspect of the adjacent thigh. Flex 
the thumb so it returns adjacent to the fingers. During the 
impedance measurements, the thumb should not touch the thigh nor 
should the electrode touch the torso. 

11. Prepare another rod electrode as described in 16. The patient is 
asked to flex one knee up from the table. The electrode is placed 
behind the knee along the natural fold in the popliteal fossa. 
Extend about one inch of electrode medially. Attach the Velcro 
strap similarly as described in 18. (See Figures 4 and 5). 

12. Repeat the rod electrode placement for the contralateral knee. 

13. Ask the patient to extend both knees, relax and lie quietly. The 
legs should be separated with no skin contact between them. The 
rod electrodes placed at the knees should not touch. 

14. Identify the two pairs 
impedance plethysmograph. 
the alligator clip with 
electrode on one foot and 
lateral projection of _the 
leg. {See Figure 6). 

of electrode leads exiting from the 
With one pair of electrode leads, attach 
the black connector to the adhesive 
the clip with the red connector to the 
rod electrode at the knee of the same 

15. With the other pair of electrode leads, attach the clip with the 
black connector to the adhesive electrode on one hand then attach · 
the clip with the red connector to the lateral projection of the 
rod electrode at the elbow of the same arm. 

16. Before the impedance data are collected, ask the patient to relu: 
and lie quietly, not to move his/her head to watch, or move arms or 
legs. IT IS IMPORTANT that the patient lie level and still. 
Determine the resistance (R) and reactance (Xe) values by moving 
the switch on the impedance monitor, then record the values on the 
data sheet for this electrode placement. 

17. Repeat this electrode attachment process until measurements have 
bee made and recorded with electrodes placed on the right arm and 
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right leg, left arm and left leg, right arm and left leg, and left 
arm and right leg. 

18. Remove each electrode and wipe off the ECG cream with a tissue. 

19. The rod electrodes should be wiped off with alcohol pads after each 
~se. These electrodes are reusable. 

28.9 C!RTIPICATIOH 

The Body Composition protocol is designed to be performed by DCCT 
dietitians who have been trained and certified in the procedures. It is 
recognized that this is a completely different data collection activity 
than the usual DCCT dietary data collection. Clinical center personnel 
need to be certified in the measurement of hip and waist circumferences 
and in the use of the BIA machines. 

Each dietitian who will perform the procedures on DCCT patients must 
submit a completed Body Composition Measurements (DCCT Form 114) -
Certification Version form to the Coordinating Center for evaluation and 
approval. All information requested on the form should be provided 
including first and second measurements of all circumferences and BIA 
data. Third and fourth measurements should be made if initial 
reproducibility criteria are not met. Values obtained for the emulator 
are also reported to the CoC. Once all measurements meet the predefined 
criteria, the CoC will send written notification to the Trial 
Coordinator and the certified personnel and measurements on DCCT 
patients may begin. 
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DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Initial Clinic Vl•lt 

M•rch 26, 19B7 
DCCT Farm 001.6 

P•g• I of 3 

Thi• far• la to ba cainplat•d •hanavar a patantl•I patlant flrat vl•lt• tha DCCT clinic. The far• aarva• aavaral purpa•••• 

I) It record• th• patient'• na ... addra•• and telephone number. 
Z) lndlvlduala •ha are obvlau•IY lnallglbla to participate In the atudy can be lnfor .. d of thla fact atralght-a•ay, aa that they 

need not be furthar evaluated. 
3) A record •Ill be kept of th• nulllbar of people •ha vlaltad your clinic, ho• they haard about th• atudy, and •hy varloua 

lndlvlduala ••r• found lnallglbla. Thi• lnfor .. tlan •Ill be u•aful In plannlng future racrult .. nt effort•. 

In coinplatlng thla far•, you .. Y check a ba• .. rkad "HOLD" •hlch Indicate• a condition haa bean found •hlch ... kaa the aubjact 
tainpararlly lnallglbla for the •tudy. In thl• caaa. you ahould continua the Interview ta ••• If there are any further raa•on• •hy 
th• aubjact cannot participate. If a bo• •Ith ""STOP" la checked, a condition h•• bean found which cau••• the patient to be 
par .. nantly lnallglbla to participate. But again, continua the lntarvl••· Wa are tntaraatad In collect Ing Information on all 
tntervl•••••· 

Whan you hava flnl•had ••king all of tha acraanlng quaatlon•, you ahould look ovar tha raaponaaa to••• If any STOP bo••• •are 
chackad. If •a, you •hauld ••plaln ta the aubjact •hy hal•h• wlll not be allglbla far the DCCT. If no STOP ba••• ••r• checked, but 
an• or R1Gra HOLD ba••• ••re, you •hould ••plain ta th• •ubjact why hal•h• I• tampar•rlly lnallglbla far the •tudy. 

Everyone •ho vl•lta a DCCT cllnlc I• a••lgnad a P•tlant ID NUlllbar. The five-digit Patient ID Nu.bar la alinply tha t•a-dlglt 
DCCT Cllnlc Nullltlar follD••d by a three-digit acc•••lan number. (Thu•, for ••ainpla, th• flrat patient vl•ltlng Clinic 15 •Ill hava 
ID Nulllbar 15001. The •acond patient vlaltlng thla clinic •Ill h•va ID Number 15002 even If the first patient had bean found 
ln•llglbla and •Ill not be p•rtlclpattng.) Whan a patient I• tran•farrad from an• DCCT clinic to another, the patient rat•ln• his 
arlglnal 10 Nu.bar. Thia •craanlng for• I• not to be uaad for tr•nsf•rrad patlant•1 For• 039, Notification of Clinic Tranafar. 
•hauld have bean COlllPl•t•d by the Cllnlc Coordinator at the P•tlant"• pr•vlau• cllnlc. 

E•ch lntarvl•••• la a••lgnad another Identifier In addition ta Iha Patient ID Number. Thia •acand Identifier co111prl••• th• 
patient"• flr•t, •lddla and la•t lnltlal•. If the patient has no •lddl• name or Initial, an "X" I• u•ed ••the •lddla Initial. The 
lnltlal• Identifier, once datar•lnad, la never changed, although the patient ,..Y change hlalh•r name during the cour•• of th• •tudy. 

In the avant that the pattant I• being ra•craanad, I.a., ••• acraanad once before and •a• found lnallglbl• at that time, the 
Patient"• ID Nullltlar .u•t be changed and hl•/har Initials may be changed. 

Sand the original• (•hlta caplaa) of page• Zand 3 of thla farm ta the DCCT Coordinating Canter In th• •••kly farm• malling. 
K••P page I and th• yellow capl•• of p•g•• Zand 3 In the clinic fllaa. 

A. SUBJECT'S NAME, ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE NUMBER 

Mr, 
I. Subject'• n ... , M•. 

Mr•. 
Mia• 

2. Subject'• addr•••• 

3. Subject'• home phone numbar1 

City 

Flr•t-Na- illddl• lnlt {al 

Number and Streat 

State Dr-ProYtnce 

Area Coda and Nulllbar 

Laat Name 

Zip Cade 



Petlent ID 

8. PATIENT IDENTIFICATION 

I. Enter the Cllnlc Humber1 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Enter the Pet lent ID Nulllber1 
(If petlent le being reeterted, 
u•• ne•t evellebl• 10) 

Enter the Petlent'• lnltlel•1 
(Flrat, Mlddl• or ·x•, Le•t) 

Enter todey'• dete1 
Month Dey -Ye;;: 

C. SCREENING QUESTIONS 

CJ 

I. Ho• did the aubject learn of the Olebetea Control 
end Compllcetlon• Trl•17 (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY1 
SPECIFY ON THE LINE PROVIDED) 

e) Local chepter of A.,.rlcen Dlebet•• A••oclatlon 

b) Locel chepter of Juvenile Olebetea Foundetlon 

c) Advertlaement In n••apaper 

d) Advertl••m•nt In ,..ga&lne/Journal 

•) Article In n•••P•P•r or Journal 

f) Radio or televlalon announce .. nt 

gl Poater at health care center 

hi Referred by private phyal~l•n 

I) Contected by OCCT clinic peraonnel 

J) Other •ource1 

Spec lfy 1 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

2. Wea the subject referred to your cllnlcal 
c•nt•r via tha lnteractlv• t•lephOn• tech
nology (I.e., acr••n•d by the 800 number)? 

No Yes 
I) ( 2) 

3. What I• tha aubject'• gender? 

4•1 When ••• the •ubjact born? 

b) What la th• aubjecl'• age? 

c) If 40 year• old or older, check here1 

d) If •••• than IJ yeara old, check here1 

.J 

Mala 
female 

I) 
2) 

__ l __ I __ 
Month Oey Veer 

Veari 

STOP 
( I) 

HOLD 
( 11 

OCCT form 001.6 Page 2 of J 

Se) Hes lh• aubject been diagnosed as 
having lnaulln-dependent dlabeles7 

b) If YES, ho• long ago did the aubject begin 
ualng lnaulln7 (If LESS THAN ONE YEAR, 
ENTER 00) 

No Vea 
STOP 
( I) ( 2) 

veara 

c) Month and year begen u•lng lnaulln 
Month Year 

d) If more then 16 yeera ego, check h•r•1 

el If I••• then one yeer ego, chack here1 

6. Do•• the aubject plen a permenent 
lllOve outalde of Horth Amerlce? 

1. An•••r thla queatlon If the petlent la femele. 

e) la the aubject pregnent7 

b) Doea the petlent plen 
or dastre to became 
pragnent •lthln the 
neat two years? 

c) When la the baby due? 

Ho 

( I) 

Yea 
STOP 
( 2) 

STOP 
( I) 

HOLD 
( I) 

Ho Yes 
STOP 

I) ( 2) 

No 

r 
Yea 
HOLD 
( 2) 

I 
I 
I 
I 

I 
~~~~~~~~' 

8. Hea the aubject ever used an lnaulln 
tnfuston pump far more then four •aeka 
at a ttma for a reaaon other than to 
~anaga an t11ness or to datermtne 
optima! blood glucose control7 
(for a female subject •ho used the 
lnsulln pump during pregnancy or •hlle 
plannlng a pregnancy, and who •Ill have 
been using only one or two tnsultn 
tnJacttons per day for at least one ye•r 
by the time of randomization, ans.er NO.) 

No Yea 
STOP 

( I) ( 2) 



P•tlent ID~~----~-

a. H•• th• aubJect •v•r ua•d thre• or •Dr• 
lnJ•ctlona of lnaulln-p•r d•y for inor• 
th•n four •••h• •t • tlm• for• re•aon 
other than to ... nage an tlln••• or 
determine optima! blood glucoa• control? 
(for • famal• •ubjact who u•ad thr•• or mora 
lnaulln Injections per day during pregnancy 
or •hll• pl•nnlng a preen•ncy, •nd •ho .111 
h•va b••n using only one or t•o Insulin 
lnJ•ctlon• per d•y for •t l•••t on• year 
by the time of rando•lz•tlon, ens•ar HO.) 

10. H•• the aubJ•ct'• •y•• ever 
received l•••r treetmant 
(photoco•gul•tlon)7 

11. During the P••t ye•r. h•a the aubJ•ct h•d 
•ny chronic di••••• r•qulrlng, for more th•n 
• tot•I or four montha, • pr•acrlptlon 
.. dlc•tlon •hlCh la llatad •• •n 
••Cludlng medlc•tlon In T•bl• 8.6 
of th• M•nU81 of Op•r•tlona? 

12. Aak tha aubJact to llat any medlc•I 
problams •hlch h•/aha h•• oth•r th•n 
dl•b•t••· Do•• th• aubJact r•port • 
hlatory or • medlc•I condition •hlch 
mak•• hlm/h•r lnallglble7 (Se• 
Table 8.4 of the Manual of Operetlona) 

If YES, apeclfy medlcal conditions 

D. PREVIOUS SCREENING 

1. la tha p•tl•nt a "restart," I.a .• 
••• th• p•tlant pravloualy acr••n•d 
for allglblllty7 

2•) Pravloua ID Numbers 

NO 

( 1) 

No 

I) 

NO 

( 1) 

ND 

( 1) 

No 
( I) 

v •• 
STOP 
( 2) 

v •• 
STOP 
( 2) 

v •• 
STOP 
( 2) 

Vea 
STOP 
( 2) 

v •• 
( 2) 

I 
I 

b) Pravloua Initial•• _I 
3. Reaaon for not being enroll•ds 

Type or print nam• of p•raon compl•tlng thla forms 

I 

I 

I 

I 

DCCT Form 001.6 Paga 3 or 3 

e. CONCLUSION OP SCRRRNINO QURSTIONS 

I. la the.~ J•ct potantlally ellglbla Ho Vea 
•nd •Ill Ing to partlclp•t• at thla time? ( 1) ( 2) 

r SKIP QUESTIONS 2 and 31 ____ I 
2. Tha ••clualon d•clalon to not participate 

Is considered: 

Permanent ( 1) 

Temporary ( 2) 

3. Specify tha reaaon for lnallglblllty If a STOP 
or HOLD bo• has bean checked. (CHECK ALL THAT 
APPLY. IF ITEM (fl IS CHECKED, BRIEFLY STATE 
THE REASON, USING ONE BOX FOR EACH LETTER.) 

•l Moving away ( 1) 

b) Time commitment too er•at for petlent 
or famlly or other lncompatlble 
•Ith llfaatyla ( 1) 

cl Patient or family refuse• 
randomization or strongly 
pref•~• one tr••tment group ( 1) 

d) Lach of lntareat of patient or famlly ( 1) 

el Lach of suppor~ from famlly ( I) 

f) Other ( I) 

1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1 

1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1_1 

Cartlf lcatlon Number (If any) 
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DIABETES CONTROL AND COllPLICATIONS TRIAL 
Baaallna Madlcal Hlatory and Phyalcal Eaamlnatton 

March 26, 1987 
DCCT Form 002. 4 

Page I of 19 

Tha Baaaltna Medical Htatory and Phyatcal Eaamtnatlon ahould ba ona or tha flrat altgtblllty avaluatlona that a potential patient 
undergoaa. Prior to completing thta for•, the Initial Clinic Vlalt Form (OCCT Fonn 001) ahould have bean completed to e•cluda 
patlanta •ho are obvloualy lnallglble. 

In coinplatlng thla form, you .. Y Check a 
patient par.,.nently lnallglbla for the etudy. 
three Sactlona. If a STOP boa ta checked In 
complete Section L. 

boa ••rkad "STOP." Thie Indicate• that a condition haa been found •hlch makaa the 
Jf you chack a STOP bo• In Section• A-C of thla for•, continua to complete these 

any other Section of the form, you .. Y atop completing the for• at that point, but 

If e bo• ... rkad "HOLD" la checked, tha patient la teaoporartly lnallglbla for the atudy. Ona ahould continue to complete the form 
to ••• If tha patient la othar•I•• eligible, but the patlant cannot be randomlaed until or uni••• tha HOLD condition I• removed. 

If tha patient ta Judged tnallglble on the ba•I• of a finding during tha baaaltna hlatory and phyalcal, the raason(a) for 
aaclualon muat ba noted on tha Ellglblltty and Eaclualon Chackllat (OCCT For• 038). 

Tha ortglnal of thta form ahould ba aand to tha Coordinating Cantar tn tha •aakly forma malling. 
fllaa. 

Retain a 

A. IDENTIFYING INFORMATION 

I. Clinic N.,..,ar 

2. Patient 10 Number 

3. Patient'• lnltlala 

4. Data of Vlalt 
iOnih Dav ¥av 

9. OEllOGRAPHIC AND GENERAL INFORMATION 

la) Btrthdata1 
Moniii Dav -Vaar 

No Ya• 

bl la the patlant la•• than 13 yaara of aga7 I) 
HOLD 
( 2) 

STOP 
c) I• tha patient 40 yaara of age or oldar7 I) ( 21 

2. Saa 1 •••• I) 

Fa.,. la 2) 

3. Predominant Raca/Ethnlclty1 (CHECK ONLY ONE. 
SEE CHAPTER 8 OF THE MANUAL OF OPERATIONS) 

White, not of Hlapanlc Origin I) 

Black, not of Hlapantc Origin 2) 

Hhpanlc 3) 

Aatan or Paclf lc lalandar 4) 

American lndlan or Alaakan Nat Iva 5) 

4a) Marital atatu• of patlant1 
(CHECK ON1 V ONE) 

Navar .. rrlad 

Married or remarried 

Sapara tad 

Divorced 

Wldo•ad 

b) If .. rrlad, ho• .. ny tl .. •7 

c) If .. rrlad, ra,..rrlad, •aparatad, 
divorced, or •ldo•ad, ho• many year• 
alnca marital atatu• changaa7 

copy In the clinic 

I) 

2) 

31 

41 

5) 
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5. Occupation of patient and houlQlhold provldara1 (CHECK ONLY ONE BOX FOR EACH PERSON DESCRIBED. SEE CHAPTER 6 OF THE MANUAL OF 
OPERATIONS. IP THE PATIENT IS MARRIED. INDICATE THE OCCUPATION DP HIS/HER SPOUSE. IP NOT MARRIED AND IP LIVING WITH 
PARENT(S), INDICATE DCCUPATION(S) OF PARENT(S). IF LIVING WITH GUARDIAN OR FRIEND WHO PROVIDES ECONOMIC SUPPORT TO THE 
PATIENT'S HOUSEHOLD, 'INDICATE OCCUPATION OF GUARDIAN/FRIEND. ALWAYS INDICATE OCCUPATION OF PATIENT. IF ANY OF THESE ARE 
RETIRED OR CURRENTLY UNEMPLOYED, CHECK CATEGORY CORRESPONDING TO THE TYPE OF OCCUPATION WHICH THE INDIVIDUAL DID OR COULD DO; 
ALSO CHECK THE CORRESPONDING BOX MARKEO "UNEMPLOYED OR RETIRED.") 

Guardian/ 
Patlant Spou•• Mother Fathar Fr land 

a) Profeaalonal, technical, or al•llar •orker ( 1) ( I) ( I) ( 1) ( 1) 

Menagar, official, or proprietor ( 2) ( 2) ( 2) ( 2) ( 2) 

Crafta•an, rore .. n, or •l•llar •Orker ( 3) ( 3) ( 3) ( J) ( 3) 

Clerlcal or almllar •orker ( 4) ( 4) ( 4) ( 4) ( 4) 

Satea worker ( 5) ( S) ( SI ( 5) ( 5) 

Operative or almllar •orker ( 6) ( 6) ( 6) ( 6) ( 6) 

Servlca •Orker ( 7) ( 7) ( 7) ( 7) ( 7) 

Laborar ( 8) ( 8) ( 8) ( 8) ( Bl 

Farn1t1r ( 9) ( 9) ( 9) ( 9) ( 9) 

Ha••-ker ( 10) ( 10) ( ID) ( 10) ( 10) 

Stuaant ( II) ( II) ( II) ( 1 I) ( 11) 

Other Dr unknown ( 12) ( 12) ( 12) ( 12) ( 12) 

b) Unemplo,ed or retired ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( I) ( I) 

8. Educ•tlan of P•tlent •nd hau•ehald pravldara1 (CHECK HIGHEST COMPLETED BY EACH PERSON FOR WHOM OCCUPATION IN GIVEN IN QUESTION S) 

Guard I en/ 
Patient Spauaa llothar F•thar Friend 

Gr•du•t• achoo! ( I) ( I) ( 1) ( I) ( I) 

College greauate ( 2) ( 2) ( 2) ( 2) ( 2) 

Sa .. college or trade achaal ( 3) ( 3) ( 3) ( 3) ( 3) 

Secanaar, echaol graduate ( 4) ( 4) ( 4) ( 4) ( 4) 

So•• aeconaer, achoal ( S) ( 5) ( S) ( 5) ( S) 

Ela•enter, achoo! ( 6) ( 6) ( 6) ( 6) ( 6) 

None ( 7) ( 7) ( 7) ( 7) ( 7) 

Unknown I 8) ( 8) ( 8) ( 8) ( 8) 

.I 



Patient ID 

7•1 la the patient currently• etudent7 

b) If YES, note current level In achool1 

No 
( I) 

Vas 
( 2) 

If tn elementary or aecondery achool, grade: 

If In trade achool, year1 

If tn college, year1 

If tn graduate achool, year1 

8. I• the patient currently perttctpetlng 
In another medlcel atudy •hlch mey 
Interfere with hl•lher participation 
In the DCCT7 

g_ Doe• the patient have e •pou•e, chi Id, 
parent, •lbltng or hou••hold •ember 
participating In the DCCT In any cepeclty7 

10. Ha• the patient been treated for 
hyperten•lon et any time •lthln 
the P••t two yeer•7 

11•1 I• the patient currently taking 
any pre•crlbad .. dlcetlon7 

bl Has the patient required any prescribed 
medication for more then e total of 
four month• during the p••t year7 

cl If YES to either lie or lib, ere any of 
these madlcetton• llsted •• eacludlng 
one• In Chapter 8 of Iha Manuel of 
0perellon•7 

If YES, •P•clfy ell ••eluding .. dlcetlona: 

If NO, •pacify all non-e•cludlng medications: 

~ f 

No Vas 
HOLD 

( 11 ( 2) 

STOP 
( I) ( 2) 

HOLD 
I) ( 2) 

1) 2) 

( I) ( 2) 

STOP 
( I) ( 2) 

c. 
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DIABETES HI STORY 

la) Date patient first uninterruptedly 
began using Insulin (use beat estimate): 

If unknown. gtve ranger 

b) At the time of randomization, •Ill 
the patient have been using ln&ulln 
unlnterruptedly for leas than one yeer7 

c) At the time of randomization, •Ill 
the patient have bean using lnaulln 
uninterruptedly for more then 15 yeer•7 

2. Condit Iona. symptom• end clrcumatencea 
present at onaet1 (ANSWER EACH) 

Month Vear 

years ago 

No Vea 
HOLD 

( I) ( 2) 

STOP 
( I) ( 2) 

Absent 
•) Ketonurta ( I) 

Pr••ant 
( 2) 

Unkno•n 
( J) 

b) Suspected ketoacldo•I• 

c) Documented keta•ctdo•t• 

d) Other, spec lfy: 

J. Hes tha patient ever used 
oral hypoglycemlca7 

( I) 

( 1) 

( I) 

If YES, ll•t by date tho•• u•ed end doaa: 

2) 

:u 

2) 

J) 

3) 

J) 

No Vea 
( I) ( 2) 



( "-" 

Pat lent ID 

4. Haa th• p•tlunt av•r rucelvad treatmant 
for dlabet•a •Ith thrau or mor• dally 
tnjacttona of fn&ulln ar with an tnsulln 
Infusion pump (••capt for periods af l•a• 
th•n four week• to manag• an tntercurrent No 
llln••• or to dat•rmln• optlrnal blood 
gluca•• control or far • partad at l•••t 
ona yaar •ga far managamant of • pr•onancy)? ( I) 

5. Numbur of apt•ad•• af DKA r•qutrtng 
hospltatlaattan In P••t VEAR1 

6. Is the nulllb•r of aplsade• of DKA tn 
Na 

Quast ton 6 graatar than t•o? ( I) 

7. Nulllber af ha•pttallautlon• for hypaglyc•mla 
In P••t YEAR: (Hoapltaltaatton lmpllas 
overnight adml••lan ta tha haspltala an 
a ... rg•ncy ••rd visit that did not r•ault 
In ho•pltaltaatlon do•• not apply.) 

If any, glv• apeclflc rea•on•: 

8. Ho• ••ny time& during the paat YEAR did 
the patl•nt ••parlenca hypogtycamla of 
•uch aavarlty that the patlant 

a) lo•t conaclousne•• •lthout ••lzur• 

b) lo•t cansclou&ne•• •Ith ••lzur• 

9. How .. ny time• during th• past YEAR did 
th• patlant aaparlunc• hypoglycamta of 
•uch suvartty that the patient r•qulred 
profesalonal .,..dlcal assistance, Including 
placement of an IV or an Intravenous 
Injection of glucose? 

ID. Ha• many ti.,.• during th• past VEAR did the 
patlant ••parlance hypoglycemia of such 
&evartty •• to rel1utra the aaalatance of 
another peraon. auch aa for th• admlnlstra
t Ion af parantaral glucagon, but not requlra 
any ar the ••alatanca deacrlbad above? 

/ 

Vea 
STOP 

( 2) 

Yea 
STOP 
( 2) 
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ti. 

12. 

13. 

Ho• many times during the past YEAR did 
the patient ••perlence hVPoglycemla of 
auch severity aa to require the assistance 
of another person but did not require any 
of the help described above? 

HO• many tlm•• during th• P••• MONTH did 
the patient eaperlence hypoglycemla which 
•as mlld enough far the patient to treat 
hlmself/hers•lf7 

What la the total number af times EVER that 
the pa_t lent has laat cansclousneaa due to 
hypaglycemla7 (ESTIMATE) 

14. Has the patient e•perlenced mare than 
two hypoglycemic seizure• and/or coma 
during the paat t•o year•? 

15. Does the patient have a hlatory af 
recurrent hypoglycemic episodes 
resulting In cerebral Impairment 
(a.u .. com8, severe confusion, 
seizure) befor• th• development of 
warning •ymptama of hypoglycemia 
(e.g., ••~eaatve ••eating, 
tremor•. etc.)? 

Na Yes 
STOP 

( I) ( 2) 

No Yes 
STOP 

( I I ( 2) 
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Pat lent ID 

D. ROUTINE DIABETES CARE 

t. Routine lnaulln Therapy 

a) lndlcata type• or lnaulln uaed: 
(CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 

Convantlonal beet/pork 

Hlghly purified bear 

Hlghly purified pork 

Hu-n 

Othar1 apacltya 

b) Specify evaraga doaa In unit•: 
(If ZERO, ENTER 00) 

AMr Long-acting or Ultralante 

NPH or lent• 

Regular or Sarn1·-1ente 

PMa Long-acting or Ultralanta 

NPH or lent• 

Regular or Se•l-lante 

2. Rout Ina Olat 

•> Indicate type of diet follD••da (THE TYPE OF 
DIET ACTUALLY FOLLOWED, WHICH MAY OR MAY NOT 
BE THE SAME AS THAT PRESCRIBED) 

Unraatrctad (tree) 

Avoid •••eta 

E•changa or point ayat•• 

Grame, c•rbahydrat• or calorlc 

Other I •P•C tty I 

b) Ooaa th• patient'• currant diet 
Include a dally calorlc praacrlptton? 

c) If vES to b), enter 
calorlc preacrlptlonr 

-
No 

( I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

Yea 
( 2) 
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3. Glucose Monitoring 

a) On the average, ho• many tlmea par •eek 
doaa the patient monitor hla/her urine 
for glucoae7 (IF ZERO, WRITE 00) 

b) On the average, ho• many tlmea par •eek 
doaa the patient monitor hla/har blood 
for glucose? (IF ZERO, WRITE 00) 

c) Doe• the patient adjust hla/her 
tnaulln dose baaed on th• resulta 
of aelf blood glucose rnonltortng? 

4. Diabetes Care 

a) During the paat Y!AR, ho• many routine, 
scheduled PHYSICIAN contact• did the 
patient have for diabetes care? 

b) During the paat VEAR, ho• many routine, 
scheduled NURSE contact& did the 
patlant have ror dlabataa cara7 

c) During tha past YEAR, ho• many rout Ina, 
achadulad DIETITIAN contact& did the 
pattant hava for dlebetea care? 

No 
( I) 

d) Salting of dlabataa caraa (CHECK ONLY ONE) 

vaa 
( 2) 

Famlly practltlonar ( I) 

Padlatrlclan 

Dlabatologht 

Intern ht 

Othar 1 apac lfy: 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 



P•l lent ID 

E. GENERAL MEDICAL HISTORY 

I•) Do•• th• patient have any •llerel•• 
to medlcetlon57 

If YES, lt•t1 

b) Does th• p•ll•nl h•ve •ny 
•llery to fluor••c•tn7 

2. On the average, ho• many ••pfrtn
contalntng l•bl•t• or oth•r 
proataglandln Inhibitors do•• the 
pat tent use aach month7 
(IF NONE, ENTER 000) 

J. Do•• th• p•tl•nt have• hl•tory of 
drug. alcohol or subatance abuae 
during th• P••t f tve Y••r•7 

4. Do•• the patl•nt have• hl•tory of 
an endocrine dlaorder (otht1r than 
dl•betea, correct•d primary 
hypothyroldla•, or function•! 
menstrual dlaord•rs)7 

Spec lfy: 

) 

No 
( I) 

No Yea 
( I) ( 2) 

Yea 
( 2) 

Unkno•n 
( JI 

No Yea 
STOP 

( I) ( 2) 

NO Yea 
STOP 

( I) ( 2) 
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5. Does the P•tlent have any non-diabetic 
condition that potentlelly llmlts llfe 
e•pectancy or that Miii Interfere •Ith 
participation In the sludy7 

No Yes 
STOP 

( I) ( 2) 



\. 

Patient ID 

f. SllOMING HISTORY 

1. Ha• the patient ever amoked cigarette• 
or clgertlloe dally? 

If NO, eklp to Queetlon 8. 

a. Oo•• the p••••nt no• •-Ok• ctaarett•• 
or cigarillo•? 

If NO, aklp to Queatlon 4. 

J. On the average, ho• "'8ny cigarette• or 
cigarillo• a day doe• the patient 
no• •810ke7 

Cigarettes or cigarillo• per day; 

4e) Ho• long he• It been alnce the patient 
quit a1110klng cigarette• or clgerllloa? 

b) If the patient he• never qutt, check herer 

5. At •hat age did the patient flret 
become a dally cigarette or 
clgerlllo e...,ker7 

8. for ho• .,.ny •ontha (or yeera) 
altogether he• the patient quit 
••oklng cigarettes end clgerlllo• 
alnce he/aha flr•t started? 

7. On Iha average, ho• many cigarette• or 
cigarillo• a day did the patient a.aka 
during the period In hla/her llre when 
he/aha ••• amoklng the heevleat7 

Cigarette• or cluerllloe par day1 

8. Hee the patient aver emokad pipe• 
or cigar• dally? 

If NO, go to Section G. 

9. Doe• the patient no• emoke 
plpee or clgere7 

If NO, eklp to Queetlon II. 

10. On the average, ho• many plpefuls or 
cigar• a •••k doe• the patient no• amoke? 

Ptpeful• ar cigar• per •••k• 

Ho 
I I) 

Yes 
( 2) 

NO Vee 
( I) ( 2) 

v..r. .,;;;,;;; 
( I) 

Veere of age 

V.ar. 11Q,jahi 

No 
( I) 

Ho 
( I) 

Vee 
( 2) 

Vea 
( 2) 
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lie) Ho• long hes It been alnce the 
patient laat quit smoking pipes 
or clgera7 

b) If the patient hee never quit, check here1 

12. At whet age did the patient 
flret became a dally pipe or 
ctgar 5moker7 

IJ. for how many mantha (or yaare) 
altogether haa the patient quit 
amok Ing plpea end clgare alnce 
he/she flrat aterted7 

14. On the average, haw many plpefule 
or clgara a •eek did the patient 
amoke during the period In his/her 
Ille •hen he/she amoked the heavleat7 

Plpefula end clgere per weekr 

Years Months 

( I) 

Veara of age 

Y8ari M0nths 



Pat l•nt ID 

G. DRINKING HISTORY 

r·· 
' l J 

1. Haa th• p•tl•nt •v•r conaum•d •n •v•r•ge 
of •t lee•l one •lcohollc bev•r•ge per 
•••k far • period of on• y••r or more? 

If NO, go to S•cllon H. 

2. During th• P••t Y••r, h•• th• P•tl•nt 
· con•u•ed an aver•s• of at l•a•t one 

•lcohollc bever•ge P•r •••k7 

If NO, go to Qu••tlon 8. 

No 
( I) 

No 
( I) 

Yaa 
( 2) 

Ya• 
( 2) 

3. Ho• .. ny 12-oz. bottl•• of b••r (••eluding (A) 
"light" b•er) did th• p•tl•nt con•um• during 
th• P••t •even daya7 (IF THE PAST SEVEN DAYS 
WEAE ATYPICAL, CHARACTERIZE A TYPICAL WEEK.) Botti'is 

4. Ho• many 12-oz. bottle• of "light" be•r did (B) 
the P•tl•nt con•uma during th• pest aaven 
daya7 (IF THE PAST SEVEN DAYS WERE ATYPICAL, 
CHARACTERIZE A TYPICAL WEEK.) Botti'i• 

5. Ho• m•ny 4-o•. glaa•e• of •In• did the patient (Cl 
con•ume during the P••t ••v•n d•y•7 (If THE 
PAST SEVEN DAYS WERE ATYPICAL, CHARACTERIZE 
A TYPICAL WEEK.) Giisii• 

B. Ho• m•ny I 1/2-oz. ehot• of •tr•lght h•rd 
liquor •nd I 1/2-o•. ml••d drink• did the 
p•tl•nt con•u..,. during th• P••t ••van d•y•1 
(IF THE PAST SEVEN DAYS WERE ATYPICAL, 
CHARACTERIZE A TYPICAL WEEK.) 

7. Does the tot•I •mount of •lcohol consumed 
by the petl•nt In th• peat •even deya (OR 
IN A TYPICAL WEEK) e•Caed 560 gr8ma7 

U•e thle t•ble If n•c••••ry1 
AMOUNT II GRAMS 

(A) II 13 s 

(8) 

(C) 

(D) 

II 10 " 

II 12 • 

II 15 • 

TOTAL GRAMS OF 
ALCOHOL PEA WEEK 

8. Haa the patl•nt h•d p•rloda where his/her 
alcohol conaumptlon •••greater than •t 
ta no•7 

If NO, go to Section H, 

.J 

(D) 

Drinks 

No Yea 
HOLD 

( I) ( 2) 

No Yes 
( I) ( 2) 
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NOTE: Questions 9 through 14 refer to the period 
In the patient's llf• •hen hla/her •aakly alcohol 
con•umptlon •BS the haevla•t. Ask the patient to 
con•ld•r this p•rlod. 

8. On th• •v•r•g• during thl• p•rlod of h••vl••t 
alcohol consumption, ho• .. ny 12-oz. bottles 
of beer (a•cludlng "tight" bear) did the 
patient consume per •••k7 

10. On the average during thl• period, how 
many 12-oz. bottles of "'light" beer 
did the patient consume par •••k7 

II. On the •varage during this period, ho• 
many 4-oz. glasses of •Ina did th• 
patl•nt consume per •••k7 

12. On th• •v•r•e• during thl• period, ho• 
m•ny I 1/2-oa. ehot• of •tr•lght h•rd 
llquor or I 1/2-oa. ml••d drinks did the 
p•tlent consum• par •••k7 

13. Did the averag• amount of •lcohol 
consumed by the patient during thl• 
period ••caad 560 grams per •aak7 

14. 

U•• this t•bl• If nacaas•ry1 
AMOUNT II GA AMS 

(E) II IJ '" --
(F) -- )( 10 .. 

(G) x 12 " --
(H) )( 15 II 

TOTAL GRAMS OF 
ALCOHOL PEA WEEK 

If Question IJ Is anewerad YES, 
(I) did this period of heaviest alcohol 
consumption last for more than five yeare7 

(II) did thla period laat for at 
least one month end and laaa than 
five years ago? 

(El 

Bottliis 

(Fl 

Bott Ti• 

(G) 

GTii11iiia 

(H) 

Drtnks 

No Yea 
( I) ( 2) 

No 
( I) 

Yea 
( 2) 

No Vas 
STOP 

( I) ( 2) 



P•ttent ID~~~~~~~~-

H. EXERCISE AND ACTIVITY 

I. Which or th• followlng beat deacrlbe• the 
p•ll•nt•• l•v•I of •ctlvlty on th• Job, 
at school or. for homemaker•. •n homemak•ng7 

Sedent•rv (•uch •• off lc• work with occ•alon•I 
lnter-orrlc• ••lklng, •le.; •.g. aecretery) 

Moder•te Activity (requlr•• con•lderabla, but not 
const•nt, llftlng, ••lklng, bending, pulllng, etc.; 
e.g .• ho ... 1119k•r with femlly •nd without domestic 
e•sl•t•nca1 pollcam•n1 atudent taking physlcal 
education cour••I 

Str•nuou• Activity (r•qulr•• •lmoat conatant llftlng, 
b•ndlng, pull Ing, acrubb•ne. etc. 1 •·U·, furniture 
•Ov•r1 he•vy dom••tlc work) 

2. During the peat aev•n day•, ho• 1119ny hours •nd minutes did 
th• patient spend In the followlng types or lelaur• tlm• 
actlvltl••7 (If THE PAST SEVEN DAYS WERE ATYPICAL, 
CHARACTERIZE A TYPICAL WEEK.) 

~ ' 

Light Activity 
(E•amples, bllllerda1 bowl Ing; bal I room dancing; 
golf with pow•r cart1 non-competitive vol leyb•ll.) 

Moderat• Activity 
(Thi• lev•I I• 1119rked by •oda•t lncraa••• In heart 
rate and br••thlng. Mo•t healthy lndlvldu•I• find 
th••• •ctlvltl•• comfort•bl• •nd can continue them 
for a fa• hour• without undue fatlgu•. E•emplea: 
lelaura cycling (5.5 mph)1 frlabee playlng; hor•eback 
riding, s•lllng1 t•ble tennl•1 croquet1 golf •lthout 
po•er cart.) 

Hard Activity 
(Wh•n •••rclalng et thl• lntan•lty most people wlll 
h•~• notlc••ble Iner••••• In br••thlng and •Ill llkely 
peraplr•. Moat untr•lned p•ople could not •••rclae 
at thl• Intensity •lthout taking frequent rest perloda. 
E•11mples1 cycllng (9.4 mph); half-court beaketbal I; 
••tar &kllng; downhtll •kllng1 karate or Judo; doubles 
tennla; roller akatlng; gymnastics.) 

Vary Hard Activity 
(Include• etrenuou• aport• lnvolvlng a lot of movement 
or running. Only e wall-trained lndlvlduel can perform 
at thl• Intensity for ••tended period• of time. 
E•emplea1 racing cycllng; football; full-court basketball; 
r•pld marching; squash, continuous. moderate to fast 
••hnmlng1 rope Jumping, cross-country skiing; crosa-country 
running; slngles tennla1 fleld hockey.) 
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( I) 

( 2) 

( 3) 

Hours MTilute• 

Hours MTilut.a 

Houri M"'i"nutas 

Hours MTilutes 
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I. FAMILY MEDICAL HISTORY 

I. Number of p•raona '.'vlng In the petl•nt'a houaehold: (INCLUDE THE PATIENT) 

2. Dlebetlc hlatory of petl•nt'• blood-rel•t•d p•r•ntaa 
If DIABETIC, TREATED 

DIABETIC? WITH INSULIN? 

F•thera 

Mother a 

No 

I) 

I) 

Vea 

2) 

2) 

Unknown 

3) 

3) 

Ho 

I) 

I) 

v •• 

2) 

2) 

3. Dl•b•tlc hl•tory of p•tlent'• blood-rel•t•d albllngaa 

•)Ho• ,..ny •lbllnga doea/dld th• p•tlent h•v•7 

Unkno•n 

3) 

3) 

IF DIABETIC, ENTER ESTIMATED 
AGE AT LNSET. IF AGE AT ONSET 
WAS LESS THAN I VEAR, ENTER 01. 
IF UNKNOWN, ENTER OD. 

If none, enter DO •nd go to Qu•atlon 4. If unknown (auch •• If •dopted), enter 99 •nd go to Queatlon 4, 

b) Ho• .,..ny of th••• •r•lw•r• known to b• dl•b•llc7 

If none, enter 00. If unknown, enter 99. 
If •ny, compl•t• the follo•lng for th••• dl•betlc albllnga1 

ESTIMATED AGE AT ONSET. IF 
TREATED WITH INSULIN? UNKNOWN, ENTER 00. If LESS THAN 
No v •• Unkno•n ONE YEAR, ENTER 01. 

Old••l dl•betlc albllnga I) ( 2) ( 3) 

2nd oldeat1 I) ( 2) ( 3) 

3rd oldeata I) ( 2) ( 3) 

4. Dl•b•tlc hlatory of p•tlent'• blood-related children: 

•)Ho• m•ny children doaa/dld the p•tlent h•ve7 

If none, enter DO and go to Question 5. 

b) Ho• meny of th••• •ralw•r• known to be diabetic? 

If none, enter DD. 
If •ny, coanpl•t• the follo•lng for th••• dl•b•tlc chlldr•n1 

ESTIMATED AGE AT ONSET. IF 
TREATED WITH INSULIN? UNKNOWN, ENTER 00. IF LESS THAN 
No Yes Unknown ONE VEAR, ENTER 01. 

Old••t dl•b•tlc chlldi I) ( 2) ( 3) 

2nd olde•t a I) ( 2) ( 3) 

3rd old••t a I) ( 2) ( 3) 

5. If •parent or albllng I• dece•aed, specify relation to patlant and relatlve'a c•use of death and age at death: 

j 



P•tlant ID 

6. la there 8 t•mlly hlatory of dl&B8BBB of the follo•lng typea7 
(Conaldar p•rants, gr•ndparants, albllngs, chltdren) 

Par•nta Grandparent a 

Un- Un-
Va• No kno111n Va& No kno•n 

•) H)lparten5lon ( I) C 2 I ( 3) ( I) I 2) ( 3) 

b) llyocardlal 
lnf•rctlon ( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

(I) If VES, before 
•u• 407 ( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( I) ( 2) I 3) 

(II) If VES to (I), 
In a diabetic 
paraon7 ( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

c) Autot-..na 
endocrine dis•••• I I) ( 2) ( 3) ( I) ( 2) I 3l 

d) Serious •Y• di••••• 
or bl lndnea• ( I) ( 2) I 3) ( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

If VES, due to dl8bataa7 ( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

a) Ran•l dlaa••• ( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

If VES, due to diabetes? ( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

fl Paychl•trtc dleordera ( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

g) Heurologlc dl&e••• ( II ( 2) ( J) ( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

If VES, due to dl•balaa7 ( I) ( 2) ( 31 ( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

h) Hyperllpldeml• ( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

. , ' 

r· 

' 
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Stbl tng• Cht tdran 

Hot Hot 
Un- Appl tc- Un- Appl le-

Vas No known able Va& No kno111n •bte 

I I) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) 

I I) I 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( I) ( 2) ( 3) I 4) 

( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) 

( I) ( 21 I 3) I 41 I I) I 21 ( 3) I 4) 

( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) 

( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) 

( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) 

( I) ( 2) ( J) ( 4) ( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) 

( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) 

( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( I) ( 2) ( J) ( 4) 

I I) ( 2) ( 31 ( 4) ( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) 

( I) ( 21 ( 3) ( 4) ( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) 

( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) 



~. 
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J, REVIEW DF SYSTEMS 

The Ravia• of Syatama ·covara many of the a•clualon criteria I lated In Ch•ptar 8 of the M•nu•I of Operatlona. Other e•clualon 
crltarl• a•l•t, •nd the cllnlcl•n ahould queatlon th• patient concerning •.11 the a•clualon crltarl•. In addition, for each of the 
follo•lng catagorla•, the quaatlon I• ••kad •hather the Principe! lnvaatlg•tor chooses to exercise hla/her right to ••elude tha 
p•tlant bac•u•• the patl•nt ha•• m•dlc•I condition •hlch may algnlflcantly Interfere •Ith the patient'• partlclp•tlon In the DCCT, 
but la not llatad ••an a•clualon criterion In the Protocol or Manual or la not listed bolo• aa a STOP condition. 

I. SKIN 

•I Doaa the P•tlant h•va a hlatory 
of any of tha follo•lng7 

Eruptive 1anthomm 

Kanthalaama 

Nacrobloala 

Shin •pot (diabetic darmop•thy) 

b) Other algnlflcant akin condition? 

If YES. apac lfy I 

cl Will the patient ba a•cludad on the 
b•ala of • akin condition? 

2. MUSCULOSKELETAL 

) 

•I Doaa tha P•tl•nt hav• • hlatory of 
•ny of the follo•lng7 

Arthrltla 

Muscle pain or •••knees 

b) Oth•r algnlflc•nt muaculoskalal•I 
condlt lon7 

If YES, apaclfy1 

cl Wiii the patient ba a•cludad on the 
ba•I• or a musculoakalatal condition? 

No Yea 

I) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

No Vas 
STOP 

( 1) ( 2) 

No Vas 

I) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

( I) ( 21 

No \'es 
STOP 

( I) ( 2) 

3, EK TR EMIT I ES 

a) Doea the patient have a hlatory of 
any of the follo•lng7 

Gangrene 

Amputation 

Ulcers 

Cal lul Ith 

Charcot Joint• 

b) Other slgnlf lcant conditions 
of the a1tramltla•7 

If YES, apaclfy1 

cl Wiii the patient ba ••eluded on the 
basis of a condition of the aatramltlas 
(other than the I lated STOPa)7 

4~ EYES 

•) Doaa the patient h•va a history 
of any of the follo•lng7 

Severa myopl• 

ND Vos 
STOP 

I) ( 2) 

STOP 
I) ( 2) 

I) 

l) 

l) 

I) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

ND Vas 
STOP 

( I) ( 2) 

No Yea 

( I) ( 2) 

IF YES, CONSIDER PERFORMING THE OPHTHALMIC EKAMIN
ATION EARLY IN THE ELIGIBILITY SCREENING PROGRAM 

ND Vas 
Abnormal color vision ( I) ( 2) 

IF YES, NOTE THAT THIS MAY INTERFERE WITH THE 
PATIENT'S USE OF THE GLUCOSE-INDICATING STRIPS. 

Ho Vas 

Photocoagulatlon 
STOP 

( I) ( 2) 

STOP 
Aphakla (c•taract extraction) ( I) ( 2) 

STOP 
Glaucoma requiring medication ( I) ( 2) 



Petlent ID~~~~~~~~ 

4. EVES (Continued) 

b) Other •lgnlflcent eye pethology7 

If YES, •pectfy1 

cl Wiii the pettent b• ••eluded on 
the beal• of en eye pethology 
(other then the I lated STDP•l7 

5. EARS, HOSE, MOUTH AND NECK 

el Does the pet tent h•v• a hletory of 
any elgnlf lcent pathology of the 
ears. nose. mouth or neck7 

If VES, •P•ctfy1 

b) Wiii the patient be ••eluded on the 
beat• of an ••r. noa•. mtauth ar 
neck p•thologlf7 

6. AESPIAATORV 

e) Does the petlent heve • hl•tory of 
•nlf •lgnlf lc•nt r•~plretory p•thology7 

If YES, •peclfy1 

b) Wiii th• petlent be ••eluded on the 
b••I• of • reapfretorlf pethology? 

1. CAADIOVASCULAA 

a) Does the pettent h•v• • history of 
•"If of the foflo•fng? 

Hypertenalon, treeted, but not 
•lthtn paat 2 yeera 

Hyp•rtenaton, untreat•d 

No Ye11 
( I) ( 2) 

No Yea 
STOP 

( I) ( 2) 

No 
( I) 

Yell 
( 2) 

STOP 
( I) ( 21 

No 
( I) 

Yea 
( 2) 

STOP 
( I) ( 2) 

No 
( I) 

I) 

Yea 
( 2) 

2) 
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1. CARDIOVASCULAR (Continued) 

ALERT1 A patient may be ••eluded an the 
beala of a high blood pressure. See 
Section G: phyalcel E••mlnatlan. 

Hypertension, treated •lthtn 
past 2 yeera 

Angina 

Congestive heart fat lure 

Myacerdlel fnferctfon 

Caronery heert disease 

Perlph•rel vesculer di••••• 

Arrhythmle requiring treatment 

Trenalent lachemlc ettacka 

Atherathrombotlc brain Infarction 

Palpltatlan• or other errhythmte 
not requiring medication 

Heart murmur 

Intermittent claudlcatlon 

Treatment far hyparllpldemle 
not due to IDDM 

b) Other algnlf lcant cardloveaculer 
Condit Ian? 

If YES, apeclfy1 

c) Wiii the patient be ••eluded on the 
basla of a cardlovascular condition 
(other then the I lated STOPs)7 

Na Vea 
HOLD 

( 1) ( 2) 

STOP 
I) ( 2) 

STOP 
1) ( 2) 

STOP 
( 1) ( 2) 

STOP 
I) ( 2) 

STOP 
( I) ( 2) 

STOP 
1) ( 2) 

I) 
STOP 
( 2) 

STOP 
I) ( 2) 

I) 

I) 

2) 

2) 

STOP 
( I) ( 2) 

1) 

( I) 

STOP 
( 2) 

( 2) 

STOP 
( I) ( 2) 



P•tl•nt ID 

8. GASTROINTESTINAL 

•) Ooaa th• p•tl•nt hav• • hletory 
of •ny of th• fol·lowlng7 

Llv•r di•••••· J•undlc• 

If YES, la It •chronic condition? 

P•ncr••tltle 

If YES, le It • chronic condition? 

bl Other elgnlflcent g••trolnte•tlnel 
condlt Ion? 

If YES, •pee lfy 1 

cl Wiii th• p•tlent ba ••eluded on the 
b••I• of • g•atrolnteatlnel condition 
(other th•n the ll•tad STOP•)? 

9. GENITOURINARY 

Note th•t the p•tlent may be eacluded 
depending on the eavarlty of eny pra
e• lat Ing nondlebetlc kidney dlaaeaa. 

el Doee the petlant have e hletory of 
eny of the followlng7 

,I 

DI•••••• of the upper'urln•ry tr•ct 
(e.g., kldn•y celcull, renal 
congenlt•I •bnorm•lltlee, 
py•lonephrltl•, etc.) 

If YES, (I) •pecHy1 

(II) h•• thla been• chronic problem 
requiring treatment? 

(Ill) how h•a thla been documented? 

No Ya• 
( I I ( 2) 

STOP 
I) ( 2) 

I I ( 2 I 

STOP 
I I ( 2 I 

( I) ( 2) 

No Vas 
STOP 

( I) ( 2) 

No 
( I) 

No 
( 1) 

Yea 
( 2) 

Ye• 
( 2) 
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g_ GENITOURINARY (Continued) 

Dtseasea of the lower urinary tract 
(e.g., cyatltla, gonorrhea, 
congenital •bnormalltlas, ate.) 

If YES, (I) ep•clfy1 

(Ill h•• thle be•n •chronic 
problem requiring tre•tment7 

Femlly hletory of urln•ry tract 
dlaeeses (e.g., Alport's, polycyetlc 
kidney, etc.) 

" YES, 11peclfy1 

Dia••••• of the genltel tract 
(e.g .• absence of one teatlcle. 
testlculer atrophy (mumps), 
~•n•reel dleeaae•, etc.) 

If YES, epeclfy1 

Kidney or bl•dder Infection 
requiring entlblotlcs 

If YES, specify numbers of 
Infections ever: 

Kidney 

Bl•ddar 

Both or Uncerteln 

bl Wiii the patient be eacluded on 
the besla of e genitourinary 
condlt Ion? 

No 
( I) 

Yes 
( 2) 

( I I ( 2) 

( I) ( 21 

( I) ( 2 I 

( I) ( 2) 

No Yee 
STOP 

( I) ( 2 I 
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10. NEUAOLOGIC Ho Vas 
a) Othar •lgnlflcant naurologlc condition? ( 1) ( 2) 

a) Doaa the patient have a history 
of any of tha fol lo•lng7 If YES, specify: 

Severa •ymptomatlc Ho Vas 
perlpharal neuropathy ( 1) ( 2) 

f) WI II tha patient be ••eluded on the 
Salzuras ( I) ( 2) bssl• of a neurologlc condition Ho Vea 

(other then th• I lated ST0Pa)7 ( 1) ( 2) 
Not 
Appl le- 11. PSYCHIATRIC 

Impotence (p•ychogenlc, able 
endocrine, other) ( I) ( 2) ( 3) al Doe• tha pattant have e hlatory 

of any of tha fol lo•lng7 
If YES, •peclfy1 

Nervauaneaa or •n•lety ( I) ( 2) 

Unrassonabla fear• ( I) ( 2) 

b) I• tha patlant currantly No Vas Eating disturbance ( 1) ( 2) 
ualng autono•lc nervou• STOP 
eyatem drugs? ( I) ( 2) Affactlve dlaordar ( 1) ( 2) 

If YES. llst1 Suicide attampt ( 1) ( 2) 

Criminal conduct ( 1) ( 2) 

Psychiatric hoapltallzatlon or 
c) In tha paat v••r. h•• the outpatient psychiatric tr••tment 

patlant ever eapertanc•d •ht ch Included the uae of 
dl1:1lneaa, llghthaadadnea• tranquilizers such as phanothlazlnes ( I) ( 2) 
or los• of conactouanaaa 
upon •landing up (not due No Vea bl Other algnlf lcant psychiatric condition? ( 1) ( 2) 

to hypoglycamla)7 ( I) ( 2) 
If YES, spec If y' 

d) In the paet W'•ar, ha• Iha patlant 
ever taken 1b8dlcatton for dtzzlneas, 
llghthasdedness or lo•• of con- No Vas 
•clou•n•a• upon standing up (not STOP I Ho Vas 
dua to hypoglycemls)7 ( I) ( 2) c) Wll 1 the patient be &•eluded on tha STOP 

basis of a psychiatric condition? ( 1) ( 2) 
If YES, I lat mad I cat Ion taken 
and uae dur•tlona 

' . 



P•t l•nt ID 

12. fEMALE/REPRDDUCTIVE 
(SKIP TD QUESTION 13 If THE PATIENT IS MALE) 

al Does tha patient have • hl•torv 
of anv of the follo•lng7 

Nodule• In breast 

Breast c•nc•r 

Breeat dlecherge 

Irregular ••n••• 

Oyam•norrh•• 

Veglnltla 

bl Other •lgnlflcant gvnecologlc 
condlt Ion? 

If VES, apec lfv: 

c) If not .,.nstruattng •lthln laat 
thr•• montha, check here1 

If menstruating, enter date of start 
of last •anetruel perlod1 

No Vas 

I) ( 2) 

STOP 
I) ( 2) 

1) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

I) ( 2) 

( I) 

Month Day Vear 

' I I 

r 
'· 

d) Number of pregn•ncl••• 

•I Number of I Ive birth•.• 

f) Hea the p•tlent ever uaed 
oral contraceptlvaa7 

) 

If VES, (I) apactfv typa 
or drug end u•• durattan1 

(It) I• the patlant currently 
using oral contraceptives? 

No 
( I) 

No 
( I) 

Vea 
( 2) 

Vea 
( 2) 
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g) Doea the patient uae anv other 
form of birth control? 

If VES, 11paclfv: 

h) Wiii the patient be ••eluded on the 
baala of a ovnacologlc condition 
(other than the I lated STOP)? 

13. OTHER 

a) Doaa the patient have • history 
of any of the follo•lng7 

Hypothyroid lam 

If VES, •aa It treated? 

Connecttve ttaaue dtaeaae 
(polvartarltla, SLE, 
acleroderm•. rheumatotd 
arthrlt Isl 

If VES. •P•C lfy I 

Blood di•••••• (monoclonal 
galhllopathy, multlpla mvaloma, 
pernicious anemia, sickle 
call anemia) 

Gaatrlc surgery (phloroplaaty, 
vagotomv. Blllroth 1111) 

If VES. 11paclfy1 

b) Does the patient have • history of any 
madtcal condttton other than those 
llstad above for •htch ha/aha •Ill 
be eacludad7 

If VES, 11pec lfy 1 

No Vas 
( I) ( 2) 

No Vea 
STOP 

( I) ( 2) 

No 
( I) 

I) 

Vee 
( 2) 

2) 

No Vee 
STOP 

( I) ( 2) 

No Vas 
STOP 

( I) ( 2) 

( I) ( 2) 

No Vee 
STOP 

( I) ( 2) 



Patient ID 

K, PHYSICAL EXAMINATION 

I. Date of phyalcal ••amtnatlon 
lionth~Day -Vear 

2. VITAL SlliNS 

a) Sitting Blood Preaaura1 (RIGHT ARM AT LEVEL OF 
HEART. SEE CHAPTER IB OF MANUAL OF OPERATIONS.) 

Syatollc ( .. Hg) 

Dlaatollc ( ... Hg) 

b) I• the ayatallc blood praaaura and/or 
blood praaaura greatar than th• uppar 
Chaptar B of th• Manual of Oparattona 
patient of thla age and •••7 

the dlaatol lc 
llmlta In 
far a No 

( I) 
1'•• 
{ 2) 

If YES, THE PATIENT MUST RETURN ANOTHER DAV FOR A SECOND 
DETERMINATION Of SITTINli BLOOD PRESSURE. COMPLETE THE 
INFORMATION IN THE BOX BELOW AT THAT TIME, ANO THEN MAIL 
THIS FOAM TO THE COOADINATINli CENTER. 

c) Data or aacond alttlng blood 
praaaura datarmlnatlon: 

Month Day Year 

d) Sitting Blood Praaaura1 

Syato I le <- Hg) 

Dlaatoltc (mm Hg) 

a) I• the ayatollc blood preaaure end/or the 
dlaatollc blood pressure graatar then the 
upper ll•lta given In Chapter B of the 
Manual of Oparatlona for a patient af 
this aga and •••7 

f) Supine Bland Praaaura1 

Syatol lc <- Hg) 

Dlaatollc (....,Hg) 

g) Standing Blood Preaaura 

Syatollc (..,Hg) 

Dlaatollc Imm Hg) 

h) Pulse (bpai) 

I I) Height (cm) 
I ·{To convert Inch•• to cantl-tara, 

•Ulllply by 2.54.) 

No Vea 
STOP 

( I) ( 2) 
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2. VITAL SlliNS (Continued) 
Small Medium Larga 

J) Body frama atza ( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

k) Weight (kg) 
(To convart pound• to kllograme, multiply bV""0-:454:'1 

I) la th• patient at graetar than IJOS ldaal 
body •eight? {SEE TABLE 8.3 OF MANUAL OF 
OPERATIONS) 

No Vea 
HOLD 

I) ( 2) 

m) FOR ADOLESCENTS1 If eval lebla, entar patient'• 

Haight (cm) 12 mantha ago 

Haight {cm) 24 months ago 

Weight (kg) 12 mantha ago 

Weight (kg) 24 montha aga 

n) FOR ADOLESCENTS: la the patient kno•n 
to h8Y9 fat lad to maintain normal gro•th 
and devalapment during the past tNO yeara 
for any reason? 

3. GENERAL EXAMINATION 

a) Eaamlna the patient for abnormal It lea 
of th• follO•lng altaa. 

Normal 
Eara, Noaa and Throat ( I) 

Thyroid { I) 

Lungs ( I) 

Braa•t• ( I) 

Abdoman (Including organomegaly) ( I) 

Ly~phatlc system ( I) 

Rectum ( I) 

Pelvl11 ( ') 

Gent ta If a ( I) 

No 
b) '" tha patient at or beyond HOLD 

Tanner Stage 111 { I) 

c) FOR ADOLESCENTS, SPECIFY DEVELOPMENT: 

Pubic Halr1 Tanner Stage (1-5) 

Breasts (FEMALES): Tanner Stage (1-5) 

No Ve• 
STOP 

{ I) ( 2 I 

Abnormal 
( 2) 

( 2) 

( 2) 

( 2) 

( 2) 

( 2) 
Not 
Done 

( 2) ( 3) 

( 2) ( J) 

( 2) 

Vea 

( 2) 



P•tlent ID 

4. EVE EKAMINATIDN 

•> E••mln• the P•tl•nt for th• folto.tnu ocul•r •bnorm•lltl••· 

Neovaacul•rtz•tton or other 
•v• condition th•t •Duld 
characterlz• th• •YB •• 
P2 or •Dr••· (If PRESENT, 
MUST BE CONFIRMED THROUGH 
FUNDUS PHOTOGRAPHY.) 

C•t•r•ct 

Oth•r fundo•coplc 
•bnor-1 ltyc 

If PRESENT, apectfy1 

RIGHT EVE LEFT EYE 
Abaent Preaent Ab9ent Prea•nt 

( I) ( 2) ( I) ( 2) 

( I) ( 2) ( I) ( 2) 

( I) ( 2) ( I) ( 2) 

No Ye• 
b) B•••d on thla ocul•r •••mln•tlon, •Ill the STOP. 

P•tlent be e•cluded7 ( I) ( 2) 

IL CARDIOVASCULAR EKAMINATION 

•) E••mlne th• p•tlent for the follo•lng c•rdl•c •bnormaltttea. 

; . 
' . ' , 

Rhythm 

venoue Pre••ure 

C•rdlom•e•ly 

S3 G•l lop 

S4 G•l lop 

Syetollc Ejection Murmur 

Dl•atol lc Mur..,r 

Dth•r Murmurc 

If PRESENT, apeclfyc 

Rub 

Other C•rdl•c Abnormalltyc 

If PRESENT, apeclfy1 

.I 

Regul•r 
( I) 

Normal 
( I) 

Abaenl 
( I) 

( I) 

( 1) 

( I) 

( I) 

( I) 

( I) 

( I) 

lrregul•r 
( 2) 

Abnormal 
( 2) 

Preaent 
( 2) 

( 2) 

( 2) 

( 2) 

( 2) 

( 2) 

( 2) 

( 2) 
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5. CARDIOVASCULAR EKAMINATIDN (Continued) 

b) B•••d on thta •••mtn•tlon, the hlatory, •nd the 
sitting, auptna and •t•ndtng blood preaaurea, do 

8. 

•) 

b) 

you belleva that the patient has atgnlftcant No 
cardlovaacular disease that should make him/ 
her lnellglble for the study? ( I) 

PERIPHERAL PULSE EKAMINATION 

Yea 
STOP 
( 2) 

l,ndlcate the grade of the p•rlpher•I pula•• using the 
follo•lng •c•I• for the right •nd left puts•. 

RIGHT SIDE I LEFT SIDE 
Dlmln- Dtmtn-

Normml tahed Absent Normml lshed Absent 
C•rotld ( I) ( 2) ( 3) I ( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

Br•cht•I ( I) ( 2) ( 3) I ( I) ( 2) ( 3) 
I 

R•dl•I ( 1) ( 2) ( 3) I ( 1) ( 2) ( 3) 

Femorel ( I) ( 2) ( 3) I ( I) ( 2) ( 3) 
I 

Popi It•• I ( I) ( 2) ( 3) I ( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

Posterior I 
Ttbl•I ( I) ( 2) ( 3) I ( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

I 
Dors•lla I 
Ped la ( I) ( 2) ( 3) I ( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

lndlc•ta the presence or •b•ence of bruit•. 

RIGHT I LEFT 
Absent Preaent I Ab•ent Present 

Femor•I ( 1) ( 2) ( 1) ( 2) 

Carol Id ( 1) ( 2) I ( I) ( 2) 
I 

Otherc ( I) ( 2) I ( I) ( 2) 

If PRESENT, apeclfy1 

cl B•••d on these quest Iona •nd the history, .. 
there evidence of cltntcelly significant No Vas 
perlpharel vascular dtaaa5e? ( I) ( 2) 
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Pal I ant ID 

1. NEUAOLOGIC EXAMINATION 

In your opinion, does the patient have 
•lgnlflcent neuropathy or naurologlc 
dlae••• requiring traatlll8nt7 

Dertnltal)I I) STOP 

Queatlonable 2) Con•lder parformlng neurologlc 
•valu•tfan• e•rly In acre•ntng 

NO 3) 

8. EXTREMITIES ANO SKIN EXAMINATIONS 

RIGHT SIDE I LEFT SIDE 
Ab•ent Pr•aent Aba•nt Present 

Ulceratlon 

Skin dl•coloratlon 

Ganur•n• 

Charcot Joint 

Deformity• 

If PRESENT, •paclfy1 

Llpoatrophy 

Llpoh11perlrophy 

Any abnorinellty of 
the ••tremftfea ar 
akin that mekea the 
patient lnellglble1 

If PRESENT, •Paclfy1 

I 
I I) I 2) I 

( 1) ( 2) I 
I 

( I) ( 2) I 
( I) ( 2) I 

( 1) ( 2) I 

I) ( 2) I 

I) I 2 I I 
I 
I 

STOP I 
( I) ( 2) I 

Type or print name of p•r•on complatlng history• 

Typa or print name of p•r•on complatlng phyalcalr 

( t) 

( I) 

( I) 

( I) 

( I) 

( I) 

( I) 

( I) 

•Stgnatura of peraon ravtewtng form for completenes&a 

( 2) 

( 2) 

( 2) 

( 2) 

( 2) 

( 21 

( 2) 

STOP 
( 21 

I 
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L. CONCLUSION OF VISIT 

I. Was tha patient Judged lnallglble for 
any. rea•on at thl• vlslt7 

If YES, spaclfy type of ••Clu•lonr 

Temporary 

Permanent 

2. If the pallant has bean only 
temporarily e•cluded, •Ill he/she 
be reevaluated? 

IF THE PATIENT WAS DEEMED INELIGIBLE 
(PERMANENTLY OR TEMPORARILY), THE 
ELIGIBILITY AND EXCLUSION CHECKLIST 
(DCCT FOAM 038) MUST INDICATE THE 
AEASON(S) FOR INELIGIBILITY. 

Ho Vea 
( I) ( 2) 

HOLD 
( I) 

STOP 
( 2) 

No Vea 
( I) I 21 

Certification 
Number (If any) 

•The form muat be r•v••••d by someone other than the persona ~ho completed the history and phyalc•I. 
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DIABK'TKS OOllTIOL AllD aJKPLICATIOllS TRIAL 

Annual Medical History and Physical Eaamination 

Thta for• la to be completed et ••ch or the •nnual tollo•-up 
collected on thl• for• to doc.,..nt modlflc•tlona of therapy •nd 
from •••lgned tre•t .. nt •nd tr•n•fere to ln•ctlve •tatu•. 

clinic vlatl•. At the ti .. of th• •nnual vl•lt, data •Ill be 
to update lntor ... tlon on th• •t•tu• or p•tl•nt• on devl•tlon• 

Uni••• other•t•• lndtc•l•d, qu••tlon• on thl• for• refer to the patient'• aaperlance •tnce the~ CO!!f>latad qu•rterly 
cllnlc vl•lt (I.e., •PPro•l .. t•ly the leat 90 day•). 

If In completing thta eveluetlon It I• found th•t the p•llent ha& ••P•rlenc•d •n lntercurr•nt event, CDlllPl•t• th• 
Notlflcetlon of lntercurrent Event (OCCT For• 020) and, If •ppllc•blu, the Notification of Hrpoulrc••IC lnt•rcurrent Event (DCCT 
For• 083). · 

Send the orlglnal of thl• for• to the Coordinating Cent•r In the ••akly fur•• .all Ing, 
fll••· 

r•t•lnlng a copy In the cllnlc'• 

&. IDIDITIPYllC Ill'ORllAUGI 

I. OCCT Clinic Number 

2. P•tlent 10 Number 

3. P•tlent'• lnltlal• 

4. D•t• of Vl•lt 
iiiOnih oav Year 

6. ••• It n•c••••ry to r••chedule 
the p•tlent tor thle vl•lt 
tor •ny r•••on7 

Ho Yea 
( 1) ( 2) 

I I Ho• .. ny tl-•7 __ I I 
6. Whet la the fol lo•-uP vlall nuebar1· 

1. Enter the date of the LAST COMPLETED quarterly 
visit. Unleas other~l•e apeclfled, all questions 
on this for• refer to the patient's eaperlence 
alnce this date. 

Month D•y Year 

I. Dl!IO:llAPlllC MD CEllEUL IllPOIUIATIOll 

I. Ulrthdat• 

"l. Gender 

Month" Dav --v.a; 
Male 
( I) 

Fe-le 
( 2) 

Jal Marltal atetua of P•llent1 (CHECK ONLY ONE) 

Nevur married 

Married or re .. rrl•d 

Sepural11d 

o•va.-cvd 

llllldo•ed 

t>I If mdrrlud, ho• .,.ny t1 .. i.1 

~1 If married, remarried, aeparated, 
~•vo.-ced or •ldowed. •han d•d 
marital status change1 

I) 

2) 

J) 

4) 

5) 

ilonth Year 
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4. Occupetlon or ·P•tlent and houaehold provldera1 

( ) 

(CHECK ONLY ONE BOX FDA EACH PERSON DESCRIBED. SEE CHAPTER 6 Of THE MANUAL OF OPERATIONS. IF THE PATIENT IS MARRIED, 
INDICATE THE OCCUPATION OF HIS/HER SPOUSE. IF NOT MARRIED ANO If LIVING WITH PAAENT(S), INDICATE OCCUPATION(S) OF 
PAAENT(S). If LIVING WITH GUARDIAN OA FRIEND WHO PROVIDES ECONOMIC SUPPORT TO THE PATIENT'S HOUSEHOLD, INDICATE 
OCCUPATION Of GUARDIAN/FRIEND. ALWAYS INDICATE OCCUPATION Of PATIENT. If ANY OF THESE ARE RETIRED OR CURRENTLY 
UNEMPLOYED, CHECK CATEGORY CORRESPONDING TO THE TYPE Of OCCUPATION WHICH THE INDIVIDUAL DID OR COULD DO; ALSO CHECK THE 
CORRESPONDING BOX MARKED •UNEMPLOYED OR RETIRED.•) 

Guard tan/ 
Patient Spoust1 Muther father Friend 

•) Proreaalonal, tachnlcal or al•llar •Orker ( DI) ( 0 I) ( 01) ( 01) ( 01) 

Manager, ofrtcal, or proprietor ( 02) ( 02) ( 02) ( 02) ( 02) 

Crarta .. n, fore .. n, or al•llar •orker ( OJ) ( OJ) ( OJ) ( OJ) ( 03) 

Clerlcal or et•llar •Orker ( 04) ( 04) ( 04) ( 04) ( 04) 

Sele• Worker ( 05) ( 05) ( 05) . ( 05) ( 05) 

Operative or •l•llar •Orker ( 06) ( 06) ( 061 ( 06) ( 06) 

Sarvtca •orker ( 07) ( 01) ( 01) ( 01) ( 07) 

Laborer ( OB) ( 08) l OBI ( OB) ( 08) 

Far .. r ( og) ( 09) ( 09) ( 09) ( 09) 

Ho--ker ( 10) ( IOI ( 10) ( IOI ( IOI 

Student ( II) ( II) ( II) ( II) ( II) 

Other or unkno•n ( 121 ( I~) ( 12 I ( 12) ( 12) 

b) Unenployed or retired ( I) ( II ( I) ( I) ( I) 

c) Check here If the en•••r to either (al 
or (b) above repreaanta • change In Iha 
occupation category during the past vaar ( II ( ,, ( II ( I) ( I) 
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6. Education of patient and houaehold provider•. (CHECK HIGHEST LEVEL COMPLETED 8V EACH PERSON FOR WHOM OCCUPATION IS 

l' 
( ~ 

GIVEN IN QUESTION B.4.) 

Graduate School 

Collage graduate 

so .. collage or trade achoo! 

Secondary ac:hool gradual• 

so .. aacondary achool 

Ele .. ntary achoo! 

Nona 

Unkno•n 

8. Haa the pattant bean a full-ti .. or 
pert-ti .. atudanl durtng the paat year? 

Patient 

I) 

2) 

JI 

41 

5) 

8) 

1) 

8) 

No Vea 
( I) ( 2) 

I I Proceed to Sact Ion c. f I 

1. Note current level tn echool 1 

•> If tn ele .. ntary oraecondary achool, 

b) If In trade achoo!, yaar1 

c) If In college, yaer1 

d) If In graduate achoo!, yaar1 

8. Hea the patient ceased attending 
achool during the peat year for 
ANY reeaon other than gr11duetlon 
(e.g., dropped out, eapelled, 
mov~d to a ne• c•ty. could no 
longer afford achool)7 

If YES, eapleln1 

grede1 

I 

Ho Yus 
( I) ( 2) 

Guardian/ 
Spou5e Mothoir father Friend 

' II ( I) ( I) ( I) 

( 21 ( 2) ( 2) { 2) 

I JI I JI ( 3) ( 31 

( 41 ( 41 ( 4) ( 4) 

( 51 ( 5) ( 5) ( 5) 

( 61 ' 6) ( 8) ( 8) 

( 7) ( 7) ( 7) ( J) 

( 81 ( 8) ( 8) ' 8) 

C. SllOIClllC STA'nJS 
I. During the paat 12 month•, 

naa Ina patient ever a..oked 
clg11r11ttea or clgarllloa7 

No Yea 
( I) ( 2) 

I 
I 
I ~r::ed to QueUlon ~61-----------

2. Doe5 the patient currently 
smo~e cluareltea or clgarlllo•7 

foce"c..I to Question C.41 

J. Hu• luny has tt bean atnce 
thu µt1tlent •1utt 5moklng 
cl11<1roi11.,,. or cluarll 10117 

'I. Uurlnu th" period In the paat 
ll months •htul the pattenc: 
smukcLI c:ig.aretlt!s ur clgartlloa. 
un 1 tu~ aver il'::IB 1 ho• •Hny 
t.'9d•~tt"s ..,nt.J ctgarll·loa a 
Jdy tJit.J htt/shu smuka7 

No Yea 

' I) ' 2) 

I 
I -

munths 

t;ludrette!I. or 
'-'9drillus 

P'='r lletv 



( 
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5. During th• p••t 12 1110ntha, 
h•s th• p•tl•nt av•r · 
a1110k•d ptp•• or clg•r•7 ( 

No Y•• 
I) ( 2) 

I 

I Proc••d to S•ctlon ~ -------------I 
6. Do•• th• p•tl•nt curr•ntly 

a81Dke pip•• or clgera7 ( 
No 

I) 
Y•a 
( 2) 

I Proce•d to Qu••tlon c.• 1--------------I 
1. Ho• long ha• It been •Ince 

the patient quit •1110klng 
pip•• and clgara7 

8. During th• period In the 
pa•t 12 month• •h•n the 
patient •.ok•d pip•• or 
cigar•. on the aver•u•. 
ho• .. ny plperul• end 
cigar• per •••k did the 
patl•nt a..uke7 

D. DUHillC STAnJS 

I. During the P••t 12 81Dnlh•, 
ha• the patl•nt cona.....,d an 
av•rag• or at l•••t one 
alcoholic beverage per •••k7 

1110ntha 

plperuii or 
cigar• p•r •••k 

No 
( I) 

I 

Y•a 
( 2) 

I Proceed to S•ct Ion E I I 
2. How .. ny 12-ounc• bottle• or b••r Ca·

cludlng "light" beer) did the patient 
consume during the past 1 daya7 
(IF THE PAST 1 DAYS WERE ATYPICAL 
CHARACTERIZE A TYPICAL WEEK.) 

3. How many 12-ounca bottle• or "light" 
beer did lhe patient consume during 
the past 1 days? (IF THE PAST 
1 DAYS WERE ATYPICAL, CHARACTERIZE 
A TYPICAL WEEK.) 

4. How many 4-ounce glasses of •lne dlU(C) 
the pet lent consu.., during the past 
1 days? (IF THE PAST 1 DAYS WERE 
ATVPICAL, CHARACTERIZE A TVPICAL WEEK.) 

(A) 

Uott Tiis 

(U) 

BottTiis 

(C) 

Glasses 

I 
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5. 

ti. 

Ho• milny I 1/2-ounce ahota ot 5tralght 
hard llquor end I 1/2-ounc• •l•ed 
drinks did the patient conauma durlny 
the past 1 days? (IF THE PAST 1 
DAYS WEHE ATYPICAL, CHARACTERIZE 
A TYPICAL WEEK.) 

Doe~ the total amount of •lcohol 
consumed by the patient In the 
past 1 Uaya (OR IN A TYPICAL WEEK) 
aaceeU.560 gra•&7 

Use this tabla If nac•••ary1 

Amount • Gr••• 

(A) 

(B) 

(C) 

(U) 

JI 13 • 

JI 10 • 

JI 12 .. 

JI 15 • 

TOTAL GRAMS 
OF ALCOHOL 

K. EDRCISK AllD ACTIVIn 
I. Which of th• rollowlng b••t d••crlbea ti•• pat lent •• level or activity on the 

Job, el school or, ror ho .... k•ra, In 
h~•11maklnu1 

Sedentary (such as orrlca work •Ith 
occasional Inter-office •Miking, etc.1 
e.g., secretary) 

Moderate activity (r•qulraa consider
able, but not con•tant. llftlng, 
•diking. bending. pulling, etc.a M.y., 
homarna•u1r •Ith faml Iv and •lthaut 
I.Jome st IC B&5. lstance, pol Iceman, oatu&Junt 
tak lnu 1•hys I col education course) 

SI ranuutJS act Iv It y (requt res a lmosl 
cunstdnt 1 lft lny. luuu.Uny, pul I lny. 
sc1-ut.JlJt11y. ttlc.; tt.y •• fu..-ntture mover, 
httdvy dumest6c wu..-~) 

(D) 

No Y•s 
( I) ( 2) 

( I) 

( 2) 

( J) 



Patient ID 

2. During the P••I ••~•n d•V•. ho• .. ny hour• 
and •lnute• did the pelent •pend In the 
follo.tng typ•• or lataure ti ... actlvltla•7 
(If THE PAST SEVEN DAYS WERE ATYPICAL, 
CHARACTERIZE A TYPICAL WEEK.) 

L lght act lvttv 
(E•alltPI••• bllllarda, 
bo•llng, bllllroo• denclng, 
golf •Ith po••r cart, non
competitive vollevb•ll) 

Moderet• ectlvlty 
(Thia level la .. rked by 
.ud••t lncreaaea In heart 
rate and breathing. llo•t 
healthy lndlvlduela f Ind 
lh••e actlvltlea co•forleble 
and can continue th•• for a 
fe• houra •lthout undue fatigue. 
E••••••• l•laure cycling 
(5.5 anph), frl•D•• pleylng, 
horaeback riding, aelllng, 
tebl• tennl•. croqu•t, 
golf •lthout pO••r cart) 

Hard activity 
(When ••ercl•lng at lhl• 
lntenalty, .oat people •Ill 
ltkely peraplre. Moat un
trained peopl• could not 
11a11rcl1111 et lhla lntenalty 
•llhout taking frequent real 
period•. E•aimpl••• cycllng 
(9.4 111ph), half-court Daaket
bal 1, •ater akllng, do•nhlll 
akllng, kerate or Judo, 
doubl•a tennla, roller 
aketlng, gy.naatlca) 

Very herd activity 
(Jnclud•• •trenuoua aporta 
Involving II lot of 1110vam11nt 
or running. Only a ••ll
lralned lndlvldual can 
perform al thla tntenalty 
fur e•tand•d period• of 11 ... 
faemples: racing cycllnw. 
football, full-court beaket
ball, rapid lftarchlng, •quash, 
conttnuuua. muUerate to ra~t 
••l..,.lng, rope Jumping, croaa 
country rullntnQ, &tnylea 
tennla, field hockey) 

Houri 

Houri 

Houra 

Hours 

Ml nut.la 

Minute• 

M°i'nulea 

Minute& 
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P. DIABETBS llAllAC!MEllT 

An .... er Section f for all-patient• eacept •here ape-citied. 
Do not complete thla aectlon at the randoml111tlon vl•tt. 
•nan conopletlng this aectton, refer to the prevloua dav"• 
tnsulln dosaye only. HO•llver, If In your judgement the 
pruvlou& day's doaage •a• elyplcel of the patient'• regl.an, 
u~e another recent day that you •Ould conalder typical. 

I. 

2. 

~pacify type& of lnaullna u•ad by thla p11tl11nl1 
(CHE~- ALL THOSE TttAT APPLY) 

Human ruyular 
Human Semi lente 
Human HPtt 
Human Lente 
Human Ultralente 
Human 70/JO 

I) Pork Regular 
I) Pork Se•llente 
I) Pork NPH 
I) Pork L•nte 
I) Pork 70/JO 
I) 

Beef/pork Regul•r ( I) 
Beef/pork Se•llente ( I) 
Beef/pork NPH ( I) 
Bnaf/pork Lanle ( I) 
Beaf/po~k Ullr•lanle ( I) 

( I) 
( I) 
( I) 
( I) 
( I) 

Tu •hBl yroup •1111 lhlll patl•nt rend ... tl .. <17 

Stand11rd ( I) f.•perl-nlal (2) 



Patient ID 

3. 11) What ln•ultn r11u1 .. n I• currantly being 
u••d by thl• petlent7 

ln•ulln lnfu•ton pulllf> (I) 
three or more dlllly lnJ11ctlon11 (2) 
one or t•o dlllly Injection• (3) 
oth11r1 (4) 

(d11•crlb11 the regl .. n In Que•tlon Number 6) 

b) I• thle the r119IM11n pr1111crlb11d by the 
DCCT c I tnlc7 

No Yes 
( I) ( 2) 

4. Plea•• •u.,..rlze thl• p11tl11nt•• u•u•I ln•ulln ragl11111n 
here. (Refer to the pr•vlou• day'• ln•ulln do•age only. 
Ho•ever, If the pr11vlou11 day'• do••u• •as atyplcal. u•a 
the moet recent day thet you •ould con•ldar typical. 
Round off to the neare•t •hole unit.) 

j 

( 

Total number of unite per d11y1 

NuMer of 
!!!!..!!.! !:!!..!!! Breakfast ~ Supper ~ fil!!.!.!. 
Reguler 

Se•l lente 

NPH 

Lente 

Ultralante 

70/30 

NOTE1 When fllllng out thla table, consider all Insulin 
given bal•••n breakfe•t and lunch •• part of Iha lunch 
dose. All lnsulln b•l•••n lunch and supper Is part of 
the •upper dose. All lnsulln bet•aan supper and badtl.,. 
•nack la part of the •nack do••· If a patient gives a 
pre•crlbed •e•ltl .. dose •hlch happened to be zero on 
the day recorded. record "0" In the appropriate space. 
If no dose •llS prescribed for 8 given time ot ddy. 
leave th11 &pace blank. If a patient Is un a IJUmJ.t. do not 
record basal here. Maal lnsulln only ref6r& to ~ulus 
dosas. Capture basal In nulllbar 5 follo•lny. 
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5. If the Insulin reol .. n u•ed by thla patient on a typlcel 
day c11nnot eccuretaly be recorded on tha table (que•tlon 4) 
please leave the table blank and d11acrtb11 the r11otm11n h11r111 

An5wer If 64 Is blank1 
I am describing the lnsulln reul .. n here• 

No Vas 
( I) ( 2) 

If yes, &pllClfy: 

.6. COMPLETE ONLY FOR PATIENTS USING AN INSULIN INFUSION 
PUMP 

Total nulllDer of UNITS BASAL ln•ulln Infused par dey1 

fotal number of different BASAL RATES used per day1 

Ha5 the patient had any technical proble .. •Ith the 
Insulin Infusion pump? 

If YES, 5pac If y: 

Ho 
( t) 

1. COMPLETE THIS QUESTION ONLY FOR PATIENTS CURRENTLY OH 
ONE OR TWO DAILY INJECTIOHS1 

v ... 
( 2) 

al Have you prescribed a change In thOI lnaulln regl111&n 
or do•a since th- lest vlalt7 

It YES, please Indicate tha reason. 

Sympl omdt le: po I yur la/po I ydlpa l11/noctu1· 111 
U11acceplable ddyrea of hypoglycemla 
A6Currrent ketonurla 
Humoyloutn Ale above the action limit 
Pregnancy 
Other: 

s._.,,., If, 

Ho Vea 
( I) ( 2) 

No 
( I) 
( I) 
( I) 
( I) 
( I) 
( I) 

Yes 
( 2) 
( 2) 
( 2) 
( 2) 
( 2) 
( 2) 

h) How Is this pal tent monitoring hl&/her diabetes? 

~elt ulood glucose monitoring 
Ur~••c ylu~ose monitoring 

No 
( II 
( I) 

Yes 
( :l) 

( 2) 

Uncertain 
( :.SJ 
( J) 
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8. COMPLETE THIS QUESTION FOR PATIENTS IN BOTH GROUPSa 

Do vou auapect tnat tnla p•tlent'• r•ported glucoae 
(urine end/or blood) iaonltorlng reault• ere 
tn•ccur•t• or tlctltlou•7 Not 

Eapl•lna 

No Vea Sure 
( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

C. DKVIATIOllS l'IOll ASSICllBD nBAtlODIT 

a. 

I. Sine• tne laat vlalt, naa th• patient 
b••n on a •deviation fro• treat .. nt• (•• 
d•tlned In Section 12.5 of th• Protocol) 
at anv 11 .. 1 

a. It v••· la tne patient currentlv on 
deviation fro• treat .. nt? 

No Vea 
c I) c 2) 

No Vea 
( I) ( 2) 

(t) If NO, enter date or 
l•r•lnetlon of devlatlona iiOnih oar -v .. .-r 

(It) It thla la a na• (atarted 
atnce l••t QV) devletlon1 
entar d•t• of DCCT For• 022, 
Notification or Deviation 
tro• Aaalgned Treat .. nta, 11onih "Dar -Vair 

TUllSPD 10 lllACTIVB STATIJS 

I. Since the laat vlalt, naa tne patient No Vaa 
bean on Inactive atatu• at anv tl.,.7 ( I) ( 2) 

(a• defined In Section 12.7 of tna Protocol) 

a. If v••· I• the petlant currant Iv on 
transfer to lnacllva atatual 

No Yea 
I ll I 21 

(I) If NO, antar data of return 
lo active atatuaa llonih liaY- -Year 

(II) If this I• a new transfer to 
Inactive •tstus, enter dMte 
of DCCT form 016, · 
Appllcallon for Tr•n•far 
to Inactive Statuaa Munth liaY- -YH;;: 
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l. IEDlPICATIOtlS OP POLLOW-UP SCHl!:DULE POR ENDPOINT ASSESSM!HT 

(Saa Manu•I of Oparetlona Chepter II) 

I. Since the l•at vlalt, n•a th• P•llent 
been on a ""'dlfled tollow-up acneaul• 
at an,. 11 .. 1 

1r VES, lndlc•I• •hlch aaaeaa .. ntaa 

2. I• the patient currentlv on • modlf led 
follow-up ach•dU1•7 

No Ya• 
t I) c 2) 

ND Yea 
C I I C 2 I 

J. IEDIPICATIOllS OP THDAPY POR PATIDTS UlllDllZID 
10 THll STAllDARD CBOUP OllLY 
I. Since tne laat vlalt, naa the p•tlent 

b••n on e ll>Odlf led thar•pv •I •nv tl .. 1 
No Y•• 

t I J t 2 I 

[ProettiOd lo Queal lonK-=-iJ -----------

a) Sine• the laat vlalt, hea thla pellent 
u5ed glucose lllOnltorlng at greater 
frequenCJ' than specified In tna Protocol 
(urine teat Ing 4•/dav or ••If blood 
gluco5e monitoring one• par d•J') at vour 
dlrectlon7 

If YES, record fr•quencva SBr..M 

UGM 

No Vas 
( I I C 2 I 

/day 

/dav 
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b) Since the leat vlalt ha• thla patient used 
1110re than t•a lnJectlana of lnaulln per day 
or used an lnaulln P""'P to achieve first or 
aacand priority atandard traat .. nt group gaal& 
at yaur dlractlan !.! .!!!!X .!..!!!!!7 

(NOTE: PERMISSION OF THE TREATMENT COMMITTEE 
IS REQUIRED PRIOR TO INSTITUTIN~ THIS 
MODIFICATION OF THERAPY) 

( Pracaed ta queat Ian d) I 
No 

( I) 
Yes 

' 2) 

If thla ..,dlflcatlan •••alerted alnce the leat vlalt1 

(I) Enter date per•l•alon ••• 
received rro• the Traat .. nt 
ca ... tttaa ta lnatttuta tha 
ragl .. n In thla patient Month Day Vear 

(It) Enter date that na• 
ragl .. n ••• atartad Month Day Vear 

c) la the patient currently ualng ..,ra 
than t•o lnjactlona per day or an 
lnaulln p...-p to achieve flrat or 
aecond prlarlty traat .. nt gaala far 
th• atandard traet .. nt group7 

If NO, enter data of return ta one 

No Yea 
( I) ( 2) 

or t•a lnJactlona of lnaulln par day Manih Day Year-

If thla-pa_t_fent la ualng ... ra than 
t•O lnJectlana par dey or an lnsulln 
pu111p for raaaona other than Instructed 
by yau ta achieve flrat and aecond 
priority goel far the Standard Group, 
thla rapreaenta a davlatlan fram 
aaalgned treat.,.nt, and &houll.I D• 
recorded In Sacttan G and on 
for• 022. 

d) Other 1110dlflcatlon1 apaclfy1 
No Ves 

C I) ( 2) 

POR PATIEll'TS llAllDOlllZKD 10 TUE Kl.PKRlllEllTAL CROUP ONLY 

2. Since Iha last vl&ll, ha& lhe pat lent buun 
on a modified treatment protocol7 

No Vt115 
( I) ( 2) 

(Proceed-to Oue•t Ion K, 1 1------------' 
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a) Since the last visit. have you Instituted a 
planned aut-patlent vlall schedule on a less 
frequent ba&I& than the required monthly visit 
schedule1 No Vea 

( I) ( 2) 
b) Have yau Instructed thla patient ta parfarm 

self blood glucose ..,nllorlng on a 
leas frequent dally achadule than 
the required mlnlmu• of four tl .. a 
a day, lncludlng thraa pre-prandlal 
end one bedll .. aa111pla1 

If yes, record frequency 

c) Have ~ou lnlitructed lhla patient lo 
use less atrlnganl goala of therapy1 

(I) Spactf11 the na• goala1 

HbAlc,(ranga) 

Blood glucoaa (ranga)1 

Preprandlal 

Poatprandlal 

3100 •••. 

to 

to 

to 

to 

No Vea 
c !) ( 2) 

I dllll 

No Yea 
( I) ( 2) 

-·-

(II) Specify the raaaon and altuallun for modlflcatlan 
of goals of therapy In thla patients 

(Ill) Specify the data that then•• 
goal(&) beca .. affactlva1 

(Iv) Are the slated goal• In 
uffuct at present? 

It NO, enter the date that the 
patient returned to the goal• 
ut lhtt tt•per•monlal treatment 
uo·oup set forth In the Protocol: 

LI) 01 hur mol.11 f lc .. t Ion 1 &pee I fy 1 

11onth oar -Yau 

No Vea 
( I) ( 2) 

Mouth Oa.Y V1tt1r 

Nu Vus 
( I) ( 2) 
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I:. DIABB'DS llOlllt'ORlllC - AllSWl!ll POI. PATllHTS CUUDTLY Oii l OR MOU lllJBCTIOllS OR PUMP 

I. s ...... rlze lhe pallent'll perfor .. nce of glucoae monitoring. Usu lhe patient's "Dally OlaDataa Monllorlng Record" lo do 
lhla. Th• •nUlllber ahould have done• I• the nU111ber of test• you Instructed the patlenl to do. Record perfor•ance of 
lh••• praacrtD•d teal• onlr1 do not racord ••tr• ta111a performed. 

Teat Ing 
Requlrad 

Dr Protocol 

Bafore braakraal 

Befara lunch 

Batara dinner 

Bedtl-

3100 •••• 

NWllbar 
Actual! y 

Oona 

BLOOD 
Nutllbar 
Should 

"•ve Dane 

2. I• lh• patlant perfor•lng -r• ••If blood glucoae 910nltorlng than prescrlbad7 
No Y•• Uncerlaln 

( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

L. DIABB'DS ... l'IOUllC - AllSWBll POI. PATIBllTS CUD.HllTLY Oii OllJ! OR TWO lllJICTIOllS 

I. S.....arlze th• pellant'• perfor .. nce of glucoa• monitoring. Uae the patient'• ·Dally Dl•D•t•• Monitoring R11cord· to do 
thl•. The •nu.Oar •hould h•v• dona• I• th• number of ta•t• you lnatructad the pa1lant to do. Racord performance of 
th••• pr1111crlbad taata only& do not record &•tr• teat• parfor~ud. 

T11atlng 
Raqulred 

Dy Protocol 

Bafora braakf••t 

Before lunch 

Baf ora dlnnar 

Bedt 1-

URINE 
NulllDer 

Actu• I ly 
Done 

NWllbar 
Should 

Have Done 

2. Is the patient perfur•lng more glucu&u monitoring 
(urine or Dlood) than prascrlDud/ 

BLOOD 
NulllDer 

Actually 
Done 

Nuont>ur 
Should 

Have Done 

No Vea Uncerta••l 
( I I t 21 t l I 
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N. lllDICATIOllS OP lllOll-~Kll.EllCB tu TREATMKllT PIUJTOOOL 
I. An•••r a) - I) far all pall•nt•. 

a) Ho• aft•n ha• the patient clal-d lo have folla•ed lh• meal plan? 

Not appllcable 

Never follo••d ... 1 plan 

Verr lnfrequentlr (I••• than IOS of th• tt .. ) 

Infrequently (I0-44S of the tt .. ) 

About half the ti .. (45-55S or the ti .. ) 

Mo•t of the ti .. (56-90S of the ti .. ) 

Al.aet all of tha ti .. (.ara than 90S or th• tt .. ) 

Al••r• follo••d ... 1 plan 

O) 

I) 

2) 

J) 

4) 

5) 

ti) 

7) 

b) Ha• the patient follo••d. pattern or eating •ugg••tlv• at .... 
eating dl•order (e.g •• hl•torr of bull•la 0 vo•lttng, anore•la)7 

c) (t) Ho• .. nr lllne•••• (lntarcurrent •v•nt• or not) ha• the 
patient aaparlanced? (If none. enter 00 end proceed to l.d) 

(II) During ha• .. nr of th••• llln••••• he• the petlant.buun kno•n 
to have felled to adJu•t th• ln•ulln do•••• pr•acrlbed7 

d) H•a the patient uaed • trp• of ln•ulln •hlch ha• not bean prescribed? 

a) Hae the pet lent be•n ratetlng the alt• at Injection 
(or, In pump p•tl•nt•. the alte of lnfualon)7 

f) Hae the patient completed I••• th•n all aaven of the capllldry 
blood coll•ctlon• requlr•d for the Profll•et7 

g) (I) HO• .. ny lntercurrent event• (as defined In Chapler ID of the 
Manuel of Operation•) haa the pallent eaparlanced7 (It none, enter 00) 

(ti) HO• .. ny of lhe•a lntercurrent event• haa the patient tdlled 
lo raporl In the appropriate lime •lndo•7 (If nonu, .,,.,.,,. ODJ 

h) Haa the p•t lent fat led to bring In t.t,./her dal 111 rucord7 

I) Does the patient perfor• aelf blood glucose monitoring? 
(If no or uncertain, proceed to Question M.2) 

If 11e•1 
(I) Ha• the patient been u11tng s1tlf blood glucolie monllorin!J 

to adJuat hla/her Insulin dosage? 

(II) Does the patient perform •elf blood glucose monltorlny 
•or• lh•n one• per d•r7 

( ~ 
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No Y•• Uncertain 
( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

I) 2) 3) 

I) 2) 3) 

I) 2) J) 

I) 2) 3) 



Pet lent ID~~~~~~~~~ 

(".' 

2. AllSWHll (a) - (f) POil PATilllTS IWIDOlllZED 10 nil 
STAllDAILD DP.A'lllEllT CRouP 

Dn hO• .. ny d•Y• h•• the petlent 

e) teken .ore then th• preacrlb•d unit• 
of lnaulln (e•cludlng alck deya)7 

b) takan ••tra lnJactlona of lnaulln7 

c) takan fawar lnJactlona of lnaulln7 

d) fat led to t•k• hla/har praacrlbad 
lnaul In doae7 

a) fall•d to parfor• and racord at 
laaat t•O urln• teat• or one 
blood glucoa• taat • d•y1 

f)(I) bHn 1111 

(II) fallad to taat and racord 
urlna acatone during an llln•••7 

l. AllSllKll (a) - (d) l'OR PATllllTS IWIDOlllZED 10 1111 
!IPKlllllBllTAL 1RKA'IMDT CROUP 
a) Dn ho• .. ny d•Y• ha• th• patient 

not follo••d th• preacrlbad 
algorithm for lnaulln dallvery7 

b) Ho• .. ny tt .. a ha• th• patient 
fellad to do tha preacrlbed 
3100 a.•. blood t••t•7 

c) Ho• .. ny ti.ea ha• th• patlant 
felled to pro1111>tly report• lo• 
3100 •·•· blood gluco•• 
to the c 1 lnlc1 

d) Ho• ... ny ti.,.• h•• th• petlant 
felled to ,...nltor urine ecetone 
•hen blood gluco•• ••• >240 ing/dl 
or during an llln•••7 

4. ANSW!R (a) - (c) FOR PATIENTS llAllDOMIZl!:D ro Tiii!: 
DHllUIENTAL TREA111111T CROUP AND USUIC IHSULUI 
UIPUSION PUMPS 
•I How many tl .... s has the petlant 

falled to follow Instruction• 
fur chanulng b•tterlea1 

b) How llWlny tt ... a ha• the patlant 
falleo to folluw ln•tructlon• 
for Chenglng cathetera1 

DCCT For• 003.J P•o• II of 20 

c) How many time• he• the patient 
felled to fol lo• lnatructlona 
for ch•nulnu ayrlnu••1 

M. DIABl!:Tl!:S mrmu>L - 'AllSVEll POil ALL PATIDITS 

I. Sympto•• of hyparglyce•la (Std pta priority I goal•) 

a) How many night• In the paat ••ek did 
the patient ••k• up ONCE to urlnete1 

b) How .. ny night• In the peat •••k did 
the pet lent weke up TWO OR llORE ti••• 
lo urlnete7 

cl On the everege, how .. ny 8 ounce 
glass•• of fluld did tha patient 
drink per day7 

d) Ho• .. ny ti-• did tha patient 
e•perlence OKA? 
(As defined In Chepter 10 of the 
Manual of Operational 

If the patlant hes had OKA, complete 
Iha Notification of lntercurrent Evant 
(for• 020) If It ha• not prevlou•lr 
been complated for thl• event. 

•> Did the petlent eapartence other 
sympto•• of hyperglyce•la7 

If YES. spec Uy 1 

2. Ho• many day• h•• th• patient had 
modarata or large katonurla7 
Clf none, enter 00 and procaad 
to Question N.3.) 

Ho• manw of these ••r• 
a) a•plelnad by change In routine? 

b) due to lllnass7 

c) due lo medlcal e~ulpmt1nt fallure7 

d) ttpuntaneuu5 or une•plalnud7 

No Yea 
c I) c 2) 



Patient ID 

r 
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3. a) I• th• patient fa-la7 
No Vea 

( I) ( 2) 

[Proceed to Quaatlon N.4, ________ _ 

b)(t) Ha• the patient had any 
vaulnel ltchlnu or 
dlacharua7 

No Vea 
( I) ( 2) 

I Proceed to Oueatlon N.3.c 1------
(II) Wea tha patient traatad 

for thh7 

(Ill) Specify traet .. nt1 

c)(I) Do•• tha patient .. netruata7 

No Ve• 
( I) ( 2) 

No Ve• 
( I) ( 2) 

r ----llGn Proceed to Queal Ion;:. ________ , 

(It) Entar data of alert of laat 
.. natrual partod1 

Month Dav Year 

d)(t) Wa• tha laet .. natrual period 
IM>r• than five •eek• auo7 

No Vea 
( I) ( 2) 

[ Proce8dlo-Que•t-.-On-..-:-4 J --------
(ti) Wae a preunancy teat 

perfor .. d7 

If no, •hy not7 

If yes, did the teat Indicate 
preynancy7 

Co11oplete the Not If lc .. t Ion of 
lnlercurrent Event (Form 02U) 
If It has not prevluusly been 
co111plet1td for Ulla pregna,.cy. 

No Vea 
( I) ( 2) 

No Yes 
( I I ( 2) 
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4. Symptom• of hypoulyce•la elnca la•t QV 

a) Numb•r of hoapltallaatlona for 
hypoulycemla. (Hoapltallaatlon lmpltes 
overnight admlaalon to tha hoapltal1 
an emeruency ••rd vlalt that did not 
result In ho&pltaltaatton doe• 
not apply.) 

If the patient haa been hoapltallzed for 
hypoylyce•la, co-..lete Notlf lcatlon of 
lntercurrent Event (For• 020), the 
Notification of Hypoglyca•lc lntercurrent 
Event (form 083), and Further Detalla 
(Form D92) If not pravtoualy completed 
for thl• hospttallaatlon. 

If any hoapltall&atlona, give apectflc reaaona1 

b) Ho• -ny tt .. s did th• patient ••parlance 
hypoglycamla of euch aavarlty that tha 
patient ..• 

(I) lost conaclousnaa• 
•llhout aet&ura 

(II) lost conaclou•n••• 
•Ith ••laura 

c) Ho• .. ny tl .. a did tha patlant 
eoperlence hypoglyca•I• of auch 
severllr . 

(I) that the patient required 
professional medical •••latance, 
Including placement of an IV or an 
Intravenous Injection of ulucose7 

(II) d5 lo require lhe assistance of 
ar,ulhar person. au~h as the 
iltJm•ni!tlrat •on of ylucagon, l.Jut 
~•t.1 not re~ulrv ¥ny of the 
a,.slsldllLH dHscrllled In ( l)'I 

• ti•t d~ to re4ulru the asslsta11cu ut 
another J•erson but dtd not ruq,,trv 
any ot lh" nelp dHscrlbed In ti) 
or (il)1 
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d) Co111pleta only If •avere hypoglycemia •hlch 
the patient could not treat hlmaelf/heraelf 
h•• occurred1 

(I) Ho• .. nr ti ... h•• th• 
petlant received glucagon7 

(II) Ho• .. ny tl .. a haa the 
patient racelv•d IV ulucoae 
to treat hypoglyc .. 1•7 

(Ill) Did any aplaod•• raault 
In lnJury to the patient 
or oth•ra7 

Ho Yea 
( I) ( 21 

If YES. •p•c Ur I 

If the patient hea eaperlenced aevere hypoglycemia 
•hlch he/ah• could not tr•al hl•••lf/h•r••lf, 
pl•••• co.ipleta Notlrlcatlon of lnl•rcurr•nt Ev•nt 
(for• 0201, Notification of Hypoglyce•lc lnlercurrent 
Ev•nt (form 083) and Further Oatalla (for• 092) fur 
for any eplaodaa for ahlch thla haa not prevluu~ly 
been done, 

•I Ho• .. ny ti .. • In the peat aevan 
d•Y• did th• patient ••p•rlenc• 
hypoulrce•I• •hlch ••• •lld 
enough for the patient to 
treat hl ... lr/heraelf7 

f) If the patient h•• eaperlenced 
hypoulrc•••• In th• peat 
eeven d•y• •hlch ••• •lld 
enouuh for tha petlant to 
traat hl•••lf/hera•lf, an•••r 
ltema (II through (Ill) balo•. 
Other•lae, aklp to Section 0. 

(I) Did •lld hypoulyce•I• occur1 

Whlle the patient ••• •••ke 

Whlle the patient ••• aaleep 

Both 

I) 

21 

31 
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(II) What••• the uauel reaaon for the mtld 
hypoolycemla7 (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 

Ml•••d .,.., or enack 

Oecreaaed food lnteke 
at ... 1 or •neck 

lncr••••d •••rclae leval 

Too ..,ch lnaulln taken 

Leck of early ••rnlng algna 
of lo• blood glucoae 

Othar1 apeclty1 

Unaaplaln•d 

(Ill) What aympto•• doe• the patient have •Ith 
•lld hypoglyc .. la7 (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 

Adrenarglc ••rnlnu eympto•• 

Olaphoreala (••••ting) 

Al tared .. ntal atatua 

Other 

Mona 

I) 

I) 

1) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

( I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 
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O. DIABKTIS ll.!LATED OOllPLICATIOllS AllD/OR CATECORY l 
IllTllRCUllllElllT HVDITS 

If the petlent h•• been hoaplt•llz•d (overnight) to 
tr••t any or th• lollo•lng dl•b•t••-r•l•t•d complication• 
or C•t•gory 3 •v•nta, th• Notlllcatlon or lnt•rcurrent 
Event (For• 020) muat b• compl•t•d for each ho11pltallz•
tlon (aee Ch•pter 10 of the Manu•I of Operations). 

II no hoaplt•llz•tlon occurred, C•t•oory 3 lntercurrent 
Ev•nta er• r•ported on thl• for• only, For• 20 la not 
required. 

I. OPHTHALMIC 

•) He• th• p•tlent 
h•d blurred or 
reduced vlalon7 

II YES, ••Pl•ln1 

b) Haa the patl•nt 
••p•rlenced 
flo•t•r• or 
fl•ahlng llghta7 

c) Haa th• p•tlent 
h•d eny other •Y• probl•••7 

II YES, apectfy1 

d) WI 11 the P•ttent be ••nt 
the ophthalmologlat for • 
apac lal vlalt7 

to 

Right 
9.!! 

No Yea 
( I) ( 2) 

No Yea 
( I) ( 2) 

Left 
9.!! 
No Yea 

( 1) ( 2) 

No Ye• 
( I) ( 2) 

No Yes No Ya• 
( 1) ( 2) ( I) ( 2) 

No Ye& 
( 1) ( 2) 
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2. NEUROLOGIC 

Hea the patient had •ny ol the follo•lng7 

•) Paraatheal•a (peln or numbn•••) 
In hand• or feet 

b) Uneaplalned IDUllCI• •••knaaa 

c) Vomiting or blo•tlng •ft•r ..... 

d) Bouta of per11l11tent or 
recurrent dl•rrhe• 

e) Bout• or urln•ry retention 

f) Dlzzlne11a or llghtheededneaa 
(not aa11oclated •Ith hypoglyc••I•) 

g) Fainting 
(not aaaoclated •Ith hypoglyce•la) 

h) Seizure (not due to 
hypuglyce•la) 

No Yea 
( I) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

1) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

IJ I 2) 

1) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

If YES, complete the Notlflcatlo~ 
of lntercurrent Events (For• 020) 
If It h•• not •lready bean 
completed for thl11 condition. 

I 
I 
I 
I 

Not 
No Yea Applicable 

I I Impotence ( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

No Yea 
JI Has the patient developed ayinptoma ( I) ( 2) 

compatible •Ith• local neuropathy 
(described aa audden onaet, asynometrlcal 
and self-limited, I.e., cranial •ono-
nduropathy. proahaal motor nMuropalhy, 
lruncal neuropathy)7 

kl Ulnar neuroloylc problem 1 

It VE s. Spec If"' 

I) Will the patient be sent to the 
11t.:'-~' ulou•st for ii &IJuctal vlsl 1·1 

ND Yea 
( I) I 2) 

No Yes 
( I I ( 2) 
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3. RENAL 

Haa the pettent hed eny of the follo•lng? 

e) Ede .. (of r•n•I ettology only) 

b) Other renel probl•• 

If. YES, •pecttya' 

4. VASCULAR 

He• th• petlent hed eny of th• follo•lng? 

•) Shortn••• of breeth 

b) Sy.pl09a of cong••tlve 
heert di••••• 

c) 1..,.tred pertpherel veacul•r 
clrculetton (e.g., lnter•lttent 
cleudlcetton) 

d) Cheu peln 

(t) If yea, la thl• cllnlc•I englna7 
(A• deftn•d In Chepter 10 of th• 
Menuel of Operetlona) 

e).Othar ayanpto .. auggeattve of • 
auapected non-ecute Ml 
(•• defined MOO Chapter 10) 

If Ya• to d)I or e) complete tha 
Notification of lntercurrent Evant• 
(For• 020) If It haa not already 
baan coanpleted for thla condition. 

f) Symptom• auggaatlve of 
transient lschemlc attack(&) 
(As defined In Chapter 10 of tha 
Manual of Oparatlona) 

g) Other vascular problem 

If YES, speclfy1 

No Yea 
( I) ( 2) 

( I) ( 2) 

No Ya• 
( I) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

I 
No Yea 

( I) ( 2 I 
I 

I 
I 

( I I ( 2 I 

( I) ( 2) 
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5. INFECTIONS 

Ha• the petlent had any of the follo•lng7 
(A• defined In Cheptar 10 of the Manuel of Oparetlon•) 

a) Urinary tract Infection (e.g., 
cy&tltla, pyalonaphrltla, 
parlnaphrlc ab•casa) 

b) Upper or lo•ar re•plretory trect 
Infection 

c) Gastroantarltl• •Ith fever 

d) Cutaneous (non-tnfualon alt•) or 
lllUCocutanaou• (e.g., Candid• 
vulvo-vaglnttta. furunculoel•, 
dental abscas•) Infection 

If YES, •pactfya 

e) Post-oparettve or d••P •ound 
Infection 

f) Gangrene 

g) Other Infection• not •P•clflcelly 
defined In the Menuel of Operetlona 
(I.e., aaononucleoala, epldldy•ltl•, 
..,aal•s, chicken poa) 

If YES, •pectfya 

No Ya& 
( I) I 2) 

I) 

I) 

2) 

2) 

No Ye• 
( I) ( 2 I 

I) 2) 

I) ( 2) 

( I) ( 2) 

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING ONLY FOR PATIENTS WHO USE 
AN INDWELLING NEEDLE OR CATHETER FOA INSULIN 
ADMINISTRATION. 

h) Has tha patient had Infection at 
the Insertion site (e.u., >l.'5 c• 
arythema and purulence)? 

Complete the Notification of 
lntercurrent Event (form 020) 

ti. MINOR OUTPATIENT SURGERY OR INCIDENTAL 
TRAUMA (u.y., slonplu tracturu. 
uncompl teated lac11rat Ion). 

If YES, •pee If y: 

I 

I 

No Yes 
I) I 2) 

I 
I 

No Yes 
I) I 2') 
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1. INTERCURRENT ENDOCRINE EVENT 

(e.g., hypothyroldl••· Grava'• di•••••· 
Cuahlnu'• di•••••) 

If YES, apeclrya 

8. ADVERSE PSYCHOSOCIAL REACTION 

If YES, apeCtf)la 

9. OTHER 

a) Hea th• patient ••P•rlenced anv other 
.. dlcel probl ... or dlfflcultl•• In 
carrying out the dlabetea treet•ent 
regl ... n (Include• l ... rlaon-.nt)7 

If YES, eaplalna 

No Vea 
( I) ( 2) 
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P. IOIDICATIOllS 
On the ·average, how .. ny eaplrln-contalnlnu 
tablet• or other proateglandln Inhibitor• 
doea the petl•nt u•• each month? 
(IF NONE, ENTER ODD) 

Hes the patient used or Is h•l•h• 
currently using en)' preacrlptlon drug 
one regular ba•ls Other then ln•ulln7 

No Vas 
( I) ( 2) 

I'~<"" I I 
3. Has the patient uaed any 

over-the-counter drugs7 ( 
No Ve• 

I) ( 2) 

I 
I 1~·<0·,, I-

4. Does the patient uae vlte•ln 
5upple .. nts on a regular be•l•7 ( 

No Vas 
I) ( 2) 

I 
I I,;:;-;.... 1--
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Q. PHYSICAL DAMillATIOll 
I. D•t• or la•t phy•lcal aa .. lnatlon 

Month liar 'ieu 

2. Curr•nt ••lght (kg) 
(To conv•rt pound• to kllogr ... , 
... itlply by 0.464.) 

3. Chang• In •eight alnc• pr•vtoua 
•••• (kg) (CIRCLE • OR -) 

4. lllh•t ta th• patient'·• daalrad 
•• lght (kg)? 

6. la tha patient I••• than II v••r• old7 
If HO, aklp to Qu•atlon Q.I. 

6. Curr•nt h•lght le•) 
(To conv•rl Inch•• to cantl .. t•r•, 
... 1tlply bJ 2.64.) 

1. H•• patt•nt felled to .. 1n1aln 
nor .. I gro•th and d•w•lop.ant 
(••• llanu•I of Op•ratlona Chapt•r 
for daflnltlon)T 

I. PulH (bpm) 

9. Sitting blood praaaur• (RIGHT ARM) 

a) Sra1011c , .. Ha) 

b) Dlaatollc ( .. Hg) 

c) H•• hyp•rt•naton b••n pr•vloualy 
docu .. nt•d •nd ha• th• Hotlftc•tlon 
of lnt•rcurr•nt For• b••n co111pleted 
•nd aenl lo th• Coordinating Center7 

• 

Ho V•• 
( t) ( 2) 

Ho Vea 
( I) ( 2) 

No Ve& 
( I) ( 2) 

I SKIP TO QUESTION Q.--.-0, ---------
I 
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d) I• th• curr•nt ayatollc or dl••tollc 
blood preaaur• •o high •• to be abov• 
the nor .. 1 ranu• •• atat•d In 
Chapter 10 of th• M•nual of 
Operation• I.a .• • t40 ayatoltc 
or ~ 90 dleatol lc7 

IF VES, PATIENT SHOULD RETURN ON 
ANOTHER DAV llllTHIN ONE MONTH FOR 
A- SECOND DETERMINATION OF BLOOD 
PRESSURE. COMPLETE ITEMS 
e) THROUGH u> AT THAT TIME. 

No Vea 
( I) ( 2) 

e) Date of aecond alttlnu blood 
preaaur• d•t•r•lnatlon iiOnth o.,-- -v.;;: 

f) Sitting blood praaaur•1 

Srstollc ( .. Hg) 

Dlaatoltc ( .. Hg) 

y) Due• the ayatollc or dlaalollc blood 
presaure lndlc•t• hrpart•n•lon •• 
defined In the MOO, Ch•pter 10 I.•, 
~ 140 arstollc or~ 90 dlaatollc7 

Complete the Notlftcetlon of 
lnlercurrent Event (DCCT For• 020). 

No Vea 
( I) ( 2) 

I 

10. Injection o;ltea (INCLUDING CATHETER SITES): 

Absent Present 
e) Llpoatroplly ( I) ( 2) 

b) tlpohrperlrophr ( I) ( 2) 

c I lnflammallun ( II ( 2) 



P•t l•nt ID ----------

....... 
~ ... 

11. Abdo ... n1 
Abaent Pr11a11nt 

•) H•p•to-11•ly ( I) ( 2) 

b) If pr•••nt, ho• larva (apan)7 -- c• 

12. Fa•t1 
Ab&ent Pre&ent 

•) Ulc•r• ( I) ( 2) 

b) Infect Ion I) ( 2) 

c) Abnor .. 1 toenail• I) ( 2) 

!!!tlll :.:. Dor••l h pedl• 

d) Right e) Left 

Nor ... 1 Dl•lnlahed Abaent Nor ... 1 Dl•lnlahed Abaent 
( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

!!!tlll :.:. Poaterlor ill!!! 

f) Right g) Left 

Nor .. 1 Dl•lnlahed Abaent Nor ... 1 Dl•lnlahed Abaent 
( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

13. Were any other ebnor••lltl•• noted on 
phyalcal e• .. lnetlon7 

No Ye& 
( I) ( 2) 

Speclfy1 _____________________ ~ 

DCCT Form OOJ.J P•"M 18 of 20 



~,: 

Pat l•nt ID 

•• BLOOD CWCDSI PIOPll.K. HBllOCUJBlll Ale. UPID AllD B.EllAL snmu:s 

I. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

No 
Wiii th• Prorlla•t b• .. ll•d to lh• Central Bloche•latry Laboratory? , 11) 

2.-llihynot1-(CHECK-ALL-THAT APPLYTHENSKIPTO QUESTION R.9) 

Kit da.,.g•d aft•r coll•ctlon 
Patl•nt forgot to do coll•ctlon 
Patl•nl loat kit 
P•tl•nt r•fua•d to do coll•ctlon 
Olh•r or unkno•n 

On •h•t d•l• ••r• th• collectlona p•rfor .. d7 

On •h•t dal• •Ill th• Proflla•t b11 .. ll•d7 

( I) 
( I) 
( I) 
( I) 
( I) 

Whet ecce••lon n.,..,•r •Ill b• ua•d on th11 Protll•11l7 

I 
1--------' 

Month 011;- V11ar 

iiOnth 011;- -Year 

BGPI thru BGP7 -

Yea 
( 2) 

DCCT form DOJ.J Paye 19 or 20 

-----
8. a. Wea thla protllaet •uppoa•d to h•v• b••n quellty-controlla~7 

(I) If v••· •hlch •tick numb•r did th• petl•nt dupllcet•7 ~~-
(If not dona, en•••r 0) •tick 

(II) Wea thl• th• corr•ct atlck numb•r7 

If th• pat-l11nt la rando•l~ed to th• Eaperlmental Treatment 
Group, en•••r Qu•atlona R.1 end R.8; otharwl••· proceed 
to Qu••tlon R.9. 

1. Old th• pall•nt p•rfor• ••If blood glucoae ~nltorlny on 
the day he/aha obtaln11d the Profllaet apeclmena7 

No Yea 
( I) ( 2) 

No Ye• 
( 1) ( 2) 

NO Vtts 
( I) ( 2) 

J Proceed toOUeittililR?J------------------------' 



Pat I ant ID 

B. U51ng the patient'• "Dally Diabetes Monitoring Record", speclty 
the result& of tha aalf blood glucose monitoring performed on that day: 

Prebreekfeat --- 1119/dl 

90 min. p.c. --- mg/di 

Pre lunch --- 1119/dl 

90 min. p.c. --- mg/di 

Pre supper --- mg/di 

90 min. p.c. --- 111g/dl 

Bedtime --- mg/di 

9. The quarterly blood aa111ple la to be taken for HbAlc measurement. 

10. 

e) HbAlc ecceaalon number1 

b) Date specimen collected1 

Wiii llpld specimen& be .,.lied to the Central 
Blochemlstry Laboratory tor annual visit? 

H -

llonth Day Vear 

No 
( ) 

I 

Yes 
( 2) 

I Proceed to Question R. 131 I 

11. On •hat date •Ill the apecl.,.na be dra•n7 
Month Day Vear 

12. What accession number •Ill be used? L -

lJ. Wiii renal atudles specimen• be .,.tied to the Central 
Biochemistry Laboratory for annual visit? 

Nu Yes 
( I) I 2) 

rr:oca&STo-end-,,,-for• •nd algn I 
14. On •hat data •Ill tha apaclmana ba collected? 

IS. What acceaalon number •Ill be uaed7 

Ndme ot person reaponalble for Information on this form: 

llonth Day Vear 

S and U -

Cert It I cat Ion 
Number 

DCCT Form 00~.J Page 20 of 20 

REMINDER: The NottftcattonD_f_ lnterCUrre-nt Event (DCCT Forril020) mu~t 11e com1Jlett!cJ if the patient has e,11,perit~11Ct!d 
a11y of the lntercurrent eventa. Category I or Category 2 listed tn Chirtpter to of the DCCT Manual of Operation~ 
For hypoolycemla episodes, complete the Notification of Hypoglycemic l"tercurrent Event (DCCT Form OBJ) and 

d further Delalls of Hypoglrcemlc Event (Form 092) as well. 
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DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Laceltr-Perror .. d Blood Count end Che•l•try 

Oecelllber I, 196ti 
OCCJ for• 004.4 

Page I of 2 

The approprlete erea or thl• for• la to Da coaiplatad •hanavar e blood aaorpla frD• e OCCT patlant I• analyaad by tha cllnlc'• 
laDOratorr ae par1 of en allglDllltr avaluatlan or rar th• annual follo•-up avaluatlon of tha petlant. 

Cenadlan •ncl other ctlntca •hlch uaa S.I. unit• ... Y •rlta th• Dlood analyata raault• In th• apaca Dat•••n th• Ila• aaacrlpllon 
and lh• Do•••· 

Ir tha•• proc•dur•• ara Daine parfor .. d ror an allglbllllr avaluatlon, lha pallant cannot Da rando•t&ad If eny STOP I•••• are 
chackad. Saa Chaplar I of tha llenual af Opara&lon• for clarltlcatlan of tha•a a•cluaton crltarle. 

Al annual vlalta, only lh• ha..,gloDln ~ naad Da perfor .. d. flnvaatlgatora ara fr•• to .. a•ur• annually othar blood 
cha•latrl•• or blood calla thal thay conald•r part of rautlna general .. olcal cera, Dut th• ••pan•• for •uch leboretory •ork ahould 
no& D• Juatlflad aa a DCCT-raqutrad ••P•n•a ana anould D• .. t In oth•r ••Y•.) 

Whan th• far• h•• D••n co110plalad, a copy I• to b• ••nt 10 lh• Coordtnallng Centar In the •••kly tor•• ... 11ln9. 

A. 10£NTlfYING INfORMATIOH 

I. Clinic ...-.r 

a. Patient ID N..-Dar 

3. Petlent'• lnltlal• 

4. Oat• for• C091platad 

••> Entar th• vl•lt nUlllbara 
(IP AN ELIGIBILITY VISIT, 
ENTER 00) 

b) la th• vlalt Dalng hald 
•lthln th• 11 .. •lndo•1 

•• lnalc•t• patlant'a e•nd•ra 

I. CHEMISTRY ANALYSIS 

1. Data of collactlon 

2. D•I• of enalyal• 

3. N•· (mfq/L) 

4,i:11• (.tq/L) 

llonth Day YHr 

No Yaa 
( 1) ' 2) 

...... ··-•e 
( I) ( 2) 

iiiinih D•v -v.;;: 

iiiinih D•v -Year 

Ii. Cl- (mfq/L) 

6. Uric acid (mg/di) 

J. ,... (mg/di) 

8. PO~- fmg/dl) 

9. SGOT (International Unttal 

ID. Alkallna pnoaph•l••• 
(lntarnatlonal Unlt•I 

II. Total protatn (gm/di) 

12. AIDumln (gm/al) 

13. Craat I nine (1911/dl I 

14. Tatal chalaaterol f-u/Oll 

15. Total 1rl9lycarld•• (mg/oil 

C. BLOOD COUNT 

I. Data blood •aorpla Ora•n 

2. HamogloDln (g•/dl) 

3. Ha .. tocrll l•I 

iiiinih o .. ;- -Year 



~~·., 

c : 

Pat lent ID 

4. RBC count (ell I Ian per cu .. , 

I. ~BC caunl (thau•and par cu ..,) 

• Neutraphll• (ENTER 88 IP NOT DDNE) 

• Paly ... rphanuclear 
(ENTER 88 IP NOT DDNE) 

• ••nd fonoa (ENTER 89 If NOT DDNE) 

• Lriiphacv••• (ENTER 99 If NOT DDNE) 

• Manocvt•• (ENTER 88 If NOT DONE) 

• Eo•lnophll• (ENTER 98 If NOT DONE) 

• Other• (ENTER 99 If NOT DDNEI 

a. Platelet count (lhou••nd per cu .. , 

D. SPECIAL BLOOD TESTS 

I. Pre9nancv t••I 

a. Hb •l•clrophore•I• 

3. T4 lpU/dl) 

Chacll "•r• If 
Mal Appllc•DI• 

( I) 

1) 

I) 

Dal• Parfor .. a 
Month Day veer Pr1111nant 

STOP 

' I) 

Abnar .. 1 
STOP 

' I) 

' I) 

Not Preunent 

( ZI 

Nor .. 1 

( Z) 

C Z) 

If lh•r• ere apacl•I clrc .... 1anc•• •hv lh• T4 value I• not n11c11•••rllr abnor .. 1. ••Pl•ln1 

4. T5" llJul•I) 
Nol Appl lc•Dlll 

( I) 
Month Dav 

T,pe or print na .. of p11raon •ho completed lhl• for•1 

lvP• or print n••• of DCCT phv•tclan 11ho ravl•••d th••• r••ult•1 

.J 

vaar 
Abnor .. 1 

STOP 
( I) 

Certification Numn11r (If anvl 

Nar-1 

( 2) 

DCCT far• 004.4 P•u• 2 Qf 2 

Actuel Value 

Act .. •I Valu11 



ULt ---·--- DIABETES CONiROL AND Cl)4PLICATIONS TRIAL 

Neurological Hfstory 1nd Exam1natfon 

May 25, 19B3 
OCCT Fol"!TI 005.1 1-• 
Page 1 of 3 

fM UMl'Oto,rloat In'.•~ and -'riation •1ioi.14 h oaJ'l"Wd oi.t to pe"7!ie tJMWQr\.rtg oU"iQi11 speaifio quuticv. 
Pi7ee, u tliaN MIQ'o!Qgieat nidwnce of a •!irtenri.o dieord.e'I' t'iat OOtl.14 j•opardi.ae tlia pc:rthl'lt '• abit\C!f to pa'l'tiai· 
pate ,:" tM DCC"! •tud!f? SeOOl'ld, ,:. tlurN oti11ioat wid,,-iee of" p•r!plia:rat M'l'UOtl.I 9!f•Cf1Jft dirorde'I'? If •O, ie \t 
di1eat 1JP"'141tzoicat poli:(l'l8UZ":r,>atliif, a ~t "10to'I' MUZ"Opatlq,, a ~t'i!f 01' •""'• othe'I' lii1o't'der tliat i• 
W11h:klZ11 io h N?.aUd io diabet .. ? :rhi'l'd, if tMN "• ~· of" pO%!fMW'l'OpGtlq,, w'iat i• t"• anerit of t~ .. 
UIO'Ol.ogiO Ufiait at CM tiale Of -"'"tiol'I? Deairiol'I• 11iol.?4 h ba..ud O'I tJw liilioJ'lf tlfld plq,rioal fi"4i11g1, and 
-t " llladl i~t"""' CM NIMZU of tllfJJ MW"Op'i!f•iotogioaZ e .. ttng. 

fM p~aioa % canial'I tio!'I 11iol. ?4 N oano\ed OMt (>1 a qvU t ocmf onab 7A 'l'OOll IMO" 121 CZl'I OM tpcztill'lt -=-i11i>19 1'00I!! 
07' CZl'I DIC ewiu. 

rhi• fo"11 "' OO!!p?4hd fw -=""riatiol'la Pl'l'fafffl11d fw bautiv .:tlHHml!'lt CZl'ld fo'I' IZl'l!'IM'1l fot~iq; ~twnio'l1. 
A OOFlf of t""' fafffl "' io be •ll'lt io tn. CooJ'iHriating Cll'IU'I' \'I tlie WHlcZ!f f0"111 lllCliti>if. 

A. JDENTIFYING JNFORMATJON 

, . C11nic Number [IJ 1-1 

2. Patient ID Number 7-11 

3. Patient's Initials 111-1• 
'· Date of examination ~ u-u 

5. Jf this 1s a base11ne 
examination, check here: Q u 

Otllerwf se, 

(1) specify wlllch follow-up 
visit tllis 1s 

(11) 1s th1s vtslt befng held 
within the t11111 window? 

CD 11-ZI 

No Yes 

D Dz· 
B. NEUROLOGICAL HISTORY 

NOTE: Your standard neurological history sllo11ld be 
performed. Tiie history should Include an lnq11lry 
Into possible exposure ta ne11roto1lc dnigs or 
chemicals, and a family history of neurologlc 
disease, weakness, or arthritis 1nd joint defol'lll· 
ties. Also 1111ke spec1flc 1nd detailed Inquiry 
1bout symptoms of 1ensor1 1 111ator and 111tonomlc 
dysfunction. 

1. Blsed on your hhto"7, daes the p1tlent hive: 

1) A condf tfon other thin 
d11bet1s wllfch could c111se 
ne11ropethy7 

If ru. spectf1: 

Ila Yes 

D 0" 

, . 

2. 

(tontfn11ed) 

b) Exposure to known neurotoxlns? 

If YES, specify: 
Date of 

12!.!! heosure 

c) A family hlstol')' of neuron.iscular 
disorders? 

No ¥ts ·o Ou 

No Yes 
D Qj, 

Are any of tlle fo11ow1no sensory s'f'ITll)toms 
present fn the lilnds or· fHt7 · · 

Botll 
Hands 
and Hinds FHt 

No FHt Q a •) Nlll!'l)ness Q Q ZI 

II) Dyses tlles 111 1 Q Q D Q II Pl res tlles I 11 

c) Myperuns1. 
th1ty to 

Q Q D Q touch II 

d) Burning/aching 
Q Q [] Q subbing petn n 



P1t1ent ID 

3. Are any of the foll0111ing 1110tor 1ymptoms 
present? No Tes 
a) Ankle weakness 00 11 

b) Cramps D 0" 
c. Are any of the foll0111ing autonomic symptoms 

present? (Before they are •scribed to 
dhbetlc autonomic neuropathy, the symptoms 
1111st have been present for at least 30 days 
and should not be attributable to other 
conditions to the best of the physician's 
kn0111ledqe.) 

Postural hl2otension 

•) Weakness on standing llo Yes 
relieved by lying down D Q •. 

b) Fainting on standing 
relieved by lying down D []II 

lias tro2a res 1 s 

c) Dysphagl1 (difficulty In No Yes 
swallowing) D [] .. 

d) Anorexia_ D []., 
e) Nausea D [] .. 
f) V11111ftlng D [] .. 
g) Vague fullness after .. al D [] .. 

Diabetic Diarrhea 
No fts 

h) Nocturn1l dl1rrtlea DD· 1 

1) F1c1l Incontinence Q[] .. 

l) More than 20 bowe 1 DD·· mov-nts/d1y 

Colonic Atony 

II) Less than 2 bowel 110 Yes 
a:iv-nts/week D [] .. 

1) Less than 1 bowel DD·· a:ivement/3 d1ys 

lienftourfnary 

•) I111Potenc1 (not du1 to 
llo Yes 

Other CIUSIS) 00° 
n) Rttrogr1d1 1j1cul1t1on OD"' 
o) Overflow bl1dder D [] .. tncont1Nnc1 

p) Urfnal'J' dribbling DD·· 

DCCT Fonn 005. 1 
P1ge 2 of 3 

llo Yes q) Incomplete bladder 
emptying DO" 

r) Increased urinary 
volume 0 Qu 

1) Decreased urinary 
OQu frequency 

Sudomotor Abnonnalttl 
No Yes t) D1m1nfshed sweating 

of legs D Q .. 
u) Feeling of Increased 

DD·· sweating elsewhere 

Hl2ogllcemtc Unawareness 

y) Decreased adrenergtc No Yes awareness of hypo-
glycemta OD 

C. NEURDLOG!c.Al EXAMIKATION 

NOTE: Your standard neurological exam
ination should be performed. Special 
attention should be paid to the peripheral 
nervous system. 

The recomnended method for testing 
small-diameter sensory fibers ts to begin 
with evaluation of cold perception. A 
dense metal object such as the weight at 
the end of 1 128 Hz tuning fork serves as 

II 

1 good cold stimulus. Begin by asking the 
patient to compare the temperature of this 
object as perceived over the dorsum of the 
foot and the top of the thigh. If the more 
proximal stimulus Is colder, then starting 
on the dorsum of the toes, slowly move the 
object proxlmalward until the level of 
change to normal ts found. Pin prick should 
be used to verify this level, since patients 
without neuropathy may report a change in 
temperature ff they are examined In 1 cool 
room. The level 1t which the p1n prick feels 
nonnel (compared with the upper thigh or 
face), 1nd not just "sharp•, should be 
recorded. To examine large f1ber functions, 
the 1b111ty to detect the d1rectlon of the 
1111111 upward or downward movements of the 
great toe should be determined, 1s well as 
the 1bl11tv to oercelve 1 low amplitude 
128 Hz v1br1tfon at the first metatars1l
phal1ngeal joint, using your personal 
1xper1ence with fnd1v1duals without neuro• 
patlly 11 a control. 

For the lllOst pert, strength will be 
nol"lllll In this group of patients. To look 
for ev1dence of distal weakness, test the 
strength of gre1t toe dorslflexlon (extensor 
hallucls longus "'scle) 1nd the strength of 
111111 tot dorslflexlon (extensor dlgltorian· 
brev11). Jn addit1on, look for evidence of 
atrophy of Intrinsic foot inuscles 1nd eval-
111te the size of the contracting EHL "'scle ', 
for •trophy. 

Reflexes should be elicited fn your us
u1l way. In this study we w111 bt especially 
1nt•Nl!O.M 1n th111 knee and ankle .1erks. Re
flex1s should bt graded 1s ++++ (very brisk 
with clonus), +++ (brisk), ++ Ind+ (nol'lllll), 
+/· (ellc1ted only w1th the Jendrass1k 111n-
111ver) or O (cannot be elicited). 



Patient ID 

C. NEUROLOGICAL EXAMINATION (Contlnutd) 

1. 

2. 

lised on the physical e1aminatlon. · 
IT'I there abnonnailities of: 

•> Atnta1 status (No1"1ai N?ltaZ No Yes • 
etatw U tUf~riad CU II IC:CIN D 0" of ll w RION "" tile r.iu,o•: 
SoateJ DD;, It) Cr1nial nerves 

• 
c) Pro1l1111l or distal .,scl11 D 0" 
d) Sensory function of 5'1111 

ffbers (decreastd pfn or D D~· umperatunt) 

e) Sensory function of l11"9e 
D o:. fibers 

f) S.it and coordination D 0:1 
•If 1ny of the abov1 abnol"lllll11t1es are 
present, e1plaln: 

Reflex Pattern (use the nUlllber tn parentheses 
co record tlle 1'11flt.1 pattern) 

++++ brisk with clonus (5) 
+++ br1sk-nol'llll1 (4) 

++ nol"llllll (3) 

+ llOl'lllll (2) 

!Present with reinforcement (1) 

0 unobtainable (O) 

a) Biceps 
.0t Left 

Ou-.. 
II) Triceps D D•--11 
c) Brachtoradtal h D D .. _., 
d) Quadriceps D 011-n 
•) Castroc/soleus D 0' .. " 

T~ or print 1111111 of penon completing thts fona: 

DCCT Form OOS.1 
Page 3 of 3 

D. CONCLUSIONS FROM NEUROLOGICAi. HISTORY 
AND EXAMINATION 

1. Based on your completed neurolog1cal history 
and physical 11amin1tion, does this patient 
have: 

2. 

3. 

4. 

a) Symptoms consistent with a No rts distal syir1Mtric1l poly· D D'i neurop1 thy? 

II) Abnol'!!lll sensory e11m 
consistent with a distal D 0,. synsnetrlcal polyneurop1thy? 

c) Decreased or absent deep D 0,. tendon reflexes? 

Does this patient have cllncially• · 
evident dtabetfc peripheral neuropathy7 

Definite yes (at least two of 
the three responses to Questt~n 
D.1 11111st bt positive) D 
Possible yes (one of the three 

D responses to Question D. 1 11Ust 
be positive) 

D Na 

If ND, skip to Question D.4. 

If the patient hu a diabetic 
neuropathy, ts It pri1111rily: 

Diffuse (distal syl!lllltrlcal Q 
sensory-motor and/or autonomic) 

Focal (pro1frnal motor 
neuropathy, 1110noneuropathy, 
11111noneuropathy multiple1)7 

Based on your completed neuro-
logical history and physical 
11aminatfon, ts there evidence 
of a neurological disorder other 
Ulan diabetfc synmetrfcal sensory-
11111tor polyneuropathy? 

110 

C.rtiffcatfon 
Number (if any) 

D 

CD-o::J ,. .. , 

D 

Yes 

D 

" 

1• 

" 
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DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Lacally-Parformed Urlnalysls and Urlna Culture 

March 12. 1990 
DCCT Form 006.6 

Page I of 2 

Tha appropriate aectton of thla farm I• to be completed •hanever a urine sample has been collected from• DCCT patient for 
locally-performed urlnelyala and urine culture for the annual follo•-up avaluatlon of the patient. 

Chapter 10 of the Manuel of Operation• give• procedures for Identifying and treating various Infection•. 
only teat• to be perfor .. d are urlnalyala and, for fe....,le patients, urine culture. 

At annual visits, Iha 

A. 

a. 

Once the for• haa been completed. a copy ta to be sent to the DCCT Coordinating Center In the •••kly forma malling. 

IDENTIFYING INFORMATION 

I. DCCT Clinic Number 

2. Patient ID Nu.tier 

3. Patient"• Initiate 

4. Date for• completed 

5a) Enter the vlalt nUlllber1 
(IF AN ELIGIBILITY VISIT, 

ENTER 00) 

b) I• the vlalt being held 
•lthln the ti .. •lnda•7 

URINALYSIS 

I. Date of urlnalyale 

r • 

Month Day Veer 

No Yes 
( I) ( 2) 

Month -OaY- Vear 

2. Indicate amount• of the folla•lng. 
(CHECK ONLY ONE BOX) 

Hematurle 
(Hemastla) 

None 

( I) 

Trace 

( 2) 

+I +2 

( 3) ( 4) 

J. If Hemastla Is positive, Indicate number• of the 
follo•lng (IF NONE, ENTER 00. IF TOO NUMBEROUS TO 
COUNT, ENTER 99. 

a) RBC/hpf 

b) WBC/hpf 

c) ABC casts/hpf 

d) wee casts/hpf 

e) Cellular, granular, broad or 
•a•y casts/hpf (DO NOT INCLUDE 
HVALINE OR OTHER CASTS) 

•3 

( 5) 



Patient ID DCCT Form 006.6 Page 2 of 2 

4. Ara graatar than & RBC, WBC, cellular, granular, broad or waay casts present? 

5. I• the patient tamale? 

e) Ir YES, •aa the urine collected on a day out&lde of the patlent"s men&trual period? 

b) Ir YES to (a), •era there more than 5 RBC/hpf7 

C. URINE CULTURE 

A QUANTITATIVE URINE CULTURE MUST BE PERFORMED FOR ALL FEMALE PATIENTS. FOR MALES, 
IT NEED BE PERFORMED ONLY IF THERE WERE GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO 2-4 WBC/hpf (Item B.8.d). 

I. waa e urine culture'perrormed7 

1r YES, (e) enter date or urine culture1 

(b) tr the aubJect ta an outpatient or non-catheterized Inpatient, 
la there a single culture of >100000/ml of one organism, OR 
l•O culture• or >100 colonies/ml Candida &pecles? 

OR 

It the aubJect la a catheterized Inpatient, Is thera a single 
culture •Ith one or t•o organisms, either of •hlch Is >100000 
colontaa/ml, DR a alngla culture of >100 colonies/ml Candida species? 

Type or print name of peraon completing this form: 

Type or print name of Individual •ho revle•ed these resultsr 

i, i .. ' 
\,,. 

No Y11a 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

Ho Vea 

( I) ( 2) 

Month Da~ Vear 

No Yes 

( I) ( 2) 

( I) ( 2) 

Certification 
Number (If any) 



LABORATORY NAME AND ADDRESS: 

Test Procedure 

HbAl 
Hb electrophoresis 
CBC 
Reticulocytes 
Stckl e prep 
T4 

TSH 
Multichannel analysts 

Na 
K 

CL 
Ca 
P04 
Uric acid 
SGOT 
Alkaline phosphatase 
Total protein 
AlbUlllin 
Sen111 bi 11 rubi n 

Total 
Indirect 

Pregnancy test 
Renal function -

Serum creattnine 
Urinalysis 

Appearance 
·specific gravity 
Dipstick for 

Protein 
Sugar 

PH 
Mtcroscop1c sediment 

DIRECTOR'S SIGNATURE: 

DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 
August 3, 1982 
DCCT Fo"" 007. 1 
Page 1 of 1 

Docun.entation of Local Laboratory Certification 

CERTIFICATION AGENCY: 

Certtftcatton 
(yes/no J 

Nomal Range Values 

Is there 
an observed 
11111e/fema1e 
difference? 

Male (or both Female 
1f no diff.) 
Upper 
Limit 

Please 111111 to: 

Lawer 
Limit 

Upper 
Limit 

Ills. Tina Johnson, Research Assistant 
DCCT, Coord1nat1ng Center 
The B1ostat1st1cs Center 
7979 Old Georgetown Road, Suite 500 
Betllesdt, Maryland 20814 

.._ --

Lawer 
Limit 





A. 

•• 

c. 

[qLC ---·---
DIABETES CONTROL AND CDH?LICATJONS TRIAL 

lls1lln1 Dp~t~lmic E1amin1tlon 
and Ocular History 

August 23, 1983 
DCCT Form 008.2 
Page 1 of 3 ·-· 

17ii1 fo,.,, i1 r.o b. ""d co do~t eli• irii:iaZ opli:ha!.mic anuam.rit af pati.,..e 1Ziv-£bilie!I for 
tr• DCC1. Oia;iur 1J of eii1 DCC1 Nari..aZ of Op1raeiori1 1>iowZd b. cOP1s .. Ze1d for p't'Oc•lfwn• for CO"T'Z-=~,.~ 
t1ii1 -=="'";...:t\Ol'I. Cli=Ft•r I 1>io .. Zd ff c~wZc•d for •ZipibiZit!I mt1ria. 

lf a bo: uitli STOP i1 clt11:~1d, e111 a:cZ .. siOPI mt1ricn lta1 bHn ~:n61.t1r1d'N tltl pati1rit i1 i'l1!~;~~Z1 
f~ i'llr.~ori;a:ion i'I iltl DCC1. 1o.,. 11toi.Zd cone\11,., io CO"!pZ•t• tltl -.:...::ion, ~u1r, 10 that tit• ~uZiv 
orli:ltaZmio data uiZZ bl ~Zn1 for :1n:1 uc%..d1d ;;aei:...t. 

17•• ~~pat l"u .. :igator 1111<1t rwi.nJ tlti1 fo,.,, and rign <tt ($1cti011 1). lf tit• pati.,..t wa fo.,,..~ 
to ff ivligib%1 at tlii1 iri:1it, tli1 Pr-incipc:zZ l"u11ti9a:or '"°"Zd -=;itai" tlii1 r.o eli1 pati111t. A c~: o! 
tlii• fol'lft i1 CO h ,.,..e to w DCC1 Coordina:i"i C111cu. 

IDErrrtnlNG INFORllATlON I 
1. Clinic NUlllber [IJ ·-· i 

I I I ·~1 z. Patient ID NYl!lb1r 

J. Patient's Initials I I lu-1-: 
•• Dlte of examination ~11-1J 

t y I 
DClJLAR Hl STORY llo TIS 
1. Hhtory of oc111ar 111rgery 

D~ other than 1tr1bism11s or 11 11d 1111'911")' 

z. Hi1tory of g1111cC111111 D~ ,..q11iring .. die1tion II 

J. History of chronic 
D~ reQUlr11111nt for any II oc11l1r llldication 

•• History of photoco1gul1tion D~ I• 

5. History of 1n1· other oc111ar 
condition wtlich 1111 inter-

D~ fert with assessment of 
ophthll•ic endpoints II 

1iinAocuL.AR PRESSURE MWUREKENT 

D. SLIT-LAMP EXAMINATION 110 ""~ 
1. Is either lens missing? D E] 
z. Is there evidence of 

defintte iris neovasc11-
larizatton tn lither eye? D ~ 

E. DISTANCE SUBJECTIVE REFUCTION 

Use any visual acuity chart other than 
ETDRS Vls111l Ac11it,y Chart 1 or 2 

1. Co~ctive lenses obtained by 
111bjective refr1ct1on for distinct: 

l'llllit:tJ.U lolliltltlr pZw w lll'il'IW lp~•l'H 
07' ~Zindln WN .... d ~ inrcZirig Cli• 
appropriat• ng.... lf no 11111 =l'l'•c:i~..a 
~ Nqi.iNd, l'ICOM 4Z oltfck llll:l'lc (/) ii: 
w boor for "'llo CorNcei.ov" 

Rigllt E,,e Left Eye 

Sp he rt :1 I I · I I :1 I I · I I 
C,11nder :1 I I · I :! I· I 
~11 I I I I I 

I 
I 

llo corrections D Cl 

!Ill Yes 

u 

II 

··-·· ..... 
1?"'11 

..... 
I UH liol dl!llnn 1pphn1t Ion to9orrwtr1 I 
1. lntraoc1111r prtss11r1 CIJ- Ill 11•1' 

z. 11 there myopia greater 
tllln 7 diopters in one 
or botll 1111? D f'0~I .. 

1n right e1•: 

z. lntr1ocvl1r prtss11r1 
[IJ - Ill 11-11 in left 11e: 

J. 11 the intr1oc1111r pr11s11rt ~ TIS 
1n one or both eyes greater D~ thin or eq111l to 23 • Hg? II 



Patient ID DCCT Fol"ITI 008. 2 
Page 2 of l 

F. VISUAL ACUITY MtASUREMENTS LEFT EYE • CHART 2 

1?11 pati..i: '• BEST-CORi/Ei:TED iri•i.aZ Acuity Nui:ille!' 
o:-~\:v i" •o=h ·~· •ho"Zd b• de:•r· [quh1lent Chart 2 Letters Correet 
~"ad 1.1\:h th• ?•"• eorr•etian.1 
obt=i"•d by •r.bjeeti~• ,..frae:ian. 20/200 D s R J. " tzfld r1eord•d i" Qi..eetian. 1 of S1etio" E. 
°'11 of thl 1 ta'lld.:Jrd E!DRS C?=-:a 1 ho" Zd 
bl "''d co d1t•1"llirta for 1aeh •v• 20/160 c IC z 0 H 
th• ~•r of Z1::1r1 th• pa:i1~t 
~. lab?• io r1ad an. 1oeh Zi"' of th• Z0/125 0 II R J. D ehl:.-c. CHA.'tfT 1 •hok?d b1 kHd for 
chi R!CHT EYE 11"4 CHA.~ Z •ho" td bl 
wHd for Chi LEFr EYE. 20/100 IC z y D c 
1. Distance between tht p1tient I ! . ! 1nd the chart (rtcord 1n 1 ..... 20/80 y s H z 0 

•ters to nu rest 1/10 1111t1rl: 111ters 
20/63 H 

2. Letters correct at four 
D IC c R 

meters disunce: 20/50 c s R H II 
"'~z, 1tat:h Z.:t1r th• paiini 
id1"t~fi1• 001"'1"1et?y ~ """':' 20/40 s y z D J. CM iDtaZ eon-1et for that roi.; 

ill ooZW!M «t right. Eoeh 1'CflJ 

CQtaZ mi.at b1 •. 1v .. ~. 20/32 II c v 0 z 

RJGMT EYE • CHART 1 20/25 R H s D y 

Acuity lllPT'ber 20/20 s II R 0 H 
[quhalent Chlrt 1 Letters Correct 

20/16 0 D H IC R 
20/200 II c IC z 0 

201160 
20/13 z IC c s " R H s D IC 

20/10 c R H D y 
20/125 D 0 y H R 

20/100 c z R H s Total nllllber correct 1t 
ITJ four Mters: 7.Z.•71 

20/80 0 II H R c 
h the toul nllftber of 

20/63 D l s • y letters read corr1ctly llo Yes 
with the left eye at 
four 11eters gre1ter t111n fto~j o .. 20/50 z s 0 IC II or equal to 457 

20/40 c IC D II R 
3. The vfsu11 acuity score fs the 

20/32 s R z IC D ftllllber of letters read correctly 
It four .. t1rs plus JQ. · RfDht he 

20/25 H z 0 y c ¥111111 1cuft7 score I I I I ,,_,., 
I 

20/20 II v D 0 IC 
lley r1 

20/15 v H c II 0 
Yf1u11 acufty score , .... 

20/13 s v H c z 
20/10 0 z D y IC 

Total nll!lber correct at [I] four .. ters: ... ,. ..... 

11 th1 total nll!lber of 
11tt1rs read correctly llo , .. 
with the right 1y1 It 

BO four 111eters 'rtater 
thin or 1qu1 to U 7 7l 

---



Pn1rnt JD-----------
OPKTllAJ.HOSCOPlC ElAMlNATlON 

No Ves 
1. ls thrre evidence of 

pr;or photoco1gul1t1on? DEJ II 

Mo Yes 

z. Js there evidence of 
11gn1f1c1nt chor1oret1111l 
ICll'S, optic 1trophy, 
retin1l degener1tion, or 
other conditions wll1cll 
might confound the 
1ssess1111nt of ocul1r 
1ut111? Df5 .. 

J. Is there 1v1dente of 
d11bttic 1'9t1noPtthy? 

Right E19 
No l'tS 

OQ .. 
Left En 
No Yes 

DD 
4. If Qllestlon 3 11 answered M~ for 

tither 11e, 11 tllt total n11·iber 
of letters read correctly gr1ater 
tflln Or equa 1 to 501 

Right be 
Ito• YH oo .. 

•If llO, do not 1acl11de tht patient unless 
tllt degrtt of retfnopathy is conffl'll'ed 
by griding of 1tereo fundus photographs 
,, tllt Central Ophtllal~logic R1adin9 
Unit. 

5. If Qliest10tl 3 11 answered YES for 
11t11tr e1t, 11 tllt degree of 
rtt1nopathy less than that which 
wo11td char1ct1rize tllt 111 11 ,z OI' 'llOP'St? 

Right E19 
110- Ytl 

QQ., 
Left E,19 
Ila", .. 

DO 
.. If 110, do not 1aclud1 tht patient unl111 

'U\11 11 conf1""1d by grading of stal"IO 
f11nd11s photogr1pll1 b1 tht Central 
Ophthll1110log1c Reading Ull1t. 

•• 

.. 

.. 

DCCT Fol"lll 008.2 
Plot 3 of 3 

M. FUNDUS PHOTOGa.APHY 

1. ls far 11 you can dete1'111;ne 
frOlfl this ea1m1n1tion, ts 
there 1ny reason why 
1dequ1te Q~ality ster10 
fund11S photographs 
c1nnot be obtained 
for tllis patient? 

If YU, spec'lf1 l'llSOn: 

No Yrs 

Q~ .. 

If MO, the p1tfent should be sent 
to ilie ophthalmic photogr1phers to 
ll1ve fundus Photographs ind 
fluorescein 1ngiogra~s Uken. 
Thest procedures are described fn 
tllt lfilnua1 of Oper1tions, Cllapter 13. 

J. CONCLUSION OF VISIT 

1. W.s the patient de11111d 
1nt11giblt for any 
l'lllOn ll thiS Y111l? 

T~ or print n11111 of 
ophth1lmclogi1t perfol"llling 
this 1a1111fn1t1Dfl: 

llo ~ Du 11 

Cel'tiffc1tion 
ICU!!!btrs ( H •~r> 

ITl·CTJ ll•h 

T~ or print n11111 of Ptl'Son 
perfol"lllfng wf1u1l acuf t, ta111tn1tion: 

Tnt or Dr1nt 1111111 of DCCT 
Clfnfc Coardtn1tor: 

CD·CJJ ·-· 

ITJ . CD U•lll 

S1gn1turt of Principal Jnvestt1ttor: 





mr.ta01aoe1es ilf. · Con~ol and 
,., · Complications 

rnai 

PoaitiOD 

3•T 

a.,o 
11-16 

n-22 

23-28 

29-311 

35 

.36 

37 

39 

OC'OLlR El.IGIBn.IT'f (P-III) RECORD 
l.UODl' 

Duar1ptioD 

Clinic amber 

PaU•Dt 1d4'ntiticatioD aimber 

PatieDt lll1U&la 

Jandce acceuion amber tor oolor pboto Mt 
(•I· F-12345 appear• .. 1123115) 

Date ooloP pbotoa wre tun (MHt>DT?) 

December lB, lYijb 
DCCT Form 009.2 
Page 1 of 1 

Date Uli• pathnh pbotoa were mail•:S b)' clu.lc (MKDDn) 

Date CIOIU aeiit eligibilitJ record 

SubaiHiOD tJpe 
1 • Original pbotoa 
Z • letakea 

li&l:lt 91• eligibilitJ oode 
(Sue ood• table u lett 97• below) 
Lett er• el1gib11itJ ood• 
0 • lo R•tiDopatb)' 
1 • letlDopatl:IJ < ITDRS P2 
2 • letiaopatl:IJ l ITDRS P2 
J • letlDopatl:IJ vltbout Ma 
• - Ot.ber •zcluaioa CP1t•r1a 
a - C&DDot v•d• m.m 1t requutiq l"•takea 

Patient eli&ibilit7 oode 
0 • lo Jetinop.atbJ lD eitber eJ• 
1 - let1Dopat7 < ITDRS P2 lDcludinc l 1 Ma IA •itber 97• 
2 • lD•ligible 1D eitber or botb 97ea 
a - Cannot v•d• 
IUJIX 11 requeauaa retakee 

let.air• 1Dd1cator 
0 • letakH Dot requeated 
1 • l•tak•• requ .. t•d 

CoPrtcUoD oode 
O - Original tranS1i1aion or record 
1 • Pirat OOZ'rection 
2 • S.oond oorreotion 

ud ao on 

DCCT!l.G3.J)()C 2/28/85 
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rm~- DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

N•urob•h•vlor•I Aa••••,..nt (Compl•t• 8•tt•rrl 

M•rch 28, 1987 
DCCT Form 010.J 

P•ge I of 1 

Thia for• I• to b• compl•t•d br th• ateff of the DCCT Central Naurobehavloral Coding Unit to report tha raault• of a 
neurobehavloral •••••• .. nt. 

A COlllPl•ted copr of tha for• la to be aent to the DCCT Coordinating Center. 

A. IDENTIFYING INFORMATION 

I, DCCT Cllnlc Nulllber 

2. Patient ID Number 

3. Patient'• lnltlala 

4. Date Te•t• Aclmlnlatered 
iiOnth Dar -Y.;r 

S. If a ba•ellne vlalt, check here1 

Oth•r•I••· (I) apeclfr •hlch follo•-up 
vlalt thla •••• 

(II) •a• th• vlalt 
held •lthln the 
t 1 .. •lndo•7 

6. Date A••••• .. nt Coded 

No 
( I) 

( I) 

Yea 
( 2) 

Month Dar -Year 

7. Coder'• ID 

B. Neurobehavlorallat'• 
Certification Nu.tier 

9. Do•lnant hand 

B. WAIS PICTURE COMPLETION 

I. Total correct, 0-21 

a. Scal•d acore1 0-19 

Right 
( I) 

b. Au•-corrected acaled acore: 0-19 

L•ft 
( 2) 

2. Mean l•t•ncr for correct reepon•••• 0-20 

Ambldeatroua 
( 3) 

C. WISC-A PICTURE COMPLETION 

I. Total corr•ct1 0-26 

a. Aga-correct•d acaled acore1 0-19 

2. Maan latencr for correct reapon•••• 0-20 

D. LOGICAL MEMORY -- IMMEDIATE RECALL 

E. 

I. Tot•I nulllber of untta 
recalled -- Storr 11 0-25 

2. Total nulllber of unit• 
r•called -- Storr 21 0-Zt 

LOGICAL MEMORY -- DELAYED RECALL 

I. Total number or unit• 
recall•d -- Storr 11 0-25 

2. Hint given? 

3. Total nulllb•r of unlta 
racalled --.Storr 2: 0-21 

4. Hint glv•n7 

F. WAIS OBJECT ASSEMBLY 

I. Total number of polnta1 0-44 

a. Sc•l•d acore1 0-19 

b. Age-corr•ct•d •c•l•d ecore1 0-19 

--
No Yea 

( I) ( 2) 

--
No Yea 

( I) ( 2) 



(' 

Patient ID 

G. WISC-OBJECT ASSEMBLY 

I. Total number of pol.nts: 0-33 

e. Age-corrected aceled score1 0-19 

H. DIGIT SYMBOL SUBSTITUTION TEST 

I. Total number or symbols complatad 
within each JO second lntarval1 

2. 

3. 

30": 0-50 

60" I 0-50 

90"1 0-50 

120" 1 0-50 

150"": 0-50 

180" I 0-50 

210" 1 0-50 

240"1 0-50 

270"1 0-50 

300"1 0-50 

Total tt- to complete grld1 0-360 

Total nullllber correct within 
flrat 90 aeconda1 D-90 

a. Scaled acore (for subJacta 16 
yeera old and over): 0-19 

b. Ag11-corr11cted ac•l•d acor111 0-19 

4. Incidental recall 1 0-9 

I. WAIS INFORMATION 

I. Tot•I numb11r corract1 0-29 

•· Sc11led acore1 0-19 

b. Age-corr•ctad scaled scora1 0-•9 

) 

DCCT Form 010.3 Page 2 of 1 

J. WISC-A INFORMATION 

I. Tot•I number corr11ct1 0-30 

•· Age-corrected ac11lad acore1 0-19 

K. EMBEDDED FIG~RES TEST 

I. Total number corract1 0-10 

2. Mean lat11ncy for corr11ct reaponaaa1 0-80 

L. STAR DRAWING - DOMINANT HAND 

I. Total time: 0-90 

2. Number of error•: o-go 

3. Direction taken 

M. STAR DRAWING - NON-DOMINANT HAND 

I. Tot11I ttme1 0-90 

2. Numb11r of errora1 D-90 

3. Direction taken 

N. WAIS ARITHMETIC 

I. Number of polnta1 0-18 

a. Sc11led acora1 0-19 

b. Age-corrected acalad acor111 D-19 

2. M11an latency for corr11ct r11sponsas1 0-120 

0. WISC-A ARITHMETIC 

I. Number of points: 0-18 

a. Age-corrected scaled score: 0-19 

2. Mean latency for correct responses: 0-75 

Left 
( I) 

Left 
( I) 

Right 
( 2) 

Right 
( 2) 
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P. WAIS SIMILARITIES No Yes 
3. Hint given? ( I) ( 2) 

I. Number of point•: 0-26 -- 4. Oe11lgn B -- total point•: 0-5 
a. Scaled •core1 o-1g -- 5. Design B -- segmentation •core1 0-9 
b. Ag•-carrected ec•l•d •cor•a 0-18 -- No Vea 

Q. WISC-A SIMJL/IRJlJES 6. Hint glvan7 ( I) ( 2) 

I. Number of points: 0-30 -- 7. Design Cl -- total potnts: 0-4 .. Age-corrected sc•l•d acore1 0-19 -- 8. Dealgn Cl -- aagmantatlon acore1 0-7 

R. VISUAL REPRODUCTIONS - IMMEDIATE RECALL No Vea 
9. Hint given? ( I) ( 2) 

I. Design A -- total polnt111 0-4 - 10. Design C2 -- total polnt111 0-4 
2. Design A -- aagmentatlon 11cora1 0-5 - 11. Daalgn C2 -- aagmantatlon acora: 0-1 
3. Design B -- total points: 0-5 - NO Vas 
4. Deaton 8 -- 11aomantetlon 11core1 0-9 - 12. Hint given? ( I) ( 2) 

5. Da11lgn Cl -- total potnta: 0-4 - u. WAIS COMPREHENSION 

6. Dealgn Cl -- aegmentatton acore: 0-1 - I. Number of polnta1 0-28 

1. Dealgn C2 -- total point&: 0-4 - a. Scaled acore1 0-19 

8. Design C2 -- aagmentatlon acore: 0-7 - b. Age-corrected acaled score: 0-19 

s. VISUAL REPRODUCTIONS - COPY v. WISC-A COMPREHENSION 

I. Design A -- total polnt111 0-4 - I. Number of points: 0-34 

2. Design /I -- ••UID8nlallon acore: 0-5 - a. Age-corrected scaled acore1 0-19 

3. Design B -- total polnts1 0-5 - w. DIGIT VIGILANCE 

4. D••tun 8 -- aegm•ntatton •core1 0-9 - I. Time to complete page 11 0-400 ---
5. Design Cl -- total points 1 0-4 2. Number of oml&ston - errors -- page 1: 0-103 ---6. Deaton Cl -- seumentatton acore: 0-7 - 3. Number of coflltsston 
1. Oealgn C2 -- total polnta1 0-4 - errors -- page I: 0-99 

8. Oealgn C2 -- 11e9mentatlon score: 0-1 - 4. Number of correct 
responses -- page 1: 0-103 

T. VISUAL REPRODUCTIONS - DEL/IV 
5. Time to complete page 2: 0-400 

I. Design /I -- total point a: 0-4 - 6. Number of omission 
2. Design /I -- segmentation acore1 0-5 errors -- page 2: O-IOJ ---



Patl•nt ID 

1. Numb•r of comlaston 
error• -- page 2z D-99 

e. Number of correct· 
respon••• -- p•g• 21 0-103 

x. WAIS PICTURE ARRANGEMENT 

I. Numb•r of polnta1 0-36 .. Scal•d acor•1 0-19 

b. Ag•-corr•ct•d ac•l•d •cor•1 0-19 

Y. WISC-A PICTURE ARRANGEMENT 

I. Nulllb•r of polnta1 0-48 .. Ag•-corr•cted acaled acore1 0-19 

z. WAIS DIGIT SPAN 

I, Numb•r of polnta: 0-17 

2. Numb•r of digit• rapaat•d ror•erd: 0-9 

3. Number of dlglta rapaat•d b•Ck•erd1 o-e 

a. Scaled score1 0-19 

b. Age-corrected acaled acore1 0-111 

AA. WISC-A DIGIT SPAN 

I. Number of point•• 0-28 

2. Number of dlglta repeated for•ard1 0-9 

3. Number of digit• repeated back•ard1 0-9 .. Age-corrected scaled ecore1 0-19 

BB. CATEGORY TEST 

I. Number of error• -- aubteat 11 0-8 

2. Number of errors -- 11ubtaat 2: 0-20 

3. Number of errora -- eubteat 3: D-40 

4. Number of •rrora -- aubtest 41 D-40 

5. Number of errors -- subtaat 51 0-40 

6. Number of error a -- aubtest 61 0-40 

I • ' 

/ 

DCCT Form 010.3 Paga 4 of 

1. Number of errora -- subtest 7: 0-20 

8. Time to complat• task1 0-1800 

CC. GROOVED PEGBOARD - DOMINANT HAND 

I. Time to Insert pega1 0-180 

2. Ttma to remov• pee•• O-IBO 

3. Number of P•9• dropped1 0-25 

DO. GROOVED PEGBOARD - NON-DOMINANT HAND 

I. Time to Insert pa9a1 0-180 

2. Ttme to remove pa9a1 0-180 

3. Number of pa9a dropped: 0-25 

EE. FINGER TAPPING - DOMINANT HAND 

I. Number of trial• edmlntaterad1 0-10 

2. Uaan tepplng rate par ID second 
tr lal 1 0-60.0 

FF. FINGER TAPPING - NON-DOMINANT HAND 

I. Number of trl•ls admlnlat•r•d1 0-10 

2. Uaan tapping rat• par 10 a•cond 
trlal1 0-80.0 

GG. SYMBOL-DIGIT PAIRED-ASSOCIATE LEARNING TEST 

I. Number correct -- trial I: D-7 

2. Number correct -- trial 21 0-7 

3. Number correct -- trial 3: 0-7 

4, Number correct -- trlal 4: 0-7 

5. Number corr•ct -- delayed racall1 0-7 

HH. WAIS VOCABULARY 

1. Number corr•ct1 0-80 

a. Scal•d score: 0-19 

b. Age-corrected scaled 11cora: 0-19 



,~ 

P•l lenl ID 

II. 

JJ. 

KK. 

---
WISC-A VOCABULARY 

I. Numbar corr•ct1 0-64 .. Age-corrected ecaled ecorea 0-19 

TAAJLMAlllNG 

I. S•mpl e A Tlnae 1 0-60 

2. S•mple A Errore1 o-B 

l. Trella A Tlmea 0-99 

4. Trelh A Errora: 0-25 

5. sa..,.le B Time: 0-60 

8. Sa111PI• B Erroraa 0-8 

1. Tral le B Time: 0-300 

8. Treth B Errors: 0-25 

WAIS BLOCll DESIGN 

I. Number of polnla: 0-48 

a. Sceled acore1 0-19 

b. Age-corrected aceled acore: 0-19 

2. Number or rotetlona: 0-25 

l. Number or Dro~en conrlguretlona1 0-25 

4. Number of reveraela: 0-25 

FOR ITEMS 5-10, CODE 
99 IF CORRECT BUT OVERTIME 
98 IF INCORRECT AND OVERTIME 

5. Tline to complete DHslyn I 
corr•ctty: 0-60 

6. Time to complete Design 2 
correct 1.,, 0-60 

1. Time to complete Design l 
correct1y1 0-60 

B. Time to complete Design 4 
correctly1 0-60 

9. Time to complete Design 5 
correctly a 0-60 

10. Tlnae to complete Design 6 
correctly: 0-60 

FOR ITEMS 11-14, CODE 
999 IF CORRECT BUT OVERTIME 
998 If INCORRECT AND OVERTIME 

11. Time to complete Design 1 
correctly: 0-120 

12. Time to complete Dealgn 8 
correctly: 0-120 

13. Time to complete Dealgn 9 
correctl'J: 0-120 

14 •. Tlnae to conaplete Dealgn 10 
correctl'J: 0-120 

LL. WISC-A BLOCK DESIGN 

1. Humber of points: 0-62 

DCCT Form 010.l Page 5 of 7 

a. Age-corrected •c•led score: 0-19 

2. Number of rotation•: 0-25 

3. Humber of broken conflguretlona, 0-25 

4. Humber of reversals: 0-25 

FOR ITEMS 5-12, CODE 
99 If CORRECT BUT OVERTIME 
9B IF INCORRECT AND OVERTIME 

5. Time to complete oealgn 
correct l 'J: 0-45 

6. Time to complete Design 2 
correct I y: 0-45 

7. Time to complete Dealgn l 
correc ll y: 0-45 

8. Time to complete Dealgn 4 
correct 1.,, 0-45 

9. Time to complete Design 5 
correct 1.,: 0-75 

10. Time to complete Design 6 
correctl'J: 0-75 

11. Time to complete Design 7 
correctl'J: 0-75 



Pat lent ID 

12. Time to complete Design B 
correctl111 0-75 

FOR ITEMS 13-15. CODE ggg If CORRECT BUT 
OVERTIME g9B IF CORRECT AND OVERTIME 

13. Time to co1111>lete De•len 9 correctl111 0-120 

14. Time to complete Design 10 correctl111 0-120 

15. 11 .. to complete De•len II correctl111 0-120 

MM. SHOAT-TEAM MEMORY 

I. Number of •orda correc;tl11 
recalled after 5 ••cond•1 0-20 

2. Nulllber of •Ord• correctl11 
recalled after 15 •econda1 0-20 

3. NWllber of •ord• correctl11 
recalled after 30 ••cond•1 0-20 

4. Number or prior-trial 
tntruaton error•1 0-60 

5. Number of Intra-I lat tntru•ton errorar 

B. Number of ••tra-llat Intrusion error•: 

NH. WAAT AAITtwETIC 

I, A•• Sc;ore1 0-57 

a. Grad• ratlng1 0.0-18.B 

b. Standard •core: 4B-ISS 

c. Percentlle1 1-99.9 

00. VERBAL FLUENCY 

I. Number of "f" •Ords In first 
quarter (0-15 •econda)1 0-25 

2. Numb•r of •f" words tn aecond 
querter (16-30 •econds)1 0-25 

3. Nulllber of "f" •arda In third 
quarter (31-45 second•)• 0-25 

4. Number of ·p··· worde In fourth 
quarter (46-60 •ecanda)1 0-25 

6. Number of lllegltlmate •arda1 0-25 

) 

0-60 

0-99 

6. Number of "A" •Ord& In tlr•t 
quarter (0-15 •acond&)1 0-25 

7. Number of ·a• word• tn second 
quarter (16-30 aeconda)1 0-25 

B. Number or "A" •Drda In third 
quarter (31-45 •econda)1 0-25 

9. Number of "A" •orda In fourth 
quarter (46-60 aecanda)1 0-25 

DCCT form 010.3 Page 8 or 1 

10. Number of lllegltl.,.te •Drd•1 0-25 

II. Number of "S" •orda In first 
quarter (0-15 •ecand•)1 0-25 

12. Number of "S" •orda In •econd 
quarter (18-30 seconds); 0-25 

13, Number of "S" •orda In third 
quarter (31-46 •econd•)1 0-25 

14. Number of "S" •orda In fourth 
quarter (4b-60 seconds): 0-25 

IS. Number of lllegltlmete .ords: 0-25 

18. Total nulllber of •Drda: 0-300 

PP. TACTUAL PERFORMANCE TEST 

I. Total time •Ith dominant hand; 0-800 

2. Total time •Ith non-dominant hand1 0-600 

3. Total time •Ith bath hands: 0-600 

4. Total time far recall: 0-600 

S. Memor11 score: 0-10 

8. Location •cor•: 0-10 

QQ, INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS (IQ) 

I. Verbal IQ 

2. Performance IQ 

3. Full Scale IQ 



(~ 
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AA. QU•llTY OF NEUAOBEH•VIOA•l TESTING 

I. Ho• •llllne ••• thl• •ubj•ct to try hi• or har D••t7 

V•ry •I I I Ing 

Soma•h•t wllllng 

Not too •I 11 tng 

Vary un•llllng 

I) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

2. Over•ll, how much did dl•tractlon• •nd 
lntarruptlona afrect th• ••••lon7 

Vary much 

lluch 

Soma what 

l 11 ti• 

Very llttl• 

3. To what ••lant do you faal the 
obtained la accur•ta7 

Comp lately 

llostly 

Moderately 

Some•h•t 

Nol very 

4. Qual lty Gr•de: 

Sattsf•ctory 

Acceptable •'th m•nor problems 

Unaccaptabl• 

I) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

tnror-tlon 

I I) 

( 2) 

( :JI 

I 4 I 

( 5) 

( I) 

( 2) 

( 3) 

DCCT Form 010.3 P•e• 1 or 1 
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DIABETES CONTROL AllD COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Random111t1on Report 

OM. a poH""t 11.u be"" foimd Co Zit •Zigilll• for parii~pati00t in ti.. rx:C"f. t1ii1 fo1WI ;:, Co b1 
Cfll'lp%1ud. rJi. fo1WI !AU doCl#l!""t tlit l"Ha.?t1 of tlil fi.naZ 1Zigi.lli.Zity ~nat~ and tlil basriin1 
cuue-.iu. (1Ji. EHgibi.Zi.ty and E:ela.ai00t C?i10Ui•t. 10"11 OJB. l"IOOrd1d '"' l"llMZU of tli1 ini:iaI 
1h'..gibi?!:ty •c:nme; it •lioa.t4 aINady b• on fit• at '"' Coordinating C""ur. J 

Afur O""l'Z•tirig S1i:tion• A·C of tliie fo,.,,, '"' i:Hnio OODJ'dinatoP' •lioa.?.4 uhp'iov t1ie DCC't Rueal'Oh 
AHi•t<zrit at ,,,. Coordi.MHng C""tl1' Co NOli!JI tlit pati""t '• cr.a~>1t auip""t. f'l&6 t1Zirpho>l1 111#!!.!:cr 
~ (101) 111-2311. C0111p%1t1 S1otior1 D of t1ii• fo"11 aft•r 1p1a~irig lolit1i the R1aea:"Ch A••i•tant. Not• that 
if CD1!1 bozH lllm'Ud "BOLD" «rt oi..t:W, t1ie poti""t '8 >IOC Nady Co bl ~aed, 

SN a OOFN of ~. farm Co '"' Coordinati"f C""t" in t"- w11ct11 fo.,... 1110i%i11g. 

·A. IDENTIFYING INFORMATION C. BASELINE ASSESSMENTS 

1. C11nfc NUl!lber ITJ ·-· No '!'es 

2. Patftnt ID NYllOIP' I I I ,~II 
1. Was 1 blood sample 111111ed 

ta the He1110globfn Ate 
Laboratory for baseline 
MbAlc determination? ~o .. 

J. Pati1nt 1 1 In1t11l1 I 111-.. 
•. Datt of Randomfut1on ~11-11 

I. FINAL El1611ILITY ElAMIKATIONS 

1. D1d th• patient C11111Pltt1 th• 
Volunteer's Under'1tand1ng llo Yes 
Qu11tlonn1irt (Fona 045 or ~Du 046)? 

If YIS, dfd tt1t pat11nt llo Yes corTKtly answer all of D Ou Ult questions? 

lf NO, did tllt Principal 
Investigator consfd1r th• 
pet1tnt to h1w1 an adequate llo Yes 
undtrstand1ng of the DCCT ~Du· objtct1wts an~ dts1gn? 

"° Yts 

2. 11 ttlt pet1tnt f ... 11? D Q .. 
If 'ftS. tnttr date of ff1111 
prtg111ncy ttst: 

~··-·· 1 

3. 1111 tht pat11nt s1gned tht steond 
lnfo""ld Consent fonn, ~1w1ng 110 YH 
111rw1u1on to bl randDlll zed and El o .. to 111rtfc1p1te fn tflt trf11? 

•• W111 ttlt petftnt bl 11ss tllln 

"° '" 11ghtttn rears of 191 wtien D Q .. randoll1ZH7 

If 'ftS, Ills the patient's 
111r1nt or gu1rdian also llo TH 
afgned tht second Infol"'llld ~o .. Conslftt ton11? 

lf YES. 

i) On what date was the 
11mpl1 Slnt? 

~··-·· 
ft) Wtlat was tllt 1cc1ssfon 

nunmer7 
11 

• ,.., ...... , ...... ~, -1...-.--....-.1 :!· 

2. Was 1 capillary blood 
glucose set 1111iled to 
the Central Biochemistry 
L1bor1tor1 for baseline 
blood glucos1 profile 
dlterminat1on7 

If TES, 

f) 0n will t dlte WIS tht 
llt 1111!1d7 

nt ay ear 

ft) Vtllt w11 tllt access1on 

... 
•• 

nlll!lber7 
IGP -1 I I I I ::· 

J. Wu I """"' spec11111n 11111ed 
to tht t1ntr1\ Bfoche1111stry 
L1bor1tOP')' for blsellne 
.. asurement of 1fp1ds? 

No Yes E]O .. 
lf 'ftS, 

f) On whit datl WIS thl 
llNI sent? 

~::-
t1) llhat was tht accession 

fttael"7 
s - I I I I I ·I 

, .. _ ,, 
~ .... ' ... 



Patient ID-----------

•. Was a cr11tfnfne cle1r1nct 
performed and was a urine 
specimen rnalltd to the 
Centr1l Biochemistry 
L1bor1 tory7 

If YES. 

f) 0n wtllt dltt WIS the 
urine specl111n sent? 

No Yes 

~D" 

rnmm''-' 2 

ROn'ui"~~ 
ff) What WIS th• accessfon 

nllllblr7 
u ·I I 

5. Was 11tr1 serum drawn and 
111111ed to the Central 
Biochemistry Laboratory for 
possible future ~etermln1tlons7 

I. Wert fluorescefn 1ngfogr1ms 
taken and 1111f led to the Central 
Ophthalmologic Reading Unit? 

If YES, 

f) On wtiat dat1 were the 

. ._ .. 
No Yes 

~D" 
No "TIS 

DD" 

angiograms sent? . · - rnJrnm .... , 
-~v,-~ 

ff) Vllat WIS the accessfon 
lllllllbe r 7 

L......L.......1.--i.--i__.I 11•11 I A. - . 

7. WIS an EKG obtafned to llllSUrt 
baseline R·R varfatfon and was 
ft 1111lltd to tn. Autonomic · 
Nturop1thy Coding Unit? 

If YES. on what date wu 
Ult EiC& s 111t1 

a. Was 1 1111111111 neurobthavloral 
1ss1ss1111nt perfonnad7 

llo "TIS 

-~0"' 

DCCT Fo"" 011.2 
Page 2 of 2 

'· Were the following fo""s 
CDl!!Pleted and malled to 
the Coordinating Center? llo Yes 

Neurological History 
~D and Examination {Fo"" 005) Ul 

Diet Hlstol")' (Form 018) ~D UI 

Quarterly t11nlc Yhft 
~D (Fo"" 021) UI 

Symptom Checkllst-90-R ~D (Form 035) U• 

Qu1l1ty of Lift 
~D Questionnaire (Form 036) Ill 

lltrve Conduction Studies ~D (Form 037) lU 

F1111fly Understanding and 

~0117 Expectation Interview 
(Form 048) 

No Yes 
10. Wert the beh1vforal ~ Ou. usks completed? 

If YES, on what date 
Wirt the tuks completed? 

~lit-" 
11• 

t y 

D. TWTMENT ASSESSMENT 

re k OO!Jll•ud afin' ul8?""71irig tv 
ccmi:rwt,;119 c..,t.,. fol' tv pati:..,t '• 
tNGO!Wrlt GH~t. 

1. To wtlfch trtatn.nt group 
fa tlll patient randomized? 

SUndarcl Therapy QIU 
bperl•nUl Therapy Q 

z. If the patfent fs randomized 
to the bperlrental Treatment 
&roup. when w111 he/she be 
llosp1ta11ztd for tnttf1t1on 
of therapy? 

If unknown, check hert: CJ 111 

H ~taluat~cm • ~ 
CICICllO' Ga IOCl'I Ga p011\~l•. 
111M w(U k ~n•d lau1' _,,.,11:"" tv dau cf 
Jiclp\ ta Haatiool. • 

Otherwfst, 111ttr data: 

rrlmml•'
~ ~ '-Ti;;:"' 111 

1 "' 

T1111 or prf nt n1111 of person 
cmaplet1ng th1s fol'll: 

Cert1f1cltlon 
Number (1' any) 

ITJ [IJ- lit-. 
- lH 



D'~ ---·-- DIABETES CONTROL ANO CWLICATlONS TRIAi. 

P1rso1111 lnfol"llllt1an an Study Volunteer 

.June 14, 1983 
DCCT Form 012. 1 
Page 1 of 2 

flii• ftnWI '• to w o~Z.ud for .vft'JI pan"t w1to 1149 w"" nzMDrriiui! to OM of tli• =io tNa~t 
~of~ DCCT. It .... t w etQlllPZ•wd .:n ~ tw of ~aatiOl'I w n•~ 12 lllD'ltli8 th8N.:1ft1r. 

f1i. origiPMZt. Of d11:8 ftnWI (or& blw pqno) GN to W 18ftt to tn8 Co02'di"'2tirtg C8ftUf' iJs t~ W81ctH 
,_ iw£1£ng. 

A. IDENTIFYING lNFORKATlON 

1. CHn1c Nll!Der CJ:] 
2. Plt11nt ID Nll!'Oer ·._I _,__,_I _IL-.JL-' 

I. PATIENT INFORMATION 

1. P1tl1nt'1 full lll!'e: 

z. lHt 111me of p1tlent 's flther 
(1nt1r 1v1n If It's the 111111 IS 
the patient's 111t 111ire): 

List 

3. P1t11nt'1 Initials I I I 
4. Dlte form completed ~m 

'"Aitntn' "--Di1 ~ 

Ftrst Middle 

3. Dlte of birth: ~ 
4. Plece of birth: 

CitJ- SUtl or Province 

5. SU: M111Q F .. 1,Q No Yes 

6. Does the patt1nt "-v• 1 Soc:l1l SecurltJ' N~r or, for C.n1d!1ns, 1 Socl11 lnsur1nc1 NUll'lber? r::::J r::::J 
If YES, 1nt1r Soc:t11 SecurltJ' (or Soc:l1l lnsur1nce) N~er: 

1. Does the p1tl1nt "-v• 1 dr1v1r'1 1tc1n11 nwrtier7 

If YES, (1) 1t1t1r license nlJTt)er ( .. y be the 
1a1111 11 Soct1l Security Nll!Oer): 

(II) f~ wtltclt sute or province was 
the dr1v1r's \1c1ns1 gr1nt1d? 

1. Plt11nt'1 ltane 1ddres1: 

llo Yts 
QQ 

lliriir and $£,... t 

CitJ- State or Province 

t. P1tl1nt'1 Stat1 or Province of 11g1l "-sideftct 
(1t1t1r even 1f It's tltt 1a1111 es given 1n Question 8): 

lo Yts 
GIGI 

If YES, enter full lllN of IPollH: 

I I I I I 

zip toae 

List First Mtdilit 

I I I 

· .... ' ~ 



P1tient ID 

8. PATIENT INFORMATION (Continu..:I) 
DCCT F'orm 012. 1 
Page Z of Z 

11. If the patient is/was under 18 years of age at randomization, enter name and 
1ddress of p1rent or guard11n (address 1111 be the same IS the patient): 

List First Middle 

Nianber 1nd Street 

city Stitt or Province zip tode 

Telephone nllllber: ...... <...._...,,,...,,,.) _____ _ 
lru Code 

ll. Enter 111nw 1nd address of I close rel1t1v1 or friend not living 1t tht s•~ address given 1n 
Questions a or 11: ~ . 

List 

City 

Telephone nllllber: 

First 

Niiilber 1nd Street 

State or Province 

J .. J. 

Alddit 

Zip tode 

13. Enter 1111111 1nd 1ddress of l!llPloyer or, if student, 1111111 111d 1ddress of school currently 1ttend1ng: 

Hime of EliiP1oyer (toilij)any, etc.) or lililil of school 

lilllltler and Street (if liftown) 

city · State or Province Zip tode 

T1l1phon1 n~er (1f known): 

14. P1ti1nt'1 •dical center/c11nic/hosp.itll ID nlfter (1f any): 

Kime of lledical c1nt1r/c11n1c/hospit1l: 

15. Did 1 physic11n "fer t.ht P1ti1nt to the DCCT c11ntc? 

If TtS, enter physic11n'1 1111111 1nd 1ddres1: 

List First 

Niiiiir ind Street (if tliOWTI) 

tlb Stitt or Province zip tode 

Telephone 11.ntr (tf known): -~I,,.....~) ____ _ 
mi toai 

11. Does the P1t111tt hive llHlth f11sur111c1? 

If YES. enter (•) 111111 of tnsur1nce cmpany 

(b) poltC7 ltllllber 

Stpature of persOll wtlo CC111Pl1ted ttits form: 

llo Tes 

QC! 

lo Tes 

0 [] 

Cert1f1c1tton 
!lumber ( 1f 1ny) 

DJ-DJ 



r"-~~~ 
~~Trial 

DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Neurobehevlorel Studle• De.,ooraphlc Questlon~alre 

Septelllber 1, 1990 
DCCT For., OIJ.J 

Page I or 2 

Thi• que•tlonnelre •hould be edtmlnl•tered ~Y the neurobehevlorel e•amlner arter ,..king hl•lher opening re,..rk• Introducing the 
••••Ion. Th••• •trelghtfor•erd que•tlons •Ill provide tha Central Neurobehavloral Coding Unit •Ith l111Portent Information and •Ill 
give the ••••Iner and •ubject en opportunity to get to knO• each other better In a non-threatening •ltuatton. 

Send the orlglnel of thl• que•ttonnalre to the Coordinating Center In the reguler ••ekly .. 11lng. Al•o •end a copy to the 
Central Neurobehavlorel Coding Unit along •Ith the test results. 

A. IDENTIFYING INFORllATION 

I. DCCT Cllnlc Number 

Z. Petlent ID Nulllber 

3. Petlent'• lnltlal• 

4. Date for• CQ81Plated 
lloniii Day veer 

5. E•a•lner'a Certlflcetlon Number 

a. follo•-uP vlatt number 
(If be•ellne vl•lt enter 00) 

B. DElllOGAAPHIC QUESTIONS 
THE EKAlllNER SHOULD SAY1 •aEFOAE •E BEGIN, I .UULD 
LIKE TO ASK YOU A FE• GENERAL QUESTIONS.• THEN ASK 
THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS1 

I. Ho• old are you no•? (year•) 

z. Whan were you born? 
Month Day Year 

J. Are you In achool no•? 

If YES, whet grade (year) are you In? 

Enter year In ele .. ntary 
or •acondary •chool 

or year In collage 

or year In gradueta achool 

If NO, how .. ny yaer• or •Chool 
did you coliplate7 

If adult •Ith lee• than IZ year•, 
did you receive a G.E.D.7 

No 
( I) 

No 
( I) 

Ye• 
( 2) 

Yes 
( 2) 

... Which hand do you 
prefer to •rite •Ith? 

s. Do you have any proble .. no• 
using any or your finger•? 

If YES, •hlch finger•? 

Left 

L R 

.... t la the probl-7 

8. Cen·you move both 
•rlet11 freely? 

If NOT, •hlch one do 
you heve trouble •Ith? 

What Is the proble•7 

1. I• Engllah your native 
l11nguage7 

• I 

Right 

( ') 

T T 

Right 
( I) 

If NO, •hat I• your native languege7 

At •hat age did you learn Engllah7 

Both 
equel ly 

Left ••I I 

( Z) ( J) 

No Yes 
( I) ( 2) 

Right 

I II R L 

No Yee 
( I) ( 2) 

Left Both 
( 2) ( J) 

No Yea 
( I) ( 2) 

years 



Pat lent ID 

r ., 

8. Do vou wear gl••••• or contact lensea7 

If YES, do vou hava tham with vou7 

9. Do vou hava anv problama with vour haarlng7 

If YES, what I• th• problam7 

ID. Hava vou taken anv mealcatlona or drugs (aside from lnaulln) 
In the paat 48 hour•? 

If YES. llat drug, appro•tmata quentltv. reeaon for taking 
drug, and time drug takana 

11. Hava vou had •nv beer or other alcohol In the past 48 hours? 

Bear 

Wine 

Hara llquor/ml••d drink•• 

C. BLOOD GLUCOSE LEVELS 

No 

l) 

1) 

1) 

Yes 

2) 

2) 

2) 

1. Were blood glucose lavela checked et 
epproprlata time• during the aaaslon? 

If ves, •hen 

2. (If YES) Were the blood glucose levels acceptable 
for neurobehavloral testing purposes? 

If blood glucose level• •era not acceptable, e•plalna 

.) 

No Yes 
( 1) ( 2) 

I) 

I) 

2) 

2) 

No Yes 
( 1) ( 2) 

Quantity 

No Yes 
( I) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

DCCT Form Dl3.3 Pege 2 of 2 
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October 19, 1986 
DCCT For• 014.2 

Peg• 1 of 2 

DIABETES CONTROL ANO COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Hotlflc•tlon of Ml•••d Clinic Vlelt or Modlflc•tlon of Follow-up Schedule 

Thi• for• I• to be ca19pl•t•d whenever• rendo•laed petlent f•ll• to h••P •n •ndpolnt or lnt•rl• cllnlc vl•lt within the "time 
window" •llow•d or f•ll• to undergo •ny •cheduled procedure. 

Th• ortalnal of thl• for• I• to b• ••nt to the Coordln•tlna Center In th• •••hly for•• .. 111n9, 
fll••· 

Aet•ln a copy In the cllntc 

A. IDENTIFYING IHFOAllATIOH 

I. Cllnlc H.....,ar 

2. P•ll•nt 10 Hulllbar 

3. P•tlent"• lnltlal• 

4. O•t• for• ca.plated 
iOnth "lie;- -v.;r 

B. VISIT IHPOAMATIOH 

I. T•raat data for •l•••d vl•lt 
Month D•w Vear 

2. If the •l•••d appotnt .. nt ••• •n lnt•rl• 
.. naga .. nt vl•lt, ch•ch hara1 ( I) 

Othar•l•a, Indicate which endpoint 
vl•lt thl• •a• to ba1 , 

3. lndlc•ta which Clf any) of the followlna procadur•• 
ware to h•v• bean co1111latad at lhl• vl•lt but ware 
not co1111lalad ln•ld• the wlndo•1 
(CHECK ALL THAT APPLY. NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES 
INDICATE FOAMS TO BE COMPLETED FOR THE PROCEDURE.) 

Annual Madlcal Hl•lory •nd 
Phy•lc•I E•••lnatlon (003) 

Qu•rtarty Vl•lt (021) 

Hamoglobln Ale Specl .. n M•lllna Ll•l (055) 

Blood Gluco•a Profll• Spacl .. n 
Mall Ina Ll•t (050) 

Endpoint Vl•lt Ophlh•l•IC E•••ln•llon (027) 

Fundu• Photography (025) and 
fundu• Photograph Mall Ing Ll•l (042) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

Fluora•caln An9lo9rephy (029) •nd 
Fundu• Phologreph Mall Ina Ll•l (041) 

A•n•I Studla• Spacl .. n Mell Ing Ll•t (044) 

Heurologlc•I Ht•tory •nd E•e•lnatton (005) 

ANS Tepe and Doc .... ntetlon Sheet, 
ANS Ta•tlng Ellglbllltr (081) and 
ANS Mall Ing Ll•t (054) 

Harv• Conduction Studla• (037) 

Aa•tlng EKG and 
Aa•tlng Elactroc•rdlogra• Malllnu Ll•l (053) 

Lipid Specl .. n Mall Ing Ll•t (058) 

Locally-Parfor .. d Blood Count •nd Cha•l•trr (004) 

Locallr-Parfor .. d Urlnaly•I• and 
Urine Cultur• (0061 

Heurobehavloral A•••••••nt (010), 
Haurobahavloral Sludla• 
Damographlc Ou••tlonnalra (013) •nd 
Haurobenavloral A••••• .. nt Mall Ing Ll•I (051) 

Sr~tom Chackll•t-90-A (035) 

Quality of Life Qua•tlonnalra (036) 

Dial Hl•torr (018) and 
Dial Hl•lorr M•lllng Ll•l (052) 

A••••• .. nt of Adharanca 

Othar1 apeclfr1 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

1) 

I) 

I) 

( I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 



Pallant ID~~~~~~~-

4. H•• th• patlant baan In contact with or 
b••n cantactad by th• DCCT cl lnlc 
cancarnlng hla/har •laaad vlalt7 

If YES, In your opinion, •h•t la th• ••In 
raaaon far tha •laaad vlalt7 (CHECK ONLY ONE) 

Pallant rafua•• to undarga th••• andpolnt 
••••lnattana but ta wllllng to undargo othar• 

Mavad ta • I••• canvanlant lac•tlan 

llln•••/•urgary/ho•pltallaatlon 
(If SO, YOU MAY ALSO NEED TO COMPLETE 
NOTIFICATION OF INTEACUAAENT EVENT, 
DCCT FOAM 020.) 

Ganaral dacltn• In motivation 

Confllctlng r••ponalbllltl•• 
(Jab, birthday, famlly) 

Schadul Ing arror 

Othari •P•clfy1 

5. Wiii any of th• •••••d pracadura• b• 
CO"'Pl•t•d et • later deta7 

If YES, which an•• and •h•n? 

Signature of Trlal Caardlnatar1 
Cart If I cat Ion 
Number (If any) 

"'-. ~ 

(' 

) 

No Vaa 
( I) ( 2) 

I) 

21 

3) 

4) 

5) 

8) 

1) 

NG Y•• Uncertain 
( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

DCCT Form 014.2 P•u• 2 or 2 



w~ --·--- DIABE1'ES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIOHS TIUAL 

lotfffcatfon of Dt1th 

Aor11 11, 1983 
DCCT Fom 015.1 
P1ge 1 of 1 

J!iliNl&t.?11 upon 1"1-riing of tJi. cfatli of a DCC"! patint, tJi. oHrrio ~Pdi..ator 1'1iouI4 not-£/~ tltl 
DCC'! Rn•=-o" AHi1t.:rit at tM Coordi..aeirig Cnur z,., ut.plionl. :!'Iii ut.;>lwi"' "'4'!ber i.1 r:sov ~S?-2Z?!. 
Aftll" di.101<111iori !lit" t.111 patW..t '1 JIPl'i?'IJ N p1r1=ci? p"if1i.oimi, tJi. DCC'! p"i/1ioi.a'I 1'1ioutcf ocm:;i?1t1 a 
OOf1!I of tlri.1 fo.,.. io Noozod tile p1'0bab1e llM1rt'lli"11 ~• of diet"- Eu•l"'IJ 1f!ort rm..t bl "lllde to o~toi" 
a Of1Yd of w m.tcp111 NPC1't N dlatli oll"tifitMu. 1f P10t cruai?abh at tli6 tw ilri.I fo'l"I ii ~?1t1c!, 
dsl11 ... t bl llll:!i?ed io dsl Cool"Clil'ICltirig Cnt.11' cu IOOll cu poHibt.. 

A. JDEHTIF'YING INFORKATIOM 

1. C1fnfc Nlll'lber .... •• Spet1f1 wlllth 1ouT'Ces of 1nfomat1on 
.. re used fn CCll!llllet1ng this fonn: 
(Ariawr .ao~J 

No Yes 
2. Patient JD llunGer 

De1t11 cert1f1cat1 Q QI• 
J. Patient's Jnftia11 

c. Date foP'll completed ~ u-11 

B. &EM~ INFORMTIDH 

1. Date of dHth ~11.1& 

2. Pl1c1 of de1th: telraok on%11 on.) 

Ho1piUl 

Long•tenn c1r-e institution 

Other; 1pecif1 -------

Do 
D 
D 
Q 
D Unknown 

J. W.1 th1 dHth: telraok onZ11 _, 

Sudde«, elp11fnecl 

Sudden, unuplained 

Fo11Glf1ng fllness 

C. Do 10u cons1der th• de1th 
to be d11b1tes related? 

5. Was thl patient us1ng till 
fnsu11n•1nfus1on pynp? 

I. llH en 1utops1 performd7 

1f TES, 11 till autop11 
nPort enclosed? 

o .. 
0 
0 

llo , .. 

oo .. 
DO .. 
D Du 
D [] .. 

Jf NO, the 1utops1 l"tport 1111t 
be for.arded to the Coordtn1tfng 
Center as soon 11 Poss1blt. 

7. Is tJie dllth c1rt1ffcate 
enc1osed1 

If llD, the d11th certtffcate 
... st be for.arded to tile 
Coordfnat1ng CenteT' II IOOll 
U PoH1ble. 

llo '" 0 [] .. 

Autopsy report Q Gu 
Hospital report of f1111l 111ness QQ H 

Jntel'Ylew of the 1ttend1ng [][] phJs1ci1n 1t time of de1th ,., 
lntll'Yiew of 1 f1111i ly lllC!ber Q[] .. 
Other (specify): LJO .. 

1. lnnecl11t1 CIUSI of death: 

2. Uild1rl11ng cause of d11th: (Ha~ bl ilil •a:l!I• 
a '-diau om.u of dlatli; p%1411 ~1oif-=J 

J. Sptctf1 1111 contrtbutor")' causes of death: 

Stgn1ture of PT'fnctp11 lnvest1g1tor: 

FOR COOROINATING CENTER USE OMlY 

I Revfewid: 





. ,_ 

m~~esand 
110 ' ComplicalionS 

Trial 
OIAB!TES CONTROL AND COllPLICATIOHS TRIAL. 

Application for Tranafer to Inactive Statua 

October 29, 1986 
OCCT form 016.2 

P•u• I of 2 

Thia fo,.. ..,.t ba completed whenevar a Prlnclpal lnveatlgator ae•k• per•l••lon fro• the Cllnlc Monitoring Group (CMG) to tranafar 
• r•ndo•lzad patient to Inactive atatua. Tr•n•f•r to Inactive atalu• lnipll•• a ta.,Porary or par ... nant morltorlu• on ell efforts to 
Involve the patient In any OCCT actlvttlea whataoevar (either treet••nt or endpoint ~etar•lnatlon). Th• cllnlcal cantar .uat notify 
the Chelr ... n of the CMG at the ti .. of any potential tranafar to Inactive •t•tua. The Chairman of the CMG •Ill advl•• the cllnlcal 
center of th• appropriate action. The Treat.,.nt Co ... ltt•• •Ill alao revla• all trenafera to Inactive atatua. 

The orlglnal of thla for• le to be ••nt to th• Coordinating Center In the •••kly for•• malltng, 
fll••· 

A. IDENTIFYING INFORMATIOH 

I, Cllnlc NUllD•r 

2. Patient 10 NUllDer 

3. Patient'• Initial• 

4. Data far• complatad 
iiinih Day Veir 

B. IHFORlllATION ON TRANSFER TO IHACTIV! STATUS 

I. Specify the reaaon for the reque•t for tren•f•r to Inactive atatua1 (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 
to Inactive atatu•• (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 

•I Judg .. nt of Prtnclpal lnveatlgator and mental health 
conaultent• that any ... nnar of partlc.lpatlon In the 
atudy could no longer be conaldered lnfor.,.d or would 
b• dlrectly tnjurlou• to tha patient'• well-being 

b) C•teatrophlc Injury or llln••• leadlnu to co••· de11111ntla, bllndneaa, or 
lnablllty to •onltor diabetic retlnopethy edaquately 

cJ Complete lnacceaalblllty to matabollc IDDnltortng or to monitoring 
of endpoint• (tor e1ampla, long-tar• lmprlaon•entl 

d) Patient ne• withdrawn conaant far continued participation 

•I Other (apeclfy In Queatlan 2) 

1) 

I) 

I I 

I) 

I) 

Retain a copy In the cllnlc 



,. . 

Pallant ID~~~~~~~-

2. E1plaln In datall r•••an far raqua•t for transfer. (USE EXTRA SHEET IF NECESSARY) 

3. Dn •h•t data •ould th• propa••d transfer ta lnactlv• status 
become effectlva7 (IF lllllEDIATELV, ENTER TODAY'S DATE.) Month Day Vear 

If uncartaln, check hera1 ( I) 

C. PLANS FOR FUTURE CONTACT 
No 

I. Oo yau believe you •Ill atte111pt to contact the patient In the future? ( I) 

2. 

If NO, give reason•• 

Do you believe th•t the patient •Ould be •Ill Ing and •ble to 
return ta• DCCT clinic far at leaat •ome endpoint evaluatlons7 

If YES or UNCERTAIN, ep•clfy plan• for futur• patient follo•uP: 

No 
( I) 

Vas 
( 2) 

Vas 
( 2) 

Uncertain 
( 3) 

Uncertain 
( 3) 

DCCT Form 016.2 Paga 2 or 2 

3. Who •Ill be dellverlng the patient'• diabetes care? (Specify name•, addresses and phone numbers If kno•n) 

Signature of Prlnclpal lnve•tlg•tor1 

FOR COORDINATING CENTER USE ONLY 

I. Revle••d by Cllnlc Monitoring Group1 
Monih oaY:- Vear 

2. Aevla•ed by Treatment Co1M1lttea1 
iiOnth Day Vear 

3. Raco,,...ndatlon1 Transfer ( I) Deny Transfer ( 2) 

4. Cllnlc nottfled1 
Monih Day Vear 

,) 



m&a8::'o1~ 
.,.. ~OOns 

Trial 
DIABETES CONTROL AMO COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Bradburn Attact Balance Scala 

Cllnlc Hu91bar Patient'• lnltlala 

Patient ID NUlllbar Toda"'• Data 

.. 
iloniii oa;- v;.;:-

Taking •II thine• toa•th•r, hD• •ould "ou aar thine• •r• th••• d•r•7 
Would "au ••" you are varr happr, prattr h•PPll'· or not too happ"7 

II. Balo• ar• ao .. of th• •a"• people f••I •t dlff•rant tl .. a. lndlcata •hathar 
rou f•lt Ilk• that during th• PAST FEW •EEKS b]I' Chacklna th• bD• lh•t •ppll••· 

On top ot th• •arid 

ll•r" lonaly or raa1Dt• fro• oth•r P•DPI• .. 
Th•t thing• ••r• going rour ••" 

Upaat bacau•• aomaon• crltlclaad rou • 

Partlcularlr ••cltad or lntaraatad In ao .. thlng 

Dapr••••d or v•rr unh•PPr 

Plaaaad about having •cco111pllah•d ao .. thlng 

Bo rad 

Proud bacauaa ao .. ona CDlllPll .. ntad you on ao .. thlna you h•d don• 

So re•tl••• rou couldn't alt long In• ch•lr . 

I/arr happr Prattr happ" 

( I) ( 2) 

Ort en so .. t1 ... Navar 

( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

( I) ( Z) ( 3) 

( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

( I) ( 2) I 3) 

( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

( I) ( 2) I 3) 

( I) ( Z) ( 3) 

July 20, 1914 
DCCT For• 017. 1 

Paa• 1 Df I 

Not lDD h•PP" 

( 3) 



_, 



rt:'•~ ..,~T11al 
DIET HISTORY 
OCCT FORM 018.2 
DCN940100 

ROUTIHELY TAKES 
VITAMIH!MINERAL DA 
OTHER SUPPllMfHTS 

11£UA81UTV: 0 • No I • Ya 
Recallaoll ....... --
NolY•·&al"Jlll --
~·---

MONIH - IJAY 't't.AH ~ 
,n .. ~•- J 
rTrr1 I I ffij'~s I 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~- -
DATEFORMCOllPLETED 

rn-rn-rn 
EllEAClllE LEVEL VlllT D ·~~ 11 lhis is a baseline visit check hefe LJ · rn 2 - Modafate FOR NCC USE 
l•Heavy Olhelwise I) lijNICily which loHow-up Yisil lhis is D 0 •NII 0 D ., is Iha visit being held wilhin Iha lime D o- No 

I~ Ya A*'U llOlal-1 window? I •Ya BATCH NO.: 

TrJJB OI prinl 1181118 ol Cenilicalion Type 01 prinl name ol Cellillcallon ........ Dt.liCOIJQ) 

Page D o10 Oieciian: Nurnller Clinic CoordinelOI': Number 00{]000 CQllfRa 

U\..14:42 rn-rn DJ-[[J 
.. 

DD 'oo ... """"""" DJ] 
Duo 10-29 

,_,,,,_ 4•All"'** BAL T IN PR£P7 0 • NII 
&ALT ATTA8LE1 2•'11Aanmdl ll•E .. - I •Ya 9 ~ Ur*n ~ • • 3•Noonmllll l•E .. lllllldl O•No 3 - Hea'fy 

• • • • FATINPREP't 0 ·No 1 • L;gr. 11 - Ul*n 
• I : E PREPARED: I • - 2 • ~ I •Y• 

2 ._..... DO LINE . .. 11 • Ul*n NOT NO. . ' d " USE • • ; L FOOD PREP. FAT ' . FOODS- BEVERAGES OESCRIPTIOH AMOUNT FREQ. R>oocooe AMOUNT UNIT FREQUENCY CODE CODE ' 
: ' l I I ' ! : ' 01 i 

02 ! I l 
- ! I I ! 

l I 
:- ! I 03 I I I 

04 l I 1 .. ! ! I ! 

I i 
I I ! 05 I ----

I I :-
06 i I ------- --· --

I ' I ' ! 07 I I 

08 I I 

I I - I 09 I I ! ! ' --- I I I - ! I 10 ' .. 
11 r ! I I I l ; I ' f ! I I ! I 

12 I I 1 l I I 
~ I ! I ' 

, I , 
13 ! I 

· I I ! I 
- I I 

! ! : l ' I l I : , .. 
---- - - ~- -- ~,__ - -

! I I I I 1 I ! I I L_ i 





Fll!"PE=,. 
....,~,. DIABETES CDNTRDL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Notification of lnt•rcurrant Ev•nt 

March 26, 1987 
DCCT Form 020.4 

Pau• 1 of 6 

Thi• for• -..at b• c.....,1et•d ••ch ti,..• petl•nt who h•• baan r•ndoinlaed or I• und•ruolng ellglbtllty •cr•enlng ••P•rlenc•• • 
.,.Jor lnt•rcurr•nt •vent. Th••• event• are I lated end defined In Chepter 10 of the DCCT llenuel of Operation•. D•flnltlon• of th• 
ti•• fre ... cateuorl•• are given In the ••- ch•pter. 

Thia for• ahould b• co9'1leted •ccordlng to th• tlina fr•ine• glvan In Ch•pter. 10 •nd melled to thla •ddreaa: DCCT 
llorbldlty/llortallty Cla•alflcetlon ta .... ltt••, The Bloat•tl•tlc• Cent•r. 6110 Eoacutlve Boulevard, Sult• 750, Rockvllle, Maryland 
20852. A copy of th• for• I• to be k•pt In th• cllnlc"s fll••. On th• Clinic For•• lnv•ntory end For•• ll•lllng List (OCCT Form• 
O•O and D•1), you should lt•t the For• 020 •hlch ws• inall•d to th•. Caardlnatlnu C•ntar. 

A. IOENTIPYING INFORMATION 

1. Cllnlc Number 

2. Patient 10 Nuinbar 

3. Petlent's lnttl•ls 

4. Date for• co..,l•t•d 

5. H•s the p•tlent b•en r•ndo•taed7 

B. RECOGHITION OF INTERCURAENT EVENT 

la) Sp•clfy dat• of occurr•nce 
or r•cognltlon of tnt•r
current •v•nl1 

!!!! 
b) If d•t• uncertain. chack har•r 

2. Specify data OCCT cllnlc 
learned of the Inter
.current ev•nl 1 

iiiinih Day Vear 

No 
( I) 

Yes 
( 2) 

iiOnih Day Vear 

( I) 

iiOnih Dey Vear 

3. Ho• did the cllnlc l••rn 
of th• lntercurr•nt evant7 

Petlent or petlant's fa•lly/frl•nds 
cont•cted cltnlc 

Third perty contactad cllnlc 

Cllnlc racognlE•d •v•nt •nd 
lnforinad th• p•tlent 

Patl•nt lnforma cllnlc at follow-up visit 

C. NATURE OF INTERCUARENT EVENT 

'· lndtcsta dtauna••·· (CHECK ALL THAT APPLV). 

Dlab•tlc lnt•rcurrsnt ~ 

•I Keto•cldosta 

b) Hyperglyc••lc, hyperos1110l•r. 
nanketot le co .. 

c) Daflntte cet••trophlc hypaglyc•inta• 

I) 

I) 

I) 

d) Suspacl•d cata•trophlc hypoglycaml•• ( I) 

e) D•flnlte sever• hypoglyceml•• 

f) Su•p•cted sev•r• hypoglyc•mla• 

•&•certain to complete Quast Ion 3 balo• 
and Form D&J. 

I) 

I) 

I) 

2) 

3) 

., 

Tl- Frame 
Cat•uory 

2 

2 

2 

2 



"· 

P•ll•nl ID 

!!E.!:!!!.!, tntercurr•nt ~ 
Ttme Frame 

Category 

g) Lo•• or vl•lon I) 2 

h) High rl•k ch•r•ct•rl•tlc• (HRC) I) 2 

I) Dcul•r di••••• (OTHER THAN RETINDPATHY) 
th•t .,., lnflu•nc• vl•u•I •culty or 
r•qulr• auruary or ... dlc•I tr••tm•nt for 
>J lllDnth• (SPECIFY UNDER QUESTION 2) ( I) 

J) Photoco•gul•tlon 

C•rdlav•aul•r lnt•rcurrant !..!!.!.!!.!.! 

k) Daflnlt• •cut• myocardl•I lnf•rctlon 

I) Su•pact•d •cute myocardl•I Infarction 

m) Angina pactarl• 

n) Arrhyth•I• 

a) Canu••tlv• h••rt fallur• 

p) lnltl•I dlagno•I• af hyp•rtan•lan 

q) CVA with permanent n•uraloglc•I 
deficit 

rl CVA without parm•nant 
nauraloglc•I daf lclt 

!!..!.!!.!.! lntarcurrant !.l!.!.!!.!.!. 

•) R•n•I ln•uff lclancy 

~ lntarcurr•nt ~ 

ti lnfualan cath•tar lnf•ctlan 

u) Amput•tlan (tr•umatlc) 

v) Amput•tlan (•urglc•ll 

./ 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

( I) 

( I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

DCCT Form 020.4 Paga 2 af 6 

w) Major accident not requiring 
hoapltallzatlan but raqurlng 
madlc•I •ltantlon 

•> M•Jar •ccld•nl 
requiring ho•plt•llzatlon 

y) Overnight haapll•llz•tlon 
(SPECIFY UNDER QUESTION 2) 

&) Paychl•trlc dlaaaae 
requiring treatment 

••) Other (SPECIFY UNDER QUESTION 2) 

Pregnancy ~ lntarcurrant ~ 

bb) Pregnancy (lob• completed when 
p•llent la dl•gnoaad) 

cc) Abortion (apont•naoua) 

dd) Abortion (Induced) 

ea) Liva birth; 

Birth w•luht (grema) 

Geatetlonel aue (wka) 

Apgar Score. 

ff) Discharged alive with congenital 
ma I format ton 
(SPECIFY UNDER QUESTION 2) 

gg) Discharged al Iva without 
conganllal malformatlon 

hh) Neonatal death with congenital 
mal format ton 
(SPECIFY UNDER QUESTION 2) 

II) Neonat•I death with other 
comp I teat tons 
(SPECIFY UNDER QUESTION 2) 

JJ) Stlll birth with conganltal 
ma I format Ion 
(SPECIFY UNDER QUESTION 2) 

kk) Sllll birth with other 
compl teat Ions 
(SPECIFY UNDER QUESTION 2) 

Tim• Fram• 
C•tauory 

I) 2 

I) 2 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

( I) 

I) 

( I) 

( I) 

( I) 

( I) 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 



Pattant ID ~~~~~~~-

~ !:!!l!..!. Notification 

Chack hare If In raapon•• to cantral 
unit notification, than chack ona 
of tha r••pon•e• balo•, and than 
proceed to Sactlon D. ( I) 

Tl .. frame 

( ' 

II) Notification of pra-prollfarettve 
or prollferetlva characterl•tlC• ( I) 

_., Notification of cllnlcally 
algnlflcant .. cular ada .. ( I) 

nn) Notlf lcatlon of 
hyp•rchole•terola•I• ( I) 

oo) Notification of 
hypertrlglycerldamla ( I) 

pp) Notification of naurop•ychologtcal 
daterloratlon f I) 

2. Give dlagnoala or d••crlba condition, •y111ptom• 
and auapacted cauaaa. 

Catagory 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

DCCT form D2D.4 Paga 3 of 6 

3. Complata thla que•tlon only If cata•trophlc 
or aevara hypoglycemla I• being reportad.• 
Other.la• procaed to Oueatlon 4. 

lndtcata aymptoma or atgna of hypoglycemia 
•hlch occurred. (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 

a) Death 

b) Neurologtcal lnault raqulrtng 
hoaptta I hat ton 

c) llyocardlal Infarction 

d) Stroh• 

a) Injury to tha pattant 
requiring hoapltallzatlon 

f) Injury to another par•on 

g) Proparty damage 

h) Traffic violation 

ti LO•• of conaclou•n••• 

JI S•tzura 

kl Suapectad aelzure 

I) Unuaual difficulty In •••kanlng 

111) lrratlonal 

nl Uncontrollabla behavior 

o) Confu•lon 

p) llamory loaa 

q) Othar1 •pacify: 

•Ba aure to complete a form 083. 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

1) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

1) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 



P•t l•nt ID 

4. IP• •peclPlc dl•gnoal• ••• m•d•, ho•••• 
It eat•bllah•d7 (SEE THE CRITERIA IN CHAPTER 10 
OF THE MANUAL OF OPERATIONS) 

D. TREATMENT OF INTERCURRENT EVENT 

I. Wh•r• ••• (I•) th• lnt•rcurr•nt •vent 
(b•lng) tr••t•d7 (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 

•) E-.rg•ncy room 

b) Hoaplt•I lnp•ttent ••rd 

c) orr 1 ce v • • • t 

d) Long-t•rm c•r• ln•tltutlon 

•) OCCT cllnlc 

r) Other1 SPECIFY1 

2. Did the DCCT cllntc at•fP tre•t 
th• p•tl•nt ror thl• •v•nt7 

3. W•r• •ny medlc•tlon• pr•acrlb•d 
to treat thl• event7 

If YES, lht ••dlcatlona, do••• 
and uae duratlon1 

u 
/ 

No 
( I) 

( I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

Y•a 
( 2) 

( 2) 

4. Waa any operation perrorm•d 
to tre•t thta •vent? 

DCCT Form OZ0.4 P•u• 4 or 8 

No 
( I) 

Y•a 
( 2) 

IP YES, apeclfy operation end reaulta1 

No Ye• 
5. Did the patient receive paychlatrtc 

counaaltng7 ( I) ( 2) 

6. Were other rorm• of treatment uaed 
ror thh event 1 ( I) ( 2) 

rr YES, apeclfy1 

7. Speclry the period or treatment for 
th• lntercurrent avent1 

•I D•t• of •dml•elon or •t•rt 
of treatment: 

Month Day Year 

b) (I) " treatment h ell II In 
progreas, check here1 ( I) 

( 11) Dther•he, enter date or 
dl•cherga or concluaton 
of traatmanta 

Month Dey Year 



Patlant ID 

E. EFFECT ON DIABETIC CONTROL 

COMPLETE THIS SECTION ONLY IF THE 
PATIENT HAS BEEN RANDOMIZED 

I. Wa• dlabatlc control lnfluancad 
by th• lntarcurrant avant 
or lra•t-nl? 

If YES, In •hat .ay7 

No 
( I) 

Yaa 
( 2) 

No Yaa 
2. ••• the dl•b•t•• traat.,.nt alterad to 

()" 
(,. 

an aatant that It did not confor• to th• 
usual treatlll8nt (a• apaclflad In th• 
Protocol and Manual of Oparatlon•} for 
patlant• In that •tudy group? ( I) ( 2) 

If YES, (a) In •hat way? 

Unknown 
( J) 

DCCT Form 020.4 Pega 5 of 6 

bl (I) Entar tha data the 
dlabatas treatmant 
••• a I tared 

iiiinih Day Vair 
~ 

(II) If data uncertain, chack here1 

c) (I) Enter the data the patient 
raturned to a dlab•t•• 
tre•tmant that conformed 
•Ith protocol-apeclfled 
therapy 

( I) 

iiiinih Day veer: 
OR 

(II) If the patient ha• not yet 
r•turned to th• protocol 
raqulred treatment, chack h•re1 ( I I 



(CJ 

Pat I ant ID 

NOTE1 If THE EVENT OR ITS THERAPY WILL INVOLVE DEVIATION fAOM THE DCCT TREATMENT, 
COMPLETE THE NOTIFICATION OF DEVIATION fAOM ASSIGNED TREATMENT (DCCT FOAM 022). 

DCCT form D2D.4 Paga 8 of 8 

IF THE EVENT OR ITS THERAPY WILL PRECLUDE COLLECTION OF ENDPOINT DATA FOR A PROLONGED PERIOD OF 
TIME, COMPLETE THE NOTIFICATION OF MISSED VISIT OR MODIFICATION Of fOLLOWUP SCHEDULE (DCCT FORM 14) 

Typa or print nama of peraon coiaplatlng thla form1 

Stunatura of Principal lnveatlgator1 

FOR COORDINATING CENTER USE ONLY 

I. Revle•ad1 
Month Dey Ya8r 

2. Raco..,..nd•tlon•1 (If any)1 

3. Clinic notified: 
Month Day Ya8r 

.) 

Cartlflcatlon Number (If any) 



Diabetes 
Control and 
Complications 
Trial 

March 18. 1991 
DCCT Form D2 I. B 

Page I of 16 

DIABETES CONTROL ANO COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Quarterly Viall 

Thia for• le to be completed et the randomization vlelt and each of the acheduled quarterly follo•-up clinic visits. For 
visits occurring yeerlf poat-rendo•lzetlon, complete the Annual MedlCal History and Phyalcal E•••lnetlon (DCCT Form OOJ) In lieu 
of thla for•. At the ti .. of the querterlll' vlalt, data •Ill be collected on thta form to docu ... nt modification• of therapy and 
to update lnforl88tlon on the atatua of patient• on deviation• from aaatgned treat.,.nt and trenafera ta Inactive etatua. 

All queatlone on thla form refer to the patient"• ••parlance alnce the laat completed querterlf, annual or randomization 
vlalt. If the for• la being completed et the randomization vlelt, the queatlone refer to the petlant•a eaparlanca alnce the 
Baaellne Medical Hlatary and Phyalcal Eaa•lnatlon (DCCT For• 002) •as completed, 

JP In complatlng thla evaluatlon It Is found that tha patient h•• 
Notification or lntercurrent Evant For• (DCCT Form 020) end, If appllcable, 
(DCCT Form OBJ) and Further Detail• or Hypoglfca•lc Evant (Far• 092). 

e•perlencad en lntercurrant event, co1111>lete the 
the Notification of Hypoglfcemlc lntarcurrent Evant 

Sand the co111platad for• to the Coordinating Centar In th• •••kly form• 1118lllng, retaining a copy In the cllnlc Piie•. 

A. IDENTIFYING INFORMATION 

I. DCCT Cllnlc Number 

2. Pallant ID NUlllbar 

3. Patient'• lnlttale 

4. Date of Vlelt 
iiOnih Day -Year 

r 
,_ 

&a) W•• It nec••••ry to reechedule the 
patient for thle vlalt for enll' reaaon7 

No 
( I) 

II. 

1. 

b) Ha• -"II' tl-•7 

Whet la the follo•-up vlalt number? 
(For the randomization vlalt, enter 00.) 

Enter th• date or the LAST COMPLETED 
vlalt (baaellne. randomization. quarterly 
or ennu•I. •hlchever ta lftO•l r•cent). 
All queatlona on thla form refer lo the 
petlent'• eaperlance alnce this date. 
(For the randomization visit. enter the data 
the Basel Ina Medical History and Physical 
Eaem (DCCT Form 002) •••completed.) 

iiOnih Day "Year 

Vee 
( 2) 

B. DIABETES MANAGEMENT 

Answer-SecfTonllfor--.Tl-pilTente ••capt •here spaclfl9d. 
Do not complete thla eectlon et the randomization visit. 
When completlng thla aactlon, refer to Iha p•·.,vloua dar'• 
~dosage only. Ho•avar, If In your Judgement the 
prevtoua day'a dosage •aa atypical of the patlant'a raglman, 
use another recant d•ll' that fOU •Ould conaldar typlcal. 

I. Spec I fy t,.pae of Insulin• ueed bf thla petlent1 
(CHECK ALL THOSE THAT APPLY) 

Human reguler ( I) Pork Regular ( I) 
Human Semi lenl• ( I) Pork Semi I ante ( I) 
Human NPH ( I) Pork NPH ( I) 
Human Lente ( I) Pork Lente ( I) 
Human U•tr~lente ( I) Pork 70/JO ( I) 
Human 70130 ( I) 

Beef/pork R.,yular ( I) 
Beef/pork Semllente ( I) 
Beef/pork NPH ( I) 
Beef/porl< Lente ( I) 
Beef/pork Ultratente ( I) 



c; 

Patient ID 

2. To •hat group••• thl• patient randomlzad7 

3. 

4. 

Standard (I) E•parl-ntal (2) 

a) What lnaulln raglman la currently being 
uaad by thla patient? 

lnaulln lnfualon pu111p (I) 
thra• or 1110ra dally lnJactlona (2) 
ona or t•O dally lnJactlona (J) 
othar1 (4) 

(daacrlba tha ragl,..n In Quaatlon Numbar 5) 

bl la thla tha raglman praacrlbad by tha 
DCCT ctlnlc? 

No Yaa 
( I) ( 2) 

Pia••• aummarlza thla patlant•a uaual lnaulln raglman 
hara, (Rafar to tha pravloua day'• lnaulln doa•u• only, 
Ho••v•r. If tha pravloua day•a do••u• ••• atyplcal, uaa 
tha moat recant day that you •Ould conaldar typlcal, 
Round off to tha naaraat •hola unit,) 

a) Total nulM>ar of unlta par day1 ~ 

b) Numbar of1 

Mn1.1s !:!I.!.!! Braakfaat .l.li!!!£!l i!!.1!29.! Badtlma ~ 

Regular 

Semi lanta 

NPH 

Lant a 

Ultralanta 

70/30 

NOTE1 Whan fllllng out thla tabla, consider all lnsulln 
given bet•aen breakfaat and lunch as part of the lunch 
doaa. All lnaulln bat•een lunch and supper I& part of 
the supper doaa. All tnsultn bat•een supper and bedtime 
snack la part of the snack doaa. It a patient gives a 
prescribed meal time dose •hlch happened to be zero on 
the day recorded, record "0" In the appropriate space. 
If no dose ••s prescrtbed for• ylven time of day, 
leave the spaca blank, If e patient Is on a pump, do not 
record basal hara. Meal lnaulln only refers to bolus 
do•••· Capture baaal In number 6 follo•lng. 

j 
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5. If th• lnaulln raglman uaad by thl• patlant on• typlcal 
day cannot accurataly ba racordad on th• tabla (quaatlon 4) 
pleaae leave the tabla blank and daacrlb• th• regimen hara1 

Ans•ar If 64 la blank1 No Vea 
I am describing the lnaulln raglman hara1 ( I) ( 2) 

If yea. apac If y: 

6. COMPLETE ONLY FOR PATIENTS USING AN INSULIN INFUSION 
PUMP 

Total numbar of UNITS BASAL lnaulln lnfuaad par day1 

Total number or dlffarant BASAL RATES uaad par day1 

Haa tha patlant had any tachnlcal problama •Ith th• 
lnaulln lnfualon pu111p7 

Jr VES. apac lfy I 

No 
( I) 

1, COMPLETE THIS QUESTION ONLY FOR PATIENTS CURRENTLY ON 
ONE OR TWO DAILV INJECTIONS1 

Yaa 
( 2) 

a) Hava you preacrlbad a Chang• In tha lnaulln raglman 
or do•• alnca tha laat vlalt7 

If YES, pla••• Indicate th• raaaon. 

Symptomatic polyurla/polydlpala/nocturla 
Unacceptabla degree of hypoglycemla 
Aecurrrent ketonurte 
Hemoglobln Ale above the action ltmlt 
Pregnancy 
Other: 

Specify 

No Yaa 
( I) ( 2) 

No 
( I) 
( I) 
( I) 
( I) 
( I) 
( I) 

Vaa 
( 2) 
( 2) 
( 2) 
( 2) 
( 2) 
( 2) 

b) How Is this patient monitoring hla/har diabetes? 

Self blood glucoaa monitoring 
Urine glucose monitoring 

No 
( I) 
( I) 

Yes 
( 2) 
( 2) 

Uncertain 
( J) 
( J) 



Pet lent ID~~~~~~~-

8. COMPLETE THIS QUESTION ,OR PATIENTS IN BOTH GROUPS1 

Do vou •u•pect th•t thl• p•tl•nt'• r•ported glucose 
(urine end/or blood) .onltorlng re•ult• ere 
ln•ccur•t• or ftctltlou•7 Not 

No Yea Sure 
( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

Eapleln1 

C. DEVIATIONS FADll ASSIGNED TREATMENT 

1. Since th• le•t vl•lt, h•• the petlent 
b••n on e "d•vletton fro• tr•et .. nt" (•• 
d•fln•d In Section 12.5 of th• Protocol) 
et •nv tt .. 7 

•· If v••· I• th• petl•nt curr•nt1r on 
d•vl•tlon fro• tr•et .. nt7 

No Y•• 
( 1) ( 2) 

No Y•• 
( I) ( 2) 

(t) If NO, •nt•r det• of 
t•r•lnetlon of d•vletlon1 Month Dey Y•ar 

(II) If thla I• an•• (•tert•d 
•Inc• le•t QV) d•vletlon1 
•ntar data of DCCT For• 022, 
Notlflc•tlon of D•vletlon 
fro• A••lgnad Traat .. nt1 Month Dey "Vear 

O. TRANSFER TO INACTIVE STATUS 

I. Since th• le•t vl•lt, he• the patient No Ye• 

( 

be•n on lnectlv• •t•tu• et •nv ti••? ( I) ( 2) 
(es d•ftn•d tn S•ctlon 12.7 of th• Protocol) 

e, If v•s, t• th• P•tlant currantlr on 
tren•f•r to lnectlv• •t•tu•7 

(I) If NO, •nt•r d•t• of r•turn 

No Y•s 
( I) ( 2) 

to ectlve •tetus1 Month Day Yaar 

(ti) If this la an•• trenafar to 
lnectlv• status, •nt•r date 
of DCCT Form 018, 
Appllc•tlon for Tr•n•fer 
to lnectlva Stetu•; iiOnih Day Year 

DCCT For• 021.8 P•g• 3 of 16 

E. MODIFICATIONS OF FOLLOW-UP SCHEDULE FOR ENDPOINT 
ASSESSMENTS 

(S•• M•nu•I of Op•retlon• Ch•pter II) 

I. Sine• the l•at visit, h•• th• p•tlent 
bean on• modified follo•-uP •chadul• 
et •n11 t lme7 

If YES, lndtc•te •hlch e••••••ent•• 

2. la the pet lent curr•nttr on e -adlfl•d 
follo•-up schedule? 

No Yea 
( I) ( 2) 

No Ya• 
( I) ( 2) 

F. MODIFICATIONS OF THERAPY FOR PATIENTS RANDOMIZED TO THE 
STANDARD GROUP ONLY 

I. Since th• leat vl•lt, he• th• petl•nt 
b•en on e •odlf l•d therepv •t env 11 .. 1 

Proceed-to Oueatlon -~ 

e) Since th• l••t vl•lt, he• thl• petlent 
used glucose -anltorlng et ar••t•r 
frequencv then •P•Clfled In the Protocol 
(urine te•tlng 4a/der or ••If blood 
gluco•• •onltorlng once per de11) at vour 
direction? 

IF YES, r•cord frequenc111 SBGM 

UGM 

Ho Y•• 
( I) ( 2) 

No Yea 
( I) ( 2) 

ld•'I 

ld•'I 
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Pallant ID 

b) Sine• tha laat vtatt h•• thl• patient used 
more than t•o tnJect ton• or lneul In per day 
or u•ed en tn•ulln pump to achleva first or 
second priority •tend•rd treatment group goals 
et your direction!.!. .!.!!.r. .!...!.!!!.7 

(NDTEa PERMISSION OF THE TREATMENT COMMITTEE 
IS REQUIRED PRIOR TO INSTITUTING THIS 
MODIFICATION OF THERAPY) 

Proceed to que•tlon d) 

No 
( I) 

Yea 
( 2) 

If thl• modification••• started since the last vl•lt: 

(I) Entar date par•laalon ••• 
recetvad fro• tha Traatment 
co ... ttt•• to ln•tttuta th• 
ragl..,.n In thl• patient Month Dey Yau 

(ti) Enter date that ne• 
ragt .. n ••• atarted Month Day Yau 

c) I• the patient currently using •ore 
than t•o tnjecttona per day or en 
ln•ultn pu111p to achieve flr•t or 
••cond priority treat ... nt goal• for 
the standard treat .. nt group7 

If NO, enter date of return to on• 

No V•• 
( I) ( 2) 

or t•o Injection• or Insulin per day iiOnih D•y Yeer:-

lf thta patient ta uatng anore th•n 
t•o Injection• per dey or en Insulin 
PUlllP for r•••on• oth•r th•n Instructed 
by you to achieve flr•t end •econd 
priority go•I for the Standard Group, 
this represent• a davl•tlon from 
assigned treetm•nt, end should b• 
recorded In Section C end on 
Form 022. 

di Oth•r modlftcetlon1 apeclfya 

FOR PATIENTS RANDOMIZED TO THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP ONLY 

No Yes 
l I) I 21 

2. Slnca th• last visit, has the patient been 
on a inodtfled treatlll8nt protocol? 

No Yes 
( I) ( 2 I 

Procaed to Qu••tlon G.I 
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a) Since the last vlatt, have you Instituted a 
planned out-patient visit achedula on a leas 
frequent basts than th• r•qutr•d monthly vt•lt 
achedule7 No Vea 

( I) ( 2) 
b) Have you lnatructed tht• p•ttent to perform 

•elf blood gluco•e monitoring on• 
I••• fr•Quent dally ach•dule then 
the required minimum or four ttma• 
a day, Including thre• pr•-prendlel 
•nd one badllme aampte7 

If yea, record frequency 

c) Have you Instructed this patient to 
use les• atrlngent goals of therapy? 

(I) Specify than•• goalaa 

HbAlc (rang•) 

Blood gluco•• (range) a 

Preprendtal 

Poatprendlal 

3100 a .•. 

to 

to 

to 

to 

No Yes 
< n < 21 

d•y 

No Yes 
( I) ( 2) 

(II) Sp•clfy th• r•••on end altuatlon for modification 
of goela of therapy In thla patient a 

(Ill) Spactfy the dete that the ne• 
uoel(s) becama •ffectlvea 

(tv) Are the stated goals tn 
effect at present? 

If NO, enter the date that the 
patient returned to the goals 
of the e•perlmentel treatment 
group set forth In the Protocol a 

d) Other modlflcatlon1 apeclfy1 

Month D•y Year 

No Yes 
( I) ( 2) 

Month Day Vear 

Na Yes 
( I) ( 2) 
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G. DIABETES MONITORING - ANSWER POR PATIENTS CURRENTLY ON 3 OR MORE INJECTIONS OR PUMP 

1, Su ..... rlaa the patient'• parfor .. nce of gluco•a •onltorlng. Usa the pallanl"• "Dally Olebetea Monltortng Record" to do 
. thla. The "number •hould have done• t• tha number of te•ta you Instructed the pat tent to do, Record perfor .. nce or 
th••• pre•crtbad te•t• only1 do not record ••tre te•t• perfor,,..d. 

2. 

Teattng 
Required 

by Protocol 

Betore breakta•t 

Batore lunch 

Betora df nnar 

Bedtl-

31DD •••• 

H-•r 
Actually 

Done 

BLOOD 
Nulllber 
Should 

Have Oona 

I• the pattant perfo,..tng .are ••If blood gluco•• 1110nltorlng than preacrlbed7 

H. DIABETES llONITDRING - ANSWER POA PATIENTS CURRENTLY ON ONE OR TWO INJECTIONS 

No Ye• 
( I) ( 2) 

Uncertatn 
( 3) 

1. SUJ11111arlaa th• pattent'• perfor .. nce of gluco•• t110nltorlng. U•• th• patient'• "Dally Dlabet•• Monitoring Record" to do 
thl•, The "number •hould have done• ta the number or taste you lnetructed the patient to do. Racord parfor .. nca of 
th••• preacrlbed te•t• only1 do not racord ••tra ta•ts pertor .. d. 

Ta•tlng 
Raqutrad 

by Protocol 

Bafore braakta•t 

Before lunch 

Berore dinner 

Badtl-

URINE 
NuMbar 

Actuel ly 
Dona 

Nu•b•r 
Should 

Have Done 

2. la the patient perror•lng 1110re glucose monitoring 
(urine or blood) than pra•crlbed7 

BLOOD 
Number 

Actually 
Don• 

Number 
Should 

Heve Done 

No Yea Uncertain 
( I) ( 2) ( 3) 



', 
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I. INDICATIONS OP NON-ADHERENCE TO TREATMENT PROTOCOL 

Do not complata-thla-aactton at the randomization vlalt. 

1. An•••r a) - I) ror all pattanta. 

a) Ho• oftan ha• th• patient clalmad to have followed the meal plan? 

Not applicable 

Navar follo••d maal plan 

Vary tnfraquantly (I••• than IOS of the time) 

Infrequently (I0-44S of th• ttma) 

About half tha ti .. (45-&SS of tha time) 

Moat of th• ti.,. (58-90~ of the time) 

At .... at all of tha ti.,. ( .... ra than 90S of the tt .. ) 

Al••Y• follo•ed .... , plan 

0) 

I) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

8) 

7) 

b) Haa the patlant follo•ad a pattern of aatlng auggaatlva of an 
eating dlaordar (a.g., hlatory of bulimia, vomiting, anoraata)? 

c) (I) Ho• .,.ny tlln••••• (lntarcurrant avant• or not) haa th• 
patient aapartancad7 (If nona, antar 00 and proceed to l.d) 

(It) During ho• .,.ny of thaaa lllnaaaaa haa the patient been kno•n 
to hava fat lad to adJuat the tnaulln doaa •• praacrlbad? 

d) Haa th• patient uaad •type of lnaulln •hlch h•• not bean preacrlbad? 

a) Haa tha patient bean rotating the alte of Injection 
(or, In pump patlanta, tha alta of lnfualon)? 

f) Ha• tha patient complatad I••• than all ••van or the capillary 
blood cullactlona raqulrad for the Profllaat? 

g) (t) Ho• many tntarcurrant avant• (•• d11f lnad In Chapter 10 or the 
Manual of Oparattona) haa the patient aaparlancad? (If none, antar 00) 

(II) Ho• .. ny of thaaa lntarcurrent events has the patient felled 
to report In the appropriate time wlndo•7 (If none, enter 00) 

h) Hae the patient fallad to bring In his/her dally record? 

I) Doaa the patient perform self blood glucose monitoring? 
(If no or uncertain, proceed to Que5tlon 1.2) 

If yasr 
(I) Ha• the patient baan ualng aalf blood glucose monitoring 

to adjust hla/her lnaulln dosage? 

(II) Doe• tha patient perform ••If blood glucose monitoring 
more than once par day? 

No 
( 1) 

1) 

1) 

I) 

1) 

I) 

1) 

I) 

Vea 
( 2) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

2) 
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Uncertain 
( 3) 

3) 

3) 

3) 

3) 

3) 

3) 

3) 



( 
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2. ANSWER (a) - (f) FDA PATIENTS AANDOlllZEO TO THE 
STANDARD TREATMENT GROUP. 

On ho• many'd•y• ha• the patient . 

a) taken .are than the pre•crlbed units 
of ln•ulln (e•cludlng •lck day•)? 

b) teken eatra lnJ•ctlon• of lnaulln7 

c) taken te••r Injection• of ln•ulln? 

d) falled to take hlalher pre•crlb•d 
ln•ulln doae7 

•) falled to perfor• and racord at 
le••t two urine t••te or on• 
blood glucose te•t • day? 

f )( I ) been ti I 7 

(II) falled to ta•t and record 
urln• acetona during en lllna••7 

3. ANSWER (a) - (d) FOR PATIENTS RANDOMIZED TO THE 
EXPERIMENTAL TREATMENT GROUP 

•) On how .,.ny day• h•• the patient 
not followad the pre•crlD•d 
algorlthal for ln•ulln dellvery7 

D) Ho• 1118ny tl .. e hee the patlant 
felled to do th• preacrlbed 
3100 •·•· blood te•t•7 

c) Ho• meny ti ... • h•• the patient 
fallad to promptly report • low 
3:00 •·•· blood gluco•e 
to the cllnlc7 

d) How ,..ny tllll8B he• the petlant 
falled to monitor urlna acetone 
when blood gluco•e wa• >240 ing/dl 
or during an lllne••7 

4, ANSWER (11) - (c) FOR PATIENTS RANDOMIZED TO THE 
EXPERIMENTAL TREATMENT GROUP AND USING INSULIN 
INFUSION PUllPS. 

•I HO• many time• h•• the patient 
felled to follow ln•tructlon• 
for changing batterlea7 

b) How many tlma• has the patient 
falled to follow Instruction• 
for changing catheter•? 
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c) Ho• many times has the pet lent 
failed to follo• Instructions 
for changing syringe•? 

J. DIABETES CONTROL - ANSWER FDA ALL PATIENTS 

If this lst~randOmlzetlonVT&Tt, complete this 
section and Section& K, Land 111 then turn to the 
last paye and slyn the form. 

I. Symptoms of hyperglyceml• (Std pt• priority I goals) 

a) Ho• many night• In th• paat •••k did 
the patient wake up ONCE to urinate? 

b) How many night• In the P••t week did 
the patient •aka up TWO OR llORE tlmas 
to urinate? 

c) On th• averaga, ho• many 8 ounce 
glaasaa of fluld did lh• petlent 
drink pttr day? 

d) Ho• many tlma• did the patient 
••Parlance DKA7 
(As defined In Chapter 10 of the 
Manual of Operation•) 

If the patient-ha~. had OKA, complete 
the Notification of lntarcurrent Event 
(Form 0201 If It h•• not prevloualy 
been completed for thl• event, 

e) Old tha patient eaperlence othar 
aymptom• of hyperglycemla7 

If YES, apeclfy1 

2. HO• many day• haa the patient had 
moderate or large ketonurla7 
(If none, enter 00 and proceed 
to Question J.J.) 

How many of theae were 

al e•plalned by Change In routine? 

b) due to lllnoas7 

c) due to medlcal equipment fallure7 

d) spontaneous or une•plalnad7 

No Y•• 
( I) ( 2) 



P•tl•nt 

(. 
(,' 

3. 

JD 

•> I• th• p•ttent , ..... 1.1 

Proceed to Qu••tlon J.4 

b)(t) H•• th• P•tl•nt h•d •ny 
vagina I Itching or 
d lsch•rge7 

Proceed to Quaatton J.3.c 

Cit) Wes the P•tlent tr••t•d 
for tht•7 

( t It) Specify tr••t .. nt1 

c)(t) Do•• the patient .. natruate7 

Proc••d to Quaatlon J.4 

(tt) Enter d•t• or atart or laet 
-n•tru•I pertod1 

iiOnih oa;- v.U' 
d)( I) Waa the laat .. nstru•I period 

more than five •••k• ago? 

Proc••d to Quaatton J.4 

(It) Wa• a pregnancy teat 
parfor111ad7 

If no, why not? 

If yes, did the teat tndlcata 
pregn•ncy7 

Complete the Nottflc•tlon of 
Jntercurrent Event (Form 020) 
It It has not pravlously been 
complated for thla pregnancy. 

No V•• 
( I) ( 2) 

No Vas 
( I) ( 2) 

No Vas 
( I) ( 2) 

No Vas 
( I) ( 2) 

No Vea 
( I) ( 2) 

NO Vas 
( I) ( 2) 

NO ...... 
( I) ( 2) 
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4. Symptom• of hypoglycamt• alnce laat Qv 

a) Number of hospltallz•tlons for 
hypoglycemia. (Hoaplteltzatlon Implies 
overnight adml••lon to the hosplt•l1 
an emergency ••rd vlalt th•t did not 
result In hosplt•llzatlon does 
not apply.) 

If the patient has-been-hospltellzed for 
hypoglycemle, complete Notification of 
lntercurrent Event (form 020), the 
Notification of Hypoglycamtc lntercurrent 
Event (Form 083), •nd further Detail• 
(Form 092) tr not prevlou•ly complet•d 
for thla hosplt•llz•tlon. 

If any hospltellzetlona, give •P•clflc reasons1 

b) Ho• ••ny time• did the p•tlent ••P•rlenca 
hypoglyca111la of auch ••verity that the 
p•tl•nt 

(I) lost conactouenee• 
•lthout ••lzure 

(II) loat consclouenaa• 
•Ith aelzur• 

c) Ho• many time• did th• P•tlent 
e•pertence hypoglyCeml• Of auch 
aever tty . 

(I) that the patient required 
.professional medical assistance, 
lncluolng placement of en IV or an 
Intravenous Injection of glucose? 

(II) es to require the asalstanca of 
another person, auch am the 
admtnlalratton of glucauon, but 
did not require any of the 
assistance described In (1)7 

(Ill) es to require the •s•lstance of 
another person but did not requir• 
any of the help de•crlbed In (I) 
or (11)7 



P•t tent JD 

d) Complete only If aavere hypoglycemla •hlch 
the pettent could.not treat hlmaelf/herself 
h•• occurred& 

(I) Ho• .. ny ti .. • ha• th• 
patient received glucegon7 

(II) Ho• .. ny ti .. • ha• the 
patient received IV glucoae 
to treat hypoglyce•l•7 

(Ill) Did any eplaod•• reault 
In Injury to the patient 
or othera7 

No Vea 
( I) ( 2) 

If YES, apeclfya 

rt the Pat Tant-haa iupartenced-aevere hypog fyce,.la 
•hlch h•l•h• could not treat hlm11elf/her11elf, 
pl•••• complete Notlf lcatlon of lntercurrent Event 
(For• 020), Notification of Hypoglycemlc lntercurrant 
Evant (For• 0831 end Further Oetetla (for• 092) for 
for eny eptaodea for •hlch thla ha• not previously 
been dona. 

•> Ho• .. ny ti,..• In the paat ••van 
day• did th• patient ••P•rlence 
hypoglyca•la •hlch ••• •lld 
enough for the patient to 
treet hl•••lflh•r•elf7 

f) If the p•tlant ha• ••P•rlenc•d 
hypoglyce•ta tn the p•at 
••van daya •hlch •••mild 
enough for th• patient to 
treat hlmaelf/haraelf, ana•ar 
Item• (I) through (Ill) belo•. 
Other••••. aklp to Section K. 

(I) Old mild hypoglycamle occur: 

While the patient ••11 •••k• 

While the pet lent ••• aaleep 

Both 

I) 

2) 

3) 

DCCT for• D21.8 Peg• 9 of 18 

(It) What •Bii the u•u•I reeaon for the mlld 
hypoglycemla7 (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 

Mlaaed .,.., or anack 

Decreaaed food lnteke 
at meal or anack 

Increased a•erclaa level 

Too much lnaulln taken 

Lack of early •arnlng algna 
of lo• blood glucoaa 

Other 1 ap•c If v a 

Uneaplalned 

(Ill) Whet aymptoma do•• the patient have •Ith 
mtld hypoglyca•l•7 (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 

Adrenerulc •arnlng aymptoma 

Dlepnoreala (••••ting) 

Altered .. ntal atatua 

Other 

Hone 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

( I I 

I) 

I) 

I) ,, 
I) 
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K. DIABETES RELATED COMPLICATIONS ANO/OR CATEGORY 3 
INTERCURRENT EVENTS 

c ... 

If th• p•tl•nt h•• b••n hoaptt•llz•d (overnight) to 
tre•t •ny or th• fol.towing dlabetaa-related compllcatlon• 
or Category 3 event•, th• Notlftc•tlon of lntercurrent 
Event (Form 020) muet be co..,teted for ••ch hoapltellze
tlon (•••Chapter 10 of the Menu•I or Operetlona). 

If no hoaplteltz•tton occurred, Category 3 lntercurrent 
Event• are report•d on thla for• only1 for• 20 la not 
required. 

I. OPHTHALllllC 

•> Hiia the p•tl•nt 
h•d blurred or 
reduced vleton7 

If VES, eapl•lna 

b) H•• the P•tl•nt 
••P•rtenced 
floetera or 
fl••htng ltghta? 

c) H•• the P•tl•nt 
h•d •nv oth•r •Y• probl•••7 

If VES, ap•ctfya 

d) Wt 11 the petl•nt be ••nt to 
the ophth•lmologtat for • 
apectel vhtt7 

Right 
m 

No Vea 
( I) ( 2) 

No Ve• 
( I) ( 2) 

Left 
m 
No Vea 

( I) ( 2) 

No Ve• 
( I) ( 2) 

No V•• No Yell 
( I) ( 2) ( I) ( 2) 

No Vea 
( I) ( 2) 

2. -NEUROLOGIC 

Has the, patient h•d •ny or th• followlng7 

•l P•reathealea (p•tn or numbn•••) 
In hands or feet 

b) Uneapl•lned muacle •••kn••• 

cl Vo•ltlng or bloetlng efter me•I• 

d) Bouts of peratatent or 
recurrent dl•rrhe• 

•) Bouts or urtn•ry retention 

f) Dlzzlneaa or ltghthe•dednea• 
(not ••aocl•t•d with hypoglyce•I•) 

g) Feinting 
(not •••ocleted with hypoglyceml•) 

h) Seizure (not due to 
hypoglyceml•) 

( 
No Vea 

I) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

I) ( 21 

I) ( 2) 

I 
I 

If -VES,- complete the Not If lcet ton 
or lntercurrent Eventa (Form 020) 
tr It ha• not· •I reedy been 
compl•t•d for thla condition. 

_I 

Not 
No Vea Appllc•ble 

I) Impotence ( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

No Vea 
JI Hes the patient developed aymptoma ( I) ( 2) 

competlble with• focal neuropethy 
(deacrlbed •• audden onaat, a•y111111etrlc•I 
and aalf-llmlted, I.e., cr•nlel mono-
naurapathy. pro•ttnml motor neurop•thy, 
trunc•I neuropathy)7 

k) Ot_her neurologlc proble• 1 

If YES. spec try I 

I) Wiii the patient be ••nt to the 
neurologlllt for • apect•I v1•1t7 

No Ve• 
( I l ( 2) 

No Vea 
( I) ( 2) 
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3. RENAL 

H•• th• petlant had anv of the follo•lng7 

a) Ed• .. (of renal atlologv on1v) 

b) Other renal probl•• 

If YES, •P•clfv1 

4. VASCULAR 

H•• the patient had any of th• follo•lng7 

•> Shortnaaa of breath 

b) Sympto•• of congaatlve 
heart di••••• 

c) Impaired perlph•r•I va•cular 
circulation (e.g., lnter•lttent 
claudlcatlon) 

d) Cheat pain 

(I) If yea, la thla cllnlcal angina? 
(Ae defined In Chapter 10 of the 

Manual of Operatlona) 

•) Other aympto•a auggeattva of a 
•u•p•ct•d non-acute Ml 
(•• defined MOO Chaptar 10) 

lfYaa todlTOr•l complete th• 
Notlf lcatlon of lntercurrent Evant• 
(for• 020) If It h•• not already 
been ca.pleted for thla condition. 

f) Symptoma auggaatlve of 
trenalent lachamlc attack(a) 
(Aa defined In Chapter 10 of the 
Manual of Operatlona) 

g) Other veacular probla• 

If YES, apac lfv 1 

No Ye• 
( I) ( 2) 

( I) ( 2) 

NO Yaa 
( I) ( 2) 

1) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

1) ' 2) 

I) ( 2) 
I 
I 

No Yaa 
( I) ( 2) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

( I) ( 2) 

( I) ( 2) 

5, INFECTIONS 

H•• th• pet lent h•d anv of th• follo•lng7 
(A• defined In Chaptar 10 of th• Manual of Dparatlon•) 

•>Urinary tract lnfactlon (e.g., 
cy•tltl•, pyalonaphrltla, 
perlnephrlc abac•••> 

b) Upper or lo•er r••plratorv tract 
Infection 

c) C.aatroentarltl• •Ith favar 

d) Cutanaoua (non-lnfu•IOn •lte) or 
mucocutaneou• (e.g., Candida 
vulwo-veglnttta, furunculo•te, 
dental ab•c•a•) Infection 

If YES, apeclfv1 

e) Po•t-operatlve or deep eound 
Infection 

f) C.angrena 

g) Other Infection• not apeclflcelly 
defined In th• Manual of Oparatlona 
(I.e., mononuc1eoal•, apldldymltla, 
me••I••. chic~•" po•) 

If YES, •paclfy1 

NO Ya• ' 

' I) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

1) c 2) 

No Ye• 
( I) ( 2) 

1) 2) 

I) ( 2) 

( I) ( 2) 

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING ONLY FOR PATIENTS WHO USE 
AN INDWELLING NEEDLE OR CATHETER FOR INSULIN 
ADMINISTRATION. 

h) Has the patient had Infection at 
the Insertion •Ile (e.g., >1.5 cm 
erythema and purulance)7 

Complete -the Notification of 
lntercurrent Event (form 020). 

8. MINOR OUTPATIENT SURGERY OR INCIDENTAL 
TRAUMA (e.g,. simple fracture, 
uncompl lc•led lacerat Ion). 

If YES. spec lfy 1 

' 

c 

No Yea 
I) ( 2) 

I 
I 

No Ye• 
I) ( 2) 
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(. 
r ~ 

1. INTERCURRENT ENDOCRIME EVENT 

(•.g., hypothyroid!••. Gr•v•'• di•••••. 
Cuahtng'• di•••••) 

It YES, apeclfy1 

8. ADVERSE PSYCHOSOCIAL REACTION 

If YES• •pee try 1 

9. OTHER 

•I H•• th• p•tl•nt ••p•rl•nc•d •ny other 
medic•! probl••• or dlfflcultl•• In 
cerrylng out the Ol•b•t•• treatment 
reQl•en (lnclud•• l111Prlao""'8ntl7 

If YES, ••Pl•lna 

No V•• 
( I) ( 2) 

No Ve• 
I I I ( 2) 

No Yea 
( II ( 21 

L. MEDICATION5 

I. On the ~·erage, ho• many ••plrln-cont•lnlng 
tablets or other proateglendln Inhibitor• 
does the patient use ••ch month7 
(IF NONE, ENTER ODDI 

2. Hes the patient used or la he/aha 
currently using any preacrlptlon drug 
on• regular b••I• other th•n tnaulln7 

Specify: 

No Vea 
( I) ( 21 

I 
I 

------' 

3. H•• the p•tlent u•ed •ny 
over-t~e-counter druga1 

Spectfy1 

4. Ooea the patient uae vlte•ln 
supplements on • r•aul•r b••l•7 

Spec tr.,, 

No Yea 
( I) ( 21 

I 
I 
I 
I 

No Yea 
l II l 2 I 

I 

I 
I 
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M. PHYSICAL EXAMINATION 

1. D•t• of leet phy•lcal ••••lnatlan 
iiOniii Day -Yaar 

2. Currant •eight (kg) 
(Ta convert pound• ta kllaer•••· 
multiply by 0.454.) 

3. Change In walght alnce prevlaua 
..... (kg) (CIRCLE + OR -) 

4. What la the patlant'• deatred 
••l&ht (kg)7 

I. I• the patient le•• then II yeera aid? 
If HO, aklp ta Queetlan 8, 

8. Curr•nt height (c•) 
(Ta convert tnch•• ta centt .. tera, 
multlply Dy 2.14.) 

7. tho• petl•nt felled ta .. tnteln 
nar .. 1 gra•th end development 
(••• Menual of Operetlana Chepter 
far definition)? 

I. Pulee (Dpm) 

8. Sitting blood preeaure (RIGHT ARM) 

•> Syatallc , .. He> 

D) Dleatallc ( .. He) 

c) H•• hypertenalon been prevlaualy 
dacu.,.nted and haa th• Notification 
of lntarcurrent For• Deen compl•ted 
and ••nt to the Coordlnetlng Center? 

SKIP TO QUESTIONM-:-10 

• 

No Vea 
( I) ( 2) 

No Va• 
( 1) ( 2) 

No Vaa 
( I) ( 2) 
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d) le the currant eyataltc or dlaatallc 
blood praaaure aa high •• to be •bove 
the nor .. 1 range •• at•l•d In 
Chapter 10 of the Menu•I of 
Oper•tlons I.• .• ! 140 systolic 
or! 90 diastolic? 

IF YES, PATIENT SHOULD RETURN OH 
ANOTHER DAV WITHIN ONE MONTH FOR 
A SECOND DETERMINATION OF BLOOD 
PRESSURE. COMPLETE ITEMS 
e) THROUGH 9) AT THAT TIME. 

Na Vea 
( I) ( 2) 

•> Det• of second alttlne Dload 
praaaure d•t•r•ln•tlan iiinih Dey Year 

f) Sitting blood prea•ure1 

Syatallc r ... Hg) 

Dl••tallc , .. Hg) 

g) Do•• the ayataltc or dleatollc blood 
preaaure Indicate hypertenaton •• 
defined In th• llOO, Ch•pter 10 I.a, 
! 140 ayatallc or! 80 dlaatollc7 

Complete th• Notlflcetlon of 
lntercurrent Event (OCCT For• 020), 

Na Vea 
( I) ( 21 

I 

10. JnJ•ctlon altea (INCLUDING CATHETER SITES)1 

ADaent Preaent 
a) Llpoatrophy ( I I ( 2) 

bl Llpohypertrophy I) ( 2) 

cl lnrlemmatlon I) 2) 
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(.'. 

r 

I I , Abdomen 1 
Abaent Preaant 

a) Hapato-gal)' ( I) ( 2) 

-- cm b) If praaant, how large (apan)7 

12. Faat1 
Abaant Pre a ant 

a) Ulcer• ( I) ( 2) 

b) Infection I) ( 2) 

c) Abnor .. 1 toanalla I) ( 2) 

~ :..:. Doraal la padh 

d) Right al Laf t 

Nor .. 1 Dl•lnhhad Abaant Nor ... 1 Dl•lnlahad Abaant 
( 1) ( 2) ( 3) ( I) ( 2) l 3) 

~:..:. Poatarlor tibia! 

f) Right g) Lart 

Nor-I Dl•lnlahad Abaant Nor ... 1 ot .. lnhhad Abaant 
( I I ( 2) ' 3) ( I) 

13. Ware an,. other abnor .. lltlaa noted on 
ph,.atcal ••••lnatlon7 

l 2) ( 3) 

No Vea 
( I) ( 2) 

Specif)'•~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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N. BLOOD GLUCOSe PROrlL!, H!MOGLOBIN Ale, LIPID AND RENAL STUDIES 

DD -not CDlllPl•t• thls-aectton-at -the randomization visit. 
Turn to th• leet page end elgn the form. 

I. Wiii the Proflleet be .,.tied to the Central Btochemlatry Laboratory? 

2. Why not? (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY THEN SKIP TO QUESTION N.7J 

ND Vee 
( I) ( 2) 

I 
I 
I 
I 
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Kit damaged after collectlon 
Patient forgot to do collectlon 
Patient loet kit 

I) 
I) 
I) 
I) 
I) 

-------' 

c,·. 
( 

3. 

Pet lent rerueed to do collectlon 
Other·or unknown 

On whet data were tne collectlone performed? 
11onth Dey veU.: 

4. On whet date wlll the Proflleet b• mell•d7 
iiOnih Dey veer 

5. Whet accaaalon nulllbar wlll be uaad on th• Prof llset7 BGPI 

8. a. Wee thle proflleet euppoeed to h•v• been quellty-controllad7 

(I) If yea, which atlck number did the patient dupllcat•7 ~~-
(If not done, ane•er 0) stick 

(II) Wae thte the correct atlck number? 

If the patient ta randomlz•d to the Eoperlmantal Treatment 
Group, anewer Queettone N.7 and N.8; othar•lee. proceed 
to Question N.9. 

7. Did the patl•nt perform ealf blood glucose monitoring on 
the day he/ehe obtained the ProPllaal specimens? 

Proceed to-Queitliin N.9 

thru BGP7 -

ND Vee 
( I) ( 2) 

ND Vas 
( I) ( 2) 

No Vea 
( I) ( 2) 

-----
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P•t l•nt JO 

a. U•lng the petlent"• "D•lly Olebatas Monitoring Record", apeclfy 
th• result• of the ••If blood gluco•e monitoring performed on that day: 

Prebre•kfa•t --- mg/di 

80 •In, p.c. --- mg/di 

Pr•lunch --- mg/di 

BO •In. p.c. --- mg/di 

Pre•upper --- mg/di 

BO •In, p.c. --- mg/di 

Bedtl- mg/di 

8. The qu•rterly blood aemple I• to be t•k•n for HbAtc m•••uremant. 

•) HbAlc acce•alon nUlllbar1 

b) D•t• apacl .. n collactad1 

10. Wiii llpld apacl-n• be .. 11ad to the Centr•I 
Blocheml•try L•bor•tory (dua to lntercurrant event 
or •ddltlon•I dr•• for •l•v•t•d LOL cholesterol or 
trlglycarld••)? 

Proceadta-QU.u lon N~TI 

II. On •h•t d•ta wlll tha apact .. na ba dr••n? 

12. Wh•t •cc•••lon nulllbar •Ill b• ua•d7 

H -

Month Day Year 

ND Yell 
( I) ( 2) 

Month Day Year 

L -

13. Wiii r•n•I atudl•• epaclm•n• be .. tied to the Centr•I 
Bloch•mlatry L•bor•tory (due to lntercurrent avant)? 

NO Ye• 
( I) ( 2) 

Proce11a to and of form •nd 11l9n 

14. On •h•t data •Ill the •Peelman• be collected? 

15. What •cceaalon number •Ill be used? 

Name of person re11pon11lble for Information on thl& form: 

Month Day Year 

S end U -

Cert I fleet Ion 
Number 
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AEMINDEA1 The NotlffcaliOn----Ur---intarcurrent Event -(DCl:T Form 020) must-be completed If the patient has e•perlenced 
any of the lntercurrent event• Category I or Category 2 listed In Chapter 10 of the DCCT Manual of Operations 
For hypoglycemia epl11ode11, complete the Notification of Hypoglycemic lntercurrant Event (DCCT Form OBJ) and 
further Detall11 of Hypoglycemlc Event (Form 092) as well. 



DrJ%~ 
October 29, 1988 

DCCT Far• on. 2 
Pe11e I af 3 

DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Notlflc•tlan at Devl•tlan fra• Aaalgned Tre•t .. nt 

Thi• for• I• to b• CDlllPl•t•d wh•n•v•r • r•nda•l&•d patl•nt ar hla/h•r DCCT phyalclan •••k• • deviation fra• tha pratocal
apeclf lad regl .. n af th• tr••t .. nt graup ta which the P•tlent la r•nda•l&ed. E•cept In ur11ent clrcumat•ncea, •II auch devletlana 
mual be •ppraved b•foreh8nd by th• Tr••t .. nt Co .. ltt••· Far •II devl•tlana, th• Treat,..nt Ca..,.lttee and Caardlnatlng C•nter muat b• 
notlfl•d •• aaan •• paaalbl•. Thi• notification ahauld ba In the tor• af • t•l•phane c•ll to th• Tr•at .. nt Conalttee Ch•lr,..n and 
flllng thl• for• with th• Coordinating C•ntar. 

Deviation fro• tre•t .. nt protocol I• defln•d In Protocol Section 12.6 •• folla••a 

1) Devl•tlon fro• th• ••P•rl .. ntal tr••t .. nt protocol ta d•fln•d •• wlthdr••al fro• th• tnt•nalve .. thad• of tnaulln dellv•ry ••t 
tarth In Protocol Section 8.2.2. 

2) D•vlatlan fro• th• •t•ndard tre•t .. nt protocol I• defln•d •• lnatltutlan of lnaulln dellvery by pump ar .,..ltlpl• dally 
Injection• for any purpa•• other than ... ting th• flrat •nd ••cand tr••t .. nt prlorltl•• ••t forth In Protocol Section 8.1.1. 

Any other cheng• In tr•at .. nt la conaldered a tr•at .. nt modification •nd la not r•part•ble an thl• far•. 

The orlgln•I Of thl• far• la to b• aant to the Coardln•tlng C•nt•r In th• •••kly far•• .. 111ng. 
fll••· 

R•t•ln • copy In th• cllnlc 

A, IDENTIFYING INFORMATION 

1. Cllnlc N....,er 

2. P•tl•nt ID Numb8r 

3. P•tlent'• lnltlal• 

4. D•t• form CDlllPl•t•d 
iiDnih D•r v.-.r 

5. Ta which tr••t .. nt group la th• petl•nt r•nda•l&•d? 

Sl•nd•rd Tre•t .. nt 
(COMPLETE SECTIONS 8 AND D) 

Eaperl .. nt•I Tre•t•ent 
(COMPLETE SECTIONS C AND D) 

I) 

2) 

B. PURPOSE OF PROPOSED DEVIATION IN THE 
STANDARD TREATMENT GROUP 

I. Specify the raaaana •hY the pmll•nl wlll d•vl•t• 
fro• th• regimen af th• atand•rd tr••t .. nt, 
(CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 

•> Pr•gn•ncy 

b) Purpaaely •••king concaptlan 

c) Patient ln•l•tence 
(SPECIFY IN QUESTION D.1) 

d) Oth•r r••aan (SPECIFY IN QUESTION D.1) 

1) 

I) 

I) 

I) 



(,', 
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P•tl•nt ID~~~~~~-

C. PURPOSE Of PROPOSED DEVIATION IN THE 
EXPERIMENTAL TREATMENT GROUP 

I. Sp•clry th• raaaona ~hy th• p•tl•nt •Ill d•vl•t• 
from th• r•glman of th• ••P•rl .. nt•I tra•tmant. 
(CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 

•> ln•blllty to pr•v•n• racurr•nt •aver• 
hypogl~caml• d••Plta .. ntpul•tlana 
•lthln the ••parl"'8ntal tra•t•ant 

b) M•Jor a•qu•I•• ar hypoglycaml• auch 
•• br•ln d•lll8ge or •n •ccldant 
•hlch Jeopardize• the p•tlant or 
other• or •ltara the •blllty or th• 
p•tlant to continua on lntanalva 
••thod• or lnaulln delivery 

c) Paychl•trlc dlaordar or aoclop•thlc 
bah•vlor .rractlng Judg .. nt or 
c•ualng rlak of aulclda 

d) Subst•nce •bu•• (ea defined In 
the Manu•I of Opar•tlana) 

a) ln•ccaaalblllty or aubjact ta 
1118nag•mant by DCCT at•rr or 
oth•r qu•llflad peraonnal 

r) Bllndna•• 

g) Any aarlau• lnt•rcurrant llln••• 
l•••mpl•• .. 11gn•ncy •Ith ahort lira 
••P•ct•ncy) •hlch •ould, In th• opinion 
of the lnv•atlg•tor, .. ke It unduly 
burdenaoma tor the patl•nt ta continue 
th• ••P•rlmantel tra•tment method• 

hi Ablllty ta ... t ••P•rlment•I tr••tmant 
group go•I• on I••• lnt•nalv• m8thoda 
of lnaulln d•llvary 

II Un•vold•bl• chronic uae of b8t8-blocklng 
druga tor lntercurr•nt llln••• 

JI Adaption of h•z•rdoua occup•tlon 

kl P•tl•nt lnalatence 
(SPECIFY IN QUESTION D.11 

11 Oth•r r•••on (SPECIFY IN QUESTION D.11 

I 

( I) 

( I) 

II 

( I) 

I) 

I) 

( 1) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

( I) 

I 

I 

I 

I 

DCCT Form 022.2 Page 2 of 3 

D. DETAILS OF D~VIATION SOUGHT 

I. E•pl•ln •are fully the reason for deviation 
Indicated In Question B.I or C.I. 
(Uaa e ••parate sheet If necasaary) 

2. On •h•t data •Duld the proposed 
deviation be effactlva7 iiOn'ih Day Yaiir 
(If IMMEDIATELY, ENTER TODAY'S DATE) 

If uncertain, check hara1 ( I) 

3. Ho• long •I 11 the proposed deviation 
b• In affact7 

Pennanent ( I) 
Temporary ( 2) 

If tampbrary, •hat Is the eapectad 
d•t• of return to the protocol-
specif lad regimen of the asalgnad 

Month Day Yeiir treatment group7 

If uncertain, check h11re1 

4. Specify the direction at the davl•tlon. 
(CHECK ONLY ONE) 

Standard Treatment Group aubJact1 

Ualng lhaulln lnfualan pump 

Ualng ml.iltlpla dally Injections 
(3 or mar• Injection• of Insulin par day) 

Eaperlmantal Treatment Group subJact1 

Dlacontlnulng pump 

Dlacontlnulng multlple dally Injections 
(3 or more Injections of Insulin per d•yl 

( I) 

I) 

2) 

3) 

4) 



P•t l•nt ID 

5. Sp•clfy •ho •uuu••t•d th• devletlon1 
(CHECK ONLY ONE) . 

DCCT ,..dlc•I tre•t .. nt t••• 

Non-DCCT phy•lcl•n 

P•tlent 

F••lly .. lllb•r or friend of p•tlent 

Olherr •peclfy1 

Type or print n•me of lndlvldu•I completing thl• form1 

Slgneture of Principal lnve•tlg•tor1 

FOR COORDINATING CENTER USE ONLY 

I. Revlewad by Treat11111nt Commlttea1 
Month Day Vair 

2. Recommendatlona Allow devl•tlon ( I) Danv ( 2) 

3. Cllntc Notlfted1 
Month D•y Vear 

I) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

J 

DCCT Form 022.2 Page 3 of 3 

6. Wiii • nbn-DCCT phy•lcl•n eaaume 
m•negement of blood oruco•• control? 

If YES, enter the phy•lcl•n"• name, 
eddreaa and phone number. 

Certification 
Number (If •ny) 

No Ya• 
( I) ( 2) 





mW Diabetes 
Control and 

' " . Complications . Trial September I, 1988 
OCCT Form 023.4 

Page I of 4 
DIABETES CONTROL ANO COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Centr•I Blochemlatry Laboratory Result• -- SECTION A (C-peptlde) 

E•ch ti,..• n•• apecl.,.n enelyal• la performed for •given patient, the •pproprlate area of this form la to be completed by 
peraonnel •t the Centr•I Bloche•latry Laboratory and• copy of the form I• malled to the Coordinating Center. 

Cl lnlc NUllbera Patient ID Number1 

DCCT 
TEST TEST NAME 

• 
C-peptlde (aerum)-Pre 

2 Gluco•• (aeru•)-Pre 

3 Creetlnlne (aeru•)-Pr• 

4 Choleaterol (aeru•)-Pre 

5 C-peptld• (aerum) 
90 •In poat 

6 Glucose (aer""') 
90 .. in poat 

COLLECTION 
DATE 

llo D• Vr 

DATE OF 
ARRIVAL 

llo D• Vr 

Teata to be performed If choleaterol >265 mg/di: 

7 Choleaterol (aerum) 

B Trtulyceride (aerum) 

9 HDL Choleaterol (aerum) 

10 LDL Chol•aterol (calculated) 

Pallant'• Initials: Date Reported: ______ 

ANALYSIS 
DATE 

Mo De Yr 

ACCESSION 
NUMBER 

CP-____ _ 

CP 

CP 

CP 

CPT 

CPT 

CP-___ _.._ 

CP 

CP 

CP 

Month Day Vear 

RESULTS 
VALUE UNITS CODE 

PMOLIML 

MG/DL CP -- -- -- --
MG/DL ---- --
MG/DL -- -- --
PMOL/ML CPT -- -- --
MGIDL -- -- -- --

MG/DL CP -- -- -- --
MG/DL -- -- -- --
MG/OL -- -- -- --
MGIDL -- -- -- --

Cholesterol Reta"• Teat (Performed If hlyh cho.lesterol due to oole11ated TSH): 

II Choleaterol (serum) 

CODES1 IF MORE THAN ONE APPLIES, LIST THE MOST IMPORTANT 
A Specimen loat In tranamlt--raquest backup specimen 
B Spec l""'n the•ed In t ran .. 1t--re4ue5 t bachuJ.1 5J.IO!C lmtm 
C Specimen leaked In transit 
D Backup apeclman 
E Llpemlc apeclmen 
F lnadaquate mlalng of caplllary blood 
G Probable reverBal of baaal and stlmulated apeclmens 
H Hemolyzad specimen 
I Specimen lost due to laboratory 

accldent--request backup specimen 
J Unsatisfactory determinatlon--request backup specimen 
K Repeat determination requested by CoC 
L Repeat determination on backup specimen 

requealad by CoC 

~,;I 

("'· 

ONE FIRST 
M 
N 
0 
p 

0 
R 
s 
T 
u 
v ... 
K 
v 
z 

-- -- -- -- MG/OL CP-_____ _ 

Specimen Improperly collected 
QuCtnl \ ty nut suff h: i~n1--r-~4uest backup spec I men 
MislabttletJ spttclmen--id~ul If icat ton quest \onable 
Unlabeled s11ecimen--ldenttftcat\on questionable 
Test cancelled by clinic 
Test cauce I I ed l.J)f CoC 
No spec:lmen received 
U••sat ~stactory spec lm6'!~ 
Not collected by pat lent 

CP 

Vary•ng levels of hemoly~tng reagent--results questlonable 
lnatlt-quale volume of ttemolvztng reayent--results questlon11ble 
Inadequate volume of hlond--resolts Ql1estionable 
Gll1Cose 11un-det~ctable 
Eacesslve volume of hemolyz\ng reaoent--results questionable 



September 1, 198B 
DCCT Form 023.4 

Page 2 of 4 
DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Central Blocheml&try Laboratory Results -- SECTION B (Renal Studlea) 

Each time e new •peclman analyal• la performed for a given patient, the appropriate area of thla form I& to be completed by 
personnel at the Central Biochemistry Laboratory and a copy of the form Is malled to the Coordinating Canter. 

Cl\n\c Number1 

DCCT 
TEST TEST NAME 

• 
12 Albumin (serum) 

13 Craatlnln• (serum) 

14 Albumin (urinal 

15 Albumin axcratlon 
(urine) 

16 Craatlnlna (urine) 

17 Haight (cm) 

18 Waight (kg) 

19 Ra. clearance 

20 Standard clearance 

Duration (hrs) 

Volume (ml) 

Patient ID Number: 

COLLECTION 
DATE 

Mo Da vr 

DATE OF 
ARRIVAL 

Mo De vr 

Patient'& lnltlal&: 

ANAL VS IS 
DATE 

Mo Da vr 

ACCESSION 
NUMBER 

s-____ _ 

Data Reported: ______ 
Month Day Vear 

RESULTS 
VALUE UNITS CODE 

G/DL 

s MG/DL s ---- --
u MG/L u ----
u UG/MN -- -- -- --
u MG/DL -- -- --

u CM -- -- -- --
u KG -- -- -- --

u ML/MN -- -- --
u ML/MN/ I. 73M2 -- -- -- --
u HRS ----
u ML ----

COOESt IF MORE THAN ONE APPLIES, LIST THE MOST IMPORTANT 
AS"Pectman lost In tran&mlt--request backup spectmen 

ONE FIRST 

B Specimen tha•ed In tranalt--requaat backup specimen 
C Speelman leaked In transit 
D Backup apaclman 
E Llpemlc specimen 
F Inadequate mlxlng--blood In capillary 
G Inadequate mlxlng--blood on &Ide of tube 
H Hemalyzed specimen 
I Specimen lost due lo laboratory 

accldent--requast backup specimen 
J Unsatisfactory determtnatlon--request IJackuµ spet:lmun 
K Repeat determination requested by CoC 
L Repeat determination on backup specimen 

requested by Coe 

... ~J 

r·~ 

c 
) 

M 
N 
0 
p 

a 
R 
s 
T 
u 
v 
w 
)\ 

v 
l 

Specimen Improperly colle~tud 
Quantity not suff1ctent--request backup specimen 
Mislabeled speciman--tderltlficatlon questionable 
Unlabeled spttcimen--tdontittcation questionable 
Test Ci:lncel le~ by cli11ic 
T~st cancelled uy 1 CoC 
No specimen received 
Unsdtisfactory snuc;men 
Not col ltcted by pat i1::u1t 
\lary1ny le\lt!IS of 1urn1olyzi11y rHtttfe11t--rtt~ults 4uesttoni:1ble 
lni:1c.JtH.-1uate voluine of ht!mulyztnu rttdy~nt--r~sul ts qud::.t io11dlJle 
lnalJ~4uatu volumt! at l:.Jloou--r·tt~ul te. quest ton&dJle 
Gll1Co~e non-detectal)I~ 

£Kcessive volume ot ne111otyz~n9 reagent--results questionable 

<j 



September I, 1988 
OCCT Form 023.4 

Paoe 3 of 4 
DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Cantrel Biochemistry Laboratory Results -- SECTION C (Lipid Studies) 

Each t1ma a ne• apeclmen analya1a 1a performed for a given patient, the appropriate area of thla form la to be completed by 
peraonnel at the Central Blochemtatry Laboratory and a copy of the form la malled to the Coordinating Center. 

Clinic Number1 _ Patient JD Number: 

DCCT 
TEST 

• 
TEST NAME 

21 Cholaatarol (aarum) 

22 Trlglycarlda (aarum) 

23 HDL cholesterol (aerum) 

24 LDL choleatarol (aarum) 

COLLECTION 
DATE 

Mo Da Yr 

OATE OF 
ARRIVAL 

Mo Da Yr 

Patient's lnttlala: 

ANALYSIS 
DATE 

llo Da Yr 

ACCESSION 
NUMBER 

L-------

Date Reported1 
Month Day Vear 

RESULTS 
VALUE UNITS CODE 

MG/DL L 

L MG/OL 

L llG/OL 

L llG/DL 

~: IF MORE THAN ONE APPLIES, LIST THE MOST IMPORTANT ONE FIRST 

A Specimen loat In transmlt--raqueat backup specimen 
B Specimen th••ed In tranalt--requeat backup specimen 
C Specimen leaked In tren•tt 
0 Backup specimen 
E Llpemlc specimen 
F Inadequate ml•lng--blood In caplllery 
G Inadequate ml•lng--blood on aide of lube 
H Hemolyzed specimen 
I Specimen lost dua to laboratory 

accldent--requeat backup apectman 
J unaatlafactory detarmtnatlon--requeat beckup apeclmen 
~ Repeat determination requaated by Coe 
L Repeat determination on backup specimen 

requested by CoC 

\.; 

,. ' 

M Speelman Improperly collected 
N Quantity not sufflclen1--requeat backup specimen 
0 Mislabeled speclmen--ldentlflcatlon questionable 
P Unlabeled speclmen--ldentlflcatton questionable 
Q Test cancelled by cllntc 
R Test cancelled by CoC 
S No specimHn received 
T Unsatisfactory specimen 
U Not collected Dy patient 
V Varying levels of hemolyzlng reagent--results questionable 
~ Inadequate volume ot hemolyztng reagent--re&ults quest1onable 
X Jnaoequate volume ot bJood--results questtonable 
V Glucose non-detactabl~ 
Z facesstve volumtt uf hHmolyzing reagent--r11sult6 questtonabla 



September I, 1988 
DCCT Form 023.4 

Page 4 of 4 
DIABETES CONTROL AHO COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Central Biochemistry Laboratory Re&ults -- SECTION D (Blood Glucose Profile) 

Each time a new •peclmen analyst• la performed for a given patient, the appropriate area of this farm Is ta be completea by 
personnel at tha Central Blachaml&try Laboratory and a copy of thu form Is malled ta the Coordinating Cantur. 

Cllnlc Number1 Patient ID Humber• Patient'& lnltlals: Data Reported: 
Month Day Vear 

Cal lectlon Data: Arrival Datu: 
Manih Day Vear Month Day Vea;: 

Analy&ls Date: _____ _ 
Month Day Vear 

DCCT 
TEST • 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

TEST NAME 

Pre-Breakfa•t 

Po•t-Breakfaat 

Pre-Lunch 

Poat-Lunch 

Pre-Dinner 

Pa•t-Dlnner 

Budt lme 

3:00 am 

Quality Control 

BGPI 

BGP2 

BGP3 

BGP4 

BGP5 

BGP8 

BGP7 

BGPB 

BLOOD GLUCOSE 
(MG/DL) 

CODES: IF MORE THAN ONE APPLIES, LIST THE MOST IMPORTANT 
~ectmen lost 1n transmtt--requast backup specimen 
B Specimen th1uoed tn tr1mslt--reque&t backup specimen 
C Specimen leakua In transit 
D Backup specimen 
E Llpemlc spuclmen 
F Inaaequate ml•lng--blood In· capillary 
G lnadequalH ml•lng--blaod on side of tubH 
H Hemaly~ea specimen 
I Specimen lost due to laboratory 

accident--request backup specimen 
J Unsatisfactory determtnat ton--requttst backup SJH:!C I men 
K Repeat determination requested by CoC 
L R~pH~t ~HlHrmtnatton on backup &pHc1mHn 

requested by Coe 

~··'.· 
r-

BGPI -
OPTICAL DENS ITV 

a 340 
CODE Accession Number 

ONE FIRST 
M 
N 
0 
p 
Q 
R 
s 
T 
u 
v 
w 
x 
y 

z 

BGP8 -
QC Accession Humber 

Sµecimen Improperly collected 
Quantity not sufficient--re4uest backup specimen 
Mt s I abe I ed sJJec tmtHi-- if.Jent l f \cat\ on quest i anab I e 
Un I abe I et.I sµec im~u-- il.Jen ti f i cat ton quest t onab I e 
T~~t ca11celled by cllnlc 
Test cancel l~d ~v Coe 
No spt11~ im~n ft:!Ct! lv~ll 

Unsatistactarv specimen 
Not collected hy pnt le1\t 
Varvlny levt!ls of ht!mulyzin!J re.aue11t--rasults questionable 
lodtJe4uate volume ot hemolyzlny rt!il!;,l~nt--r~sults questionable 
Inadtquate vulumtt ut lJluou--r~~ul ts 4uest ionatJle 
Glucose nun-u~tt!Cti:lll\t!-

E~cessive volume ot hemolvzlng reagent--results questionable 
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1 
-! 

rt:'rg:::s ... 
._,A.If.~ 

A. ID!NTIPYIHG INPOllllATIOH 

I. DCCT Cltntc ......,.r, 

2. P•tt•nt ID Hum.era 

3. P•tlenl'• lnlll•I•• 

4. D•t• of 9ftlllogr•phr1 

I. Vlelt llulllber1 
(FOR BASELINE VISIT ENTER DO. 

DIABETES CONTROL AND COllPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Pluor•ec•ln Anglogr•phy 

iiinih ""'ii•v -v.a;: 

9, C•rllflc•llon St•lue1 

10. Certlflc•tlon MU9ber (If •nr)1 

11 •. D•I• for• and photograph• 
-1 l•d lo COAU1 

B. PHOTOGRAPHY SESSION 

I, Did any compllc•llone occur during 
Iha photogr•phy ••••Ion? 

July 18, 1985 
DCCT For• 026.2 

P•e• I of I 

Full 
Provlelonal 
Unc•rtlfled 

iOnih ""'iiar -Y.ii=' 

No Y•• 
( ) ( ) 

IF PR!-PttOTOCOAGULATJOH VISIT, !NTEA 99.) 

B. le tht• • r•l•k• ••••lon7 

If YES, epectfy1 

7. Photo •cc•••lon nuiieer (If enr)• 

B. Anglogrmph•r'• N ... 1 

C. PRESENCE OF PHOTOGRAPHS AND QUALITY REVIEW 

Praeent 
Vee No 

I. Flret !re, f IDld 2f 
••rlr ph••• or •Id phm•• 

2. Plret Ere, flDld 2F •Id phaee 

3. Second Er•• Pleld 2P 
••rlr ph••• or •Id Jlh••• 

4. Second Ere, Pl•ld IP •Id Ph••• 

•• Second Era, Fl•ld 2F J-9 •In . 

•• Plrat Er•. Pleld 2f J-9 •In. 

'· Color Photoe, Right !re 
field ti' ( ) 
fleld JF ( ) 

••• Color Photo•, Left Er• 
Fleld IF 
fleld 2f 

No Y•e 
( ) ( ) 

Pleld 
O.flnlt Ion 

Good Felr Poor 

(, 

) ( ) ( 

( 

) 

If YES, chack all that occurred1 

Neueea 
Vo•ll Ing 
Urtlc•rla 
Prur I tu• 

Dr•P"•• 
Hrpot•n•lon 
Oth•r, •p•ctfr1 

2. !r• to b• photoer•ph•d flret1 Righi ( L•fl 

Pocue end 
Clerltr 

Good Petr Poor 

) ( , ( 
Stereo 

Good Fair Poor 

( ) ( ) ( 

( 

Photogr•pher•o Co ... nte 
(Enter fre .. n"9ber• greded) 





rt:'•E=. ._,....,..Trial 
DIABETES CONTROL AND COllPLICATIONS TRIAL 

lnclpolnt Vl•lt Ophthel•lc l• .. ln•tlon 

Aueu•t 2, 11114 
DCCT For• 017. I 

P•11• I of 11 

P•tlent• ere to undergo ••• ••••lnotlon• ev•rr 12 month• eftor r•ndo•l••tlon. If High Rl•k Chor•ctorl•tlc• er• noted et • 
non•chodulod fello.-up vtott, onlr Section• A, C end D nooo to bo c..,.lelod. Tho ophthel•lc follo•-up vlolte •hould bo •chodulod to 
corro•pond •Ith other rogulorlr •Chodul•d vl•lt• •honovor po••lblo. Vl•u•I ecultr lo .. ••urod ond •tereo funelu• phota11r•ph• ere 
token ot ooch onnuol •ro •• .. lnotlan. Tho folla•lna pracoduro• oro •••• roqulrod1 .. ••uro .. nt of lntrooculor pr•••uro, •Ill-lamp 
••••lnotton, ophthelmo•capr. (Pluaro•cotn onalogrophr ... bo porfar .. o ot tho ••• ••••lnotton vl•lt occurring two r••ro oftor 
r•nda•l•ottan.I Choptor 13 of tho llonuol of Oporotlon• •hauld bo can•ultod for procedure• to fol la• In completlng th••• 
••••lnotlan•. The orlgtnel of thl• faroo I• to be completed et ••ch endpoint vl•lt ••• .... 1netlon ond ••nt to th• DCCT Coardlnotlng 
Center1 • copr of the for• •hould be kept In the cllnlc'• fll••· 

A. IDENTIPYING INFORllATIDN 

I. DCCT Cllnfc Number 

2. Petlent ID lllumber 

3. Potlent'• lnltl•I• 

4. Dote of •• .. lnetlon 

••J I• thl• • reaulerlr •choduled 
enOpotnt vt•ltf 

liinih Dey -v.;;: 
Na Yo• 

( IJ ( 2) 

If NO, •poClfy roo•on for tho vlolt1 

If YES, en•••r bl ond cl bolo•. 

bl Which foll••-up vl•lt I• thl•f 

c) I• tho vl•lt being hold 
•lthln tho ti .. •lnda•f 

8. OCULAR HISTORY Right Eve 
No Ye• 

Loft Ev• 
Na Yo• 

I • 

10,bl lo tho ••• onucloet•df ( I) 2) 

IP YES POii EITHER IVI, ANSWER THI FOLLOWING ITEll FOR THE APPROPRIATE EYE(S). 

IF HO FDA BOTH EYES, PROCEED TO QUESTION 2. 

c,dl He• onuclootlon accurroo •lnco tho Bo••lln• Ophthol•lc E•o•ln•tlan 
or th• loot COlllPl•t•d Endpoint Vl•tt Ophthol•lc E1 .. 1notlan, 
•hlchovor I• .. re rocont1 

IP YES FOR EITHER EYE, CDllPLETE THE REMAINDER OF SECTION B POA THI 
TIME SINCE THE LAST VISIT AND BEFORE £NUCLEATION. 

IF NO, LEAVE BLANK QUESTIONS 2-B FOR THAT EYE, I.E., EYE 
£NUCLEATED BEFORE LAST VISIT. 

Right Ero 
No Ye• 

( " ( 2) 

( I) ( 21 

Loft Er• 
No Yoo 

( I) ( 2) 

No Yo• 
( I) ( 21 



1.: 

Patlanl ID~~~~~~~ 

2a,b) Ha• tha patlant had any ocular •urglcal procadura(a) alnc• 
the Baaalln• Ophthalmic E•••lnatlan or the la•t completed 
Endpoint Vlalt Ophthal•lc Eaamlnatlon, •hlchavar I• more racant7 

IF YES, IOENTIFY SURGICAL PROCEDURES IN THE FOLLOWING ITEMS 
FOR APPROPRIATE EYE(S). 

IF NO FOR BOTH EYES, PROCEED TO QUESTION 3. 

c,d) E•ternel pleatlc aurgary 

e,f) Eatreoculer ... acl• •urgery 

g,h) Corneel trenaplant 

l,J) Other corneal •urgary 

k,l) rtlterlng •urgery, cyclocryotharepy, or other 
operatlva procedure to lo.er lntraocular pra••ur• 

•,n) Cetaract ••trectlon 

o,p) Vltrectomy 

q,r) Rattnel detachment •urgary 

•,t) Other •urgary (•pacify balo•l 

R -

L -

3a,bl H•• tha patient had any photocoagulatlon •Ince tha Ba•ellna 
Ophth•l•lc E•a•lnatlon or the la•t completed Endpoint Ylalt 
Ophth•l•lc E•a•lnatlon, •hlchaver I• more recent? 

4a,b) H•• the patient bean dlagno••d •• having glaucoma In either aye 
•Ince the Ba•allna Ophthalmic Eaamlnetlon or the last complete 
Endpoint Vl•lt Ophthalmic Eaemlnatlan, •hlchevar la more recant? 

6e,b) He• the patient uaad any ocular madlcatlona •hlch require a 
pr••crlptlon alnce the Baaelln• Ophthelmlc Eaamlnetlon or th• 
la•t completed Endpoint Visit Ophthalmic E•emlnatton, •hlchever 
la ...,r• racent7 

) 

IF YES, INDICATE IN THE FOLLOWING ITEMS ALL 
PRESCRIPTIONS FOR OCULAR MEDICATIONS. 

If NO, PROCEED TO QUESTION 8. 

Right Eye 
No Ye• 

( 11 ( 2) 

Right Eye 
No Ye• 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

Right Eye 
No Ye• 

( I) ( 2) 

( I) ( 2) 

( I) ( 2) 
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Laft Eye 
No V•• 

( I) ( I) 

Left Eya 
No Ye• 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

Z) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

Left Eye 
No Ye• 

( I) ( 2) 

( I) 2) 

( I) 2) 
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Alghl Eye Leri Eya 
No Yea No Yea 

c,d) Steroid drop• ( I) ( 2) ( I) ( 2 

a,r) Gleuco .. dropa ( I) ( 21 ( I) ( 2) 

g,h) llydrlellca ( I) ( 2) ( I) ( 2) 

1,J) Dthar (apaclfy balo•) ( I) ( 2) ( I) ( :n 
A -

L -

6a,b) H•• the patient received any ocular treat•enta adalnlatarad Alght Eye Left Eye 
by• phyalclan alnca the 8aaalln• Ophthal•lc E•a•lnatlon No Yea No Yea 
or lha laat co111Pletad Endpoint Vlalt Ophthal•lc E•••lnatlon, ( I) ( 2) ( I) ( 2) 
•hlchever la .ora racent? 

If YES, INDICATE IN THE FOLLO•ING ITEllS ALL SUCH TREATMENTS. 

IF ND, PROCEED TO QUESTION 7. 
Right Eye Left Eya 

No Yea No Yea 

c,d) Retrobulbar aterlod• ( I) ( 2) ( I) ( 2) 

a,r) Ratrobulbar alcohol ( I) ( 2) ( I) ( 2) 

g,h) Other (apeclfy belo•) ( I) ( 2) ( I) ( 2) 

R -

L -

7a,b) Doe• the patient daacrlbe aymptoma which you bellava to ba cauaed 
by vllraoua he1110rrhage alnce lh• Baaallna Ophthalmlc E•amlnatlon Right Eye I Left Er• 
or tha laat completed Endpoint Vlalt Ophlhalmlc E•a•lnatlon, No Yea I No Yea 
whlch•v•r I• more r•c•nt7 ( I) ( 2) I ( I) ( 2) 
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C. DISTANCE SUBJECTIVE REFRACTION 

U•• •nv vl•u•I •culty ch•rt oth•r th•n 
ETDRS Vl•u•I Acuity Ch•rt I or 2. 

IF A SUBJECTIVE REFRACTION CANNOT BE PERrORMED IN 
OHE OR BOTH EVES AT FOUR METERS BECAUSE OF POOR 
ACUITY. ATTEMPT THE REFRACTION AT ONE METER. IF 
A ONE METER REFRACTION IS POSSIBLE. SUBTRACT +D.75 
SPHERE FROM THE REFRACTION USED AT OHE METER, AND 
ENTER THIS RESULT IH QUESTION 2. 

I•) W•• • r•fr•ctlon p•rfor,..d 
for both •v••7 

Ir YES, PROCEED TO QUESTION 2. 

No Y•• 
( I) ( 2) 

IF NO, ANSWER THE FOLLOWING ITEMS ANO LEAVE BLANK 
THE RESPONSE TO QUESTION 2 roR EVE(S) HOT REFRACTED. 

Specify r•••on1 

Right Ev• 

I 
Left Ev• 

Ho Vea No 

b,c) Poor vl•u•I 
•culty ( I) ( 2) I ( I) 

d,•l Eye(•) 
•nucl••t•d• ( I) ( 2) I ( I) 

f,9) Oth•r (•peclfy 
belo•) ( I) ( 2) I ( I) 

R -

L -

•LEAVE BLANK ALL RESPONSES TO QUESTIONS 
C-2 THROUGH G-7 FOR EHUCLEATED EYE(S). 

j 

Ve• 

( 2) 

( 2) 

( 2) 

2. Corr•ctlv• l•n••• obt•ln•d by 
•ubJectlv• r•fr•ctlon ror dl•t•nc•1 

IF A SUBJECTIVE REFRACTION WAS NOT PERFORMED 
AT FOUR OR ONE METERS, ENTER THE DISTANCE 
SUBJECTIVE REFRACTION FROM EITHER THE BASELINE 
OPHTHALMIC EXAMINATION OR THE LAST ENDPOINT 
VISIT OPHTHALMIC EXAMINATION, WHICHEVER IS MORE 
RECENT. INDICATE lllHETHER PLUS OR MINUS SPHERES 
OR CYLINbERS WERE USED BY CIRCLING THE 
APPROPRIATE SIGNS. IF SPHERE, CYLINDER, AND AXIS 
ARE ALL ZERO, RECORD A CHECK MARK ( ) IN THE 
APPAOPRIATr: SPACE BELOWa 

Right Ey• 
• 

•.bl Sph•r• 

+ 
c,d) Cyl lnd•r 

•,f) A•h 

g,h) Sphere, cylinder, 
•nd ••h •I I aero ( I) 

3. I• there myopl• ar••ter th•n 
1 dlopt•ra In one or both •v••7 

0. VISUAL ACUITY MEASUREMENTS 

Us• ETDRS Vl•u•I Acuity CHART I for th• 
RIGHT EVE •nd CHART 2 for the LEFT EVE. 

I. What la the dl•t•nc• b•t•••n th• 
patient •nd the ch•rt (r•cord In 
meter• to ne•r••t 1/10 ... ter)7 

+ 

+ 

L•ft EV• 

( I) 

No Vea 
( I) ( 2) 

M•teri 

2. Letter• corr•ct •t four ••t•re dlet•nc•1 

CIRCLE EACH LETTER THE PATIENT IDENTIFIES CORRECTLY 
AND WAITE THE TOTAL CORRECT FOR EACH ROW IN COLUMN 
AT RIGHT. EACH ROW TOTAL MUST BE ENTERED. 

REMEMBER1 THE PATIENT STARTS AT THE TOP READING 
SLOWLY AND GETS ONLY ONE CHANCE AT EACH LETTER. 
PUSH THE PATIENT UNTIL HE/SHE CLEARLY DEMONSTRATES 
HE/SHE CANNOT READ OR GUESS LETTERS CORRECTLY. 
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!.ll!!:!! m ~ f!!!!!!. 1 ll!.! ~ ~ Q!!!.! ! 
Acutt,. Numb•r Acutt,. HU!Mler 

Equlvalent Ch•rt I l•tt•r• Corr•ct Equlv•l•nt Chert 2 letter• Correct 

201200 N c K z 0 --- Z0/200 0 s R K N 

20/190 R H s 0 K --- 201180 c K z 0 H 

20/1'116 D 0 v H R -- 20/126 0 N R K D 

Z0/100 c z R H s --- 201100 K z v D c 
20180 0 N H R c --- 20/80 v s H z 0 

20/83 0 K s N v --- 20/83 H 0 K c R 

20/DO z s 0 K N --- 20/50 c s R H H 

20/40 c K D N R -- 20/40 s v z D K 

20/32 s R z K D" --- 20/32 N c v 0 z 
20/JS H z 0 v c --- 20/25 R H s D v 

20120 N v D 0 K --- 20/20 s N R 0 H 

20/18 v H c H 0 --- 20/18 0 D H K R 

20113 s v H c z --- 20/13 z K c s N 

20/10 0 z D v H --- 20/10 c R H 0 v 

el Totel nUlllber correct •t four .. ter• -- b) Tot•I nwnber correct et four .. ter• 

HOTEr DO NOT CHANGE TO CHART 2 UNTIL I IF THE TOTAL NUMBER Of LETTERS READ CORRECTLY 
YOU HAVE CHANGED THE COVER TO THE IS GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO D JN EACH EVE, 
PATIENT'S RIGHT EVE. PROCEED TO SECTION E. 

IF TOTAL NU•BER OF LETTERS READ CORRECTLY WITH 
EITHER EVE JS LESS THAN 5, MOVE THE PATIENT TO 
A DISTANCE OF ONE METER FROM THE CHART ANO TEST 
THE ACUITY AT THIS DISTANCE IN EACH EVE WITH LESS 
THAN 5 LETTERS CORRECT. ANSWER QUESTIONS 3 ANO 4. 



P•tl•nt ID~~~~~~~-

~ . .. . 
~ ' ' . 

3. L•tter• correct •t one 1118ter dl•t•nce1 
No Yea 

•> Wiii th• right •v• b• teated7 ( I) ( 2) 

IP ND. PROCEED TD QUESTION 4. 

PRIOR TO ACTUAL TESTING AT ONE METER, A •0.75 SPHERE 
SHOULD BE ADDED TO THE DISTANCE CORRECTION IN THE 
TRIAL FRAME. 

CIRCLE EACH LETTER THE PATIENT IDENTIFIES CORRECTLY 
AND WRITE THE TOTAL CORRECT FOR EACH ROW IN COLUMN 
AT RIGHT. EACH ROW TOTAL MUST BE ENTERED. 

~ ill .:. Q!lli ! 
Acuity 

Equlv•l•nt 

51200 

51180 

5/125 

101200 

10/180 

101125 

20/200 

20/180 

201125 

20/100 

20/80 

20/83 

20/50 

20/40 

Ch•rt I I •t tera 

N C K Z 0 

A H S 0 K 

D 0 V H A 

C Z A H S 

0 N H A C 

0 K S N V 

Z S 0 K N 

C 11 D N A 

S R Z K D 

H Z 0 V C 

N V 0 0 K 

V H C N 0 

S V H C Z 

0 Z D V H 

Number 
Correct 

b) Tot•I numb•r correct •t one meter1 

c) Ir tat•I nulllber correct •t one 
.. t•r la zero. wer• count finger•. 
hend motion, or llght perception 
preaent7 

) 

No Yea 

( I) ( 2) 
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Na Yea 

4•) Wiii the left •v• be teated? ( 1) ( 2) 

IF NO, PROCEED TO SECTION E. 

PRIOR TO ACTUAL TESTING AT ONE METER, A +0.75 SPHERE 
SHOULD BE ADDED TO THE DISTANCE CORRECTION IN THE 
TRIAL FRAME. . 

CIRCLE EACH LETTER THE PATIENT IDENTIFIES CORRECTLY 
AND WAITE THE TOTAL CORRECT FOR EACH ROW IN COLUMN 
AT RIGHT. EACH ROW TOTAL MUST BE ENTERED. 

llf.! fil .:. CHART ! 
Acuity 

Equlv•lent 

5/200 

5/180 

51125 

101200 

101180 

101125 

20/200 

20/160 

20/125 

201100 

20/80 

20/63 

20/50 

20/40 

Ch•rt Z l•ttera 

0 S R K N 

C II Z 0 H 

0 N R K D 

K Z V D C 

V S H Z 0 

H D K C R 

C S R H N 

S V Z D K 

N C V 0 Z 

R H S 0 V 

S N A 0 H 

0 D H K A 

Z K C S N 

C A H D V 

Numb•r 
Correct 

b) Tot•I nulllbar corr•ct •t one meter1 

cl Ir tot•I number correct et one 
•eter la 1ero. ••re count flngera, 
hand motion, or llght perception 
pre&ent7 

No Yea 

( 1) ( 2) 



P•tt•nt ID~-------

E. INTRAOCULAR PRESSURE 

U•• Gold,..nn appl•n•tlon tono .. try 

la,b) lntraocular preaauraa 

F. SLIT-LAMP EXAMINATION 

la,b) I• th• ten• ••••Ing? 

2a,b) I• there evldenc• of deflnlt• lrl• neovaacularl&•tlon7 

If YES, GONIOSCOPV SHOULD BE PERFORMED AND THE FOLLOWING 
ITEM SHOULD BE ANSWERED FOR THAT EVE. 

c,d) I• there evld•nc• of •ngle neovaacul•rla•tton7 

NOTE1 BECAUSE GONIOSCOPV MAY INTERFERE WITH CORNEAL CLARITY 
ANO AFFECT THE ABILITY TO TAKE ADEQUATE QUALITY PHOTOGRAPHS, 
IT IS RECOllMENDEO THAT THE PATIENT RETURN FOR A SEPARATE 
VISIT If POSSIBLE, OR THAT GONIOSCOPV BE DEFERRED UNTIL 
AFTER PUPILLARV DILATION ANO FUNGUS PHOTOGRAPHY. 

G. OPHTHALllOSCOPIC EXAMINATION 

ta,b) W•• the ophthal.aacoplc ••••lnatton at th• fundua aatlaf•ctory7 

V•• 
Hot entlrely aatl•f•ctory, but performed 

EA••ln•tlon could not b• performed 

If YES FOR BOTH EVES, PROCEED TO QUESTION 2. 

Right Eye 

11m Hg 

Right Ey• 
No Vea 

I) ( 2) 

I) ( 21 

( I) ( 2) 

Right Eye 

I) 

2) 

3) 

If NOT ENTIRELY SATISFACTORY FOR EITHER EYE OR IF EXAMINATION WAS NOT 
PERFORMED FOR EITHER EVE, ANSWER THE FOLLOWING ITEM FOR APPROPRIATE EVE. 

~· 

I 
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L•ft !ye 

-- -Hg 

L•ft Eye 
No Vea 

( I) ( 2) 

( I) ( 2) 

( I) ( 2) 

Left Eye 

I) 

2) 

3) 



f ... •. 
~.:. 
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c,d) Sp•clry th• ... in r•••on th• rundu• •••mln•tlon ••• 
una•tl•r•ctory or could not b• p•rrorm•d (CHECK ONLY ONE) 

P•tlent reruaed 

Vttreou• opeclty 

Vltreou• he...,rrh•ll• 

Len• opec tty 

Corneel opeclty ••condery to neove•cul•r gleuco .. 

Other corneel opeclty 

Po•terlor •vnechla prevent dllatlon or pupll 

Other (SPEClfY IN THE SPACE PROVIDED) 

R -

L -

IF OPHTHALMOSCOPIC EKAMINATION COULD NOT BE PERFORMED FOR EITHER 
EYE (I.E., IF QUESTION I IS ANSWERED "NOT PERFORMED" FOR BOTH 
EYES), SKIP QUESTIONS 2 ANO 3. 

IF THE FUNDUS OF EITHER EYE IS EKAMINED, QUESTIONS 2-7 SHOULD 
BE ANSWERED FOR THAT EYE. 

2e,b) Which •t•te,..nt be•t de•crlbe• the clerlty or the 
len• In ••Ch •v•1 (CHECK ONLY ONE) 

Ho len• opeclty or •ome len• opacity but not •ufrlclent 
tu ••p•ct reduced vl•ual eculty 

Len• opeclty •urrlclent to reduce vl•uel eculty but not 
to I••• then 20/100 

Len• opacity •ufrlclent to reduce vl•uel acuity to 
I••• then 20/100 

J 

Right Eye 

I) 

2) 

3) 

.. ) 
5) 

8) 

7) 

B) 

Right Eye 

I) 

2) 

3) 

DCCT for• 027.1 Page B of 11 

Lert Eye 

I) 

2) 

3) 

.. ) 
II) 

8) 

7) 

8) 

Lert Eye 

I) 

2) 

3) 
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I .' 

~' 

~ ' 

Je,b) Are vltreou• or preretlnel he1110rrhege pr•aent In eny 
•r••• of the fundu•7 

I, YES, ANSWER THE FOLLOWING ITEM FDA THAT EYE. 
I, NO, PAOCEEO TO QUESTION 4. 

c,d) Doe• h•.orrh•g• ob•cure on• or mor• dl•c •r••• of r•llne7 

If YES, ANSWER THE FOLLOWING ITEMS FOR THAT EYE. 
I' NO, PAOCEEO TO QUESTION 4. 

lndlcete er••• In •hlch vllreou• or pr•r•lln•l h•morrh•g• 
ob•cure• one or .ore dl•c er••• of r•tlne1 

e,f) Within •even etend•rd fl•ld• 

g,h) Out•ld• ••v•n •tend•rd field• but po•terlor lo vorl•• e111pullee 

l,J) Anterior to vorte• .,,..ull•• 

4e,b) Are n•• v••••I• pr•••nt on or •llhln on• dl•c 
dl• .. ter of the optic nerv• heed (NV0)7 

If YES, ANSWER THE FOLLOWING ITEM fOA THAT EYE. 
If NO, PAOCEEO TO QUESTION 6. 

c,d) Are th• v••••l• greeter then or equel to DAS St•nderd Photo IOA7 

5e,b) Are ne• v••••I• •••••here pre••nt7 

I' YES, ANSWER THE FOLLOWING ITEMS FOR THAT EYE. 
IF NO, PAOCEEO TO QUESTION 6. 

c,d.) Ar• there ne• v••••l• •lthln th• •even atenderd fl•lda7 

•,f) Are there n•• ve•••l• oul•lde the ••ven atanderd field•? 

g,h) Are the n•• ve•aela gr•eter then or equel to 1/2 DA 
In •I•• In any JO degree fleld7 

Aluht Er• 
No Yea 

( I) ( 2) 

No Ve• 
( I) ( 2) 

Right Eye 
1) 

I) 

I) 

Right Eye 
No Y•• Que•t. 

( I) ( 2) 

No Ve• 
( I) ( 2) 

( J) 

No · Ye• Que•t. 
( I) ( 2) ( J) 

No Ve• 
( I I ( 2) 

1) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

OCCT ,or• 027. I Page g of II 

Left Ey• 
No Ve• 

( 1) ( 2) 

No Vee 
( I) ( 2) 

Left Eye 
( I) 

( I) 

( 1) 

Left Er• 
No Ye• Que•t. 

( 1) ( 2) 

No Ve• 
( 1) ( 2) 

( J) 

No V•• Qu••t. 
( I) ( 2) ( J) 

No Ve• 
( 1) ( 2) 

1) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 



P•l l•nl ID 

!· 
I· 

8a,b) la there rattnal thlck•nlng •lthln one disc diameter of the 
canl•r of th• ... cul•, I.a., •llhln • clrcla l•O dlac 
dla.,.tara In dl•m•t•r cantered on th• m•cula7 

If YES DA QUESTIONABLE, ANSWER THE FOLLOWING ITEMS fDA THAT EYE. 
IF NO, PROCEED TO QUESTION 7, 

c,d) I• th• canter of the •acular Involved? 

a,f) Ara cy•told change• praaant7 

7•,b) Ara high rlak characterlatlc• praaant7 

IF YES, ANSWER THE FOLLOWING ITEM FOR THAT EYE. 
IF NO, PROCEED TO QUESTION B. 

c,d) Do you plan to parlor• photocoagulatlon7 

IF YES, PROCEED TO QUESTION B. 
If NO, ANSWER THE FOLLOWING ITEM FOR THAT EYE. 

a,f) Why do you not plan photocoagulatlon In th• ·~•(•) 
•Ith high rl•k charactarl•tlc•7 (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 

Patient rafu••• 

Unable to treat due to ha•orrhaga 

Unable to treat for other r•••on• 

•Specify raaaon1 

Would prefer not to treat 

Othar1 apaclfy1 

I 

Right Eye 
No Ya• Quaat. 

( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

I) 

I) 

2) 

2) 

Right Eye 
No Yea 

( I) ( 2) 

( I) ( 2) 

I) 

I) 

1) 

I) 

I) 

3) 

3) 
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Left Eye 
No Ya• Qua•t. 

( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

I) 

I) 

2) 

2) 

Left Eye 
No Ya• 

( I) ( 2) 

( I) ( 2) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

( I) 

3) 

3) 
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Ba,b) la thara any othar ,..Jor ophthalmoacoplc abnormality auch aa 
retinal datach .. nt1 photocoauulation acara, fibroua/ullal 
prollfaration•, vain occlusion, atc.7 

IP YES, DESCRl8E1 

Typa or print na .. of Dphthal8'01oul•t parformlnu aye ••••lnatlon1 

Type or print na .. of Individual parfor•lnu vl•u•I acuity aaamlnatlona 

Type or print na .. of Cllntc Coordinator or other p•r•on who ravl•••d 
the for• for complat•n•••• 

1, 

\.-

Rluht Eye 
No Ya• 

( I) ( 2) 

Cartiflcation 
Numbara (If any) 

DCCT for• 027.1 Pau• II or II 

Left fya 
No Ya• 

( I) ( 2) 
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DIABETES CO.NTROC. and CC1'1PLICATIONS TRIAC. 
Autonanic Neuropathy Studies 

A. IDE~IFYING INFOR'1ATION 

l. CJ:CT Clinic Number 
2. Patient ID Nl.JT\ber 
3. Pati~nt's Initials 
4. Certification Nl.ITlber of Tester 
5. Visit Number 

B. SINUS ARRHYTl+IIA DURING QUIET RESPIRATION 

1. Six Minutes of Recording Available? 
2. RR Study Date (ITl'l'l-dd-yy) 
3. RR Receive Date (rrm-dd-yy) 
4. RR Evaluation Date (nm-dd-yy) 
5. Is this a Repaat Evaluation? 
6. Is this a Duplicate Evaluation? 
7. Mean RR Interval (msec) 
8. Standard Deviation 
9. RR Variation (x 1000) 

C. POSTURAC. STUDIES 

l. Post. StU:y Cate (rnn-dd-yy) 
2. Post. Receive Date (nm-dd-yy) 
3. Post. Evaluation !:)ate (mn-dd-yyl 
4. Is this a Repeat Evaluation? 
5. Is this a Duplicate Evaluation? 
6. Postural Data: 

~ 

II 

l 

2 

3 

4 

5 

11! 

TIME 
(minutes) 

(supine) 

(supine) 

(standing) 

(standing) 

(standing) 

(starding) 

(standing) 

(standing) 

BtooD PRESSURE 
(nm Hg) 

Systolic Diastolic 

HEART RATE 
(bi;m) 

Mean 

SD 

PLASMA CAT!I:HOc:>.MINES 
(pg/ml) 

Norepi. Epi. 



o. 

PATIEt-11' ID: 01122 D'lG 

I/AL.SAL.VA MANUEVER 

1. Completed? 
2. Valsalva St\Dy Date (nm-dd-yy) 
J. Valsalva Receive Date (rrm-dd-yy) 
4. Valsalva Evaluation Date (nm-dd-yy) 
s. Is this a Repeat Evaluation? 
6. Is this a Duplicate Evaluation? 

7. St\Dy l 

a. Pre-Valsalva 

l. Mean RR Interval (msec) 

2. Standard Deviation 

b. ~llest Valsalva RR Interval (msec) 

c. Largest Post-Valsalva RR Interval (msec) 

d. Valsalva Ratio 

e. Time of Valsalva (sec) 

B. Study 2 

a. Pr~Valsalva 

l. Me<m RR Interval (msec) 

2. Standard Deviation 

b. smallest Valsalva RR Interval (msec) 

c. Largest Post-Valsalva RR Interval (msec) 

d. Valsalva Ratio 

e. Time of Valsalva (sec) 

E. · ()la 1 i ty 

F. Subject Preparation Code 

G. Overall Duplicate Code 

This foan was checked by: 

May 21, 190& 
CCCT Form 028.5 
Page 2 of 2 
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FOOD PATTERN QUESTIONNAIRE 

Diabetes Control and Complications Trial (DCCT) NAME-----------

This questionnaire asks general questions 
about your food choices and eating habits. 
Answer as best you can. If you have 
questions about the form you may call the 
dietitian. More details will be collected at 
the clinic visit. Depending upon the 
instructions from your dietitian, please bring 
the comeleted questionnaire with you to your 
next clinic visit, or mail one week prior to 
clinic visit. Thank you for your cooperation 
in providing this information. 

DIETITIAN -------

TELEPHONE --------

1. Has your general pattern of eating changed in the last year? [] YES [] NO 

If yes, describe: 

2. Are you or have you in the past year been on any special diet in addition to a 
diabetic diet? (such as low salt, vegetarian, weight reducing, etc.) 

[] YES [] NO 
If yes, describe: 

3. Are you currently either increasing .2!_ decreasing your intake of any 
particular foods or beverages (such as foods high in fiber, caffeine, etc.)? 

[] YES [] NO 
If yes, describe: 

.. 



Fo.od Pattern Questionnaire 

4. Does your meal pattern tend to vary from week to week? 
(such as shift work, sports activities, etc.) 

If yes, describe: 

5. In the last year, have you taken any vitamin and/or 
mineral preparations? 

If yes, specify brand name, amount and frequency: 

Attach label(s) if available. 

6. Do you alter your diet for exercise? 

If yes, specify how: 

7. How do you treat reactions (such as low blood sugar)? 

List item(s) and amount: 

DCCT Form 029.l 
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[] YES [] NO 

[] YES [] NO 

[] YES [] NO 

.'I">>'' 



Food Pattern Questionnaire 

8. Do you use sugar or sugar substitute at the table? 

Specify which foods/beverages you add it to 
{such as cereal, coffee, tea, other): 

DCCT Form 029.l 
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(] YES [] NO 

If sugar substitute, specify brand name: 
~-------------

9. Do you salt your food at the table? 

[] always [] occasionally [] never 

10. If you add salt, how would you rate yourself in terms of amount 
of sa 1 t added at _the table? 

[] 11 ght [] moderate [] heavy 

11. Do you use a salt substitute at the table such as Lite, Co-salt, 
No-salt, etc.? 

[] always [] occasionally [] never 

If used, specify brand name: __________________ _ 

12. Do you regularly use other salt seasonings at the table 
such as Accent, onion salt, garlic salt? 

Specify k1nd{s): ______________ _ 

[] YES [] NO 



.., .. 
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13. Indicate below your usual meal and snack patterns: 

Morning meal 

Morning snack 

Noon meal 

Afternoon snack 

Evening meal 

Evening snack 

Additional snack 

USUAL 
TIME 

---

Indicate Number of Times Per Week: 

EAT 
AT 
HOME 

CARRY 
FROM 
HOME 

CAFETERIA, 00 
VENDING MACHINE, NOT 

RESTAURANT EAT COMMENTS 

14. Who prepares most of your home-cooked meals? 

Self Parent Spouse Other Household Meritler Other, Specify 

[] [] [] [] [] ____ ~~~-
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Please estimate how often you eat the following foods by checking the appropriate box. 
Include diet foods and other special products in the general food categories. For example, 
include 'T'OW"""calorie beer with beer. You may use the Co111nents Section for details such as 
whether the food is eaten only at certain times of the year. Feel free to use the bottom of 
each page for additional corrments. 

BEVERAGES 

Coffee - regular ~r decaffeinated 

Cereal-type beverage (e.g. Postum) 

Tea - regular, decaf, herbal 

Cocoa 

Beer, ale 

Liquor, cocktails 

Liqueur, cordials, brandy 

Wine, dry or sweet 
Carbonated 

beverages - cola and non-cola 
Diet carbonated 

beverages - cola and non-cola 

Kool-Aid, regular or unsweetened 

DAIRY PRODUCTS 

Milk - whole, skim, buttermilk, 

4-6 
times 

Daily a week 

[] [] 

[] [] 

[] [] 

[] [] 

[] [] 

[] [] 

[] [] 

[] [] 

[] [] 

[] [] 

[] [] 

chocolate, etc. [] (] 

Cottage cheese [] [] 

Cheese, process cheese, cheese spread [] [] 

Yogurt, plain [] 

Yogurt, sweetened [] [] 

Sour cream, dips [] [] 

1-3 
times 
a week 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

(] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

1-3 Never or Corrment 
times Almost 
a month never 

[] [] 

[] [] 

[] [] 

[] [] 

[] [] 

[] [] 

[] [] 

[] [] 

[] [] 

[] [] 

[] [] 

[] [] 

[] [] 

[] [] 

[] [] 

[] [] 

[] [] 



Food Pattern Questionnaire 

4-6 
times 

Daily a week 
DAIRY PRODUCTS 1 continued 

Whieeed cream [J [J 
Half and half cream [J [] 
Ice cream [] [J 
ShPrbet 1 ice milk [] [] 
Milk shakes 1 malts [] [J 

Eggs [] [J 
Egg substitutes [] [] 

BREADS AND CEREALS 

Bread and rolls - white [] [J 
Bread and rolls -

whole wheat, whole grain [] [] 

Muffins - corn 1 bran 1 etc. 
Quick breads -

[] [] 
banana 1 date 1 nut, etc. [J [] 

Biscuits 1 cornbread [] [] 

Bagels 1 English muffins [] [J 
Sweet rolls 1 Danish 1 doughnuts [] [] 

Pancakes waffles, French toast 
erea s - cooked or ry 

(including grits 1 granola, etc.) [] [] 

Cereals - ere-sweetened [] [J 
Noodles 1 other easta [J [] 

R1ce 1 kasha, bulgur 1 rice mixes [J [] 

Tortillas 1 eita bread [J [] 

1-3 
times 
a week 

(J 

[J 
[] 

[] 

[] 

[J 
[] 

[J 

[J 
[] 

[] 

[J 

[] 
[] 

[J 

[J 

[J 
[] 

[J 

DCCT Form 029.l 
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1-3 
times Almost 
a month never Comments 

[J 

[] 

[] 

CJ 
[] 

[] 
[] 

[] 
[J 
[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[J 
[l 
[] 

[J 

[] 

[] 
[J 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 
[J 

[] 

(] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[J 

[J 
[J 

[J 

[J 

[J 

"l·. 
;~,·· .. u 

' 
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4-6 1-3 1-3 
times times times Almost 

Daily a week a week a month never Co1T1T1ents 
BREADS AND CEREALS 1 continued 

Crackers - saltine 1 soda 1 wafer 1 etc. [J [J [J [] [J 

Poecorn [J (J (J [J (] 

Chips - potato, corn 1 etc. [] [] (] [] (] 

MEAT1 POULTRY 1 FISH 

Beef {including hamburgerl [J [J [J [J [J 

Pork [J [J [J [J [J 

Lamb [J [J [J [J [J 

Veal [J [] [J CJ [J 

Ham or Canadian bacon [] [J [] [] n 
Ham hocks, eigs' feet 1 salt eork [J [J [J [] (J 

Bacon breakfast sausages 
Frankfurters, Polish sausage, 

[] [] [J [J [] 

Italian sausage 1 etc. [J [] [] [J [J 

Corned beef! ~astrami [J [J [J (] [J 
Luncheon meats: bologna 1 salam1 1 etc. [J [] [] [] [J 
Yar1ety/Organ meats -

liver 1 tongue 1 kidnex 1 etc. [J [J [J [] [J 

Chicken, turk el (] [] (] [J [J 

Duck 1 goose 1 pheasant [] [] [] [J [] 
Fish, canned - salmon, tuna 

sardines 1 etc. [] [] [J (J [] 
Fish, fresh or frozen - perch, 

salmon halibut cod sole etc. 
e 1 ish, fresh or canned - obster, 
shrimp 2 crab 1 clams 1 scallops 1 etc. [] [J [J [J [J 
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4-6 1-3 1-3 
times times times Almost 

Daily a week a week 
MEAT SUBSTITUTES 

a month never Comments 

Peanut butter [] [] [] [] [] 

Nuts or seeds [] [] [] [] [] 
Canned or dried beans 1 lent1ls 1 

selit eeas. lima beans [] [] [] [J [] 
Soy erotein foods such as tofu. Bacos [] [J [] [] [] 

MIXED DISHES, SOUPS 

Pizza, lasagna, manicotti, 
ravioli! seaghetti [] [] [J [] [] 

Tacos 1 enchiladas 1 burritos 1 etc. [] [J [] [J [] 

Submarine sandwiches or hoagies [] [] [] [J [] 
Stews 1 eot eies (] [J [] [J [] 
Meat balls 1 meat loaf [] [] [J [J [] 

Chili 1 hash, meat casseroles [] [] [J [] [] 

Macaroni and cheese [] [] [] [J [J 
Quiche 1 scuffle [J [J [J [J [] 
Chow mein 1 choe suel'. [J [] [] [] [] 
TV dinners, frozen main dishes [] [] [] [] [J 
Baked beans [] [J [J [J [J 
Soups, including 

[] [J [J [] [] cream soues. chowders 
Other mixed dishes commonly eaten 

[] [] [] [] [J seecif::: 

[] [] [] [] [] 
[J [] [] [] [] 
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4-6 1-3 1-3 
times times times Almost 

Daily a week a week a month never C01T111ents 
VEGETABLES 

Potatoes - baked, 
french fries 2 scalloEed 1 etc. [] [J [] [J [J 

(] [] [] [J [J 

(J [J [] (J 

Salads, raw vegetables [] [] [] [] [] 
Vegetable juices - V-8 2 tomato juice [] [] [] [] [] 

FRUIT ANO FRUIT JUICES 

Fruit Juice [) [] [] [] [) 
Fruit-flavored drinks - Tang, 

Awakep Ht~h-C 2 etc. [] [] [] [J [] 
Ci tr US I U I S -

oranges 1 graeefruit 
Berries - strawberries, blueberr\es, 

[] [l [] [] [] 

rasEberr1es 1 etc. 
Melons - cantaloupe, honeydew, 

[) [] [] [] [] 

watermelon 1 etc. [] [J [J [] [] 
Other fresh fruit - grapes, 

aeelesl bananas! etc. 
Canned fruits in syrup 

[J [J [] [] [] 

Eeaches 1 Eears 1 etc. [J [J [J [] [] 

Canned fruits - d1et Eack CJ [] [] [) [] 
Dried fruits - rais1ns, dates, 

er~nes. aericotsl etc. [J [J [] [] [] 

Avocado [] [] [J [J [] 

. . - -· . ~ ·-. -,-·. ,.._ -- -
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4-6 1-3 1-3 
times times times Almost 

Daill a week a week a month never Corrments 
>: DIETETIC PRODUCTS 

Artificial sweeteners [] [] [J [J [] 

Candl, gum [J [J [J [] [J 

Chocolate candl [J [J [J [J [J 
Sl!:ues. jams, jellies [J [] [J [J El 
Ice cream [J [] [J [J CJ 
Cookies, cake [J [J [J [J [J 
Gelatin desserts - D-Zerta 1 etc. [] [J [J [J [J 

Puddings, custards [J [J [J [J [] 

DESSERTS 

Puddings 2 custards [J [J [J [J [J 

Cookies 1 bars 1 sguares 1 slices [J [J [] [J [J 

Cakes [] [J (] [J (] 

P1es 1 cobblers 2 crises [J [J [] [J [J 
Gelatin desserts - Jello 1 etc. [J [J [J [] [] 
Other, specif,l [J - [J [J [J [] 

[] [J [] [J [J 

[J [J [J 



.. · 
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4-6 1-3 1-3 
times times times Almost 

Daily a week a week a month never Corrments 
MISCELLANEOUS 

Olives (] (] (] [] [J 

Pickles 1 relish - sweet or sour [J [] [J [] [J 
Steak sauces, mustard [J [] [J [] [] 
Catsup 1 chili sauce [] [] [] [] [] 

Sox sauce 1 ter1xak1 sauce [] [] [] [] CJ 
Candy, gum, 

coughdrops 1 chocolate bars [] [] [] [] [] 

Sweets - jam,-honey, syrup, sugar [] [] ... -·- [J [J [] 

DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS 

Vitamins and/or minerals [J [J [] [] CJ 
Bran [J [] (J (J [J 

Lecithin [] [J [] [] [J 
Bone meal [J ll [] CJ [J 

Wheat germ [J [J [J [J [J 
Brewers' least 
Other (e.g. Ger;tol, enzymes, 

[J [] [] [J [J 
protein supplements. dry 
malt, etc.) Specify: 

_ __ll [J [] [] 

lL [J [] [] [J 

OTHER COMMONLY CONSUMED FOODS OR BEVERAGES 
~OT INCLUDED IN P~EQIOuS ~~CUPS 

Specify: 
[J [J [J [J 

[J [] [l·~ . 

CJ n - [J u [J 
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FOOD PREPARATION QUESTIONNAIRE 

D1abetes Control and Complications Trial (DCCT) PARTICIPANT'S 

June 1983 
DCCT Form 030.l 
Page 1 of 6 

T his questionnaire ts to be completed NAME~-------------
by the person who usually prepares the food in DATE-------------
your home. 

This information ts important for analysis of 
the dietary component of the study. Any 
quest;ons about the form may be referred to the DIETITIAN 
dietitian. Depending upon the instructions -----------
from your dietitian, please bring the completed TELEPHONE-----------
questionnaire with you to your next clinic visit, 
or ma1l to dietitian one week prior to clinic 
visit. Thank you for your cooperation. 

1. What relationship are you to the participant? 

[] self [J parent [] spouse [] other, specify---------

2. Check the type of sweetener usually used 1n preparing the following foods: 

Fruit juices 
Fresh fruit 
Canned fruit 
Tomatoes, coleslaw, cucumber 
Beverages 
Baked goods 
Other (specify) 

Sugar 
~ 

Artificial 
Sweetener 

Added 
(91ve name) 

Fructose 
Added 

None 
Added 

-·. ;, .. -· 
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Food Preparation Questionnaire 
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3. Check whether salt or a salt substitute is usually added in preparing the 
following foods: 

salt 
Pasta, such as noodles, macaroni, etc.[] 
Rice [] 
Potatoes [] 
Other vegetables [] 
Meat [] 
Fruit [] 
Other, (e.g., coffee) [] 

specify [] 
[] 

If salt substitute, specify kind/brand 

4. Are the following table and cooking fats used: 

Butter [] yes--~ Specify: [] regu1ar 

Margarine 

[] unsalted 
[] no 

[] yes~ Specify: [] regular 
[] unsalted 

[] no 

Spec1 fy brand _(s): 
[] stick 
[] stick 
[] stick 

[] tub 
[] tub 
[] tub 

salt 
substitute 

[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 

[] diet 
[] diet 
[] diet 

seasoning 
salts 

[] 
[] 
[] 

- [] 

[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 
[] 

[] spread 
[] spread 
[] spread 

none 
[] 
[] 

[] 
[] 
(} 
[] 
[] 
[] 

[] 

----·---=----· -.·.~ 
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• Food Preparation Questionnaire 

Vegetable 011 (such as corn, soy, safflower, sunflower, etc.) 

[] yes-----.) Specify types and/or brands used: 

[] no 

Spray shortening (such as Pam) 

[] yes-----~ Specify brand: 
---------~ 

[] no 

Solid shortening (such as Crisco, Spry, Fluffo, etc.) 

[] yes-----) Specify types and/ or brands used: 

[] no 

DCCT Form 030.l 
Page 3 of 6 

0th.er cooking fats (such as lard, bacon drippings, salt pork, poultry fat, etc.) 

[] yes-----;> Specify ----------

[] no 
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5. Check the fat most often used in preparing each of the following foods: 

~:,~ 

~,- . 

Vegetable 
011, shortening 
such as such as 

Spray Wesson, Crisco, 
Marg- short- Mazo la, Fluffo, Bacon Chicken Beef 

Butter arine ening etc. S~rl'. 2 etc. fat Lard fat suet Nont 

Eggs, fried []. [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] 

Eggs, [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] 
scrambled 

French toast [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] (] [] 

Cornbr-ead [] [] [] [] [] [] [] (] [] 

Potatoes, 
mashed 

[] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] 

Potatoes, [] [] [] [] 
french fried 

[] [] [] [] [] [] 

Potatoes, (] [] (] [] 
pan fried 

[] [] [] [] [] (] 

Greens (] (] (] [] [] (] (] (] (] (] 

Other (] [] (] [] 
vegetables 

[] [] (] [] [] [] 

White b~ans, [] [] [] (] (] [] [] [] [] [] 
pinto 

'" 
Gravy [] [] (] (] (] [] (] (] (] (] 

White sauce (] [] [] [] [] [] [] [] (] [] 

P1e crust [] [] [] (] (] (] (] [] (] (] 

~ 
·' 

~-'-"" 
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6. Indicate the most usual method of preparing each of the following. If you fry any of 
them, corrment on wli'etlier the item is dipped in flour or batter or breaded before 
frying and what fat is used for frying. Also check whether gravy is prepared. 

METHOD OF COOKING KIND OF FAT GRAVY 
ITEM such as can fryinQ. broilina. deep fryina USED (if any) yes no 

Hamburger 

Steaks 

Chops 

Poultry 

Fish 

Shellfish 
(shrimp, etc.) 

Liver 

Other, specify 
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7. If you prepare gravies, do you usually use: [] cornstarch [] flour 

Is the liquid usually: [J m11k [J water [] other, specify: -------
8. Indicate how lllJCh fat is usually trimmed from the meat before cooking or eating: 

[] trim most [] trim some [] usually don't trim · 

9. Check the salad dressing most often used with the following salads: 
(Specify brand) 

Mayonna1se- Regular Im1tat1on We19ht 
type such mayonnaf~ 0 m-!yonnaise Watchers' 
as Miracle such as such as Mayonnaise 
Whip, Hellmann 's, Bright Day 
Spin Blend Kraft 

Potato salad 

Cole slaw 

Tossed salad 

Macaroni salad 

Other. specify 

Other - spec1ry as 
French, Italian, 
Ranch-style, etc. 
Also specify creamy, 
clear. lo-cal. etc. . 



DCCT Form 031.3 
March 3, 1986 

IHFOB.K!D CONSENT FORM tl (PROTOTYPE) 

Diabetes Control and Complications Trial (DCCT) 

~incipal Investigator: 

1. I bave been told that I may be eligible for participation in the 
Diabete1 Control and Complication• Trial (DCCT). 

2. I II.ave been given copies of tbe DCCT le1earcb Volunteer's Information 
Bandbook and the Manual of Diabetes Te1t1, TenDa and Special Procedure1. 
I II.ave read both of the1e 1 I II.ave bad my que1tion1 answered, and I now 
clearlr under1tand tbe following: 

a) 'l'b.e purpo1e of the study. (Research Volunteer'• Information 
Bandbook, pages 4-6) 

b) Tbe nature of a clinical trial. (Research Volunteer's 
Information Handbook, page 5) 

c) ·'l'b.e two 1roup1 to be · 1tudied - tbe Standard Croup and the 
lzperimental Croup - and the fact that there i1 no proven 
advantage to bein& placed in one group or tbe other. (Research 
Vol1&Dteer'1 Information Handbook, pages S and 8) 

d) 'l'b.e fact that I 1ball be a11igned to one of these tvo groups 
baaed on a proca1a called random aa1ignment, vbicb means that 
neither my doctor nor I can choose to vbich aroup I vill be 
a1aigned. Instead, I vill be assigned by chance. I am willing 
to accept an a11ignment to either of the tvo treatment 1roup1. 
(Research Volunteer'• Information ll&ndbook, page S) 

e) That blood test1 and arine tests (including te1t1 I vill perform 
at home) vill be u1ed to measure diabetes control. (lesearch 
Yol1&Dteer'a Information Handbook, pages 8-9; Manual of Diabetes 
Ta1t1, Terms and Special Procedures, paae 12) 

f) That 1pecial te1t1 of 117 e1••• kidneys, nervou1 a71tem 1 beart, 
blood ve11el1, and p17chological te1t1 vill be conducted to look 
for the appearance or progre11 of early diabetes complication1. 
(le1earcb Volunteer'• Information Handbook, page 101 Manual of 
Diabete1 Te1t1, Terms and Special Procedure1, page• 4-8) 



PACE 2 

I have been given a complete description of these special 
tests in the Manual of Diabetes Tests, Terms and Special 
Procedures. I understand that if I am eligible to volunteer for 
this clinical trial, I shall be given a thorough explanation in 
WTiting of any tests not covered below before I am asked to sign· 
a second permission form for those tests. 

g) The responsibilities I agree to carry out if I decide to be a 
volunteer for the clinical trial involve fl1'/ willingness to 
follow the treatment progr&ID of the group to which I have been 
assigned and to keep fl1'/ appointments as scheduled. I understand 
that some of these appointments will take considerable time. 
(Research Volunteer's Information Handbook, pages 12-13) 

I also understand that my responsibilities will include blood 
tests and urine tests I will do at fl1'/ home. One of the required 
blood tests is a 3:00 a.m. sample. I will also keep records of 
my test results and treatment program, even though this may be 
time consuming. (lesearcb Volunteer'• Infonnation Handbook, 
pages 8-9; Manual of Diabetes Tests, Terms and Special 
Procedures, page 12) 

3. I have bad a chance at tbi1 time to ask all que1tions vbicb I feel 
are necessary. I now feel I have enough understanding to allow me to 
make a preliminary decision about my participation in this clinical 
trial. 

4. Understanding the above, and having been made aware of the potential 
ri1ks and benefits of the overall program (Research Volunteer's 
Infonnation Handbook, pages 14-15; Manual of Diabetes Tests, Terms and 
Special Procedures, pages 4-12), I give you my permi11ion to conduct the 
tests and procedures neces1ary to see vbetber I will qU&lify as a 
volunteer for the DCCT. I do this because I am willing to consider 
volunteering for participation in the DCCT if I do qU&lify. 

I understand that if any of the test results 1bov tbat I am not 
eligible to be in the trial, tbe rest of the test1 will not be done. If 
this happens, I will be informed of the reason1 why I will not be 
eligible to part.icipate in the trial. I understand 1ome test resulu may 
make me ineligible, even though they have nothing to do vith the 1tate of 
1117 health. 

5. I 1pecificall7 give my permis1ion at this time for the folloving: 

a) A complete medical history and physical esamination. I 
understand that there ia no ri1k involved in tbi1 thorough 
esamination, and that there may be 1ome benefit to .. in terms 
of my being more aware of my ezact health. 

b) Collection of urine samples at different times; these sample• 
will be used for variou1 tests. There ia no risk involved in 
tbia procedure. One test involve1 four hour timed urine 
collection during a vi1it to the center. 

" ~)...\... ... .1 



PACE 3 

c) The collection of approzimately two ounces of my blood from a 
vein in my arm, a procedure which will be carried out by a 
1killed technician. This blood sample will be used for various 
laboratory tests. I understand that there is a very small riak 
of a black and blue mark when this procedure is done. One blood 
sample will be taken after I drink four ounces of a commonly 
u1ed formula which ia not pleasant tasting. Thia drink may make 
me sick to my 1tomach. (For women: I understand that one of 
the tests which will be performed on a blood or urine aample 
vill tell me whether or not I am pregnant.) 

d) A thorough eye ezamination by an eye apecialist using standard 
techniques. Thia vill include a test of my vision and a 
measurement of tbe pressure in my eyes. To carry out these 
tests, drops vill be put in my eyes to make them dilate; I 
understand some people find tbia uncomfortable. I know that I 
vill not be able to drive, or read clearly, for a few hours 
after this teat. 

Pbotocraphs vill be taken of my eyes. If I bave had diabetes 
for leas tban five years, additional photographs of my eyes may 
be taken after a dye called fluorescein baa been injected into a 
vein in my arm. I Understand tbat both these techniques .are 
u1ed in 1tandard clinical practice, but there may be some 
discomfort associated vith each. With fluorescein I understand 
that it i1 also possible that I 1hall ezperience some nausea. I 
have also been told that on rare occasiona some people have a 
very 1erious allergic reaction to this dye. I understand that 
trained per1onnel vill be available vhen I take the test to 
lessen the possibility of any 1ucb reaction, or to treat it 
should it occur. 

e) I agree to undergo evaluation of my nervou1 aystem. This 
evaluation vill consist of a thorough physical ezamination in 
vbicb my 1trength, reflezes and sensations will be tested. Then 
I will undergo a nervous 1ystem evaluation (nerve conduction 
test) to evaluate certain nerve function1. Some people feel a 
1ligbt pain during tbi1 teat. In other people, tbe teat 
produces a temporary numb feeling. 

f) I understand that a 1tandard electrocardiogram vill be done. 
There is no ri1k or discomfort involved in this teat. 

1) I a1ree to take 1everal paycbological test1. I recognize that 
tbia testing is being performed to determine if it i1 in my beat 
intere1t to be included in tbe trial. The tests are designed to 
be sure I have no problem• that could interfere vitb my 
participation in tbe trial. The teat1 vill include: 

1) Q\ae1tionnairea: Several paper and pencil teats vill be 
1iven to me to complete. 
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2) A formal interview with a member of the health care team. 

I agree to participate in other meetings, which will include 
my family or a person I live with, in which the various 
procedures involved in this tlinical trial will be discussed. 

A few people find some of the questions embarrassing. I 
understand that I may refuse to answer such a question. 

I understand that all information obtained during these 
interviews will be confidential. Tbe results will be given to 
my doctor only if the results will have an effect on my 
participation in the study. Ho information will be released to 
anyone else without my specific consent. 

6. I also agree to carry out to the best of my abilities several tasks, 
some at home, as part of this program to see if I qualify to be a 
participant in the DCCT. These include: 

a) leeping records about wry current treat;:,ent program for two 
weeks. 

b) Meeting vith members of the health care team to review my 
program. 

c) Collecting blood samples at home. (Tvo 3:00 a.m. self blood 
glucoae monitoring aamples will be required during thia two-week 
period.) 

7. I understand that I vill be given a queationnaire to test my 
understanding of the objectives and nature of the DCCT. I underatand 
that I must answer 100% of these questions correctly before I will be 
considered qualified to be a participant in the DCCT. If I 1ive the 
wrong answer to any of the questions, I understand that I must come back 
another day to retake the questionnaire. If I feel that I would benefit 
from viewing the orientation slide show or by re-reading the lesearch 
Volunteer'• Handbook, I may do 10. If I have any questions regarding my 
incorrect answers, I would be able to discuas them with a member of the 
team before taking the questionnaire again. If I do not answer correctly 
all the queations on the second test, I understand the DCCT physician 
vill decide whether I understand the objectives and nature of the DCCT. 

8. I understand that durins the period of this study (if I am accepted 
as a volunteer), my doctor at the center vill be made aware of all 
information that may affect my personal care. However, I also understand 
that my doctor may not be aware of possible beneficial or detrimental 
results from my involvement in the study, until it is determined by an 
independent group of espert1 that these data are conclusive and 
meaningful. Tb• ruulu of aome tests may not be made known to my 
physician or to me unless a change in my treatment is needed. (lesearch 
Volunteer'• Information Handbook, pages 5 and 11) 

9. I UDderstand that the choice I have is to volunteer to participate ia 
the DCCT and have the DCCT health care team take care of me or to 

. J . i or, 
....!..... - .l -·'-
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continue in my present program for diabetes management with my current 
doctor. 

10. I understand that I may choose not to part1c1pate in the DCCT, or 
that I may change my mind at any time concerning participation, without 
placing in jeopardy my continuing medical care. 

11. I understand that the information concerning my diabetes 
combined with that of many other volunteers, and that I will 
personally identified in any publications or public doclllllents 
result from this study. 

will be 
not be 
which 

12. Heither this institution nor the government agency funding this 
research project will automatically provide special services, free care, 
or compensation for any injuries or adverse reactions resulting from this 
research. Treatment for such injuries or adverse reactions will be 
provided under the same financial arranagement as those under which 
treatment is usually provided. 
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If I believe that I may have suffered any injury or adverse reaction 

as a result of participating in this research, or have questions about my 

rights as a research subject, I may contact Dr. 

<~~~~~~~> or the Associate Vice President of thi• medical center 

<~~~~~~>· They can review the matter with me, identify other 

resources that may be available to me, 

information as to how to proceed. 

Signature 

Date 

Witness 

and provide me with further 
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(IH THE CASE OF A VOLUNTEER UNDER 18 YEARS OF ACE) 

We, as parents or legal guardians of ~~~~~~~~~~~~~- have 

read and understand this material, bave had our questions answered, and 

give our permission for our cbild to participate in this clinical trial. 

(Both parents should sign, if available.) 

Witness 

Signature of 
Principal Investigator ~~~~~~~~~~~-

Vitnes1 





---

INFORMED CONSENT FORM #2 (PROTOTYPE} 

DCCT Form 032.3 
February 6, 1987 

Diabetes Control and Complications Trial (DCCT) 

Institution: 

Principal Investigator: 

1. I have been told that I am eligible to participate in the Diabetes 
Control and Complications Trial (DCCT). 

2. I have been given copies of the DCCT Research Volunteer's Information 
Handbook and the Manual of Diabetes Tests, Terms and Special 
Procedures. I have read both of these, I have had my questions 
answered, and I now clearly understand the following: 

a) The purpose of the study. (Research Volunteer's Information 
Handbook, pages 4•6) 

b) The nature of a clinical trial. (Research Volunteer's 
Information Handbook, page 5) 

c) The two groups to be studied the Standard Croup and the 
Eaperimental Croup -- and the fact that there is no proven 
advantage to being placed in one group or the other. (Research 
Volunteer's Information Handbook, pages 5 and 8) 

d} The possible risks and benefits of being assigned to the 
Standard Croup or the Eaperimental Croup. (Research Volunteer's 
Information Handbook, pages 14-15; Manual of Diabetes Tests, 
Terms and Special Procedures, pages 4-12) 

e) The fact that I shall be assigned to one of these two groups 
based on a process called random assignment, which means that 
neither rir'f doctor nor I can choose to which group I will be 
assigned. Instead, I will be assigned by chance. I am willing 
to accept an assignment to either of the two treatment groups. 
(Research Volunteer's Information Handbook, page 5) 

f) That blood tests and urine tests (including tests I will perform 
at home) will be u1ed to measure diabetes control. (Research 
Volunteer's Information Handbook, pages 8-9; Manual of Diabetes 
Tests, Terms and Special Procedures, page 12) 

- -_ .. _. 
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g) That special tests of my eyes, kidneys, nervous system, heart, 
blood vessels, and psychological tests will be conducted during 
the trial to look for the appearance or progress of early 
diabetes complications. I have been given a complete 
description of these special tests in the Manual of Diabetes 
Tests, Terms and Special Procedures. (Research Volunteer's 
Information Handbook, page 10; Manual of Diabetes, Tests, Terms 
and Special Procedures, pages 4-8) 

h) I understand the eztent of the responsibilities I agree to carry 
out if I agree to be a volunteer for the clinical trial. These 
involve my willingness to follow the treatment program of the 

··group to which I have been assigned and to keep my appointments 
as scheduled. I understand that some of these appointments will 
take considerable time. (Research Volunteer's Information 
Handbook, pages 12-13) 

I also understand that my responsibilities will include blood 
tests and urine tests I will do at my home. One of the required 
blood tests may be a 3:00 a.m. sample once a week. I will also 
keep ~ecords of my test results and treatment program, even 
though this may be time consuming. 

i) I am agreeing to part1c1pate in a clinical trial that may last 
for seven years. I understand that the study could end early if 
the study questions have been answered or for reasons of safety. 
(Research Volunteer's Information Handbook, pages 12-13) 

3. I have had a chance.at this time to ask all questions which I feel 
are necessary. I now feel I have enough understanding to allow me to 
decide to,participate in this clinical trial. 

4. Understanding the above, and having been made aware of the potential 
risks and benefits of the overall program, I give you my permission to 
conduct the tests and procedures listed below during the clinical trial. 
I further understand that if any new tests are required, I shall be given 
a thorough ezplanation in writing before I am asked to sign another 
permission form covering these new tests. 

S. I specifically give my permission at this time for the following 
tests and ezaminations: 

a) A complete medical bi story and physical ezamination. I 
understand that there is no risk involved in this thorough 
ezamination, and that there may be some benefit to me in terms 
of my being more aware of my ezact health. This ezamination 
will be done once a year. 

b) Collection of urine samples once a year; these samples will be 
used for various tests. There is no risk involved in this 
procedure. One test involves a four hour timed urine collection 
during a visit to the Center once a year. Another test requires 
a 24 hour collection of urine at home. 
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c) The collection of blood from a vein in my arm, a procedure which 
will be carried out by a skilled technician. These blood 
samples will be used for various laboratory tests. I understand 
that there is a very small risk of a black and blue mark when 
this procedure is done. These blood tests which will require 
about one tablespoon of blood will be done routinely at three
month intervals in the Standard Treatment Group and monthly in 
the Experimental Treatment Group. At the annual clinic visit, 
an additional two tablespoons of blood will be taken. 

d) A complete and thorough eye el:Alllination by an eye specialist 
using standard techniques. This will include a test of my 
vision every year and a measurement of the pressure in my eyes 
every year. To carry out these tests, drops will be put in my 
eyes to make them dilate; I 1111derstand some people find this 
uncomfortable. I know that I will not be able to drive, or read 
clearly, for a few hours after tbis test. 

Photographs will be taken of my eyes at six-month intervals. 
If I have had diabetes for less than five years, a set of 
additional photographs of my eyes may bP taken in five years and 
at the conclusion of the study and for this a dye called 
fluorescein will be injected into a vein in my arm. I 
understand that both these techniques are used in standard 
clinical practice, but there may be some discomfort associated 
with each. With fluorescein I understand that it is also 
possible that I shall experience some nausea. I have also been 
told that on rare occasions some people have a very serious 
allergic reaction to this dye. I understand that trained 
personnel will be available when I take the test to lessen the 
possibility of any such reaction, or to treat it should it 
occur. 

e) I agree to undergo evaluation of my nervous system in five years 
and at the conclusion of the study. This evaluation will 
consist of a thorough physical esamination in which my strength, 
reflexes and sensations will be tested. Then I will undergo a 
peripheral nervous system evaluation (nerve conduction test) to 
evaluate certain nerve function~. Some people feel a slight 
pain during this test. In other people, the test produces a 
temporary numb feeling. Every two years, I agree to undergo a 
test of my autonomic nervous system. 

f) I understand that a standard electrocardiogram will be 
There is no risk or discomfort involved in this test. 
electrocardiogram will be done every two years. 

done. 
The 

g) I agree to take several psychological tests. 
include: 

The tests will 

l) Questionnaires: Several paper and pencil tests will be 
given-to me to complete every year. 
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2) A series of tests (neurobehavioral assessment) of my 
intelligence, memory, problem-solving ability, motor 
coordination and attention will be performed at the 
beginning of the trial and every year thereafter. 

A few people find some of these questions embarrassing. I 
understand that I may refuse to answer such questions. 

I understand that all infonnation obtained during these 
interviews and tests will be confidential. The results will be given to 
my doctor only if the results will have an effect on my personal care. 
No information will be released to anyone else without my specific 
consent. 

h) The investigators of this trial are asking me to participate in 
a new and more accurate means of measuring my kidney function 
that has become available. This is called the 125-l Iothalamate 
Flomerular Filtration Rate Determination. This test involves a 
subcutaneous injection (given just like insulin) of a compound 
that contains a small amount of radioactive iodine. This 
substance is absorbed and will be measured in my blood and urine 
(five times) over a period of several hours. This study will be 
done as part of the baseline examination, the three-year annual 
examination and at the end of the study. 

125-I Iothalamate has been approved for intravenous injection 
in humans by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). 
Subcutaneous injection has been approved for investigative 
purposes by the FD~. However, subcutaneous injection has been 
extensively used 1n many centers in the United States. The 
administered dose contains less than 35 microcuries. The total 
amount of radiation is less than l/100 of a chest x-ray. The 
compound 125-I Iothalamate is efficiently excreted by the 
kidneys and is not stored in the- body. At the end of 24 hours, 
less than l/10,000 of a dose will remain in the body. The risks 
involved are those of having blood drawn and possible allergic 
reactions to the iodine or iothalamate. I will be given a few 
drops of inorganic iodine prior to the test to block any uptake 
by the thyroid. If I am a woman, I should not be pregnant at 
the time of the test and will have a serum pregnancy test 
performed within 72 hours prior to the test. I understand that 
the choice I have is to volunteer for this part of the DCCT or 
refuse this test. I can still participate in the DCCT even if I 
do not agree to have this test performed. 

6. I understand that if I am a woman, 
pregnant in tbe next 2 years. 

I am not planning to become 

7. I understand that during the period of this study my doctor at tbe 
center will be made aware of all information that may affect my 
personal care. However, I also understand that my doctor may not be 
aware of possible beneficial or detrimental results from my 
involvement ia the study until it is determined by an independent 



group of experts that these data are conclusive 
results of some tests may not be made known to 
unless a change in my treatment is needed. 
Information Handbook, pages S and 11) 
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and meaningful. The 
my physician or to me 
(Research Volunteer's 

8. I understand that the choice I bave is to volunteer to participate in 
the DCCT and have the DCCT health care team take care of me or to 
continue in my present program for diabetes management with my 
current doctor. 

9. I understand that I may choose not to participate in the DCCT, or 
that I may change my mind at any time concerning participation, 
without in any way placing in jeopardy my continuing medical care or 
incurring any danger or health risk provided I continue on an 
appropriate insulin regimen. 

10. I understand that the information concerning my diabetes will be 
combined with that of many other volunteers, and that I will not be 
personally identified in any publications or public documents which 
result from this study. 

11. Neither this institution nor the government agency funding this 
research project will automatically provide special services, free 
care, or compensation for any injuries or adverse reactions resulting 
from this research. Treatment for such injuries or adverse reactions 
will be provided under the same financial arranagement as those under 
which treatment is usually provided. 
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If I believe that I may have suffered any injury or adverse reaction 

as a result of participating in this research, or have questions about my 

rights as a research subject, I may contact Dr. 

or the Associate Vice President of this medical center 

~~~~~~~>· They can review the matter with me, identify other 

resources that may be available to me, 

information as to how to proceed. 

Signature 

Date 

Witness 

and provide me with further 

My signature below also signifies my willingness to participate in the 

125-I Iothalamate study. 

Signature 

Date 

Witness 
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(IN THE CASE OF A VOLUNTEER UNDER 18 YEARS OF AGE) 

We, as parents or legal guardians of 

have read and understand this material, have had our questions answered, 

and give our permission for our child to participate in this clinical 

trial. (Both parents should sign, if available.) 

Witness 

Signature of 
Principal Investigator ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Witness 

\ 

_:. ..._ ... 
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Fundus Photo Reading Center 
November 5, 1987 

llCCT Detailed Fluorescein Angiogram Crading 
11.ecord Structure 

Informa t I an 

Idpntlfytna InfnC1Tetlnn 

1-6 accession number 
7 eye 
8-9 clinic 
10-14 patient ID 
15-17 patient lnlt!.als 
18-19 vlsit 
20-25 date of angiography: ttiDDYY 
26 rapid series eye: 0 ~ Jll, 1 • LE 
27 unscheduled Visit indicator: 0 •original, 2 • retake 

PbatOlraphlc Q1al!ry (0,1,2,3) 

32 Fld. 2F, early/mid phase, central subfield 
33 Fld. 2F, early/mid phase, inner subfields 
34 Fld. 2F, early/mid phase, outer subfields 
35 Fld- 2F, early/mid phase, far temporal subfield 
36 nd. 2F, late phase, central subfield 
37 Fld. 2F. late phase, lnner subfields 
38 Fld· 2F. late phase, outer subflelds 
39 nd. 2F, late phase, far temporal subfield 
40 nd. 11', mid phase 

Cradlnl TnfnnptSQD 

41 outline of fciveal avascular zone (O,l,2,3,8) 

42 SlZI of foveal avascular zone (0,l,2,3,4,8) 

capillary loss co.1.2,3,4,5,7,9) 

43 1ld. 211 CC!tral subfield 
44 ru. 21'. lnner superior subfield •s nd. 21. lnner nasal subfield 
46 rld. 21'. il"lftllr lnferlor subfield 
47 Fld. 21', lrvwr temporal subfield 
48 ru. 2F, outer superior subfield 
49 nd. 21', outer nasal subfield 
50 1ld. 21, outer inferior subfield 
51 nd. 21, outer temporal subfield 
52 nd. 2F. far temporal subfield 
53 nd. 11' 
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54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 

65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 

75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 

86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 

capillary dilatation co.1.2,3,4,7,8) 

Fld. 2F, central subfield 
Fld. 2F, i1U1er superior subfield 
Fld. 2F, inner nasal subfield 
Fld. 2F. inner inferior subfield 
Fld. 2F, inner temporal subfield 
Fld. 2F, outer superior subfield 
Fld. 2F, outer nasal subfield 
Fld. 2F, outer inferior subfield 
Fld. 2F, outer temporal subfield 
Fld. 2F, far temporal subfield 
Fld. lF 

retinal pigment epithelial abl"DrllBlities 

Fld. 2F, central subfield 
Fld. 2F, inner superior subfield 
Fld. 2F, i1U1er nasal subfield 
Fld. 2F, i1U1er inferior subfield 
Fld. 2F, inner temporal subfield 
Fld. 2F, outer superior subfield 
Fld. 2F, outer nasal subfield 
Fld. 2F, outer inferior subfield 
Fld. 2F, outer temporal subfield 
Fld. 2F, far temporal subfield 

fluoresceln leakage (0,1,2,3,4,5,7,8) 

Fld. 2F, central point 
Fld. 2F, central subfield 
Fld. 2F, i1U1er superior subfield 
Fld. 2F, inner nasal subfield 
Fld. 2F, inner inferior subfield 
Fld. 2F, inner temporal subfield 
Fld. 2F, outer superior subfield 
Fld. 2F. outer nasal subfield 
Fld. 2F, outer inferior subfield 
Fld. 21. outer temporal subfield 
rld. 21. far temporal subfield 

lllOUI'C8 Of leakage (0,1,2,3,4,5,7,8) 

Fld. 21. central subfield 
. r!d. 21. inner superior subfield 

Fld. 2F, inner nasal subfield 
Fld. 2F, inner inferior subfield 
Fld. 21, inner temporal subfield 
Fld. 2F, outer superior subfield 
Fld. 2F, outer nasal subfield 
Fld. 2F, outer inferior subfield 
Fld. 2F, outer temporal subfield 
Fld. 2F, far temporal subfield 

(0,1.2.3,4,5,7,8) 
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96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 

106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 

117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 

128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 

cystoid changes (0,1,2,3,7,8) 

Fld. 2F, central subfield 
Fld. 2F, inner superior subfield 
Fld. 2F, inner nasal subfield 
Fld. 2F, inner inferior subfield 
Fld. 2F, inner tl!lllpOral subfield 
Fld. 2F, outer superior subfield 
Fld. 2F, outer nasal subfield 
Fld. 2F' outer inferior subfield 
Fld. 2F, outer tl!lllpOral subfield 
Fld. 2F, far temporal subfield 

focal narrowing of arterioles (0,1,2,3,7,8) 

Fld. 2F, inner superior subfield 
Fld. 2F, inner nasal subfield 
Fld. 2F, inner inferior subfield 
Fld. 2F, inner temporal subfield 
Fld· 2F, outer superior subfield 
Fld. 2F, outer nasal subfield 
Fld. 2F, outer inferior subfield 
Fld- 2F, outer temporal subfield 
Fld 0 2F. far tl!lllpOral subfield 
Fld. 2F, other area 
Fld. lF 

narrowing/pruning of arterioles co.1.2,3,7,e) 

Fld. 2F, inner superior subfield 
Fld· 2F, inner nasal subfield 
Fld· 2F, inner inferior subfield 
Fld. 2F, inner temporal 5ubfield 
Fld- 2F, outer superior subfield 
Fld· 2F. outer nasal subfield 
Fld. 21, outer inferior subfield 
Fld- 2F, outer temporal subfield 
Fld· 2F, far temporal subfield 
Fld· 2F, other area 
Fld. lF 

staining/broadening of arterioles (0,1,2,J,7,8) 

Fld· 2F, inner superior subfield 
Fld· 2F. inner nasal subfield 
Fld 0 2F, inner inferior subfield 
Fld· 2F. inner temporal subfield 
Fld. 2F, outer superior subfield 
Fld. 2F, outer nasal subfield 
Fld· 2F, outer inferior subfield 
Fld- 2F, outer tl!lllpOral subfield 
Fld· 2F, far temporal subfield 
Fld 0 2F, other area 
Fld· lF 
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139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 

150 
151 
152 
153 

154-155 
156-157 

contour of arterioles co.1.2,3,7,8) 

Fld. 2F, inner superior subfield 
Fld. 2F, inner nasal subfield 
Fld. 2F, inner inferior subfield 
Fld. 2F, inner temporal subfield 
Fld. 2F, outer superior subfield 
Fld. 2F, outer nasal subfield 
Fld- 2F, outer inferior subfield 
Fld- 2F, outer temporal subfield 
Fld. 2F, far temporal subfield 
Fld- 2F, other area 
Fld- lF 

other abnormalities co.1.2.8) 

fll 1 \ng delay 
cOOt"oidal leakage 
mcular l'l:lle 
other 

count of microaneurysms (O,Q,1 ... 11,88) 

Fld- 2F 
Fld- lF 

Simmacy Infornatsgn 

161 
162-163 

164 
165 

166 
167-168 

169 
170-171 

172 
173-174 

capillary loss. all subfields of Fld. 2F plus lF 

aax 1.mJm grade 
number of subfields w1 th DBXiDlllD ( 1 .. -11) 

capillary loss. center and inner subfields of Fld· 2F 

aax 1.mJm grade 
number of subfields vi th mxlnLml (1 ••• 5) 

capillary dilatation, all subfields of Fld- 2F plus lF 

mx!Jlum grade 
number of subfields with mx!Jlum (1 .•• 11) 

retinal pigment epithelial abnormlities, all subfields of Fld. 2F 

aaxl.DD grade 
number of subfields with maxi.DD grade (1 .. -10) 

fluorescein leakage, all subfields of Fld. 2F 

mxlmm grade 
number of subfields with mxi.m.Jm (1. · .10) 
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175 
176 

177 
178-179 

180 
181-182 

183 
184 

185 
186-187 

188 
189-190 

191 
192-193 

194 
195-196 

fluoresceln leakage, center and lnner subflelds of Fld. 2F 

maxiaum grade 
number of subflelds with llBXlm.Jm grade (1 ... 5) 

source of leakage (percent of leakage from microaneurysms), 
all subflelds of Fld. 2F 

maxl111.1111 grade (code ·5· ignored) 
number of subflelds with aaxllll.ml grade (1 ... 10) 

cystoid changes, all subflelds of Fld. 2F excludlng central subfleld 

maxiaum grade 
number of subflelds with llBXllll.ml grade (1 ... 9) 

cystold changes, lnner subflelds, excluding central subfield 

llBXlDum grade 
number of subflelds with llBXlDum grade (1 ... 4) 

focal narrowing of arterloles, all subfields of Fld. 2F plus Fld- lF 

mxlDum grade 
number of subfields with llBXllll.ml grade (1 ... 12*) 

narrowing/pruning of arterioles, all subflelds of Fld. 2F plus Fld. lF 

1111Xiaum grade 
number of subflelds with 1111Xllll.ml grade (1 ... 11) 

stalning/broadenlng of arterioles, all subflelds of Fld. 2F plus lF 

1111X1.m.ml grade 
number of subfields with aaxl..Dum grade (1 ... 12*) 

contour of arterioles, all subfields of Fld· 2F plus Fld. lF 

mx l.Jlaml grade 
number of subfields with mxl..Dum grade (1 ..• 12•) 

ccunt of microaneurysms (O,Q,l ••• 11,88) 

197-198 total for eye 

other information 
199-200 analographic quality 

201-206 date anglograms recelved at ccau (lllllddyy) 

207-209 blank.a 

210 correction code: 0 •original, 1-9 • sequence number of correction 
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*Code 3 in Field lF denotes definite presence in t1o0 subfields. 
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SCL-90-R 
Name: T echnician: 

Location: Visit No.: 

Ag11: Sex: M ___ F _D1•: Remarils: 

INSTRUCTIONS 

I dent. N 

DCCT Form 035.1 
Page 1 of 2 

o. 

Mode: S·R Nar --- --

Below is 1 list of problems and complaints that people sometimes haw. Read each orn1 can!fully, and lll!lect one ot the 
numbe~d descripton that best describes HOW MUCH c:~COMFORT THAT PROBLEM HAS CAUSED YOU CURING 
THE PAST INCLUDING TOOAV. Place that num~r in the open block to the right of 1tie proble!T!. Oo 
not skip any items, and print your number clearly. If you chang11 your mind, erue your fint number completely. Read the 
example below before beginning. and if you have any questions pie- ask the technician. 

EXAMPLE 
0..CriP" .... Oncriino" 

HOW MUCH WERE YOU DISTRESSED BY: ONot 11 Ill HOW MUCH WERE YOU OISTRESSEO BY: 0 No1" all 

1 A lin .. bit 1 Alini.11i1 ....._, 
2Mocllrllft"r 2 M-..aly 

Ex. Body Aches ... , .•...... EL [!] 3Qui••llit 3 Qu1tl I bit 
I Ein,..nwlv • e ...... ,..,Y 

....... 



NOTE.  The holder of the copyright for the "Symptoms Checklist 90, revised (SCL-90r)" did not grant permission to reproduce 
this form.  Persons interested in reviewing copies of this form should contact Pearsons at: www.pearsonassessments.com.  In 

the following pages we summarize the variables included in the DCCT dataset derived using this form. 



VARIABLES DESCRIPTION
fsasdate Form date as SAS date value
form DCCT form number
cevsitno Follow-up visit number
agegrp Patient's age group (1=adult, 2=adolescent)
age Patient's age
testage Patient's age at time of test, based on visit
sex Patient's gender (form 001); M=Male;F=Female
mask_pat Patient ID number
cewindow Visit held within time window, 1=YES

tscanx T-score - anxiety
tscdep T-score - depression
tschos T-score - hostility
tscint T-score - interpersonal sensitivity
tscobs T-score - obsessive-compulsive behavior
tscpar T-score - paranoid ideation
tscpho T-score - phobic anxiety
tscpsy T-score - psychoticism
tscsom T-score - somatization
tscgsi T-score - global severity index
tscpsdi T-score - positive symptom - distress index
tscpst T-score - positive symptom - total
pst Positive symptoms - total
psdi Positive symptoms - distress index
naddi Number of questions answered - additional items
nanx Number of questions answered - anxiety
ndep Number of questions answered - depression
nhos Number of questions answered - hostility
nint Number of questions answered - interpersonal sensitivity
nobs Number of questions answered - obsessive - compuls
npar Number of questions answered - paranoid ideation
npho Number of questions answered - phobic anxiety
npsy Number of questions answered - psychoticism
nsom Number of questions answered - somatization
ntotal Number of questions answered - total
totaddi Total score - additional item(s)
totanx Total score - anxiety
totdep Total score - depression
tothos Total score - hostility
totint Total score - interpersonal sensitivity
totobs Total score - obsessive-compulsive
totpar Total score - paranoid ideation
totpho Total score - phobic anxiety
totpsy Total score - psychoticism
totsom Total score - somatization
total Total score - 90 items
rawaddi Raw score - additional item
rawanx Raw score - anxiety
rawdep Raw score - depression

Scale and Subscale Scores



rawhos Raw score - hostility
rawint Raw score - interpersonal sensitivity
rawobs Raw score - obsessive-compulsive
rawpar Raw score - paranoid ideation
rawpho Raw score - phobic anxiety
rawpsy Raw score - psychoticism
rawsom Raw score - somatization

ceq1 distressed by headaches
ceq2 distressed by nervousness or shakiness inside
ceq3 distressed by repeated unpleasant thoughts
ceq4 distressed by feeling faint or dizzy
ceq5 distressed by loss of sexual interest/pleasure
ceq6 distressed by feeling critical of others
ceq7 distressed by the idea that someone else controls thoughts
ceq8 distressed by feeling others are to blame for most troubles
ceq9 distressed by trouble remembering things
ceq10 distressed by worried about sloppiness or carelessness
ceq11 distressed by feeling easily annoyed
ceq12 distressed by pains in heart/chest
ceq13 distressed by feeling afraid in open spaces or on street
ceq14 distressed by feeling low in energy - slowed down
ceq15 distressed by suicidal thoughts
ceq16 distressed by hearing voices that others do not hear
ceq17 distressed by trembling
ceq18 distressed by feeling that most people cannot be trusted
ceq19 distressed by poor appetite
ceq20 distressed by crying easily
ceq21 distressed by feeling shy or uneasy with opposite sex
ceq22 distressed by feelings of being trapped
ceq23 distressed by being suddenly scared for no reason
ceq24 distressed by temper outbursts you could not control
ceq25 distressed by feeling afraid to leave the house alone
ceq26 distressed by blaming yourself for things
ceq27 distressed by pains in lower back
ceq28 distressed by feeling blocked in getting things done
ceq29 distressed by feeling lonely
ceq30 distressed by feeling blue
ceq31 distressed by worrying too much about things
ceq32 distressed by feeling no interest in things
ceq33 distressed by feeling fearful
ceq34 distressed by your feelings being easily hurt
ceq35 distressed by other people being aware of your private thoughts
ceq36 distressed by feeling others do not understand you or are unsympathetic
ceq37 distressed by feeling that people are unfriendly or dislike you
ceq38 distressed by having to do things very slowly to do them correctly
ceq39 distressed by heart pounding or racing
ceq40 distressed by nausea or up-set stomach

Individual questions (CEQ1 - CEQ90) ask about extent of distress caused by 90 factors.
Responses are coded: 0=not at all; 1=a little;2=moderately;
3=quite a bit; 4=extremely



ceq41 distressed by feeling inferior to others
ceq42 distressed by muscle soreness
ceq43 distressed by feeling watched and talked about by others
ceq44 distressed by trouble falling asleep
ceq45 distressed by having to check and double-check what you do
ceq46 distressed by difficulty making decisions
ceq47 distressed by feeling afraid to travel on buses / subways / trains
ceq48 distressed by trouble catching your breath
ceq49 distressed by hot or cold spells
ceq50 distressed by having to avoid certain things / places / activities because they frighten you
ceq51 distressed by your mind going blank
ceq52 distressed by numbness and tingling in parts of your body
ceq53 distressed by a lump in your throat
ceq54 distressed by feeling hopeless about the future
ceq55 distressed by trouble concentrating
ceq56 distressed by feeling weak in parts of your body
ceq57 distressed by feeling tense or keyed up
ceq58 distressed by heavy feelings in your arms or legs
ceq59 distressed by thoughts of death or dying
ceq60 distressed by overeating
ceq61 distressed by feeling uneasy when people are watching or talking about you
ceq62 distressed by having thoughts that are not your own
ceq63 distressed by having urges to beat / injure / or harm someone
ceq64 distressed by awakening in the early morning
ceq65 distressed by having to repeat the same action -- such as touching / counting / washing
ceq66 distressed by sleep that is restless or disturbed
ceq67 distressed by having urges to break or smash things
ceq68 distressed by having ideas or believes that others do not share
ceq69 distressed by feeling very self-conscious with others
ceq70 distressed by feeling uneasy in crowds -- e.g. in shopping areas or at a movie
ceq71 distressed by feeling everything is an effort
ceq72 distressed by spells of terror or panic
ceq73 distressed by feeling uncomfortable about eating or drinking in public
ceq74 distressed by getting into frequent arguments
ceq75 distressed by feeling nervous when left alone
ceq76 distressed by others not giving proper credits for your achievements
ceq77 distressed by feeling lonely even when you are with people
ceq78 distressed by feeling so restless you could not sit still
ceq79 distressed by feelings of worthlessness
ceq80 distressed by the feeling that something bad is going to happen to you
ceq81 distressed by shouting or throwing things
ceq82 distressed by feeling afraid you will faint in public
ceq83 distressed by feeling that people will take advantage of you if you let them
ceq84 distressed by having thoughts about sex that bother you a lot
ceq85 distressed by the idea that you should be punished for sins
ceq86 distressed by thoughts or images of a frightening nature
ceq87 distressed by the idea that something serious is wrong with your body
ceq88 distressed by never feeling close to another person
ceq89 distressed by feelings of guilt
ceq90 distressed by the idea that something is wrong with your mind
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1111:1 qi.11ti"""'2iN ii tc- !>1 °"""'?1t1d b)i t"' 1tMd;1 ~i.eipa..t ciwr\119 tltl baHH"' 1'i1it, Gt t~ .. firs: ar.= 
••Cl1'14 qi.czri1r?# lndpoi"t vi1it1, 111>14 '"'11'li 1-i.1: "'°"tha tli.r•czft1r. 

A. 

A ~ of tlri• foFWI i.1 to ,,. llO!t to tis. lJCCT C"oor-dinati"6 CIO!tll' i" tlil .., .. u!' foFWll 1111:1iHP19. 

INFORMATION TO IE SUPPLIED BY CLINIC COORDINATOR: 

1. C11n1c lhllnber: 

2. P1t1ent lD Nlllllber: 

3. P1t1ent's ln1t11ls: 

'· Toc11y's Dlte: 

CD._. 
______ I 1-11 

.__...._ ........... ! .,_ .. 
~11-11 

s. If th1s 1s 1 b111l1ne v1s1t, check here: 0 11 

Dthtl"W1s1, (1) spec1fy .tl1ch follow-up v1s1t this 11: [O 11
-

11 

110 res 
(t1) Is the vfs1t being held w1t.,1n tlle t11111 window? Q Q 1

" 

DIRECTIONS: R•Gd •~Ii •t.czt-t om.f\<ZZ11. P7A11H iridieau '1ow 1ati.afi1d t1P diu11ti1fi.1d 11"" ~r.:!;:. ID'9 

w-£t'1 w cq•~ of lfOID' Hf• tI.1mkd i." t'11 nczt-t. c-... ci~ rlJ tJ.1 !ioz tliat ciorrnp01\d.8 to '1o~· 1c:~1;~.: 
or diutzti.1fi1d II"" f•I?. :Mn GN "° r\g'1t or ~ llPIA>n'I io tli.H qwstioow. lr'1 GH i."t•N1u: i." 110..zo 
opi:mo.a. 

S.t1sf1ed D1sut1sffed 

Wtrr Moder1tely .!!!ll!!!! Moderately Ve:-x 

Al. How 11t1sfied ll't you w1th \lit 111Dunt of ti• 1t takes D D D Q 0 to •111;1 JOUr d11betts? 

AZ. How 11t1sf1td ll't JOU wftll \lit 111Du11t of tf• you D D D Q Q spend gett1ng ctieckups? 

A3. How ut1sf1td ll't JOU w1th Ult t1N 1t takes to D Q 0 Q Q cltt11"111M JOUr sugar level? 

.... Haw ut1sfflcl art JOU with JOUr curTt11t tre1U111nt? D [] D Q Q 
AS. Haw 11tfsf1 lcl I rt ;rou w1 tll tlll fl 1111II11 f t.1 JOU 111¥1 D Q 0 Q Q t11 10V" dltt? 

Al. Mow 11thf1lcl ire :rou w1th the llurdlft your d11llett1 
11 p11c1ng 011 JOUr f111111? D D D Q Q 

A7. HDw ut1sf1lcl art ;rou w1tll JOUr ll11GWltdg1 a~t ;rour D 0· D Cl Q d11llett1? 

JI 

u 

17 

II 

JI 

II 

II 



Patient ID 

Speaking genera11y: 

AS. How satisfied are you with your 11eep? 

A9. How satisfied ere you with your social relltionships 
1nd friendships? 

AlO. How satisfied are you with your sex 11ft? 

All. How satisfied are you with your work, scl!Qol, 1nd 
household activities? 

A12. How satisfied are you with the 1ppe1rance of your 
body? 

A13. How sathfftd are you with the tline you spend exercising? 

A14. How satisfied art you with your leisure ti111t? 

AlS. How satisfied are you with life in general? 

Answer the next questions if you attend school: 

Al&. How satisfied are you with your perfo""8nce in 
1Choo1? 

A17. How satisfied are you with how your class11111tes 
treat yo11? 

All. Now satisfied art you with your attendance In 
school? 

Everyone answer the next question: 

Satisfied 

DCCT Form 036. 1 
Page 2 of 5 

Dfsutisfied 
Very Moderate1y ~ Moderately Y!!:t. 

D ·o D CJ Qu 

D D D Q Q11 

D D D Q Qh 

D D D Q Q11 

D D D Ci Qu 
D D D Q Qu 
0 D D CJ Q11 

D D D CJ Q11 

0 D D Q D·· 

0 D D Q Q•1 

D D D CJ Q•2 

All. COll!Plrtd to othlr persons your age, would you s11 your tt.alttl Is: (0..'1k -) 

Eacellent 0" 
5ood D 
hlr D 
Poor D 



P1t1ent ID DCCT Fa"" 036. 1 
Page 3 of S 

8. DIRECTIONS: R11:ad ecic:~ U~t.,,,,,,t ~•f1<l?J!. Pieciu indieau lioi.> oftwn tlie fotlovi"'l irv~u ~e•. to 
If""· CM.:~ (/) th• CZ!'i"1'apl'"ic::1 boz. 11le:re llN "° Piilit o:r lolN"lg .:Ma".Je:rl to tlieu q1<Ht~. lr'e Cll'Q 

int•.,..•t•d in lft;MZ" O]:'iniar.. 

Bl. How often do you feel pain associated with the tr1at111tnt 
for your diabetes? 

12. How often are you emb1rr1ssed by h1vtn9 to deal with your 
d1abetes tn pub11c? 

94. How ofttn do you feel phystc111y 1117 

85. How ofttn does your diabetes 1nterftre w1th your fam11y 
11ft? 

86. How often do you hive a bid 111ghts sleep? 

87. HOOi often do you find your d1abetes 11m1ting your social 
T'tlattonsh1ps and frtendshtps? 

18. How often do you feel good about yourself? 

81. How often do you feel 1'1Str1cted by your d1et7 

110. Mow often does your d11btt1S 1nterftrw •1th your 111. 
11fe7 

111. Mow often does your diabetes keep you frQlll dr1v1ng •car 
or ustng a machine (for 1aampl1, I typewriter)? 

l\Z. How ofttfl dots your d1 a bites 1 nterfere w1 tl'I .rour 
1Hrt1s1ng? 

813. How often do )'Ou m111 work, scllo01 or llousellold 
dut111 because of 10ur d11bltes? 

114. Maw often do you f1nd yourstlf 11.pl11n1ng wtlat ft 
.. ans to hive d11bltts? 

115. Now ofttn do 10u ftnd t111t )'OUr d1abltts interrupts 
tour letsurw tf .. 1ct1v1t11s? 

Very S-· A11 the 
!!!:!!!: ~ !1!!U ~ ..!1!!L 

0 

D 
D 
D 

D 
0 

D 
0 
o· 
D 

0 

0 

D 

D 

D 

0 

D 
D 
D 

D 

D 
D 
D 

Q 

Q 

D 
Q 

DD Q 
o·o o 
0 D Q 

Q D Q 

DD D 

DD Q 

DD Q 

DD Q 

D 0 Q 

DD 0 

DD 0 

D .. 
D .. 
0 ., 

0 .. 
0 .. 

D IO 

0 II 

Ou 

o· .. 
D .. 

D II 

D II 

D., 

0 II 

-· ..... ~ .. 

" T • .-



OCCT Form 036. 1 
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I. (Continued) 

Some- il11 the 
~ ~ !.i.!!J. ~ ---lliL 

116. How often do you tell others about your diabetes? 0 D D D D .. 
117. How often ire you teased bec1use you hive di1betes? 0 D D 0 D u 

BIB. How often do you feel that bet1use of your d11betes 0 D D D D you go to the bathroom 111Dre than others? u 

819. How often do you find you eat SOllllthing you shouldn't 
0 D D D D rather thin tell someone that you have diabetes? u 

820. How often do you hide f POlll others the fact that you are 
D D D D D II hiving 1n tnsu11n reaction? 

Answer the 111xt questions if you attend school: 

121. How often do you find that your dfat>etes prevents you 
fl'Oll! partfc1patfng 1n school act1v1tfes (for e11mple, 
befng actfve in 1 school play, being on 1 sports team, 0 D D Q 0 •• being 1n 1 school band, etc. )7 

122. How often do you find that your d11betes prevents you 0 D D Q D II fn111 going out to e1t with your school friends? 

123. Haw often do you f .. 1 thlt your di1betes 1s 11~1t1ng 
your cal'ftr or what you w111 bt able to do tn the D D D Q D future? II 

Answer the neat quest tons tf you a!'I 1 hing with your 
111rents: 

12•. How often do you find that your Pll'lnts a!'I too 0 D D 0 D " protacthe of you? 

125. Now often do you fffl that your pa!'lnts WO"Y 0 D D D D too .,ch about 1our d11bet11? .. 
126. Now often do you find that clo11 f1111f11 le!'/bers, 

(for 1xample, brothers, 1t1ters, cousins), te1se D D D D D It you about your d11bltes? 

127. Now oft1t1 do you find thlt your parents act 111r.e D D D D D " diabetes h lh11!. disuse, not yours? 

""'· 
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Patient ID 

c. DIRECTIONS: Ra~ 10=1' atat,,,,rit t:arafi.IZ!I· Ft.CIH i..dic:ou lw.: oft8" t"• fo!tM";IJ 11.18"U liaf?"" to .Y""•· 
Cllac:lc (IJ t"• or;rop,..;ot• Ii=. 'tli•N ~ "" rig"t or -e =nr_..,., to ti.au q11.e1tW1"1a. If tli• qi..u:~~ 
u PIQt N~: to !1'71<, o"ac:J: "°"•a;:pHc:i:bl•, 

Does llOt Some· A11 the 
•eeix !!.!!r ~ !1!!!. Qll!! ~ 

Cl. How often do you worry about whether you w1ii get 0 D D D 0 D •uTieCI? 71 

CZ. How often do you won-y about whether you win D D 0 D D D 7Z llave children? 

r1. How often do you worry about whether you will llOt D 0 D D D D " get e job you •ant? 

C4. How often do you worry about whether you w111 pan out? D 0 D D D D ,. 

cs. How often do you worry about whether you w111 be 0 D 0 D D 0 ,. 
denied insurance? 

Cl. How often do you won"y 1bout whether you •111 be Ible 0 D D D D 0 to COftlPltte your education? " 
C7. How often do 111u -worry about whether you wfl 1 11i ss 0 0 D D 0 0 work? " 
CB. How often do you worry •bout whether you will be Ible D 0 D D D 0,. to \Ike a vacation or a trip? 

C!I. How often do you worry that your body iooks df fftl'ent 0 D D D Q D " blc1use you lltve diabetes? 

C10. How often do you WOTTJ tllat you w111 1et ccmip1fcat1ons 0 0 0 0 D D .. fl'Olll .rour diabetes? 

t11. How often do you worry about wtiether soineone w111 0 0 D 0 D D II not go out with you because you lltve diabetes? 

Answer tllt nut quest111111 tf you attelld school: 

C1Z. How oft.ii do you woTTy tllat .rour U1ch1rs t"lt JOU 0 D 0 D D D dtff1"nt1y because of your diabetes? 12 

cu. How oft1n do you worry that 70ur diabetes w111 
disrupt something you curl'ently are doing 111 school 
(for 1xam;il1, 1ct in 1 play, continue 011 1 spol"ts 0 D D D Q 0 II teu, bl 111 thl school bend, ttc. )? 

C14. Ibo oft111 do you 1«1"7 tNt blcauH of your d1abttts 
you are btfltlld 111 terms of dlt1n,, goln1 to parties, 0 0 0 0 Q Q ... llld k11pfn9 llP w1UI your friends 





['1tta~;s~. . Complications 
Trial 

September 15, 1992 
DCCT Form 037.J 

Peg• I of 2 

DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Nerve Conduction Studies 

Pellant• •hould be •chaduled one to two hours after a raguler meal. Outpatient• •hould be •Chadulad at laeat JO minute• before 
the actuel teat In order to eccollllllOdeta to the temperature of the leboretory. 

Sarlal atudlea on eny one patient ahould be performed under the direct aupervlalon or the aeme trelnad electromyogrephar (M.D.). 

Nerve conduction studies In the lndlvldual patients should be performed under slmllar tamparetura conditions, •• close as 
poaa\ble. If nec•••ary. the eatremtty should be hbJted to the temperature of the prev,ous eaamtnattan. Temperature measurements 
are performed wtth aurface thermtatora throughout. The temperature ta recorded before and after th• actual nerve conduction study 
In aecn nerve, and Doth veluaa era reported. Note that the nerve conduction valocltlaa should be reported•• tne ectually recordaa 
values without tampereture corrections. · 

If any sensory or motor response la ebsent, enter •oo.o• for emplltuda and "NA" for letancy and conduction valoclty. 
reaponae la absent. enter •NA- for f-•ave latency. 

A, 

Send a copy of this form to the Coordinating Canter In the weakly forms mall Ing. 

IDENTIFYING INFORMATION 

I. Cllnlc Number l_l_I 5-8 

2. Pellant ID Humber l_l_l_l_l_I 7-11 

J. Petlant'a lnltlela l_l_l_I 12-14 

4. Dete of Studies 1 __ 1 __ 1 __ 1 
Month Day Year 

15-20 

5. If• beaellna vlalt, check her•• I) 21 

Olharwlaa, (I) •pacify which 
follow-up vl•lt thl• la1 

(II) la the visit being held 
within the time window? 

8. Date of Birth 

l_l_I 22-23 

Ho 
( I) 

Yea 
( 2) 24 

I I I 25-Jo 
Month Day Vear 

7. Indicate patient•• dominant aide 
Left 
( I) 

Right 
( 2) 31 

B. NERVE SITES (ALL OF THE FOLLOWING TESTS SHOULD 
BE PERFORMED ON THE INDICATED DOMINANT SIDE) 

I. Madlen Nerve Motor Conduction 

Wrlat-abd. ~- ~- ~ 

•> Distance (mm) l_l_l_I 
b) Latency to onaet (maec) 1_1_1.1_1 

c) Amp I I tuda (mv) 1_1_1.1_1 
(beset In• to negative peek) 

F-Wava-Wrlat 

d) Letancy (shortest of 8 - maec) 1_1_1.1_1 

Elbo•-•rlat 

a) Temperature bafura (C degree•) 1_1_1.1_1 

f) Distance (elbow to wrl•t - 111111) l_l_l_I 
g) Letancy to onset (maac) 1_1_1.1_ I 

h) Conduction Valoclty (m/sac) 1_1_1.1_1 

I) Amplitude (mV) 1_1_1.1_ I 
(Dasallna to nagetlva peak) 

J) Temperature after (C degrees) 1_1_1.1_1 

If the F-

32-34 

35-38 

39-42 

43-48 

47-50 

51-53 

54-57 

58-61 

62-65 

66-69 



Patlant ID 

2. Median Harv& Saneory Conduction (orthodromlc) 

~ 11-•rht 

e) Tamperatura before (C degraea) 

b) Dletance (mm) 

cl Latency to oneet (meec) 
(Hot peak) 

d) Conduction Velocity (m/eec) 

e) Amplitude ( V) 
(baaallne to negative peek) 

f) Temperature after (C degraea) 

3. Peroneel Herve Motor Conduction 

Ankle-e•t. !!.!JI. ~-

e) Dlatanca (mm) 

b) Latency to on•et (maec) 

c) Amplltuda (mV) 
(b•••llne to nagettve peak) 

~ E.!J?· !.!.!!..-ankle 

d) Tamperatura before IC degree•) 

e) Dl•tanca (kn•• to ankla - nn) 

f) Latancy to onset (m•ec) 

g) Conduction Velocity (m/•ec) 

h) Amplitude (mV) 
(b•••llne to negative peek) 

I) Temperature after (C degree•) 

F-weve-Ankla 

J) Latency (•hortest of 8 - msec) 

1_1_1.1_1 70-73 

l_l_l_I 74-78 

1.1 I 77-80 

_1.1_1 81-84 

_l_I 85-88 

1_1_1.1_1 87-90 

I __ l_I_ I 91-93 

1_1.1_1 94-97 

1_1_1.1_1 98-101 

1_1_1.1_1 102-105 

l_l_l_I 106-108 

1_1_1.1_1 109-112 

1.1 _I 113-116 

1.1 I 111-120 

1.1 I 121-124 

1.1 I 125-128 

DCCT for• 037.2 Page 2 or 2 

4. Surel Sensory Conduction 

Calf-lateral malleoua (14 cm pro•lmal 
to the active electrode) -

a) Temperature before (C degreaa) 

b) Dlatance (nm) 

c) Latency to onaet (m•ac) 
(!!!!_! peek) 

d) Conduction Velocity (•l•ac) 

al Amplltuda ( V) 
(beaallna to negative paek) 

f) Temperature after (C degree&) 

T~pe or print name 
of el•ctromyographer: 

1_1_1.1_1 

l_l_l_I 
1_1_1.1_1 

1_1_1.1_1 

l_l_I 

1_1_1.1_1 

Certlflcatlun 
Humber (If any I 

129-132 

133-135 

136-139 

140-143 

144-145 

146-149 

1_1_1-1_1_1 150-153 

Type or print nema of Cllnlc Coordlnator1 

1_1_1-1_1_1 164-167 

' ) 
,) 

'\~ ·~ 



,..). 
~ .. 
~ : 

P•ll•nt ID~~~~~~~ 

0. EXCLUSION C~lfEAIA 

I, W•• • STOP condition l••Cluelan 
crllerlon) r•ached on th• ••••tine 
••dtcal Hl•tor• and Phi•tcat 
(• .. ln•llan farei (OCCT Par• OOJ)1 

2. D•t• of DCCT farei 0021 

3. W•• lh• pell•nt ••clud•d an th• b••I• al • STOP condition on the 
Localli-Perror .. d Urln•ly•I• •nd 
Urln• Cultur• for• (OCCT far• DOii 
or be,au•• of a renal condtttan7 

•. oet• of occr for• ODl1 

I. ••• th• patl•nt ••Cludad on the 
ba•I• al a STOP condition an th• 
Loca111-P•rfor .. d Blood Couol and 
Ch••latry For• (DCCT Far• OD•) or 
bec•u•• of a blood condition? 

I. D•t• of DCCT Par• D0•1 

Nat 
No Yea Don• 

STOP 
( I) I J) ( 31 

liinih Day Ye•r 

Hal 
Ho Y•• Done 

STOP 
I 11 ( JI I JI 

iiOniii o.y ve.r 

Nol 
Ho Y•• Oone 

STOP 
I I) ( JI ( 31 

lliiniii D•y V.•r 
1. Wera Iha followlng •P•Cl .. na eent to the 

Central Bloch .. tatri Laborator•? 

a) Serum for C-paptld•. cholaatarol 
and creat: I nine 

11 vn, 

ti D••• coll•ct•d1 

llJ Accaaalon n....-.er1 

Cp •nd Cpl -

Ill) Ar• th••• r•l•k• •P•Cl .. n•1 

Iv) Ta your •no•l•de•. ••• th• 
pelt•nl eaclud•d ~ lo• 
•• ,._. welue7 

b) Urtne and ••rum for renal aludl•• 

If Y(S, 

tJ O•t• cotlecled1 

./ 

Mo Ye• 
( I) ( 2) 

iOnih o.,- v • .-r 

Ho Y•a 
( I) ( 2) 

Ho v .. 
STOP 

( II ( 2) 

Na YH 

• I) ( 21 

iiOnih DeY VeAr 

DCCT Par• D38.2 P•Q• 2 of 3 

ti) -cc•••lon number1 

S •nd U -

1111 Ar•'th••• r•t•k• •P•ct .. n•7 

Iv) To ~our kno•l•dO•. "1f•• the 
pa1tent ••eluded du• to a 
renal value7 

I. ••• a blood apect .. n •ant to the 
He..aglobln Ale Laboralory1 

If YES, 

a) Dale cotlected1 

b) Acc•••lon numtt•r1 H • 

cl I• lhla • r•l•k• •P•cl .. n? 

d) To rour ~no•edge. ••• 1n. peltent 
••clud•d du• la lh• HDAlc v•lue7 

9. ••• the patient ••eluded on the 
ba•I• or •STOP condition on the 
Oaaelln• Ophlhal•t~ E• .. tnatlan 
and Ocular History for• 
IOCCT for• 00811 

10. D•t• of DtCT for• 0011 

II. ••re lundu• atareophotogrepha (or 
adequate qualttv) •ent to the 
Cenlr•I Ophthal.alogtc Reading Unltl 

If YES, 

a) Data photoa •ere .. .,., 

----
No ..... 

I I) ( 2) 

Na Y•• 
SfOP 

( I) I 2) 

No Y•e 
( II ( 21 

iiintti Oa;- Yeir 

-
No Y•9 

• I) ( 21 

No Ye• 
STOP 

( II ( 21 

Not 
Na Y•a Done 

STOP 
( I) I 21 ( 3) 

ilo'nih OaY Year 

No ..... 
( II I 2) 

iGnih o.v Yeir 

b) Acceaatan nUlllber1 f -

Ho Y•a 
c) 11 thte a reread of th••• phata17 ( II ( 21 

di To your kno•lado•. ••• th• patient 
••eluded due to • f lndlng b~ th• No ..... 
Central OphlhalWtOlogtc R••dlng STOP 
Unll7 I 11 ( 21 



Ftf!"PE=. 
&:l~Trial DIABflES CDNTAOL AND COllPLICATIOHS TAIAL, 

fllglbllllr and f•clualan Ch•ckllal 

P•bru•r• 11, 1919 
DCCT Far• 038.1 

P•e• I of 3 

If• pal lent wolunlaar •PP••r• lo be allglblle on Iha baala of Iha lnlllal rawl•• IDCCT Por• 0011. tfla Trlal Coardlnatar ahould 
tMigln co-.:tl•tlng tht• ctwc~llat for th• P•ttent. Th• checkll•t •U11111111rl••• the reault• of ••cft of the pre-raNlomlaatlon ellglblllty 
.adule• •nd docu.enla the P•tl•nt"a •llglbllty or tnellgtbllll~. Reeult• of th• b•••lln• ••••lnetlona. If P•rfor .. d. •nd ao .. of 
the ellglblltty ••--•n•tlona •hlch •r• given late In the acreenlng progra• ere aun.artzed on the Aend ... l•atlon Report COCCI For• 
01 I). 1 r a bo• .. rked .. STOP• la checked. the pal lent la lnel lg Ible fDr lh• aludr1 cont lnue ta co.pl el• Iha rar• ao thet ther• •I I I 
be a cQ91Plete record of •hlch avelu•tlon• •era done end •h•I the reaull• ••r•. If • pallenl •• r••••rted elt•r b•lng ••eluded. the 
patient ehould be 9lv•n • n•• ID MUlllber •nd th• prevloue 10 Nu-.er ehould b• cod•d In Section 8 to factlttel• lr•c~lng re•l•rla. 

One• tne to.-. ha• been CD11pleted. e•nd th• ortgtnal to the Coordtn•llng Center In th• •••kl' forw1e .. tltng. l•t•tn e cDPW In th• 
cllnlc ft lee. Ihle for•!!!:!.!.!. be on ftl• •I th• Coordln•tlng Center before• P•tl•nt .. Y be rendo•taed. 

A. IO!NTIPYING INFORllATIDH 

I, Cltnlc NUlllber 

1. Pallant ID N....,.r 

3. Patient'• Initial• 

•. D•t• thl• rarmo atartad1 

&. Date tor• C"'"Pl•t•d1 

e. P•llent'• d•I• er blr1h1 

1. Pallant•• gand•r1 

B. PAfVIOUS SCAffNING 

li<iniii D•• -v.;r 

li<iniii "liar -Vair 

iiDnih De, Yamr 

llala Fa-le 
C II I 1) 

I. I•,.,. patient• "reatert,• I.• .• •••Iha No Yaa 

!-: 

( . 

patient prewlDUalr acra-d tor allglbllltr? I I) ( 2) 

1. 

3. 

•• 

Prevtoue ID N~er1 

PrevlDua lnlll•la1 

••••on for not tMtng enroll•d1 

C. INfOAMlO COllSfHT 

1. Ooea I~• patient df'd•r•tand r....,._ 
•••tgnmient end doea h•l•h• •er•• t• 
be r•ndomlr •••lgned to either 
traat .. nl group? ISEI QUESTION D.I 
OH DCCT FORM D•71 

2, Old th• pattant alan tha ftral 
lnfor .. d Con••nl for•. gtvtne 
p•r•laaton to b• •valuated ror 
allglbllt1r ror Iha DCCT? 

3. FOR PATlfNTS LfSS THAN •• rra•s OLD1 
Did a parent or guardl•n ••en the 
ftrat lnfor .. d Con••nl far•? 

•. Ir tha an•••r to •fthar Oua•tt ... 2 ar 
3 ••NO. at•t• r•eaon far r••u••I to 
glv• tntor ... d con••nt1 

HD Yea 
STOP 
l I) I 2) 

HD Yaa 
STOP 
l I) l II 

No Yea 
STOP 
(1)(2) 

HOT!1 I' THI PATllNf Oii HISIHr• PA•!MT Oii 
GUAAOIAN aeFUSfD TO GIYf INPOll•ID CONS!llT, 
llO HOT COllPUTE ANV -r or THU POA•. SIGll 
OH THf: LAST PAGf, HOWEV!W. 
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DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 
Notification of Patient Transfer or Move 

When responalblllty for the cllnlcal management of• DCCT patient needs to be transferred to another treatment center (e.g., 
•hen a patient Is moving to a ne• state), the DCCT clinic staff should make the necessary arrangements. The detella of these 
arrangements are specified In Chapter 24 of the DCCT Manuel of Operations. This form la used to doculft8nt the transfer. 
Coples of this form should be sent to the Coordinating Center and the ne• treatment center. Complete Form 105, DCCT Resource 
Registry, for any patient making visits to a non-DCCT health care provider for diabetes care or OCCT follo•up. 

A, IDENTIFYING INFORMATION 

1. Current Clinic Number 

2. Patient ID Number 

3. Patient'• lnltlala 

4. Date for• completed 
Month Dey Vair 

8. ARRANGEMENTS FOR PATIENT TRANSFER OR MOVE 

I. What la the reaaon for the transfer? 

Permanent1 Patient la changing realdence 

Patient ta not changing residence. but •Ishee 
to attend another DCCT clinic near his home 

Other reeaon1 apeclfy•~~~~~~~~~~~~-

1) 

2) 

3) 

Temporery1 Patient •Ill make visits to another clinic 
temporarily 

( 4) 

I_; 

( 

IF THE PATIENT IS CHANGING RESIDENCE AND THE NEW 
ADDRESS IS KNOWN, COMPLETE THE PERSONAL INFORMATION 
ON STUDY VOLUNTEER (DCCT FORM 012) TO RECORD THE 
NEW ADDRESS ANO TELEPHONE NUMBER. SEND A COPY OF 
THIS FORM TO THE NEW TREATMENT CENTER; KEEP THE 
ORIGINAL IN THE PATIENT'S FILE. 

2. On •hat date •Ill coplea of DCCT 
forms and other relevant records 
and materlala be malled to the 
ne• treatment center? Month Day Viar 

3. a. On •hat date •Ill the patient 
first visit the ne• treatment 
center? Month Day Vier 

b. (Temporary move)1 
On •hat date •Ill the patient 
stop vlalta to the ne• treatment 
center? iiiinih Day Viar 

4, If the patient la tranaferrtng to a DCCT 
cllnlcel center, enter that center'• 
number; If • non-DCCT treatment canter 
•Ill care for the patient, enter 00 and 
complete form 105. 

5. Indicate the pet lent'• treatment group eaelgnment1 

8. 

Not randomized 

E•perlmantel 

Standard 

I) 

2) 

3) 

If the patient la trenaferrlng to a non-DCCT treatment 
center, specify on the reverse aide of thla form any 
procedures •hlch .111 continue to be performed at a 
OCCT cllnlcal center (either the original center or 
one closer to the patient's n•• residence). 

Type or print name of peraon 
completlng this form1 

Certification 
Number (If any) 





P•tl•nt ID --- -

12. ••• • r••llng ECG obtel~•d No ., .. 
•nd re•d locelly? ( I) ( 21 

If VES, 
Na ., .. 

•I••• en ebnor.,.tlty detected? ( I) ( 21 

D) Dete ECG ••• obtelned1 
iiiinih D•y ., •• ;:-

c) Det• ,...11ed ta 
iiiinih Dey v;.;:-Coordln•ttng Cent•r1 

13•1 He• th• Clinic Evelu•tlan of 
Valunl••r'• Perfor,,..nce an 
B•h•vloral , ...... I (Cl Intel NO ., .. 
(DCCT far• 058) Da•n campl•t•d? I II I 2) 

b) U VES to •), d•t• of 
DCCT for• 0561 iiiinih Day VHr 

c) Haa th• Clinic Ev•lu•tlon af 
Volunt•er"• Performance on 
Behavior•! , ...... II (HolDll) No Yes 
IDCCT For• 0511 Deen compl•ted7 ( 11 I 2) 

d) If YES to cl. dela of 
DCCT For• 0511 iiiiniil D•v Year 

el If YES to either •I or cl, 

I) W•• th• P•tlent'• perfor .. nce on 
th••• teak• ao poor th•t lh• No Ye• 
p•tlant •Ill b• e•cluded7 ( I) ( 2) 

It) Did th• patient dacld•, due In part 
to the behevlor•I taak•. that the 
requlr•-nt• of the trlal •ould D• . 
too demanding that h•l•he No Vea 
ahauld not participate? ( I) I 2) 

18. If the patl•nt h•a Deen found ta Da Ineligible, 
briefly elate th• reaaon (USE ONE BOX FOR EACH LETTERl1 

OCCT Parm 038.2 Page 3 of 3 

14a) He• the patient undergone tha Conf ldenca 
and Adherence Interview (OCCT far• 049) Ha Vas 

( I) I 21 before the behevloral teak•? 

bl If YES to al, data of 
OCCT form d491 

cl After the Deh•vloral teek•7 

d) If YES to cl. dale of 
DCCT Form 049: 

•I If VES to elth•r al or c), ha• the 
patient'• eatlmatea of hlalh•r 
confld•nce In hla/her •Dlllty to do 
th••• t••k• and th• •atlm•t•• of 
hls/h•r •dherenc• to th• tre•t,..nt 
regimen c•uaed th• clinic to d•clde 
to ••elude the patl•nt? 

15a la your kno•l•dge, •• there env 
other r•ason ~hy the pet lent 
should be e•cluded7 

iiiinih Day VHr 

Ha Vea 
( 1 I ( 2) 

iiiinth Day Ve•r 

Ha Yaa 
STOP 

( 1) ( 2) 

No Yea 
STOP 

t 11 I 21 

'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-'-' 
Type or print neme of peraon completing this form: Certification Number (If eny) 

Slgneture of Prlnclp•I lnveattgator1 





DIABETES CONTROL AND COllPLICATIDNS TRIAL 

Clinic For•• lnv•ntory 

Julv 18, 1985 
DCCT For• 040.2 

Paga I Of I 

Ev•ry Thur•d•Y aftarnoon, th• orlgln•I• of all tor,.. complataO during tha pracadlng •••k •hould ba collactad and aortad by For• 
Numbar and by Pallant ID •lthln tha For• N....,•r. Than. In th• apaca provldad b•lo•, llat th• tor•• •hlch ar• balng .. ll•d. Ua• 
••tr• pag•• .Pf thl• for• It n•caeaary. · 

Tn• Stuav W••k N...O•r to b• ua•d I• for th• Thurad•r on •hlch th• tor•• •r• Datch•d1 If for ao .. r•••on. th• ror•• •Ill not D• 
.. 11ad on th• Tnuraday •h•n tn•v ••r• to b• D•tchad and .. 11.a. you ahould atlll •ntar tht Study W••k Nulllb•r for~ Thuraday. but 
•nt•r toaax'• dat•. 

After co..platlng thl• tor•, you ahould compl•t• tha for•• ll•lllng Llat (OCCT for• 041). It th•ra ara no tor .. to ba .. ll•d thl• 
•e•k, ca.plat• only th• Far .. ll•lllng Ll•t. 

S•nd th• original (WHITE) copy ot thl• for• to th• Coordinating Cent•r. Rataln th• dupllcata (GOLDENROD) capv In tha cllnlc ,, .... 

I) 

21 

3) 

4) 

(i l 

6) 

l) 

8) 

g) 

10) 

II) 

f:Zl 

~3) 

14) 

Ill) 

Cllnlc N....,ar 

Study .. ak Nueb•r 

FDRll NUllBEA DATE Of FORll 
llonth Day Vear 

PATIENT ID 
NUllBEA 

PATIENT" S 
INITIALS 

Numbar af for .. llallad 

llal 1 Ing Data 
iiiinth-Di;° -Yiir 

16) 

11) 

18) 

IQ) 

20) 

21) 

22) 

23) 

24) 

25) 

26) 

27) 

28) 

28) 

30) 

FORll NUllBER 

-·~ 

--·-
-·-
-·-

DA TE Of FORll 
Month Day Vaar 

PATIENT 10 
NU118EA 

PATIENT'S 
INITIALS 
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rt:,,.•~;nj 
._,.AA~ DIABETES· COHTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

runctua Photograph llalllng 'Llat 

.luly 18, 1985 
occr Far• 042.2 

Pege 1 af 1 

Thi• .. 111n11 ll•t I• ta b• caerpleted •h•n•v•r th• cllnlc .. 11a • P•ck•u• ot fundu• •t•r•aphatuureph• •ndlor fluar••celn 
en11luur .. • tu the Centre! Ophthelmoluelc A••dlnu Unit. Pr•P•r• four cupl•• of thl• for• tu dlatrlbute •• fallu••• 

(I) llHITE -- Complete end piece lnald• pec~•u• •Ith phatagrepha • 
... II toa DCCT Central Qphthal,...luglc Raedlng Unit lllHEN USING OTHER THAN REGULAR MAIL, 

Depart .. nt uf Dphthel-alugy, Bu• 11240 
Unlveralty uf Wlacunaln D•l•l•a Bu• 5240 
.. dlaan, WI lill05 Adda 610 N. Walnut Street, Rau. 411 

(2) YELLOW -- S•nd ••P•retely ta the •ddr••• above. 
(J) PINK -- Send tu the Cuurdln•tlnu Center In the •••kly fOra8 .. 111n11. 
(4) GOLDENROD -- Rataln In cllnlc fll••· 

Cltnlc NU9lb•r1 

Date Shlppada 
iiOnih • Ii.;- · V.er 

P•r•un Caerplettng fur•• 

PATIENT'S 
PATIENT ID INITIALS fORM 

NUMB EA f M L NUMBER 

----- --- 0 2 Ii 

DATI! Of PHOTOS 

Month Day Veer 

--·--·--

Tr•n••laalun NU9lber1 

(A SHIPMENT ACCESSION NUMBER. FDA CLINIC XX, 
THE FIASl TRANSMISSION NUMBER IS xx-001, 
THE SECOND xx-002. ETC.I 

If A BASELINE/ELIGIBILITY 
VISIT, ENTER 00, IF A 
FOLLOW-UP VISIT, fNTfR 

VISIT NUMBER 
CIRCLE 

EYE 

AE 
LE 

ACCESSION NUMBER 

, -
==-==-==-==-==----==-==-==-----~-~-!_:_==----==-==!==-==!==-==-------------==-==---------------~~~-~~----~-=-==-==-==-==-==-==----

0 2 Ii --·--·--
Rf 
LE f -

==-==-==-==-==----==-==-==-----~-~-!_:_==----==-==!==-==!==-==-------------==-==---------------~~~-~~~----~-=-==-==-==-==-==-==----
0 2 Ii --·--·--

RE 
LE , -

==-==-==-==-==----==-==-==-----~-~-!.:.==----==-==!==-==!==-==-------------==-==---------------~~~-~~----~-=-==-==-==-==-==-==----
0 2 Ii 

__ . __ , __ RE 
LE f -

==-::":'-==-==-==----==-==-==-----~-~-!.:_==----==-==!::::_:-:-!::::_==-------------==-==---------------~~~-~~~----~-=-==-==-==-==-==-==----
Poraun r•calvtn111 

Co-nl•1 

fnter•d1 
r:- -•-.: -·- -•unth u•r Y•ar 

.... 

f!!l!. £!!!!!!..!!. OPHfHAUIOLOGIC '!!!!.!!.!.!!!! !!!!.!..! yg_ !!!!b,!_ 

C•rd Senta 

Verified a - _I"""' _I_ -
Manlh uay Ya•r 

Dete recelv•d• __ I __ I __ 
Month Dey Y•or 

Br• 
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11~~ 
DIABETES CONTROL AND COllPLICATIONS TRIAL 

C-Paptlda Spacl•an Malling Llat 

July 18, 1985 
DCCT form 043.3 

Page I of I 

Thia .. 11lng llat la uaad •hanavar tha DCCT clinic •hlpa a container of aaru• apacl .. n• to th• Central Blocha•latry Laboratory 
(CBL) for analyal• far C-papttOa, gluca•a, cholaataral and craatlnlna far allglblllty. Spactaana •Ith Iha acca•alon nulJlbar prafla 
•cp• rapraaant pra-Suatocal apecl .. na and the•• apect .. na wtll be analyaao for C-paptlda, glucoaa, chalaataral and craatlnlna. 
Spaclaan• •Ith tha acc•••lan nunC>ar prafl• "Cpt• ar• poat-Su•tocal apaclaana and th••• •Ill ba analy&ad for C-paptld• and glucoaa. 
Th• four copla• of thl• for• ara to ba dlatrlbutad ••fol la••• 

(I) lllHITE -- Complete and place lnalda lnaulatad •hipping container •Ith •paclmana. 
Mall toa DCCT Central Blocha•latry Laboratory 

ATTN1 L282, llaya 378-5187 
Unlv•ralty of lllnneaota Hoapltal 
Receiving Unit K/E 
425 faat River Road 
lllnnaapolla, llN 55455 

(ZJ YELLOW -- Sand aaparataly to th• addr••• above. 

(3) PINK -- Sand to th• Coordinating Canter In tha •aakly for•• .. 111ng. 

(4) GOLDENROD Retain In clinic fllaa. 

Cllnlc N.-ar1 

Spacl .. na Shipped on1 

Spact .. na Collactad Pro•1 

!!.!!.!!!! !!!! C-PEPTIDE 

ACCESSION NUMBER 

CP lo CPT -----
CP lo CPT -----
CP lo CPT -----
CP lo CPT -----
CP lo CPT -----
CP lo CPT ------
CP lo CPT ------

Month 

iiinth 

Day 

-o.;-

PATIENT ID 
NUMBER 

YHr 

v..r- through 

PATIENT'S 
INITIALS 

f 11 L 

Month lier V.ar 

DATE SPECIMEN 
DRAWN 

llonth Day Vear 

--'--'--
-'--'-
-'--'-__ , __ , __ 

--'--'__ I __ ,_ 

--'--'-

COllllENTS 
(lndlcat• If thla I• a back-up ••..Pia or If 
only aoma dalarmlnatlan• ara ta be .... de.) 
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Pa11• I of I 

Thia .. 111n11 llet I• u••O •h•n•v•r th• DCCT cllnlc •hip•• container at urln• and •eru• apacl .. n• to tha Central Blochamlatry 
Laboratory (CBL) for renal atudlaa. Urln• apect .. na hawe ecc•••lon nu~•ra •llh the prefl• •u.• Seru• •peel••"• h•v• tne •a .. 
five-digit accaaaton numbar• •• tha correapondln11 urine apeclmana, but h•v• praf I• ·s.· Haight In centl ... tera •nd ••lght In 
kllogr••• ar• recurdad In ord•r tu calculat• albu•ln aocratlon and cr••tlnln• cl••r•nce. Chapt•r 8 of th• Manuel of Op•r•tlona 
d•acrlb•a no• height and ••lght muat b• ... aurad. The four coptea of thla for• •r• to b• dletrlbuted •• fullO••• 

( 1) WHITE Completa •nd placa lnald• lnaulated ahlpplng container •Ith ap•clmana. 
Mall to1 DCCT Cantral Bloch••latry Laboratory 

ATTNi L282, M•yo 376-5187 
Unlveralty of Mlnn••ut• Hospital 
R•celvlng Unit M/E 
425 Ea•t Rlvar Ru•d 
Mlnn•apolla, MN 55455 

(2) YELLOW -- Send aepar•taly to th• •ddraaa abova. 

(J) PINK -- Sand to the Coordln•tlng Canter In tha •••kly for•• .. 111n11. 

(4) GOLDENROD Retain In cllnlc fl lea. 

Cllnlc Number, 

Specl .. n• Shipped on1 
iiiinih 

Specl .. na Coll•ct•d From1 
iiiinih 

!!.!fil SPECIMENS 

ACCESSION NUMBER 
s & u 

PATIENT JD 
NUMBER 

oa;- iiar 

'Dav v.-.r- through 
llonih 

PATIENT'S 
JNl TIALS 

F II L 

DATE SPECIMEN 
COLLECTED 

Month Day Yaer 

_1 __ 1 _ 

_ 1 __ 1 

_1 __ 1 _ 

_ 1 __ 1 _ 

__ . __ I _ 

_ 1 __ 1 _ 

_ 1 __ 1_ 

-o.;-

TIME 
COLLECTION 

STARTED 

Year 

TlllE 
COLLECTION 

ENDED 

TOTAL 
URINE 
VOLUME 

(ml) 
II Of 

TUBES 
HEIGHT 

le•) 
WEIGHT 

(kg) 
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P•g• I or :I 

lllSTllUCTIONS !! HIAL COOllOlllATOll 

DIABITIS CONTllOL AMO COMPLICATIONS TlllAL 

Volunt••r Und•r•t•ndlne Queetlonn•lr• 
(Ver•lon A) 

Thie for• t• to be c11110leted prtor to the beeellne vlelt •• •hlch tho lnfor:eied Coneent for llanclomlaotlon CDCCT Par• 032) le 
elgned. The patient ehould 

be elven • pencll •Ith an er•••r •Ith •hlch ta CllllOl•t• the for• 

be •1 lo•Dd •• -h t I- •• holeho need• to CllllOl•t• tho fo,.. 

CllllOl•t• tho fo,.. hl .. elflhor•olf •lthOUt help fr .. anothor D11raon and •lthout looklng at tho lloeeorch Voluntoor•e lnfor .. tlon 
Hendbook • 

....,.. tho patient hoe c..,..let•d tho ...,.etlonnalro, rou ehould rewl•• tho quoetleno •Ith hl•lhor •• clorlfr anr 11 ... to •hlch the 
patient g••• on Incorrect en•••r. Oo NOt chenge anr of the re•pon••• •hlch the petlent govo, hD••vor. 

If the petlent elv•• the •rong ane•or te onr ONI ef the que•llone, heleh• CAllNOT bo rend .. l••d, but 
toko V•r•lon 8 of tho auoetlonnetro. If you feel that the pettenl •Ould benef It fr .. vlo•lng 
pr•••ntellon or br re-reeding tho lle•eorch Volunte•r'e lnfor .. tlan Hendbook, •ncaur•g• hl•lher lo 
petlenl thot ho/eh• ehould ••k for clorlflcotlan or onr point h•l•he do•• not underat•n6. 

..,.t c ... bock •nather d•r to 
tho orlenl•tlon •udlovl•u•I 

do eo, ond ogoln lnfor• the 

••II the quoetlonnalre to th• DCCT Coordinating Center. lleteln a copy In tho cllnlc fll••· 

a. IDlllTIPYlllG lllPOllllATION 

I • DCCT C llnt c """"'9r 

I. P•tlent 10 lfumeer 

I, PDtlent•a lnltlDla 

4, TodOr'a Diii• 
liinlli -n.;- -Vear 

lllSTllUC!IOllS !! lllSIAllCH VO!,Ultfllll 

the Volunt••r Unlleret•ndlng Oueettonnalre I• b•••d on 
lle•eerch Yolunteer'e lnfor .. tlon Hendbook, The pUrpo•• of 
au••tlonnalre le le lte eure th•t •• h•y• adequotely lnfor .. d 
ebout thle •tudr. Yeu •hould check ( ~) th• boo ne•t to lh• 
b••t •n•••r to ••ch of lhe que•llone. 

I. Doct•r• epecloll•lng In the tr•ot .. nt of dleb•I•• 

•) h•v• proven lhet keeping blood glucose 
level• •• clo•• •• passlblo to the 
levels of people •lthaul dleb•I•• 
•Ill prevent co..,llcetlon• ( ,, 

lh• 
th• 
you 
OHi 

b) h•v• prowen lhot blood gluco•• lovel• 
ero unr•l•ted to compllcellon• 

cl do not ogree thot the relotlonehlp of 
blood glue••• levole lo campllcellon• 
hes been provon encl further r••••rch 
•• needed 

d) bellow• thet th• relotlon•hlp of blood 
glucose level• to c...,llc•llon• I• .-.t 
en 1..,artent •••u• keeping In •Ind ell 
the qu••tlon• thet •1111 hDvD lo be 
•n•••r•d ebout dleb•I•• 

I. Ono or tho purpo••• of Ihle etudr ta to dotaf'911ne 

a) If • ne• treat .. nt deelgned to cure 
dlebet•• .111 b• pr•ctlcol end•••• 

( I) 

( J) 

.. , 

ovor a long period of 11,... ( II 

bl If It I• prectlcel •nd •••• lo Irr 
ond koep lhe blood glucoae lowelD Of 
P•DPI• •llh dl•b•••• •• clo•• •• 
pas9lble to the level• of nan-dl•b•llc• 
aver • long porlod or .... ( 11 
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Pet lent ID -------

c) If the u•• or th• lneulln llU9IP le•• 
prectlcel end ••'• over • long period o~ 
11 .. ea 3·• d•lly Inject Iona of tnaulln 

d) tr ••If blood gtucoae IOOnltortno ta •• 
eccur•I• ••urine teat Ing over• long 
period or .... 

3. A•ndo• •••lo,...nt .. en• th•t 

e) th• volunteer h•• en epprool .. tely 
equ•I chence or being pieced In 
elth•r tre•t .. nt group 

b) th• volunteer cen decide •hlch tre•t .. nt 
group he or •h• •l•h•• to be tn · 

c) th• doctor decide• •hlCh treet .. nt group 
th• volunteer •Ill be •••loned to 

d) th• volunteer •Ill be •••toned to 
the tre•t .. nt group •hlch ta beat 

•. The Stenderd Tre•t .. nt Group In Ihle etudy •Ill 
recelv•, In •ddltlon to diet ln•tructton end 
dlebetea eclucetton, 

•) either en tneulln pump or three or four 
Injection• or lnaulln. dey end •Ill b• 
••P•cted to do d•lly ••If blood glucoae 
monitoring 

b) either en lneulln PUll'P or thr•• or four 
tnJ•ctlonm of tnaulln • dey end •Ill be 
••P•ct•d to do d•lly urine teat Ing only 

c) one or t•o Injection• of lneulln • d•y end 
•Ill be ••P•Cted to do delly ••If blood 
gluco•• monitoring 

d) one or t•o tnjecttone of tnaulln • d•Y end 
•Ill be ••P9Ct•d to do delly urine teat Ing 

S. The !•P•rt .. ntel Tr•et .. nt Group In thla atudy 
•Ill receive, In eddltlon to diet lnatructlon 
end dl•b•t•• educ•tlon, 

e) either en lnaultn pump or three or four 
lnJ•ctlona of ln•ulln • dey end •Ill be 
••P•cted to do delly ••If blood gluco•• 
monitoring 

b) •lth9r •n ln•ulln pu"'P or thr•• or four 
Inject Iona of tnaulln • dey end •Ill be 
••P•cted to do delly urine teat Ing only 

.I 

I 3) 

I •) 

I) 

2) 

3) 

., 

I II 

I 2J 

3) 

0 

I II 

I 2J 

DCCT ror• o•s.2 P•o• 2 or 3 

c) one or 't•O Inject ton• or tneul In • d•y 
•nd •Ill be ••P•Cted to do delly ••If 
blood glucoae monitoring 

d) one or t•9 lnJectlone of ln•ultn • dey end 
•Ill be eapected to do delly urine teat Ing 

&. A• co111pered to •y current treet .. nt, being In 
the Stenderd Tre•t ... nt Group 

e) •Ill Iner•••• •y rl•k for co..,llcetlone 

b) •Ill Iner•••• •y rlak or hevlng high 
blood auger 

c) •Ill Iner•••• my rlak of h•vlng lo• 
blood auu•r 

d) none of the ebove 

1, A• c...,..•r•d to •Y current treet .. nt, being 
In the Eaperl•entel Tre•t .. nt Group 

•) •Ill heve the edded rte• of en 
tncre•a•d nunlber. and po•atbl• 
lncre••ed ••verity, of hypoglyCe•lc 
(lo• blood glucoae) r••ctlona 

b) .111 h•v• the edded rla•, If I ••on the 
P""'P, of high blood euo•r levele ceu••d 
by • .. ifunctlon or the PUlllP 

c) •Ill h•v• the edded rl••· If I ••on the 
pump, of developlng Infection• •here the 
needle I• lnsert•d 

d) ell of th• •bove 

8. If I volunt•er tor thl• atudy, I •Ill be 
••P•Cl•d lo pertlclpele 

e) po••lbly one yeer 

b) po••lbly three yeere 

c) po••lbly eight yeere 

di poselbly ten yeera 

~ 

31 

•• 

II 

2) 

3) 

•I 

I II 

( 21 

3) 

•I 

II 

1) 

31 

0 
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8. If I •• •••••n•d to th• St•nd•rd Yr••' .. "' Group, 
I c•n ••P•CI 10 .. k• wlalta to th• c•nt•r 

•) •I ••••• •v•rr MOnlh 

b) •I ••••• •v•rr thr•• MOntha 

c) •t l•••t •v•rr ••• MOntha 

d) •I l•••t •v•rr l••lvo MOnth• 

10. If I •• •••lgnod to th• !•P•rl .. nl•I Yr••t .. nt 
Group, I c•n ••poet to .. k• vlalta to lh• c•nlor 

•) •t l•••I ovorr MOnth 

b) •• l•••t ovory throe MOnlha 

cl •t l•••t oworr ••• MOnth• 

di •I l•••t ovory lw•lvo MOnth• 

II. llhlch of th• followlng I• HOY o•p•ctod fro• 
rou If you •groo lo p•rllclp•to In thl• aludy? 

•) lo choo•• •holhor you ••nl lo bo 
•••lgnod lo lh• E•P•rt .. nt•I or th• 
Sl•nd•rd Tro•l .. nl Group 

b) la alay In •hlch•w•r tr••l .. nt 
group you are aaatgnod to 

cl to ko•p all •ppolnt .. nla In tho 
cllnlc •nd k••P all lh• h ..... 
record• required 

di (If you •r• • .o .. n) to avoid 
planning on bOco•lng pr•en•nl 
In tho noot l•o ye•ra 

IJ. If I .. In tho f•porl .. nt•I fre•l .. nt Group, 
I c•n ••P•CI lo be lnlllolly ho•pllallaed 

o) not •t ol 1 

b) ono or ••• daya 

cl throo to ton daya 

dl •l•von to flfte•n d•y• 

I) 

JI 

3) 

4) 

I) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

I) 

J) 

( 3) 

( 4) 

I) 

Z) 

3) 

4) 

OCCT For• 045.2 P•e• 3 of 3 

13. Which of th• follo•ln9 coMPllcatlon• of 
dl•b•••• •Ill NOT bo ... aured In thla trl•I? 

•> COMPllcotlona of tho •Y• ( I) 

b) COMPllcatlana of th• lune ( Zl 

c) COMPllc•tlona of th• n•rvo •r•t .. I 3) 

d) CO"'Pllc•llona of th• kldn•y ( 4) 

14. II pol•ntl•I rlak of ftuor••c•ln onglogrophy 
(eye photaar•phy ualng colored dye) •• 
•) n•u••• I I) 

b) dlacoloratton of urine ( 2) 

c) a•rloua al lerglc r••ctlon ( 3) 

d) all of th• above ( 4) 

' 
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INSTRUCTIONS ,!g !!!.!!!. COORDINATOR 

.DIABETES CONTROL ANO COllPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Volunleer Under•t•ndlng Que•ttonnalre 
(V•r•tan Bt 

Thi• ver•lan af the for• I• acteotnt•tered onlr If the pettent felled to carrectlr •n•••r IOD• of th• que•ttan• on V•r•lon A (DCCT 
for• O•St. Thi• for• l• ta be completed prior to the b•••lln• vt•lt el •hlch the Informed Canaent for Renda•taetlan (DCCT far• 032J 
I• •lgned. The patient •hauld 

be given• pencil •Ith •n er•••r •Ith •hlch to complete th• far• 

be allo••d ••much ti .. •• h•l•h• n••d• to c1111111l•t• the far• 

camplet• the for8 hl .. •lflh•r••lf •lthoul holp fro• •nothar per•on and •lthout looklng •t th• R••••rch Volunteer'• lnfor .. tlon 
Handbook. 

When the patient h•• co.plated the que•llonnolre, rau ahauld revle• lhe que•tlon• •tth hl•/her to cl•rlfr enr It••• to •hlch the 
pal lent gave •n Incorrect an•••r. Do HOT ch•nge anr of tha reapon••• •hlch the patient gavo, ho•ever. 

If tho P•tlont glv•• th• •rang •n•••r lo anr ON! of lh• qu••tlan•, ho/aha ahauld not b• r•ndo•laod, uni•••· In tho opinion or th• 
cllntc •taff, tha p•tlant h•• •n adequ•t• underatandlng of th• purpo•• and requlre .. nt• of the atudr. 

Mell the qu••tlonnalro to tho DCCT Coordln•tlng Center. Retain a copr In tho clinic flloa. 

A. IDENTIFYING INFORMATION 

I. DCCT Clinic Number 

2. P•tlont ID Mualllor 

3. Patlont'• lnltl•I• 

4. Tod•r'• D•t• 

INSTRUCTIONS !!l RESEARCH VOLUNTEER 

iiinih o.;- -v.a.= 

The Valunteor Und•r•t•ndlng Quo•tlann•lr• ta ba••d on 
Raaearch voluntoor'a lnfor .. tlon Handbook. Th• purpa•• af 
queatlonnalr• la to be aura lhat •• hay• odequatelr lnformad 
about thl• •tuclr. Yau •hould check (() th• bo• ne•I. to Iha 
beat an•••r to ••ch of lh• queatlona. 

lha 
th• 
11au 
ONE 

b) If It I• practlcal and aefe ID lrr 
and kaep the blood gluco•• levela of 
paopla •Ith dlabataa •• clo•• •• 
paaalble to the levela of non-dlabatlca 
ovar a long period of ti .. 

ct If th• u•a of the ln•ultn pump la •• 
practlcel end aafa over• long period of 
tl•a •• 3-• dallr tnJecllona af ln•ulln 

dt If aalf blood gluco•• monitoring •• •• 
accurate •• urine teattng over • long 
partod af ti-

1. Doctora •P•cl•ltalng In tho troot .. nt of dlabet•• 

•t hav• proven that koeplng blood gluco•• 
level• •• cloaa •• paaalbl• to the 
lavala of peopla •llhaut dlabel•• 
•Ill prevenl co~llcetlona 

en 

( :It 

•t 

., 
( _,' 

I. Ona of th• purpa••• of lhla atudr la ta daler•ln• 

at If • n•• troot .. nt d••lgnod ta curo ~ . 
dl•b•t•• .111 ba practlcal and aafe 
ovar a long period af 11 .. ( ., 

bt hava proven lhal blood gluca•• lavala 
ara unrelatad la compllcallona en 



,t·.,, 

( l' 

Patlant ID~~~~~~~ 

c) do not agree thet the reletlonahlp of 
blood gluco•• level• to CO"'Pllcetlon•' 
h•• b••n proven end turlher r••••rch 
la needed 

d) believe that the rel•tlonahlp of blood 
gluco•• level• to co1111>llcetlon• I• not 
an l"'Portant laaue kaaptng In •Ind all 
th• queatlona thet •tlll hava to ba 
•n•••r•d about dlabataa 

3. The E•part .. ntal Traat,..nt Group In thla atudy 
wlll recalve, In addition to dlat lnatructlon 
•nd dlabet•• aduc•tlon, 

e) either an lnaulln pu1111> or thrae or four 
Inject Iona of tnaulln • dey and wlll be 
••P•cted to do dally ••If blood gluco•• 
monitoring 

b) either en lnaulln pulllP or three or four 
Injection• of lnaulln •day and •Ill be 
~·P•cted to do detly urine •••ting only 

cl one or t•O Injection• of tnaulln a day 
•nd wlll be e•pectad to do dally aelf 

I 3) 

( 41 

I 1 I 

( 21 

blood glucosa monitoring ( 31 

d) one or two Injection• or lnaultn • dey and 
wlll be ••P•cted to do dally urine te•tlng ( 4) 

4, The Standerd Treat.,.nt Group In thl• atudy •Ill 
racelva, In addition ta diet lnatructlon and 
dlebete• education, 

e) either en lnaulln PUlllP or three or four 
Injection• of ln•ulln a day and •Ill ba 
••P•cted ta do dally ••If blood gluco•• 
..,nltarlng 

b) either en lnaulln PUlllP or three or four 
tnjactlona of tnsultn a d•y and •Ill ba 
••P•cted ta do dally urine l••tlng only 

c) one or two Injection• of ln•ulln a day and 
•lll be ••P•cled lo do dally ••If blood 

c I) 

c 2) 

gluca•• 110nltarlng C 3) 

d) one or l•o Injection• of tnaulln a day and 
wtll be aapected to do delly urine testing C 4) 

I 

DCCT Form 048.2 Page 2 of 3 

5. Rando• •••lu......,nt mean• that 

8. 

•I the volunteer ha• •n appro•l.,.tely 
equal chance of being pieced In 
•lther treatment group 

b) the volunl••r can decide •hlch treatment 
group ha or •h• •l•h•• to ba In 

c) the doctor declda• which traat.,.nt group 
the volunteer •Ill ba eaalgned to 

d) the volunteer wlll be •••lgnad to 
the trealment group •hlch I• baat 

If I voluntaar for thla atudy, I wtll ba 
••P•cted to participate 

al po•albly ona year 

bl poaalbly three yeera 

c) poaalbly eight yeara 

d) poaatbly ten yaara 

1. ~hlch of th• follo•lng ta MOT ••Pactad from 
you If you agree to participate In thla atudy? 

•l to chooa• •hather you •ant to be 
•••lgned to th• Eaperl.,.ntal or the 
Standard Treat .. nt Group 

bl to •t•y In •hlchavar traat .. nt 
group you ara aaalgnad to 

cl to keep all appotnt .. nt• In tha 
cllnlc and keep all the ho•• 
records required 

d) (If yau are a women) to avoid 
planning on becoming pregnant 
In the ne•t two year• 

I) 

2) 

J) 

( 4) 

11 

2) 

3) 

41 

I) 

2) 

c 31 

c 41 
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Petlent ID~~~~~~~-

A• comparad to •y current treet .. nt, b•lng 
In th• E•p•rl .. ntal Tre•t.-nt Group ' 

•) wlll h•v• th• •dded rlak of •n 
lncr••••d numb•r, •nd poa•lbl• 
lncr••••d ••verity, or hypoglyc••lc 
(lo• blood glucos•) r••ctton• 

b) wlll h•v• th• •dd•d rlak, If I ••on th• 
pump, or high blood aug•r l•v•I• c•u•ed 
by a .. irunctlon of th• p.,...,, 

cl wlll h•v• th• add•d risk, tr I ••on th• 
pump, or d•v•loplng lnf•ctlon• wh•r• th• 
n••dl• I• lna•rt•d 

d) •II of th• •bov• 

g, A• comp•r•d to •y curr•nt tr••t .. nt, b•lng In 
th• St•nd•rd Tr••t••nt Group 

10. 

II. 

•I wlll Iner•••• •v 'rl•k for compllc•tlona 

bl wlll Iner•••• •v rl•k of h•vlng high 
blood •ug•r 

cl wlll Iner•••• my rl•k of h•vlng low 
blood •ug•r 

d) non• of th• •bov• 

If I •• •••lgn•d to th• 5t•nd•rd Tr••t .. nt Group, 
I cen ••pact to ..... vl•lt• to tha cantar 

•> •t l•••t •v•ry month 

b) •t l•••t •vary thr•• month• 

cl at l•••I •v•ry •I• month• 

d) •t l•••t av•ry t•alv• •onth• 

If I •• •••lgnad to tha E•P•rl•ant•I Tr••tm•nt 
Graup. I c•n ••Peet to ..... vl•lt• to the center-

•I •t l•••t •v•ry •onth 

D) •t l•••t •v•ry thr•• month• 

c) •t l•••I •v•ry •I• month• 

di •t l•••t •v•ry t•e h1• •Dntha 

I 11 

C ZI 

31 

41 

II 

I 2J 

JI 

41 

I) 

21 

3) 

4) 

I) 

2) 

3) 

4) 
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12. A pot•ntl•I rl•~ of fluor••c•ln •nglogr•phy 
(•y• phologr•phy ualng colored dy•) I• 

•I n•u••• 

bl dl•coloratlon of urln• 

c) ••rlou• •ll•rglc r••ctlon 

d) all of th• •bova 

13. Which of th• following compllcatlon• of 
dl•b•t•• •Ill NOT b• .. ••urad In thl• tr1•17 

•I compllc•tlon• of th• •Y• 
b) co111pllcatlon• or th• lung 

c) compllc•tlon• of th• narv• •Y•I•• 
d) compllcatlon• of th• kldn•y 

14. If I •• In th• E•P•rl .. nt•I Tr••l-nt Group, 
I can ••P•ct to b• lnltlally ho•pltallzad 

•I not at all 

b) on• or two d•Y• 

cl thr•• to ten d•y• 

di •l•v•n to fifteen d•y• 

( I) 

I 2) 

I 31 

( 4) 

I 11 

( 2) 

( J) 

( 4) 

( 11 

( 2) 

( 3) 

I 4) 
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:Iii• int•J"ViAi of tlis DCC"! ll<bJ•~ u ra•d rJ J to au,..,..,.. tlil ll<bJ•et '• @i?iqi to usp tJie 
folto-wp appoil'l~t• 1.1'iieJi """'Zd bl Nq1<iNd of Ina/Ml' slioi.td N!/1lis !>. J"<:l'ld1;1111iud, (JJ to o.ssera 
tlw ll<bJ1ct'• btol.ltedg• of IJ11d aJ!he~• to hi•/1111' CWJ'l'll'lt tNa~t NgiJnlll'I, 11"4 (~) to dieco~el' if 
tM AbJ1ct Ila. W11NaZinie ~i:tat~ ~t wliat 1!./1'1w 111\ZZ gain from paniciprtV!g in tNI n!i.d!f. 

2'i.. il'ltlMA! 1""1.Zd bl giu..-i 1:1!f tit• i:Zinie eoo!'diMtol' ~"9 tM vi•it ..,,,.,, tu 1nfo,.,,.d COl'llent 
ft1r laH Zi>W Ez=iMtiOl'll (DCC"! Fol'lft 0!2, l) ii to bl •i,:rwI. ' 

fM infol'lfttZti.'11'1 from tlii• int.MAI will ~?11 k ra•d l:l!f tJi. e?inie eoo!'din&Ctol' to blttu• 
llN!.rn011d th. "'11J'•ct ~ lii1/Mr paJ"tici.Zar 1elisdi.Z.. ~ v•dl, arid to aid in 1elisd1..Zi1"19 clinic uisiu 
arid prouiding auist<Zl'IC• (if ponibl•J in Q:Na1 si.clt iu clii?.d i:CZN, l'IMtrition eo..,,.•Zi1"19, •tc. 81..t the 
infol'lfta.tion 111Dwtd aZ.o bl 'IW'IJilNld 1:1!f tlis ~pal Inv11tigator, fol' it ma;i ~gut tli.::t tlY 1-..bjact 
wowLd ltave pool' oompti4Me arid w.:n.?d not bl swit4bt1 fo'l' tlta iN?. 

llo•t of tM q1<11tionl proui.M irpae. fol' Wl"it•-i>i :Nepon1u 41 wzt iu '""'ttipZ..-clici~e ohlel.:-bozu. 
fM Coo!'di1V1ting Cl?ltl'l' wizt tabwtat1 onZ!t tlta eltai:k-boz it.,,,., •o bl awn tliat tlilu CZN """'?t•t•d, 
blot CJ'!I to 1111oid ... ~ tliett to swggut aMWl'I to th. swbj•i:t. s.nd a eo!!!pl•Ud "/7P!t of tlii• fof"'I to 
tu Coo~irvit~ Cl?IU1' in tM 1.·11H1t fo,.,,. 11111\Z~. 

A. JDElllIFYING lNFOWTION 

I. CHnfc llllllbtr 

z. Patient JD llUl!lber 

l. Patf1nt'1 Jnft1a1' 

•. Dlt1 of 
Jnt.tl"Vitw 

ITJ ·-· 
7•U 

I U•l• 

I. AVAILABILITY ASSESSMENT 

1. Do YoY plan to mov1 OYt of tO!illl 1n the ne1r 
fyt1.1re? (If swbj•i:t is 4P1 czdoZ..1i:..-it, II'°" 
llG!I aZ.o iult: Do you plan to leave home 
1ft.1r you gr1d1.1ate?) 

lo 

YIS 

llot C1rt1fn 

Ou 
0 
D 

Zf ns. iulc: llh1re do ,YOY plan to go Ind 
when wtll yoy bl 111v1ng? 

lftt.tc1patld Place 

llontll Year 
rTl/"rTI 11•1 I 

an'ntrpitld~ 

AVAILABILITY ASSESSMENT (cont'd.) 

1f chi toeation is vlZl'bil, iulc: Can yo1.1 
f"ltYrn to the c1nt.er once a week 1f requ1r1d? 

YIS 

lo 

Not certain 

Ou 
D 
0 

1! •o t1r Rot eanai,,, iulc: How often can 101.1 
COll'e tn? 

11 CM tooation u not VIZl'l:l!f, bi.it i1 i:loH 
Co cznotlill' DCC"! o..-it•r a.11.:: There h a 
OtCT center tn (pl1ce) • Do you think 
tllat tf you W1re enrolled Into the study fltre 
tlllt yo1.1 could contln1.1e to participate in th1 
1t1.1dy b! being treated at oyr center tn 
(place T 

llo 

YIS 

lot. c1r'tlin 

D ., 
0 
D 

z. can 10V cy,.,..nt17 COllll tn 1t 11a1t onc1 a 
week tf required? 

Yu 

llo 

llot certain 

D II 

Q 
Q 

Zf lie t1r •ot eanail'l, iulc: How oft1n can you 
COlll tn? 



Patient ID----------

3. How did you get to the center today? 

Car· D 
Tu1 D 
lus/Subolay D 
llalkld D 
Other; specify: D 

•• 01d you have any trouble getting 
center today? 

to the 

Ila D 
Yts D 

If 1H, explain: 

5. Do you ever have any transportation 
problems? 

No D 
Yes D 

Jf 1••, explain: 

'· Do you lllw1 any children? 

Ila D 
\'ts D 

1! 1••, do yo11 tvtr lllvt any trouble 
· gett1ng someone to c:lrt for your cll11dren 

wllln yo11 COll'll 1n to tllt center? 

Ila (or not rtl1v1nt) D 
\'ts [J 

1! 1••· tlaboratt: 

u 

'" 

II 

u 

II 
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AVAILABILITY ASSESSMENT (cont'd) 

7. What times are most convenient for you 
to corne to the center? 

•• 

•• 

10. 

At whit t1mes w111 1t be impossible for 
you to come to the center? 

1f tMN i• a 4ilt:Npart0!1 N~r: 1.1hr: th• 
,..i,j•ot ie a-JaiZc:bZ• ~th• cr::er'1 1ia~~! 
of op.rat\.,,,, ·~ to arrari:• •~-* """':;.aZ:'=' 
aoorptc:bZ• :i:m... Z.iu :Mio: b• •~·: 

How '1111b1e 11 your employer (sc~ool) 
about giving you time off to keep doctor's 
1ppo1ntments? 

Fairly f111ible 0 •• 
F11rly 1n'1tx1ble D 
llat 1ppl1c1ble D 

11111 you llavt to take vacation or sick 
t1111 It work to come to the center? 

Ila D II 

\'ts D 
Not app11cab11 (studtnt, 
llolneml ker, 11nimp 1 oyed, etc. ) D 

Do 1011 have 1 telephone number where you 
-c1n be reached d11r1ng the day? 

Ila D II 

Its D 
(llllllbtr: 

' .. : 

·-- - ' 



l>at11nt JD _________ _ 

C. ADHERENCE ASSESSMENT 

1. llh1t ts your current d11betes trt1tlnent 
pl1n7 <All"'1 iM •llbJ•ei co dHeri.IM 
'CM Ng.._.,, 1f CM AbJ•eC 4"• PICC 
addzoeu a?l CM ~:u. a•I< ~lri.fi.oalt'll 
aboi.oc CM ;:c.io. zwud !iolto.i. J 

Jn1u11n Schtdule: 

Ur1n1 (or blood glucose) ttst1ng: 

Diet:. _____________ __ 

Exercise: ___________ _ 

z. During the put 1111nth, hOIO often hive you 
!l2!. followtd you~ultn 1nJect1on plan? 

ltver Qn 
Very fnfrtquentl~ (less thin 
1 er. of the t1N [] 

Infrequently (10."11'1. of tht 
t1 .. ) 0 

About hllf the t1 .. (45-55'1. 
Q of t11e t1•) 

Rost of tllt t1 me ( 56-IO'I. of 
0 tlle t1•) 

Al11111t all of tht t1111e (1111rt 
Cl thin ten of tht t111t) 

Al•ys CJ 
When 1nd where do you hive the nost d1ff1cult,r 
1\111119 Oii your 1nsu11n 1nJect1on 1chtdul17 

DCCT Fam 047 .1 
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ADHERENCE ASSES~EHT (Cont'd.) 

3. During the put ~. how often d1d you 
purposely decide~ to tAte your insulin 
1nJectfon: 

Never Q11 

Very 1nfrequent1~ (less than 
l!n of the time Q 

InfrtQuentl1 (10-44'1. of the 
tline) D 

About half the time (45-ss: Q of tht time) 

Most of tht tf111e (56-901 of 
Q tht ttme) 

Almost 111 of the tl1111 (more Q than to: of the ti1111) 

Alw111 D 
Vhy do you decide not to t.ke 10ur Insulin 
1njtctlon? 

4. During the past ~. ho• often have you 
gone 1 whale day without test1ng your urine 
or blood for glue~ 

llever Qn 
Very fnfrequentl1 (less than Q 
1~ of Utt time) 

Infrequently (10-"111 of the Q 
ti•) 

About hllf the tfN (45-55: 
Of the t1N) 

Rost of tlle t1me (56·90~ of 
tlle t1111) 

D 
D 

A1110st 111 of tlle t11111 (mort Q 
tt1111 tcr. of t111 ti•) 

Al•ys [:;! 
llhtn Ind whtrt do you hive the lllOSt dffffcultl 
perfo~l11g tht blOOd or urine tests? 



Patient ID ---------

ADHERENCE ASSESSMENT (cont'd.) 

5. During the put~· llow often did you 
P11rposel1 decide not to follDW 1our urine 
blood testing schiaiile? 

llever 0 .. 

'· 

Very lnfrequentl1 (less 
thin 10~ of the ti11t) 
Infrequently (10""44S of 
tht t1nt) 
About ha 1 f the t lme 
<•s-ss~ of the time) 
Most of the tl1111 
(56·90S of the ti'"') 
Al11est all of the time 
(llWlre thin 90~ of tlll t 11111) 

Always 

llhy do you decide not to follDW your 
url~e or blood testing schedule? 

D 
D 
Q 
D 
[] 

D 

During the p1st llOnth, !low often did you 
~follow your 11111 plan? . · 

"'"" 0 
V1r1 Infrequently (1111 
thin 10: of the time) D 
Infrequentl1 (10·~~ of 
the tt111) . D 
About llllf the tlire Q (45·55S of the time) 
ltist of the tiN D (S6·90S of the tlN) 
Al11e11t 111 of the tiN 
(111re thin 90S of the ti1111) Cl 
AliMYS D 

When and where do you hoe the most 
dtfftc11ltJ fol lowtng ,owr 11111 plan? 

., 
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7. During the past~. how often d1d 1ou purposel1 
decide !!.21 to follow 1our 111111 pl1n? 

e. 

•• 

!lever 

Very lnfrequentl1 (less 
thin lOi of the time) 
Infrequently (10-4'S of 
the time) 
About h1lf the time 
<•s-ss: of the time) 
Most of the time 
(S6·90S of the time) 
Al~st 111 of the time 
(1110re thin 90~ of the time) 

Alwa1s 

D 
D 
0 
D 
D 
Q 

D 
Vtly do you decide not to follDW 1our 111tal 
phn? 

Does being at work (or school) Interfere with 
following your d11betes tre1tinent plan? 

Tes D 
No D 

1! rrs. What difficulties does work (or scllool) 
CIUH you? 

Does being on v1c1tion ever interfere with 
following your dl1betes tre1tll'llnt pl1n? 

'I'll D 
llo Q 

1! TES, What dlfficultl11 does being on 
w1catton c11111 JOU? 

•• 

.. 
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ADHERENCE ASSESSMENT (cont'd.) 

lD. Do 1ocl11 1ltu1tlons (being 1t 1 
friend's house, 1t 1 party, In 1 
rest1ur1nt, ttc.J ever Interfere 
with following your d11betes treatment 
plan? 

YIS 0 •I 

11o D 
If TES, Wlllt difficulties do you 111u1lly 
.hive in 1ocf1l 1ltu1tfon1? 

11. Does your family life ever Interfere with 
fo11°"'ing your diabetes tre1tment pl1n7 

Yts 

llo 

D .. 
D 

1! TrS, In whit w1ys dots your f111111y 
lift interfere? 

12. How often during the p1st xear hive ,ou 
not followed your diabetes tr11t1nent 
PTin because of tl 1nus7 

Vt!")' Infrequently (less \!Ian 
HIS of the U1111 J 
Infrequently (111-'41 of tflt 
ti•) 
About hllf tM tfm (U-551 
of tlle tf•) 
lllost of tllt ti• (S6·9DI of 
ttlt t1•) 
Almost 111 of Ult ti1111 (1111" 
\!Ian 90I of tllt tt• l 
Al .. 11 

0 ., 
Q 
D 
Q 
[] 
Q 
Q 

12. (Cont'd.) 

DCCT Fo!"l!I 047. 1 
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What Illnesses did you have and which aspects 
of your treatment plan were 1 nttrrupted~ 

D. ASSESSMENT DF EXPECTATIONS 

1. Do ,ou have 1 strong preference for be1ng 
1s1fgned to one treatment group over the 
other? If 10, which do you prefer 1nd why? 

llo, his no strong preference 

Yes, h1s 1trong preference for 
Stand1rd Treatment &roup 

Yes, his strong preference for 
E•perfment1l Tre1tinent &roup 

Reason for PMlference: 

0 

0 

D 

2. Would ,ou be willing to accept be1ng randomly 
1ssfgned to tither of the treatment groups? 

Y11, certainly 

Yes, probably 

lo 

:nt?OR'!AN': '/Iott: 1f tM ftlij•r:t Ua:H tr..:: 
>Y11& -tT Mt N ~Hi~ to N PIZ"O:"'"'!if 
ue(.gvd to •itMI' tNo~t (/l'Cl''P, 11./eli. 
(e ""9Hgibt• fol' iJi. 1ti.dy. Br--:ne :~~. 
\lifoJO!IOtiooi to tM czttr.tiooi of tM CHr:iO!' 
Coordi>satoJ' OJ' th. P,.,:Mipi:zt 1•n•u:ig=tol' 
u aoon a W \>iwMAI ia '11>91'. 

•• 

•• 
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ASSESSMENT OF EXPECTATIONS (cont'd.) 

3. Vh1t do you think you will gain from 
the study? 

Z.t ell. ,..bj•ct g.,..rau NlpovH bi.t 
.e.. ,,.,,.. that t>i. foZZ&AArig tz!Na.a tlZ'C 

addn1ud N co:t'NOt CIPlll ,,,,;1car11:•pti:o.i.. 

&l:IU t>i. ,..bj•ct '• wid.r1iNi"i: 

• b l.ood rMgm' 

R1111st1c D II 

SomewPllt 11nre1l1stlc D 
Very 11nre1111tlc D 

• O""i'tioati:o... 

R1111st1c D n 

Somewhat 11nre111st1c D 
Very 11nre1llstlc D 

• g.,..raz w.U-.e..irig 

Rea11st1c D II 

Somewhat 11nr11llstlc D 
Ve,.y llftrta11stfc D 

Connin ts : 

T)'PI or print 11&1111 of C11n1c Coorcl1nator: 

DCCTFcr, ~~7.1 
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C. Yo11 1111y find that In order to perfonn 
, the 11rlne or blood gl11ccse tests yc11 

will need to 11se certain pieces of 
medical 1q11ipment in p11blic. How do 
yo11 feel about using the necessary 
-.dical 1quipment in p11blfc? 

C'li•1:lc tlw ltat.,,,mt that kit 
0.1i:Mbu tlw pati4nt '1 fHZirig1: 

Does not at 111 mind 11slng D the 1quiprnent in p11blic 

Somewhat minds using the D eq11ipnent fn public 

Y1r"y 11111ch minds using the D eq11ipment 1n public 

5. What effect do you ezpect this study 
to have on your current daily routine? 

Clwclc tlw 1t.at..,,...t tliat Mlt 0.1oril>u 
CM pot~t ., fHZirig1: 

Should have mini1111l adverse D effect or no effect at 111 

Should have considerable D 1dv1,.se 1ffect 

Should have 1 positive effect D 

'· How do you 1zpect this study to 
1ff1ct your family? 

C'lilclc tli. 1t.at_.,t tliai M1t 
0.1~1 tlw pcrt~t '• ~otati:o.tl: 

Should hive mfnf1111l adverse D effect or no 1ff1ct at 111 

Should have considerable D 1dv1rS1 efflct 

Should hive 1 positive D effect 

Certtftc.Uon 
Nu!!titr'S (ff any} 

[I] [I] le-II 

II 

.. 

IS 
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nu i>IC•mAi i• to h fiuSJ! ~ tM "H"°'" 11001'diiwtor eo GI!)' fOll!it11 ~.,., or fri.'"46 "'"" ~ 11mi. 
u~•·d iM NjHC io ~ &tH'li'.41. !'C .1io .. w h "i"Sfl afi•r cii. .u ... .,,...,c of tlw hlMn>iOl'CIZ ~ ••• 
1'11. swbi•&ti eJio..td flOC h PNISOIC ~ CM• inul"llWw of 1ti•/i..:r fo:rrit'/j Of' [':rWnb. 

t'la i.'ICn'UiaJ u ,.,.,4 (1} Co UHll CM fOllli.%'/j '•lfi"'rid '• W•r•ea-tdi"f of Cir• CN01'¥'1CI ,.,.d i'I tit• 
iri41Z. (JI co U&t•Mei.'I lolMclt..,. Clt•'IJ Jiau• a ec~ pNf•r•~• for clis si.!ijr&tt l'l•~"'i t:1Hiif1•d co "'" cr•:~r:: 
ow:r dis ochlr. ""4 (IJ co dlt1~v wlilclilr t"-11 Jiau• 11'1/I i.'lt:lo:i:i.1'Clt1 or 1MNczHtii&t .zp•o:WtiO'll r•it:irji,..; 
w ri:•u. wO'IU"'~" ""4 kvfiu clwit 1111111' rw.n.h ~ '"- ,,.JijnC'• parcio:ipociO'I. 

#o1C of dis qi.•rtiO'll prcvi4a l'PG"' for loll"\t•·i'I N•p.,...11 111 i.Ntt 111 ... tcip11-&tlioi&t• &th•:k-l'lc:1r. Tll• 
Coordi'lt:ltirtg c ... :.r NO: t.czl'lk14CI O'll'/J "'41 "'"""""= it...,, 10 1'11 .n.H cliac thu1 tlZ'I """1ilZ1t1d, "1.ot er,, to 
tWOU ...... .., c11.,,, Co "'fgHC a'llWN io CM i.'IC•m-H. $1"4 a OOl'rpZ•C-4 ""P'/J of clti.1 '"""' "' '"' Co;;ir.:~~=~'lfil 
,.,.",. '" w w•lcl'IJ to.,... 111ai1i"f. 

A. l~E"l'T1F'1!16 1MF0"1ATlOll 

1. C1tnlc llUllC>lr DJ • •• 
z. Patient ID N~r ,.u 

3. Pat1111t'I 1ntt1a11 I U•l• 

•• Dlt• Df ~, .... 
llltlrYllW r 

•• FAl'llLT ADAPTATlOll TO TMt PROi'OCOL 
' 

1. Ca11 11111 till • wfltt 7011 1111derstand 
tc bt the pu~se of the Diabetes 
Colltl'Ol ind Cot!pllc.1tlo111 Trial? 

2'la fOll!iZ'IJ ow"lb•r• 1Jim.t4 ~ •-· 
clri"f to CM CCSflt clra'C 'C~ •cwfil 
WS:ZZ ~ tits •ff•&t'i of an .zii•io-
""-"~ % 11114 " •C411daN IJWl'OGOlr to 
t1ie aooinoo1 of 1'1%ood g11<eo11 "" 
-=r111 Diii "'-ta °"""' tii:czc iO'll ,,. 
p.1'10'll wit.II , ..... ti'l-dq"4At 
dwuue ow'tlicw. 

Jiau clrrt1' ll'IUJ'lilPldi"f: 

lood CI II 

,,,, Cl ,., D 
z. Call 1011 tt11 • haw 1111111111 wt11 ti. 

aid tn Ule St111dlrd Tre1tire11t lil'Owp? 

~ 1hol.U 1iat1 clrat tM 1ean4o:rd 
trea-t -.ein1 of - tll' tw .. z, iri,f1oe"'1ru of i:,....z,;,. • 
.llllu &Jlri1' ...-.,..~..,: 

&Dad Q II 

Ft fr [] 
hor D 

3. Can 71111 tel 1 "' how 1 nsuH n w111 be 
111td tn Ult Eape~tinenttl Treatment 
Cl'011p? 

~ •"""tlf HOU tliwt tv ~ll"'l• 
Mft'CaZ 2'f'et:IC'llSJ1t Cl'O'll\U1 of c:i ""-"""• 
of ritMr ... tHpZ• 4cz.:Z11 ,;,,,;•etiO'l• c! 
iVl<1i>i n ,.,.. of 1111 w"ti" i"fia~~ ,....,. 
lllrtl c.Jwir wnd.ll-1t1Ptdi'lf: 

F'atr 

Poor 

D 
0 
D 

•. Can 10\I tell • what is ••nt by 
random1zatton7 

II 

~ l"""z.4 l'Catl tJiot ~UriO'I 
u tM proe111 c1w:ic ""tt "' .... a tQ 
&11\p tlii Nj•&tt to tn:U:l'l ... t grow;i; 
tWiwr ci.. r..bj•~ """ ~.~,. plry•~~ 
- ""°"" ti.. tNc::tlrllolt ll7'0!q:. llrtU:r 
~aatic'I. tlilre ii a 60S e~• 
tJiac c"- swbJ•"' ~°" 11 I'll au~r•r! tQ 
ridla """ of w Sl.IO 'CNaOrT ... t p-w;1. 

Jtau tllrt1' ""'4n1 ilPldi .y: 

Fa tr 

Cl 
Q 
0 

I• 
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5. Do you have 1 stl"Ong preference for 7. (continued) 
(""11"1• or.~;·~:) being assigned 

• f-'l'GZ w?l 0 !>1ing to one treatment group over the other? 
If so, wllich do you prefer and wily? 

Realiltic 0 II 

No, Ills no strong pr1f1renc1 D II 
~hat 1111realhtic 0 Y11, Ills stl"Ong pr1fe,..nc1 

D D for Standard Treatment Group Vt"l' unr1a111tic 
Yes, Ills Stl"Ong pref1,..nc1 

D for Eaperlinental Tr1atirent Ccrnnen ts : &roup 

There h disagreement among 
the family inembers and friends 

D 11 to wtllch treat.mint 1s to 
bt preferred 

Reasons for preferences: 

8. If r~• or.,_!:;•~!! is assigned 
to the Standard ~rea~nt Group, 
!low often will h1/s~1 need to come 
1n t.o the clinic for routine follow· 
up 1ppointNnts? 

Would you bt .1111 ng t.o IUPl:'Ort tht 
1'lq 11iok?4 aNW1' C'i.:t cii. a;ipoinl:"lr::' 

'· wiU k .,,.l"lf ClirH lllOPIC'i.. 
decision af (r.t:tf'l1 o' 1i.?!.''1etJ t.o bt 
randomized in~o 11ther of Uie treatment Ja~ cJiftp NqOOYll: 
groups? 

la fac wa.n oPia "'°"Zd 
0 Overesti111te D II 

•1.:ii k 1i1HZS:'YJ II 

Yes raz: AfN•J 0 Accurate answer D 
7. Wllat da you think frta-:1 or N:.'1e:I 

will gain fl'Olll the study? 
Unc11rtsth11t1 D 

we c1i-. 9 .... 'l'GCI NfFOlllll h: k l1'N I. If f'llP"W of 1.J!o'•etJ is assigned 
c~: :Ill foZZtNi,,, CINOI an addzo.1114 to t1ii bpern,.ntilrreatment Cirou~, 
llNI OOl"rlOC ~ ,,,;,'°""°IF C i.cv · lie/she will need to spend 3·10 days 

~u C1&1ir ~otatiOlll: 
1n the hospital and then ht/sht •Ill 
need ta come t.o the clinic weekly 

• b?-4~ 
1111t1l ht/she his become accustomed 
to the """ therapy. Foll°"'ing this, 

Cl how afttn wi 11 ht/she nted to come 
Rt11tsttc n tn \o the clinic far routine fall°"'· 

C!l 
up appotntirents? 

~hat unrealistic ~ 11iok?4 ICGU diai iii. ~oin~r.tl 

~ 
wiU k OMI p.r lllO'ltlli, 111'14 ooi.Zd k u 

Y•P'J' unre1lt1ttc o[kn u ~· p.r wile. 

Jr.zU tMi1' Nl'POllll: 

• -.iHonioPia 
Q Q Ower11tt•t1 n ... 1t1t1c .. 

$alnewha t Ulll'H 11 ltt c GI Accur1t1 1n1wtr [] 
·v,,.,. unre1111ttc [] UndtrtltlMU [] 

--.... 

. ', 
...... _ ._, t.... ... · 
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10. Do )'Ou 1"11llzt that 111ny tl1111s ,., How would you fttl about f~• o' ,,,.b;•=~! 
r- o[. ,.,i,,;•=i I .. y have to 1tw1 u1tng the blood or urine testing equipment 

priority to t111s study, causing 1n public, as he/she 11111 have to do when 
other f1111ily 1Wmbers and friends to 1t work or school? ~ould any of 1ou object 
change their plans? Oo you understand to him/her doln; this? 
tlllt ,,,,_. of •..b5•et! 1111 hl•t SCllll 
1apenses for transportation, tele· lo one would object to 
phoning tha c11ntc, or hiring 1 baby· pybllc use of_ testing D 11tt1r? Ht/Slit Illy have to use VICltlon tqulPNnt .. 
or sick days to keep clinic 1ppolntn'ents. 
lltlat kinds of probl11111 will this cause? Someone would object to 

public use of testing D JlilU tM..:r Nrpo!VI: equlpawnt 

1111y appear to vnderst1nd tPle 15. Soirll aspects of this study, such as using 
probl11111 Involved and 1gree that 0 diabetes supplies in public and having 1 
1 considerable llllOunt of 1ncon• .. 11s1 flealble llfest1l1, 1111y Identify 
wenlence .. y result (~• o' "1J~3•e:! IS having diabetes 

lo people who othel"Wise ~lght not h1v1 
1111y 1pp11r to understand the known. Would this bt 1 problem for you? 
problems involved but do not D 11tll1v1 that they will 1aper· Ko one would abject to 
1enc1 11ndu1 hardship tllt subject following the 

They do not appear to und1rst1nd 
tl'lat.inent protocol simply 
because It 1111y identify D tllt problems that a...y 1rts1 by D tlle subject as having diabetes IT 

giving prlortt,y to the study 
protocol • Somtont would object to 

Haw do you fte1 about r~ of ~i•et! 
the subject following the 

11. treatirent protocol because 
using tllt Insulin Infusion pump~ lfould tt .. Y Identify the subject 0 any of ~ou have 1 problem (1.g., bt 11 having dtabttes 
1Moy1d with lltm/lltr using t.1'11 PllllP? 

16. lf ,,_,, o[. .._b;•etJ .. ,.. to blcome 
llo ant IJptCtS to havl I 111 or inJured, do 1ou f~l you could 
probT1111 with t.1'11 subJtct'I Q ... lp him/lier to carry out t.llt trtatirent 
UHDflp~ .. pr09r&11? 

$ollleont ea pee ti to ha v1 1 , .. CJ II problll!I with \lie subJ1ct'1 Q D use Df I P\119 
llo 

lZ. Holl do you f"l abovt - f'fllm'!• ~r r..b.~11:tJ 
ptrfol'llllng homt blood glucose monitoring, 
wlllch will have to bl done 11v1r1l tl1111s 
11ch Cly tf lle/slle Is assigned to tl'lt Pl11st 1ndfc1te wllo was 1ntervllWld: 
[aptr11111nt1l Treatment &roup? llou1d you f""-olc dt iMt appt~J 
have prob11!1'11 with him/lier doing tnt1? 

Q Subj1ct'1 father II 
llo llflt UptCtl to have I 

Q prob11111 with tha 1ubj1ct Subject'• 110thtr •I ptrfOl"llling ~ blood Q 9lucos1 11anlt.ortn1 •• Q Subject's gu1rdt1n ., 
Soreont eapectl to llavt 1 
problem with tht 1ubj1ct 

Sl*Ject'I IPGUll Q •I perfomt11g "°"" blood Cl 9lucos1 1111nltorln9 
Cl 11: 

Subj1ct 11 11blfng •I 
Mow do )'OU f"l about ,,_., of r..b!•e-tl 
PlrfOl'llllng uri• tests 11veral th.a ptr Subject'• cllf1d D •• Illy, 11 ha/sht w111 havt to do tf ht/sht 
fl 11slgned to tlle Standard Trea~nt 

0 ll'OUP? Wou1d any of )'OU lllv1 prObllllll Subject'• Dthtr 1'9htht •• w1tll hlll/her doln1 tll1s? 

0 llo Diii llptCtl to l\avt I Subject'• frttt'ld •I 

pl'Ob11111 with tht subject Q Ptrfonat111 urt111 t11t1n1 .. 
Soirllcm1 e•PKts to llavt 1 Type or prfnt· 111 .. of C1rtlfic1tton 
problll!I wiUI the 1ubj1ct Q C1tntc Coordt111tor: Numbers !if '"ll 
Ptrfonatn11 ur1nt testing 

[]]-[IJ ., 
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Aaquaat Behavior• Confldanca Quaatlonnalra 

A. IDENTlfYIHG INfORllATIOH (TO BE COMPLETED BY CLINIC STAFF) 

I, Cllnlc Number 

2. Patient ID NullDar 

3. Patlant•a lnlllala 

4. Data queatlonnalra co,...1atad1 
iiiniii Day -Year 

5. Admlnlatratlon eaquenca1 

Oaar Voluntaar1 

Plrat admlnlatratlon 
Second admlnlatratlon 

I) 
2) 

Aa you prour•a• through the pra-rando•l•atlon ph••• of th• 
DCCT, ••era lntaraelad In ho• you••• your ability to carr11 
out th• varloua traat .. nt taaka that ,.." ba ••k•d of rou •• 
•all ••ho• frequantly vou think rou •ould b• abla to carrv out 
the taaka. •••Ill ••k thla of you at .are than one 11 .. 
during thla pre-randa.laatlon period. Pl•••• raapond •Ith your 
saoat raallatlc aatl .. ta. Thank vou. 

B. DEGREE Of COHf IOENCf IN ABILITY TO 
CARRY OUT TREATMENT TASKS 

In the bO••• to the right, pl•••• Indicate ha• certain you 
are that you .111 ba abla to carrv out each of tha follo•lng 
traat .. nt taaka. Flrat, Indicate •hath•r or not you ballav• 
vou •Ill ba able to parlor• the taak •• It la daacrlbad b11 
piecing• numaar In Iha approprlat• baa. Ualng tha 11 point 
acala' balo•, •rtta the numC>ar which baat ... rchaa vour dagr•• 
or confldanca In your abllltv to do that teak. Pl•••• note 
that 0 on tha acala .. •n• that vou era quit• uncartaln that 

. ,vou •I I I ba abl• to do tha teak daacrlbad, •hi la a ID •••n• 
:·, that you are quit• certain that vo" •I 11 ba able to do the 
r -, •• k. 

0 

VERY 
UNCl!RTAIN 

2 3 4 5 

MODERATELY 
CERTAIN 

• 1 B 9 10 

VERY 
CERTAIN 

HO• cartaln are you that you •Ill ba abla to1 

I. Ta•• vour urine for glucoaa (augar) 
three or four ti-• a day 

2. Ta at vour urine for glucoaa at .... , 
t•lc• • d•r 

3. Teat vour urlna for glucoaa at la••t once a day 

4. Teat your urine for acetone at laa•t once a day 

5. T••• vour blood for glucoaa ••v•n 11 ... 
• dav bV •ticking your flnu•r, collect Ing 
a drop of blood, and avaluatlng It~ 
It• reaction on • taat alrlp 

B. T•at vour blood for glucoaa bafora ••ch 
... 1 and at badtl .. (four ti .. • a dav) 

1. T••t your blood for gl.,coaa ona or 
two ti-•• day 

a. T••• vour blood for gluca•• •• 
3100 •·•· once a •••k 

9. Taal your blood for glucoaa at 
3:00 a.m. one• a ..anth 

ID. Taal vour blood for glucoa• at 
3100 •·•· avarr thraa •ontha 

11. Collect caplll•rv blood apacl .. ne bv 
atlcklng rour finger and putting ao .. 
blood In a tuba, aavan time• In one 
dav, once every three month• 

12. Give vouraelf lnaulln one or l•O 11 ... a d•r 

13. Give vour•elf lnaulln three ti ... a d•r 

14. Give 11ouraelf lnaulln four 11 ... •day 

15. Give lnaulln to 11ouraalf bV ualng an lnaulln 
pu•p •hlch lnvolv•• tnaartlng and •••ring a 
naadla In your abdo•en •hlch la connactad to 
an tnaulln d•llvery pullll) you •••r In or on 
vour clothlng 



P•tt•nt ID 

18. Fol lo• rour dl•t •v•r' d•r 

11. Pollo• rour dl•t •o•t d•r• 

18. Pollo• rour dl•t •v•rr ... 1 

19. Pollo• rour dl•t t•o ... 1. • d•r 

20. Pollo• rour dl•t on• ... 1 • d•y 

21. A•turn to th• cllntc •v•ry thr•• .anth• 
for th• n••t ••v•r•I r••r• 

22. A•turn to th• cllntc •v•rr .anth 
for th• n••t ••v•r•I r••r• 

23. A•turn to th• cllnlc •v•ry •••k 
for th8 n••t ••v•r•I r••r• 

24. K••P d•tlr r•cord• of your gluco•• 
r••dlne•. tn•ultn •dllllnl•tr•tlon, 
dl•t, •nd hrpoglyc••lc •Pl•od•• 

21. K••P P•rtodtc d•lly r•corda of your uluco•• 
r••dtne•. tn•ulln •d•lnlatr•tton, dl•t, •nd 
hJpoulJc••lc •ptaod•• 

c. ESTIMATE OF HOW OFTEN TASKS WILL ee PEAFOAMED 

In thla ••ct Ion, •• •ould Ilk• JOU to lndlc•t• th• p•rc•nt 
of ti .. th•t you r••ll•tlc•llJ b•ll•v• th•t you •Ill b• •bl• 
to c•rry out ••ch of th• follo•lng t••k• If JOU •r• •••lun•d 
to on• or th• oth•r tr••t••nt group•. •• do not ••P•ct th•t 
• p•r•on •ould b• •bl• to p•rfor• th• tr••t .. nt t••k• IOO• 
of th• ti.... Pl•••• b• r••llattc In rour ••tt .. t••· Th• 
p•rc•nt tt .. could r•nu• fro• O• (n•v•r) to 50• (h•lf of th• 
tt .. ) to 100• (•l••r•). 

o• '°" 20. 30lt 40• 10• eo• 10• ao• ao• 100• 

NE VEA HALF 
THE TIME 

If you •r• •••tun•d to th• •t•nd•rd c•r• group. 
ho• oft•n •ould you prob•blJ do ••ch of lh• 
follo•tnu tr••t .. nt t••k•7 

'1. T••t your urine for gluco•• thr•• 
or four tt .. a • d•J 

2. Glv• roura•lf on• or two Injection• 
of tnaulln • d•J 

) 

ALWAYS 

• 
• 

DCtT For• 049 P•u• 2 of 2 

3. K••P d•lly r•cord• of uluco•• 
r••dtnu•. lnsulln Injection•, 
•nd hJpoglyc••lc epl•od•• 

4. A•turn to th• cllnlc for visit• 
ev•rJ thr•• •onth• 

5. Collect c•plll•ry blood ap•ct .. na ••v•n 
ti .. • In on• d•J •verr thr•• .ontha 

6. Fol lo• your diet 

If rou •r• •••lun•d to the ••p•rl .. nt•I group, 
ho• often •ould you prob•bly p•rform ••ch of 
the followlnu t••k•7 

I. Teat your blood for gluco•• ••v•n t•-·. d•y 

2. T•at your blood for gluco•• four 
ti ... • d•J 

3. T••t rour blood for glucoa• •t 3100 •·•· 

4. Glv• youraelf thr•• or four 
tnj•ctton• of ln•ultn ••ch d•Y 

5. •••r •n tn•ulln p~ for 24 hour• ••Ch d•y 

&. Keep• d•tly r•cord of your ulucoa• 
r••dtnu•. ln•ulln •d•lnlatr•tton, 
dt•t, •nd hypoulJC•mtc r••ctton• 

1. Return to the cltntc for vt•lta 
•very thr•• 1110ntha 

8. Return to the cllnlc for .anthly vt•tt• 

9. R•turn to th• cltnlc for •••kly vlalta 

10. Coll•ct c•plll•ry blood ap•clm•n• ••v•n 
ti .. • In on• d•J every thr•• month• 

II. Follow your diet 

• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 



mm=~· U'G) . Complications 
Trial DIABETES CONTROL AHO COllPLICAllOHS lRIAL 

Blood Gl.,co•• Profll• Sp9cl .. n llalllng LI•• 

N!! 2340 
J .. 1,. 18. 1885 

DCCJ For• Oi0.2 
P•ll• I Of I 

Thi• .. 111ng ll•t I• u••d •h•n9v•r th• acer cllnlc ahlp• • cont•ln•r of c•plll•rr blood elucoa• •p•ct .. n• to tho Control 
Bloch .. l••rr L9bor•torr (CBL). lh• four copl•• of thl• for• •r• to b• dlalrlbulod •• ratio••• 

(I) ... Ill•• Ca.pl••t•nd pl•c• lneld• lnaul•t•d ehlpplng cont•ln•r •Ith •P•ct .. ne. 
Motl to DCCI C•ntr•I Bloch••latry Lobor•torr 

AlTN1 L282 ... ,.o 318-5181 -
untvorol•r of Mlnnoaoto HOopltol 
Roc•lvtne Unit KIE 
425 E••• Rlv•r Ro•d 
Mtnno•polta. llH ii4ii 

12) YELLOlf -- Sand ••porot•lr to th• •ddroeo •bov•. 

(3) PINA -- l•nd to Iha Coordlnollng Conlor In lh• •••kly tor .... 111n9, 

( 4) GOL.DEJOIOD Rotoln In cllnlc fl loo. 

Clinic ~r1 

Spocl .. no ShlppoO on1 
11onii • o.;- 1 

Viar 

Spocl .. n• Colloctod rr ... 1 
iinii - '.,--Dor Toor 

thro119h 
iinth Doy Yoor 

PAOf'I LS!!TS 

PATIENT'S DATE SPECllll!N 
PATIENT ID INITIALS DRA• 

ACCESSION MUllllER NUllllH f' II L lloo>lh Dor Y•or 

BGPI lhru BGPJ ------ ----- --- --'--'--
BGPI lhru 8GP7 ------ ----- --- --'--'--
BGPI thru BGPl ------ ----- --- --'--'--
BGPI thru llGP7 ------ ----- --- --'--'--
8GPI thru BGP' ------ ----- --- --'--'--
BGPI lhru BGPJ ------ ·----- --- --'--'--
BGPI thru BGPl ------ ----- --- --'--'--

~ 8GPI thru 861'1 ------ ----- --- --'--'--
BGPI thru 8GP7 ------ ----- --- --'--'--

C0191ENTS 
(Indicate Ir onr vl•I• or• •loolng or If 

8GPB la Included.) 





eDF· DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Heurob11h11vlor11I A•••11111n11nt M11lllng Llat 

March 26. 1987 
DCCT Form 051 . J 

Paye I of I 

Thi• .. lllng llat la u1111d •h11n11v11r thll DCCT cllnlc .. ti• the reaulta or 11 n11urob11h11vlor11I 11v11lu11tlon to the Cantr11I 
Naurobeh11vloral Coding Unit. Th• four coplaa of thla for•·ara to ba dlatrlbulad a• fol lo••• 

(I) WHITE·- Coanplata •nd pl11ca lnalda packaya •Ith •••a•a,..nta. 
M•ll toa Chrlalophar Ryan, Ph.D. 

DCCT Cantral Naurobah11vlor11I Coding Unit 
Unlvaralty of Pltlaburyh 
Waatarn Paychlatrlc lnatltuta •nd Cllnlc 
3811 O'Har• Str11111 
Plttaburuh. PA 15261 

(2) YELLOW •• Sllnd 1111p11r11t11ly to thll 11ddr111111 11bov11. 

(3) PINK -- Sand to th• Coordinating C11nt11r In th• •••kly form• .. lllng. 

(4) GOLDfNROD A11t11ln In cllnlc fl tea. 

Cllnlc N..-ari 

Aa•a•• .. nta M11ll11d on• 

A••••••enta P•rfor .. d fro•• 

NfUROBfHAVIORAL ASSfSSMENTS 

PATIENT ID 
NUMBER 

PATIEHT"S 
INITIALS 

F M L 

Month 

Month 

VISIT 
NUMBER 
(00 • 

BASELINE) 

D•v v •• r 

D•v VHr 
through 

OATf ASSESSMENT 
PERFORMED 

Month Day Ya•r 

_l __ I _ 

_ l __ I _ 

_ I _ 

_ I _ 

_ I _ 

_ l __ I 

_I _ 
_ l __ I 

_l __ I _ 
_ l __ I __ 

Month D•v V1111r 

CO-EN TS 





IJJXF-
DIABETES CONTROL AHO COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Diet Hletory ll•lllng Llet 

July 18, 1985 
DCCT Form 052.2 

Peg• I of I 

Thie .. II Ing ll•t I• u•ed •h•nev•r th• OCCT clinic .. 11a a P•Ckeg• ot diet hlatorl•• lo the C•ntral Nutrition Coding Unit (CHCU). 
Th• four copl•• of thl• for• •r• to b• dlatrlbuted •• fol lo••• 

(I) .-HITE -- c.,..,l•t• •nd pl•c• lnald• p•ck•g• •Ith dl•t hlatorl••· 
llall to1 OCCT Centr•I Nutrition Coding Unit 

Unlv•r•lty of llllnn••ota 
2829 Unlv•relty Av•nu•, S.E., Sult• 528 
lllnn••polle, MN 55414 

(2) YELLOW -- S•nd ••p•r•t•ly to th• addr••• abov•. 

(3) PINK -- Send to th• Coordinating C•ntar In the •••kly for•• .. 111ng. 

(4) GOLDENROD R•t•ln In cllnlc fll••· 

Cl lnlc Humeri 

Hletorl•• Mell•d on1 
iiiin'iii "Dav v..r-

Hl•torl•• T•k•n Fro•1 

' 

!!!.!! HI STORIES 

PATIENT ID 
HUMBER 

.. -----
t_:_ - - - -

iiiin'iii 

PATIENT'S 
INITIALS 

F Ill L 

TOTAL HUMBER LISTED OH THIS PAGE 

D•v V.ar 

DATE DIET 
HISTORY TAKEN 

Month D•y Ye•r 

--'--'-__ , __ ,_~ 
--'--'-__ , __ , __ 
--'--'--__ , __ , __ 
--'--'-__ , __ , __ 
--'--'--

through 
Month 

CHCU USE 
ONLY 

Orig Pup 

"Dev Y••r 

COlllllENTS 





m7AADiabeles 

fJJt ~~ 
Trial 

t') 
~· 

(' ' 

.. 
DIABETES CONTROL ANO COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Reatlng Electrocardlogr .... II Ing Llat • 

Septe.taer 30, 1988 
DCCT Por• 0!13.3 

Pege I of I 

Thia 111elllng llat la u••d •henever the OCCT cllnlc ,..,,. re•tlng electroc•rdlogr .. • to the Coordln•tlng Center. B•••lln• ECO'• 
thought to •ho• en ••cludlng •bnor111elltr on 'th• be•I• of local reeding •Ill be for•ardad br the Coordinating Centar to the Centrel 
ECG Coding Unit for confl.-..tlon of ln•llglbllltr. Indicate on thla for• If •n ••cludlng •bnonaallt• I• •••n. Th• three coplee of 
thl• for• are to be dlatrlbut•d ••fol lo••• 

(I) .. ITI! -- Compl•I• end pl•ce lnalde p•ckege •Ith th• ECO'•· 

(Z) PINK -- Send to the Coordln•tlng Cent•r In th• •••kl• for .. .,.lllng. 

(3) GOLOEJIROO -- Reteln In cllntc fll••· 

Cllnlc Number1 

Oet• ECG'a .. 11ac11 
iiinl'ii · Dey · ii•r 

ECG'• obt•lnad from• 
llinth oay v;.;:- throueh I I 

ifciniii D•y v;.;:-

Rl!STIHG ~ 

PATIENT 10 
NUlllll!R .. 

-----
-----
-----
-----
-----
-----
-----
-----
-----
-----
-----
-----

PATIENT'S 
INITIALS ,. • L 

---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---
---

DATE OP ECG 
•onth D•• Y••r 

--'--'--__ , __ , __ 
--'--'--__ , __ , __ 
--'--'--__ , __ I,;__ 

--'--'--__ , __ , __ 
--'--'-__ , __ , __ 
--'--'-__ , __ , __ 

CHECK HERi! IP 
AN EXCLUDING 

ABNORMALITY 
WAS DETECTED DESCRIPTION OP AllNOllllALITY 





m~
Oiabetes 

. • Contra! and 
·; · Complicall()l'lS 

. •· · Trial 

DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Autonomic Neuropethy Studies Mell Ing List 

Mey 15, 1992 
DCCT Form 054.3 

Pe9e I of I 

This malllng llet le used whenever the OCCT clinic malls ANS tapes to the Central Autonomic Coding Unit for analysts. ANS tapes 
should be sent to the CACU as soon as posslble after their creation In order for deficient tapes to ba Identified and redone 
promptly. It Is best to send only a few tapes In each mall Ing In case the package Is lost. The four copies of this form are to be 
distributed as follows1 

(I) WHITE -- Complete and place Inside package with tapes. 
Mall to1 Mary Schumer 

DCCT Central Autonomic Coding Unit 
301 N. 8th Street 
Room 48137 
Springfield, llllnols 62702 

(2) YELLOW -- Send separately to the address above. 

(3) PINK -- Sand to tha Coordinating Center tn the •eekly forms malling. 

(4) GOLDENROD -- Rataln In clinic files. 

Cllnlc Number1 

Tapes Malled on1 

Tapas Creatad From1 

~~ 

... ' l~ 

.-'"', 

f. 

PATIENT ID 
NUMBER 

PATIENT'S 
INITIALS 

F M L 

Month oay Vear 

iiiinih oay Year 

DATE TAPES 
CREATED 

Month Day Year 

I 

_I _ 

_ I_ 

-'_, _ 

_ I_ 

through 
iiiinth 

VISIT NUMBER 
(If basellne, 

enter 00) 

oay Viiar 

COMMENTS 
(Jndlcste If practlca Pallant for certification 

normal control, etc.) 





mm Diabetes 
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. . . Complications 
Trial 

DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Hemoglobin Ale Specimen Mall Ing Ll&t 

N~ 4~: .: ? 
March 10, 1963 

DCCT Fo.-n1 055. I 
Page I of I 

This malling llst Is used whenever the DCCT clinic ships a container of blood samples to the Hemoglobin Ate Laboralory. 
four copies or this form to distribute as follows: 

Prepare 

I. ORIGINAL -- Complete and piece Inside Insulated shipping container with specimens. 

2. DUPLICATE -- Send separately to: 

Jack England 
University Mlsaourl/He~lth Science Center 
Chi Id Health - Room M770 
I Hospital Drive 
Columbia, Ml&sourl 65201 

3. TRIPLICATE -- Send to the Coordinating Center In the weekly forms mall Ing. 

4. QUADRUPLICATE -- Retain In clinic files. 

Cl lnlc Number: 

Specimens Malled on: 

Specimens Collected on: 

~ 

H -

H -

H -

H -

H -

H -

H -

H -

'!> ~ H -
;· 

H -

ACCESSION NUMBER 

Month Day 

Month Day 

PATIENT ID 
NUMBER 

Vear 

vaar 
through 

PATIENT'S 
INITIALS 
F M L 

Month oay 

DATE SPECIMEN 
DRAWN 

Montn Day Vear 

_I _ 

I 

-'
I 

_ I_ 

_I_ 

I 

vaar 

QUANTI TV 
SHIPPED (ml) 

COMMENTS 
(Indicate If this Is 

a back-up sample.) 





w~ 
.~ ..... ·--- DIABETES CONTROL AHO CDHPLlCATlONS TRIAL 

August 3, 1983 
Deer-Form 056.11-• 
Page I of 3 

Clfnfc £va1uatfon of Volunteer's Perfol"T!lllnce on Behavioral T1sks I (Clinic) 

1'ii1 rating of th• vot .... tHI" '• p•rfo'lf'la1ICI on ti.. i"·c:H"ie b11iavioraZ ta•kl. pczrt of tlil 1el'ee"i."'l 
progNlfl. ii to b9 oompZ.t-4 by tlw oli"ie ooordirv:itor f1I" tlil beliauiorczI 1ei1r1ti1t ... .:"6 tlil gi.ide !iris11 
gi'll1r1 ill C1iapter 20 of th# lli:mMaI of Oplratioria. 

A ll"P!f of tltu fonn u co I>. u"t co ti.. Coordi.rv:iti"'l CDtter "" t"- 1.•Hlct11 fonn• maili..g. 

A. IDENTIFYING INFORMATION 

1. Clinic Nlllllber 

3. Patient's Jnitl1ts 

8. JN-CLINIC DEMONSTRATION 

CD ... 
I I I 11-" 

2. P1tient ID NLllT\ber 

4. Date of evaluation 

1. Rite the patient's performance on the first five behavioral tasks for 

ITIA"TlA--rl 11-2 a 
MOntr"' ~ ~ 

Trial 1 and Trial Z. rif 11110>!d t2"ia? wcze "°' d.ofil. I.a111 Tri.a? 2 boz btcz.ik.J 

a) Task 1: Dra111 up 9_ U Trill 1 Specify Instn.rctlon or Prom;it Trfal 2 
1n a 0.5 cc syringe Ou Ou 

b) Task 2: Dra111 up l6 U Ou Dz· In a 1.0 cc syringe 

c) Tuk 3: Mh 14 U Ou Ou 111ith 6 u 
d) Task •: Test urine 

glucou r~tete fw 
nwiliod MHO) 

1) C11nltest Ou Ou 
11) Dlutlk Ou o .. 

111) Test.pe Ou Ou 
•) Tuk S: Collect o .. D .. t1pl1l1ry b1oocl 

2. Tuk 6: Mow many (O to 6) 
of these -.ere correctly 
111tched as being l"llated 
to hyperglyc~i• or hypo-
glycemia on Trial 1 and 
Trial 2? (If 11110>!d t:zoiaI Trf11 1 Trl11 2 
W1Z1 "°t 4oM • tla'lll Tri.a 1 II o .. o .. boz btcz.ik) 
Carrlnen ts : 



. 

Pltient ID 

3. Task 7: Did the patient 
state the following on Tri1l 1 
and Trf1l 2? (If Ht:1"11! tJoia I 
lollZa PIDt do>Y, Zcav. 2'Joia% 2 boa• Tri1l 1 b?ank.) 

llo 
•l leave 911111 D 
bl take Sfmj)le carbohydrates D 
cl check blood sugar D 
dl other proper action; 0 specify: 

Comnents: 

4. Task 8: Did the patient correctly 
fdentffy the follo•fng as comnon 
causes of ketoacfdosfs on Trf1l 1 
and Trial 2? (!f ••t:""'1 tJoiaZ 1o11Za 

Yes 

Q., 
Q .. 
0.1 
o .. 

Trial 2 
No Yes 

D o .. 
D Q .. 
D 0.1 
D o .. 

PIDt t!DM, :t.av. 2'riaZ 2 bozH Tri1l 1 Trfal 2 
bZ4n1c. J llo Yes Ila Yes 

s . 

•l faflure to tlke fnsulfn 

bl infection 

cl other conmon cause; 
specify: 

Conmen ts: 

D o .. D Q., 
D Q., DO .. 
D Q .• D Q .. 

Tuk 9: Dfd tlle P1tfent sUte the 
following on Trf1l 1 and Trfal 27 
(!f Ht:Clf'ld tJoiaZ YU PIDt do>Y, t..zv. 
l'Jot4Z Z boa• b%4nlc. J Trfal 1 Trfal 2 

Ila Yes Ila Yes 

al check urfne fpr acetone D 011 D Ou 
bl call doctor D o .. D o .. 
cl other pl"Oper actton; 

specify: 
D o .. D Q .. 

Coannts: 

DCCT Fonn D56.1 
Page 2 of 3 

'· 



Patient ID-------------

6. Task 10: Did the patient 
correctly solve the following? 
(!f HCcmd tJoi.:zt ~ 'IOt d&JM, 
l11m1• Tnat 2 ~ .. btarik.) 

1) the number of units A.B. 
should take In the morning 

b) the number of units A.B. 
should take In the evening 

c) the time the Insulin will 
peak for C.D. 

ConmenU: 

Tri1l 1 Trial 2 
Mo Yes Mo Yes 

OOnOQ .. 
QO .. DO .. 
QOuOOu 

Type or-print name of person completing this fol'lll: Certification 

DCCT Fol'lll OS6. 1 
Page 3 of 3 

Number ( l,!J,.m'..l. 
OJ• L..J...J II II 





Ft:!'PE=,. 
.,~Trial DIA9lTE5 COltTADL ANO CDlllPLICATION5 TRIAL 

.lul, 18, 1985 
DCCT For• 057.J 

Paga I of 2 

Cllnlc lv•luallon of Voluntaar'a Parfor .. nca on 8ahavtoral Ta•k• II CH .... ) 

Thi• for•· t• 10 ba cC1111platad by th• cllnlc ataff 10 aw•luala Iha pallanl'• parfor .. nca on Iha at-h..,.. bahavloral la•ka. llatl Iha 
ortgtnal of tht• fore to Iha Coordtnattng Cantar. Aatatn a copy tn tha cltnlc fll••· 

A. IOlHTIPYIHG INFOAllATIOH 

I. Cllnlc ......,.r Pallant'• Initial• 

2. Pattanl ID ...,...r Data for• co.plated 
iinih Dar ""iaar 

9. PHPOAllAHCI OH HOlll 9lHAVIOAAL TA5115 

I. Pala hoee ... havloral ta•k• alartad1 
iiiinih Dar ""iaar 

2. Urine ta•tlng (NOTl1 Only tha aacond ••lllP•• fro• Iha morning daubla void la ta•tad. Than thraa more urlna taata are 
are parfor .. d each dar (befora lunch, auppar, bedll .. ). Thi• total• 4 ••••• • 14 da,a • 58 I••••.) 

a) ......,.r of 11 ... compllant •Ith daubla void procadUr• t 14 • 100 • • compllanca 

b) llulllbar of 11 ... urine ta•t• parfor .. d t !18 • 100 • W. caapl lanca 

c) H ...... r of pa•lllva urlna ••••• Caul of 88 •••I•) 

d) Nata any raa•on• for •l•••d •••••• 

3. Ceptllarr blood collactlona 

a) llulllbar of 11 ... compliant •Ith pra-breekfeat teal• 4 • 100 • --- - • coiapl lanca 

b) ........,r of 11 ... compliant •Ith pa•t-br•e•fa•I ••••• t 1 • 100 •. --- - W. campllanca 

c) ......,.r of 11 ... caapllant •Ith pre-lunch ••••• t .. . 100 • W. coiapl lenca --- -
d) llulllber of 11 ... caapllant •Ith po•t-lunch ••••• t 2 • 100 • --- - • caaopl lance 

a) Nuoabar af 11 ... coapllanl •Ith pra-•upper I•••• t .. . 100 • --- - • caiapl lance 

f) ......,.r of 11 ... compllanl •llh pa•l-•uppar teat• f 1 • 100 • --- - W. campllanca 

el ......,.r of 11 ... coapllant •Ith badtl .. ••••• .. . 100 • --- - • co11pl lance 

h) NUllbar of 11 ... coiapllanl with 3100 a.•. ••••• t 1 • 100 • W. co11pl lanca 
.... ' "· -.. ' I) Nata anr raa•on• for •l•••d ••••• collactlan1 

( ' 



Pattant ID 

4. ln•ulln A~lnlatratlon 

e. 

•• 

1. 

a) Numbar of ti .. • ln•ulln Injection ••• don• •lthln 
• 112 hour ti .. fr• .. each day (de11r•• of con•htency 
In lnaulln •d•lnlatratlon) 

b) Did patient rotete the lnJ•ctlon •lte? 

Three-Day Pood Record 

NUllber of d•y• co.plated • food record 

•••I• 
a) Numb•r or tl .. a et• br•akraat 

b) Number or ti ... ate ..,rnlng anack 

c) Number of ti .. • at• lunch 

d) NUlllber of ti .. • et• efternoon •n•ck 

e) Nulllber of ti .. • at• dinner 

f) Nulllber or ti ... ete •venlng •neck 

Phy•lcel Activity 

•) NUlllber or d•Y• en11•11•d In phy•lcal •ctlvlty 

No Ye• 
( I) ( 2) 

14 or 28 • IDO • 

(CIRCLE ONE) 

DCCT For• 057.J Pao• 2 of 2 

It conalatent 

(14 If one lnjectlon/dey or 
28 If t•o lnjectlon•/dey) 

3 • 100 • ~ ~ ~ • ~ It co111pllenc• 

b) Llat u•uel type• of phy•lcal activity end tl111e apent per dey1 

8. Ca.....nta on quellty or co...,letlon of dally 10111 

Type of print na .. of peraon COlllPl•tlng thl• ror•1 Certification Nulllber (If eny) 

... ' 
'\I 

. ~ 

./ 



r~'•=. ...,~Trial 
DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Lipid Specl .. n Metltng Ltet 

July 18. 1985 
DCCT For• 058.2 

Page I of I 

Thi• .. tltng llet la uaed whenever the DCCT cllnlc ahlpa • contelner of aer .... apecl,..na to the Central Bloch••latry Laboretory 
(CBL) for b•••llne lipid •••••• .. nt, for ennual lipid analyala. or for aaved apecl .. na. The four copla• of thl• for• ar• to be 
dlatrlbutad a• folio••• 

(I) lllHITE -- Complata and place lnalda lnaulatad •hipping container •Ith apeclmena. 
Mall 101 DCCT Cantral Bloche•latry Laboratory 

ATTN1 L262, Mayo 376-5181 
Unlvaralty of Mlnneaota Hoapltal 
Receiving Unit K/E 
425 Eeat Atvar Roed 
Mlnneapolla, MN 55455 

(2J YELLOW -- Sand aeparately to th• addreaa above. 

(3) PINK -- Sand to the Coordinating Center In th• •••kly for .... 111ng. 

(4) GOLDENROD Rataln In clinic fllaa. 

C ltnlc Number 1 

Spacl .. n• Shipped on1 

Spacl .. n• Collactad Pro•1 

!:.!fil SPECIMENS 

ACCESSION NUMBER 

L -

L -

L -

L -

L -

L -

L -

L -

~ -

Month oa'Y 

iiOnih 'liav 

PATIENT ID 
NUMBER 

v..;:-

vaar 
through 

PATIENT'S 
INITIALS 
F M L 

Month Eia'Y 

DATE SPECIMEN 
DRAlllN 

Month Day V•ar 

__ l __ I_ 

-'--'_, __ I_ 

-'
I 

I 

I 

_I_ 

_I_ 
_1 __ 1_ 

v;.;:-

1 __ 1 __ 

_l __ I __ 

SAVED 
SPECIMEN 
INCLUDED7 
CV or N) 

COMMENTS 
(lndlcata If thta la a back-up ••.Pia 
or If only ao•• delar•lnallon• are 

to ba -d•.) 





m'taD1abetes 
' Control and 

• · , -. Complications 
~- Trial 

DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Certification of Visual Acuity Examiner 

"arch 21, 1983 
DCCT Form 059.l 

Page 1 of 1 

Name of Visual Acuity Examiner: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Title: 

Phone Number: 
(Area Code) 

Clinic: 

A. Certification for completion of tbe Baseline Ophthalmic 
lzamination and Ocular History Form (DCCT Form 008): (INt>ICATE ONE) 

Pass without co111111ent 

Pass vitb co11111ent 

Fail - resubmit 

( 1) 

( 1) 

( 1) 

B. Review of Refraction and Visual Acuity Procedures 
(Manual of Operations, Chapter 13.3): (INDICATE ONE) 

Satisfactory - certified 

Unsatisfactory - bold 

Dace of Telephone Review: 

( l) 

( l) 

If status of B is unsatisfactory, what is 
the date of scheduled review? 

Signature of DCCT Certification Examiner: 

Print Name of DCCT Certification Eaaminer: 

Month Day Year 

Month Day Year 





,, 
2) 

l) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

1) 

8) 

9) 

rlJX ......... .._ .. DIABETES COllTROL AllD COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 
Scrttnln9 lo9 

C1tnlc Ito. []] 

-.,rll 12, 198) 
DCCT fo,.. 060.I 
Pa9e I of 2 

UH tlti• fa .. to NOOrd tu i .. Uial •CN ... illg OO'ltaot ""'"'" a f'Ot""tial rnti<'rtt M8 lotitll lf"l'r Olirtio. ff tlte paeipt b fnuruJ to N i .. digible for the 
.t""rf durirtg tlii• -taot. N<!Ord tu 1¥<1n0ft1t for the e.r<!luniOft 11ni"!I tit" RZ<"luniOft cod"" l:"11ted Oft tlie follOtJir19 pat]e. U•e tM """" for •,,_11tn• to 
11labo1"1Jt• art tit• •zol..ding ooowlition """• if onl11 teii,torv1rily •=l111J .. d, "ate the date ""'"" tliR 11ubjer.t is e:q>eat .. d to be eligible. 

l'aolt welt dkl'irtg tit• """"" ,,,,,_ ~ur oUrtfo i11 reo,...itirtg pot;entA, !I"" nlt,.111d une a """" ""f'Y of tliin fa..... 5""" a COJ'll of tlte rre11fou• ...,.,.,.,. fa..., 
lo tit• Coordirte1ti"fl c ... ter irt t"8 YP.el<l11 fa...,. -.:ling. Th" Coordirtntlfl!I C""'"'r •liould rtot l'Pceille tlie infn,_ti.Oft art t"8 patie..t '• ..._, addre11a, artd 
telepltone 11"""1er, •a out tliat irtfo,_tion off of tlie Coordirtating Ce11ter'• oory. 

Subject'• Telephone .. _ 
~ ___!__~ 

·. '.-

Date of Cont1Ct 
Month ll.!'.r . Year 

Is the patient If t~rirlly or 
___!_ne_!!glble? pennanently lnell9lble, 

Yes, Yes, specify reasons for 
ll!lllPO· Pe,.... lnell9lblllty (up to 41 

J!!._ rarl ly nent IJ (5rr ~1" 2 ;c.,. ent~rt"] 

ITJ.tCIJ;t:IJ 0 0 D ITJCDCDCD 

ITJ.tCIJ;t:IJ D 0 D CD ITJ OJ ITJ 

ITJ.tCIJ;t:JJ D 0 D OJITJCDOJ 

ITltCDl[JJ 0 D D ITJCDCDITJ 

[I}1I]IIT] D D D CDOJCDCD 

[I}1I]IIT] D D 0 COCO COLD 

ITltCDl[JJ D D D OJITJITJDJ 

ITJ;CT]l[JJ D 0 D ITllIICO[IJ 

r-CVlTVf TI [] IJ r=J i:=orIICClOJ 

c-nts 

10) ------·--- -------------- ITvfJ~l!I J-1 [] [] LJ CLJl..Lll .IJ[J"J 



ElCLUSION 
COOE 

Dl 

D2 

D3 

04 

D5 

REASON FOR PERMANENT INELIGIBILITY 

Age over &O years 

Duration of insulin-dependent 
diabetes over 15 years 

Has history of treatment for !DOH 
with 3 or more daily Injections or 
insulin infusion pump (except for 
periods of less than 2 weeks to 
111anage 1n intercurrent Illness or 
to determine optimal blood glucose 
control) 

Hes history of photocoagulatlon 
(l1ser treatment of the eyes) 

Has had 3 or more documented 
episodes of diabetic ketoacidosls 
(OKA) requiring hospit1llzatlon 
during the past year 

06 Has been treated for hypertension 
during the past Z ye1rs 

07 Has h1d chronic disease requiring 
prescription medication for more 
than 1 total of 4 months during 
the p~st year 

DB His sibling, p1rent, child or 
spouse participating In the DCCT 

09 M1s had c1t1r1ct extraction in one 
or both eyes 

lD Has gl1ucQl!\I requiring medication 

11 Has chronic requirement for 1n 
ocul1r inedlc1tlon 

12 His 1 non°di1betic condition 
that limits life·expect1ncy 
or that will interfere with 
DCCT p1rticlp1tion 

EXCLUSION 
COOE 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

DCCT Fom. 060. 1 
Page 2 of Z 

REASON FOR TEMPORARY INE~lGlE!LlTY 

Age less than 13 years 

Duration of insulin-dependent 
diabetes less than 1 year 

Pregnant or pl1ns or desires a 
pregnancy within next 2 years 

Resides at 1 distance fro~ the 
clinic that presents a lioe1y 
impediment to completed fo11owu~ 

Plans a permanent move outside 
of North America during the ne1~ 
2 years 

Current participation in another 
clinical trial or any Uudy wr.\ch 
1111y interfere with participation 
in the DCCT 

... - . 



l!i~ ........ -- D1AIET£S CONTIOL AllD COOL1CAT10MS TllAL 

D1n1 lthHfor1l Tukl Log .... : 
August J, 1983 
DCtT Fonn 061.1 
Page 1 of 1 

n-• oOl!ft.u an of tA. !lczu. lf II"" ~"-' 
a was, .. ai 07' '""'lin ""'•• it.a.• apL:rin ""ir Ml di. 
-"#Zins. .. 

Date: I I 
""'En'OI -u-.,- Tear 

VRillE TESTS 
CCJl«KTS 

lf• 
Proctdll?'9 Done bsult 

hit MoMlfng Yotd 

W•ter Dl"llnk Ma. 1111ch dtd JOU drtnt7 

Znd "°"''"' Vofd 
Befol'I Lu11eh 

Befor1 Supper 

hfon lldt11111 

111SULill ~INISTRATtON (1nt1r 11ch 1n,lect1on according to pl't1crtptton) 

l11su1tn T1i11 

PMTSlCAL ACTlVlTT 

l1'• of Actht v 

.... , l1•" 

lr11kf1&t 

ISnact 

•uncfl 

ls111ct 

IS up,.,. 

$n1tt 

C!MttNTS. 
T1• 
Dona Doll l11Jtct1011 Stte 

COKNTS 
Tfm Mourt and efnutes spent 

Stlrttd 

COllDenta 

fn tl\11 1cttvf \)' 

(lor M ~·· p%cH f0!1'l4W rll• ,_ b=• 
U...rifi•d b)' ~ ut.WJcf•J. Tn II.lo """' "'-•• 
-.i.u au *•· J 

WILL.ARY IL 000 COLLECT lOllS 

T1• Tubt 
Proctdln'I Done ~••r 

13a •1n. ltfol't ll'takfut• 

Ito •fn. After lrukf11t 

l30 •1n. ltfol'I Lvncti• 

!lo •fn. After Luncll 

l30 •fn. ltfof'9 Supper• 

ilO •fn. Aft.ff' Supper 

lledtt•• 





-nr~ .--·--
DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Three-Day Food Record 

May 31. 1983 
OCCT Form 062. 1 
Page 1 of 3 

I'lstr!4cticms: For three consecutive days you are to Zist cm this fo~ aH 
the foods you eat and aZZ the f'l;wida you dzoink. Record the amoW1t of eacf: 
itfl1fl you consl.D!!ed and time of day that you consumed it. Recol'd the b:ra>'ld 
name of the p1'odl.ct, if ariy, and hozJ it 1o1as p1'epa:red. Please include i11 
the thl'ee-day food 1'eC01'd one day duri.119 the ~eekB11d. BRING THESE SHEE:s 
WITH YOU TO YOUR NEXT CLINIC APPOINTMENT. 

DAY 1: 
-p;o :n-'- -', - TIME 

nt Day ear 

BREAKFAST: 

SNACK: 

LUNCH: 

SNACK: 
0 

SUPPER: 

SNACK: 



NAME: 

DAY 2: 
"10 :n-'- -', -nt Day ear 

BREAKFAST: 

SNACK: 

LUNCH: 

SNACK: 

SUPPER: 

. 
SNACK: 

DCCT Form 062. 1 
Page 2 of 3 

TIME 

,,,-)··. 
,.:~·~. ~ 



NAME: 

DAY 3: 
""ll.Ontn 

BREAKFAST: 

SNACK: 

LUNCH: 

SNACK: 

SUPPER: 

SNACK: 

I --',-Day ear 

DCCT Form 062.1 
Page 3 of 3 

TIME 

.· 





·11~ 
DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

July 20 0 198) 
DCCT Form 061.1 
Page 1 of 2 

-0.-1...--.. 

Dally Diabetes Honttoring Record 

Standard Treatment 

INSTRUCTIONS: Uae thia fol"ll to record: (1) the results of your daily urine teats, (2) insulin doses, and (J) other 
important tnfo1118tion as follows: 

I· 
( ; 

URINE TESTS 

- You should teat your urtne 4 ti.ea each day: Before Breakfast. Before Lunch. Before Dinner, and at 
Bedtime. 

- To perfol"ll these teats, follow these steps: 

1.) l!llpty your bladder 20 to JO •inutea before you are going to do the teat. 
Discard thia urine. 

Z.) Drink a glaaa of water. 

l.) In ZO to JO minutes. or aa aoon aa you are able. empty your bladder 
again. Teat thia urine for slucoae uains tape, stripe or tablets 
according to instructions. 

4.) Record the result• on the next paRe. 

- If the glucose value la 21 or greater. or if you are not feeling well, you should also teat the urtne 
for ketonea (acetone) using aceteat tableta according to instructions. Record the amount of ketones 
aa follows: none (N), small (S), or large (L). 

INSULIN DOSES: 

- Record the amount of long-, intermediate-, and short-acting insulin used in the 111>rning and afternoon, 
and the time of these injections. 



Name: 

WEEK OF: 

-'-'-
DAY 
DATE 

Sunday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

.,. 

., \ ,• 

I· 
~ t 

,J 

DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 
Daily Diabetes Monitoring Record 

Standard Treatment 

URINE TEST RESULTS INSULIN DOSES 
Record glucose and. if done, acetone (Record time, type 

and amount) 

Before Before Before 
Breakfast Lunch Su oner Bedtime A.H. P.M. 

July 20. 1983 
DCCT Form 063.1 
Page 2 of 2 

NOTES: 
Record any sickness, 
reactions, infection, 
strenuous activity, 
exercise. large meals, 
emotional stress. etc. 



rt.LC DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Daily Diabetes Monitoring Record 

July 20, 1983 
DCCT Form 064.l 
Page 1 of 2 

--·--
Hultiple Daily Injection Users 

" 
INSTRUCTIONS: Use this form to record: (1) the results of your blood glucose tests, (2)1neulin doses, (3) urine 

tests for acetone (when done) and (4) other important information as follows: 

( . 

BLOOD GLUCOSE TESTS 

- You should test your blood for glucose 4 times each day: Before Breakfast, Before Lune~, Before Dinner, 
and at Bedtime. 

- The 3 AH blood glucose teat is to be done once per week. If it is less than 65 mg/dl, it must be done 
the following night as well. If on the second night the blood glucose le again leas than 65 mg/dl, the 
clinic should be notified promptly. 

- Every three months, the day before a clinic visit, you are to obtain three before-meal, three after-meal, 
and one bedtime blood sample using the capillary blood glucose profile set which the clinic provides. On 
these days you should also test your blood for glucose at these same times and record the results on this 
form. 

*****Whenever possible, you should use the reflectance meter to read the test strip. If the strip must 
be read visually, you ~hould use a chemstrip rather than a dextrostrip for more accurate results. 

URINE TESTS 

- If a blood glucose result is greater than 300 mg/dl, or if you are not feeling well, you should also 
test your urine for ketones (acetone) using acetest tablets according to instructions. Record the 
amount of ketones as follows: none (N), small (S), moderate (H), or large (L). 

INSULIN DOSES 

- Record the amounts of long-, intermediate-, and short-acting insulin used and the time of these injections. 
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Name: 

WEEK OF: 

-'-'-
DAY 

DATE 

Sunday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Saturday 

J 

DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 
Da1ly Diabetes Monitoring Record 
Multiple Daily Injection Users 

BLOOD ANDlOR URINE TEST RESULTS INSULIN DOSES 
(Record Time, Type, and Amt.) 

·- ... 
+> +> GI GI ... +> 
Ill Ill GI I- E E Ill 

GI oa ,_ oa GI GI I- I- E -·..- oa GI oa GI GI I-
I- ..... QI ..... I- .s::. I- .s::. I- GI I- GI ..... +> 0 I- ..... I- .s::. I- GI I-
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GI GI <( GI GI ::I ..... ::I GI ::I ..... ::i GI .s::. I- ...., GI GI GI ::I GI ::I +> m ,_ I- m.....1 <(....I CDVI <(VI m ..., 0 ... m ,_ m.....1 CDVI 0 

m m OU ... m 

' 

I I 
.. 

I I I II 

July 20, 1983 
ricer Fona 064. l 
Page 2 of 2 

NOTES: 

Record any sickness • 
reactions, infection. 
strenuous activity. 
exercise. large meal. 
emotional stress • 
etc. 



rl~ --·-- DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Daily Diabetes Monitoring Record 

Pump Users 

July 20, 1983 
DCCT Form 065.1 
Page 1 of 2 

INSTRUCTIONS: Use this form to record: (1) the results of your blood glucose tests, (2) insulin doses, (3) urine 
tests for acetone (when done) and (4) other important information as follows: 

BLOOD GLUCOSE TESTS 

- You should test your blood for glucose 4 times each day: Before Breakfast, Before Lunch, Before Dinner, 
and at Bedtime. 

- The 3 AH blood glucose test is to be done once per week. If it is less than 65 mg/dl, it must be done 
the following night as well. If on the second night the blood glucose is again less than 65 mg/dl, the 
clinic should be notified promptly. ~~~ 

- Every three months, the day before a clinic visit, you are to obtain three before-meal, three after-meal. 
and one bedtime blood sample using the capillary blood glucose profile set which the clinic provides. On 
these days you should also test your blood for glucose at these same times and record the results on this 
form. 

*****Whenever possible, you should use the reflectance meter to read the test strip. If the strip must 
be read visually, you should use a chemstrip rather than a dextrostrip for more accurate results. 

URINE TESTS 

-. If a blood glucose result is greater than 300 mg/dl, or if you are not feeling wel~, you should also test 
your urine for ketones (acetone) using acetest tablets according to instructions. Record the amount of 
ketones as follows: none (N), small (S), moderace·(H), or large (L). 

INSULIN DOSES 

- Record the time and amount of all pre-meal doses as well as the Basal Infusion Rate(s) ac which your 
pump is set. If more than one Basal Rate is used, record the time span during which the recorded rate 
is infused. 



Name: 

WEEK OF: 
- I _I_ 

DAY 

DATE 

Sunday 

Monday 

Tuesday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

?('1 
-, ' 
l. I 

I 

Saturday 

/ .,, 

DIABETES CONTROL AND COftPLICATIONS TRIAL 
Daily Diabetes Monitoring Record· 

Pump Users 

BLOOD AND/OR URINE TEST RESULTS PRE-MEAL INSULIN'DOSES 
I g.,, "rrl ~mo ; nA llo n111'1t 

+> +> ·~ ... +> 
QI VI VI QI QI L L QI QI QI ... QI VI QI QI QI QI L 
L IO L IO LL LL ~ g' ~~ 

E LE E L IO L.Y. LL L.Y. L QI 
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L L al LL ...., L 
m m ;t: p ! m 

I 

~ 
·~ 

+>+> 
Cl:"O 

QI 
m 

July 20, 1983 
DCCT Form 065. l 
Pa~e 2 of 2 

BASAL NOTES: Record 
RATE any sickness, 

,(record reactions. fnfec-
time span ti on , strenuous 
with rate activity, exercise, 
if more l.arge meals, 
than one emotional stress, 
rate used.) etc. 



March 76, 1987 
OCCT Form 066.4 

Page I of I Ft:!"PE=,. 
liil'~11111 DIABETES CONTROL ANO COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

HemDglobln Ale Reporllng Lou 

Analv••• Performed Fro• 

__ 1 __ 1 __ 
Month D•v Year 

TO __ l __ I __ 
llDnth Dav Year 

COLLECTION 
DATE 

llO DA YA 

DATE OF 
ARRIVAL 

llO DA YA 

DATE OF 
ANALYSIS 

110 DA YA 

_l_I __ l_I __ l_I_ 
_1_1 __ 1_1 __ 1_1_ 

_1_1 __ 1_1 __ 1_1_ 

_l_I __ l_I __ l_I_ 
_l_I __ l_I __ l_I_ 
_1_1 __ 1_1 __ 1_1_ 

_1_1 ___ 1_1 __ 1_1_ 

_1_1 __ 1_1 __ 1_1_ 

_1_1 __ 1_1 __ 1_1_ 

_l_I __ '_l_I __ l_I_ 
_1_1 __ 1_1 __ 1_1_ 

REPEAT 
CODE• 

ACCESSION NUMBER 

H---------
H---------
H---------
H---------
H----------
H--------
H---------
H----------
H----------
H---------
H---------

• REPEAT r.nnES; A =Repeet Specl .. n II •lledlcal lleneuement 

CLINIC 
NUMBER 

PATIENT 
10 NU118Ell 

PATIENT'S 
INITIALS 
f II L 

FETAL 
HEMOGLOBIN 

--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--

HEllOGLOlllH CONDITION 
Ale RESULTS CODES .. 

--·-
--·-
---
---
--·-
---
---
--·-
---
---
---

••CONDITION~: Cit •ore than one caae applies, ll&t the most lmpDrtant Dne flr•t.1 

A .;.S111:11L •mttu lutal •n trana•t - requeat backup &pectmen 
B :;;~11ec•d1un thawed tn tranatt - requ••t backup apaclman 
C :s.,eclmom 1eakt1<1 In tnm&ll 
D •B•ckup •pecl .. n 
f =f roi1ttn 
H~"~llynl hotmol~&la 
H ~v•sthlti 11~mol~sta 
HM~Md1"ktttJ ht1molyat~ 

I ;;.~l•tt•~ ln11:111 10~1 due to laboratorv ace tdent - request backup &pee I men 
J =unsa••5tactory deturmlnatton - reque&t Dackup specimen 
II =A"""'" o1e1otr•lna1 Ion requested bll CoC 

L ~A•P••t d•lermlnatlon on backup •p11ct•en requeat by CoC 
II •Specimen l111Properly collected 
N GQuentlly not •ufflclent - request backup specimen 
O =lllsl•b•led apeclman - ldentlf lcatlon que•tlonable 
P zUnlabeled •peclmen - Identification queatlonable 
Q mTe•t cBncelled bll cllnlc 
A •feat cance11ed by CoC 
S =No apeclmen received 
T =Arrival T + e° C 
U =Shipment dela11 due to carrier 
~=Repeat determination b11 leboratory 
Z =Ale did not aeperete •ell from Al• and Alb 
AB=&bnormal he•oglobln, Ale not dater•lnable 





,. 

m'l.Cl:
Diilbelll 
Ccnold. .. 'i:i ....... 

J•nu•rv 27, 1988 
OCCT Farm 087.2 

P11g• I ar I 

DIABETES CONTROL ANO COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

R•qu••t for C•rtlf lc•tlon of ECG T•chnlcl•n 

Thi• for• I• u••d by th• DCCT Trl•I Coardln•tor to r11qu11•t c11rtlflc11tlon af a technician, a cardiology laboratory or lntarnl•t to 
obtain 11l11ctracardlagra .. on DCCT patl11nt•. Detalla or th• cartlflcatlon procedure• ar• glv11n In Chaptar 18 of tha DCCT M11nual of 
Oparatlan•. 

Ba certain that aach ECG 111 placed In a ••parate envelope •Ith • completed c11rtlflc11tlon label ll•tlng the DCCT cllnlc numb•r, 
the name af the per•on abtelnlng th• ECG, tha data of the ECG, and •oma Identifier of the patl11nt (e.g., Petlent OBC). In addition, 
t•o lab•I• 11hauld be co1111>let•d •nd enclo•ad In the envelope •Ith the tracing. 

Mell thl• far• and th• ECG• to tha Coordlnetlng Canter u•lng Form 053. 

I. Cllnlc Nulllbar1 

2. Cllnlc Name1 

3. C11rtlflcatlon •• en ECG technician I• requa•t•d fora 

Na-1 

4. Date raqua11t ..,.llad1 
ilonih Day V.ar 

5. The lndlvldual nam11d In Oua•tlon 3 ... 
(coinpleta •. b, or c) 

a) h•• au._.ltted three 12 •tandard lead ECG• to th• 
Caordln•tlng Center for revl••· Th• ECGa 11re 
Identified•• fol la••• 

Date ar ECG 
Patient Identifier Man th D•v Va•r 

b) la on tha ataff of the cardlology l•boratory h11a 
•u~ltted one 12 •tandard la•d ECG ta the Coordinating 
Center far revla•. The ECG la Identified•• fol lo••• 

011te or ECG 
Patient ldentlflar Month Dey Vear 

--'--'--

cl la an lnternlat and ha• 11ubmltt11d one 12 •tandard leed 
ECG to th• Coordinating Center for revle•. The ECG 
la Identified es fol lo••• 

Date of ECG 
Pellant Identifier Man th Day Vear 

-'--'--
8. Signature of Trlal Coordlnetor: 

THIS SECTION TO BE COMPLETED BY CENTRAL ECG READING UNIT 

I. Date requ••t racelv11d1 
Manih Day V.ar 

2. Action racommand•d1 P••• •lthout comment 

Paa• •Ith comment 

Fall 1 reaubmlt 

3. Comment•• 

4. Slgn11ture of DCCT Certification E•amlner: 

5. Date: 
Month Day Veer 





"' . ·, 

DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Supplles• Order Form 

January 28, 1993 
DCCT For111 068.12 

Page 1 of 6 

STAMP • ~~~~~~~~~~ 

Please requeet • three-111onthe' eupply et • time and order at leaet el• weeks prior to ectue1 need. (Never let eupply drop 
below half without placing an order regardleee of tl11111 fra11111.) _ 
MATERIAL WILL BE SHIPPED T01 ENTER CHANGE OF ADDRESS HERE: MAIL COMPLETED FOAM T01 

Clinic Coordlnator1 

Clinic Nunlbar1 

Date& 

f.2!! COORDINATING ~ !:!!!. 2!!!:! 

Mr. Saddlq Abdul-Baaqty 
The Bloatatlattca Center 
6110 E1ecutlve Blvd. Suite 750 
Aockvl11a, MO 20852 

Thie addr••• change lei Permanent For thta order only ~-

coc 
~ 

04 
05 
06 
01 
08 
09 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
35 
36 

15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
22 
23 
24 
25 
28 
27 
28 
29 
94 
95 
97 

Quant ltr 

via I• 
via la 
vial a 
via le 
via la 
via ls 
vi ala 
vial a 
via la 
vlah 
ampules 
vlala 
vials 

via la 
vi ale 
via ls 
vlal11 
via la 
via la· 
via la 
vi ala 
vial• 
vlal11 
via ls 
b.,,(5) 
b•s(IOO) 
vlala 
b .. (5) 
bA8(5) 

~ 

INSULINS 
(HJ210) 
(H1310) 
(Hl410) 
(CP210) 
(CP310) 
(CP410) 
(CP210P) 
(CP310P) 
(CP410P) 
(CP610) 
(AMP686) 
(Hl211) 
(Hl610) 

(~) 
Regular Hu111U11n 
MPH HuBllln 
Lente ""-I tn 
Aaguler beef/pork lneulln 
MPH beaf/pork lnaulln 
Lente beef/pork lnaultn 
Regular pork lnaulln 
NPH pork taaphene lneulln 
Lente pork lnaulln alnc 
Ultra1ante e1tendad beef/pork 
Glucegon, 1 mg 
Buffered Regular HuftlUlln 
Ultralente Humu11n 

INSULINS (Novo-Nordisk) 
Navolln, (Human), Regular 
Novalln, (Human), Lanta 
Novolln, (Human), N.P.H. 
Standard, (baaf/park), Regular 
Standard, (beef/park), Lente 
Standard, (beef/pork). Semllente 
Standard, (beef/park), N.P.H. 
Purified, (pork), Regular 
Purified, (pork), Lente 
Purified, (pork), Semllente 
Purified, (pork), N.P.H. 
(1.5ml cart,) REG Panfll1 
(27 G 1/2") PenNeedle 
Novolln 70/30 
(1.5ml cert.) Novolln 70/30 Penftll 
(1.5ml cart.) NPH Panflll 

•The•• euppllea •Ill be ueed e1clualvely In the Diabetes Control and Compllcatlons Trlal. 



Cl lnlc Number" 

Coe 
!Ql!. COORDINATING ~ ~ Q!:!!:! f!!.!!! Quantity 

01 each --02 vials --03 via Is --161 vtala --185 via ls --186 via ls --187 vial 11 --

451317 __ bo••11(30) 
461318 __ bo•••(30) 

58 each --
37 boxea(30) 
51 = bo•ea(30) 
52 boxes(30) 
54 = boxea(30) 
55 boxea(30) 
68 = bo•ea(30) 
157 aach --59 each 

861307 bo•es(30) 
871308 -- boxe11(30) 
961329 = boxea(30) 

379 boxe11(30) --981382 each 
387 = bo .. a(JO) 
393 eech 

61/367 -· _ boxea(6) 
621368 each --641369 each --681366 each --631331 each --332 each --

127 a a ch 
1281370 = bo•H(6) 
333 each --334 each 

DCCT For"m 088.IZ Page 2 of 8 

!..!!!!! 

INSULINS (Novo-Nordtek) Cont. 
Novo Pen -
Ve Io su It n (Regular) 
lnsulatard (NPH) 
lnsulatard (Human) 
Mt•terd Human 70130 
Velosulln (Human) 
Standard, (beef), Ultr"alente 

AUTOSYRINGE ASBMP EUGLY PUMP SUPPLIES 

Sub-Q-set11 24" 
Sub-Q-eete 42" 

CPI PUMP 9100 SUPPLIES 
9100 CPI pump battertee 

BETATRON I, II PUMP SUPPLIES 
CPI bent tnfueton eete 40" 
CPI lnfueton eete 40" 
CPI tnfueton eete 20" 
CPI exten11lon ••t• 
CPI teflon cannules 
Reservoir• (syringe• for" Betatr"one) 
Betetr"on back-up better"lee 
Betatron batteries (•9130) 

MINIMED PUMP SUPPLIES 
3.0 cc ayrlngea (Mlnt.,.d) 
Infusion 11eta 42" (Polyfln) Bent Needle 
Sho•er-pak (Mtnlmed) 
Soft-Seta ••• (APPROVALS ONLY)••• 
Mtnlmed battery (•357) 
lnfualon aet• 24" (Polyfln) Bent Needle• 
Sho•er Pouch 

INSULIN DELIVERY DEVICES 
MEDl-JECTOR SUPPLIES 
Disposable adapter 
Medl-Jector holder (Lilly) 
Medl-Jector holder (Nor"dlek) 
Medl-Jector holder (Squibb-Novo) 
Bactertoatatlc eallne eolutlon 
Cleaning solution 

Precl-Jet 50 
Vial adapter 
0.8 Nozzle 
Pracl-jet Sotutlon 

• J 
. e 

. ' . ' 

... '"-



Cl tnlc Humbel" 

FOR 

I 
COORDINATING 

I. 

( : 

I 
I 

CENTEi !!ll, ~ 
Coe 
~ 

66 
67 

137 
109/384 
169 
172 
174 

82 

70 
71 
73 
81 

109/305 
300 
1211301 
74/304 

330 
336 

105 
107/383 

83/38!5 
103/388 

101 
102/335 

112/339 
113/340 
342 
388 

183 
328 
343 
344 

337 
338 
341 
389 
390 

Quant I tlr'. 

boHa( 10) 
-- boHa(IO) 

-- btls(IOO) 
each -- each -- each -- each --

-- btla(100) 

bOH8(2) = bOH8(2) 
__ bo•ea(Z) 
- pkg(Z) 

each 
-- btle(llD) = btla(50) 

bo• -- each -- bo• --
each -- each --

__ bo•ea(4) 
••ch --
bo•••(5) = pkg(100) 

each = bo•H(!50) 
each -- each 

each = btla(SO) 
88Ch -- each --
each ---- bo•ea(SO) 
each -- each -- bo•es(SD) 

DCCT Form 068.12 Paga 3 of 6 

INSULIN DELIVERY oeVICES 

Item 
Pfii"""PUMP INFUSER SUPPLIES 
Infusion sets/ayrlngaa for PEN PUMPS 
Button lntuaal"s (CLINICS PAV) 

BLOOD GLUCOSE llONJTOAJNG DEVICES 
Glucostla atrlpa 
Glucometer II battarlea (9 volt) 
Glucose Control System (Norm) 
Glucose Control Syatam (Lo•) 
Glucose Control Syatam (High) 

Da•troatl• atrlpa (Gluco,..ter I) 

De•tro-chak control (normal) 
De•tro-chak control (high) 
Da•tro-chak calibrator 
Da•tro-chak control (lo•) 

ACCU-CHEK JI 
Chematl"lpa bg (fol" Accu-chak I) 
Chamstrlps bg (for Accu-chak JI) 
Glucose control I 
ACCU-CHEK II CASE 
Glucose control II lo•lhlgh 

GLUCOSCAN 3000 
N battartaa (for 2000 & 3000) 

(CLINICS PAY) 

AA batterlaa (Accu-chak I & Gluco,..ter I) 
J batteries (for Accu-Chek II & Glucoacan Plue) 

Glucoscan control II (for all Llfaacan .. tal"a) 
Glucoacan Teat Stl"tpa (for all Llfaacan ... tera) 

Ona Touch Metal" •••(APPROVALS ONLY)••• 
Ona Touch Strips 
Ona Touch Control 
Ona Touch Matar II •••(APPROVALS ONLY)••• 

Otaac•n ll•t•r 
Dlaacan Stripe 
Dlaacan Normal Control 
Dlaacan Elevated Control 

E•actach Matar 
E•actech Test Stripe 
Eaactach Control 
Companion ll •••(APPROVALS ONLY)••• 
Companion JI Sanaor Electrodes •••(APPROVALS ONLY)•• 



Cl lnlc Number 

!!!!! COORDINATING ~ ~ Q!!ll 
Coe 
~ 

84 
111/324 
373 
374 
115 
1161325 
117 
118 
119 
138 
139 
392 

2D 
21 

129 

130 
13 I 
132 
133 
134 
135/302 
1361303 

151 
152 
153 
154 
158 

178 
177 
173 
178 
394 
395 

150 
155 
160 

120 
124 

182/380 
394 

quantity 

btl(IOO) 
each 
bu(200) 
bo(ZOO) 
each 
bu(200) 
btls(IOO) 
each 
bu( 100) 
each 
bu( 100) 
each 

ce(500) 
ce(500) 
cs(500) 

btla(IOO) 
btle(IOO) 

-- btle(IOO) 
-- btla(5D) 

btla(50) 
btla(lOO) 
btla(IOO) 

bo(lOO) 
bu(IOO) 
bu( 100) 
vtale( 100) 
each 

ba(IOO) 
b•(IOO) 

-- ba(IOO) 
-- each 
-- bx( 100) 
-- b•(IOO) 

each 
vtale(lO) 
cs(l200J 

DCCT For• 088.12 Pege 4 of 8 

ITEM 
BLOOD GLUCOS! MONITORING SUPPLIES 
Hemast-t-.---
Auto leta 
Platform (yella•) (Autolat) 
Platform (arenge) (Autalat) 
Pen-lets 
Lancets (Autoclla, Hamelata, Pen-lat•, Autolat•) 
Vt side• 
Autolanc• (810) 
Lancets (Autolanca) 
Glucolat 
Unllet Lancets (Glucolat) 
Pen-late II 

INSULIN SYRINGES 
~•yrtngea, (BID) 
1.0 cc syringes, (BID) 
3llD cc ayrlnga•, (BID) 

URINE TESTING SUPPLIES 
Ace test 
Al bust ta 
Cllnlteat tablet• (5-drap) 
Dlast la 
Kato Dlaetla 
UG strips 
UGK 11trlp11 

CBL SUPPLIES 
Prafllset11 replacement tuba• (graen top•) 
Nunc tubes 
Saved specimen tube• 
Caplllary tube• for Profll••t• 
Tra11ylol 

BLOOD COLLECTION SUPPLIES 
Lavander top tubes 
Red top tube• 
Needles, multl •ample 
Tube holders 
Vella• Tap Tubea 
Green Top Tubes 

OTHER 
P""riiiT I 11e ta 
Dlgltanln (hamolyzlng raagant) 
Alcohol •••b• 

HVPOGLVCEMIA SUPPLIES 
c• (12) Glucose tablet• 

-- Tubae lnsta-glucoaa 
(sea also Liiiy glucagan) 

a•ch SLEEP SENTRY 
ce (24 tube•) Daa4 Tab• 



Cl lnlc NUlllb•r ------

fQ!!. COORDINATING CENTER ill ONLY 
Coe 
~ 

519 
500 
523 
503 
502 
509 
506 
510 
511 
512 
501 
513 
514 
515 
516 
504 
517 
520 
521 
522 
709 
704 
705 
707 
401 
402 

Qu•ntlty 

each 
each 
each 
••ch 
eech 
each 
••ch 
each 
llBCh 
a a ch 
each 
each 
each 
each 
each 
each 
each 
each 
each 
each 
••ch 
each 
each 
each 
each 
each 

cop I•• 
copies 

OCCT Por• 061.12 Page 5 or B 

Item 
--COORDINATING CENTER SUPPLIES 

Form 003 
Form 011.2 (Dl•t Hletory) 
Form 020 
Form 021 
Form 035 
Form 040 
Form 041 
Form 042 
Form 043 
Form 044 
Form 050 
Form 051 
Form 052 
Form 053 
Form 054 
Form 055 
Form 051 
Form 083 
Form 100 
Form 101 
DCCT Notebook• 
Protocol 
Directory 
DCCT ID Carda 
Seasons greeting card• 
Birthday c•rd• 

Form . (USE COMMENT SECTION IF 
Form ::: :: ::.:: SPACE HERE IS INSUFFICIENT) 



Cltnlc Nulllber ------

Coe 
f!IB. COORDINATING ~ Y,g Q!!b! ~ 

CLINIC-COORDINATOR-SIGNATURE 

guentlty 

lebele 
lebele 
lebala 
lebala 

aeta 

••t• 

aets(48) 
aate(48) 
eats(48) 
aata(48) 
aats(48) 
11eta(24) 
11ata(24) 
aats(24) 
aats(24) 
aats(24) 
sats(24) 
sats(24) 
aata(24) 
aate(24) 
eata(24) 
sets(48) 

DCCT Parm oea.12 Pege a of e 

ll.!!!! 
COORDINATING ~ SUPPLIES 

~1 FORMS IDENTIFICATION 

Resting ECG QV (00,04,08,16,32,atc.) 
Form 031, Flret YrlrOrmed Consent 
Form 032, Second Informed Consent 
Form 036, Quality of Life Quastlonnelre 

~1 ACCESSION ~ 

50 addltlonel ellglblllty patients starting •Ith 
ID Number -----
(funaus photograph, fluoraecaln anglogrem, 

laboratory specimen) 

12 montha of follo•up 
ID Number ------

~·~ 

Starting Month --------

Central Autonomic Coding Unit 
Central Blochemlatry Lab 
Central Hemoglobin Ale Lab (Jack Englend) 
Central Neurobahav. Reading Center 
Central Ophthalmic Reading Unit 
Clarisa Wllllama 
DeNyce Becker 
Desmond Thompson 
Duka O•en 
Patricia Cleary 
Saddlq Abdul-Baaqly 
Ttna Br-enneman 
Coordinating Canter -- Forma 
Coordinating Canter 
Mort/Morb Cl•••· Conn. 
Coordinator, Clinic# __ _ 



m~
Oiabetes . 

I'll,. g;.=· 
Trial DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

ANS Teattng Eltglbllttr 

October 19, 1984 
OCCT Far• 081.1 

Pege I of I 

Thie Par• le to be callll)leted prior ta ANS teatfng ta enaure thet the subject le properly prepared to undergo the teetlng. 
the canipleted for• olang ••th tho ANS tepe to the Centrol Autonomic Coding Unit. 

Send 

A. IDENTIFYING INFORIUoTION 

I, DCCT Cllnlc N.....,or 

2. Potlont lO HulBber 

3. Potlont'• lnlttol• 

4. Doto of Studtoo 
iiiinii> Doy iior 

a. 

!'\=I 
('.' 

5. I• thla aubJ•ct • nor .. I control? 

B, la thle testing being perfor .. d far 
ANS certtf lcottan7 

PREPAREDNESS FOR TESTING 

No 
I I) 

I) 

(If. YES lo on••ered to enr of the quo11tlana bolo•, 
patient I• lnellglblo far.ANS testing tad•r. 
Reschedule tho patient for toatlng another d•r 
end discord thta for•.) 

I. Anr food etnce ••dntghtf 
(Re..,.lllber, even • doughnut 
or toeat count•) 

2. Anr I !quids elnce •ldnlght.7 
(e•Cepl •eler) 

3. Anr coffelne •Ince •tdntghl7 

4. Anr .. dlcetlon •Ince •ldnlght7 
(lncludlng ln•ulln, ••cept far 
beael lntu•lon In pu ... patient•) 

5. Anr over•the·counter drugs elnco 
•ldnlght7 (o•plrln, antlhletl•ln••· 
n•••I apror, etc.) 

8. Any alcoho1 In laat 24 hour•7 

1. Anr tobacco alnc• •ldnlghtT 

8. Any vigorous eoercl•e In le•t 24 hours? 
(Any •••rct5• not P•rt of P•t'•"t"s 
dellr routine, I.e •• routine Jagging 
O.K., but .. rethon running I• not. 

No 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

., .. 
I 2) 

2J 

Yea 

( 2) 

( 1) 

( 2) 

( 2) 

( 2) 

( 2) 

( 2) 

NO ••orclso 1BQrnlng of t••t.1 I I) l 21 

8. Anir ematlonel upset In lest 24 hours? 
(Depress tan. crying eplaadea, en•letr No ., .. 
fro• personel tre...,.. (death, divorce, 
car •cctdent, d•ntlat, etc.)) ( I) ( 2) 

10. Acute lllnea• In leat 48 houra? 
(cold, flu, -••lea, otc.) ( 0 I 2) 

II. Any hypaglyce•lc epleodee elnco •ldnlghtT ( I) ( 2) 

12•) Festlng blood eugor velue 
(flnger-etlck .. thad O.K.J 

b) Belo• 50 or •lgne or •YlllPtO.• 
of h1fpOglyce•la7 

C. PHYSICAL CONDITION 

I. ""lght 

2. Weight 

3. Oate of Btrth 

4. s •• 

5. Tl,.. of ••king ll••• then 2 haura 
before teat I•. d••lreble) 

, .. ldl) 

le•) 

(kg) 

Na Ye• 
( I I I 2) 

·-
iiinii> Day iiar 

M•I• , .... 1. 
l I) I 2) 

a. Ltat enr ,..dlcotlone teken In the le•t Z •••ka1 

1. Llat dlseoses1 

Dlebetes 

Othera1 

Ne.,. of lndlvlduol co...,lotlng thla far•1 

No Yes 
( I) ( 2) 

Cert If lcet Ion 
Number l If any) 





Him Diabetes 
, Contra!~ 

· . Complications 
Trial 

QC Cod": 
HPLC: Low 

Mlddl" 
High 
LTQC 

Dtamat1 ON 
DH 
DLTQC 

Date QC Initiated: 

__ l __ I __ 

Date of Analysls 
Month Dey Vear 

--'--'-__ , __ , __ 
__ I __ , __ 

_1 __ 1 __ 

-'-
-'-

--'__ I_ 

--'-

_ I_ 

_I_ 

I 

(I) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

(5) 
(6) 
(7) 

Sample 
Humber 

Hemoglobln 
Ale Re•ult• 

--·--
--·--
--·--
--·-

-·-

--·-
--·-

DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Hemoglobin Ale Performance Characteristics 

Ar1alyses Performed From 

__ I_ - -- TO --'--'--Month D~v Vear Month Day Vear 

Instrumentation: 

Jul)' I, 1990 
DCCT Form 069.3 

Page I of I 

Laboratory 1 Jo• I In (I) 
MD (BHL) (2) 
MN (CBL) (3) 

CBL: Dlamat I (W-2331) .(I) 
Dlamat Z (B-1314) (2) 
Other (3) 

BHL: HPLC I (4) 
HPLC 2 (5) 
Beckman (6) 

Date of Analysis 
Month Day Vear 

__ l __ I_ 

__ 1 __ _ 

__1 __ 1_ 

I 

_I _ 

I 

-'-

Sample 
Number 

Hemoglobln 
Ale Results 

Installed Column 
(or pecked tf HPLC) --'--'--Month Dey Vear 

Column Lot • (Realn) 

Column Serial • (Hardware) 

Data of Analyal• 
Month Day Vear 

__ 1 __ 1 __ 

__I __ , __ 

_l __ I __ 

_l __ I __ 
__ I __ ,_ _, __ ,_ 

-'--'_,_ 
_I_ 

Sample 
Number 

Hemoglobin 
Ale Resulta 
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11JXF-
DIABETES CONTROL AND COllPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Cllnlc M.-ar 

Patient ID Number 

Pallant'• lnltlala 

Data of Sh1dlaa 

••• th• vlalt hald •lthln the 
··- .1nc10.1 

'-'-' 
1_1_1_1_1_1 

1_1_1_1 
, __ , __ , __ I 
Month Day Vear 

No Vaa 

Certification nUllbar of paraon 
parfor•tnu Iha atudl••• 1_1_1-1_1_1 

NOTES1 

f'OOTAGll! 
THT llARllER 

ANS Doc.....,ntatlon Shaet 

EVENT 
llARllER 

Tapa Mumbar1 

Study N..-er1 

If a ba•allna vlalt, chack hara1 

Othar•I••· follo•-up vlalt n...Oar1 

'-'-' 
l_l_l_I 

l_l_I 

ACTIVITV/COllMEMTS (8LOOD PAESSURll!) 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

October 31, 1983 
OCCT for• OJO. I 

Peg• 1 or 2 
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OIA8£T£S CONTROL ANO COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Auguat 7, 1985 
DCCT for• 071. 4 

Page I of I 

A. 

•• 

Ollaervatlon of Prollferettve or Nonprollferatlve Diabetic Retlnopethll' 

The Central Ophthal•lc Reeding Unit CCORU) h•• obaerv•d the tol10.1n11 In photograph• aubmltted of thla patient lnolcet•d belo•. 

IOlNTlfVING INfOllllUITION 

1. DCCT Clinic Muelber 

2. Patient ID ICullber -----
3. Patient'• Jnltl•I• ---
4. Were the phDtoeraph• taken In 

conjunction •Ith • reeularlw No v •• 
acheduled vlalt7 ( I) ( 2) 

If YES, apecltw •hlch tollo•-up vlelt thla I•• 

a. Det• of photo11r•ph•1 
iiiin'ih Day veir 

•• Date of receipt of 
photographa at CORU1 iiiin'ih oav -v.;r 

1. Oat• of notltlcatlon1 
iiiin'ih -Oav veir 

•• Peraon nottfteda 

g. COAU Grader1 

10. Grader N....,er1 

OBSERVED DIABETIC RETINOPATHV 
Right Left 

I. Moderetelw a•v•r• HPOR E)'• E)'e 

N/A ( I) ( I) 

Moaeretelw ••v•r• P2 plu• progreaalon 
of 3 atepa or more on the retlnopathll' 
claaalflcatlon In th• peat ,.ear ( 2) ( 2) 

2. Severe NPOA 

N/A ( I) ( I) 

Severe P2 ( 2) ( 2) 

... ' '\\,I 
(,' 

I 

I 

I 

3. Prollferetlve retlnopath,. I••• than Right Left 
DRS High Rlak Cherecterlatlcaa E,.e Ell'• 

N/A ( I) ( I) 

N•• v••••I• •••••here than dlac (NVE) ( 2) ( 2) 

Na• v•••••• on or within 
I OD of dl•c (HVO) ( 3) ( 3) 

Preretlnel hemorrh•ll• (PAH) ( 4) ( 4) 

Vltreoua hemorrheg• (VH) ( IU ( II) 

4. ORS High Rlak Charecterl•tlca1 Right Left 
Ell'• fll'• 

N/A ( I J ( I J 

Po•alble HAC--PRH or VH could 9b•cur• NV ( :ill) ( Z) 

.. Definite HAC--HVE !1/2 DA •Ith PRH or VH ( 3) ( 3) 

Dwflnlte HRC--HVD c Std. 
•IOA •Ith PRH or VH ( 4) 

' 4) 
Definite HAC--HVO > Std. 
•IOA •lthout PRH or VH ( II) ' 5) 
Deflnlta HAC--NVO > Std. 
•IOA •Ith PAH or VH ( 8) ( ., 

COllllEHTS1 

NOTE1 DCCT guldellnea for ••n•11• .. nt of petlent• •Ith 
prollferetlve retlnopathll' ere preaented In Chepter 10 of the 
Manual of Operetlona. Photocoeguletlon treet .. nt la reco .... nded 
tor occurrence of DRS ~lgh Alak Cherecterlatlca. for le•• 
••v•r• retlnopathll', tha DCCT Ophth•l•lc Conaltt•• ahoud be 
conaulted before eny photocoaguletlon treat .. nt la epplted, 
uni••• the treettng ph,.alclan think• that there la a v•rll' 
compel I Ing reeaon to proceed 1 ... alately (•uch •• l911endln9 
neoveacular gleuco .. ). 





rm~. 
DIA•lflS CONJ•OL AND CCIMPLICAflONS T•IAL 

laquaal far Ophlhel•lc C..-ltlaa Cenaullatlan 

Julr ", •••• 
DCC1 Far• 0111.1 

Paga I af J 

fhla far• ahould ... c08plat•d whanever • DCCt Opftlhalmalaglat raquaata Iha opinion end c ..... nta er Iha Ophthel•IC c ... lttaa. Tho 
lafl part Ian af the farm la CDllplatad Ill' Iha cllnlc and than aant la each .. lllbar af the Ophthal•lc Co .. llt•• Par lhalr' ravla• and 
ca ... nt. Acca.sienrlng lhla far• ahauld b• all th• lnfor .. tlan (fundua phataa and data for••I naC••••rr to daacrtba Iha cllnlcal 
altuatlan. Aftar Iha Ophthel•lc c .... 11taa .. llbar haa racordad hla/har ca ... nta In Iha appropriate aactlan, return thla far• to tho 
Coordinating Canter. 

, .. (MAI• ALL THAT APPLr. Sii CHAPTI• 10 OP THI 
I. DCCT Cllnlc ......._r '-'-' MANUAL OP OPE•ATICIMS POI OEPINITIOll.) 

1,. 
:a. Patient ID ...,...r '-'-'-'-'-' I O.D. o.s. 

Na• v••••I• al•••hora 
lhan dlac (NVEJ '-' '-' :I. Pallant"• lnltl•I• '-'-'-' 

c I 4. Dalo lequaat Submitted lliii_lo_l __ I c I Na• v••••I• an er allhln 
nth •r Year I I DD •• dlac (NVDJ '-' '-' 

L I L 

•• laaaan fer raquaat1 r, • 
O.D. o.s. - ! Severa P:I retlnapethr '-' '-' ta acallar phalocaagulata •t•• •Ith la•• than High 

'-' '-' II•• Chareclarlallca 

"' " I CllnlcallJ' algnlflcant 
! -cular ad•• '-' '-' Ta focal phatocaagulala far 

'-' '-' lraat .. nt af .. cul• ad._ 
I 
I l•udataa lhraalanlng tho fovao '-' '-' c I Vllract.., '-' '-' c I 
I 

Cataract a•lracllan '-' '-' I Olher. apectrr1 '-' '-' I 
I 

Dlhor, apaclfr1 '-' '-' 

, ' 



-"· 



NOTE

At this point, the Manual of Operations (MOOP) included a
copyrighted form: PAIS, Psychological Adjustment to Illness

Scale.  No data are archived for this form, and it is not
mentioned in Chapter 19 (“Psychological Procedures”) of the

MOOP.

Since the form is copyrighted and appears to have been
included erroneously in the MOOP, it is not reproduced here.
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r,:,.r~. Septa.Oar 11, 1984 
DCCT For• 011. I 

P•u• I at I ..,~Trial DIABETES CONTROL AND COllPLICATIDNS TRIAL 

Doc.,..ntatton of lntart• Contact •Ith• Standard Group Patient 

lhl• tor• mual De complatad each 11 .. there la • talaphane contact ar tnterl• vtatt .. d• •Ith • 
Trae1 .. n1 Group, ••Capt •h•n th• call lnvolv•• contact •Ith Iha aecretarv far •Chedultng appolnt .. nla. 
D• .. 11ad to the Coordinating Center at th• ti .. of the quartarlv or annual vlalt. 

pattant fro• the Standard 
All cOlll)l•t•d for•• are to 

A. IDENTlfVING INFDRllATION 

I. DCCT Cllntc ....... r 

J. 

3. 

Pattant ID llumll9r 

Pallant'• lnltl•I• 

•• 
1. 

Data of Call or Vl•lt 
iiinih D•w -Vair 

Thia for• la oalng completed to doc.,..nt1 

a) A phona call 
D) A clinic vlalt 
c) Othar1 apaclfv1 

6. Thia contact ••• lnltlalad DV• 

a) Patient 

1. 

D) Clinic Nuraa/Coordlnator 
cl Phll'•lclen 
d) Dlelltl•n 
•) Oth•r1 •P•Clfr1 

••• Iha contact Initiated Decou•• 
of an lntarcurranl avant7 

If YES, data of avent1 

No Vea 
( ) ( ) 

Month D•~ Vaar 

(DCCT Por• 020.J ahould be COlll)latad) 

I. INDICATIONS FOii CONTACT 

Reaaon for contact1 (CHEC• ALL THAT APPLY) 

a) To achieve •D•enca of •rmpto-• allrlDulabl• 
to gl,ca•urla or hrperglll'c••'• 

b) Ta achieve •D•ence of k•lonurla 
cl lo .. tnteln nor .. I gro•th end 

developm•nt end Ideal Dodll' ••lght 
d) To avoid lrequant and aerlou• hrpoglll'C••la 
al HbAlc e1ceed• t•o •l•ndard devlallon• 

•Dove ... n tor IDDM population 
f) Patient requeat 

g) follo•uP of prevlou•lr Identified probl••1 
•paclfr on raver•• •Ida. 

h) Dther 1 •p•cltr on raver•• oldo. 

C. CHANGES TO REGIMEN 

I. 

z. 

J. 

4. 

Ii. 

Wiii the ln•ulln, diet or ••orclao 
regl .. n Do changed •• • roault Of 
thl• contact7 
If No,· aklp Quaattona C.J-C.J. 

Do tho propoaod chone•• conalllula 
a davtatton fro• thoraprJ 

If YES, •tll the deviation laat ..ore 
than 30 d•ll'•l (If YES, complot• lh• 
Por• 021 'or par•l••lon for davl•tlon.I 

Wiii tho .. thod of tnaulln 
admtnt•tratlon Do changod7 

Wiii th• tnaulln trP• ba changod7 

Wiii Iha lnaulln do•• D• changodJ 

No Yea 
( ) ( . 

If YES, la tho changa In tnaultn doaag• an1 

a) Iner•••• 
bl Doer•••• 
c) Rodt•trlbutlon 

6•1 wtll thora De a change lo the diet 
ragl .. n7 If YES, doacrlbo on 
reverae •td•~ 

b) To Iha 01erct•• rogt .. n7 If YES, 
daacrlDa on rover•• aldo. 

1) Wiii tho gluco•• monitoring 
be chonged7 

Trp• or print th• n••• of tho 
p•r•on complotlng thl• for•a 

No Yea 
( I ( I 

I 

Cortlf lcatlon No. 





\' 
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DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

N•urob•h•vloral A•••••11111nt (Short Battary) 

M•rch 26, 1987 
DCCT Form 079.2 

Page I of 4 

Thi• ror• ta to ba compl•t•d by tha atarr or tha DCCT Central N•urob•h•vloral Coding Unit to report the raault• or a 
n•urobehavloral a••••a .. nt (ahort battery). 

A. 

B. 

A CO"'f>letad copy of the rorm la to be •ant to tha.DCCT Coordln•tlng Canter. 

IDENTIFYING INFORMATION 

'· DCCT Cllnlc Number 

2. Patient ID Number 

3. Pallant•• lnltlal• 

4. Oat• Taal• Ad•lnlat•r•d 

5. Fol lo•-up Vlall Numb•r 

6. Data A•••aamant Coded 

7. Coder"• ID 

B. Naurobahavlor•llat'a 
Cartlflcatlon Number 

9. Do•lnant hand 

TAAILMAKING 

I. Sa111pla A Tl••: 0-60 

2. Sample A Errora1 0-8 

J. Trait• A Th••• D-99 

4. Tra 1 h A Error a: 0-25 

5. Sa.pie B Time: 0-60 

6. Sa..pla B Error•: 0-8 

7. Tral la B IForin A-II Ttme; 

8. Tralls B lform A-1) T Ima: 

Right 
( I) 

0-300 

0-25 

Month Day" -Yaii= 

Month Da"Y° Vair 

Laf t 
( 2) 

Amblda•troua 
( J) 

c. 

D. 

SYMBOL-DIGIT LEARNING (FOAM Bl 

I. Numb•r corr•ct -- trl•I I: 0-7 

2. Number correct -- trl•I 21 D-7 

3. Number correct -- trlal 31 0-7 

4. Numb•r correct -- trlal 41 0-7 

5. Numbar corr•ct -- delayed recall: 

VERBAL FLUENCY 

I. Numbar of "F" •Orda In flrat 
quart•r (0-15 aeconds): 0-25 

2. Numbar of "f" •orda In aacond 
quarter ( 16-JO aaconda): 0-25 

J. Numbar or "F" •Orda In thl rd 
quarter (Jl-45 aaconds)1 0-25 

4. Number of "F" Morda In fourth 
quarter (46-60 seconda): 0-25 

5. Number of lllagltlmat• •orda: 0-25 

0-7 



Pallant ID DCCT Form 079.2 Page 2 of 4 

D. VERBAL FLUENCY (continued) F. VISUAL REPRODUCTIONS - COPY (FORM B) 

6. Number of "'A .. words In f I ri• t I. Design A -- total points: 0-4 
quarter (0-15 1u1condi1)1 D-25 

2. De•lgn A -- ••umentatton ecorer 0-6 
7. Number of ""A" 1111orda In second 

quarter (16-30 second•)• 0-25 3. Design 8 -- total polnta1 0-5 

B. Number of ""A"" •Orda In th lrd 4. Deslyn B -- segmentation acore1 0-9 
quarter (31-45 •econda) 1 0-25 

5. Design Cl -- total polnta1 0-4 
9. Number of "A"" •orda In fourth 

quarter (46-60 •econd•)1 0-25 6. Design Cl -- segmentattan scare: 0-7 

10. Number of lllegltlmata •orda1 0-25 1. Design C2 -- tot a I points: 0-4 

11. Number of ··s· worda In fl r•t 8. Design C2 -- sagmentatton acore1 0-7 
quart•r (0-15 second•): 0-25 

12. Number of ""S'" .. orda In second G. VISUAL REPRODUCTIONS - DELAY (FORM 8) 
quarter (16-30 6eCond&)1 0-25 

I. Design A -- total points: 0-4 
13. Number of "S"" •Ord• In third 

quarter (31-45 aaconda); 0-25 2. Design A -- aeymentatlon 11core1 0-5 

14. Numbar of ""S" •Ordll In fourth No Vea 
quertar (46-60 aeconda)1 0-25 3. Hint glvan7 ( I) ( 2) 

15. Number of II leyltlmate •Orda1 0-25 4. Design 8 -- tot a I polnt111 0-5 

16. Total number of word&; 0-300 5. Design 8 ~- segmentation acore1 0-9 

No Yes 
E. VISUAL REPRODUCTIONS - llllllEDIATE RECALL (FORM B) 6. Hint given? ( I) ( 2) 

I. Oaalyn A -- total points: 0-4 1. Design Cl -- total polnts1 0-4 

2. Dealgn A -- segmentation acora: 0-5 8. Design Cl -- segmentation score: 0-1 

3. Design 8 -- total polnta1 0-5 No Yes 
9. Hint glven7 ( I) ( 2) 

4. Daalon 8 -- segmantetlon acore1 0-9 
ID. Design C2 -- tote I polnts1 0-4 

5. Dealgn Cl -- total polnta1 0-4 

6. Dealgn Cl -- aa9mentatlon scora1 0-7 
II. Daslgn C2 -- segmentatton score1 0-7 

No Yes 
1. Dealgn C2 -· total point a: 0-4 12. Hint glven7 ( I) ( 2) 

8. De•lgn C2 -- •egmentatton •cor•1 0-1 



Patient 10 

H. DIGIT VIGILANCE 

I, Tl- to complete page 11 0-400 

2. Number of omlaaton 
errol"'• .... pag• 11 0-103 

3. Number of comlaalon 
er..-o.-a -- P•U• 11 0-99 

4. Number of correct 
responaa• -- page I: 0-103 

5. Time to complete page 21 0-400 

8. Number of omission 
error• -- peg• 2: 0-103 

7. Number of comlsalon 
errore -- page 2: 0-99 

8. Number of correct 
responae• -- pege 21 0-103 

I. SHIPLEY VOCABULARY 

I, Number correct1 0-40 

2. Tote I t lme (minutes): 0-50 

3. Est lmated verbal IQ 

J. DIGIT SYMBOL SUBSTITUTION TEST (FORM 2) 

I, Total nulllber of aymbols completed 
within each 30 second Interval: 

30" 1 0-50 

60" 1 0-50 

90": 0-50 

120"1 0-50 

150" 1 0-50 

180" 1 0-50 

210"' D-50 

240"1 0-50 

270"1 0-50 

JOO": 0-50 

I 
I 

DCCT form 079.2 Paga 3 of 4 

J. DIGIT SYMBOL SUBSTITUTION TEST (Continued) 

2. Total tlma lo complete grid: 0-360 

3. Total number correct within 
first 90 aeconds1 0-90 

e) Sceled acore (for aubJecta 18 
year• old and over): 0-19 

b) Age-corrected scaled acore: 0-19 

4. lncldentel recall: 0-9 

K. EMBEDDED FIGURES TEST 

I. Total numbar corract1 0-10 

2. Mean latency for correct r11apon1111a: 0-80 

L. DIGIT SPAN (FORM 8) 

I. Number of point•: 0-28 

2. Number of digits repeated forward: 0-9 

3. Number of digit• repeated beckward1 0-8 

4. WAIS age-scaled acore1 0-19 

5. WISC-R age-acaled score: 0-19 

II, FINGER TAPPING - DOMINANT HANO 

I, Numbar of trlala administered: 0-10 

2. Mean tapping rate per 
10 second trlal: 0-60.0 

N. FINGER TAPPING - NON-DOMINANT HAND 

I. Number of trlala administered: 0-10 

2. Mean tapping rate par 
10 second tr I al: 0-80.0 



Pallant 10 

0, SHIPLEY ABSTRACTION 

I. Numbar corract1 0-20 

2. Total ttma (mtnutaa): 0-50 

3. Concaptual Quottant1 0-160 

P. GROOVED PEGBOARD - DOMINANT HANO 

I. Tlma to Insert pegs: 0-180 

2. Time to ramove pag•1 0-180 

3. Number of pegs dropped1 0-25 

Q, GROOVED PEGBOARD - NON-DOMINANT HANO 

I. Tlma to tnaart paga1 0-180 

2. Time to remove paga1 0-180 

3. Humber of peg• droppad1 0-25 

R. SHOAT-TEAM MEMORY (FORM B) 

s. 

t. Number of words correctly 
recalled after 5 aecond&1 0-20 

2. Humber of •Drda corractly 
recal lad attar 15 aeconda1 D-20 

3. Number of words correctly 
racallad after 30 aeconda1 0-20 

4. Number of prtar-trlal 
tntrualon arrara: 0-60 

5. Number of Intra-II at 
lntrualon errore1 0-60 

6. Number of eatra-1 lat 
lntruaton errora: 0-60 

STAR DRAWING - DOMINANT HAND 

I. Total t lme: 0-90 

2. Number of errora1 0-90 

3. Direction taken1 

.1 

Left Right 
( I) ( 2) I 

DCCT Farm 079.2 Page 4 of 4 

T. STAR DRAWING - NON-DOMINANT HAND 

I. Total time: 0-90 

2. Number of errors: 0-90 

3. Dlractton taken1 

U. QUALITY OF NEUAOBEHAVIORAL TESTING 

I. Ho• •Ill Ing •a• this subJact 
ta lry his or her beat? 

Vary wt I I Ing 

Somawhat •I 11 tn9 

Not too wl 11 Ing 

Very unwtlllng 

I) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

2. Overall, ho• much did distractions and 
Interruptions affect tha seaalon? 

Vary much 

Much 

Same•hat 

Litt le 

Vary 11 tt le 

3. To •hat e•tent do you feel the 
obtained ts accurate? 

Completely 

Mostly 

Moderately 

Somewhat 

Nol very 

4. Qualtty Grade1 

Satl11factory 

Acceptable with minor problems 

Unacceptable 

I) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

Information 

I I) 

( 2) 

( 3) 

( 4) 

( 5) 

( I) 

( 2) 

( 3) 

Left 
( I) 

Right 
( 2) 



A. 

rt:,,.•~~ 
--'A.A~ 

0 I R E C T I 0 H S ITO BE DRAFTED) 

IOENTIFVING INFORMATION 

I. OCCT Cllnlc Humber 

2. Patient ID HumDer 

J. Patient's lnltlal• 

4. Date or lntarvla• 

DIABETES CONTROL ANO COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

H••t of Kin lntervl•• 

c) 10 days prior to daaln: 

hypoglycemta 

symptoms of ketosls/ketoacldoste 

other i I tnas~ or &ymp101ns 
le.g., fevar, chast pain, flu, trauma) 

Monih Day Vaar no apparant lllnesa or symptoms 

B. GENERAL INFORMATION (ALL PATIENTS) d) Old patient seek medical attention 
for th11 above t I lnu&& or :a.~mptom&7 

I. An1ecedent MEDICAL problems noted Dy ne•t at kin: 

al 24 hours prior to death1 With •nom and •hen (specify): 
Ha Vas 

hypoglycemla ( I) I 2) 

aymptoma of katoala/ke1oecldosl& ( I) I 2) 

other lllnass or symptoms 
(•.11 .• fever. Cha St pain, flu, trauma) ( I) ( 2) 

October 8, 1984 
OCCT Form 080. I 

Pae• I of 3 

No Vea 
( I) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

I) I 2l 

I) ( 21 

I I) ( 21 
I 
I 
I 
I 

2. Antecedent PSYCHOSOCIAL problems noted by neat of kin: 
no apparent lllnass or symptoms I I) ( 2) 

a) 24 hours prior to death: 
b) 12 hours prior ID death: Ho Yes 

Ho Yes depression or hopttlessness ( I) ( 2) 
hypoglycemla ( I) ( 2) 

tamlly or marital cllscord ( I) ( 2) 
s)'mp1011121 of kelos•sfkQloactdosts ( I) ( 2) 

loss of Joo. p11rsonal pruµarty, BIC. ( I) ( 21 
orhttr Illness or svmptoms 
le.9., fever, chest pain, flu, trou1na) ( II ( 2) trouble sleeping I I) ( 2) 

no apparenl t I lnebs or symptoms ( I) ( 2) uthttri sp"c If 11: ( I) ( 2) 

... 
> 

I. 

( ' 



. ' 
~ \,I 

J ,'~. 
( , 

""dt tent ID 

ll) 72 hours priur to death: 
No Yes 

depression or hops1esanes• ( I) ( 2) 

famlly or marital Cllacord ( I) ( 2) 

loss of Job, personal proparty, etc. ( I) ( 2) 

trouble sle11pln9 ( I) ( 2) 

oth&ri specify: ( I) ( 21 

c) 10 days prior to death: 
NO Yes 

depression or hopelessness ( I) ( 2 I 

femlly or marital discord ( I) ( 2) 

loss of job, personal proparty, etc. ( I) ( 2) 

trouble sleeping ( I) ( 2) 

other i specify: ( I) ( 2) 

d) Dill patient seek counselinb or 
otner professional help for any 
of the above problen1s7 ( I) ( 2) 

I 
With "hom end "hen ( 11pec It y l: I 

I 

II. TREATMENT REGIMEN - STANDARD ANO EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS 

Not 
I. Had patient been taking No Yes Known 

prescribed Insulin dose 
72 hours prior to lleath7 ( I) ( 2) ( J) 

I 
I 

Describe: I 
I 

I 

OCCT form DBD.I Page 2 ot J 

Not 
2. Had patient been eating as usual No Yes Known 

72 hours prior to daath7 ( I) ( 2 I ( J) 

I 
Describe change In eat Ing I 
pattern.(e.o .• 11kipµln9 meals): I 

I 
I 

_I 

J. Hall patient been doing unusual Not 
or strenuous acttvltv 12 11ours No Yes Kno.n 
pr tor to death? ( I) ( 2) ( J) 

I 
I 

Describe: I 
I 

4. Was pat,ent monitorlno blood Not 
glucose or urine 72 hou1·s No Ytos KUO MU 
prior to death? ( I) ( 2) ( J) 

I 
I 

0Hscrlbe result5: I 
I 

5. Was pat lent uslno alcohol or 
non-prescription drugs (Inc lud Ing Not 
marijuana, cocaine, etc.) 72 hours No Yes Known 
µ1· iur to t..htdth? ( I) ( 2) ( JI 

I 
I 

oe~crlbe: ·--- I 
I 



J·dt 1ent 10 

I .. TREATMENT REGIMEN - PUMP PATIENTS ONLY 

was patient wearing his/her pump at the time of death? 

Complete with all available Information: 

Usual amount of tnsultn tn •yrtnue1 untts 

Date needle site lasr changed: 
Month Day Vear 

Patient's record of monitoring blood glucose: 

Data regardtng pat tt1n1 ·s comp I tanc11 "'th •·ey\111en: 

Data regarding pat tent to adjust tnsul \n, fol 101111 regt1nen, etc.: 

·,\!-Jnature of lnter"V"tewer: 

!'.' 

( ' 

No 
( I) 

Yes 
( 2) 

Nor 
IC.nown 

( 3) 

Deel Form OHO.I Page 3 ot 3 
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I. 

DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Pettent/fe•llr Group Report 

Dece.aJer 11, 1914 
DCCT 012. I 

P•u• I of I 

INSTRUCTIONS1 Pl•••• flll out• report for ••ch group •cttvltr held for th• DCCT p•tl•nt• In thl• r•portlng p•rlod. 

DCCT Cllnlc Number 

R•porter 

I. Group •tl•ndlng1 E•p•rl .. nt•I 

P•tl•nt• 

,_11, 
Frl•nda 

2. N...ti•r of P•raona •tt•ndlng1 

3. M•Jor •cttvttr1 

Sp•C "'I 

4. Group l••d•r•a 

5. Loc•tlon of •v•nt1 

St•nd•rd 

P•tl•nt• 

,_,1, 
Frl•nda 

P•tl•nta 

F••I lrlfr l•nda 

St•ff 

Educ•tlon 

Support group 

R•cr••tlon 

Oth•r 

D•t• of Group Ev•nt 
iiinih D•r v..;:-

8. Tt .. ldur•tlon of •v•nt1 .... - p.• . hour a 

1. ••• tr•naport•tlon or p•rklng provld•d7 

Yea fr•• ) Yea for • I•• ) No 

I. W•r• refreahmmnta provld•dJ 

Yea fr•• Y•• for • f •• 

Yea pot luck No 

9. Pl•••• •dd •nr further d•acrlptlon of the event1 

10. How dtd th• P•tlentalf••lllea ev•lu•t• th• ev•nt? 

II. How did •l•ff •v•lu•t• th• event? 

12. Wh•t auuu••tlon• would rou offer If rou ••r• 
uolnu to do thla •v•nt •u•ln7 





March 26, 1987 
DCCT Form DBJ.2 

Page I of 2 m~=· DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Notification of Hypoglycemlc lntercurrent Event 

Thie for• muet be completed by • --"*'•r or 
undergoing ellglblllty ecreenlng e•perlencee • 
Operetlone. 

the medical ,..nagement team each 
hypoglycemlc lntercurrent event 

time• patient •ho h•• been randomized or ts 
as •Peclfled In Chepter 10 of the Menuel of 

Thi• for• ehould be completed In accordance •Ith the time fremae given In Chepter 10 and melled to this eddress: OCCT 
20B52. 

040 and 
Morbldlty/Mortellty Cle•elflcatlon Co .. tttee, The Blostatletlcs Center, 6110 E•ecutlve Boulevard, Suite 750, Rockvllle, MD, 
A copy or the for• I• to be kept In the clinic'• flies. On the Clinic Forms Inventory and Forms Mall Ing List (DCCT Forms 
041), you should llet the Form OBJ •hlch ••• malled to the Committee. 

A. IDENTIFYING INFORMATION 

I. Clinic NUlllber 

2. Petlent JD NUlllber 

J. Petlent'e Jnltlel• 

4. Dete form co1111>leted 

5. Hee the petlent been randomlaed7 

B. RECOGNITION Of INTERCURRENT EVENT 

la) Specify dete of occurrence or 
recognition of tntercurrent ev•nt1 

Q!! 

Month Dey veer 

No Ve• 
( 1) ( 2) 

iiDnih Dey Veer 

I 

C. CLINICAL MANIFESTATION (lndlcete all eymptoms 
or elens •hlch occurred) 

I. Loee or consclouenee• 

2. Seh:ure 

3. su.pected eetaure 

4. Unueuel difficulty In •••kenlng 

5. lrretlonal 

&. Uncontrollable behevlor 

7. Confuelon 

8. Memory lO•e 

D. BLOOD GLUCOSE DETERMINATION 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

bl If date uncertain, check heres ( I) I. Wes the blood glucoee meeeured No Vee Unkno•n 

2. Specify dete OCCT clinic leerned 
of th• tntercurrent events Month Dey Veer 

3. Ho• did the clinic leern of the lntercurrenl event? 

el P9tlent cantected clinic 

b) Patient'• fa•lly/frlende cantectad cllnlc 

c) Third perty cantected clinic 

d) Cllnlc recognized event end 
lnfor•ed the petlent 

•I Petlent lnfor••d Clinic at folla.-up visit 

f) Other 

I) 

2) 

31 

4) 

5) 

6) 

4. Onset of hypoglycemla occurred while petlent was 
asleep ( I) 

•••ka I 21 

BEFORE treatment? ( I) ( 2) I 3) 
I 
I 

2. By whom? 

ll a) Patient ( I) 
bl Medtcal car• peraannet ( 2) 
c) Other I 31 

3a) Record maa•ura1M1nt1 - - - 11111/dl 
OR 

b) If UNKNOWN, check here: ( I) 

4, Method u•ed: 

•) Blood gluco•• 
monitoring -- vtaual ( I) 

b) Blood glucose 
monitoring -- meter ( 2) 

cl L•b determination (plasma) ( 3) 



Pallant ID --
5. Was th• blood glucose measured No Ve& 

AFTER treatment? ( I) ( 2) 
I 

6. By whom? I 
•I Patient ( I) I b) Medical care paraonnal ( 2) 
cl Other ( J) I 

7•) Racord meaauramant1 - - - mg/di I 
OR 

b) If UNKNOWN, check hare, ( I) 

6. Method uaed1 

a) Blood glucose 
monitoring -- visual ( I) 

b) Blood glucose 
1110nltorlng -- mater ( 2) 

c) Lab determination (pla•,..) ( J) 

E. TREATMENT OF CLINICAL MANIFESTATION 
No Vea 

I. Did th• symptoms reverse 
•lthout treatment? ( I) ( 2) 

2. Did th• patient treat SELF? ( I) ( 2) 

la) Did tha patient receive •••l•tance7 ( I) ( 2) 

b) Waa the patient capable of self 
treat,.ent7 ( I) ( 2) 

c) Was the patient Incapable of 
treat Ing setr7 ( I) ( 2) 

4. W•• the patient hospitalized 
or treated In •n e11111rgency roo• 
or othar medlcal racl ltty7 ( I) ( 2) 

5. Treatment admlnlatered1 (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 

1\: 
i : 
~. ~ 

.. 

•I Intravenous glucose 

bl glucagon 

c) oral carbohydrate& 

d) Other, dascrlba1 

/ 

( I) 

( I) 

( I) 

( I) 

UnknoMn 
( J) 

Unknown 

( J) 

( J) 

( J) 

( J) 

( J) 

( J) 

F. 

G. 

DCCT rorm DB3.2 Paga 2 or 2 

ASSOCIATED EVENTS 

I. Did any of the followlng occur with 
the hypoglycemic avant described above? 

lndl cate a I I that apply: 

a) death ( 

b) neurologlcal lnaul t 
requiring hospltallzatlon ( 

c) myocardlal Infarction ( 

d) atroka ( 

e) Injury to the patient 
requiring hospltallzatlon ( 

, ) Injury to another person ( 

g) property damage ( 

h) traffic vloletlon ( 

USUAL INSULIN TREATMENT 

1. On •h•t treatment regimen did the 
hypoglycemlc lntercurrent event occur7 

•) pr•-r•ndomtzatton 
b) e•Perlmental 
c) standard 

I) 

I) 

I) 

1) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

2. If e•perlmental regimen, 1111& the patient on 

a) MDI 
b) pump 
cl both 

No 
( I) 

Vea 
( 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

2) 

I) 
2) 
J) 

I) 
2) 
J) 

J. If a pump patient, la a pump 
malfunctlon auapected7 

No Vea Unknown 

If YES, describe In datall In a 
separate report. 

( I) ( 2) ( J) 

Certification 
Number 

Print name of parson complatlng this form1 

Slgnatura of Prlnclpal lnveatlgetor1 



Ft:!"PE=. JL1ne 6, 1985 
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..,~Trial 
DIABETES CONTROL ANO COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Request for Certification of Neurobehevloral Technician 

Ua• this· for• to request certification of a neL1robehavlorel technician. Procedures for certification are apeclflad In Ch•pt•r 23 
of the DCCT Menual of Operations. 

Send a copy of thl• for• to Dr. Christopher Ryen at th• Cantrel NeurobBhBvloral Coding Unit. Another copy la to be sent to the 
Coordinating Center In the regular weekly .. 11lng. 

Cl lnlc Number 

Date of Initial request 
Month Day Ve8r 

I. Person Initiating requeat1 

2. Reason for chenge/addltlon1 

J, Current technician: 

4. Proposed technician• 

5. Ouellflcetlons of proposed technician: 

8. la current technician wllllnu to train? 

If NO, 

No 
( ) 

Training ••••Ion with CNCU personnel acheduled In 

on 
{d~) (dale) 

If VES, 

Ve& 
( ) 

Current technician nas trained 
end observed proposed tacnnlclan 
complete entire teat battery 
aetlafectorlly on Month Day Vear 

1. Proposed technician submitted 
first practice protocol 

Feedb11ck provided on 

C ! Comments: 

" c 
u 

u 
s 
E 

0 

" L 
v 

8. Propo5ed technician submitted 
second pr&clice protocol 

Quality of second protocol: 

Feedback provided on: 

Co1M1ents; 

Month 011y Vear 

Monti\ Day Vear 

Month Day Vear 

Satisfactory 
Unsatisfactory 

Month Day Vear 

9. If proposed technician does not meet criteria, 
what aadltlonal steps must be taken7 

Technician meets certification 
cr\terla as of 

Date of this mall Ing to 
OCCT Coordinating Center 

Signature: 

Monih Day Vear 

Month Day Vear 
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DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Heurobehavioral Consensus Rating 

Patient ID 

Follow-up Visit 
(Baseline • 00) 

Test Date 

Date Rated 

Rater's Number 

Rater's Initials 

For each of the areas listed below, select the rating that best 
sumnari~es the current status of that ability. For ratings that seem to 
fall between categories, use a plus (+) to indicate that the rating is 
closer to the next higher (somewhat more impaired) category, and a minus 
(-) to indicate that the rating is closer to the next lower (somewhat 
less :mpaired) category. 

RATINC LIST: 

1. above average functioning 4. definite mild impairment 
2. average functioning 5. definite moderate impairment 
3. borderline; not definitely 

pathological 
6. definite severe impairment 
7. not ratable 

NOTE: 

INTELLIGENCE 

VERBAL FLUENCY 

ABSTRACTION 

CALCULATION 

LEA!UIINC 

SHORT-TERM HDIORY 

LONC-TERK MEMORY 

VISUOSPATIAL 

CONSTl.UCTIONAL 

ATTENTION 

PERCEPTUOHOTOB. 

SPEED & DEXTERITY 

ASYMMETRY 

CLOBAL JUDCME'NT 

CHANGE FROK 
BASELINE 

FSIQ VIQ PIQ (scatter) 

FAS (Vocabulary) 

Category !PT-Total-Time (BD,PA,SIH) 

Wechsler WRAT 

Symbol-Digit-Learning 

Iirm-VR Imm-LK ST11 DSST-Recal TPT-Loc 

Del-VI Del-LM Delayed-SD-Recall 

Embed PC Copy-Segmentation 

BD QA Vll-Copy 

Dig-Vig-Time Dig-Vig-Errors (Dig-Span Arith) 

Tuils-B DSST 

Tapping Pegboard Star (worse band) 

l•none 2•poss L dysfunction 
4•def L dysfunction 

l•significantly i~proved 
2•slightly improved_: 
l•no change 

J•poss R 
5•def R 

4•slightly worse 
5•significantly worse 





mr;a~ ... ~li 11111 
DIAllTIS CONTROL AND COllPLICATIOMS TlllAL 

M•rch 7, 1918 
DCCT rara 089. I 

P•11e I at I 

Requeet far Certtf lcetton of Autonaalc Hervoue Sr•t .. Technlcten 

U•• thte fono to reque•l certlftcetton of en eutonoatc nervou• •r•t•• technlclen. Procedure• tor certtflce~ton ere •P•ctfted In 
Chepter 23 of , ... DCCT Menuel of Operetton•. 

Send• capr of tht• far• ta the Centre! Autanoatc Coding Unit •Ith t•o tepee on non-DCCT p•tlent•. Another copy le to be ••nt to 
the Coordtnettne Center tn th• reguler ••ekly .. tllng. T•o ••P•• qualttr greded •good• ere r•Qutrad far carttftcettan, 

Cltntc Number 

Date of lnttlal Reque•t 

I. N- of peraon 
tntttettng reque•t1 

2. Aa••on for changa/eddttton1 

3. N- of current 
AMS tachntctan1 

4. N ... of AMS technlclen 
to b• certtfted1 

I, la tht• an tnlttel reque•t for 
certtf lcatlon far thl• per•an7 

I• thl• • re•u..,.l••lon7 

I. H•• thl• pereon been trained br 
a carttfted AMS technician? 

He• tht• peraon been lrefned 
br the CACU •teff 7 

Date of tratntng ••••lan1 

'."' •I 

.- I 

liinih Day Yau 

No Ye• 

liinih D•r -Year 

1. 

c I 
A 

~ I 

u I •· s 
l 

0 

" L 
y 

Date tapea recetvad1 Nuabar of t•P•• r•cetvad1 

llontll Dar Year 

------
------
------
------
------

Certtftcatton Pa••• 

c-n••• 

Data af thfa .. 11tn11 to 
DCCT Coardln•tlng Cantero 

Stgnatura1 

Metl toa Certfflc•tlan 

Data1 

DCCT Caardln•llng Center 
The lloatetlatlc• Center 

iOnih Dav Year 

iOnih Day -Year 

7979 Old G•org•town Road, Sult• 500 
leth••d•, MD 20814 
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DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Request for Certification of Herve Conduction Technician 

August 13, 1990 
OCCT Form 090.2 

P•g• I of I 

Use this form to raque•t certification of a nerve conduction technlcl•n. 
23 of the OCCT Manu•I of Operation•. 

Procedure• for cartlflc•tlon are •pacified In Ch•pter 

Send• copy or thl• form along •Ith t•O DCCT Form OJ7'a •nd EMG tracings on two non-DCCT patient• to1 

Or. James Albers 
University of Mlchlg•n 
Medlcel Center 
Department of Neurology 
1Cl25-UH Boa 0032 
Ann Arbor, Ml 48109 

Another copy la to be sent to the Coordln•tlng Center In the regular weekly mall Ing. 

Cllnlc Humber 

Date of Initial Request 

I. Name of person 
Initiating request• 

2. Reason for chenge/eddltlon1 

l. Name of current 
EMG technlcl•n1 

4. Heme of EMG technician 
to be certtfted1 

5. la this an Initial request for 
certification for thle person? 

la this a reaubmlaalon? 

iiiinth Dey Year 

Ho, 
( ) 

Vea 
( ) 

7. Oate tracings recelv•ds 
iiOnih Day Year 

8. Cert If I cat Ion, 

Pa as 

Fa I 1-raaubml t 

Commentao 

Date of this malling to 
OCCT Coordinating Center1 

Sl9natura1 

Mal I to1 Certification 

Oata1 

DCCT Coordinating Center 
The Biostatistics Center 

iiOnih Day Year 

Month Day Year 

6110 Eaecutlve Blvd., Suite 750 
Rockville, MD 20852 





e-n:F-
DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Raquaat for Certification of Dietitian 

March 26, 1987 
OCCT form 091.2 

Paoe I of 1 

Use thla for• to raquaat certification of a dietitian. Procedure• for cartlf lcatlon are •pacified In Chapter 23 of the DCCT 
Manual of Operation&. 

Sand a copy of thla form •Ith the flrat diet hlatory to th• Central Nutrition Coding Unlt1 ••nd the original to th• Coordinating 
Canter. 

Cl lnlc Number 

Oat• of lnltlal Raquaat 

1. Na,.. of paraon 
Initiating requaat1 

2. N•- of n•• 
dlatltlan1 

3. Aaaaon for changa/addltlon1 

4. Oat• training packat ••• 
racalvad fro• CNCU1 

Q! 

Oala paraon altand•d 
training at CNCU1 

5. 
iiinih Day Yau 

6. 

c 
N 
c I 7. 
u I 

8. 

u 
s 
E I 8. 

iiinth Day Yau 
I 
I 

0 I 
N I 
L 
y 

iiinih Day Year 

Dale standard hlatory 
••• r•c•tv•d1 Month Day Yau 

Data ravla••ds 
Month Day -Yau 

Oala dietitian contacted• 
Month Day Y"eu 

Data thraa diet hlatorl•• 
ware r•c•tvedr Month Day Yau 

Cart If I cat lon1 Paa a ---
fall --- (raaubmlt __ hlatorlaa) 

Comments: 

Data: 

Signature: 

Mall to: 

Month Day Vair 

Certification 
OCCT Coordinating Cantar 
The Bloatatlstlcs Canter 
6110 E•acutlva Boulevard, Suite 750 
Rockvllle, MO 20852 
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DCCT Form 092.2 

P•e• 1 of 4 ...,~Trial DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

further Delalla of Hypoglyce•lc Event 

Thie for• ceptur•• further datalla on hypoglyce•lc event• reportad on DCCT form• 020 and 083. 
thl• for• ualng the •ubJact"e •adlcal record• or follo•-up convereatton •Ith the eubjact. 

The cllnlc •terr ahould complete 

Pie••• complat• this form In accordance •Ith tha time frames given In Chept•r 10 or th• Manual or Operetlone end mall It along 
•Ith DCCT Forms 020 and 083 to thle address1 OCCT Morbldlly/Mortallty Claaalf lcetlon Committee. 6110 E•ecutlva Boulevard. Suite 
750, Rockvllle, MD, 20852. A copy or thla form la to be kept In the cltnlc"a ft lea. On the Cllnlc Forms Inventory and Forms 
Mall Ing List (OCCT For•• 040 and 041), you ahould llat the OCCT Form 092 •hlch •••malled to th• Committee. 

A. IDENTIFYING INFORMATION 

I. Clinic Nu~er 

2. Patient ID Nu~ar 

3. Patient'• lnltl•I• 

4. Date thla form co111pletad 

5. Date DCCT For•• 020 and/or 083 
were completed for thle avant 

B. REC~NITION OF HYPOGLYCEMIC EVENT 

la) Specify date or 
occurrence or recugnttlon 
or hypogtyc••lc event; 

OR 

b) If data uncertain, check hera1 

2. Specify data DCCT cllnlc learned 
of the hypoglyce•lc avent1 

iiiinih Day Vear 

iiiinth Day Vear 

Month Day Vear 

1) 

Month Day Vear 

3. Hoe did the Cllnlc laern of the hypoglycemlc event? 

Patient contacted cltnlc 

Patient"• fe•lly/frtenda contacted cllnlc 

1) 

2) 

Third party contacted cllnlc ( 31 

Cllnlc recognized event and Informed th• patient . ( 4) 

Patient tnfor•ed clinic et folloe-up vlelt ( 51 

Other1 epeclfy1 _ ( 6) 

C. PRESENCE Of ASSISTANCE 

I. Pellant'• living arrangement at the time 
of the episode being reported1 

2. 

With parent or guardian 

With other companion/spouse 

In dor•ltory 

Atone 

Unkno•n 

Otheq apeclfy1 

Who •aa elth the patlant at tha time of 
oneet or •ymptoma7 (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 

a) Parent, guardian, apouee, chlld or other 
person with •hom the patient uauetty abides 

b) School roornnete, cleeemate or teacher 

c) Passerby 

d) Other person, specify: 

el No one1 patient •a• alone 

f) Unkno•n1 patient cannot recall 

3. If the patlant ••snot alone (Queatlon 2), was the 
person •ho •a• present during th• oneet or symptoms 
capable of recognizing that the patient •a• 
••perlenclng e hypoglycemic 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

8) 

I) 

I) 

1) 

1) 

I) 

I) 

reactlon7 No Vea Unknown 
(IF THE PERSON WAS ASLEEP, ( I) ( 2) ( 3) 
ANSWER THIS QUESTION "YES" 
IF THE PERSON WOULD BE 
CONSIDERED CAPABLE IF AWAKE.) 



Pat lent ID 

4. If YES to Queatlon J. did thl• 
per•on take any action •hlch might 
have reduced the severity of 
this hypoglycemtc ·episode? 

5. If YES to Question 4, •hat did thla 
per•on do? (CHfCM ALL THAT APPLY) 

a) Ad111lnl•t•r oral carbohydrata• 

b) Admlnl•t•r glucagon 

cl Unkno•n 

d) Other1 •Paclfyr 

D. DIURNAL FREQUENCY 

No 
( I) 

I. Indicate the time of tha onaet of the 
epl•ode (be•t ••tlmate)1 

al 12:00 ..... -- 4100 ..... 

4:0D ..... -- 810D ..... 

8100 ...... -- 12:00 p.RI. 

12r00 p.m. -- 4:0D p.m. 

4100 p.•. -- 8:00 p.m. 

8100 p.RI. -- 12:00 ..... 

Unkno•n 

b) Record the ti•• If kno•n1 

Yes 
( 2) 

am ( I I 

Or check hara If unkno•n1 

_) 

Unkno•n 
( J) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

2) 

J) 

4) 

5) 

8) 

7) 

o"clock 

pm ( 2) 

J) 

E. 

DCCT Form 092.2 Page 2 of 4 

DESCRIPTION OF EVENT 

I. Patient'• location et onaet of eplsoder 

Homa -- •••ka 

••leap 

Work 

School 

Automobl la 

Lel•ure activity out•lde home -- aporta 

other •oclal activity 

Other out•lde home -- ••eke 

••leap 

Unknown 

2. If patient ••• awake, 

a) Were t11e warning sign• or 
symptoms present prior to 
the episode? 

b) If YES, •ere these 
recognized as symptoms 
of hypoglycemia by the 
patient? 

c) Another person? 

No 
( I) 

No 
( I) 

I) 

Yes 
( 2) 

Yes 
( 2) 

2) 

I) 

2) 

J) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

9) 

( 10) 

Unknown 
( J) 

Unknown 
( J) 

J) 



~~~~; 
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F. POTENTIAL CONTRIBUTING FACTORS 

4. 

5. 

I. Characterize the patient'• •••rclaa preceding th• hypoglycamlc avant1 

•I E••rclaa during the ••111t1 four-hour period In D.I 
Non• Sad11ntary llDd•r•te 
( I) ( 21 ( 3) 

ND v •• Unk 
b) Wea thl• unuaual for thla patient? ( II ( 2) ( 31 

cl E•arclaa during the pravloua 24 houra ••eluding the four-hour period In D.1 
None S11dantary llodarata 

2. 

d) Waa thl• unuaual for thla patient? 

Characterize the p•tlant'a diet prac11dlng lhla hypoglyc11mlc 11vent1 
(Check all that apply) 

1111•1 
•I During the •am• four-hour parlod In D.1 ( I) 

b) Pravloua 24 houra ••eluding th• four-hour period In D.I I) 

3. •)Ware there any deviation• from usual lnsulln dose or 
algorlthm preceding this hypoglycemic 11vent7 

During lhll ••ma four-hour p11rlod •• In D. I 

During the pr11vloua 24 houra ••eluding th11 four-hour p11rlod In D.I 

bl Wara there •ny deviation• from th• timing or achedullng of lnaulln7 

During th11 a11me four-hour p11rlod •• In D.I 

During th11 pr11vloua 24 houra ••eluding the four-hour period In D.I 

llllaaed 
Snack 

( I) 

I) 

( I) 

No 
( I) 

Unk 
( I) 

II 

ND 
( I) 

I) 

ND 
c I I 

I) 

( 21 

Vea Unk 
( 2) ( 3) 

Delayed ..... Sn11ck 
( I) ( I I 

( I) ( I) 

Vea Unk 
( 2) ( 3) 

( 2) ( 31 

V11a Unk 
I 2) ( 3) 

( 2) ( 31 

W•• there •••ual activity preceding this 6. Glucose monitoring (blood or urine) 
hypoglycamlc avant? pr11cedlng hypoglyc11mlc 11v11nt 

No Vaa Unk 
•I During the aema four-hour period a) ,. of ••p11ct11d testa p11rformed 

period In D. I I I) ( 2) c 3) during prior •eek 

b) During th• pravloua 24 hours 

( 31 

Unk 
( I) 

( I) 

••cludlng the four-hour p11rlod b) W11r11 al I the e•p11cled taata performed 
In D.1 c I) ( 21 ( 31 during the 24 hours prior to episode? 

Any alcohol or other recreatlonal drug c) If eppl lcable. did Iha patient perform 

( 

Strenuoua Unk 
( 4) ( 5) 

Stranuoua Unk 
( 4) ( 5) 

At11 L11sa 
Than Usual 

No Vea Unk 
( I) ( I) ( I) 

( I) c I) ( I I 

,. --
No v •• Unk 
I) ( 2) ( 3) 

conaumptlan prec11dlng hypoglycemlc 11vent7 3:DD e.m. blood glucose testing In No Vea Unk 
No v •• Unk week prtor to episode? ( I) ( 2) ( 3) al During th• aame four-hour p11rlod I period In D. I ( II ( 21 ( 31 I di Record 3:DD a.m. I _I value ---bl During tha pr11vloue 24 houra 

••eluding the four-hour parlod 
In 0.1 c I I I 2) I 31 



Patlant ID 

1. 

B. 

("-
1 ~ 

Raletlonahlp to menatrual C),'Cl81 
(IF NOT APPLICABLE. MALE OR HO MENSES. 
GO TO QUESTION B) 

•> ••• the patlant menstruating 
at th• t Ima of tha aphoda? 

b) ••• th• patient's usual for• or 
birth control at the time of 
thl• episode oral contraceptive•? 

c) Cherecterlae the patient'• cycle 

If ragut•r. e•tlmate the U8U81 

length of cycle (e.g.• 28 de11•) 

di Did the patient'• blood or urine 
gluco•11 fluctuate around the 
t hn• of menaa57 

If YES. e•plaln: 

••• there any rt1cent atreaa or other 
potent la I psycho log Ice I dlelurbancea 
In the week prior to the ephode7 

Specify, 

j 

No 
( I) 

( I) 

Reg 
( I) 

No 
( I J 

No 
( I) 

I 
DCCT Form D92.2 Page 4 of 4 

g_ Were other potentlally contributing No Ve& Unk 
factors pre&ant? ( I) ( 2) ( J) 

Vea Unk 
( 2) ( 3) I I Please llat: 

( 2) ( 3) 

lrreg Unk 
( 2) ( J) 

__ days 

I 
IDa) Did the patient uauell).' carry No Yes Unk 

something to treat reaction•? ( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

Ve• Unk Spactfy1 
( 2) ( 3) 

I 
bl Did the patient have •omethtng 

to treat reactions with him at Ho Vas Unk 
the t lme of this episode? ( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

I Person completing form: 
Vas Unk 
( 2) ( 3) 
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IJ"•=.. ~Trial DIABETES CONTROL AND CDllPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Rando• Day Quaatlonnatra 

llay 6. 1986 
DCCT Form 09J.I 

Page I of 2 

Thia for•••• devalopad tor tha Anclllary Study of Hypoglyca•I• In the DCCT. All subjects randomized through December I, 1985 
ara to ba quaatlonnad via a talaphona call regarding their actlvltl•• on the aaslgned day. Any questions regarding events In the 
pravloua •••k pertain to tha aavan day• prior to the aaalgned day. 

Tha purpoaa or thaaa quaatlona la to provide an estimate of prevalence of "rlak factor•" for hypoglycemia on a randomly chosen 
day. 

A. IDENTIFYING INFORMATION 

I. Cllntc Nulllbar 

2. Patient ID Nulllbar 

3. Patient'• lnltlala 

4. Data for• completed 
Month Day Yaer 

5. Aaatgnad day of •Bak about 
•hlch aubJact la tntarvla•ad 

Sunday 
llonday 
TuBBday 
Wadnaaday 
Thuraday 
Friday 
Saturday 

I) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
Bl 
7) 

B. OCCURRENCE or lllLD HYPOGLVCElllA DURING PREVIOUS WEEK 

I. Ho• .,.ny th••• In tha peat aavan days 
hava you ••P•rlancad •Y111Pto.,.tlc 
hypoglyca•I• •hlch •a• •lld enough 
for you to treat youraalf7 

2. If tha patient haa a•parlanced hypoglycamla 
In the peat aavan days •hlch ••• •lld enough 

'for the patient to treat ht•salf/haraalf, 
an•••r It••• a) through c) halo•. 
Othar•taa, aklp to Question B.3. 

a) Whan ha• the above •lld hypoglycamla occurred? 

Whtie you •are a•aha 

Whlla you •are aslaap 

.Both 

I) 

2) 

3) 

b) What t• tha uaual reason for the mtld 
hypoglycemla7 (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 

(t) Mlaaad Rl&al or anack 

(II) Decreased food Intake at maal or snack 

(Ill) lncraaaad •••rclaa level 

(Iv) Too R1UCh tnaulln tahen 

(v) Lach of early ••rnlng •Ion• of 
lo• blood glucose 

(vi) Othar1 apaclfy1 

(vii) Une•plalnad/Unhno•n 

c) What aymptoms do you have •Ith mlld 
hypoglycemla7 (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY) 

(I) Adranarglc ••rnlng aympto•• 

(ti) Dlaphoreala (••••ting) 

(Ill) Altarad mental atetua 

(Iv) Other; specify: 

3. Ho• many times In the past seven 
days did you ••Parlance symptomatic 
hypoglycemia that you could not 
treat youraelf7 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

( I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 
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c. LIFESTYLE ON THE ASSIGNED DAY 9. Any deviation (>30 minutes) from No Yes Unk 
timing or schedule of lnsul ln7 I I) ( 2) I 3) 

I. What are your current 1.lvlng •rr•ngemants7 
10. Any •••u•I •ctlvlty No Y•• Unk NA 

You live with p•rent or guardian ( I) In pest 24 hour&7 I I) I 2) ( JI I 41 

You !Iva with apouaa or othar companion ( 2) II. Any alcohol consumption or No Yes Unk 
recreetlonal drug consumption? ( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

You !Ive In a dormetory ( J) 
12. If appllceble. la the No Yes NA 

You !Ive alone ( 4) patient menstruating? ( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

Other1 •pectfy1 ( 5) 13. Glucose monitoring (blood or urine) 

Percentage of e•pected test• 
Sedentar1 llod•rat• Strenuoua Unk performed In previous week - - ,. 

2. E••rcl•e pattern ( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) 
If appllcable. did the patient 
perform 3100 a.m. blood glucose No Yea Unk 

No Ye• I testing In week prior to episode? ( I I ( 2) ( 3) 
J. I• thl• your u•u•l typ• of eaercl•e7 ( 1) ( 2) I I Record 3100 e.m. value --- I I 
4. Were there any diet d•vlatlon•7 I 

No Ya& Unk 
llhaed me•I or an•ck ( 1 I ( 2) I 31 

14. For eaperlment•I patients only: 
D•l•yed maal or •n•ck ( 1) ( 2) ( 3) 

Did you have any blood gluco•e 
Ala I••• than u•ual I I) l 2) I 3) reading <50 without symptoms No Yes Unk 

In the past week7 ( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

5. Do you usually deviate No Yes If YES, how many7 
from your dl•t? ( I) l 2) 

15. R~cent atress or other 
potentlal psychologlcal No Yes Unk 

8. Amount or sl••P In the 

I 
dtaturbance tn prevtoua •eek ( I) ( 2) ( J) 

pa•t 24 hour•1 <7 hours ( I) 
7-8 hour• ( I) lti. Are you carrying something No Yes Unk 
>8 hours ( I) today to traat a raactlon? ( I) l 2) I JI 

17. Do you usually carry something No Yes Unk 
1. I• this 1our u•u•I No Yea I to treat Insulin reaction? ( I) ( 2) I JI 

•mount or aleep7 ( I) ( 2) 

8. AnW' devl•tlon from u•uel lnaul In No Ye• Unk 
do•e or lnsultn •lgortthm7 ( I) ( 2) ( J) 

. ' ,_. 

• 
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G'AA~ DIABETES CONTROL AHO COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Obaervetton or Cltntcelty Significant .. cular Eda .. 

fabruary 28, 1988 
DCCT For• 094.1 

P•e• I of 1 

Th• Canlr•I Optllh8l•lc Reading Unit (CORU) h•• obaarvad the follo•lng In flhOtographa autii.lttad of thla patient Indicated belo•. 

A. IDEHTIPVING IHfORlllATIOH 

I. DCCT Clinic ~r 

(' 

2. Patient ID HumD•r 

3. Patient'• Initial• 
' 

4. Were the photograph• teken In 
conjunction •Ith a regularly 
echeduled vlalt7 

If ves, apeclfy vtatta 

I. Date of photograllfl•• 

I. Date of racelpt of 
photograph• at CORUa 

7. Date of notlftcatlon1 

I. Peraon notlfled1 

•• CORU Graden 

10. Grader Hulllbar1 

Ho Vea 
I) ' 2) 

iiOnih Day Veir 

iiOnih Day Vair 

iiiiinih Day Vair 

•• oeseRVfD lllACULAR STATUS 

On the baala of th••• fundua photographa, 
tllnlc•lly algnlflcant .. cular eda .. 1•1 

Ab•ant 

Qu••tlonabla 

Pr•••nt, aone of retinal thickening 
>I DA, pert •lthln I DD or cantar 
or .. cul• 

Preeent, retinal thickening or 
••aoclated HE •lthln SOD •lcron• of 
center of .. cul• (canter not Involved) 

Pr•••nt, retinal thickening or 
a••octated HE within SOO •lcrona of 
center of .. cul• !center queatlonebly 
or definitely Involved) 

COllllENTS1 

Right Left 
Ev• Eye 

( I) ( I) 

2) ( 2) 

' :u ' 3) 

( 4) ( 4) 

( 5) ( 5) 

NOTEa OCCT guldellnea for .. nage,..nt of patient• •Ith 
cllnlcally elgnlflcent .. cular edeme are pre•entad In Chapter 10 
or the Manuel Of Oparatlona. 





mzaOiabetes 
ti~' ! .. Control and . • .... ' ComplicabOnS 

Trial 

Instructions~ Study Volunteer1 

DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Diet Behavior.Questionnaire 

September 14, 1989 
DCCT Form 095.2 

Page I of 5 

Please read each quastlon coniplataly before racordlng your ans•ar. Remember thare are no right or •rong ana•ars. For each 
quaatlon, chack ( ) the ana••r •hlch 1110at cloaaly describe• your situation during the past year. 

A. IDENTIFYING INFORMATION 

I. DCCT Clinic Number 

2. Patlant JD Number 

3. Patient's Initial• 

4. Toda11'• Data 
Month Day Vear 

B. DIET INFORMATION 

There are many •ays to taach dtat. Which of the following 
swatems does your DCCT dlatltlan usa to teach you your diet? 
Clrcle all nualbera(a) •hlch pracada tha systems you hava been 
taught.~-

I. I have not been taught a diet. 

2. The American or Canadian Diabetes Association E•change Diet. 
I have been Instructed on the number of milk, vegetable, 
fruit, bread, ... at and fat portion• to eat each day. 

3. To weigh and/or measure foods. 

4. I have been taught to estimate food portions. 

5. My dietitian asked me to avoid foods with concentrated 
sugars llke candy, regular soda and pie. But, I don't 
heve to follow any other directions. 

6. I have been told to count carbohydrate content of foods. 

1. I l•ave been taught the Total Avallable Glucose 
Method (TAG). 

1~. Other, plea5e describe: 
·~ ' 

'" (~ . ' 
I. ' 

Lea a More 
than About than 
helf half half Does 
the the the Almoat Not 

Never ti- time time Alwaya Apply 
Ho• often do you1 

8. fat what you feel llke ( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) ( 6) 

9. Fol low the ADA 
Eachanga Diet ( 1) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) ( 6) 

10. Weigh end/or. meaaure 
food ( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) ( 6) 

11. Avoid foods with 
concentrated sugars ( 1) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) ( 6) 

12. Estimate food portions ( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) ( 6) 

13. Count carbohydrate 
content of foods ( 1) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) ( 6) 

14. Use TAG Method ( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) ( 6) 

14a. Other, please descrlba1 

Have you been Instructed lo eet a snack In the: 

No Yes 
15. Morning ( I) ( 2) 

16. Afternoon ( I) ( 2) 

17. Night ( I) ( 2) 



Patlant lD ~~~~~~~~ 

Ho• often ao you eet e anack7 

Le5a than 1-2 time• 3-5 times Every 
onca • month a •eek a •eek aay 

18. Morning 

19. Afternoon 

20. Night 

I) 

1) 

1) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

3) 

3) 

3) 

4) 

4) 

4) 

Ho• often do you aklp a anack becauae your blood augar la hlgh7 

Laaa than 1-2 time• 3-5 tlmaa Every 
once a month a •eek e •eek aay 

21. Morning 

22. Afternoon 

23. Night 

1) 

I) 

1) 

Ho• often ao you heve an e•tra anack7 

2) 

2) 

2) 

3) 

3) 

3) 

(DO NOT INCLUDE SNACKS TAKEN TO TREAT LOW BLOOD SUGAR) 

4) 

4) 

4) 

Lesa than 1-2 time• 3-5 times Every 
once a month a •aak a •••k day 

24. Morning 

25. Afternoon 

26. Night 

1) 

I) 

I) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

3) 

3) 

3) 

Ho• often ao you eat an e•tra anack •han your blooa sugar 
la lo• (but not having a reaction)? 

27. Morning 

28. Aftarnoon 

29. Night 

Laaa than 1-2 tlmaa 3-5 times 
once a month 

1) 

I) 

I) 

a •eek 

2) 

2) 

2) 

a •eek 

3) 

3) 

3) 

Do you bellave eating the follo•lng foDas raises your 
bluoa aug•r algnlflcant1y7 

30. Ml lk 

31. Fru It& 

32. VugulilDles 

33. Meat& 

34. Breaa5 . ' 
3~·:~ Fat5 

( ~ 

ND Yes 
( I) ( 2) 

1) ( 2) 

I) 

1) 

1) 

I) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

4) 

4) 

4) 

Every 
aey 

4) 

4) 

4) 
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If your blooa glucose la higher than the study goal, ao you 
change your meals SD that you eat more/less or the same 
amount of the follo•lng7 

36. Miik 

37. Fruits 

38. Vegetable&; 

39. Meat5 

40. Bread& 

41. Fat5 

More 

1) 

1) 

1) 

I) 

1) 

I) 

Leas 

2) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

Se me 

3) 

3) 

3) 

3) 

3) 

3) 

Appro•lmately ho• often ao you eat tha fo11o•lng7 
(DO NOT INCLUDE THOSE TIMES YOU EAT THESE FOODS TO 
TREAT A LOW BLOOD SUGAR) 

Lass 2-5 
then Once times 
once par per 

More 
Once than 
per I per 

a weak week weak day day 

42. Candy (maaa with sugar) 

43. Cookies (made •Ith sugar) 

44. Cake (made •Ith sugar) 

45. Pia (made •Ith auger) 

46. Pastry (sweet rolls, 
danish, donuts made 
with augar) 

47. Soda pop (made •Ith sugar) 

48. Other S•eets containing 
concentrated augar 

1) 

1) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

1) 

I) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

3) 

3) 

3) 

3) 

3) 

3) 

3) 

4) 

4) 

4) 

4) 

4) 

4) 

4) 

49. If you eat any of the foods llstad above 2-5 times par 
•eek or more. please ••st food and amount you eat belo•. 

FOOD AMOUNT 

5) 

5) 

5) 

5) 

5) 

5) 

5) 



Pat lent JD 

49&. How often do you adjust your ln&ulln dose when 
you eat any of the food• ~lated above? 

Navar 
( I) 

L••• than 
half the 

ti-
( 2) 

About half 
the time 

( 3) 

Mora then 
half the 

time 
( 4) 

Approalmately how often do you aklp meala7 

Le&• 
then 1 

2-3 

Almo&t 
Al•111ya 

( 5) 

Never a •••k t I-· a week 

4-7 
tlmea 
• week Dally 

50. Breakfaat 

51. Lunch 

52. Dinner 

1) 

I) 

1) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

3) 

3) 

3) 

4) 

4) 

4) 

5) 

5) 

5) 

Approalmately how often do you allow 30 minute& between 
Injecting your regular lnaulln and beginning to eat7 

53. Breakfaat 

54. Lunch 

55. Dinner 

Laa a 2-3 4-6 
than 1 tlma& time& Hot 
a week a week a weak Dally Applicable 

I) 

I) 

I) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

3) 

3) 

3) 

4) 

4) 

4) 

5) 

5) 

5) 

Appro•lmately how often do you delay your meal& more 
than 45 minute• after you have Injected your regular Insulin? 

56. Brailkfast 

57. Lunch 

58. Dinner 

<"\.' 
r·· 
.. f 

Lea a 2-3 4-B 
than l t Ima& t Ima& Not 
a week a week a weak Dally Applicable 

I) 

1) 

l) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

3) 

3) 

3) 

4) 

4) 

4) 

5) 

5) 

5) 
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Approalmately how often do you allow lea& than 20 minute& 
betwaan Injecting regular ln•ulln and beginning to eat? 

59. Breakfaat 

60. Lunch 

61. Dinner 

La&& 2-3 4-6 
than I tlmaa time• 
a weak a week a week Dally 

I) 

I) 

l) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

3) 

3) 

3) 

4) 

4) 

4) 

Doe& 
Not 
Apply 

5) 

5) 

5) 

How often do you omit the praacrlbad lnaulln doae before 

Lea a 2-3 4-7 
than l tlmaa time& 

Haver a week a week a week 

62. Breakfast I) 

l) 

l) 

I) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

3) 

3) 

3) 

3) 

4) 

4) 

4) 

4) 

63. Lunch 

64. Supper 

65. Snacks 

66. How often do you eaarclae7 

Navar 

( I) 

La&& than 
once a week 

2) 

2-3 t lmaa 
a ••ak 

3) 

4-7 t lmea 
a weak 

( 4) 

Doe• 
Not 
Apply 

5) 

5) 

5) 

5) 

More than 
ones a day 

5) 

66a. How often do you teat your blood auger before aaarcl&a7 

La&& than half About half Mora than half Almost 
Never the time the time the time Alway& 

( I) ( 2) ( 3) 4) ( 5) 

67. How often do you have reaction& during or after e•arclsa7 

Lass than half About half More than half Almost 
Never the time the time the time Always 

( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) 



Pat I ant ID 

67a. Ho• oftan la your blood augar high aftar axarclaa7 

Laaa than About 1i2 Mora than Almoat 
Navar 1/2 the time the time 1/2 the time Al•aya 

( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) 

Does 
Not 
Apply 

( 6) 

88. Hava you bean lnatructad how to adjuat the food you eat •hen 
·you axarcl•• more than 16 mtnutaa? 

Va• 
( I) 

No 
( 2) 

Don• t Remember 
( 3) 

88. Ho• often do you adJuat your food when you a•arclsa for more 
than 15 minutes? 

Leas than About 1/2 Mora than Almost 
Never 1/2 the time the time 1/2 the time Al•aya 

( 1) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) 

Do as 
Not 
Apply 

( 6) 

70. Have you bean lnatructed how to adjust your lnaulln •hen you 
axarclaa iaora than 16 mlnutaa7 

Vea 
( I) 

No 
( 2) 

Don't Remember 
( 3) 

71. Ho• often do you adjuat your lnaulln •hen you e•erclsa more 
than 15 mlnutea7 

Less than About 1/2 More than Almost 
Navar 1/2 the time the time 1/2 the time Alway• 

( I) ( 2) 3) ( 4) ( 5) 

Does 
Not 
Apply 

( 6) 

72, How often do you eat more than naceaaary before or after 
&•ere Isa? 

Leaa than About 1/2 Mora than Almost 
Never 112 tha time tha time 1/2 the t Ima Alwaya 

( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) 

Does 
Not 
Apply 

( 6) 

73. How often do you use blood sugar results to adjust food for 
e•erclaa7 

Less than About 1/2 More than Almost 
Navar 1/2 tha time tha time 1/2 the time Always 

( I) 

~ ' 
~ .,,, 
("'~ 

l ' 

( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) 

Does 
Not 
Apply 

( 6) 

DCCT Form 095.2 Page 4 of 5 

74. Do you adjust your lnaulln dose baaed on what 
you are going to eat7 

a) for meals 

Lass than half About half Mora than half Almost 
Navar tha time the time the time Always 

( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) 
b) for aneck• 

Lesa than half About half More than half Almost 
Navar the time th& time the time Alwaya 

( I) 2) 

Whan my blood auger ta high 

75. I eat less food 
at th& next meal 

78. I eat ta.er carbohydrates 
at the next meal 

77. I skip a snack 

77a. I take more lnaulln 

3) 4) 

Less Mora 
than About than 
half half half 

( 5) 

the the 
Navar time time 

the Almost 
time al•ays 

I) 

I) 

I) 

I) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

3) 

3) 

3) 

3) 

4) 

4) 

4) 

4) 

5) 

5) 

5) 

5) 

Whan treating a reaction. how often do you 

78. Test your blood sugar 
before eating 

79. Eat untll you feel better 

80. Eat a specif lull amount, 
•alt at laast 10-15 
1nlnut~s. then test your 
blood suyar bufore 
Bi:t.t Ing again 

81. Eat a spec If led dmuunt, 
wait 10-15 minutes 
bufore Udllny more 

Lesa Mora 
than About than 
half half half 
the the 

Navar time time 

I) 

I) 

( I) 

( I) 

2) 

2) 

3) 

3) 

( 2) ( 3) 

( 2) ( 3) 

the Almost 
ttme al ... ays 

4) 

4) 

( 4) 

( 4) 

5) 

5) 

( 5) 

( 5) 



Pattant ID 

Laa a More 
than About tnan 
half nelt nalf 
the tne tne Al moat 

Never ti- t tma time alway& 
82. Do you carry • apaclftc 

rood or product to 
treat reactlona7 ( I) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) 

83. Pleaae llat food(a) or producta uaad. 
(PLEASE INCLUDE TYPE AND AMOUNT OF EACH ITEM) 

83a. How often do you eat a•tra fooa to prevent ·hypoglycemla7 

Leaa than 
half the 

Never ti-
( I) ( 2) 

About 
half tna 

time 
( 3) 

Mora than 
ha If the 

time 
( 4) 

Al moat 
Al•aya 

( 5) 

oCCT form 096.2 Paga 5 of 5 

83b. How often do you eat e•tra anacka at bedtime to 
prevent hypoglycamla7 

Leas than 
half the 

Haver t Ima 
( I) ( 2) 

About 
ha If the 

time 
( 3) 

Mora than 
half th• 

t lme 
( 4) 

Al moat 
Alway& 

( 5) 

83c. How often do you eat aomathtng a11 aoon •• you feel 
the flrat atgn of low blood augar7 

Leas than 
half th• 

Navar time 
( I) ( 2) 

About 
ha If tha 

t tme 
( 3) 

Mora than 
ha If the 

time 
( 4) 

Al moat 
Al•aya 

( 5) 

84. Over the peat year hava followed my praacrlbad meal plan. 

Haver 

Vary Infrequently (laaa than 10• of the ttma) 

Infrequently (10-44S of the time) 

About half or the ttma (45-55• of tha ttmal 

Mora than half the time (5B-90S of tha ttma) 

Moat of the time (71-90• of the time) 

Almoat all of the tlDlll (>90• or the tlma) 

Alway& 

I) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

51 

6) 

1) 

8) 

THANK YOU FOR COMPLETING THJS QUESTIONNAIRE. PLEASE REVIEW IT TO SEE THAT ~ QUESTIONS HAVE BEEN ANSWERED BEFORE MAILING. 

~: 
r· 
r ' 





CLINIC NUMBER: 

DATE OF MAILINC: 

DIATETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Special Forms Inventory 

July 29, 1986 
Form 096.1 

Page 1 of 1 

THE FOLLOWING FORM(S) ARE BEING MAILED DURING WEEK # ____ _ 

PATIENT~ .f FORM DATE 

SICNATUU 

• .,,.··""" < 





~ ·~ 

mm:Diabetes · 

I'll,. =~ 
Trial 

DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

liFR Work•h1111t• 

Apr I I 23, 1987 
DCCT form D97.I 

Paga I of 2 

INSTRUCTIONS1 Thaaa workah1111t• ara to be completad and malled to the CBL accompanying aamplaa for tha GFR procadura. Retain a 
cop~ tor your racords and aend a copy to the Coordinating Cantar. Record all time• to the naaraat mlnuta and volumes to the nearest 
ml. 

A, IDENTIFYING INFORMATION 

I. Cllnlc Nu-ar 

2. Patient 10 HumDar 

3. Patient'• lnltlala 

4. Data ot Ta• t 1 

Month Day Veer 

~. Acceastan Number1 GFR -

6. Vhlt I 

(OO It In conjunction with baaallna) 

7. tt11l9ht cm 

II. lllalght kg 

9. Bagan ta•t In th• l I) a.m. 21 p.m. 

10. Blood elucoaa (mg/di) 

a) Pra 

b) Midpoint 

After collactlon (0) (I) (2) (3) (4) 

ND V1111 
11. Did walar load bagln at home? ( I) ( 2) 

12. Did patlant comply with 
Dietary raatrlctlons7 ( 1) ( 2) 

13. Waa tna four-hour ranal test dona 
simultaneously with the GFR7 ( 1) ( 2) 

14. Was a quality control apeclman collected? ( I) ( :l) 

15. Waa tha atudy completed? ( I) ( 2) 

It NO, 

a) What waa tna last collactlon? (O) (I) (2) (J) (4) 

b) Raaaon for termination: (CttECK MOST SIGNIFICANT REASON) 

ttypoglycamla 

Vomiting 

Otnari a•plaln: 

I) 

2) 

J) 

Signature of person completlno this form1 
Cartlf lcatlon 

Number 



Pdt lu11t 10 OCCT Form 097. I Page 2 of 2 

8C1ckyrouruJ I Ml11lmum I Minimum Minimum 
30 60 20 

1 hru::1: T-Pr" li--mln-->l<--mln-----> T-0 <--min--> 

SSKI 
I 

125-1 
lothalamate 
Injection 

I 
URINE COLLECTION 

Lebel 

S.pec,men 
Harn:JI lny 

Saved 
Specimens 

Oly I ta 1 1 

T IHH:f 

(hr:min) 

u-Pre 

Vo\d, record 
tlm.,, aliquot, 
discard 

freo1ze 2 1.8 
ml al lquots 

Eldµ~"~ Time (minutes) 

Vutume 
(1111) 

flu11 Rdlt!l 
( 111 I /111 I t1, 

~'.!~ ~(_!.!_LECTION 

BACKGROUND 
li:lllltt l 

~iflvt:rU 

Speelman 

O-Pre 

Serum frozen-
2 l.8ml tubes 
Renal- 2 equal 
a i lquots) 

T lmt1 (hr:mln) 

I I 

Volcl, record 
time (pool 
for 4-hour 
renal) 

No saved 
aliquot 

o-o 

Serum frozen-
2 1.8 ml tubes 

Minimum 
20 

T-1 <--mtn--> 

U-1 

Minimum 
20 

T-2 <--min--> 

U-2 

Minimum 
20 

T-3 <--min--.> 

U-3 

T-4 

U-4 

< ----- Votd, record time, measure, ----- > 
aliquot, (pool for 4-hour renal) 

< ----- Freeze 2 1.8 ml aliquots ----- > 

8-1 0-2 8-3 8-4 

<----- Serum frozen--2 1.8 ml tubes ----- > 

--- ---- ---- ---- ---

I f.h:::il.01·U d'' 

'- llr '"tJ lo" . . 
iu, ~ 

0 

) 

thne5 to thu 11ttar·ttst minute. Olyltal tlmtt 15 lJased on tho moment of completion of the urine collect Ion. 
rdlt:f at tinu:1 T-0 must Utt at 1.,ai~t 3 ml/min . 

I Encl R.,nii 1-
240 min. 

!after T-Pre 

I 

I 

RENAL 

Pool 
al 1 
urine, 
measure 
volume 

Freeze 5 
4.5 ml 
al lquots 

RENAL 

None 

' 



DCCT Form 098.l 
December 2, 1986 

125 I-IOTHALAMATE RENAL FUNCTION STUDY (PROTOTYPE) 
(Addendum Consent Form) 

Diabetes Control and Complications Trial 

Institution: 

Principal Investigator: 

1. I am presently enrolled in the Diabetes Control and Complications 
Trial (DCCT). 

2. I clearly 
and have 
DCCT. 

unJerstand the purpose and nature of this clinical trial 
previously given my signed consent to participate in the 

3. I understand that the investigators of this trial have determined 
that a new and more accurate means of measuring ml kidney function 
has become available. This is called the 25 r-Iothalamate 
Clomerular Filtration Rate Determination. The investigators of the 
DCCT have asked me to participate in this new study. 

4. This test involves the subcutaneous 1nJection (given just like 
insulin) of a compound that contains a small amount of radioactive 
iodine. This substance is absorbed and will be measured in my blood 
and urine (five times) over a period of several hours. This study 
will be done at the three year annual ezam and at the end of the· 
study. Follow-up studies will be done in conjunction with the four
hour timed urine collection. 

5. l25I-Iothalamate has been approved fo~ intravenous injection in 
humans by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). Subcutaneous 
injection has been approved for investigative purposes by the FDA. 
Subcutaneous injection has been extensively used in many centers in 
tbe United States. The administered dose contains less than 35 
microcuries of radioactive iodine. The total amount of radiation is 
less than l/100 of a chest s-ray. 

6. The compound 125r-Iothalamate is efficiently excreted by the 
kidneys and is not stored in the body. At the end of 24 hours, less 
than 1/10,000 of the dose will remain in the body. 

7. Tbe risks involved are those of having blood drawn and possible 
allergic reactions to the iodine or Iothalamate. I will be given a 
few drops of inorganic iodine prior to the test to block any uptake 
by the thyroid. If I am a woman, I should not be pregnant at the 
time of the test and will have a serum pregnancy test performed 
within 72 hours prior to the test. 



PAGE 2 

e. I understand that the choice I 
the DCCT or refuse this test. 
even if I do not agree to have 

have is to volunteer for 
I can still participate 

this test performed. 

chis part of 
in the DCCT 

9. I understand chat study information identifying me will remain 
confidential and will not be disclosed outside the hospital except 
with my written permission or as required by law. I understand that 
the information concerning my diabetes will be combined with that of 
many other volunteers and that I will not be personally identified in 
any publications or public documents which result from the study. 

10. In the event of a research related injury to me, emergency medical 
treatment will be rendered. The cost for said treatment may be 
covered in my medical insurance, however, I understand chat there is 
no federal, state or private program established co provide research 
subjects with compensation and medical treatment costs for injuries 
resulting from research procedures. 

11. I have discussed this study with and/or 

and he/she has oflered to answer any 

questions I may have concerning the procedures involved. I am aware 

that I should contact at 

and/or at if ~ have any 

questions regarding the research, research subjects' rights or my 

participation in the study and its outcome. 

Signature of patient 

Signature of parent of minor patient 
or legal guardian 

Print name if other than patient 

Signature of witness 

Signature of Principal Investigator 

Dace 

Date 

Date 

Date 

·~·-4 i 
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rt:~•=.· ..,~Trial DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Neurobehevloral Aaaesament (Pertlal Battery et Vlalt 12) 

March 26, 1987 
DCCT Form 099.2 

Page I of 4 

Thia for• la to be co1111>leted by the ateff of the DCCT Centrel Neurobehevlorel Coding Unit to report the result• of • 
neurobehavloral asae••••nt et Vlaft 12. 

A. 

B. 

A completed copy af the form fa to b• aent ta the DCCT Coordinating Center. 

IDENTIFYING INFORMATION 

I. DCCT Cllnfc Number 

2. Patient ID Number 

3. Petfant'a lnltfah 

4, Date Teat• Admlnl•t•rad 

5. Follo•-up Vlaft Nulllber 

6. Dete Aaae••-nt Coded 

1. Coder"• ID 

8. Neurobehavforallat'• 
Certification Nulftbar 

9. Do•f nent h•nd 

LOGICAL MEMORY (FOAll B) 

Right 
( I) 

I. Story A 1...,.dl•I• racall1 0-23 

2. Stor-y B l...,..dlate r-ecell1 0-23 

3. Stary A daleyed recall: 0-23 

4. Story B deleyed recell1 0-23 

iiOnih lier veiir 

iiOnth liar -Vair 

Left 
( 2) 

Amblde•trou• 
( 3) 

c. 

D. 

DIGIT VIGILANCE (FOAM 2) 

I. Time to complete page I: 0-400 

2. Number of omlaalon 
•rror• -- page ,, 0-112 

3. Number of comlaa\on 
error• -- page 1: 0-99 

4. Number of correct 
reaponaea -- page 11 0-112 

5. Tlma to COlllJll•te pege 21 0-40D 

6. Number of o•l•alon 
errors -- pag• 2: 0-104 

1. Number of co••••lan 
error• -- ~age 2: 0-99 

•• Nulllbar or correct 
response• -- paea 2: D-ID4 

VISUAL REPRODUCTIONS - IMMEDIATE RECALL 

I. De•lgn A -- total point•: 0-4 

2. Da•l11n A -- segmentation score: 0-5 

3. Design B -- total points: 0-5 

4. Daalgn B -- segmentatton score: 0-9 

5. Design Cl -- total points: D-4 

6. De•len Cl -- segmentatton acore: 0-1 

1. Design C2 -- tot a I points: 0-4 

B. Design C2 -- segmentatton acorei 0-1 

---

---

---

(FOAM B) 



Patient ID~~~~~~~~ 

E. VISUAL REPRODUCTIONS - COPY (FORM B) 

I. Design A total polnts1 0-4 

2. Oe5lgn A aegmentatlon acore: 0-5 

J. Deo.lgn B total points: 0-5 

4. Daalgn B segmentation acore1 0-9 

5. Oatilgn Cl total polnts1 D-4 

6. Design Cl segmentation acore: D-7 

1. D1Hlgn C2 total polnta1 0-4 

e. DHlgn C2 aegmentetlon acore1 D-7 

F, VISUAL REPRODUCTIONS - DELAY (FORM B) 

I. Design A total polnts1 0-4 

2. Oe&lgn A o.egmentetlon score: D-5 

3. Hint given? 

4. Design B total polnts1 .0-5 

5, Design B segmentatton acar•: 0-9 

6. Hint given? 

1. Design Cl total points: 0-4 

B. D•a lgn CI ••oment•tton acore1 0-7 

9. Hint glv•n7 

10. Design C2 total polnta1 0-4 

11. De11 l11n C2 6egmentatlon score: 0-7 

12. Hint given? 

\_\.J 

... ' 
( ~ 

No 
( I) 

No 
( I) 

No 
( I) 

No 
( I) 

Vea 
( 2) 

Vea 
( 2) 

Vea 
( 2) 

Vea 
( 2) 

DCCT Form 099.2 Page 2 of 4 

G. SYMBOL-DIGIT LEARNING (FORM B) 

1. Number correct trlal I: 0-7 

2. Number correct trlal 2: 0-7 

J. Numbar correct trlal 31 0-7 

4. Number correct trlal 4: 0-7 

5. Number correct dalayed racall1 0-7 

H. VERBAL FLUENCY 

I. Number of '"C'" •orde In first querter1 0-25 

Z. Number or '"C" •Drda In aecond querter1 0-25 

3. Numb•r of "C" words In third quarter1 0-25 

4. Number of '"C'" •ord& In fourth quarter: 0-25 

5. Number of lllegltlmate word&: 0-25 

6. Number of '"f" •Orde In first quarter: 0-25 

1, Number of ""f'" words In second quarter: 0-25 

8. Number of '"F"' •Ords In third quartar1 0-25 

9. Number of '"F" word11 In fourth quarter1 0-25 

10. Number Of lll&gltlmate •Drda: 0-25 

II. Number of '"L" words In first quarter: D-25 

12. Numbar or PL• •Drda '" ••cond qu•rter1 0-25 

IJ. Number of "L" worde In third quarter1 D-25 

14. Numbar of "L" words In fourth quarter: 0-25 

15. Number at lllagltlmata wards: D-25 

16. Total number of words: 0-JOD 



Pat tent ID 

I. DIGIT SPAN (FORM Bl 

J. 

I. Number of polnta1 0-2B 

2. Number of digit& repeated for•erd1 

l. Number of digit• repeated back•ard: 

4. WAIS age-scaled score: 0-19 

5. WISC-A age-scaled score1 0-19 

GROOVED PEGBOARD - DOMINANT HAND 

I. Time to Insert peg•• O-IBO 

2. Time to remove pega1 0-180 

l. Number of peg• droppedr 0-25 

K. GROOVED PEGBOARD - NON-DOMINANT HAND 

I. Time to Insert pega1 0-180 

2. Time to remove pegsr 0-180 

l. Number of pegs dropped1 0-25 

L. MINNESOTA PAPER FORMBOARD - (FORM I) 

I. Total correct: O-J2 

2. Total tlma1 0-2000 

M. DIGIT SYMBOL SUBSTITUTION TEST (FORM 2) 

~ ~ 

I. Total number of symbol• complet•d 
•lthln aech 30 second Interval: 

30": 0-50 

60" 1 0-50 

90": 0-50 

120": 0-50 

150": 0-50 

180": 0-50 

110": 0-50 

240"1 0-50 

no··, 0-50 

JOO": 0-50 

0-9 

0-9 

DCCT Form 099.2 Page J of 

M. DIGIT SYMBOL SUBSTITUTION TEST (FORM 2) 

2. Total t lme to complete grld1 0-360 

J. Tota1 ·number correct •lthln 
ftrat 90 5econda: 0-90 

el Scaled score (for subjects 16 
years old and over)• 0-19 

b) Age-corrected seal• acare1 0-19 

4. lncldentel recal I: 0-9 

N. EMBEDDED FIGURES 

I. Total number correct: 0-10 

2. Mean latency for correct response111 

0. FINGER TAPPING - DOMINANT HAND 

t. Number of trlel• admlnlstered1 0-10 

2. Mean tapping rate par 
10 second trlal1 0-60,0 

P. FINGER TAPPING - NON-DOMINANT HAND 

I. Number of trials administered: 0-10 

2. Mean tapping rate per 
10 second trial: 0-80.0 

Q. TRAILMAKING TEST (FORM A-1) 

I. Traits A Tlma1 0-99 

2. Tralls A Errors: 0-9 

3. Tratls B Ttme: 0-300 

4. Tratla B Errors: 0-25 

R. STAR DRAWING - DOMINANT HAND 

I. Tota I t tme: 0-90 

2. Number of e·rors: 0-90 

3. Direction taken1 

(Continued) 

0-60 

Left 
( I) 

--

Right 
( 2) 

4 



"( ~~ 
•. 

Pat I ant ID 

S. STAR DRAWING - NON-DOMINANT HAND 

I. Total tlma: 0-90 

2. Numbar of errors: D-90 

3. Direction leken1 

T. SHOAT-TEAii MEMORY (FOAM 8) 

I. Number of •Ord• corractly 
recelled •fter 5 •econd•1 0-20 

2. Number of word• correctly 
recall•d •ftar 15 sacond•1 0-20 

3. Numbar of word• correctly 
rec•lled •fter 30 •econda1 0-20 

4. Number of prlor-trlal 
\ntrualun errora1 0-60 

5. Number of lntre-ll•t 
Intrusion error•1 0-60 

6. Number of e•tre-1\at 
tntru•lon •rrora1 0-60 

U. QUALITY OF NEUAOBEHAVIORAL TESTING 

I. Ho• •ill Ing •ea thla subject 
to try hla or her beat? 

Very •I I I Ing 

Some•h•t •llllng 

Not too •I I I Ing 

Very unwllllng 

l ' 

., / 

I) 

2) 

J) 

4) 

left 
( I) 

Right 
( 2) 

DCCT Form 099.2 Page 4 of 4 

2. Overall, ho• much did distractions and 
Interruption• affect the sasslon7 

J. 

4. 

Vary much 

Much 

Somewhat 

Lilt la 

Vary llttla 

To what ••tent do you feel 
obtalnad la accurate? 

Completely 

llo•tly 

Moderately 

Somewhat 

Not very 

Quellty Grade: 

Setl•f•ctory 

I) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

the Information 

( I) 

( 2) 

( J) 

( 4) 

( 5) 

( I) 

•Accepteble with minor problems ( 2) 

Uneccepteble ( J) 



mm: Diabetes 
Control and 

•. ' Complications 
Trial DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

GFR Specimen Mall Ing List 

Apr I I 23, 1987 
DCCT Form 100.1 

Page I Of I 

This malling ll&t I& u~"d whenevar Iha DCCT clinic &hlpa a contalnar of urine and Dlood &peclmens to the.Central Biochemistry 
Lahuralury (CBL) for the glomerular flltratlon rale (GFRI study. Urine and Dlood &peclmen acce&slon numbers tor GFR all have a 
pr01fla ot "GFR." The four cop lea of this form are ID be dlatrlDuled es fol lowa1 

(I) WHITE -- Complete 
Mel I to: 

and place Inside Insulated &hipping container 
OCCT Central Biochemistry Laboratory 
ATTN: L227, Mayo 626-3645 
University of Minnesota Hospital and Clinic 
425 East River Road 
Mln•u1apol ls, MN 55455-9980 

(21 YELLOW -- Sand •eparately to the &ddreaa above. 

"I th r;pec I mens. 

(3) PINK -- Send to tne Coordinating Cent•r In the weakly form• melllng, Include DCCT Form Oil, GFR Workaheet. 

(4) GULPtHROD Rataln In clinic flle&. 

Cl •11tc Number; 

~p .. clmen& Shipped on: 

St-1tu: 'm•utta. Co I I ec t ed f roae; 

!![!! SPECIMENS 

ACCESSION NUMBER 
GFR 

c ~ 

Month Day 

iiOnth Day 

PATIENT ID 
HUMBER 

Vear 

_'t&ar 
through 

Month 

PATIENT'S 
INITIALS 

f M L 

Day vaar 

DATE SPECIMEN 
COLLECTED 

Month Day Vear 

_I_ 

COMMENTS 
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DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

24-Hour Urine Specimen Malling Llal 

Septt1ml>01r 15, 1!1117 
OCCT for• 101. 2 

P .. 911 I ol I 

Thi• malling ll•l I• u&ed •h11nev01r the OCCT clinic •hip• a container of fro1Hn allquol& rrom 24-hour urine collect Ion• lo lht1 
Central Bloche•l&lry LeDoratory (CBL) tor Ot1t11rmlnallon of aoolum, creallnlne end urea nllrogen for eatl•etlon or dietary protein 
Intake. These apecl ... na have ecceaalon number& •Ith the pref la "24H." The four coplea of thl• form ere to be dl•trlbuled a& 
folio••• 

(I) WHITE -- Co1aplete 
Mall tC11 

end place ln•ld• lneulalt1d &hipping conlelner 
OCCT Central Blocht1mlatry LaDoratory 

•llh •peclmen•. 

ATTN; L227, 11 .. yo 626-3645 
Unlveralty of Mlnne&ola Ho&pltal and Clinic 
425 Eaat River Roao 
Mlnneapoll•, MN 55455-9960 

(21 YELLOW -- Send •eparalely to lhe adOrt1&& anov11. 

(3) PIN~ -- S•nd lo lhe Coordlnallng Center In lhe •eekly form& melllng. 

(41 GOLDENROD Rel a In In cl lnlc fl lea. 

Cl1ntc Numb11r1 

Specimen• Snipped on1 
Month Dav Vear 

Speclm•n& Collecled fro•1 
llonlh Dav Vear 

lhrough 
Monlh D .. y Year 

~ ~ SPECIMENS 

PATIENT'S DATE COLLECTION TIME 
ACCESSION NUMBER PATIENT 10 INITIALS ENDED COLLECTION 

24H HUMBER f II L Month Dair .., ... ,. STAIHED 

---- --- __ l __ I __ --·--
_I_ _, _ 

T" 
_ l __ I_ 

( " __ I_ -·-
COllllEHTS1 

TIME 
COLLECTION 

ENDED 

NEXT DAY 

--=--

-·-
-·-

TOTAL 
VOLUME 

COLLECTfO 
PAT JENT" S 

(ml) WEIGHT (kg) 

---- -----
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mm Diabetes 

fVO, A [Tl_.,. •• ,,:,. ~~f~ons 
· · Trial · 

DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Neurobehevtoral A••a•• .. nt (Partlel Battery at Vt•tt 16) 

ll•rch I, 1988 
DCCT Form 102,I 

Paga I of 4 

Thi• form I• to be completed by th• •t•ff of th• DCCT Central Naurobehavloral Coding Unit lo report the ra•ull• of a 
neurobahavloral a••••• .. nt at Vl•lt 18. 

A completed copy of th• for• I• to ba ••nl to the DCCT Coordlnetlng Center. 

A. IDENTIFYING INfOAllATIDN 

I. DCCT Cllnlc N...aJar 

2. Patient ID NUlllbar 

3. Patient'• Initial• 

4. D••• Te•t• Adomlnl•t•r•d 

6. Follow-up Vlelt Nuaiber 

e. D•t• A••a•e .. nt Coded 

1. Cader'• ID 

8. Naurobah•vlorall•t•• 
Certification NUlllbar 

8. Domlnent hend 

ttonih lia;- -Year 

iiinih lia;- -Yeir 

Right Left Alllbld••trou• 
( 1) ( 2) ( 3) 

8. LOGICAL llEllOAY (FOAll C) 

I. Story c-1 

2. Story C-2 

3. Story C-i 

4. Story C-2 

~ ·~ 

I,' 

1 ... dlata race111 0-23 

1 ... dlal• recell1 D-23 

d•l•y•d recell1 0-23 

dela~ad racall1 0-23 

C. DIGIT VIGILANCE (FOAll 2) 

I. Tl .. to complete P•ll• 11 0-400 

2. Nulllbar of o•l••lon 
error• -- page 11 0-112 

3. Nulllb•r of CO•l••IOn 
error• -- P•ll• 11 0-88 

4. Nulllbar of correct 
raapon••• -- P•ll• 11 0-112 

6. Tt .. to co-.plate page 21 0-400 

8. NUlllbar of o•t••lon 
error• -- page 21 0-104 

1. Nulllbar of co•l••lon 
error• -- paga 21 0-99' 

8. N..-bar of corract 
raapon••• -- P•ll• 21 0•104 

D. VISUAL REPRODUCTIONS - llllllEDIATE RECALL (FOAM C) 

I. Daalgn A 

2. Daalun A 

3. Da•tun B 

4. Daalgn 8 

5. Daalgn Cl 

8. Daalgn Cl 

1. D••lun C2 

8. Daalgn C2 

total polnta1 0-4 

••11mantatlon acora1 0-5 

total polnta1 D-5 

••umentatlon •cora1 D-9 

total point•• 0-4 

segmentation •cores D-7 

total polnta1 D-4 

••11mentatlon •cora1 0-7 



0 

Patient ID~~~~~~~~ 

E. VISUAL REPRODUCTIONS - COPY (FORM C) 

I. Dealgn A total point•• 0-4 

2. Dealgn A aegmentatlon acore1 D-6 

3. Dealgn B total polnt•1 D-6 

4. Dealgn B aagmantatlon acore1 0-8 

6. Dealgn Cl total polnta1 0-4 

6. Dealgn Cl ••11mantatlon acore1 0-7 

1. Dealgn C2 total polnta1 0-4 

8. Dealgn C2 ••11mentatlon acore1 0-7 

F. VISUAL REPRODUCTIONS - DELAY (FORM C) 

I. Dealgn A 

2. Daalgn A 

3. Hint 11tvan7 

4. Dealgn B 

6. Daalgn B 

8. Hint glvan7 

7. Dealun Cl 

8. DHlgn Cl 

9. Hint given? 

10. Dealgn C2 

11. Dealgn C2 

12. Hint given? 

1: 
( •"; 

"t ~ 

total point•• 0-4 

aeg.,.ntatlon acore1 0-5 

total point•• 0-S 

••11111entatlon acore1 0-8 

total polnta1 0-4 

aagmentatlon acore1 0-7 

total polnta1 0-4 

aegmentatlon acore1 0-7 

No 
( I) 

Yea 
t 2) 

No Yea 
( I) ( 2) 

No 
( 1) 

Yea 
( 2) 

No Yea 
( 1) ( 2) 

DCCT Form 102.1 Page 2 or 4 

G. ASSOCIATIVE LEARNING (FORM A) 

I. Number correct tr I a I I I o- I 2 

2. Numbar correct trial 21 0-12 

3. Number corract trial 31 0-12 

4. Numbar corract trtal 41 0-12 

5. Numbar corract dalayad recall1 0-12 

H. VERBAL FLUENCY (FORM 3) 

I. Number of "P" worda In flrat quarter1 0-25 

2. Number or •p• aorda In ••cond quarter1 0-25 

3. Nulllber or •p• words In third quarter1 0-25 

4. Number of •p• word• In fourth quarter1 0-25 

5. Number of lllegltl .... te aorda1 0-25 

6. Number of "R" aord11 In flrat querter1 0-25 

1. Number of "R" worda In aecond quarter1 0-25 

8. Number or "R" aord11 In third quarter1 0-25 

9. Number of "R" worda In fourth quarter1 0-25 

10. Number or lllegltl .. te aorda1 D-28 

II. Number of "W" worda In flrat quarter1 0-25 

12. Number of "W" worda In aecond quartar1 0-25 

13. Number of "W" words In third quarter1 0-25 

14. Number of ·w• words In fourth quarter1 0-25 

15. Number of lllegltlmate word111 0-25 

18. Total number of words1 0-300 



Patient ID .. DIGIT SPAN (FOAM C) 

I. Number af paint•• o-a1:1 

2. Number af digit• repeated forward& 0-9 

3. Number of digit• rapeatad backward& 0-9 

4. WAIS aea·acalad acoraa 0-19 

5. WISC-A age-acaled acora1 0-19 

J. GROOVED PEGBOARD - DOMINANT HAND 

1. Time to tnaart pe9a1 O·tBO 

2. Tl .. ta ra1110ve pa9a1 0-180 

3. Number ar paga dropped• 0-25 

K. GROOVED PEGBOARD - NOH-DOMINANT HANO 

I. Tl ... to lnaart pa9a1 0-180 

2. Tl.,. to re110ve P•9•• 0-180 

3. Number of P•9• drappad1 0-26 

L. STROOP COLOR/WOAD INTERFERENCE TEST 

I. Worda1 Total Correct In 45 Sac (0-150) 

2. Worda1 Total Time ta Coiaplata Page (0-900) 

3. Worda1 Total Number of Errora on Page (0-90) 

1. Colora1 Total Correct In 45 Sac (0-150) 

2. Colora1 Total Time to Complata Paga (0-900) 

3. Colora1 Total Number at Error• on Page (D-90) 

I. lnk1 Total Correct In 45 Sac (0-150) 

2. Inks Total Time to Coinptete Page (0-900) 

3. lnk1 Total Number of Error• on Paga (D-90) 

. ~ 
( 
r 

OCCT Form 102.1 Paga 3 or 4 

M. DIGIT SYMBOL SUBSTITUTION TEST (FORM A-2) 

I. Total numbar of aymbDla camplatad 
within each 30 aecond lntarvel1 

30""1 0-50 

BO": 0-50 

90"1 0-50 

120·, 0-50 

150"1 0-50 

1ao·, 0-50 

210·. 0-60 

240"1 0-50 

210·, 0-50 

300"1 0-60 

2. Total time to complete 9rld1 0-380 

3. Total number correct within 
flrat 90 aeconda1 0-90 

a) Sceled acore (for aubJecta 18 
year• old and ovar)1 0-19 

b) Aga-corractad acal• acora1 0-19 

4. Incidental recell; 0-9 

H. EMBEDDED FIGURES (FORM 2) 

I. Totel number correct• 0-10 

2. Mean latency for correct reaponaea1 0-60 

O. FINGER TAPPING - DOMINANT HANO 

I. Number or trlel• admlntatared1 0-10 

2. Mean tepplng rate per 
10 second trlal: 0-00.0 

P. FINGER TAPPING - NON-DOMINANT HAND 

I. Number of trlals administered: 0-10 

2. Mean tapping rate per 
10 second trtal1 0-80.0 



Pat I ant ID 

Q. TRAILMAKING TEST (FORM A-2) 

I. Tralla A Tlme1 D-99 

2. Tralla A Errora1 D-9 

3. Tral la B Tlma1 D-3QO 

4. Tralla B Errora1 0-25 

R. STAR DRAWING - DOMINANT HAND 

I. Tot.I th••• 0-90 

2. Number of arrora1 0-90 

3. Direction takan1 

s. STAR DRAWING - NON-DOMINANT HANO 

I. Total t Ima 1 0-90 

2. Nulllbar of arrora1 0-90 

3. Direction takan1 

T. SHORT-TERM MEMORY (PORM C) 

I. Number or worda·corractly 
recalled attar 5 aaconda1 0-20 

2. Number or worda correctly 
recalled after 15 aaconda1 0-20 

3. Number of •Drda correctly 
recalled attar 30 ••conda1 0-20 

4. Number ot prior-trial 
lntrualon arrora1 0-80 

5. Number or Intra-I ht 
lntruaton arrora1 0-60 

8. Number or aatra-llat 
Intrusion arrora1 0-80 

Left 
( I) 

Laft 
( I) 

Right 
( 2) 

Right 
( 2) 

DCCT Form 102.1 Paga 4 or 4 

U. QUALITY OF NEUROBEHAVIORAL TESTING 

I. How wllllng waa thla subject 
to try hi• or her beat? 

Vary wl 11 Ing 

Somewhat willing 

Not too willing 

Vary un•llllng 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

2. Overall, ho• much did dlatractlona and 
lntarruptlona atfact tha ••••Ion? 

3. 

4. 

Vari.• much 

Much 

Somewhat 

Litt la 

Vary little 

To what ••tent do you teal 
obtained la accurate? 

Co111plataly 

Moatly 

Moderately 

Soma•hat 

Not very 

Quality Grade1 

Satisfactory 

I) 

2) 

( 3) 

4) 

5) 

tha Information 

( I) 

( 2) 

( 3) 

( 4) 

( 5) 

( I) 

Acceptable with minor protilama ( 2) 

Unacceptable ( 3) 
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Date Completed ~-'~-'~-

OCCT For• 105.1 
March 30, 1989 

OCCT RESOURCE UPDATE 

Thta form la used to record tnfor.,.tlon on non-DCCT heelth care provldara •ho are •••Ing OCCT patlenta, or have been Identified 
because thay might be •II ling to••• DCCT pattenta. If the provider la not follo•lng any DCCT patient, fill out aa ..,ch 
lnfor.,.tlon •• poaalble. Fiie one for• for ••ch locel, apeclallat In •lc. (t.e., ona each for dlabetea and ophthal•lc). 

I. Phyatctan (health care provider) lnfor.,.tton1 

a. Na-
LAST 

b. Professional degree 

c. Type of practtc• (choo•• 1)1 

I 1) Dlabetaa 
C 2) Internal Medicine 
C 3) Family Practice 

F.IAST IUOOLE 

(M.D., A.H., etc.) 

4) CAC 
5) Ophthal•lc 
6) Other 

d. Addraaa ~.....,,,,,....,,.,,.,,..,.,,..~...,.,...,,.~~,.,,..~~~,.,,..~,.,,..,.,,..~~,.,,..~,.,,..,.,,..,.,,..~,.,,.. 
STREET and SUITE 

a. Phone 
iiiEA 
CODE 

CTTY 

NUMBER 

STATE ZIP~OE 

f, H•• thla paraon Indicated that ha/ah• •lght agree to ••• 
(any or additional) OCCT patlanta7 ( I) NO ( 2) YES 

a. Current Therapy ( t) c 3 lnJacttona ( 2) llOI ( 3) CSll 

' f. Addreaa 
CITY 

g. Relocation ( I) Per .. nant 

STATI! 

( 2) Tamporar,. 

h. Frequ•ncy or local vlatta (Choo•• _1)1 

I) ••akly or monthlJ' 
2) Quarterly 
3) every 6 iloontha 
4) ennual 
5) other 

t. Patient ta .. ktng local vtatta for (chooaa 1)1 

( I) dlabetea .,.nage.,.nt 
( 2) endpoint coll•ctton (I.e., blood dra•, QV, ate.) 
( 3) ... nagament and endpoint collection 
( 4) photo"graphy/ophthal•tc 
( 5) other 

J. Financial arranga.,.nta with local provldar1 

ZIP 

g. Evaluatton of thta person's perfor .. nca of OCCT protocol to data1 

( I) E•callant ( 2) Good/Accaptabl• ( 3) Unsatisfactory 

h. Do you raco..,.nd for additional DCCT patient•? (choose ona)1 

( I) NO ( 2) YES ( 3) STD ONLY ( 4) EXP ONLY 

t. Referring prl .. ry DCCT physician (contact for dat•lla)1 

LAST 

2. · Pallant Information 

a. ID II 

b. Int t tah 

c::~· CI tntc II 
(_ 

~-~ Treatment Group 

FIRST MIDDLE 

( t) Standard ( 2) E•P•rl.,.ntal 

CLINIC 

k. waa provider wit ling to .. k• conceaalona on chargea7 

( I) NO ( 2) YES 

I. Oataa of vtatta to non-DCCT cttntc1 

Ftrat Vlalt1 Pinal Vtatt1 

MONTH DAV YEAR MoNTH DAY VEAR 

If you are unable to provide the final visit date, update this 
form •Ith CoC If and •hen the patient atopa aeelng thla provider, 

n. Relmburaem•nt arrange,...nta to patient for travel to local 
cl lnlc 1 
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DCCT For• 108.3 

P•g• 1 of 5 
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DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 
D•l•tle of Pregn•ncy •nd Outco .. 

fhl• for• la to be CQllPl•t•d •t the ter•ln•llon of ••ch pregn•ncy occurring during lh• DCCT. Th• orlglnel of lhl• for• 
•~ lo be aent to the Coordinating Center In the apeclel Morbldtty/Mort•llty Cl••alflc•tlon Cammltte• .. 111nu• •nd •copy 
kept tn th• cllntc ftl••· The aource• needed to co111plet• thta for• •tll Include the pet lent, obatetrlc•I notea/lntervl••, 
deltvery nolea, neon•l•I note• •nd/or lntervle• •Ith th• naonetologlat tn cherge of the lnf•nt. 

A, IDENTIFYING IHFORllATIOM 
5. Ho• .. ny pregn•nclea re•ult•d In llve birth•? ---

a. 

I. Cl lnlc Mullber1 

:z. P•ll•nt ID Numller1 

3. P•tlent'• lnltl•l•1 

4. D•t• Par• Completed• I I 
iiOnih Dey V.•r 

5. Specify det• or occur•nce 
or recognition or outcOl991 __ , __ , __ 

Month Dey Veer 

Or Ir d•t• unc•rt•ln ( 1) 

6. Specify det• DCCT cllnlc 
le•rned of outco-.1 __ , __ , __ 

PRIOR PREGNANCY HISTOAY1 

(Enter nullber, u•• •••ding ••roa.) 

I. Hoe .. ny prior preun•ncl•• h•v• you h•d, 
Including llve birth•, •l•c•rrl•u••• 
•bortlona, •nd atlllblrth•7 

:Z. Ho• .. ny pregn•ncl•• reaulted In Induced 
•bortlon7 

3. Ho• .. ny pr•un•ncl•• reaulted In •l•c•rr•ge7 

4. Ho• .. ny preun•nclea raaulted In atlllblrtha7 

e. Ho• .. ny neon•t•I de•th• occurred? ----
1. How .. ny chlldren •r• •tlll llvlng7 ----
•• Ho• .. ny pregnancl•• dellvered pret•r• 

(< 31 •••k•)1 ----
•• Ho• .. ny pregnancl•• dellvered po•ttena 

(> 4:Z •••k•)7 ---
C. EVENTS DURING THIS CURRENT PR!GHAMCY 

I. lndtc•l• all th• drug• taken during thla pregnancy1 

Aaplrln ( I) Lithium ( I) 
Mart Juana ( I) laotretlnoln (Accutane) ( I) 
Cocelne ( I) Telrecycl lne ( I) 
Methedone/heroln ( I) !atrogena/Progeatlna ( I) 
Antlcoagulanl• ( I) (lncludlng or•I contraceptive•) 
Ant lepl lept le• ( I) 

Oth•r•-------------- ( I) 

:Z. Have you h•d •ny Infection or llln••• 
during thl• pregnancy? 

Mo Ye• Unkno•n 
( I) ( :Z) ( 3) 

If ye•, •P•clfy type or Infection or llln•••• 

•> Week 

b) Week 



P•tl•nt ID DCCT Por• 109.3 P•ge 2 of I 

Ha Ye• c) Tre•t-nt 
3. Did preter• l•bor occur7 ( I) ( 2) week or 

Na Yee Onaet ., .... 
•> At •h•t •••k or geatetlan7 ---- .. Del Ivery ( I) ( 2) ----
b) Wh•t .. dlcetlona ••r• uaed ta atop l•bor7 ---- 2. lllgS04 ( I) ( 2) 

(Check el I th•t •pply.) 
3. Antlhypertenalve R• ( I) ( 2) 

Rltodrlne ( I) 
ll•gnealum ( I) 4. Other ( I) ( 2) __ 

Terbut• I lne ( I) Specify 
Other ( I) 

d) Ecl•111pal• ( I) ( 2) __ 

c) ••• th•r•py •ucc•aarul In •topping l•bar7 Ho v •• 
( I) ( 2) 5 . Old •ny of the fallawlng oth•r 

.. tern•I C091Pllc•tlane occur Na Yee 
during thla pregn•ncy7 ( I) ( 2) 

4. Did preecl...,•l•lecl...,•I• occur during preun•ncy7 
IP yea, check ca111pllc•tlana1 •••" or 

Week of On••t 
Onaet •) Spatting ( I) ( 2) __ 

Ho Yea 
•) Preecl9111pal• ( I) ( 2) ---- b) llleedlng ( I) ( 2) __ 

IP yea, •n•••r b) •nd c), c) Fever ( I) ( 2) __ 

•l••Y• •n•••r d) 
d) Amniotic fluid l••k•ue ( I) ( 2) __ 

b) Ch•ck crlt•rla u••d1 
•) Pl•cent•I •bruptlan ( I) ( 2) ----I. Protein (> o.s g) ( I) ( 2) ---- f) Ane•I• (HCT <• 30fo) ( 1) ( 2) __ 

2. Hypert•n•lan ( I) ( 2) ----(!, 140 or ! UO) g) Thro..,ophlebltla ( 1) ( 2) __ 

3. Ede .. ( I) ( 2) ---- h) Hydr• .... loa ( I) ( 2) 

4. Hyperrefl••I• ( I) ( 2) ---- I) Pul111Dn•rv Emballa• ( I) ( 2) 

5. Ch•nu• In ren•I function ( I) ( 2) ---- J) D & C ( I) ( 2) 

8. Cerebr•I •v111Pto•a (. I) ( 2) ---- k) Plecent• Prevl• ( I) ( 2) 
(leth•rgy, he•d•che) 

I) Pre-lure rupture or ..... ranea ( I) ( 2) 
1. Oth•r1 ( I) ( 2) ----

N 
~·( 



Petlent JD~~~~~~~~ 

O. PRECaNANCV TERMINATION (Ga ta Section E If pregnencv 
reeulted In blrth) 

I. Oete of tenalnetlon 

2. Ge•t•tlanel •a• 

3. Oete of •tert of l••t 
.. n•tru•I period (LMP) 

4. A•••an far t•r•ln•tlon (check an•) 

•> Ectopic preanencv 

b) Sponteneau• ebarttan 

Induced ebortlan 

c) (I) nan-.. dlcel 

c) (II) .. dlcet 

•pecUv1 

d) lntreutertne Oe•th 

E. DELIVERY INFOAlllATIOH 

I. D•t• of birth 

2. D•t• of etert of LMP 

3. Ge•tetlanel •a• (Week•) 

Bv det•• from LMP 

Bv ultr••aund 

I I 
iiOnih D•y v..;:-

-...u 
I I 

Month Dey Ye•r 

I) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

( 5) 

I I 
Month Dey V.er 

I I 
iiOnth D•r iiier 

OCCT Par• 108.3 Peg• 3 of a 

4. TWP• of Oellverv (check one) 

•) Spanteneau• veglnel 

b) Induced et ter• 

c) Induced et pret•r• 

d) CIS •lthaut lebar 
(Ce••reen ••ctlan) 

e) CIS ef ter lebor trl•I 

5. 1r Induced, •pectfv •hv 

8. If C/S, •pee Uv lndlcetlon 

e) Repeet 

b) Fellure of proar•••lan 

c) Ceph•lo/pelvlc dl•praportlon 

d) F•t•I dl•tr••• 

•) Preecte1111>•t• 

f) Ecl•lllP•I• 

g) Ob•l•trlclen electlon 

h) Petlent choice 

I) Other 
Spectrv 

Na 

I) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

Ve• 
( I) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

I) ' 2) 

I) ' 2) 

I) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 



P•ll•nl ID--------

1. Poatp•rt..,. lnf•ctton (r•qulrlng •ntlblotlca 
prior to dlach•rg•) or oth•r llln••• 

(Ch•Ck •II th•t •pply) 

•) Endo-trttl• 

b) Other pelvlc lnf•cllon 

c) Urln•ry tnf•ctlon 

d) Wound Infection 

•) Pul.on•ry lnf•cttun ,, Chorlo..,.lonltl• during l•bor 

gJ Oth•r -••rn•I 11 ln••e 

Sp•clfy1 

No Y•• 
( I) ( 2) 

ti ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

F. INFANT INFOAllATION 

: I 

I. Nutllber of lnf•nt• (If .ore th•n on• Intent, COlllPl•l• 
•ddltlon•I •ectlon• f, G •nd H for ••ch lnf•nt. 

On• ( I) T•o ( 2) Thr•• ( 3) 

2. lnf•nl• g•nd•r 

On Nur••ry Adlml••lon1 

3. L•ngth (c•) 

4. Btrth•elght (gr .. •) 

s. Ha•d Circumference (c•) 

6. Cha•t Circumference (c•) 

1. APGAR Score• 

•> I •lnute 

b) S •lnut• 

> Thr•• ( 4) ..... 
Fe-le 
Alllblguoua 

I) 
2) 
3) 

-- --·--

DCCT for• 108,3 P•ue 4 or a 

8. Birth piece ••• outeld• 
th• •tudy center fectllt1••7 

ND Ye• 
( I) ( Z) 

8. Hlgheat L•v•I of C•r• R•qulr•d 

Well Baby Nur•ery 
Other for c 12 hour• 

Other fur >• 12 hour• 

10. Lo•••t venoue glucou• v•lue during 

I) 
Z) 
3) 

flrat 6 hour• of llf• ~- -~ ~- egfdl 

II. Father'• •ge •t ti .. of birth 
(If unkno•n enter 99) 

12. I• feth•r ID0117 
No Yea Unkno•n 

(1)(2)(3) 

G. NEONATAL COURSE (72 hour• •ft•r birth) 

I. Neonat•I Co.pllcatlon• 

•> Hrpoglyca•I• (< 40 mg/di) 
No Yea 

( I) ( 2~ 

b) Respiratory Dl•tr••• 

c) Blllrubtn 

d) 

e) 

f) 

If yea, give hlghe•t .. eeur•d level1 
(mg/di) 

lndlc•t• lnf•nt• eg• •h•n dr••n- (hra) 

Hypocelc•,.'• (cetclum c 7.0 mg/di) 

Mo•t abnor ... 1 •tete of con•clou•neaa 

Nor ... 1 
Hyperelert 

Leth•rgtc 
Co111ato•• 

Unkno•n 

Other (I let), 

I) 

t) 

2) 

2) 

--·-

l I) ( 2) 

l I) 
( 2) 
( 3) 
( 4) 

( 5) 

( t) ( Z) 



Pat I ant ID 

II) Birth Tra&ma 

I) EAB'a paralyala 

h) Proven tnfactlon 

I) Spactfy alt• 

I) Death 

2) Dat• of D••th 

I) ( 2) 

,, ( 2) 

I) ( 21 

Ho Yaa 
f I) ( 2) 

I I 
Month oa;- Year 

3) Caua• of D•ath.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

4) ICDA CODE·-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

H. NEWBORN EXAMINATION POA CONGENITAL llALFOAllATION 

Data or ••••lnatton (•lthln 3 daya of birth)• __ , __ , __ 
llonth Day Yaar 

Ho Yaa 
I. Ara an., conganltal _.,o,...tfona preaent7 ( I) ( 2) 

Ir r••· apactfr• 

Na,.. of paraon C'""11•tlng thl• fona1 Certification No. 

DCCT Pone 108,3 Paga e of & 





(Fold here) 

(fold here) 

e:u~=~ ' Trial 

F9 ~ ~ ::i:: :::c.... """1£ s -r 'LJ'" I:> :::c :e: s 
FORM I: PARENTS ANO SIBLINGS OF DCCT PATIENT 

A. IDENTIFYING INFORMATION 

I. Clinic Number: 

2. Patient ID Number: 

3. Patient'• lnltlela: 

4. For• Date: I 
Month -Pa;-- """'iii"ar~-

Apr I I 28. 1990 
OCCT For• 108.1 

Paye I of 2 

Pleeae provide lnfor .. tlon for .. lllbera of l..,.dlete fa•lly of the l111111edlate famlly or the OCCT petlent, llatlng the pet lent as a 
~chi Id- belo•. Ooea the OCCT patient have diabetic offaprlnu7 (Y NI If vea, pie••• co111pleta For• 2, aho•lng the OCCT patient as 
father or mother. 

SAME CURRENT 
BIOLOG- AGE OR AGE DAYTIME 

ICAL DATE OF LIVING? AGE AT DIABETES USE PtiONE NO. 
NAME 'ICOOE SEX PARENTS? BIRTH No(I) DEATH DIABETIC? DIAGNOSED? INSULIN? (•/AREA CODE) 

"I Mo/Day/Yr Yea(2) Years No(l)Yea(2) Yaera No(l)Yaa(2) (Or unkno•n) ., I I I I I I I I =F'=°AT:H'""E~R=-.------------. ,-- -- I I I I ,----: 

., FA I M I x 
::=:::-::--------'' I I . . ·--MOTHER1 • 1-- --, I • • 

" MO I F x 
'I I I 

D=c~C~T=-:P~.~,~l~E~N~T-,---------.1--1--1----

·1 PT I I 
'I I 

=o~L;D~ES~T::--:S~l~B~l~l~NG=-,--------.,--1--1----

• SI I I 
'I I I 

N~E~X~T=-:S~l~B~l~l~N~G-,---------.,--1--1----

'I 52 I I 
'I I I 

~N~E~XT-s=-1~B~l~l~N~G-.---------.1--1--i----

·1 53 I I 
'I I I 

-------~------.,--,--,----
., I I 

- -----------· 1 I I . . .,--1--1 I 1---1 
'I I I I I I 

-------------: '--'--' I I I I • • ·------

.... 
···""· (." 

~ ' 

Na•• of person completlng this form; Certification No. 

(Fold here) 



P•t lent ID OCCT Far• 108.1 Pege 2 or 1 

(Fold here) 

' fORll 21 SPOUSE/OFFSPRING OF OCCT PT (DO NOT USE IF NO AFFECTED CHILDREN) 

A. IDENTIFYING INFORMATION 

I. Cl lnlc Nulllber: 

2. P•tlent ID Nulllher: 

3. Pat lent "s lnll lalsr 

4. For• Date: I 
iiiinih ----Oav vea_r_ 

Ple•se provide lnfor,..tlan for spouse and offspring of the DCCT patient, llstlng the pet lent •• e perent. 
appropriate, Indicate Pl (patl•nt), and WI l•lfe) or HU (husband) lor other perent. 

For fether or 1110ther, as 

NAllE 'ICODE SEii ., 
SAllE 

BIOUJG
ICAL 

PARENTS? 
DATE OF 

BIRTH 
llo/Day/Yr 

·1 I I :----; 
-~=-----------.,--,-, 
FATHER1 'I I II I IC 

'I I '----, --=-----------. ,--,--, 
llOTHERr 'I I F I IC 

'I I '---: -~='""""~:-=---------. ,--,--, 
OlbEST CHILOr 'I Cl I I 

:1--1-1---: -N-EIC_T_C"""H"'"i'"'LD::-,----------., C2 I I 

'I I I ___ _ _....,...,.,..,...';"'ft"--------.,--,-, 
NEiil CHILD 'I CJ I I 

'I I I __ _ --=-:-...---------.,--,-, 
NEiil CHllDr ·I C4 I I 

'I I I ___ _ -----------.,--,-, 
·1 I I 

LIVING? 
No( I) 
Yes(l) 

CURRENT 
AGE OR 
AGE AT 
DEATH DIABETIC? 
Years Na(l)Yes(J) 

AGE 
DIABETES 

DIAGNOSED? 
Ve•r• 

IF DIABETIC 

use 
INSULIN? 

No( I )Yes( 2 

·1 I '----'" 
-------,,-,-, I 

. I I I I I , ___ _ 

·--'--' I I ~--~----------

Na.,. or person co111pletlng this form: Certlf lcatlan No. 

(Fold hare) ' 

DAYTIME 
PHONE NO. 

(•/AREA CODE) 
(Or unkno•nl 



rlwDiabetes 
Control Md 

: Complications 
. Trial 

DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Catecholemlne Specimen Mall Ing List 

This mall Ing llst Is used· ehenever the DCCT clinic ships a container of specimens-to the 
for analysts of catecholamine content. A series of five (5) samples should be Included. 
distributed as folloea1 

(1) ORIGINAL -- Co111plete and piece lnalde Insulated shipping containers •Ith specimens 

( 2) COPY 

(3) COPY 

(4) COPY 

Cl lnlc Number1 

Mall to1 OCCT Central Biochemistry Laboratory 
ATTN1 L275, Mayo 626-3645 
University of Minnesota Hospital and Cllnlc 
420 Delaeara Street 
Mlnneapolla, MN 55455 

Sand aeparetely to the address above. 

Send to the Coordlnetlng Center In the weekly forms mall Ing. 

Retain In cllnlc ti lea. 

Specimen• Shipped on1 
Month De;-" vaar 

Specimen• Collected Fro•• through 
Month De;-" vear Month Day Vear 

PLASMA f.Q!!. CATECHOLAMINES 

PATIENT'S 
INITIALS 

DATE SPECIMENS 
DRAWN COMMENTS 

September 13, 1990 
DCCT form 109. I 

Page I of I 

Central Biochemistry Laboratory (CBL) 
Four coplaa of thla for• era to be 

PATIENT ID 
NUMBER F M L Month Day Vear 

PATIENT'S 
AGE (Indicate If less than 5 sample• ere Included.) 

-'--'-
_I_ 

--'--'-





&!~ ... =es'"' ti/I j ' Complications 
. . ' . Trial 

Ins l rue t • ons; 

DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Report of Locel Leboretorr Stenderds for Herve-Conductton Veluea 

September 18, 1890 
OCCT For• 110.1 

Pag• I or I 

Use this for• to report the "nor .. 1 reference veluea• your laboratorr uaea to eveluet• EMG teat result•. "Hormel reference 
values" are defined ea velu•• •uch thet eny •ore eatreme test result ~ould be Interpreted •• unequlvocal evidence or ebnor.,.I 
runctton. 

Return this for• to the Coordlnetlng Center In the eddressed pre-stamped envelope. 

A. IOENTIFVING INFORMATION 

I. CI In le Number 1 1_1_1 

2. Todey'e deter 
, __ , __ , __ . 

J. Heme or person fllltng out for•• 

... Certlflcetlon nulllber1 

B. SUllMARY OF NORMAL REFERENCE VALUES 

I. Medlen nerve 111ator conductlonr 

·"'· ·, 
t ·~ 

."' j 

Wrlst-abd. I!!!.!.!.· ~· ~ 

e) Letency (meec) 

b) Amplllude (•V) 

~ (!!£.!.!.!.) 

cl Latency (•sec) 

Elbo•-11rlat 

di Conduction veloclty (•/eec) 

e) Amplttude (BIV) 

'-'-'·'-' 
,_,_1.1_1 

1_1_1.1_1 

1_1_1.1_1 

,_,_1.1_1 

2. Medlen nerve sensory conduction: 

Q!a!! 11-•rlat 

e) Conduction veloclly (•/eecl 

b) A1111>lltude (uV) 

J. Peroneel nerve 11111tor conduction: 

Ankl•-••t. !!la· brev. 

e) Latency ( .. ec) 

b) A111Pl ltude (lllV) 

!!!..!.!!.!. ~. !.!!! . ~ 
c) Conduction velocity (•leec) 

d) a,...1ttude (mV) 

~(~) 

el Letency (111Sec) 

4. Surel sen•ory conductlon1 

Calf-laterel M8lleolua 

al Conduction veloclty (m/sac) 

b I AlllP 11 tude ( uV) 

1_1_1.1_1 

1_1_1.1_1 

,_,_1.1_1 

1_1_1.1_1 

,_,_1.1_1 

1_1_1.1_1 

1_1_1.1_1 

1_1_1.1_1 

1_1_1.1_1 





DIABETES CONTROL AHO COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

POSTURAL STUDV CATECHOLAMINE ANALVSJS RESULTS 

October 26, 1990 
OCCT Form 11 I. I 

Page I of I 

Assays •Ill be performed by Ada Simon, Ph.D., Cardlovascular Division, Blochemlcal Research Lab, University of Minnesota. 
Results wlll be reported to Jean Bucksa at the Central Blochemlcal Laboratory who In turn will complete this form for transmlttal to 
the Central ANS Coding Unit (CACU) for Interpretation. The CACU will provide the Coordinating Center •Ith an Interpretation of the 
results. · 

Or. Pfelfar's address: 

Micheal Pfeifer, M.D. 
Diabetes Research and 
101 Prosperous Place, 
La•lngton, Mantucky 

Analysis Assoc., 
Sul ta 361 
40509 

I. Cllnlc Nu111bar1 

2. Patient JD Numbar1 

3. Patient lnltlala1 

4. Patient Aga1 

s. 
6. 

1. 

8. 

"'. l 1, 

c· 
( ~ 

Collactlon Date1 

Arri val Date1 

Analysla Data: 

Forwarded to CACU: 

MONTH/ DAV/ VEAR __ , __ ,_ __ , __ ,_ __ , __ ,_ 
_, __ ,_ 

Inc. 

SAMPLE 

I. RR Variation-Pre 

2. Postural-Pre 

3. Postural + 2 min 

4. Postural + 5 min 

5. Postural + 10 min 

COMMENTS: 

Slgnaturer 

COLLECTION 
TIMES 

NOREPINEPHRIHE 
(pg/ml) 





l'(f r Diabetes 
Control and Vd.'J 1:.c .. ~Car4Jiiealions ILWMw Trial 

January 29, 1991 
DCCT Form 112. I 

Paye I of 9 

DIABETES CONTROL ANO COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Wetuht Gain Queattonnatra 

A. IDENTIFYING INFORMATION 

I. DCCT Cltnlc NUlllbar 

2. Patient ID Nu..Oar 

3. Patlant'a lnttlala 

4, Data 

5. Traatmant Group1 

Month Day -YeD; 

E•pertmental 
Standard 

I) 
2) 

8. VOLUNTEER INFORMATION 

:1'\ c-,, 

I. a) Did you avar •aluh mora than 
you do no•7 

If ND, aklp to quaatlon 2. 

b) If VES, •hat ••• your htgheat •etyht? 
(Women do not count 
preunancy ••tuht.l or 

cl Did thta •eight occur •hlle tn 
tha DCCT7 

2. E•cludlng tha yaar your diabetes 
•as dlegnoaad, •hat ta your lo•est 
adult •eight (atnca age 18)? 

3. a) At •hat age did you •elgh this? 

b) In •hat year did you •elgh thts7 

or 

No Vea 
( I) ( 2) 

lbs. 

kge. 

No Ves 
( I) ( 2) 

lbs. 

kgs. 

yrs. 

19 

4. Have you ever been told by any member 
of your DCCT Cllnlc that you need to 
lose •eight? 

If YES, by •hom7 (Chack all that apply.) 

nur1111 
dietitian 
psycholoutat 
phystclen 
behavtoral aclenttst 
other 

No Vas 
( I) ( 2) 

I) 
I) 
I) 
I) 
I) 
I) 

5. With •hom do you ltve (Check all that apply.) 

no one 
spouse/stgnlf lcant other 
cht ld/cht ldran 
roommate 
slbl Inga 
mother 
father 
other 

FOR THE FOLLOWING, USE THE PICTURES 
ON THE LAST PAGE OF THIS FORM 

6. Please choose the picture 
that best resembles your 
current weight. 

7. Please choose the picture 
that best resembles your 
blologlcal mother's •eight 
(best describes her •eight 
for most of her adult life). 

8. Please choose the picture 
that best resembles your 
biological father's •eight 
(best describes his •eight 
for most of his adult llte). 

PICTURE 
LETTER 

I) 
1) 
I) 
I) 
I) 
I) 
I) 
I) 

NOT 
APPLICABLE 
OR UNKNOWN 

( I) 

( I) 



Patient ID~~~~~~~~ 

?'," 
(' . 
.. 't 

9. Ho• many biological albllnga do you have? 
(If none, record 00 a'nd go to Queatlon 12.) 

Don't kno• 

10. For aach albllng, llet tha picture lattar 
which beat correspond• to thalr walght, 
and check for Mala or Famala. 

11. 

Slbl Ing ofl 

Slbl Ing •2 

Slbl Ing of3 

Slbl Ing of4 

Slbl Ing of5 

Slbl Ing of6 

Mala Famala 
( I) ( 2) Sibling of 7 

1) 

1) 

I) 

1) 

I) 

2) Slbl Ing of B 

2) Slbl Ing • 9 

2) Slbltng •10 

2) Sibling ofll 

2) Slbl Ing '12 

Do you have a twin? 

If YES, do•• ha/aha hava dtabataa7 

Which atbltng of ta your t•tn7 

12. Which picture beat raaamblaa the 
currant weight or your apouaa or 
algntflcant other? 

( I) 

Male Female· 
( 1) ( 2) 

1) 

1) 

I) 

1) 

1) 

No 
( 1) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

Vas 
( 2) 

( 1) ( 2) 

NOT 
APPLICABLE 

( I) 

13. Wee your dlabataa dtagnoaad after No Yes 
aga 187 ( 1) 

I 

I If no, go to quaatlon 17~-----------------~ 

14. What •as your weight al• months 
before your diabetes •a• dlagno5eo? 

Don't remember 

or 

( 2) 

lbs. 

kgs. 

I) 

DCCT Form 112.1 Page 2 of 9 

15. Using the pictures, what picture 
be5t re5emblas your weight 6 
months before your dlabataa was 
diagnosed? 

PICTURE 
LETTER 

FOR THE FOLLOWING TIME FRAMES PLEASE INDICATE HOW MUCH 
EFFORT YOU DID/DO PUT INTO CONTROLLING YOUR WEIGHT 

16. a) Before your dlabataa ••• dlagnoaed, were you 
trying toa 

gain weight? 
lose weight? 

atay the same? 

b) Ho• much effort did you put Into thla? 

none 

• llttle effort 
some effort 

• lot of effort 
enormoua effort 
don't remember 

17. a) After your diabetes •BS diagnosed, but before 
entering tha DCCT, •ere you trying toa 

gain weight? 
loae weight? 

atay tha aame7 

b) How much effort did you put Into this? 

none 
a llttla effort 

some effort 
a lot of effort 
enormous efforl 
don't remember 

( 

( 
( 
( 

1) 
2) 
3) 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 

( 5) 
( 6) 

1) 
2) 
3) 

I) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 

18. a) Since joining the OCCT, have you been trying to: 

gain weight? 
lose •eight? 

stay the same? 

b) H~w much effort do you put Into this? 

none 
a little effort 

some ettort 
a lot of effort 
enormous uttort 

I) 
2) 
3) 

I) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 



Patlant ID~~~~~~~~ 

18. Since you hava baen In tha DCCT, In what typa(a) of 
dlat(a) hava you racalvad lnatructlona7 
(Check all that apply;) 

ADA aachange diet ( 1) 
point ayate111 ( I) 

-nua ( 1 I 
equivalent calorlaa ( 1) 

TAG (Total Avatlabla Glucose) ( I) 

9ra111 carbohydrate/carbohydrate counting ( I) 
don't remember ( 1) 

other I 1) 
apec\fy1 

20. In ganaral ho• ••II Oo you unOaratand your dietary 
recommendation•? 
(Check the oaacrlptlon that beat applies.) 

not at a I I ( I) 
very llttle ( 2) 

• llttle ( 3) 
fairly wall ( 4) 

very •al I ( 5) 

21. Ho• ottan Oo you tollo• your dlatary recommenoatlona7 

never 
rarely (1-2os of th• time) 

ao111etlmaa (21-40S of the time) 
often (41-60S of the time) 

very often (81-eos of the time) 
almoat alway• (81-IOOS of the time) 

22. In general, ho• much amphaala ha• tha OCCT staff 
placed on weight management? 
(Chack the ona that beat appllea.) 

none . __ ,, 
amount 

a moderate amount 
a good amount 

• great amount 

I 

I I 
2) 
3) 
4) 
51 
6) 

1 I 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 

~t· 

23. 

OCCT Form 112.1 Page~ of 9 

a) Since joining the DCCT, have you 
had any major life events which 
affected your •eight by at least 
10 lba.7 
(See 23b below for events) 

No Vas 
( I) ( 2) 

b) If yea, please check all Items and •hather weight 
was gained or loat or Item doea not apply. 

job change 
marriage 
divorce 
pregnancy 
smoking cessation 
death In faml I y 
other 

specify: 

DOES NOT 
APPLV 

C I I 
( 1) 
( 1) 
( I) 
( I) 
( I) 
( I) 

GAIN 
( 2) 
( 2) 
( 2) 
( 2) 
( 2) 
( 2) 
( 2) 

LOSS 
( 3) 
( 3) 
( 3) 
( 3) 
( 3) 
( 3) 
( 3) 

24. In general, how much emphaala haa tha DCCT DIETITIAN 
placed on portion control (eatlmatlng correct 
portions)? 

none 
a ama l l amount 

a moderate amount 
a good amount 

a great amount 

25. How often.do VOU emphaalze portion control? 

not at al I 
a small amount 

• moderate amount 
a good amount 

a great amount 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 

I) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 



Patlant ID~~~~~~~ 

LISTED BELOW ARE SOME SIT~ATIONS WHEN YOU MIGHT NOT FOLLOW 
YOUR REGULAR FOOD PATTERN. USING THE SCALE A-E, INDICATE 
HOW OFTEN THESE SITUATIONS APPLY TO YOU. WRITE THE 
MATCHING LETTER ONLY1 FILL IN ONE LETTER FOR EACH BLANK. 

A 
Almoat N11ver 
or I time/mo 

8 
2-3 t lmea 
par •onth 

c 
1-3 tlmaa 
per week 

D 
4-11 t lme• 
p11r week 

E 
Dally 

E•ample1 It you u•ually •tick to your meal plan •hen 
eating out, yau •lght enawer In the follo•lng 
manners 

I •lght not follow my regular toad plan because: 

I em eating away tram home. ...!!__ 

28. I might not tallow my regular rood plan becauaa: 

. I am at Ill hungry. 
teal like my blood •uger Is lo•. 
I crave a food I •hould not eat. 

It la a •peclal occasion. 
I am worried, tlrad, or under •treaa. 

I am tao bu•y to follow a diet. 
I do not undar•tand all or part ot my diet. 
am "burned out"1 tlrad of fallo•lng a diet. 

My •ork la eapeclally hectic. 
Other: 

apeclfy: 

27. Ho• often do you dlacu•• •eight control with the 
dietitian? (Check th• ona that beat applies.) 

More than anca par month 
Monthly 

Every 2 Months 
Every 3 Months 
Every 6 Months 

( 
( 
( 
( 
( 

I) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 

Once a year ( 6) 
Newer ( 7) 

OCCT form 112.l Page 4 of 9 

28. If you receive ongoing counsel Ing for weight control, 
who provides the counsel Ing? 
(Check all that apply.) 

DCCT diet It Ian 
OCCT nurae 

DCCT phy•lclan 
DCCT p•ychologlst 

Other: 
apeclfy (Including non-DCCT paraonnel1 

Nat Applicable, I do not receive follow-up 
far weight control 

1) 
l) 
I) 
I) 
·11 

( l) 

29. If you eat at least one meal per day with family, or 
algnlf 1cant othara, how often do they help you with 
your meal plan? 

30. 

31. 

not at all 
every no• and then (laaa then once a week) 

often (more than once a week) 
most tlmea (almost every day) 

not appllcabla (do not eat meals with 
friend• or significant others) 

Ware you taught tha amounta 
and types of sugar-containing 
foods or glucose replacement 
(tabs, gel) to take for lo• 
blood augar7 

No 
( I) 

Vas 
( 2) 

Whan treating lo• blood augar. ho• often 
do you think you eat more than you ahould7 

never 
rarely (1-20~ of the time) 

aomettmea (21-40~ of the time) 
often (41 to 60~ of the time) 

very often (61 to 80~ of the time) 
almost 10lways (Bl to 100~ of the t lm10) 

I) 
2) 
3) 
4) 

5) 

Don't 
Remember 

( 3) 

( I) 
( 2) 
( 3) 
( 4) 
( 5) 
( 6) 



Pat tent •O 

32. !! ~ overeat !.!! !£.!!.!..!. ~ ~ sugar, describe 
the altuatlona that apply; list the matching ans•ar 
by aach situation. 

A B c D E f 
Almost 

Navar Rerely Somat Imes Ort an Vary Often Al•ays 
(1-20• (21-40• (41-60Y. (61-BO• (81-100• 

of time) of time) of time) of t\ma) of time) 

overeat to treet lo• blood sugar becausa1 

r am afraid that my blood sugar •Ill not respond. 
I eat •~tra out of habit. 
A famlly member praasuras,.. to overeat. 
I feel vary hungry. 
I have had episodes of hypoglycemia that •cared 

me and I •ant to avoid future reactions. 
It's a chance to eat something •••at, but I have 

trouble control ling the amount. 
1 feel e loss of self-control •hen I have 

sy1111>toms of hypoglycemia, and I eat until 
the symptoms go a•ay or untll I start to 
feel better. 

Other 

specify: 

33. Ho• often do you •alk briskly or do another form of 
more lntan•a phyalcal activity for more than 20 
minutes? (Check number of times par •eek,· and 
ftll tn number of month• per year.) 

never ( I) 
less then l time per •auk ( 2) ~- month• per year 

1-3 times par •••k ( 3) ~- month• per year 
4-6 times per week ( 4) ~- month• par year 

1 times par •••k (dally) ( 5) ~- month• par year 
more than B times par •eak ( 6) month• per year 

34. What percent or the time do you eat e1tra food •hen 
doing more Intense physical activity? Circle one; 

A B c D E f 
Almost 

Navar Rarely Samet lmea Often Very Often A l•ays 
( 1-20• (21-40!1. (41-60'11. (61-BO'JI. (81-100• 

of t lme) or t Ima) of t Ima) of t Imel of t Ima) 

. ) 
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35. What percent of the time do you modify your Insulin 
when doing more intense physical activity? 
Circle one: 

A B c D E 

Never Rarely 
( 1-20• 

of time) 

Sometimes 
(21-40tl 
of time) 

Olten 
(41-60tl 
of time) 

Very Often 
(61-BO• 
of time) 

f 
Almost 
Al•all• 

(Bl-IOOtl 
of t Imel 

36. 

37. 

38. 

Ho• do you feel about your currant •eight? 
(Check the one that beat appllea.) 

Very satisfied 
Soma.hat aatlsfled 

Soma•hat diasatiafied 
Very dlssatlafled 

I) 
2) 
3) 
4) 

Ho• often doe• your •eight affect your daily actlvltlea7 

Never 
Rarely (l-20tl of the time) 

Sometimes (21-40tl of the time) 
Often (41 to 60• of the time) 

Vary often (61 to 80tl of the time) 
Almost al.ays (Bl to 100• of the time) 

I) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 

Ho• great a threat do you feel your weight la to your 
health7 

No threat 
Some•hat of a threat 

Very much a threat 

I) 
2) 
3) 

39. Please rate your current motivation to loaa weight• 

Do not want to lose •ai9ht 
Low 

Moderate 
High 

40, How much do )'OU want to weigh? 
lbs. 

or kgs. 

I) 
2) 
3) 
4) 



Pallant ID~~~~~~~~ 

·~...I 

~ 

41. BELOW IS A LIST OF THINGS PEOPLE MIGHT DO OR SAY· TO 
SOMEONE WHO IS TRYING TO IMPROVE HIS OR HER EATING 
HABITS. PLEASE READ ANO GIVE AN ANSWER TO EVERY 
QUESTION. PLEASE RATE EACH QUESTION TWICE. UNDER 
HOUSEHOLD. RATE HOW OFTEN ANYONE LIVING IN YOUR 
HOUSEHOLD HAS SAID OR DONE THE ITEM DESCRIBED. DURING 
THE PAST THREE MONTHS.UNDER FRIENDS/CO-WORKERS. RATE 
HOW OFTEN""VOUii fiiiEiiDS. ACQUAINTANCES OR CO-WORKERS. 
NOT LIVING IN YOUR HOUSEHOLD. HAVE SAIO OR OONE THE 
ITTMDEScii"IBED, DURING THE LAST ~ MONTHS. 

PLEASE WRITE ONE NUMBER FROM THE FOLLOWING RATING SCALE: 

I 
2 
3 

never 
raraly (1-20S or the time) 

aometlmea (21-40S or the time) 
often (41-60S or the time) 

very ortan (61-eos or tha time) 
almoat alwaya (Bl-IOOS of the.time) 

= 4 
5 

= 6 

EXAMPLE1 Mada run of food I aat: 

household 2 
friends/co-workers ~ 

Thia would be the answer If people In your household 
rarely make fun of the foods you eat but your friends 
very often make fun of the foods you eat. 

a) Encouraged me not to eat "unhealthy foods" 
(cake, chlpsr-;hen I am tempted to do so. 

household 
friends/co-worker& 

b) Aakad ma ho• I'm doing with my meal plan. 

household 
friends/co-workers 

c) Reminded me.to eat my meal plan. 

household 
friends/co-workers 

d) Complimented me on followlng my meal plan •hen 
there are foods present that I'm trying not to 
eat. 

household 
friends/co-workers 
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e) Commented If I went off my meal plan. 

household 
frlanda/co-workera 

f) Ate foods tn front of ma that I'm trying 
not to eat. 

household 
friends/co-worker& 

g) Refused to eat the aame food• I eat. 

household 
frlenda/co-•orkers 

h) Brought home foods I'm trying not to eat. 

household 
frlenda/co-workers 

I) Got angry when 
· food& I eat. 

encourage them to eat the 

h0US8hold 
frlenda/co-workers 

J) Offered me food I'm trying not to eat. 

household 
fr lands/co-workers 

42. Using the followlng rating scale, please lndlcata 
how often you may have used tha followlng 
strategies to control or lose weight, alnce 
joining the DCCT. 

5 
Never 

2 
Rarely 

3 
Sometime& 

4 
Often Vary Often 

a) Eat less and decrease your ln11ulln 

b) Eat the same as always and decrea11e 
your tnsul In 

c) Increase your activity 

d) Other, spaclfy1 



Patlant ID 

43. !! you real you are ovar•alght, ~ tha FOUR 
mo•t Important ltama In term• of ho• much you think 
aach contrlbuta• to your •atght1 

don't faal I .. over•elght 
heredity 

lo• level of phy•lcal activity 
eating too frequently 

eating larger amount• of food than necessary 
eating .rong kinda of food 

eating to prevent reactions 
over treating reactions 

Insulin therapy 
glandular or 111Atabollc dlaordar 

othar 

apactfy1 

44. BELOW JS A LIST OF THINGS PEOPLE MIGHT DO WHILE 
TRYING TO CHANGE THEIR EATING HABITS. WHETHER 
YOU ARE TRYING TO CHANGE YOUR EATING HABITS OR 
NOT, PLEASE RATE HOW CONFIDENT YOU ARE THAT YOU 
COULD REALLY MOTIVATE YOURSELF TO DO THINGS LIKE 
THESE CONSISTENTLY, FOR AT LEAST SIX MONTHS. 

Plasse clrcla one fur each question. 

EXAMPLf1 

A) fat unaaltad, unbuttarad popcorn. 

I) 
I) 
I) 
1) 
I) 
I) 
1) 
I) 
I) 
I) 
1) 

, J knO• 
J cannot 

Meyba 
I can 

know 
I can 

Oues not 
apply 

.•' 
,);' 

I~ 

1------2------3---~---5 6 

Thi• •ould be your an••ar If you thought ·you 
could do thl•, e •trunger ans•er than 3 (maybe), 
but not •• atrong a• 5 (I know I can). 
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a) ·Stick to your meal plan •hen you feel depressed, 
tired, bored or tense. 

I kno• 
I cannot 

Maybe 
I can 

1------2------3------4------5 

know 
can 

Dues nut 
apply 

6 

b) Stick to your meal plan when there are •problem" 
foods readily available at a party. 

I knu• 
I cannot 

Maybe 
I can 

1------2------3------4------5 

know 
can 

Dues nut 
apply 

6 

c) Stick tu your maal plan when the only &neck close 
by ls from a vending machine where both Inappropriate 
and appropriate •necks are available. 

I know 
I cannot 

Maybe 
I can 

1------2------3------4------5 

know 
can 

Oue& nut 
apply 

6 

d) Stick to your meal plan when dtntng •Ith friends 
or co-workers. 

I knu• 
I cannot 

Maybe 
I can 

1------2------3------4------5 

know 
can 

Dues nut 
apply 

6 

e) Stick tu your meal plan when you are alone and 
there Is nu one tu ••tch you. 

I kno• 
I cannot 

Maybe 
I can 

1------2------3------4------5 

kno• 
can 

Does nut 
apply 

6 



Patient ID 

c...i 
.-·~ 

0 

45. a) How often do you .feel overwhelmed by the demands 
of managing your dlabete•7 

46. 

never 
rarely (1-20• of the time) 

•ometlmes (21-40• of the time) 
often (41-60• of the time) 

very often (61-00• of the time) 
almo•t alway• (81-lDO• of the time) 

b) If you feel thl• way Sometimes, 
Often, Very Often or Almoat Alway• 
doe• thl• 11111k11 you leas able 
to folio• your 11111al plan? 

a) During the pa•t 12 month•, have you 
conaumad en average of et lea•t one 
alcoholic beverage per •••k7 

b) How many 12-ounce bottle• of beer 
(excluding "tight" beer) have you 
conaumed during the past 7 days? 
(IF THE PAST 7 DAYS WERE ATYPICAL 
CHARACTERIZE A TYPICAL WEEK.) 

c) How many 12-ounce bottle• of "light" 
beer have you con•umed during the 
past 7 days? 
(IF THE PAST 7 DAYS WERE ATYPICAL 
CHARACTERIZE A TYPICAL WEEK.) 

d) Ho• many 4-ounce glaaae• of •Ina hava 
you con•umed during the pest 7 daya? 
(IF THE PAST 7 DAYS WERE ATYPICAL, 
CHARACTERIZE A TYPICAL WEEK.) 

e) How many I 1/2-ounce ahota of •tralght 
hard liquor and 1 1/2-ounce ml•ed 
drlnka have you consumed during the 
past 7 days? 
(IF THE PAST 7 DAYS WERE ATYPICAL, 
CHARACTERIZE A TYPICAL WEEK.) 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 

No Vea 
( 1) ( 2) 

No Vea 
( I) ( 2) 

Bott Tes 

BDttlBa 

Gl8sses 

Shoii 
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FOR PATIENTS .!..!! EXPERIMENTAL THERAPY ONLY 

47. In general, how much emphasis has been placed 
on tha DCCT HbAlc goal (6.05) by DCCT Staff? 
(Check the one tha_t beat appll1111.) 

none 
a sma I I amount 

a moderate amount 
a good amount 

a great amount 

48. How often does your weight or weight gain 
affect your ability to achieve the DCCT 
HbAlc goal (6.05)? 
(Check the one that be•t applle•.) 

never 
rarely (1-20• of the time) 

•ometlme• (21-40• of the time) 
often (41-60• of the time) 

very often (61-80• of the time) 
almost alway& (81-100• of the time) 

49. Ho• often does your •eight or weight gain 
affect your motivation to achieve the DCCT 
HbAlc goal (6.05)? 
(Check the one that be•t applies.) 

never 
rarely (1-20• of the time) 

sometimes (21-40• of the time) 
often (41-60• of the time) 

very often (61-00• of the time) 
almost always (81-IOO• of the time) 

PLEASE TAKE A MOMENT TO REVIEW YOUR ANSWERS. 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME ANO PARTICIPATION 
IN THIS STUDY 

I) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 

I) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
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DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

F•mlly Study Checkllat for Relatlvea •Ith Dlabetea 

Thi• checkllat I• to be completed by • DCCT at•ff peraon during the phone cell to the reletlve of e DCCT volunteer. It I• e 
guldellne to be u••d to obt•ln tnfor.,.tlon fro• relatives of DCCT patients on their statu• regarding compltcetlona of dtabetea. 
The DCCT Relative Number ahould be the aama ••the number uaed for thta peraon on DCCT Form 108.1, (I.e., DCCT Patient ID plus 
Ralat Iva Coda: FA, llO, SI, S2, etc.) If e date or time la asked for and the month or number of montha la unkno•n, uae 00. 
Complete the~ chackllat for ••ch p•raon c•llad, regardla&• of the Information you learn, Send In to the CoC •hen have 
compl•t•d •II of your c•lla. 

A. IDENTIFYING INFORMATION 

I. Clinic Numb•r1 

2. P•tl•nt ID Nulllb•r1 

3. Petl•nt'a lnltl•l•1 

4. OCCT R•letlve Code1 

5. OCCT Rel•tlve lnlttala1 

6. OCCT Relattve Btrthd•te1 
iiiinth/D•v 1V.ar 

1. If DCCT Relettve l• leaa th•n 
13 ye•ra old, eho aupplted llO FA 

( I) ( 2) tnfor-tton7 

8. Ganderi 

9. D•te of thla contact1 

B. DIABETES HISTORY (brtef)1 

Mele 
( I) 

Female 
( 2) 

Month/Day/Year 

I. Wh•t date ••• dlabetea dlegnoaed1 
M01vr 

2. Have you ever taken oral druga for NO YES 
dlebetea1 ( I) ( 2) 

a. If yea, •re you currently taking 
or•I druga7 ( I) ( 2) 

b. If no. no• long •go did you atop 
taking oral agenta? 

MO/Yr 

3. Are you currently taking tnaulln7 ( I) ( 2) 

I" ' 
,Y~ .. 

(. .. 

Unkno•n 
( 3) 

Unkna•n 
( 3) 

4. When did you begin permanent 
use of lnsul ln1 

5. What ta your currant total 
dally do&e of lnsulln1 

6. Ara you currently taking or•I 
drugs •nd lnaulln? 

Unkno•n 
Ma/Yr ( 3) 

unite 

NO YES 
( 1) ( 2) 

1. If yes to 63 or 66, •hat ta your current regimen of 
lnsultn (ans•er one)1 

8. 

< 2 ehota ( I) 
- llDI ( 2) 

Spec lfy 1 

Pump 
Other 

3) 
4) 

Have you ever been hoaptteltaed 
for OKA? 

C. EYE COMPLICATIONS 

Have you aver been told by e health 
care profeaslonal that you h•ve or h•d1 

I. Any dlab•tea, related eye problem•? 

If yes, &pee Hy: 

Have you ever had: 

2. Laser treatment? 

3. lmp•lrment of vlalon? 

4. Cataracts? 

5. Detached retinal 

NO YES 
( I) ( 2) 

NO YES 
( I) ( 2) 

NO YES 
( 1) ( 2) 

( I) ( 2) 

( I) ( 2) 

( I) ( 2) 

UNKNOWN 
( 3) 

UNKNOWN 
( 3) 

UNKNOWN 
( 3) 

( 3) 

( 3) 

( 3) 



P•tl•nl ID~~~~~~~ Reial Iv• Cod• 

D. 

E. 

KIDNEY COMPLICATIONS 

Hav• you •v•r be•n told by a health 
c•r• prof•••tonal that you have or had1 

NO 
I. Dleb•tlc ktdnav probl•••1 ( I) 

2. Protein or Albumin tn the 
urine? ( I) 

. Hav• you •v•r hed1 

3. Kldn•v tranaplant1 ( I) 

4. Kldn•y dtalyale1 ( I) 

CARDIOVASCULAR COMPLICATIONS 

Hav• you •v•r be•n told by • health 
car• prof•••lonal that you h•v• or had1 

YES UNKNOWN 
( 2) ( 3) 

( 2) ( 3) 

( 2) ( 3) 

( 2) ( 2) 

I. Any probl••• •Ith h•art 
or blood v••••la1 

NO YES UNKNOWN 
( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

~ ,, ,,,.. 
r:':· 
r·" 
' ' 

Ir y••· •p•clfy1 

2. Abnormal EKG? 

Have you ev•r hed1 

3. Heart pain• or angina? 

4. Heart attack? 

5. Coronary byp••• aurg•ry? 

8. Stroke? 

1. High blood pra&aura? 

8. Drug treatment for high blood 
prasaur•7 

a) If yea, are you currently 
receiving drug treatm•nt7 

( 1) ( 2) ( 3) 

I) ( 2) ( 3) 

I) ( 2) ( 3) 

I) ( 2) ( 2) 

1) ( 2) ( 3) 

l) ( 2) ( 3) 

l) ( 2) ( 3) 

I) ( 2) I 3) 

V•raton 1 Paga 2 of 3 

F. PERIPHERAL VASCULAR COMPLICATIONS 

Hev• you ever been told by a health 
car• profaaalonal that you have or hed1 

I. Any trouble with circulation NO YES UNKNOWN 
In lag&7 '< ') ( 2) ( 3) 

2. Foot ulcara1 ( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

3 . Gangrana7 ( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

Hava ~ou avar had: 

4. Non-trau.,.tlc amputation? ( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

G. OTHER MAJOR MEDICAL DISEASES 

I. Do ybu have any &erloua medical NO YES UNKNOWN 
problem& not mantlon•d yet? ( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

Speclfy1 

2. Ll&t •ny that might .,.h• participation difficult 
or unlikely, •·II·• cenc•r1 

••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• CONTINUE TO NEXT PAGE • 
••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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H. WILLINGNESS TO PARTICIPATE 

E•Pl•ln thet th• ne•t •••P I• to •chedul• •n •ppolnlment for the cllnlc•I asses•ment• •nd dl•cu•• wh•t time co,,...ltment •ould b• 
nec••••ry. Relter•t• generel lnfor .. tlon •bout the •••mln•tlon. Determine •here Is the neare•t DCCT center to thle per•on. 

I. How far do you llva from the neere•t DCCT Center7 

••••• 
2. Would you have traneportetlon 

problem• getting to a DCCT 
c•nter? 

Spec tty 1 

3. Would you have to taka vacetlon or 
•lck ti.,. et work or ti ... off from 

NO VES 
( I) ( 2) 

•chool lo come to the c•nt•r? ( I) 2) 

If Y••· la thla a problem7 

ANSWER IF THE PERSON HAS CHILDREN1 

4. Would you have trouble getting 
•o .. on• to cere for your children 
•hlle you come to the c•nler? 

Speclfy1 

5. Wiii you •ur•• to co,,,. to the 
DCCT clinic located In 

for th• e•amlnat loni? 

Nam• of person completing thla form1 

"c, 
'J' 

i'' 
- \ 

I) 
UNKNOWN 

2) (3) 

( I) ( 2) 

HO VES 
(_1)(2) 

UNCERTAIN 
( 3) 

Certification No. 

6. What lime• •r• most convenl•nt for 
you to come to the center? 

1. What lime• •Ill It be h•PO••lble for 
you to com• to the center7 

TO BE ANSWERED BY DCCT STAFF 

8. Ar• you ebl• to a•tlefy ell 
restrictions In order to 
schedule the •••mlnetlona 
for thla per•on7 

If not, spec try 1 

NO YES 
( 1) ( 2) 

UNCERUJN 
( 3) 
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Body Composition Measurements 

A, IOENTIFYING INFOAllATION 

I. Cltntc Nulllbara 

2. Patient 10 Nulmber1 

3. Patient'• lntttele1 

4. Date Porm Completed• I I 
11onth lier V.ar 

5. Vlalt nulllbar (neereet querterly vtelt)1 

I. llEASUREllENTSa 

lle•eura .. nte are taken t•tca and recorded. If the two 
.. aeuree are not •lthln 0.5 c• (5.0 .. 1 of eech other. 
two eddltlonal .. aeure .. nte are taken and all four 
.. aeurae era recorded. 

I. Walat Circumference (c•) -- Natural 
NO YES 

le llpohypertropy preeentT ( I) ( 2) 

le llpoetrophy preeent? ' I) ( 2) 

•• Flret .. eaure .. nt1 -- -- -- --
b. Second .. aeure .. nt1 --
Record (c) and (d) only If ftret 2 .,.eeure .. nte ere not 
within 0.5 c•. 

c. Third .. aaure.,.nt1 --·--
d. Fourth .. aeura,..nt1 --·--

2. lllec Walat Circumference (C•) 
NO YES 

111 llpohypertropy present? ( I) ( 2) 

le llpoetrophy preeent7 ( I) ( 2) .. Flret .,.eeure .. nt1 -- -- -----
b. Second .. aaure .. nta -- -- -- --
Record (c) and (d) only If ftret 2 .. aaure .. nte ere not 
within O.S c•. 

c. Third .. aaure .. nta ------
d. Fourth .. aeura .. nta ------·--

3. Hip Clrcu•ference (c•) 

le llpohypertropy preeent7 

le llpoetrophy preaent7 

a. Flrat .,.aaure.,.nta 

b. Second .,.a11urament1 

NO YES 

I) 

I) 

2) 

2) 

-- --·--
-----·--

Record (c) end (d) only If flret 2 111&aeure111&nte ere not 
within 0.5 cm. 

c. Third meeaure1BBnt1 --·--
d. Fourth meaaurement1 --·--

. - ' 
\ I 

:."'.:i 



Patient ID 

C. STATURE 

I. Waight (kg) 

a. flrat maaauramanta 

D. second maaauramanta 

Record (c) and (d) only It f lrat 2 measurements are not 
within 0.2 kllograma (200 gm). 

c. Third maaauramant1 

d. Fourth meaauramant1 

2. Ha lght (cm) 

a. Flrat measurement: 

D. Second maaauramant: 

Record (c) and (d) only If first 2 measurements are not 
within 1.0 cm (10.0 mm) 

c. Third maaauramanta 

d. Fourth meaauramanta 

0. BIOELECTRIC IMPEDANCE ANALYSIS 

Determine reatstanca and raactanca, In ohms, at one 
electrode placement than move the electrodes attach
ments to another placement untll lpsllateral and 
contralat•r•I measur•m•nta are completed. 

Record (c) and (d) tr the first 
measurements are not within 2 ohms 
measurements are not within 1 ohm. 

Rea•stance 

I. Right Arm to Right Lag 

a) first measurement 

b) second measurement 

If necessary, 

cl third measurement 

d) fourth measurement 

two 
.!!.!. the 

resfstanca 
reactance 

Reactance 

DCCT Form 114.2 Page 2 of 2 

~-J 

~.J 
Resistance Aeactance 

2. Right Arm to Left Lag 

a) first measurement 

b) second measurement 

If necessary, 

c) third measurement 

d) fourth measurement 

J. Left Arm to Left Leg 

a) first measurement 

b) 5econd muasurdmunt 

If necessu.ry, 

c) th t rd measurttment 

d) fourth measurement 

4. Left Arm to Right Leg 

a) ftrst measurement 

b) second measurement 

If necessary, 

c) third measurement 

d) fourth measurement 

Name at person completiny tnts formi Certltlcatlon No. 
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Cost Project Que&tlonnelre 
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Data of Completlon: ~ ~'~ ~'~ 

Person Completing form'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- Certlfcatlon Hum~er: 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE COST PROJECT QUESTIONNAIRE 

The purpose of this questionnaire Is to collect cost data associated with the OCCT standard and 
e•perlmental treatmanta. Coat-effectiveness and cost-benefit studies •Ill be performed If the null 
hypothesis of no treatment group difference& I& rejected, I.e., If e•perlmental treatment la shown to 
prevent or delay the development of retlnopathy. Co5ts to be measured Include the co5ts of the 
treatment• end the coat• of the adverse side effects of the treatments, and the costs associated with the 
medical management of colllj)llcatlons. Costs related to the e•perlment Itself, that la, coats related to 
data collectlon and aurvelllance of compllcatlons, wlll not be measured because they are not costs of 
treatment and would not be e•pected to differ tor e•perlmental and standard treatment group subjects. 

A small working group has been meeting &Ince February 1991 10 define the general structure of the 
project and to out I Ina the data needed to determine the co5ta specific to the standard and e•perlmental 
treatment groups and the coats common to both. The group has revle•ed e•lstlng data Including natlonal 
cost data, results of the DCCT treatment survey and data routinely reported to the Coordinating Center 
such as lnaulln dose, frequency of Injections, frequency of blood glucose monitoring, and alerts. A 
questionnaire has been drafted to collect the necessary data that were not already available from 
••Isling sources. 

One questionnaire should be submitted by each clinic. At each clinic, a copy of the questionnaire 
should be distributed to each member of the treatment tea1n because the Individual Items are to be 
completed by the persona with the best knowledge of those Items. for e•ample, the dietitian should 
complete all question& related to dietary management, the behavioral sclentlat should complete all 
questions related to his/her Interactions with the patients, and 50 on tor all team members. The 
questionnaire should be discussed as soon as possible al e subsequent meeting of the full treatment team 
to ensure that everyone understands his/her role end to ensure these there ;s uniform understanding of 
the questions. Ovar the ne•t 4 to 6 weeks each team member should then complete as many questions on the 
questionnaire as are relevant to him/her. Jn completing the questionnaire, special attention should be 
paid to "big tlc~et" cost Items - that Is - hospitalization and hospital days. To measure these, medical 
records &hould be rev1e•ed and hospital days counltu.J. Teic:lm P1t11nt.Jttrs should dlso count anlJ t•me var•ou!> 
acttvltles to reftne thelr estimates. It l5 anticlµdttHJ lhdt l~dm '"*''Hl.Jttrs 11lll nttttd to ttuestlon patients 
allout participant costs. The results of ltut questiunnalrtts co111111tH~t.J by in1.Hv•dudl team me111Lu~rs •• di I 
need lo lle complied. Each center w\11 need tu cJi~t.:uss thtt results of lhtt lndlvh.lual questlonnairtts di a 
team 1nt1etlny to rttconct le d\ffttrences so that o sinylt! fully L:OU1pl.,tel..I 4uttst iunnillrtt can Lu:t sulu11\ttt:HJ to 
the Cuordlnatlnu Center by~. 1992. 

Ee1ch cl lute should •Ork lnUea..n:tntJently to con1µlttltt ttltt 4utf:>l\onnalrtt. lnfunnat,un µruvlcJttt.J In thtt 
questionnaire should dt:c:urately retlcct ste1ndara dlld tt•µerimental trl!atmeut as Uttl\wered at that clinic. 
Theru artt nu rtyht or •ront:1 ans ... ttrs to ilny ut tile 4ue~tions. Your t:1S~is,tttnt.:t1 In thts is gredtly 
apµraclated. 

IF YUU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, VOU 
SHOULD CONTACI BILL HERMAN, M.D. 
AT (404) 4HH-5024 

SlNO CUMPLETEO UUESTIOHNAIRE JN A SEPAHATE 
MAILING ID THE COUHOINATING CENTER ADDRESSED 
Ill DOUGLAS AMNULD. 

~ ' _.\ 

,_'',j 
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I. ~TAHeARO TREATMEHJ ~ROUP 

A. INSULIN 

I. During their p•rtlclpatlan In the OCCT, 
11bout •hat percent or •tenderd p•tlents 
••r• ever prescribed Jet lnJectora7 ---" 

2. For atandard patlants prescribed Jet 
lnJectors, •IUt.t t. of al I doses are no• 
administered by Jet Injector? ---" 

3. Ourlng their participation In the OCCT, 
about •hat t. of standard patlanta ••re 
ever prescribed Insulin pana7 ---" 

4. For standard patients prescribed lnaul In 
pens, •h•t " or all do11aa are no• 
administered bV lnaul In pens? ---" 

5. What ta the average frequency of 
pen needle changes? 11wiery __ dose a 

B. C.LUCAC.ON, ETC. 

1. On average, ho• manv glucagon klta are 
dlatrlbted per standard patient per 
vear7 

2. On average, ho• rnanv 6 teblet bo•es of 
glucose tablets are distributed per 
atanderd patient per vear7 

3. On average, ha• rnanv tubea of glucose gel 
are dlatrlbuted per standard patient per 
year? 

C. DIET 

For standard patients, the MOO calls for the 
ralnforcement of the dietary program every 
&1• months. 

1. Every 6 months, ho1111 many minutes of 
dlatltlan time are required per stdnddrd 
patient (Includes preparation time and 
time spent •Ith Iha patient, Including 
time at the annual visit. does not 
Include tlma spent •Ith the diet 
history)? 

kits 

bO•B& 

tubes 

min. 

0. 

E. 
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2. What t. of. standard patlenta per vear 
require addltlonal dletarv counsellng for 
achievement of study goala7 

a. What Is the average number or eddltlonal 
visits .. Ith the dietitian to achieve 
study goals per standard patient not 
achieving study goals per year? 

b. Whet Is the average time per vlelt7 

c. What la the average number of phone eel Is 
•Ith the dietitian needed to achieve 
study goals per standerd patient not 
achieving studv gaala per year7 

d. What Is Iha average time per call? 

SELF-MONITORING 

I. Approalmately •hat t. of standard patients 
now u5e mdters for blood glucose 

.. ~ 
, . .\ 
::'J 

-" 

visits 

min. 

ca I ls 

min. 

mont tor lny7 1'. 

2. On average. how many ttmes per guart8r 
do standard patients nu• test urine 
ketones7 

CLINIC VISITS AND EDUCATION 

I. Appraamlately ho• manv educetlonal 
materlels ere distributed par 
standard patient per vear7 

t Imes 

handouts 

videos 

F. QUARTERLY VISITS FOR STANDARD PATIENTS 

llncludes amount of time spent on direct patient 
care including hlstorv. physical eaa111. rav1tt• of 
monitoring results. ~uucetlon, goal setting, and 
cl 1n1cdl recorll ktut1 .. .dn9 - does riot lncludtt: time 
spent schadulluu. dietitian time. time spttrll 
f..Jreparlng farms and tul.Jas, blood Ura•11dn9, or t1mtt 
spent comµletiny Furna 021.7, 6ttct1ons A and C 
through H) 

Minutes pttr qudrterly visit per petlent1 

1. Physician: m\n. 

2. Nurse: min. 

J. Hehdv\ur~I ~c~ontts\1 mtn. 

4. Otner (speclty): 

min. 



Cllnlc Ho.~ 

G. ANNUAL VISITS FOR STANDARD PATIENTS 

(lncludea amount of time apant on direct patient 
care lncludlng history, pnyalcal ••am, ravle• of 
monitoring reaulta, education, goal &attlng, and 
cllnlcal record keeping - doaa not Include: time 
apent achedullng, dietitian time, time apent 
preparing rorma and tubaa, blood dra•lng, or time 
apent completing Form 003,3, aactlona A and G 
through L) 

Minute• par annual vlalt par pattent1 

1. Phyalctan1 

2. Huraa1 

3. Behavioral Sctantlat: 

4. Other (apactfy)1 

H. LABORATORY 

I. Plaama glucoaa1 

a. What Sor atandard pattanta currently 
have plaama glucoae level• done at 
local laba7 

b. For patients having blood glucose 
levela done.at local laba, ho• many 
tlmaa par year are they perrormad7 

I. ALERTS, ETC. 

I. For standard patient• •Ith glyco&ylated 
hemoglobin alert•• 

a. What la the average number of folio.up 
vlalta related to•" alert (per alert) 
(do not count Quarterly or Annual 
Vl&lt&)7 (Enter NA If not appllcdble, 
a.g.-no e•perlence with glrcosylated 
hemoglobin alert&) 

b. What 16 the average staff t lme per 
vlalt7 

I) For physician: 

2) For nurse: 

3) for distil Ian: 

4) for behavioral 11<: I en t I & t : 

min. 

min. 

min. 

min. 

_s 

t Imes 

v Is Its 

min. --
min. --
min. --
min. 
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c. Deacrlbe the frequency and time spent on call& 
related to a glycosylated hemoglobin alert 
(per alert) (Include• no answer, bu&y, etc.) 

'~. ' 

'·i 
.·l;; 

• of cal la Time 
par e lert 1 per call: 

I) Physician: -- cal la -- min. 

2) Nurae1 -- i::al la -- min. 

3) Dletttlen1 -- cal I• min. --
4) Behavioral Sctantlat1 cal I• min. 

5) Other (apec lfy) 1 

cal la min. 

2. for standard patients who develop hypertension: 

a. What ta the average number of follo•up 
visit& In the first year after the alert 
(do not count Quarterly or Annual Visits)? 
(Enter NA If not applicable, e.g. - no 
e•perteni::e with standard patlenta 
developing hypertenalon) vi 5 ltS 

b. Whet I& the average staff time par vlatt7 

I) For Plly5lclan1 min. 

2) for Nurse: min. 

3) For Dietitian: min. 

4) fur Behavlurdl Scientist: min. 

5) Other (~peclfr)1 

min. 

c. Describe the frequency and time spent on calls 
relatuU to hyµurtuns1on \n thu ftrst yuar atter 
the alert (tnclu~es no ans.er. busy. etc.): 

Time 

• ot ca 11 s: per cal I: 

,, Physician: -- cal 111 -- min. 

2) Nurse: cal Is min. -- --
JI Uletitlan: ca 11 s min. -- --
4) Behavlord' ~c I en t I 1.t : -- cal Is -- min. 

5) Othttr ( tif.18C If y): 

Cill I& inln. 
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3. For standard patients •ho develop persistent 
hypercholesterolemta1 

a. What ts the av~rage number of fol lo•up visits 
related to an alert (per alert) (do not 
count Quarterly or Annuel Visits)? 
(Enter NA If not applicable, e.g.-
no eaperlence •Ith standard patients 
developing hypercholeatarolemta)1 

b. What Is the average ataff t Ima per v 1sIt1 

I) For Physician: 

2) For Nurae: 

3) For Dletlttan1 

4) For Behavioral Sclentlat1 

5) Other (speclfy)1 

visits 

min. 

m\n. 

tnln. 

min. 

min. 

c. Deacrtba the frequency and time spent on calls 
related to a hypercholeaterolemla alert (per alert) 
(Includes no ans•ar, busy, etc.)1 

Time 
II of cal la: per cal I: 

1) Phyalclan1 -- cal la -- min. 

2) Nuraei -- cal ls -- min. 

3) Diet It Ian: -- cal la -- min. 

4) Behavioral Sctentlat1 cal la min. 

5) Other (•pacify) 1 

cal la min. 

4. For standard patients •ho develop severe hypoglycemia 
requiring assistance by another person: 

a. What la the average number of fol lo.up 
visits per episode? (Enter NA If not 
appllcable. e.g.-no e•perlence •Ith 
standard pat tents developing severe 
hypoglycemia) 

b. What la the average staff time per visit? 

I) For Physician: 

2) For Nurse: 

3) For Dletltl11n1 

4) For Behavioral Sclenttst1 

5) Other (spectty)1 

vls\ts 

mtn. 

mln. 

111ln. 

min. 

min. 
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c. D"scrlt•" the frequency and time spent on ca11J;.'\ 
rel"t"d to severe hypoglycemia per episode: ~~ 
(Includes no an&•Br, busy, etc.) ~) 

Time· 
II of cal Is: per call: 

1) Physician: -- cal la --
2) Nurse: -- cal la --
3) Otetltlan: -- cal ls --
4) Behavioral Scientist: cal Is 

5) Other (spec tf 11): 

cal Is 

5. For standard patients •ho develop ketoactdosls: 

e. What Is the average number of follo•uP 
visits per episode? (Enter NA If not 
applicable, e.g.-no experience •Ith 
standard patients developing keto
acldosls 

b. What ts the average staff t Ima per visit? 

1) For Physician: 

2) For Nurse: 

J) For Dietitian: 

4) For Behavlor11I Scientist: 

5) Other (specify): 

c. Describe the frequency and time spent on calls 
related to ketoacldoele per episode: 
(Includes no answer. busy. ate.) 

min. 

min, 

min. 

min. 

min. 

visits 

min. 

min. 

min. 

min. 

min. 

II of cal ls: 
T1me 

per call: 

I) Physician: cal Is min. 

2) Nurse: eel Is min. 

J) Diet It Ian: eel Is min. 

4) Ot!hdvlordl Scltmt lst: cal Is 111111. 

5) Other- (SIJt!L lfy): 

ca I Is min. 
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6. For •tandard pattant• •Ith eye alarta: 

a. What I• the average number of ophthal
mology follow-up vt•lta per alart 
(eacludtng normally •chedulad annual 
vlalta) (Enter NA If not appllcebla, 
a.g.-no a•pertence •Ith •tandard 
patlanta davaloplng aya alert•) 

b. What I• tha avaraga ophthalmologist 
time par vlalt? 

c. Da•crlba the fraquancy and amount of time spent 
on call• related to •n aya alert (par alert) 
(lncluda• no no an•war, bu•y, ate.): 

visit• 

mtn. 

• of cal I a 
par alert1 

Ttme 
per cal I: 

1) Phyalclan: CBI Is 

2) Nuraa1 cal I• 

3) Bahavloral Sclentlat1 cal la 

4) Other (specify): 

cal la 

1. For atandard patlanta •tth ranal alert&: 

a. What ta tha average numbar of follow
up vtalt• In tha f lrst yaar after tha 
alert (do not count Quarterly or Annual 
Vl•lta) (Enter NA If not applicable, 
a.g.-no aaperlanca with atanderd 
pattanta davaloplng renal alert&) 

b. What ta tha average ataff tlma per 
vlatt7 

I) For Phyalclan: 

2) For Nurse: 

3) For Dlatltlen: 

4) For Behavtoral Scientist: 

5) Other (specify)• 

min. 

min. 

min. 

mtn. 

visits 

min. 

min. 

min. 

mtn. 

mtn. 
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c. Describe the frequency and time spent on cal Is 
related to a renal alert In tha first year after 
the alert; (include& no answer, busy, etc.) 

Time 
• of cal la: per call: 

I) Physician: -- cal Is mtn. 

2) Nur&e; cal ls min. --
3) Dietitian: cal Is mtn. --
4) Behavioral Scientist: cal la min. 

5) Other (spec I fy) 1 

cal la min. 

B. For standard patients •Ith neurobehavloral alerts: 

a. What la tha avaraga number of followup 
visits per alert? (Enter NA tf not 
appllcaole. e.g.-no eaperlence with 
standard patients developtng neuro
behavloral alerta) 

b. What Is the average staff time per visit? 

I) For Physlclan1 

2) For Nunie: 

3) For Behavloral Sctantlat: 

v lalts 

min. 

min. 

min. 

4) Other (specify)• min. 

c. Uescrloe the frequency and time spent on calls 
related to a neurobehevloral alert (per alert): 
(tncludes no ans.er, busy, vtc.) 

Time 
• of cal la: per ca I I: 

I) Physician: -- cal Is -- min. 

2) Nurse: ca 11 s m\n. -- --
J) Dletltlim: cal Is min. -- --
4) Behavlunsl SL I t1nt 1 .. t: ca 11 s '°'''· -- --
5) Ottuir (sp .. Llfy): 

cal Is min. 
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9. In th• pa11t year, what ~ of standard 
patients required addltlonal counsel Ing 
for weight management? 

For atandard patients who required addltlonal 
counael Ing for we'lght management: 

~ 

a. What la the average number of follow
up vlalta per year? visits 

b. What la the average ataff time per visit? 

I) For Phyalclan: min. 

2) For Nurse: min. 

3) For Dietitian: min. 

4) For Behavioral Sclentlat: min. 

5) Other (apeclfy)1 

min. 

c. Deacrlba the frequency and time spent on calls 
related to weight management per year: 
(Include& no an&wer, bu&y, ate.) 

Time 
• of ca I I a 1 per ca I I: 

I) Phyatclan1 -- cal I& -- min. 

2) Nur•ea -- cal 111 -- min. 

3) Dletttlan1 cal la mtn. -- --
4) Behavioral Sc lent ht: c11l ls min. -- --
5) Other ( apac If y) 1 

__ c11ll11 mtn. 

J. DEVIATIONS FOR PREGNANCY DA PURPOSELY PURSUING CONCEPTION 

In-Patient Initiation of E•perlmental Treatment: 

I. At your cllnlc (over the past 2 years) 
what ll. of pregnant standard p11tlents 
were admitted to hoapltal for Initiation 
of e•perlmental treatment? • 

2. What was the average length of 
hospltallzatlon (aays per patient)? 

,.. 

d.ays 
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3. At your cllnlc (over the past 2 yeara) 
what% of nonpregnant patient• pursuing 
conception were aamllted to hopsltal for 
Initiation of eaperlmentel treatment? 

4. What was the everage length of 
hospitalization (aays per patient)? 

~ 

days 

K. TELEPHONE CALLS TO STANDARD PATIENTS 

L. 

(for medlcal management, II Ines• and lntercurrent 
events not relatea to alerts or schedullng) 

For each of the fol lowing providers, what Is the 
average number of cal la per standard patient per 
year ana the average time per call? 

• of cal Is Time 
per year; per ca 11: 

I. Physician: -- cal Is -- min. 

2. Nurse: cal Is min. -- --
3. 0 ht I I t I an : cal I• ml11. -- --
4. Behavloral Sclentlst1 cal I• min. 

5) Other {specify): 

cal la min. 

LETTERS FOR STANDARD PATIENTS 
(lnalvlaual correspondence to patients, referring 
physicians, ln&urance companies. ltcenstng agencle5. 
etc. does lncluae lab results--aoes not lncluae 
newsletters) 

1. In the past year, how many letters ~ere 
written for each stanaara patient? let tttrs 

2. What percent of letters were prepared IJy the 
fol 10.tng providers, and Mhat ts the averag8 
time pttr ltttter7 

Pre1rnred by: % of letters 

a. Physician: --- ,.. 
b. Nurse: ,.. ---
c. O I et It I an: ,.. ---
ll. SecriHldry; --- % 

e. c .... -k: ~ ---
f . Olhldr (spet:lfy): 

,.. ---

Time per 
letter: 

min. --
min. --
mtn. --
....... --
min. --

HI In. 
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II, PARTICIPANT COSTS FOR STANDARO PATIENTS 
(Que•tton •tandard pattant• dlrectly about 
participant co•t•) 

I. How 111uch time doe• the patlant •pend "doing" 
atandard treetment each day (Includes time 
•P•nt 111onltorln9 and taking tnJectlon•J7 

lllnut•• per dey1 

2. Hrpoglycemla1 (Enter NA tr not eppllceble, 
•.s.-no •t•nderd patient• ho•pltallzed for 
hypoglycamte In paat 2 yaara) 

•· For atandard patient• who ware hoapltal
lzed for hypoglycemla In the past 2 yrs, 
what I• th• average number of ICU days 
par hypoglycemla hoapltallzatlon7 

b. What I• tha average number of floor daya 
per hypoglyca111la hoapltallzatlon7 

c. Over the peat 2 yra, what la the average 
number of daya lost from 8ChOOl/work 
related to hypoglycamta par atandard 
pettant par yaer7 

d. During the entire study period. hO• many 
atandard patients hava bean hospitalized 
at your cllnlc for elactlve evaluation 
of hypoglycamle/lo•• of conactousness7· 

a. What wes the average length or stay per 
patient hospltaltzad7 

3. Katoacldosla: (Enter NA If not appllcable, 
a.g.-no standard patient• hospltallzed for 
kataclsoal• In past 2 year•) 

a. For •tandard patients who were hospltal
tzed for OKA In the past 2 yaar5, what Is 
tha average number of ICU deys per keto-

min. 

_ days 

__ d•r• 

days 

N 

__ day5 

ac ldosl a hospltallzatlon? __ days 

b. What Is the average numDar of floor 
days par ketoacldosla hospltatlzation? days 

c. Over the past 2 years, •hat is the 
average number ot Oars lost trom 
school/work related to ketoacldosls 
per standard patient per year? days 
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4. Other Medical Care: 

•· Whet~ of standard petlenta currently 
see physicians outside of the DCCT7 

b. For standard patients •ho currently 
aee physlcl11rJ& outside of the DCCT, 
what was ll•d average number al vt•lte 
In the past year? 

II. EXPERIMENTAL TREATMENT GROUP 

A. CSll 

" 

visit& 

I. Inpatient Initiation of CSll Treatment tor 
pat lents ram.lomlzed at your cl lntc: 

e. At the time of randomization, what 
was the average length of hospital
ization for the Initiation of CSll 
tfaetment7 _days 

b. How much staff time was spent par admission? 

I) DCCT Physician: 

2) DCCT Nurse: 

3) OCCT Dlatltlan1 

4) OCCT Bahavtorel Scientist: 

5) Pump Aepraaantatlva: 

6) Other (specify): 

c. On average, ho• many local laboratory 
plasma glucose levels ware done during 
th" a1.hnlsslon? 

• ut ylucose levels per admission: 

d. On av., raga. how many t Imes was SMBG 
u,•110 aur~ng the admtssion? 

• ut times per Inpatient day: 

"· At the lime of Initiation of CSJI 
lrt:dlment at r1:1ndom\zat1on, ho.,. 
many educdttonal mater1i11S Rertt 
u~~u ur distributed par patiunt7 

I)• of auOlo tapes par patlant: 

·2) • uf vlOHo tapes per p~tlant: 

3) • uf handouts per patlant: 

hour& 

hours 

hours 

hours 

hours 

hour5 

I 

. .\ 
'J 
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2. Intensive Poat-Hospitalization Outpatient CSll 
follow-up ror patients randomized at your clinic 
(Thia refers to the period of tlma laatlno 
appro•lmataly 6 mo·nths after the Inpatient 
Initiation of CSll therapy at randomization) 

a. What was the average duration of 
Intensive follow-up? 

• of weak• par patient• •eeks 

b. What was the average number of 
visits par CSJJ patient par 
month? visits 

c. What waa the average amount of staff 
time spent during theaa vlalts7 

• or Mlnutaa Par Vlalt1 

I) Phyalclan1 

2) Nuraa1 

3) IJ I at It I an 1 

4) Behavioral Sclantlat1 

5) Pump Rapraaantatlva1 

6) Othar (apaclfy)1 

d. During this period, about how many 
phone contact& •ere made per pat tent 
per week ~urtng normal bu&tnes5 
hours7 .. What "' of calls ware made by the 
fol lo•lno providers, and what 
was the average time per cal 17 

"' of cal Is 
made by: 

I) Physician: --- .... 

2) Nurse: .... ---
3) Dietitian: ... ---
4) Behavioral Scientist: ... 
5) Other (specify): 

... ---

min. 

mtn. 

min. 

min. 

min. 

min. 

cal Is 

Avg. t lme 
per call: 

min, --
min. --
min. --
min. 

min. 
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f. Puring this period, about how many phone 
contacts •ere made per patient per week 
outsldtt of normal business hours? __ ci\1'4.s 

.~ 
g. What "' of cal la ••re made by the fol lo•lng '·"!) 

provtdera, and what was the average time per call? 

"' of cal ls Avg, t lme 
made by: per cal I: 

I) Physician: --- ... -- min. 

2) Nurse: --- ... -- min . 

3) Dietitian: --- ... -- min. 

4) Behavioral Sclantlst1 ... min . 

5) Other (specify) 1 

... min. ---
3. Current Initiation of CSIJ Treatment at your clinic: 

e. In the past 2 years, what "' of 
e•perlmental patients changing 
from MDI to CSIJ ware hospitalized? ... 

b. for patients who ••re hospitalized, 
what was the average length of 
hospitalization? __ days 

c, How much staff time was spent par admission? 

t) DCCT Physician: 

2) DCCT Nurse: 

3) DCCT Dietitian: 

4) DCCT Behavioral Scientist: 

5) Pump Representative: 

ti) Other (specify): 

d. On averdge, how 111e1ny local laboratory 
plc1s111d ylut.:us'=' l~vttl5 •ere done during 
the ac.J111 i ss ion'! 

I of yluco~H l~vvl5 pur ad111lsslon; 

e. On dveraoe. huw many t tmes .ias SMBG 
donu durlny lhtt ddmisslon7 

#of tlm11s (Jer Inpatient day1 

hour5 

hours 

hours 

hours 

hours 

hours 
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I. At the time of Initiation of CSll treatment for 
patients changing from MDI, ho• many educational 
materlala •ere used or dlatrlbuted per patient? 

1) • of •udlo t•p•• per patients 

2) • of video tepee per patients 

3) • of handout• per patients 

4. Current lntenalve Post-Initiation Outpatient CSll 
follo•-up at your cllnlc1 

e. In the pest 2 yeara, •hat •a• the 
average duration or tntenalve fol lo.up 
for patient• changing from MDI to CSll7 

• of •••k• per patient• 

b. Whet •a• the average • of vlalts 
per CSll patient per •onth7 

c. What •a• the average amount of staff time 
apent during these vlalts7 

• of Mlnutea Per Vlslt1 

I) Phyalctans 

2) Nurae: 

3) Diet It I ans 

4) Behavioral Sclentlats 

6) Pump Aepre•entetlves 

6) Other (apeclfy)1 

d. During thla period, about hO• many 
phone contact• ••re made per patient 
per •••k during normal Dualnesa hr&7 

lll&Bkli 

vlalta 

min. 

min. 

min. 

min. 

mtn. 

min. 

cal 15 

e. Whet 'I. of cal la .ere made by the fol lo.Ing 
provtders, and •hat ~•• the average ttme 
p .. r cel 17 

'I. of cells 
mi'lde by: 

l) Pl>y5lclan: 

2) Nurt1d: 

3) Diet It Ian: 

4) e .. havloral Si; lent 1st s 

6) Other (apectfy): 

'llo 

... 
'llo 

... 

... 

Avy. time 
p .. r ca 11: 

mtn. 

mtn. 

min 

m;n. 

min. 
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f. During thts period, about ho• mainv phone 
contacts ~ere made per patle1lt per wdDk 
outside of normal business hours7 ca 11 s 

g. What 'I. of calla ••re made by the follo•lng provi
ders, and •hat •es the average time per call? 

'llo of cal la 
made by: 

1) Physician: 

2) Nurse: 

3) Diet It Ian: 

4) Behavioral Sclentlat1 

5) Other (spec tfy): 

5. Current CSll Treatment 

... 

... 

... 

... 

... 

Avg. t lone 
per cal I: 

min. 

min. 

min. 

min . 

min . 

a. On average, ho• often do CSll 
patient& change syringes? every days 

D. What types of tubing/needles are used? 

... of patients •ho use: 

I) soft-sets: ... 
2) sub Q sets: ... 
3) polyfln sets: ... 
4) other ( ): ... 

c. On average, ho• often do CSll pts. 
change the tubing/needle? every __ days 

d. What percent of CSll patlenta use 
5 • te covers In addition to those 
provided with the tubing/needles? ... ---

e. What types of 5\te covers are used? 

... of µat i 1:2nt ~ ... 110 use: 

I) op site: ... ---
2) nu sk\n: ... -- - --

J) tttydcJorm: ... --
4) b\ocaustve: ... ---
5) other ( ls ... 



C llnlc No. 

t. Ho• do CSll patients ~rapara their slta51 

t. or pat Ian ta· •ho uaa: 

I) alcohol 1 

2) betadlna: 

3) ha•achlorophana: 

4) batadlne olntment1 

5) Derd •lpaa1 

6) other ( ): 

g, On average, ho• many •hower packs 
do CSll patient• use par month? 

h. On average, how many pump cases do 
CSll patients uaa par yaar? 

t. 

t. 

t. 

t. 

t. 

,. 
__ packs 

caGe5 

B. MDI 

I. Inpatient Initiation of MDI Treatment for patlant5 
randomized at your.cllnlc: 

a. At randomtzatton, •hat was the 
average length of ho&pltallza
for the Initiation of MDI 
treatment? 

b. Ho• much staff time •a• spent par 
admission? 

I) DCCT Physician: 

2) DCCT Nurse: 

3) DCCT Dietitian: 

4) DCCT Bahavloral Scientist: 

5) Other (specify): 

c. On a~erage, ho• many local laboratory 
plasma glucose lti~Hls were done during 
the admission? 

• of glucose levels per admission: 

d. On average, how many times was SMUG 
done during the admission? 

•of times per Inpatient day1 

__ days 

hours 

hours 

hours 

hours 

hours 
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e. At the time of Initiation of MDI treatment at 
randomization, hOM many educational materlal5 
•era used or distributed per patient? 

I) •of audio tapes par patient: 
~ ) 

,.\ 
2) • of video tapes per patlant1 ~of';) 

3) •handouts per patlent1 

2. Intensive Post-Hospltallzatlon Outpatient MDI Followup 
for patleut& randomized at your clinic - (This refers 
to the purlo~ of time after the Inpatient Initiation uf 
MDI therapy at randomization): 

a. What •as the average duration of Intensive followup? 

•of weeks per patlant1 

b. What was the average number of 
visits per MDI patient per month? 

c. What •as the average amount of staff 
time spent during these visits? 

• of minutes per vl•lt 

I) Physician: 

2) Nurse: 

3) Diet It Ian: 

4) Behavloral Scientist: 

5) Other (specify): 

d. During this period, about ho• many 
phone contacts were made per 
patient per week during normal 
business hours? 

weeks 

visits 

min. 

min. 

mtn. 

min. 

mlns. 

ca 11 s 

e. ~hat were the percent of cal Is made by the 
fol luwinu, iinU the average t lrne pe1· cal I? 

I) Phy" le lim: 

2) Nurse: 

3) Diel It Ian: 

4) Beha~loral Scluntl~t: 

5) Other (spaclfy)1 

'I of o:all1> 
mada by: 

,., 
,., 
,., 
,. 

,. 

Avy, time 
P"r ca 11: 

min. 

mtn. 

mln, 

min. 

min, 



Cl lnlc i. ... 

3. 

f. During thl• period, •bout ho• many 
phone contact• ware 11111da par patient 
par week outalde of normal business 
houra7 cal Is 

g. Wh•t •of c•ll• •are mad• by the followlng 
provider•, •nd wh•t ••• the average time 
per c•l17 

t. or c•l I• Avg. t Ima 
-d• by: per cal I 1 

\) Physician: --- • -- min. 

2) Nursa1 --- ,., -- min. 

3) Dlatltl•n1 --- • -- min . 

4) Behavioral Sclantl•t1 --- • -- min. 

6) Other (apaclfy)1 

• min . ---
Currant Initiation of MDI •t your clinic: .. In tha past 2 years, what !ro of 

eaperlmant•I p•tlenta changing 
from CSll to MDI ware hospltallzad7 --- " 

b. For patients •ho •era hoapltallzad, 
what •a• tha avaraga length of 
hoaplt•llz•tlon7 --- " 

c. Ho• lllUCh staff time waa spent par 8dmlsslon7 

I) DCCT Phyalclan1 -- hour5 

2) DCCT Nurse1 huurl5 --
3) DCCT Dletltlan1 hour5 --
4) DCCT Behavioral Scientist; hours 

5) Other ( lipec I fy): 

huurs 

4. Current lntenlilva Post-Initiation Outpatient MOI 
Follow-up at Your Cl lnlc 

a. In tint pdSl 2 ytt11r&. •hot ts lhtt e1vtt1 dYtJ 
duration of Intensive followuµ for 
patients c:han11lny from CSll to MDl7 

I of weeks µer patlent1 

b. What Is the average number of 
visits per MDI patient par month"f 

weeks 

visits 
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c. What la the average amount of ataff tlma spent 
during these visits? 

I of minutes par vl&lt 

I) Phy•lclan1 mtn. 

2) Nur•e: 

3) Dlatltlan1 

4) Behavioral Sclantlet1 

5) Other (specify): 

d. About how many phona contact• ara 
made per patient par weekclurlng 
normal business hours? 

min. 

min. 

m\n. 

min. 

CiOl ls 

e. What Is the percent of calls made by the 
fol lowing, and the average time par call? 

'I of cal Is 
made by1 

Ave. time 
µer call: . 

1. Physician: • 
2. Hurse: ,., 
3. Dietitian: ,., 
4. Behavioral Scientist: • 
5) Other (specify)• 

" 
f.· About bow many phone contacts are made 

per patient per week outside of normal 
business hours7 

g. What 'I of cal Is are made by the followln11 
providers, ar'O •hat ts the average time 
par cal I? 

'r. of cal Is Avy. t 1111e 

made by: per call: 

I) Physh,; ian: --- " --
2) Nurst!: % --- --
3) Ol~l I l id11: 'I --- --
4) Behavtori:.11 Sc 1 .. nt 1st: " --- --
5) Other (sµ.,c;lty): 

• ---

mln. 

mtn. 

min. 

mtn. 

mtn. 

ca I Is 

ruin. 

min. 

mi11. 

min. 

rnin . 



Cl lnlc No. 

6. Current MDI Treatment 

a. Dn average, what ~or MDI patients 
ere now using lndwelllng catheters 
or button• ~ 

b. About how often do these 
patients change their 
catheter• or buttons? every __ daya 

c. About what ~ of MDI petlenta 
wara aver preacrlbad Jat 
lnJectora7 

d. For MDI patient• prescribed Jet 
tnJectora, what ~or all MDI 
doae& ere now admlnl•tered by 
Jet Injector? · 

e, About what ~ or MDI patlente were 
aver pre•crtbed tnaulln pena7 

t. For MDI patients prescribed 
lnsulln pens, •hat~ of all MDI 
doses are now administered by 
pen7 

g. On average, •hat le the 
frequency of pan naedla 
changes? every _ 

C. ROUTINE OUTPATIENT EXPERIMENTAL TREATMENT 
(appllcable to both CSll and MDI patients) 

I. Glucagon, etc. 

a. On average, how many glucagon kits 
are distributed per e1parlmental 
patient per year? 

b. On average, how many 6 tablet 
bo1es of glucosa tablets are 
distributed per e1perlmental 
patient per year? 

c. On &"Verage. how many tubes of 
glucose gel ere distributed per 
e•perlmental patient per year? 

~ 

-~ 

~ 

-~ 

doses 

k I ts 

bOMtlS 

lul.Jtts 
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2. Diet 

a. In the reinforcement of dietary 
program for e•perlmental patients: 

I) What Is the average frequency of 
dietitian visits per e1perlmental 
patient per year? 

2) How many minutes of dietitian 
tlma are required per visit 
(Include& preparation time and 
time spent with the 
patlent,lncludlng time at the 
annual visit, does not Include 
time &pent with the diet 
history)! 

b. What ~of e1perlmental patient& 
require additional dietary counsel
ing for achievement of study goala7 

I) What Is the average number of 
addltlonal visits with the 
dietitian to achieve study 
goals per e1perlmental 
patient not achieving study 
goals per year? 

2) Whet Is the average time per 
vis It? 

J) Whet Is the average number of 
phone calls with the dietitian 
needed to achieve study goals 
per patient not achieving study 
guals per year? 

4) What ts the everaga time per 
ca I 1 ·1 

J. Self-Monitoring 

a. On a"Verage. ho• many t 1mes 
p~r c1uarter do e•perlmentat 
pattents noM test urine ketones7 

4. Cl lnlc Visits and Education 

d. Abuut ho~ n•any educatlo11al 
matert~ls aru dlstrll.Juted 
per e•Perlmttntal patient 
per year? 

t Imes 

min. 

~ 

visits 

v Is I ts 

ca 11 s 

min. 

t lrnes 

h1u1(.Juut s 

v llJttos 

. 
~ 1 
-,,t . ..., 
",) 



Cl lnlc No. 

0. MONTHLY VISITS FOR EKPERIMENTAL PATIENTS 

E. 

(Include• time apent on hlatory, review of 
monitoring results, education, goal setting, and 
cllnlcal record keeping - doea not Include: time 
apent achedullng, dietitian time, time spent 
preparing rorma and tube•, blood dra•lng) 

Minute• per monthly vlelt per patient: 

1. Phyalclan1 min. 

2. Nur••• min. 

3. Bahavloral Sclantlat1 min. 

4. Other(apeclfy)1 min. 

QUARTERLY VISITS FOR EKPERIMENTAL PATIENTS 

(Include• time •pent on hlatory, phyalcal ••am, 
review or monitoring raaulta, education, goal 
aettlng, and cllnlcal record keeping -
does not Include& time •pent achadullng, dietitian 
time, time •pent praparlng form• and tubes, blood 
dra•lng, or tlma •pant complatlng Form 021.7 
•action• A and C through H) 

Minute• per quarterly visit par patient: 

I. Phyalclan1 min. 

2. Nur••• m'"· 
3. Behavloral Sclentl•t• min. 

4. Other(•peclfy)1 min. 

F. ANNUAL VISITS FOR EKPERJMENTAL PATIENTS 

(Include• time spent on history, physlcill e•am, 
review of monitoring reault&, aducatlon, goal 
setting, and cl lnlcal record keeping 
does not lnclude1 time spent scheduling, dietitian 
time, time spent preparing rorms and tubes, blood 
dra•lng, or time spent completlng Form 003.3 
sections A and G through L) 

Minutes per annual visit per patient: 

I. Physician: min. 

2. Nurse: ndn. 

3. Behavloral Scientist: m•n. 

4. Other(spaclty): min. 
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G. LABORATORY 

I. Plasma glucose: 

a. What~ of e1perlmental patlanta currantly 
have plasma gluco11a levels dona at local 

::•..J 

labs? ~ 

b. For patients having plasma glucose 
level& done at local labs, ho• many 
times per year are they performed? 

H. ALERTS, ETC. 

t Imes 

I. For eaparlmental patients who develop hypertension: 

a. What Is the average number of follo•up 
visits In the f lrst year after the alert 
(do not count Monthly, Quarterly or 
Visits)? (Enter NA If not applicable, 
e.g.-no eaperlenca with eaperlmantal 
patients developing hypertension) 

b. What la the average 11tafr time per visit? 

I) For Physicians 

2) For Nurse: 

3) For Oletltlan1 

4) For Behavloral Sclantl•t• 

5) Other(speclfy)1 

visits 

m•n. 

min. 

min. 

min. 

min. 

c. Describe the•frequency end time spent on calls 
related to hypertension In the flr•t year after 
the alert (Includes no answer, bully, etc.) 

Time 
• of cal la p1tr call: 

I) Physician: -- ca 11 s -- mtn. 

2) Nurse: -- cal Is -- min. 

3) Dietitian: ca I Is mtn. -- --
4) Behavioral Scientist: cal Is min. 

5) Other (specify): 

cal ls min. 



Cl lnlc No. 

2. For e1perlmantal patient• •ho develop persl&tent 
hypercholestarolemlea 

a. What I• the avaraye number of follo•UP 
vl•lt• ralated to an alert (per alert) 
(do not count Monthly, Quarterly or 
Annual Vl•lta)7 (Enter NA If not appll
cebla, e.g.-no e1parlenca •/a1parlmantal 
patlenta aavaloplng hypercholaatarolamla) 

b. Whet Is the average staff time par vl&lt7 

I) For Phyalclena 

2) For Nur•aa 

3) For Dletttlana 

4) For Bahevloral Sclantlet; 

v ls lt5 

m\n. 

min. 

min. 

min. 

5) Other (specify); min. 

c. Describe the frequency end time &pent on cells 
reletaa to a hypercholastarolamle alert (per 
alert) - (lncluaas no ans.er, bu&y, etc.); 

Time 
•of call•• par ca I I a 

I) Physician; -- cal la -- min. 

2) Nursa1 -- cal ls -- min. 

3) Dletltlan1 -- eel le -- min. 

4) Behavioral Sclantlat1 cal ls min. 

5) Other (•peclfy)a 

cal 1,. min. 

3. For a1perlmantel patients •ho develop severe hypoglycemia 
requiring a&slatenca by another per5on: 

a. Whet Is the average number of fol lowup 
visits per episode? (Enter NA It not 
appllcabla, e.g.-no &•parlance with 
e•parlmantal patients aavaloplng severe 
hypoglycemia) 

b. What la the average &tatf t Ima per v ts it 1 

I) for Physician: 

2) For Nurse1 

3) for Dlatltlana 

4) for Bahavloral Sclantlsta 

5) Other (spaclfy)a 

v Is Its 

min. 

min. 

min. 

min. 

min. 
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c. Descrlba tha fraquency and tlma spent on call5 

related to severe hypoglycemia per episode: 
(Include& no ans.er. busy, ate.) 

• of cal ls1 
T\me 

per ca I I : 

I) Physician:. cal I• min. 

2) Nurse: cal ls min. 

3) Diet It Ian: cal Is min. 

4) Behavioral Sclentlst1 cal Is min. 

5) Other (specify): 

cal Is min. 

4. for e•perlmental patients who aavalop ketoacldosls: 

a. What ls the average number of followup 
visit& per episode? (Enter NA If not 
applicable, e.g.-no e1perlence with 
e•parlmental patients developing 
ketoacldo5ls) vhlt& 

b. What le the averaga •taff time par vl•lt? 

I) For Phy51clan: 

2) for Nur5a: 

3) for Dietitian: 

4) For Behavioral Scientist: 

5) Other (specify): 

c. Describe the frequency ana time spent on calls 
related to ketoacldosls per eplsoae1 
(includt16 no ans•er, busy, etc.) 

Time 

min. 

min. 

min. 

min. 

min. 

• of cal Is: per ca I I: 

I. Physician: cal Is min. 

2. Nurse: ca 11 s mtn. 

3. DI et; t I an: ca 11 s min. 

4. Behavioral Scientist: ca 11 s m\n. 

5) Other (speclty): 

r:al Is min. 

·,.,. 
., . 



Cl lnlc Na. 

5. Far ••perlment•l patient• •Ith eye •lerta, 

•. What la the av•raga number of ophthal
mology ralla.-up vlalta par alert 
(a•cludlng normally achadulad •nnual 
vlalta7) (Enter NA If not appllcable, 
a.g.-na ••parlance •Ith ••parlmental 
patient• developing aye •lertal 

b, What la the average aphthalmalaglst 
tlma par vlalt7 

v I• It• 

min. 

c. Describe the frequency and •mount or time &pant an 
call& related ta an aye alert (par alert) -
(Include& no an••er, busy, etc.) 

I) Phyalcl•n1 

21 Hur••• 

31 Bahavloral Sclentlat: 

4) Other (specify): 

• of ca 11& 
par alert1 

cal la 

cal I• 

cal la 

cal I& 

6. For aaparlmantal patlanta •Ith renal atart&1 

a. Whet la th• average number of folla•up 
visit• In the first yaar after the alert 
(do not count Monthly, Quarterly or Annual 
Vl&lt&)-(Enter NA If not Mppllcable, e.g. 
-no e•partence •Ith e•perlmental patients 
davaloptng renal alerts) 

b. What ta the average ataff .time per vh;lt? 

1) Far Physician: 

21 Far Nurse: 

3) For Dietitian: 

4) For BehavlorMI Scientist: 

5) Other (specify): 

Time 
per cal I: 

min. 

mtn. 

min. 

min. 

vis I t11 

min. 

min. 

min. 

min. 

min. 
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c. De11crlbe the frequency and time 11pent on calla 
related to renal alerts In the first year after 
the alert (Includes no ans.er, busy, etc.I 

Time 
• of cal ls1 per call: 

I I Physician: -- cal la -- min. 

2) Nurse: -- cal la -- min. 

3) Diet It Ian: -- call& -- min. 

4) Behavlaral Sc lent l&t: -- cal la -- mt11. 

5) Other (specify): 

cal ls min. 

1. For e•perlmental patients •Ith naurobahavlaral alert&: 

a. What ts the average number of follo•uP 
visit& per alert? (Enter NA If not 
applicable, e.g.- no B•perlence •Ith 
e•perlmental patients davalaptng neuro
behavloral alert&) 

b. What Is the average staff time per alert? 

I) For Physician: 

2) For Nurse: 

visits 

min. 

min. 

3) Far Behavioral Sclantl&t1 min. 

4) Other (specify): min 

c. Describe the frequency and time spent an cells 
related to a neurobehevloral alert (par alert): 
(Include& no answer. busy, etc.) 

• of cal ls: par cal I: 

I) Physician: -- cal Is -- min. 

2) Nurse: -- ca 11 s -- min. 

3) 0 it!t \ l io11: -- Cdl I" -- 111\n. 

4) Btttiav ivral St;\ tt11t t ~ t: u1l ls m•n. 

5) Other ( sp"c I fy): 

ca 11 s min. 

·r'i 
., -



Cl tnlc No. 

8. In the peat year, •hat S of e•perlmantel 
pet lent• required addltlonal counsel Ing 
for •eight menegement7 

For ••perlmentel patlenta •ho required eddltlonal 
counaellng for •eight mana9ement1 

a. What I• tha average number or follow
up vl•lt• par year7 

b. What I• the average etatt t lme per visit? 

I) For Phyalclen1 --
2) For Nurae1 --
3) For Dlatltlan1 --
4) For 8ehavtoral Sclentl•t1 

5) Other (apaclfy): 

c. Describe the frequency and time spent on calls 
related to •eight management per year: 
(Include& no ans•er, busy, etc.) 

s 

v lal ta 

min. 

min. 

min. 

min. 

min. 

Time 
• of cal Is: per cell: 

I) Physic ten: -- cal la -- min. 

2) Nurae1 cal la min. -- --
3) Dietitian: cal ls m1n. -- --
4) Behavioral Scientist: cal I& m1n. 

5) Other (specify): 

cal ls min. 
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I. TELEPHONE CALLS TO EXPERIMENTAL PATIENTS 

J. 

(for medical management, Illness and lntercurrent 
events not related to alerts or scheduling) 

For each of the follo•lng providers, what Is the 
average number of calls par e•parlmantal patient per 
year end the average time par call? 

• of cal la Tlma 
par year: par ca 11: 

I) Physician: -- cal la -- min. 

2) Nurse: -- cal la -- min. 

3) Dietitian: -- cal la min. --
4) Behavloral Scientist: cal la mtn. 

5) Other (spa cl f y): 

cal la min. 

LETTERS FOR 
(lndlvldual 
physicians, 
etc:.. does 
na .. sletterSY 

patients, referring 
EXPERIMENTAL PATIENTS 

correspondence to 
insurance compan\es. 
~ lab results, 

llcen&lng agencle11, 
~not include 

I. Jn the past year, how many letterl5 111ure 
.. rtttan tor each e•perlmental patient? letters 

2. What percent of letters are prepared by the 
following providers, and "hat Is tha avaraga 
time per letter? 

... Physician: --- s 

b. Nurse: s ---
c. Olet It Ian s ---
..... SttCrt!lary: --- s 

... Clerk: s ---
f. Other (sµectfy): 

s ---

min. --
min. --
111111. --
111111 . --
11111l, --

min. 



Cl lnlc "o. 

K. HOSPITALIZATION 

1. In the pa•t 2 yaara, what .. ot a•perlmantal 
patient• required reho•pltallzatlon for 
adJu•tmant of do••• and education? 

For auch patient•• 

a. what ••• the average number of hospital 
daya per rehoapltallzatlon7 

b. Ho• 1111.1ch ateft time waa •pant par admlaalon7 

1) OCCT Phy•lclan1 

2) OCCT Nuraa1 

3) OCCT Oletltlan1 

4) OCCT Behavioral Sclantlat1 

5) Other (apactfyJ 1 

L. PARTICIPANT COSTS 
(Oueatlon Eaparlmantal patients directly about 
participant coats) 

1. Ho• much time does the patient apand "doing" 
a•parlmental treatment (lncludaa time apant 
monitoring and taking lnaulln)7 

a. Mlnutaa par CSll patient par day1 

b. Mlnutaa par MDI patient par day1 

2. Hypoglycemia: (Enter NA If not applicable, 
e.g.-no e•parlmental patient& hospitalized 
for hypoglycemia In past 2 years) 

a. For ••perlmantal patients •ho were 
hospitalized with hypoglycemia In 
the past 2 years, what was the a\lerage 
number of ICU clays par hypoglycemia 
hospitalization? 

.. 

days 

hour11 

hour& 

hour• 

hour11 

t>ourli 

min. 

min. 

clays 
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b. What Is tha a\laraga number of floor 
days par hypoglycemia ho11pltallzatlon7 

c. O\ler the past 2 years, what ta the 
average number of days loat from 
school/work related to hypoglycemia 
par e•pertmental patient par year? 

__ days 

_ days 

d. During the entire atudy period, ho• many 
e•parlmental patients ha"e bean hospital
ized at your clinic tor alactlva evalua
tion of hypoglycemia/loss of consciousness? 

N 

a. What was the average length of atay par 
patient hospltallzad7 

3. Ketoacldosla: (Enter NA If not applicable, 
e.g.-no ••perlmental patients ho•pltallzed 
for katoacldosls In past 2 years) 

a. For eaperlmental pdtlents who ware 
hospitalized for OKA In the pa11t 2 
year&, •hat was the ~verbQd number 
uf ·1cu days per ketoaclcJosis 
hospltallzatlon7 

b. What Is the average numoer of floor 
days per ketoacldosla hoapltatlzatlon1 

c. Over tha past 2 years, what la the 
average number of days tost from 
school/work related to katoacldosl& 
per e•parlmental patient per year? 

4. Other Medical Care: 

;o. What .. or ·e•parlmentel pat lent& Currently 
sea phys l"c lana outs Ida of the OCCT? 

b. for e•p.,rlmental patients who currentlv 
saa physlLlans outslcJa of tha DCCT, 
,.hat 11111a5 the averi;tytl number of v,6,tB 
111 ll•to past year7 

__ days 

-- days 

__ aays 

__ days 

.. 

v\5lts 

' ' '- l 

·~ .. ... 



Cl lnlc No. 

Ill. STANDARD ANO EXPERIMENTAL TREATMENT GROUPS 

A. TREATMENT TEAM MEETINGS 

I. What la the average number of 
treatmant team meatlnga par year7 

2. What la the average duration of 
meeting? 

3. How much time la devoted to 
atandard pat lornta per maet Ing? 

4. How much time la devoted to 
e•perlmental patlenta par meeting? 

min. 

min. 

min. 

5. What la the attendance of team meetings 
during the past year (Indicate vacant 
poaltlona by NA)7 

a. Physician I: Y. of meet Ines 

b, Physician 21 Y. of meet Ines 

c. Phyalclan 31 Y. of meetings 

d. Phyalclan 41 Y. of meetings 

a. Trlal Coordinator: Y. of meetings 

f. Reaearch Nurae 11 Y. of meetings 

g. Reaearch Nurse 21 Y. of meetings 

h. Research Assistant I: Y. of meet lngs 

I. Reaearch Assistant 21 Y. of meetings 

J, Secretary I: Y. of me1ttln9s 

k. Secretary 21 Y. of meet Ines 

I. Diet It Ian I 1 Y. of meetln95 

m. Diet It Ian 21 Y. of meetings 

n. Behavioral Scientist I: Y. of meet Ines 

o. Behavioral Scientist 2: Y. of meetings 

Other (specify): 

p. ~of meetings 

q. % of mHttt lny~ 
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8. ON-CALL TREATMENT TEAM (after hours and weekend&) 

I. How many hours per week Is a physician 
available to take calls (outside of 
normal bus1ne55 hour5)7 
(7 aay5 - 40 hours = 128 hours) 

2. How many hours per Neek ts a nurse 
available to take calls (outalde of 
normal business hours)? 
(7 days - 40 hours = 128 houra) 

3. Currently. what Is the average number of 
eaperlmental patient calls per month? 

4. 

a. What percentage of calla are taken 
by the nurse: 

b. What Is the average duration of a 
nurae cal 17 

c. What percenteee of calls are taken 
by the physician? 

d. What Is the average duration of a 
phyalclan cal 17 

Currently, what Is the average number of 
standard patient calla per month? 

a. What percentage of calls are taken 
by the nurse: 

b. What Is tl1H average duration of a 
nurse Ciil I? 

c. Whal percHntayv of cal Is are taken 
by the physician? 

a. What l5 the average duration of a 
physician cal 17 

'\ 

hours 

hours 

cal Is 

" 
min. 

" 
min. 

c" 11 s 

" 
min. 

" 
min. 



Cllnlc hu. 

C. ADHERENCE ACTIVITIES 

1. In• typlc•I ye•r. what••• tha number of 
•dh•renc• •ctlvltte•7 · 

•· For •tandard patient•• 

b. For ••perl..,.nt•I P•tl•nt•1 

2. What ••• the duration ot • typlcal 
actlvltlf (In hour•)? 

•· For •t•ndard patient•• 

b. For ••parlmantal patlanta1 

3. How much tlma •a• apant planning a typlcal 
activity (In houra)7 .. For •t•ndard patient• 

Numb•r of hour• ap•nt1 

1) Phlf•lclan1 

2) Nur•e1 

3) Behavioral Sclentlat1 

4) Dl•tltlan1 

5) A••aarch A••l•tanta 

8) S•cretary1 

b. For ••perlmental patient• 

Number of hour• apant1 

1) Physician: 

2) Nurse: 

3) Beh11vloral Scientist: 

4 ) DI" t It I an : 

5) Aesuarch Assistant: 

6) Secrutary: 

activities 

act lvlt le• 

hour a 

hours 

hours 

hour a 

hours 

hour& 

hours 

hour& 

hours 

hours 

flours 

hours 

hours 

nours 
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4. What •a5 the avuraoa cost par patient (and significant 
otnar) of a typical activity (Includes cost of refresh
ments, matarlels, &upplle5, meeting space, ate.) 

a. Cost per standard patient: 

b. Coat par eaperlmuntal patlant1 

5. Typlc•lllf, •hat percunt or th• •dher•nca 
•ctlvltles are educatlonal (aa oppo•ad 
to soclal): 

a. For standard patl11nts1 

D. For aaparlmental patlanta1 

6. I of staff members attending activity: 

a. For standard patients: 

1) Physician: 

2) Nurae: 

3) Behavioral Sclentlat1 

4) Diet It Ian: 

5) Research Assistant: 

6) Secretary: 

7) Other (&pacify): 

D. For eaparlmental patients: 

I) Physician: 

2) Hur:»tt: 

3) Behdvlordl Sc l11nt 1st: 

4) Dl"t It 1 .. n: 

5) AestH:1rch Ass1sti:jnt: 

6) Secretary: 

7) Other (specify): 

N " 

N ., 

N "' 

N 

N 

N 

N " 

N 

N " 

N 

N 

N 

N 

N 

'
'-

_,. 
_,. 

') 

·-',..,f, 



Cl tntc No. 

7. Ho• much time •BB spent preparing end/or 
distributing newsletters, anniversary letters, 
hollday carda, birthday cards, etc. last year: 

a. Phyalclan1 houra 

b. Nur••1 houra 

c. Behavioral Scientist: hours 

d. Dlatttlan1 hours 

•· Raaaarch Aaatatant1 

f. Sacretary1 

D. PARTICIPANT COSTS 
(Queatlon patients directly about 
participant coata) 

1. On average, what ta the one-way travel 
time to cllnlc (aacludtng patients who 
fly)7 

2. On average, what ta tha ona-•aY travel 
distance to the clinic (a•cludlng 
pattanta who fly)7 

3. What ta the coat of parking per vtalt 
at cltntc (regardla1111 of who paya)7 

4. What percent of patient• require chtld 
care for cltnlc vlalta (regardless of 
who paya)7 

6. What ta the coat of child care par visit 
at clinic for those requiring child care 

hour a 

houra. 

min, 

mt las 

s_ 

" 
(regardless of •ho paya)7 s_ 

6. How much time Is lost from •ork per 
patient par monthly vlalt7 hours 

7. What 'I of patients take this t Ima as 
unpaid leave? " ---

B. How much t Ima la I oat from •Ork par 
patient per quarterly vlalt7 -- hours 

9. What 'I of patients take this t Ima as 
unpaid leava7 " ---

E. 
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SCHEDULING COSTS 

I. What ts the average amount of time required to 
schedule a medtcal management visit (e.g., a 
n1ontllly. quartHrlv or annual vl•tt (tnclu~B• 
ttme sµent coordtnattng wtth team, calling, 
and reschadullng): 

Monthly Annu.(l. quarterly 

# of minutes per 
completed visit: 

2. What ll. of schedullng 
Is done by: 

a. Nur1u1: 

b. Secretar11: 

c. Clerk: 

d. Other (specify): 

·,.r. 

F. ADDITIONAL COSTS 

How much other lnterdlsctptlnary time ta spent 
sotvtng patient related problems not already noted 
(e.g. - time spent talking at the water cootar)7 

Minutes per patient per month1 

I. Standard patients: 

a. Physician: --
b. Nu1s11: --
c. Behavloral scientist: --
d. Dietitian: --
e. Research Assistant: --

2. Eaperlmental pat lornt s: 

a. Ph11stctan: 

IJ. Nurse: -
c. Behavioral sclttntlst: --
d. Dietitian: --
e. Research Assistant: 

min. 

min. 

min. 

min. 

min. 

min. 

min. 

min. 

min. 

min. 
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DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Llpoprotaln Anclllary Study Speelman Malltng Llat 

March 6, 1992 
OCCT Form 123. I 

Paga 1 of I 

This mall Ing ltat la used whenever the OCCT cllnlc ships a container of specimens to the Central Biochemistry Laboratory (CBL) 
for analysis of llpoprotatne as part of Or. John Brunzel l's anctllary study. A series of five (5) 1 ml and one (1) 3 ml samples 
ehould be Included. Four copies of thte form are to be distributed as follows1 

(I) ORIGINAL -- Coinplata and sand with the specimens 

Mall taa OCCT Central Biochemistry Laboratory 
ATTN1 L275, Mayo 626-3645 
University of Minnesota Hospltal and Cllnlc 
420 Delaware Streat 
Mlnnaapolts, MN 55455 

Sand to the address above with the orlglnal. ( 2)- COPY 

( 3) COPV 

(4) COPV 

Sand to the Coordinating Canter In the weekly forms mall Ing. 

Ratatn tn cltntc tllae. 

Cl lnlc Number a 

Specimens Shipped ona 
Month Dey veer 

Specimens Collected From1 
Month Day v;.r 

PLASMA f.Q!! LIPOPROTEIN ANALYSIS 

PATIENT ID 
NUMBER 

PATIENT"S 
INITIALS 
F M L 

DATE SPECIMENS 
OR AWN 

Month Day Year 

-'-
-'-

-'--'-

through 
Month oay Vear 

COMMENTS 
(Indicate tr lass then 6 •ample• era Included.) 
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r .":: 
<· 
'• 

[~lDATION STUOY•f 

DIABETES CONTROL ANO COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 
Body Comp~sltlon Measurements 

A. IDENTIFYING INFORMATION 

1. C:llnlc Number: 

2. Patient IU Numberr 

J. Patient'• lnltlelar 

4. Date For• Compl•le~r I I 
Month Dey Veer 

5. VI a II nulllber (neer••l qu11rl•r I y v la II) 1 

B. MEASUREMENTS: 

M1111aure1119nt• ere tek•n t•lce end recordad. If the t•o 
111eeaur11a ere not •lthln 0.5 cm (5.0 mm) of each othar, 
two additional .. esur•manta ere teken end ell four 
meaaures •r• recorded. 

1. Walat Clrcu111ferenc• (c•) -- Neturel 
NO YES 

la llpohypertropy present? ( I) ( 2) 

la llpoatrophy pr••ant7 ( I) ( 2) 

e. Flrat .. eaur11ment1 -- -- --·--
b. Second meeaur•mant1 

Record (c) end (d) only IP ftrat 2 measurements ere not 
within 0.5 Clll. 

c. Third 1M18suremant1 

d. Fourth .. eauremenl 1 

2. lllec Waist Circumference (C•) 
NO YES 

Is llpohyperlropy present? ( I) ( 2) 

Is llpnatrophy present? ( 1) ( 2) 

e. First meaauremenl1 -- -- -----
b. Second meaaurement1 

Record (c) end (d) only tf f lret 2 .. eaur•mente ere not 
•llhln 0.5 Clll. 

c. Third 111Beaurement1 --·--
d. Fourth meeaurement1 --·--

J. Hip Clrcumfer11nce (cm) 

la ltpohypertropy preeent7 

la llpoetrophy present? 

11. Flrat 111eesurement1 

b. Second 111B11sure111ent1 

NO VES 

I) 

I) 

2) 

2) 

Record (c) and (d) only tr first 2 .. eaurements ere not 
•llhln 0.5 cm. 

c. Third measurement: 

d. Fourth mea~urement1 



Pat lent ID 

C. STATURE 

1. Weight (kg) 

a. Ftrat measurementr -.-·--
b. Second rneasurementa 

Record (c) and (di ooly If first 2 maaaurementa are not 
•llhln 0.2 kilograms (200 gm). 

c. Third measurement1 

d. Four· th meaaure11111nt 1 

2. Height (cm) 

e. ft rat 11t1tasuremvnt 1 

b. S11co11d measu1·t1ment: 

Record (c) and (di only If f lral 2 measurements are not 
•lthln 1.0 cm (10.0 111111) 

c. Third measurement1 

d. Fourth 111eeaurement1 

0. BIOELECTRIC IMPEDANCE ANALYSIS 

Determtna realat•nce •nd re•ct•nce, tn ohma, et one 
electrode placement then move the electrode• attach
ments ta another placement untll lp•llataral and 
contralaterel m•asure1nenta ere completed .. 

Record (cl and (dl If tha f lrst 
meeaurementa are not •llhln 2 ahma 
measurements are not •lthln I ohm. 

BIA •I 

!!.!.!..!..!.! 
I. BS Pre (BIA •I) 

2. Right Arm to Right Leg 

al flr•t mea•urement 

b) a•cond m•••urement 

It naca•••rr. 

cl third measurement 

d) fourth measurement 

two 
!!.!. the 

~ 

resistance 
reactance 

BIA •2 

!!..!.!..!.!.!. ~ 

J. Right Arm ta Left Leg 

a) first measurement 

b) second measurement 

0 1 f necessary, 

c) third lllB&suremant 

d) fourth ~easurement 

4, Left Arm to Left Leg 

al flr•t measurement 

bl second measurement 

If necessary, 

cl third measurement 

dl fourth measurement 

5. Left Arm to Rlyht Leg 

•> first measurement 

b) ••cond rnea•ure111ent 

If necessary, 

cl third 'measurement 

d) fourth me•aurement 

6. es pp (BIA •2) 

OCCT For• 124. I P•g• 2 or 2 cl 
•: J 
:-'j 

BIA •I 
!!!.!..!.!.! !!.!.!.£! 

BIA •2 
~ ~ 

Name of person complatlng thl• form1 Certification No. 
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DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

Connunlty Comparison ProJact 
HEMOGLOBIN REPORTING LOG 

, July 11, 1992 
DCCT ForBI 125.1 
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RESULTS1 Saparata ahaata wlll be co111platad by Terry Spennetta, representing WESDR and Jean Bucks• or the DCCT. Laboratory results 
wlll b• raturnad to Duka O•an on a •eekly basis. Samples wlll be run In duplicate with the average value reported. WESDR 
aample• wlll ba analyzed via JSOLAB for HbAI content, the CBL wlll use the DIAMAT to meaaura HbAlc content. 

SAMPLES 1 Dr. Santiago wlll ahlp caplaa or thla form: hevln~ completed th• "Sampla Number", "Data Drawn• and "Data Shipped" columns, 
and• apllt aa111pla duplicate on wat lea to each or the labs ror 150 non-DCCT samples. He wlll send an addltlonal copy of 
th• partially co1111>latad Por• 126 to Duke Owen at the Coe. Shipments wlll be made on Mondaya and Wednaadeys. 

Jean Bucksa 
DCCT Cantrel Blochamlatry Laboratory 
ATTN: L 275 Mayo 
University of Minnesota Hoapltal and Cllnlc 
42D Del•••ra Street, S.E. 
Mlnneapolta. MN 55455 
612-626-3646 

Laboratory 
Klaln - WESDR - HbAI ( 1) 
Bucksa - DCCT - HbAlc ( 2) 

Date Shipped 

·Terry Spennet ta 
1415 Linden Drive 
Madison, WI 537D6 
608-262-7984 

Date An11ly111d 
Sampla 
Nulllber 

(001-150) 
Data Dra•n 

MO DAY YR MO DAY YR MO DAY YR 

Non-DCCT Sample 

Nan-DCCT Sample 

Non-DCCT Sample 

Non-OCCT Sa1111>la 

Non-DCCT Sample 

Non-DCCT Sample 

Non-DCCT Sample 

Non-DCCT Sample 

Hon-DCCT Sample 

Non-DCCT Sample 

Hon-OCCT. Sample 

Nan-DCCT Sample 

Non-DCCT Sampla 

Non-DCCT Sample 

Non-DCCT Sampla 

r; 
c .:. 
, 'I 

-'--'
_1 __ 1_ 

_1 __ 1_ 
__ l __ I_ 

_I_ 
_ I_ 

_l __ I_ 

I 

_I_ 
-'

I 

_I_ 

_1 __ 1_ 

_l __ I_ 

_1 __ 1_ 

_I_ 

_I.....:.. _I_ 
_l __ I_ 

_l __ I_ 

I 

_l __ I_ 

I 

I 

_I_ 
_l __ I_ 

_I_ 

_I_ 

_l __ ,_ 

_I_ 
_l __ I 

_I_ 

-'--'
_l __ I_ 

_I_ 

_l __ I_ 

_l __ I_ 

_l __ I _ 

_I_ 
_l __ I 

_l __ I_ 

I 

_I_ 

_I_ 

Duke O•en 
GWU Blostatlatlca Cante 
611D Eaacutlva Blvd., Suite 750 
Rockvllle, Maryland 20852 
301-881-9280 

HbAI (WESOR) or 
HbA le (OCCT) 

-·-
-·-
-·-

-·-

-·-

-·-

COMllENTS 





DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

HEALTH STATUS QUESTIONNAIRE 

Sf-36 

INFORMATION TO BE SUPPLIED BY CLINIC COORDINATOR: 

1. Clinic Number 

2. Patient ID Number -----
J. Patient's Initials ---
4. Today's date 

Month Day Year 

s. Visit Number 

August 18, 1992 
DCC! Form 128.l 

Page 1 of 7 



SF-36 Questions, p. 1

NOTE.  While the RAND Corporation permits copying of the SF-36 questions, the graphic layout of the form used in

the DCCT was copyrighted by another organization.  We therefore present the questions below without reproducing

the actual layout of the form. 

The variables in the dataset that correspond to each question are shown in the data summary that
follows these questions.

Information entered by clinic staff.
1. Clinic Number 
2. Patient ID Number 
3. Patient's Initials 
4. Today's date 
5. Visit Number 

INSTRUCTIONS TO PATIENT: 
This survey asks for your views about your health. This information will be summarized in your
medical record and will help your doctors keep track of how you feel and how well you are able
to do your usual activities. 

Answer every question by circling the appropriate number. 1, 2, 3, ... If you are unsure about how
to answer a question, please give the best ·answer you can and make a comment in the left
margin.] 

1. In general, would you say your health is:
Response categories: 1: Excellent, 2: Very Good, 3: Good, 4: Fair, 5: Poor

2. Compared to one year ago, how would you rate your health in general now? 
Response categories: 

1:  Much better now than one year ago, 

2:  Somewhat better now than one year ago, 

3:  About the same, 

4:  Somewhat worse than one year ago, 

5:  Much worse now than one year ago

HEALTH AND DAILY ACTIVITIES 

3. The following questions are about activities you might do during a typical day. Does your
health limit you in these activities? If so, how much?

Response categories for all items, 3.a to 3.j:

 1: Yes, Limited a Lot, 2: Yes, Limited a Little, 3: No, Not Limited at All

Health Status Questionnaire
SF-36



SF-36 Questions, p. 2

a. Vigorous activities, such as running, lifting heavy objects, participating in strenuous
sports 

b. Moderate activities, such as moving a table, pushing a vacuum cleaner, bowling, or
playing golf 

c. Lifting or carrying groceries

d. Climbing several flights of stairs 

e. Climbing one flight of stairs

f. Bending, kneeling, or stooping 

g. Walking more than a mile

h. Walking several blocks 

i. Walking one block

j. Bathing and dressing yourself  

4.  During the past 4 weeks, have you had any of the following problems with your work 
or other regular daily activities as a result of your physical health?

Response categories for all items, 4.a to 4.d:

 1: Yes, 2: No

a. Cut down on the amount of time you spent on work or other activities 

b. Accomplished less than you would like 

c. Were limited in the kind of work or other activities 

d. Had difficulty performing the work or other activities (for example, it took extra effort) 

5. During the past 4 weeks, have you had any of the following problems with your work or other
regular daily activities as a result of any emotional problems (such as feeling depressed or
anxious)?

Response categories for all items, 5.a to 5.c:

 1: Yes, 2: No

a. Cut down on the amount of time you spent on work  or other activities 

b. Accomplished less than you would like 

c. Didn't do work or other activities as carefully as usual.

6. During the past 4 weeks, to what extent has your physical health or emotional 
problems interfered with your normal social activities with family, friends, neighbors, or 
groups? 

Response categories: 1: Not at All, 2: Slightly, 3: Moderately, 4: Quite a bit; 5: Extremely



SF-36 Questions, p. 3

PAIN 

7. How much bodily pain have you had during the past 4 weeks? 
Response categories: 1: None, 2: Very Mild, 3: Mild, 4: Moderate; 5: Severe; 6: Very Severe

8. During the past 4 weeks, how much did pain interfere with your normal work 
(including work both outside the home and housework)? 

Response categories: 1: Not at all, 2: A little bit, 3: Moderately, 4: Quite a bit; 5: Extremely

YOUR FEELINGS 

9. These questions are about how you feel and how things have been with you during 
the past month. For each question, please indicate the one answer that comes 
closest to the way you have been feeling. 

How much of the time during the past month ...

Response categories: 1: All of the Time, 2: Most of the Time, 3: A Good Bit of the Time, 4: Some of the

Time, 5: A Little of the Time, 6: None of the Time.

a. did you feel full of pep? 

b. have you been a very nervous person? 

c. have you felt so down in the dumps nothing could cheer you up? 

d. have you felt calm and peaceful? 

e. did you have a lot of energy? 

1. have you felt downhearted and blue? 

g. did you feel worn out? 

h. have you been a happy person?  

j. did you feel tired?  

j. has your health limited your social activities (like visiting with friends or close
relatives)? 

HEALTH  IN  GENERAL 

10. Please choose the answer that best describes how true or false each of the following
statements is for you. 

Response categories: 1: Definitely True, 2: Mostly True, 3: Not Sure, 4: Mostly False, 5: Definitely False

a  I seem to get sick a little easier than other people. 

b. I am as healthy as anybody I know. 

c. I expect my health to get worse. 

d. My health is excellent. 
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Appendix B 

DCCT TEACHING OBJECTIVES 

October 22, 1987 Appendix B 
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Name: 

DCCT #: ---------
Group: 

RESPONSIBILITY OF DIETITIAN 

UPON COMPLETION OF TEACHING DIET AND 
NUTRITION THERAPY, THE DIABETIC PATIENT 
WILL BE ABLE TO: 

l. Explain the role of diet in the 
management of diabetes. 

2. Explain the reason for regularly 
spaced, uniform meals. 

3. Describe the relationship between diet 
and insulin. 

4. Describe the effect of weight control on 
the management of diabetes. 

5. State the effect of simple carbohydrate 
on diabetic control. 

6. State the effect of complex carbohydrates, 
fats, and protein on diabetic control. 

7. Describe how to adjust his/her diet for 
increased activity (planned and unplanned), 
delayed meals, illness and the use of alcohol. 

8. Verbalize the correct selection of foods and 
amounts allowed at mealtime from individual 
diet prescription. 

9. Explain how to adjust diet for unusual 
situations (e.g., travel, changes in work 
schedules). 

10. Verbalize the selection of foods appropriate 
for school lunch menu, cafeteria or restaurant. 

11. Verbalize own diet plan. 

. ·: ... _.,~ 

DATE ACHIEVED 

',• 

HEALTH CARE PROVIDER 



-~-

LOAD!NG THE SYRINGE INTO PUMP 

l. Demonstrate proper filling of syringe. 

z. State the maximum amount which can be added 
to syringe. 

3. State the minimal amount which can be left 
in syringe before syringe change. 

4. Demonstrate accurate insulin preparation. 

5. Demonstrate filling syringe with only one day 
supply of insulin and rationale. 

6. Calculates correctly a one day supply of insulin 
to prepare in syringe. 

7. Calculates correctly basal and pulse do~e 
amounts of insulin which should have infused 
over selected time periods to determine if the 
pump is infusing correctly. 

8. Demonstrates proper loading and securement of 
syringe. 

9. Verbalizes reasons to be aware of amount of 
insulin in syringe immediately before placing 
pump in the run mode each day. 

CARE AND USE OF SOFTWARE 

l. States proper maintenance and storage of adequate 
supplies for infusion pump. 

Z. States correctly the ratio of air bubble content 
in infusion set to amount of insulin displaced. 

3. States where to acquire emergency supplies. 

DATE ACHIEVED 



-... -

SKIN PREPARATION 

l. States proper infusion sites for insertion of 
pump tubing. 

DATE ACHIEVED 

2. States proper freQuency of syringe/tubing changes. -----

3. Demonstrates aseptic techniQue during insertion of 
needle and cleansing of skin. 

4. States warning signs of local skin irritation, 
allergy, infection, intradermal insulin adminis
tration. 

5. States proper action to take in the event of local 
skin problems. 

NEEDLE INSERTION 

l. States proper angle of insertion. 

2. Demonstrates proper angle of insertion. 

3. States the effects of different sites on 
absorption -Of insulin. 

4. Demonstrates proper securement of infusion set. 

5. Demonstrates changing syringe without changing 
catheter tubing. 

INSULIN ADJUSTMENT/BLOOD GLUCOSE CONTROL 

l. States algorithms for routine days for 
control of blood glucose. 

2. States algorithms for sick days for 
control of blood glucose. 

3. States effect of basal/pre-meal bolus 
on glucose levels. 

4. States proper procedure for sudden elevations 
or drop in blood glucose values. 

5. States how various nutrients affect control 
using a continuous infusion pump. 

6. States appropriate procedure when meal is 
skipped or delayed. 



-~-

IDENTIFICATION - INSULIN PUMP 

1. States proper identification to place 
on pump. 

PUMP FAILURE/MALFUNCTION 

l. States importance of having accessible 
conventional equipment at home. 

2. States proper "trouble spots" to assess 
if. pump malfunctions. 

3. States personnel to contact in case of 
trouble with infusion pump. 

4. States acceptable alternate insulin schedule 
to be used in case of pump failure. 

ACTIVITIES OF DAILY LIVING WITH CONTINUOUS 
INSULIN DELIVERY SYSTEM 

1. Verbalizes appropriate time periods of the pump 
without supplementation. 

2. States appropriate alternate insulin dose to 
be used in case of temporary discontinuance 
of infusion pump. (swirrvning, evening out) 

3. States appropriate precautions to take with 
temperature changes. 

4. States alternate pump settings for exercise, 
sexual relations, sleeping, etc. 

5. Verbalizes appropriate precautions to take 
when traveling. 

6. Demonstrates alternative methods to wearing 
pump with changes in attire. 

DATE ACHIEVED 

HEALlR CARE PROVIDER 



Name: 
DCCT #: 

~~~~~~~~~ 

Group: 

MULTIPLE DAILY INJECTIONS/PEN PUMP 

AFTER COMPLETION OF THE STANDARD EDUCATIONAL 
OBJECTIVES AND FURTHER TEACHING SESSIONS, THE 
PERSON WHO IS TO BE ON MULTIPLE DAILY INJECTIONS 
WILL BE ABLE TO: 

1. State the purpose of MDI (multiple daily injections). 

2. State the purpose of a pre-meal dose. 

3. State the onset, peak, duration of action of 
regular insulin. 

4. State the onset, peak, duration of action of 
NPH, lente, or ultra-lente insulin. 

5. State the proper timing of a pre-meal dose. 

6. Prick finger to obtain an adequate amount of blood 
for home blood glucose monitoring. 

7. Demonstrates correct procedure for use of a reflec
tance meter. 

8. Demonstrates ability to visually interpret blood 
strips accurately. 

9. State the correct frequency and times for home 
blood glucose monitoring. 

10. State when urine should be tested for acetone. 

11. State the expected range of blood glucose pre-meal, 
90-120 minutes after meals, and at 3 a.m. 

12. States correct algorithm for adjustment of insulin 
according to blood glucose level for a routine day. 

13. ·state correct algorithm for adjustment of insulin 
for treatment of sick days. 

14. State correct algorithm for adjustment of insulin 
for changes in diet and/or exercise. 

15. Measure a variety of dosages accurately. 

16. Demonstrate correct procedures for choosing and 
rotating sites. 

.-

DATE ACHIEVED 
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17. Demonstrate aseptic technique during cleansing 
of skin and insertion of needle. 

18. State symptoms of local skin reaction, allergies 
or infection. 

19. State correct intervention ln the event of local 
skin problems. -

20. State the effect on· the absorption rate of insulin 
when different sites are used. 

AFTER COMPLETION OF TEACHING SESSIONS ON MDI ANO 
THE PEN PUMP, THE PERSON WILL BE ABLE TO: 

1. State proper infusion sites for insertion of 
pump tubing. 

2. Demonstrate correct filling of the insulin syringe 
and priming of the tubing. 

3. Demonstrate correct procedure in assembling the 
pen pump. 

4. State correct number of units left unused in the 
catheter after syringe is emptied. 

5. State correct frequency of syringe and tubing changes. 

6. Demonstrate aseptic technique during cleansing of 
skin and insertion of needle. 

7. Demonstrate correct angle of insertion. 

8. Demonstrate a correct and comfortable method of 
securing the infusion set. 

9. Demonstrate how to activate the pen pump. 

10. Discard the stainless steel mixing ball in the 
syringe lf using only regular insulin while 
maintaining sterility. 

11. Demonstrate attaching syringe to catheter without 
removing stainless steel mixing ball if two insulins 
are used. 

12. Demonstrate knowledge of both the internal and 
external dosage know. 

13. State correct number of clicks per unit of insulin 
needed. 
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14. States correct procedure for maintenance 
and storage of adequate supplies for pen pump. 

15. States where to acquire emergency supplies. 

16. States importance of keeping syringes at home 
in case of pump malfunction. 

17. States appropriate personnel to contact in case 
of trouble with pen pump. 

·- ., 

" 

'') i '·) 
---------- t_•·. 

HEALTH CARE PROVIDER 



Name: 
OCCT #: 

~~~~~~~~~~ 

· Group: 

UPON COMPLETION OF TEACHING INSULIN 
ADMINISTRATION, THE DIABETIC PATIENT 
WILL BE ABLE TO: 

1. Verbalize the type(s), concentration and 
dose of insulin used. 

2. Verbalize the onset, peak and duration of 
actions of insulin(s) used. 

3. Verbalize correct time(s) for insulin 
administration. 

4. Demonstrate accurate drawing up and injection 
of insulin. 

5. Verbalize proper injection sites and rotat1on 
pattern. 

6. Verbalize correct care of insulin syringe and 
needles. 

7. Verbalize proper storage of insulin. 

8. Verbalize why a daily insulin injection may 
never be omitted. 

·9. Verbalize correct procedure to follow in case of 
insulin misadministration. 

......... ~ •. C'• 

DATE ACHIEVED 

HEALTH CARE PROVIDER 



Name: 

DCCT #: ---------
Group: 

DCCT EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES - INSULIN PUMP 

After successfully com~leting the basic curriculum for the standard education 
of the diabetic patient, the following additional objectives should be 
accomplished by the patient/significant other who is to be placed on an 
insulin pump: 

MECHANICS OF PUMP 

1. State the name/model insulin infusion pump. 

2. State the purpose of the basal infusion. 

3. Demonstrate basal setting adjustment. 

4. State the purpose of the pre-meal bolus. 

5. Demonstrate pre-meal bolus setting adjustment and 
administration. 

6. State proper timing of pre-meal bolus before meals. 

7. State purpose ~f supplemental dose. 

8. Demonstrate supplemental dose setting and activation. 

9. State alarms available on pump. 

10. Demonstrate alarm settings • 

.ll. State the purpose of priming of syringe. 

12. Demonstrate priming of tubing. 

13. Demonstrate on/off system. 

14. Demonstrate actions taken to properly clean and 
maintain pump. 

15. Demonstrate proper recharging procedure for pump 
batteries. 

16. State life-span of battery. 

17. State duration of fully charged battery. 

DATE ACHIEVED 



Name: 
DCCT #: 
Group: 

UPON COMPLETION OF TEACHING THE USE OF 
PROPER IDENTIFICATION, THE DIABETIC 
PATIENT WILL BE ABLE TO: 

l. Verbalize the importance of wearing a 
medic alert tag. 

2. Verbalize the importance of carrying 
identification as a diabetic at all times. 

3. State where proper identification can be 
purchased. 

DATE ACHIEVED 

HEALTH CARE PROVIDER 



Name: 
DCCT #: 

Group: 

UPON COMPLETION OF TEACHING THE DEFINITION(S) 
OF DIABETES, THE DIABETIC PATIENT WILL BE ABLE TO: 

I. State a simple working definition of diabetes. 

2. State three ways diabetes is controlled. 

3. State the role of food activity and medication 
in the treament of diabetes. 

4. Describe what happens in the body when insulin is 
deficient. 

5. State effect of physical activity on regulation 
of glucose. 

6. State effect of stress on regulation of glucose. 

DATE ACHIEVED 

·~. 

HEALTH CARE PROVIDER 



Name: 

OCCT #: --------
Group: 

UPON COMPLETION OF TEACHING URINE TESTING 
PROCEDURE, THE DIABETIC PATIENT WILL BE 
ABLE TO: 

1. Demonstrate urine testing for sugar and 
acetone using testing materials correctly. 

2. Demonstrate accurate interpretation of results 
of sugar and acetone testing. 

3. Verbalize correct voided specimen to use for 
urine testing. 

4. Verbalize correct frequency of urine testing. 

5. Verbalize significance of sugar and acetone in 
urine in explaining symptoms. 

6. Verbalize when need to report test results to 
DCCT center. 

7. Verbalize frequency of urine testing when ill. 

DATE ACHIEVED 

HEALTH CARE PROVIDER 



Name: 

DCCT #: --------
Group: 

UPON COMPLETION OF THE TEACHING ON ILLNESS 
MANAGEMENT, THE DIABETIC PATIENT WILL BE 
ABLE TO: 

1. Explain relationship between illness and 
ketoacidosis. 

2. Li~t early signs of ketoacidosis. 

3. State when to notify the DCCT center. 

4. Describe and demonstrate how to modify the 
. mealplan as it relates to: 

~ total calories 
- type and amount of food and fluids 
- if nauseated or vomiting 

5. State when to test urine. 

6. State principles of general care during 
illness. 

DATE ACHIEVED 

_') ,_-:- -· 

HEALTH CARE PROVIDER 



Name: 

DCCT #: --------
Group: 

UPON COMPLETION OF TEACHING INFORMATION 
RELATED TO HYPERGLYCEMIC ANO HYPOGLYCEMIC 
REACTIONS, THE DIABETIC PATIENTS WILL BE 
ABLE TO: 

HYPOGLYCEMIA 

l. State the signs and symptoms of hypoglycemia. 

2. Verbalize and describe symptoms experienced. 

3. Define "insulin reaction". 

4. State situations conducive to causing low blood 
sugar. 

5. State ways to prevent low blood sugar reactions. 

6. State effect of prolonged or excessive physical. 
activity. 

7. State ways to treat low blood sugar. 

8. State need to notify DCCT center of repetitive 
or severe reactions. 

HYPERGLYCEMIA 

1. State signs and symptoms of hyperglycemia. 

2. State possible causes of symptoms of hyperglycemia. 

3. State ways to prevent symptoms of hyperglycemia 
and ketoacidosis. 

4. State actions to take to treat symptoms of 
hyperglycemia. 

5. State when to contact DCCT for help. 

DATE ACHIEVED 

HEALTH CARE PROVIDER 



Name: 
DCCT #: 

~~~~~~~~~~ 

Group: 

UPON COMPLETION OF TEACHING RELATED TO 
EXERCISE, THE DIABETIC PATIENT WILL BE 
ABLE TO: 

l. State preferred times for exercise. 

2. State the benefits of an exercise program. 

3. Verbalize the effect of excessive or prolonged 
exercise as a cause of hypoglycemia. 

4. State appropriate snacks for exercise. 

·~ 

DATE ACHIEVED 

) . :,,..,. 

HEALTH CARE PROVIDER 



Name: 
DCCT #: 

Group: 

UPON COMPLETION OF DIABETES TEACHING, THE 
DIABETIC PATIENT WILL BE ABLE TO: 

1. Discuss feelings related to own diagnosis 
of diabetes. 

2. Discuss how diabetes affects own lifestyle. 

3. Discuss how diabetes affect~ their family. 

4. Discuss how diabetes affects future plans. 

5. Discuss impact of diabetes on feelings of 
independence or dependence. 

6. Verbalize own confidence to manage diabetes.-

DATE ACHIEVED 

HEALTH CARE PROVIDER 



Name: 
DCCT #: 

Group: 

UPON COMPLETION OF TEACHING FOOT CARE/HYGIENE, 
THE DIABETIC PATIENT WILL BE ABLE TO: 

1. Verbalize the value of good personal hygiene. 

2. Verbalize why there is a need for inspection 
and special care of the feet daily. 

3. Demonstrates correct way of washing and drying 
feet. 

4. Verbalize how to care for toenails, calluses, 
and corns. 

5. Verbalize when to see the podiatrist. 

6. State the rationale of the following foot care 
measures: 
- avoiding tight garments 
- protection from heat and cold 
- appropriate exercise program 
- keeping skin clean 
- applying lanolin as needed for dry skin 

7. Verbalize the effect of smoking on circulation 
of blood, especially to the legs and feet. 

8. State signs to check for in examination of the 
legs and feet. 

9. State four signs of infection. 

10. Verbalize what to do about alterations in skin 
condition. 

11. State three safety measures in preventing 
alterations in skin condition. 

DATE ACHIEVED 

HEAL TH CARE PROV IDE.ft;·-"'., 



Name: 

DCCT #: ----------
Group: 

UPON COMPLETION OF TEACHING THE USE OF 
GLUCAGON, THE DIABETIC PATIENT AND SIGNI
FICANT OTHER WILL BE ABLE TO: 

I. Verbalize and describe signs and symptoms 
that occur with an insulin reaction. 

2. Verbalize and define a severe insulin reaction. 

3. Verbalize tne different treatment for mild and 
severe reactions. 

4. State indications for use of glucagon. 

5. Demonstrate proper storage and mixing of 
glucagon. 

6. Demonstrate ability to give injection by patient 
and significant other. 

7. Explore what could have been done to prevent this 
severe reaction from occurring. 

8. State importance of notifying DCCT center of any 
severe reaction. 

DATE ACHIEVED 

HEALTH CARE PROVIDER 



Name: 
DCCT #: 

Group: 

UPON COMPLETION OF TEACHING HEALTH CARE NEEDS, 
THE DIABETIC PATIENT WILL BE ABLE TO: 

1. Verbalize how to contact DCCT center or 
emergency facilities in case of illness. 

2. Verbalize health care and research reasons 
for regular visits to DCCT center. 

DATE ACHIEVED 

HEALTH CARE PROVIDER 



Name: 
DCCT #: 

~~~~~~~~~~ 

Group: 

UPON COMPLETION OF TEACHING SELF BLOOD GLUCOSE 
MONITORING, THE DIABETIC PATIENT WILL BE ABLE TO: 

l. Demonstrate the proper use of an autolet/monojector/ 
autoclix/hemalet. 

2. Demonstrate the proper technique for obtaining a 
drop. of blood for a blood sugar test. 

3. Demonstrate the proper procedure for use of 
Chemstrip bG/Oextrostix. 

4. Verbalizes appropriate time intervals for testing 
blood sugars. 

5. Demonstrates proper use/care of the Accu-Chek/ 
Glucometer. 

6. Demonstrates the ability to accurately visualize 
Chemstrip bG 1s. 

7. Verbalizes the importance of recording blood sugars. 

8. Verbalizes when it is appropriate to also test 
urine for ketones. 

9. Verbalizes when it is appropriate to contact the 
DCCT center. 

.. ,,._ 

DATE ACHIEVED 

HEAL TH CARE PROV IDER 



NOTE.  Forms 3.4 and 122 are missing from
the archived MOOP.  For completeness, copies
for these forms have been added to this copy of
the MOOP.

(Handwritten annotations on forms were not present on

original copies.)



DCCT Data Set Documentation: Form 3.4 

Form 3.4: Close-Out Medical History and Physical Examination 
Used only in the close-out period, Derember 1992 - April 1993 

Purpose: Collect final updates on physical characteristics, lifestyle, diabetes management, 
adherence to the assigned treatment regimen, medical history since the last clinic visit, and 
family medical history. 

Collection Schedule: Once per patient during the close-out period. 

Data Set Name: F0034 

Structure: One record per patient evaluated during close-out. 

Size: 1423 observations of 501 variables. 



mm Diabetes 
Control and 
Complications 
Trial 

• 
DIABETES CONTROL AND COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

£;1Me-0ut Medical llistory and Physical Examination 

• Novetnbe.- 20, 1992 
OCCT form OOJCLOSE 

Page 1 of 23 

Thta form la to be completed during the close-out cllntc visit. The visit number that l:'...2.!:!. ehould !!.!..!. .!.! .!!!!. !2!.!! quarterly 
visit~..!.!! the patient'• aeguenca !'.!.scheduled vl11lt11. At the time of the vlslt, data •lll b• collected on this form lo 
document modifications of therapy end to update Information on the status of patients on deviations froin assigned treatment and 
tranafera to Inactive status. Aleo there are questions that are used to update 1nformatlon that waa collected at screening. 

Unless othar•laa Indicated, questions on 
clinic visit (I.a,, appro~lmataly the last 90 

this form 
days). 

refer to the patient's ekpertence elnce the .!.!!.!. coinpleted quarterly 

If' tn complettno thte evaluation It ta 
Nottflcatlon of' lntercurrent Event (DCCT Form 
Form OBJ) and Further Oetalle of Hypo9lycemlc 

found that the patient 
020) and, tr appllc:able, 
Event (DCCT Form 92.2). 

has a~partanced an tntercurrant event. complete the 
the Notlflcetlon of Hypoglycemic lntercurrent Event (DCCT 

Send the orlglnal of this form to the Coordinating Center In the '"'"•kly forma melllng, 
f' I lea. 

retaining a copy In the cllntc•s 

A. IDENTIFYING INFORMATION 

1. DCCT Cltntc Number 

2. Patient 10 Number 

3, Patlant'a Jnttlals 

4. Date of' Vtatt 
MiinTh DaY Vair 

5. Wea It neceaeary to reschedule 
tha patient f'or this visit No Vea 
for any reaaon7 ( 1) ( 2) 

I Ho• meny tl-•7 __ I I 
6, What la the follow-up visit numbar7 

7. Enter the date of' the LAST COMPLETED quarterly 
visit. Unleaa otherwise specified, all questions 
on this form refer to the patient's tlkperlence 
since lhta date. 

Miinth DaY Vair 

B. DEMOGRAPHIC AND GENERAL INfllRMATION 
I. Blrthdate 

2. Gender 

Month PaY Vear 

Mala 
( ' ) Fama I a 

( 2) 

3a} Marttal atatua of' patlant1 (CHECK OHLV ONE) 

Navar married 

Married or remarried 

Separated 

Olvorced 

Wldo .. ed 

b} lf' married, ho'" many ttmee7 

c) If married, remarried, separated, 
divorced or widowed, when did 
marital atatua last change? 

') 

( 2) 

3) ., 
5) 

Mon th Veii=' 



Pat lent ID DCCT Form 003CLOSE Page 2 of 23 

4, Occupation of p•ttent •nd hou•ehold provider•• 

• 

{CHECK ONLY ONE BOK FOR EACH PERSON DESCRIBED, SEE CHAPTER 6 OP THE MANUAL OF OPERATIONS. IF THE PATIENT IS MARRIED, 
INOICA.TE THE OCCUPA.TION OF HIS/HER SPOUSE. IF NOT MARRIEO A.NO IF LIVING WITH PARENT(S), lNDICA.TE OCCUPA.TION{S) OF 
PARENT(S). IF LIVING WITH GUA.RDIAN OR FRIEND WHO PROVIDES ECONOMIC SUPPORT TO THE PATIENT'S HOUSEHOLD, INDICA.TE 
OCCUPATION OF GUARDIAN/FRJENO. ALWAYS INDICATE OCCUPATION OF PATIENT. IF A.NV OF THESE ARE RETIRED OR CURRENTLY 
UNEMPLOYED, CHECK CATEGORY CORRESPONDING TO THE TYPE OF OCCUPATION WHICH THE INDIVIDUA.L 010 OR COULD D01 ALSO CHECK THE 
CORRESPONDING BOK MARKED "UNEMPLOYED OR RETIRED.") 

a) Prof&11Blonal, technical or 11\ml lar lforker 

Manager, offlcal, or proprlator 

Cr•ftsm•n, foreman, or stm11ar .. orker 

Clerlc•I or •lmtlar worker 

Sel •• Workar 

Operative or atmtlar workar 

Servlc• worker 

laborer 

Farmer 

Homemaker 

Student 

Othar or unknown 

b) Unemployed or rattrad 

c) Check here If the answer to e1ther (a) 
or (b) above represents a change In the 
occupation category during the past year 

Patient 

0') 

02) 

OJ) 

04) 

05) 

06) 

07) 

061 

09) 

10) 

") 

12) 

' ) 

( ' ) 

• 

Guardian/ 
Spouse Mother Father Friend 

( 01) ( 01) ( 0 I) ( 01) 

( 02) ( 02) ( 02) { 02) 

( 03) ( 03) ( 03) ( 03) 

( 04) ( 04) ( 04) { 04) 

( 05) ( 05) ( 05) ( 05) 

( 06) ( 08) ( 06} ( 06) 

( 07) ( 07) ( 07) ( 07) 

( 08) ( 08) ( 08) ( 08) 

( 09) ( 09) ( 09) ( 09) 

( 10) ( 10) { 10) ( 10) 

( 11 ) ( 1 I ) ( 11 ) ( 11 ) 

( 12) ( 12) ( 12) ( 12) 

( ' ) ( ' ) ( ' ) ( 1) 

( I) ( ' ) ( I ) ( ' ) 

• 
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Pattent JO 

5, Ourtng the past 12 months, 
ha' the patient ever No 
smoked ptpe11 or cigars? ( I) 

I "'"<Hd to QuHtlon c.• I I 
v .. 
( 2) 

6. Does the p111ttent currently No Yes 
smoke pipes or ctgars7 I 1) ( 2) 

[ ... <Hd to Quutlon c.• I I 
1. How long has It been since 

the patient qutt smoking 
pipes 111nd cigars? 

8. Ourtng the per1od In the 
past 12 months when the 
pat lent amoked ptpea or 
cigars, on the average, 
how many plpefuls and 
ctgers per week did tha 
pat1ent amoke7 

9a. During the past 12 months has 
tha patient lived In a resi
dence whara thara wera tndlvt
duela who smokad7 

b. During the paat 12 montha has 
the patient workad In an anvl
ronmant whare co-workara smoked? 

D. DRINKING SfATUS 

I, During the peat 12 months, 
has the patient consumed an 

months 

ptp87uli< or 
cigars per week 

No 

( " 
No 

' " 

Voo 

' 2) 

Veo 
( 2) 

average of at leeat one No Veo 
alcohol le bavera11a per weak? ( I) ( 2) 

I Pco<Hd to So<t!on •I I 
2. How many 12-ounca bottles of bear (e•

cludlng "tight'" bear) did the pat1ant 
consume during tha past 7 daya7 
(IF THE PAST 1 DAYS WERE ATYPICAL 
CHARACTERIZE A TYPICAL WEEK.) 

J. How rnany 12-ounca bottles of '"light" 
beer did the patient conaume during 
the peat 7 days? (IF THE PAST 

• 
7 DAYS WERE ATVPJCAL, CHARACTERIZE 
A TYPICAL WEEK.) 

(A) 

eOttTes 

(6) 

oOTtTes 

OCCT Form OOJCLOSE Paga 4 of 23 .. 
5, 

6. 

How many 4-ounca glasses of win• did 
the patient conaunu'I durtng the past 
1 deys7 (IF THE PAST 7 DAYS WERE 
ATVPICAL, CHARACTERIZE A TYPICAL WEEK,) 

How many I 112-ounce ahota of atralght 
hard I lquor and I 112-ounca ml~•d 
drlnk11 did th .. patl9nl con11uma during 
the past 1 days7 (IF THE PAST 7 
DAYS WERE ATYPICAL, CHARACTERIZE 
A TYPICAL WEEK.) 

Does the total amount of alcohol 
consumed by the pat lent In the 
past 7 days (OR IN A TYPICAL WEEK) 
exceed 560 grerns7 

Uae thla table It n•c••sary1 

Amount X Grams 

(A) 

(6) 

(C) 

(D) 

X IJ "' 

x 10 " 

x " 
x 15 .. 

TOTAL GRAMS 
OF ALCOHOL 

E. EXERCISE AND ACTIVITY 

• 

I. Which of the fol lowing beat daacrlbaa 
the patlent'9 level of activity on the 
Job, at school or, for homamakara, tn 
homemak Ing? 

Sedentary (such ea ofrtce work with 
occaslonel Inter-off tea walking, ate.; 
e.g., secratery) 

Moderate ectlvlty (raqutraa conalder
able, but not conatant, lifting, 
walklng, b9ndlng, pulling, atc,1 a.g., 
homemaker with famtly and without 
domest1c a1111lstance, policeman, studant 
taking physlcal aducatlon coura•) 

Strenuous activity {requlrea elmost 
constant llftlng. bending. pulllng, 
scrubb1ng, ate.; e.g., furniture mover, 
heavy domestic work) 

") 

GT811ifts 

No 

' ' ) 

(0) 

v .. 
( 2) 

( " 

( 2) 

' 3) 

• 



Patla.D 

2. During th• pa•t ••van d•y•, how many hours 
and minutes did the patent spend In the 
fol lowing types of leisure time activities? 
(IF THE PAST SEVEN DAYS WERE ATYPICAL, 
CHARACTERIZE A TYPICAL WEEK.) 

Light activity 
(E•amples1 bllltarda, 
buwllng, ballroom dancing, 
golf wlth power cart, non
competitive volleyball} 

Moderate activity 
(This level Is marked by 
modest Increases In heart 
r"'te end breathing. Moat 
healthy lndlvlduals find 
these acttvttl•• comfortsbls 
and can continua them for a 
few hours without undue fatigue, 
E•emplee1 leisure cycling 
(5,5 mph), frlabee playing, 
horseback riding, set I Ing, 
table tennis, croquet. 
golf without power cart) 

Hard activity 
(Wh•n •••rclslng at this 
Intensity, moat paopl• wtll 
llkely paraplra. Moat un
trained people could not 
e•erclse at this Intensity 
without taking frequent rest 
periods. E•a111p1es1 eye! Ing 
(9.4 111ph), half-court basket
ball, water akllng, downhill 
skiing, karate or judo, 
doubles tennis, roller 
skating, gymnastics) 

Very hard activity 
(Includes atrenuoua aports 
lnvolvlng a lot of 111ovemant 
or running. Only a well
tratned Individual can 
perform at this Intensity 
for ••tended periods of time. 
E•amplea1 racing cycling, 
football, full-court basket
bal 1, rapid marching, squash, 
continuous, 111oderate to fast 
swimming, rope Jumping, cross 
country running, •lngl•s 
tennis, field hockey) 

Hours 

Hou;:'i 

Hours 

H'Ouri 

• DCCT Form 003CLOSE Page 5 ~3 

MT.;ute"s 

Minutes 

Minuti9 

MTiluTiis 
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Pet l.D ----------

G. DIABETES MANAGEMENT 

An!l,.er Section G for all patients 1111.cept where specified. 
Do not complete Ihle section at the randomization visit. 
When completing thle section, refer to the previous ~~ 
\naul In dosage only. However, If tn your judgement the 
previous day's dosage was atypical of the patient's reg1men, 
use another recent day that you would consider typical, 

1. Specify types of lnaullna uaad by this patient: 
(CHECK ALL THOSE THAT APPLY) 

Human regular ( I ) Pork Reguler ( I ) 
Humen Semllente ( I ) Pork Seml lente ( I ) 
Humen NPH ( I ) Pork NPH ( I ) 
Humen Lente ( I ) Pork Lente ( I ) 
Humen Ultr•lente ( I ) Pork 70/30 ( I ) 
Humen 70/30 ( I ) 

Beef/pork Reguler ( I ) 
Beef/pork Semllente ( I ) 
Beef /pork NPH ( I ) 
Oeet/pork Lente ( II 
Oeef/pork Ultrelente ( I ) 

2. To whet group wee thte pettent rendomtzed7 

Standard (II E11pertmentel ( 2) 

3. e) What tnaul In regimen I• currently belng 
used by thta pettent7 

ln1ultn tnru•lon pump (" 
three or more delly Inject Iona ( 2) 
one or two dally Inject Iona (3) 
oth111r1 ( 4) 

(describe the regimen In Question Nulnbar 5) 

b) ts thte the regimen prescribed by the No Vu 
DCCT cl tntc7 ( " ( 2) 

.. 

I 5. 

DCCT Form 003Cl05E Pege 7 .,3 

Please summarize thta petl11nt'e uauel Insulin r11glm11n 
here. (Ref11r to the prevloua day's tneul In dosage only, 
However, If the previous day'a doa11ga wea etyplcal, use 
the moat recent day th11t you would consider typical. 
Round off to the nearest whole unit.) 

Total number of unite per day1 

Number of 
Units Used Breakfast Lunch Supper 8edt Ima Other 

Reguler 

Semi lente 

NPH 

Lente 

Ultrelente 

70/30 

NOTE1 When fllllng out thta table, conelder ell lneulln 
given between breakfast and lunch ea part of the lunch 
dose, Al I lnaulln between lunch end eupper ta pert of 
tha aupper dose. All Insulin between aupper and bedtlma 
anack 111 part of the aneck doae. If a pat tent glvea a 
prescribed mealtime doae which happened to be zero on 
the day recorded, record "0" In the epproprlata apace. 
Jf no dose wes e.!:.escrlbed for e given time of day, 
Jeeve the apeca blank. If• patient ta one pump, do not 
record basal here. Mee I ln!lul In only raters to bolua 
do!le&. Capture baaal In number 6 fol lowing. 

If the tnsulln regimen uaed by this patient on a typtcal 
day cannot accurately be recorded on the table (queat,on 4) 
plaeaa leave the tabla blank end deacrlba the regimen har111 

Answer If 14 te blankt 
l am describing the lnaulln rag,men hare1 

tf yea, apectfy1 

No 
( I ) 

Vea 
( 2) 
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6, COMPLETE ONLY POR PATIENTS USING AN INSULIN INFUSION 
PUMP 

Total number of UNITS BASAL Insulin lnfuaed per dav1 

Total number of different BASAL RATES usad par day1 

Has the patient hed 111ny technlcel problems with tha 
Insulin lnfuaton pump? 

No Vea 
( 1 I ( 21 

If YES, sp•clfy1 

7. COMPLETE THIS QUESTION ONlV FOR PATIENTS CURRENTLY ON 
ONE OR TWO DAILY INJECTJONS1 

•• 

al H111ve you preecrtbed 111 change In the tnaulln regimen 
or dose since the lest vtatt7 

No Ve• 
( I) ( 2) 

If VES, pl•••• Indicate tha raaaon. 
No Vea 

Symptomatic polyurl111/polydtpala/nocturla ( 1) ( 2) 
Unacceptable degree of hypoglycemia ( 1) ( 2) 
Racurrrent katonurt111 ( 1) ( 2) 
Hamoglobln Ale 111bove the action llmlt ( t) ( 2) 
Pregnancy ( I} ( 2) 
Other1 ( I} ( 2) 

Specify 

b) How ta thte pettant monitoring h1a/her d1abatea7 

Self blood gtucoaa monitoring 
Ur1ne glucoaa monltortng 

No 

( " 
( " 

... 
( ,, 
( ,, Uncertain 

( 3) 
( 3) 

COMPLETE THIS QUESTION POR PATIENTS IN BOTH GROUPS; 

Oo you auapact thet thta p111tl111nt'a reported glucoa111 
(urine and/or blood) monitoring reaulte are 
Inaccurate or ftcttttoua7 

E11.plaln1 

No Vea 
{ I) ( 2) 

No• 
Sure 
( 3) 

• • 
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II. DEVIATIONS FROM ASSIGNED TREATMENT 

1. Since. the last vlatt, ha• the patient 
been on a "deviation from treatment" (aa 
defined In Section 12,5 of the Protocol) 
at l!lny t lme7 

a. If yea, ls tha petlent currently on 
deviation from treatment? 

No Vea 
( 1 ) ( 2) 

No Ves 
( I) ( 2} 

(I) rr NO, enter data ot 
termination of dev1111tton1 McinTh OaV Vair 

(II) If thla ta e na• (•tarted 
since last QV) devl•tlon1 
enter d•te of DCCT Form 022, 
Notification of Deviation 
from Asalgned Treatment1 fiiOnth OeV- Vear 

I. TRANSFER TO INACTIVE SfATU~ 

1. Since the laat vtslt, has the patient No Vea 
been on Inactive statue at any time? ( 1) ( 2) 

(ea defined In Section 12.7 of the Protocol) 

a. If yes, la the patle"t currently on 
tranefer to 1nactlve atatu117 

No Vea 
( I) ( 2) 

(I) If NO, enter date of return 
to active at111tue1 McinTh OaV Vear 

(t1) If thl• I• e new transfer to 
Inactive •tetua. enter dat• 
of DCCT Form 018, 
Application for Transfer 
to lnectlva Status• iikinTh -OaY- -Yeiii= 

J. MODIFICATIONS OF FOLLOW-UP SCHEDULE FOR ENDPOINT 
·ASSESSMENTS 

(Sae Manual of Operations Chapter 11) 

I. Since the la.at vlalt, hes the patient 
been one modified follow-up achedule 
at any t lme7 

If YES, Indicate which ae•eaament•1 

2, Is the pat lent currently on a modified 
follow-up schedule? 

No 
( ' ) ••• 

( 2) 

No Yes 
( 1) ( 2) 

• 



P•tt•"O -------
K. MODIFICATIONS OF TllEJt~~ FOR PATIENTS RANDOMIZED 

TO THE STANDARD GROUP ONLY 

1. Stnce th• laat vtatt, hllllll the pattent 
been on a modtfted therapy et any ttme7 

No Vea 
( 1) ( 2) 

I Proceed to Queatton L.11-----------

a) Since th• last vtett, hee thta patient 
uaed glucoea monttortng st greater 
frequency then apactfted In the Protocol 
(urine teattng 4~/dey or self blond 
glucose monttorlng once per day) at 
your direction? 

IF VES, racord frequency1 

No 

' I) 

/day SBGM 

UGM _/day 

b) Since th• laat vlatt ha• thta patient used 
more than two lnJacttonlll of Insulin par day 
or uaed an lnaulln pump to achieve flrat or 
aecond priority atandsrd treatment group goals 
at your dlrectlon !.!. any time? 

(NOTE1 PERMISSION OF THE TREATMENT COMMITTEE 
IS REQUIRED PRIOR TO INSTITUTING THIS 

v .. 
' 2) 

MODIFICATION OF THERAPY) No Vea 
( I ) ( 2) 

I Proceed to quest Ion d) I 
If thta modification was atarted atnc• the laet vtslt1 

(I) Enter date permleaton ••• 
received from the Treatment 
CorMltttea to lnetttuta the 
reglman In tht• pattant MOnth OaV Vaiii=' 

{It) Enter date that new 
regimen ••• started Month Oaf Year ,, Is the patient currently uelng more 

than tao lnJectlona per day or an 
tneultn pump to achieve ftret or 
second priority treatment goals for 
the standard treatment group? 

No 
( 1) 

v .. 
' 2) 

If NO, enter data of return to one 
or two tnJectton• of tneultn par day Month -OaV- V9ar:-

If thta patient ta uetng more than t~o lnJe~tlons per 
day or an tnaultn pump for reasons other than Instructed 
by you to achieve ftrst and second prlor\ty goal for the 
Standard Group, thts represents e deviation from esa\gned 
treatment, and should be recorded In Sect ton H end on 
Form 022. 

DCCT rorm 003CLOS! Page 9 .. 

No Vea 
d) Other modlflcetlon1 epaclfy1 ( I) ( 2) 

FOR PATIENTS RANDOMIZED TO THE EXPERIMENTAL GROUP ONLY 

2. Since th• lest vtalt, hsa the patient 
on a modified treatment protocol? 

I Proceed to Queat\on L.1 I 
been No Vea 

( I) ( 2) 

a) Since Iha last visit, have you Instituted a 
planned out-patient visit schedule on a leaa 
frequent baala than the requtrad monthly vtatt 
achedula? No Vea 

( I) ( 2) 
bl Have you Instructed this patient to perfor~ 

eelf blood glucoaa monitoring on a 
leaa frequent dally echedula than 
the required minimum of fou·,.. times 
a day, Including three pre-prandtal No Vea 
and one bedtime sample? ( 1) ( 2) 

If yes, record frequency 

c) Have you Instructed thta patient to 
use less stringent goals of therapy? 

(I) Specify the nea goala1 

HbAlc (range) --·-
Blood gluco1e (l'anga)1 

Preprendtel ---
Postprandial ---
3100 a.m. 

to 

to 

to 

to 

I day 

No Vea 
( 1) ( 2) 

----

( I I I Specify the reeaon •nd attuatlon for modification 
of goal• of therapy tn this patients 

(tit) Specify the date that the nea 
goel(s) beca""9 affectlve1 Month DsY Vair 
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(Iv) Ar• th• •t•tad go11la ln 
effect at present? 

If NO, enter the date that the 
pattent returned to the goale 
of the experlmentel treatment 
group set forth tn th• Protocol1 

No Vee 
( 1) ( 2) 

Mon'i'h OeY Ve&r 

d) Other modtflcetlon1 apectty1 
No Vea 

( I) l 2) 

L. DIABETES MONITORING • ANSWER FOR PATIENTS CURRENTLY ON J OR MORE INJECTIONS OR PUMP 
1. Summarize the patient'• perfor,,.ence of gluc:oae monitoring. Use the pellenl'11 '"Oelly Olebet11e 

thla. The Mnumber should have done'" la the number of teat& you Instructed the patient to do. 
these prescribed tests only1 do not record e~tre testa µerformed. 

BLOOD 
Testing Nuinber Number 
Requlr•d Actuel ly Should 

by Protocol Done Have Done 

Before breakfast --- ---
Bet ore lunch ---
Before dinner 

Bedtime 

3100 ...... --- ---

Monitoring Record'" to do 
Record performance of 

No 
( I) 

Val Uncertain 

" le the pattent perfor111lng 111ore ••If blood glucose monitoring then prescribed? ( 2) ( 3) 

M. DIABETES MONITORING· ANSWER FOR PATIENTS CURRENTLY ON ONE OR TWO INJECTIONS 

'· 

2. 

• 

Summarize the pettent'e p•rform11nce of glucose monitoring. Use the petlent•e '"Delly Diabetes 
this. Th• Mnulllber should have done'" le the number of teats you Instructed the pet1ent to do. 
th••• preacrtbed teat• only1 do not record extra teet1 performed, 

Te11ttng 
Required 

by Protocol 

Before braakfast 

Bafora lunch 

Bafore dinner 

Bedt tme 

URINE 
Number 

Actually 
Done 

Number 
Should 

Have Done 

Is the pat tent performing more glucose monitoring 
(urine or blood) than prescribed? 

BLOOD 
Number 

Actually 
Done 

• 

Number 
Should 

Hava Oona 

No 
( I ) 

... 
( 2) 

Monitoring Record~ to do 
Record performance of 

Uncartaln 
( 3) 

• 
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2. ANSWER (a)· (0 FOR PATIENTS RANDOMIZED TO THE 
STANDARD TREATMENT GROUP 
On how many d•Y• has the patient , , . 

a) taken more than the Prescribed units 
of Insulin (e•cludtng sick days)? 

b) taken e•tra tnJectlona of Insulin? 

c) taken fewer Injections of Insulin? 

d) felled to take his/her prescribed 
lneu I In dose? 

e) failed to psrform end record at 
least two urine tests or one 
blood glucose teat a day? 

f)(I) been 1117 

(It) felled to teat and record 
urine acetone durtng an Illness? 

3. ANSWER (a)· (d) FOR PATIENTS RANDOMIZED TO THE 
EXPERIMENTAL TREATMENT GROUP 
a) On how many days hes the patient 

not followed the preacrlbed 
algorithm for lnsulln delivery? 

b) How many tlmt1a haa the patient 
falled to do tha prascrtbed 
3:00 a.m, blood teats? 

c) Ho• many time• has the patient 
fat led to promptly report a low 
3=00 a.m, blood glucoaa 
to tha cltnlc? 

d) Ho• many ttmaa hes the patient 
fat led to monitor urine acetone 
•hen blood glucose was >2~0 mg/di 
or during an t I lneaa? 

4. ANSWER (a) - (c) FOR PATIENTS RANDOMIZED TO TllE 
EXPERIMENTAL TREATMENT GROUP AND USING INSULIN 
INffiSION PUMPS 
a) How many times hes the patient 

felled to follow Instructions 
for changing batteries? 

b) How many times ha• the patient 
failed to follow Instructions 
for changing cathatara7 

• 
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cl Ho• many tlmaa has the patient 
failed to fol lo• lnatructlons 
for changing syrlngaa? 

0. DIABETES CONTROL· ANSWER FOR ALL PATIENTS 

I. Symptoms of hyperglycemia (Std pta priority 

a) How many nights In the past weak did 
the patient waka up ONCE to urinate? 

b) How many nights In the past week did 
the pat lent wake up TWO OR MORE times 
to ur lnate7 

c) On the average, how many 8 ounce 
glasses of fluid did the patient 
drink per day? 

d) Ho• many times did tha patient 
e~perlence OMA? 
(As def lned In Chapter 10 of the 
Manual of Operations) 

If the patient has had OKA, compl.-ta 
the Notification of lntercurrent Event 
(Form 020) If It has not prevlously 
been completed for this event. 

goals) 

e) ot'd the patient e11parlenca other No Ve11 
symptoms of hyparglycamla7 ( 1) ( 2) 

If YES, apectfy1 

2. How m111ny days haa the patient had 
modarete or large ketonurla? 
(If nona, enter 00 and proceed 
to Question 0.3.) 

How many of these were 

a} awplalned by ch•nge In routine? 

b) due to lllneaa7 

c) due to medical equipment rat lure? 

d) spontaneous or une11plalned? 

• 
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3. •) I• the patient ramale7 
No Ve11 

( 1 ) ( 2) 

(Proceed to Question 0.41---------
b)(I) Hae the pettent h•d eny 

vegtnel ltchtng or 
dlacharge7 

No Ve~ 

( 1 ) ( 2) 

I Proceed to Question o.3.c 1------
(It) W•• the pet tent treated 

for this? 

(Ill) Specify treetment1 

c)(I) Does the patient menstruate? 

I Proceed to Queatton 0.41 
( ' t J Enter date or start of teat 

menstrual pertodt 

UOnth DaY Vair 

d)(t) Wee the lest fl!enatruel period 
more than five •eeks ago? 

I 15r-oceea to liueet,on 15,41 

(tt) Was a pregnancy teat 
per-formed? 

If no, •hy not? 

If yea, did the teat Indicate 
preunency7 

Complete the Not4rlcetion of 
Jntercurrent Event (Form 020) 
1f It haa not prevtoualy been 
completed for this pregnancy. 

No Vas 
{ I) ( 2) 

No v .. 
( ' ) ( 2) 

No v .. 
( ') ( 2) 

No Vea 
( ' ) ( 2) 

No Vea 
( 1) ( 2) 
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4, Symptoms of hypoglyc•ml• •tnc• laat QV 

•) Humber or hoapttaltzatton• ror 
hypoglycemte. (Hospttaltzatton tmpllea 
overnight admission to the hoaplt•l 1 
en emergency ward vtaft that did not 
re!lult In hospltaltzatlon does 
not epply.) 

tfthe -p .. 1 lent heSbi!.-itnho-s-PTtaTl~ed--for 

hypoglycemia, complete Notification of 
lntercurr11nt Evant (Form 020), the 
Notification or Hypoglycemic tntarcurrant 
Event (Form 083), and Purthar Dat•lla 
(Form 092) If not pravloualy compl•t•d 
for this hospitalization. 

lf any hoaptt•l\zatlona, give apectflc reaaona1 

bl How many tl11111a did the patient experience 
hypoglycem1e of euch aevarlty that the 
patient • 

(I) Joet conactouaneaa 
without seizure 

(It) lost con8clou111ne11111 
with aelzura 

c) How many ttmaa did the patient 
experl11nca hypoglycemia of such 
8everlty , 

(I) that the patient required 
professions! medical •••latanca. 
lncludlng placement of an IV or an 
tntravenoua Injection of gtucoae? 

(II) as to requlra the aaatetanca of 
anothar peraon, auch as the 
administration of glucagon, but 
did not raqul~• any of the 
asslstanca described In (1)7 

(Ill) as to requlr• the aaalatanc• of 
anolh•r parson but d\d not require 
any of the help described In (I) 
or (tt)7 



P•ttant ID----------

• 

d) Complete only tf aevere hypoglycemta which 
the pat tent could not treat hlmaelf/heraelf 
has occurr•d1 

(t) How many time• h•• tha 
patlant received glucagon? 

(It) How many tlmaa ha• th• 
patient racalvad JV glucose 
to treat hypoglycamte? 

(tll) Old eny eplaodaa reault 
In Injury to the patient No 

( ' ) Veo 
or othara? 

If VES, •pactfy1 

rr the pat\ant haa •~parianc8d-a&V11ra hypoglycemia 
which ha/aha could not treat hlms&lflh&rsalf, 

( 2) 

pl&ae• complete Notification of lntercurr&nt Ev&nt 
(Form 020), Notification of Hypoglycemic Jntarcurrent 
Ev&nt (Form 083) and Further Detail• (Form 092) for 
for any aptaodea for which thla haa not prevloualy 
bean dona. 

a) Doaa the patient have a htatory of 
recurrent (more than one) hypogly-
cemic oplsodes result Ing In cerebral 
Impairment (e.g., coma, aavara con
fusion, ••l~ure, loaa of conaclouaneaa} 
of auch aevarlty that ha/ah• was unable 
to help hlmealf/heraelf before tha 
development of warning aymptoma of hypo
glycemia (e.g., adrenerglc aymptoma or 
awaatlng)7 

No 
( 1) 

v .. 
( 2) 

f) Doaa the patient heva a htetory of 
recurrent (more than one) hypoglycemlc 
eplaodee resulting In carabral Im
pairment (a,g., confusion, lethargy, 
bizarre bahavlor, ate,) that the 
patient recognized and was able to 
treat htmaalf/hersalf, but occurred 
before the development of wernlng 
symptoms of hypoglycemia (,e,g, 
adrenergtc aymptoma or awaatlng)? 

g) How many ttmea In the peat seven 
daye did th• patient axparlenca 
hypoglycemla which wea mtld 
enough for the pat lent to -
treat hlmaelflhareelf7 

No 
( 1) 

v .. 
( 2) 

• 
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h) If th11 patient has e11perlanced 
hypoglyc11mla In the past 
aeven days which waa ml Id 
enough for th• Pallant to 
treat hlmsalf/heraalf, answer 
Items (I) through (Ill) below. 
Otherwlae, aklp to Section P. 

{I) Did mtld hypoglycemia occur1 

Whtie the pat tent waa awake 

( I I ) 

While the patient waa ••leep 

Both 

What was tha u•u•l r•a•on for the mild 
hypoglycamta? (CHECK ALL THAT APPLV) 

' l 
2) 

3) 

Mtaaad meel or anack ( I) 

Oecraas•d food Intake 
at meal or aneck · ( 1) 

Increased •••rel•• level { 1) 

Too much Insulin takan 

Lack of early warning algna 
of low blood glucose 

Other1 spectfy1 

Une11plalned 

(tit) What aymptoma doaa the patient have with 
mild hypoglycemla7 (CHECK ALL THAT APPLV) 

Adrenerglc warning aymptoms 

Dlaphoresla (sweating) 

Altered mantel status 

Other 

None 

( ' ) 
( ' ) 
( ' ) 

( ' ) 

1) 

' ) 
( 1) 

1 ) 

' ) 

• 
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2. NEUROLOGJC 

P. DIABETES RELATED COMPLICATIONS ANDIOR CATEGORY l 
INTERCURRENTEVENTS I Hae the patient had any of the fol towing? 

If the patient hea been ho11pttallzed {overnight} to 
treet any of the fol lowing dlebate11-related compllcattona 
or Category 3 avanta, tha Notification of lntarcurrent 
Evant {Form 020) 111uat be completed for aach hoapttal lza
tlon (aaa Chapter 10 of the Manual of Operations). 

If no hospltaltzatton occurred, Category 3 1ntercurrent 
Evanta ure reported on thla form only; Form 20 ls not 
required. 

I, OPHTHALMIC 

a) Has the patient 
had blurrad or 
reduced vision? 

If YES, •~platn1 

b) Hee tha patlant 
eRparlenced 
floetera or 
flashing ltghta? 

c) Hae the patient 
had any other 
eye problems? 

Jf YES, apectfy1 

dl wt 11 the patient be aant 
the ophthalmologlat for a 
spec I al vis It? 

•o 

Right 
Eye 

No Ve11 
( I) ( 2) 

Left 
9c! 

No Vea 
( I) ( 2) 

Ho Vee No Vea 
(1)(2} (1)(2} 

No Vea No Ve11 
( I) ( 2) ( 1) ( 2) 

No 
( I ) 

v .. 
( 2) 

a) Pere11the11le11 (pain or numbneaa) 
111 hands or feet 

(l) lf the patlant hllll petn, 111 
he/she taking medlcatlon for 
the p111n7 

(II) What la the medlcetlon7 

b) Une~plalned muscle weakness 

cl Vomiting or bloating after meals 

d) Oouta of persistent or 
recurrent diarrhea 

e) Oouts of urinary retention 

f) Olzzlnesa or llghtheadedness 
(not aasocleted with hYpo9lyce111\a} 

g) Fainting 
(not aa11oclatad wlth hypoglycemia) 

No 
( I) 

No 
( I) 

v .. 
( 2) 

Veo 
( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

I) 

I ) 

I) 

I ) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

2) 

I) ( 2) 

h} Selzure (not due to hypoglyce111ta) ( I) ( 2) 

If VE , complete the Not ftcat o I 
of lntercurrent Eventa (Form 020) 
lf It haa not already baen -
completed for thla condition, 

1) Impotence 
No Va• 

( I) ( 2) 

j) Hee the pattant developed symptom• 
compatible wlth a focal neuropathy 
(described aa audden onaet, a11ymmetrlcal 
and aalf-llmlted, I.e., crantel mono
neuropathy, pro•lmal motor neuropathy, 
truncal neuropethy)7 

k} Other neurologtc problem 1 

If ves. 11p11ctfy1 

I) WI 11 the pal lent be aent to the 
neurologlat for a apecla~ vlatt? 

No• 
Appl lcable 

( 3) 

Ho Vea 
{ I) { 2) 

No 
( I ) 

Veo 
( 2) 

No Vea 
( I) ( 2) 
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3, RENAL 

Hea th• pBtl•nt h•d •ny of th• followtng? 

•) Edema (of r•nal •ttology only) 

b) Oth•r r•nal problem 

If VES, epectfy1 

4. VASCULAR 

HaB the pall•nt had any or th• followtng? 

a) Shortnaa• of breath 

b) Symptom• of congaattva 
heart di••••• 

c) Othar ayft!Ptom• auggaattva of • 
auapected non-acute Ml 
(•• deftnad MOO Chaptar 10) 

If Va• to c) complete the Notifica
tion of tntercurrant Event• (Form 
020) If It h•a not already been 
completed for thta condition, 

d) Symptoms suggestive of 
tranalant lachemtc attack(a) 
(A• daftnad In Chapter 10 of the 
Manual of Oparattona) 

e) Other vascular problem 

If VES, apaclfy1 

5. INFECTIONS 

Haa the patient had any or the followlng1 

No VeB 
( I) ( 2) 

( I) ( 2) 

No 
( I ) 

••• 
( 2) 

( I) ( 2) 

( I) ( 2) 

( 1) ( 2) 

( I) ( 2) 

(A• daftnad In Chaptar ID of the Manual of Operational 

•-

a) Urinary tract lnfactlon C•.g., 
cyatltta, pyelonephrltta, 
partnaphrlc abacaaa) 

b) Upper or lower respiratory tract 
lnfactlon 

No Vea 
( I) ( 2) 

( I ) 2) 

• 
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c) Gastroenterltla with favar 

d) Cutaneous (non-Infusion alta) or 
mucocutaneoua (a.g., Candida 
vulvo-veglnttta, furunculoata, 
dental abaceaa) lnfactlon 

If VES, specify, 

e) Post-operative or deep wound 
Infection 

f) Gangrene 

g) Other lnf9ctlons not •p•clflc•lly 
daftnad 1n the Manual of Oparatton• 
(I.e., mononucleo•I•, •pldldymttla, 
measle•, chicken poR) 

If VES. apeclfy1 

No Vea 
( 1) ( 2) 

( 1) ( 2) 

I ) 

I ) 

2) 

2) 

( I) ( 2) 

ANSWER THE FOLLOWING ONLV FOR PATIENTS WHO USE 
AN lNDWELLING NEEDLE OR CATHETER FOR INSULIN 
ADMINISTRATION, 

h) Has the patl•nt had Infection at 
the Insertion site (e,g., >1.5 cm 
erythema and purulence)? 

Complete the Notlflcatlon of 
lntercurrent Ev•nt (Form 020) ,1 

6. MINOR OUTPATIENT SURGERY OR INCIDENTAL 
TRAUMA (e.g,, atmple fracture, 
uncomplicated lac9ratton). 

If YES, •P•C I fy: 

No Vea 
( , ) ( 2) 

___ I 

No Vea 
( I) ( 2) 

• 
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7. INTEACUARENT ENDOCRINE EVENT 

•• 

(e.g,, hypothyroidism, Grave•a disease, 
Cushlng's disease) 

If VES, spectfy1 

ADVERSE PSYCHOSOCIAL REACTION 

If VES, apectfy1 

9. OTHER 

a) Haa the patient experienced any other 
medical problame or dtfftculttaa In 
carrying out the dtabata• traatmant 
regimen (Includes Imprisonment)? 

If VES, explatn1 

Q. REVIEW OF SYSTEMS 
I. SKIN 

a) Do•• the patient have • htatory 
of any of the follow1nu? 

~rupttva xanthoma 

Xanthelaama 

Necrobtoats 

Shin spot (diabetic dar•opathy) 

b) Other algntftcant skin condition? 

If YES, spectfy1 

" 
No Vea 

( I) ( 2} 

•• ,., 
( 1 ) ( 2) 

No Vea 
( 1 ) ( 2) 

3. 

•• v •• 

1) ( 2) 

1 ) ( 2) 

1) ( 2) 

1) ( 2) 

1 ) ( 2) 
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PSYCHIATRIC 

a) Ooe11 the patient have• hlatory of 
any of the fol lowtnr;t7 

( 1) Norvou11neaa or an~lety 

(II) Unreaeonebla fears 

( I t I ) Eating dleturbanca 

l 1 v I Affective disorder 

(v) Sulctd• •ttempt 

(vi} Crtmtnal conduct 

(vtt) P11ychtatrlc hoepltatlzatton or 
outpatient psychiatric treet
mant which Included the use of 
tranqutl1zar• auch as pheno
thleztna• 

•• ••• 
11 ( 21 

( 11 ( 2) 

1) ( 2) 

I) ( 2) 

( I) ( 2) 

1} ( 2) 

( I) ( 2) 

b) Other atgn\ftcant paychlatrtc condition? ( 1) ( 2) 

If VES, apectfy1 

FEMALE/REPRODUCTIVE 
(SKIP TD QUESTION Q,4 IF THE PATIENT JS MALE) 

a) Doea the pat tent have• history 
of any of the followtng? •• ,., 

(t) Nodules tn breast ( 1) ( 2) 

(It) Breast cancer ( 1 ) ( 2) 

(tit) Breaat dtacharge ( 1 ) ( 2) 

(tv) lrragulsr menses ( 1 ) ( 2) 

(v) Dyamenorrhea ( 1 ) ( 2) 

(vi) Vaglnttta. ( 1 ) ( 2) 

bl Othar atgntftcent gynecologtc 
condt t Ion? ( 1) ( 2) 

If VES, apeclfy1 
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•• 

J 

• 

c) H•• th• p•tt•nt •v•r u••d 
or•I conlr•c•ptlv••7 

If VES, {I} specify typ• 
of drug •nd use duratlon1 

(II) la the patient currently 
using oral contraceptives? 

d) Ooea the patient uae any other 
form of birth control? 

If VES, apaclty1 

•l Ha• the P•tl•nt ••P•rlenced any dlttl
cultlee with •••u•I function? 

CHEST PAIN ON EFFORT 

a) Hava you ever hed any pain or discomfort 
In your chast? 

(I) 1 f ~NO" have you evei- had any pressure 

Ho 
( 1 l 

... 
( 2) 

No Ves 
( 1 I ( 2) 

No Ves 
{ 1 ) ( 2) 

No Vea 
( 1) { 2) 

No 
( 1 ) 

v .. 
( 2) 

or heavlnesa In your cheat? ( 1) 2) 

bl 

If ~NO" pi-oceed to Section 6, Cleud\cBI Ion, 

Do you get this pain when you walk 
uphill oi- hurry? 

No 
( 1 ) 

v •• 
( 2) "" ( ,, 

c) Do you get this pain when you walk at 
en oi-dlnary pace on a leval aui-face7 

No Vas 
( I) ( 2) 

d) When you get this pain, what do you do7 
Stop 

Slow down 
Continue at the aame pace 

a) What happans to It It you stand attl17 
Rel leved 

Not rel leved 

1 ) 
2) ,, 
I ) 
2) 

• 
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" How aoon doee the pain go away When you 
aland at\117 

10 mtnute• o.- lea• 
More than 10 minutes 

g) Please show where the pain waa 
(record e11 areaa mentloned)1 

( 1 ) 
( 2) 

\ 
I 

I 
I 

(I) Starnum uppar oi- mlddle 
(Ill Sternum (low) 

(Ill) Left entar\oi- chest 
(Iv) Left arm 
(v) Other, specify 

Ho 
( I) 
( 1 ) 
( 1) 
( 1 ) 
( 1 ) 

~·;,)1 
( " ( 2) 
( 2) 
( 2) 

5. CLAUOICATIOH / 

No Vea 
el Do you get pain tn atthei- leg on walktng7 ( I) ( 2) 

If "NO"' pi-oc•ed to Section R, Ml!:DICATIONS, 

b) Does this pain eve.- begin when you ere 
standing still oi- slttlrig7 ( 1) ( 2) 

c) In what Part of voui- leg do you feel lt7 

(I) Pain Includes celf/celves ( 1) ( 2) 

d) Do you get It tr you walk uphill 
or hurr¥1 

No Vea NIA 
(1)(2)(3) 

e} Do you get It If you t1alk at an 
ordlnai-y pace on the lave!? 

f) Does the pain ever disappear while you 
are walking? 

g) Whet do you do If you get this pain when 
you ai-e walking? 

Ho 
( 1 ) 

( 1) 

Stop 
Slow down 

Continua at the eema pace 

h) Whal happens to It tr you stand attll7 

I) How soon? 

Rel laved 
Not relleved 

v .. 
( 2) 

2) 

1) 
2) 

" 
1 ) 
2) 

10 minutes or leas ( I) 
Mora than 10 minutes ( 2) 

• 

I 
I 

i 



Patt!'.o ----------

R. MEDICATIONS 

1. On the averege, ho• meny aaptrln-contalntng 
tablets or other prosteglsndln lnhlbltors 
does the patient uae each month7 
(IF NONE, ENTER 000) 

2. Has tha pattant uaad or la ha/aha 
currently ualng any praacrlptlon drug 
on a regular baata other than lnaulln7 

No ••• 
I " I 2) 

ISpoclfyo I-I 
3. Haa tha pattant uaad any 

over-the-counter druga7 ( 
No ••• 

I ) ( 2) ISpoctr;, I-
~. Doaa the patient uae vttamtn 

aupptamenta on a regular baata7 
No Yes 

( I) ( 2) 

ISpoclfyo I-

DCCT Form 003CLOSE Paga 19 .. 3 
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S. PHYSICAL EXAMINATION(A COMPLETE l'IIYSICAL EXAMINATION SHOULD BE DONE.) 
I. Data or taat phy11tcal a11amlnatlon 

Month OaY Year 

2, Current walght (kg) 
{To convert pounda to ktlograms, 
multiply by 0,454.) 

J. Changa tn weight since previous 

4. 

5. 

e11am (kg) (CIRCLE + OR -) 

What Is tha patient'• daalrad 
w11lght (kg)? 

la Iha pat I ant laas than 18 yaars old? 
If HO, aklp to Question S.7. 

6, Haa patient failed to maintain 
normal growth and daveloprnent 
(see Manual of Operation• Chapter 
for daftnltlon)7 

1. Currant hatoht (cm) 
{To convert Inches to canttmetars, 
multlply by 2.54.) 

8. Pulse (bpm) 

9. Sitting blood praaaura (RIGHT ARM} 

al Systoltc (mm Hg) 

b) Dtaatoltc (llllft Hg) 

c) Has hyp11rlanaton bean prevloualy 
documented and has the Notification 
of lntercurrent Form been completed 
and aant to the Coordlnattng tenter7 

• 

No Vea 
( 1 ) { 2) 

No Vas 
( 1) { 2) 

No 
( 1) 

... 
( 2) 

I SKIP TO QUESTION S.10 J --------

• 

d) la the currant aystollc or diastolic 
blood pressure so high aa to b11 above 
the normal range aa stated In 
Chapter 10 of the Manual of 
Operat Iona I .a .. ~ 140 syatol tc 
or! 90 dlaatollc7 

No 
( 1) 

Ve• 
( 2) 

IF VES, PATIENT SHOULD RETURN ON ANOTHER DAV WITHIN 
ONE MONTH FOR A SECOND DETERMINATION OF BLOOD PRESSURE. 
COMPLETE ITEMS a) THROUGH g) AT THAT TIME . 

• 

e) Data of second sitting blood 
pressure determination Month OaY Vair 

,, sttttng blood pra•aure1 

Systoltc (mm Ho) 

Olastol tc (111111 Ho} 

g) Doaa the systolic or dt11stollc blood 
pressure lndtcata hypertension ea 
defined in th• MOO, Cheptar 10 i.a, 
! 140 systollc or! 90 dlastollc? 

Complete the Notl#lcatlon of 
lntarcurrent Evant (OCCT Form 020). 

10. General E~•mlnatton 

a) E1111mlne the patient for abnormalltles 
of the fol lowlng a1tes. 

Nor111al 
Ears, Nose and Throat ( ' ) 
Thyroid ( ') 

lungs ( 1) 

Breasts ( ' ) 
Abdomen ( 1) 

Absant 
I) Hepatomeoaly ( 1) 

11) If present, ho• large (span)? 

Normal 
Lymphat le system ( 1) 

Rectum ( ' ) 
Pel via ( ') 

Genltalia ( ' ) 

No Vea 

( 1) '!'' 

Abnor111al 
( 2) 

( 2) 

( 2) 

( 2) 

( 2) 

Praaent 
( 2) 

cm --
Abnormal 

( 2) 
Hot 
Done 

( 2) ( 3) 

( 2) ( 3) 

( 2) 

• 
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11, Cardtovascul•r E•amtnatton 

•} E•amlne the patl•nt tor th• tollowtng cardl•c 
11bnor11111 I It tea. 

Rhythm 
Reguler Irregular 

( 1) ( 2) 

Norme I Abnorme I 
Venous Preaaure ( 1) ( 2) 

Absent Present 
C11rdlom11galy ( I ) ( 2) 

S3 Gal lop ( I ) ( 2) 

S4 Gal lop I ) ( 2) 

Syatol1c Ejection Mur111ur 1) ( 2) 

Dlaatollc Mur111ur I ) ( 2) 

Othar Murmur1 I} ( 2) 

It PRESENT, epacttv1 ~------------~ --
Rub 

Other Cardiac Abnormaltty1 

If PRESENT, speclfy1 

12. Pertpheral Pulae E•amtnatlon 

I } ( 2) 

I} ( 2) 

a} Indicate the Grade or the pertpheral pulses using the 
fol lowing ec•le for the rtght and left pulse. 

Carotid 

Orachlal 

Radial 

F•moral 

Poplltaal 

Posterior 
Tibia I 

Doraal ta 
Ped ls 

RIGHT SIDE 
otmtn-

Nor111al tahad Absant 
( I } ( 2) ( 3) 

( I } ( 2) ( 3) 

( I ) ( 2) ( 3) 

( 1} ( 2) ( 3) 

( 1) ( 2) ( 3) 

( I ) ( 2) ( 3) 

( 1} ( 2) ( 3) 

LEFT SIDE 
D1mtn-

Norma 1 tshed Absent 
{ 1) { 2) { 3) 

I) ( 2) { 3) 

( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

I) (2) (3) 

I) ( 2) { 3) 

( I) ( 2) ( 3) 

t) { 2) ( 3) 
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b) Indicate the praaanca or abaanca of bruits. 

femoral 

Carotid 

Other1 

If PRESENT, speclfyr 

RIGHT 
Abaant Praaent 

( I) ( 2) 

1 ) 

I ) 

2) 

2) 

LEFT 
Absent Present 

( 1) ( 2) 

1) 

I) 

2) 

2) 

13, Extremities and Skin E•amtnatlona 

RIGHT SIDE LEFT SIDE 
Absent Presant Absent Preaant 

Ulceratton ( I ) ( 2) ( I} ( 2) 

Sk1n dlscoloratlon ( I} ( 2) ( I} ( 2) 

Gangrene ( 1 ) ( 2) ( I ) ( 2) 

Charcot Joint ( ;, ( 2) ( I ) ( 2) 

Oefo.-mlty ( I} ( 2) ( I ) ( 2) 

If PRESENT. spec I fy. 

"· Injection s1tas (INCLUDING CATHETER SITES)1 

Abaant Present 
•) Llpoatrophy ( I ) ( 2) 

b) Llpohypertrophy ( I ) ( 2) ,, lnflammetlon ( 1) ( 2l 

15. Feet, 
Absent Present 

•) Ulcers ( I} ( 2) 

b) Infection ( I ) ( 2) 

c) Abnormal toenall• ( 1 ) ( 2) 

••• Were eny other abnormal It lea notad on No v .. 
physical eKa111tnatton? ( I} ( 2) 

Specify: 



• 

Pat lent ID~~~~~~~~~ 

T. BLOOD GLUCOSE PROFILE, HEMOGLOBIN Al<, LIPID AND RENAL STUDIES 

I. Wiii the Profllset be ma11•d to the Central Blochamlstry Laboratory? 

I 2. Why not? (CHECK ALL THAT APPLY THEN SKIP TO QUESTION T.9) 

Kit damaged after collect Ion 
Patient forgot to do col lect1on 
Patient loat kit 
Patient refused to do collect Ion 
Other or unknown 

3. On what dat• war• the collactlons performed? 

4. On what date will the Profllaet be Pl&lled? 

( I) 
( I) 
( I) 
( I) 
( 1 ) 

5. What accaaaton number will be used on the Proftlset? 

MOniii DaY Veir 

Month DsY Vair 

BGP1 thru BGP7 

6. a. Was thla profllaet auppoaed to have been qua11ty-controlled7 No Yes 

(I) If yea, which stick number did the pat tent duplicate? 
(If not done, answer 01 stick 

(It) Wea this the correct attck number? 

Jf the patient le randomized to the E~perimental Treatment 
Group, anawar Queattona T.7 and T.81 otherwtae, proceed 
to Qua•tton T,9. 

7. Dtd th• patient perform self blood glucose monitoring on 
the dev he/ehe obtatned the Proftlset apectmena7 

(Proceed to Queet1on f.9 I 

• • 

I 11 I 2 l 

No Vea 
( 1) { 2) 

No Vea 
( 1) ( 2) 
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No Vee 
I 1 I l 2 l 

• 



• 

Pa:~IO --------- • 8. Ualng tha patient's "Dally blabatas Monitoring Record", specify 
tha raaulta of the aalf blood glucose monitoring performed on that day1 

Prabreakfaat Pig/di ---
90 min. p,c. --- mg/di 

Pralunch --- mg/di 

90 "''"· p.c. --- mg/di 

Praauppar --- mg/di 

90 111ln. p.c. --- mg/di 

Oedtlma mg/di 

9. The quarterly blood sample ta to be ta~en for HbA1c measurement. 

a) HbAlc accaaalon number1 H -

b) Data apaclman collactad1 
MOnth DaY Veii'r 

10, Wiil lipid epacl111ena be malled to the Cantrel No Vea 
Btochamlatry laboratory fol" an"ual visit? ( I) ( 2) 

IProcaadtoQueatlonT.131 I 
11, on what data 11111 the apactmena be dre•n? 

M'Onth DaY Vair 

12, What acceaaton number wtll be uaed? l -

13. WI 11 renal atudtea apactmana be mel lad to the Central 
Blocha111latry Laboratory for annual vlalt7 

No Yea 
( 1) ( 2) 

I l>rocaaa to and of form and alvn I 
14. On what data wtll th• apaclm•n• be collected? 

15, What accaaalon number wtll be ueed7 

Name of person raaponstbla for Information on this rorm1 

Mo'nih DeY Vear 

SandU-

Certification 
Number 

~ 

DCCT Form 003CLOSE Paua 23.23 

AEMINDEA1 Th• Notlflcatton of lntarcurrent Event (DCCT Form 020) muat be completed If the patient hae SKpertenced 
eny or the tntercurrent evente Category 1 or Category 2 I lated In Chapter 10 of the DCCT Manual of Operation• 
For hypoglycemte episodes, complete the Notification or Hypoglycemlc lntercurrent Event (DCCT Form 003) end 
Further Oetatla of Hypoglycemic Event (Form 092) aa well. 



DCCT Data Set Documentation: Form 122 

Form 122: Patient Experience Questionnaire 

Purpose: To evaluate patients' attitudes regarding the conduct of the trial and various aspects 
of their participation in it. 

Collection Schedule: Close-out only. 

Data Set Name: F1221 

Structure: One record per patient (not obtained from every subject). 

Size: 1393 observations of 88 variables. 

Known Anomalies: None. 
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OIABETFS CONTROL ANO COMPLICATIONS TRIAL 

PAl IENI EXl'Ellll:.NCE QUESTIONNllIHE 

S.,ptt!mber 2~ .2 
DCCT Form I 

Page I of 6 

IJIRECTllJNS: lha purposa of this questlonna;re ls to ass .. ss "''" v11rlous ""r•ects ot the OCCT have Influenced your p1Jrltc\patt1111 
1,, the Trtal ,.,,tJ yutJr w\lll11y111,~i> to c_dtty uul all !ht! r"q"i'""'t!"ts. fhat \s, we wunt you to tell us wll.:1.t ~<1.ctor·i; 
.,ere tmportant In your <.lecls\un lo curt1<' 111 to the t.:li,.tc repeilltHlly tor diabetes management and testlny for data 
co116ctlon. If yuu .. ere seu11 at mu•., 111<>11 one OCCT clinic dur-lng your participation In the trial, please an:s.,.,r 
the following qutostlu"s lnr y0<1r ~'~~ t.:llnl<.:. 

We hope you feel free to be perf,.ctly f1·d.,k "t>ullt yuur lnvolvt!111ent wt th th" st .. dy, 
your resµonses to this q11estio"""\1-e .. ;11 Lill private, After you have com1•luted the 
In the <1ttaclu1d addr.,ssfHJ an<J stampt:tl .,,,.,.,1upt1. Vuur local OCCT !>ldff wlll out set1 
enveloµe a1u.J ,-.,turn the Sttale<.J envttlope lo thl! staff. 

We l•ave 111d<ht arranye111.,nts so 
questlonnutre, please Insert 
your aris,.ur·:;.. $1<al thu 

lhdt 

" 

A:-To-fNTiFVJNG!NfORMATION ·----------------------------------

1. Cllnlc Number 

2. Patient IO Number 

3. Patient's Initials 

4. Date of Completion 
McJnffi 0aY Vear 

F'5ASbA-rC:: 

ll. P.ii Tl EUTEXPER rENCE 

I. QVER~!:.!:. 

OVERALL, WHAT EFFECT 010 THE DIABETES CONTROL ANl.I COMPLICATIONS lRIAL HAVE ON YOUR LIFE? PLEASE CIRCLE ONE ANSWER. 

Lr.!.BJ. 

2. A60UT THE STAFF 

BAD EFFECT 
'E~x"T"""'"""'~,cv~":MODER ATE LV----S L I GH T L v 

2 3 

NO 
EFFECT 

4 

GOOD EFFECT 
SLIGHTLY MODERATELY EXTREMEL-V 

5 6 7 

N1' 

' 

a) TO WHAT EXTENT DID THE FOLLOWING STAFF NEGATIVELY OR POSITIVELY INFLUENCE YOUR OECISION TO CONTINUE PARTICIPATION IN THE 
STUDY. PLEASE CIRCLE AN ANSWER FOR EACti STAFF MEMBER LISTED. IF YOU MAVE MORE THAN ONE PERSON lN EACH CATEGORY, ANO TllEV 
HAD DIFFERING EFFECTS, PICK THE MOST EXTREME. 

TEMPTED ME TO LEAVE TMf OCCT NO HElPEO ME TO STAY WITH THE DCCT 
EXTREMELY -MOOERATf.LV "SL1GHTLV EFFECT S[1GHTLV- MODERATErv--EXTREMELV NIA 

LBS1.Al- 1) Your 111ent;!lll he;!lllth professlonal(s) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 6 

L..B!3,'l.A'l...2) Your dletltlan(s) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ' 
LB.C.z..A3 3) Your nurse(s) 1 2 3 ' 5 6 7 ' 
LB.13. 'Z.A"i 4) Your doctor(s) I 2 3 4 5 6 7 ' 



Patleoit ID OCCT form 122.1 Page 2 of 6 

b) RANK THE FOL LOWING STAFF ACCORDING TO THE DEGREE TO WHICH EACH MOST INFLUENCED YOUR PARTICIPATION, WITH THE NUMBER ONE 
BEING THE ONE WltO MOTIVATED YOU THE MOSr JO STAY ANO NUMUER 4 THE SIAFF PEHSON Wl-IO INFLUENCED YOU TO PA"'-rtctPATE lltE. Lt:AST 
OR MADE YUL/ CONSIOEH DROPPINti OUT. USE EACH NUMUEH ONLY ONCE. 

LBB'l..B:J- I) Your Uletitlan(s) 

Lf!B.1..1;!. 'l..;!) YtH•r fu1rse("'J 

t...B~u.J31 Your manta! health professlonal(s) 

~& ?..(!. '-\ 4) Your Uoctorls) 

NO vts ,, 
LI!.!> 1..(.. 

DID YOU EXPERIENCE STAff CHANGES DURING THI:'. SlUUV (I.E •• SIAff MLMUl::H: LEJ-1 THE TEAMt) ( 1) ( 2) IF NO, GO TO QUl:.STJON :J. 

IF YES, WMAT EFFECT DID THE CHANGE HAVE ON YOUH PARTICIPATION? (If YOU EXPl::fllf.NCEO MORE THAN ONE CHANGE, ANSWER ACCOHOlNG 
TO THE STAFF CHANGE THAT HAO THC MUSI 1::.Ff-ECf - POSlllVE Ufl Nl::.GATIVt). ClllCLl:. AN ANSWE.H: FOR EACH STAFF MEMBER LISTl:.D. 

LESSENtU MY PAHi ICll-'Af!UN NO IMPROVED MY PARTICIPATION 
EX'THEMI:'. LY----MOOtAAJE-L Y-SCitiHTL Y Ef-fl::.C r SLIGHTLY MOOEHATELY EXTREMELY 

L.8131.<:..l- 1) Nurse ' ' 3 • 5 6 1 

L.Blll..C:..t..21 Dietitian ' 
, 3 • 5 6 1 

LBl31..<..!I Jl Duct or ' 2 3 • 5 6 1 

1-B&1..C...4 
41 Mental health professional I , 3 • 5 6 1 

3. CLINIC VISITS 

WHAT EFFECT UID THE fOLLOWING ASPECTS OF VOUfl CLINIC VlSllS HAVE UN VUUf! l'AHllCll-'AllON'f CIH:CLE ONE AN!::.Wl:.Fl f-OH: EACH A5Ptcr 
Of VOUR CLINIC. 

BAD EFFECT NO GOOD EFFECT 
EXTREMELY MOtiERATELV StJGHTLY EFFECT SLlGHTLV MODERATELY EXTREMELY 

LBl>3A 
•l Scheduling of cllnlc vlslts ' , 3 • 8 6 1 

t..!.B.3~1 Amount " tlme you needed to be 
absent from .. ark, home or schoo 1 ' , 3 • 5 6 1 

L&'33C.. ,, Distance to the cllnlc I , 3 • 5 6 1 
Ll~l~ 

d) Convenlence of parklng ' , 3 • 5 6 1 
LIJl!.3~ 

el Waltlng t lme ' 
, 3 • 5 6 7 

t..B831= 
f) Chi Id care concerns I , 3 • 5 6 1 

'-l?.'33~ g Need for transportatlon help ' , 3 • 8 6 1 

NIA 

• 
" 
B 

B 

NIA 

8 

8 

B 

8 

8 

8 

8 

• • • 



t'at1enT 

4.~ • 

WHAT EFFECT DID EACH OF THE FOLLOWING ASPECTS OF COMMUNICATION HAVE ON VOUR PARTICIPATION? CIRCLE ONE ANSWER FOR EACH 
QUESTION ABOUl COMMUNICATION. 

L.(!.!?.""IA 
al Too many phone calls from the c11n1c 

L&,B~)'>Too few phone calls from the c11nlc 
L.S.B'"4 C.. 

c) Too long phone cal Is from the cl ln\c 
t.6B'""!> 

d) Too short phone cal Is from the cl ln\c 
L.6!!:.""16 

e) Availability of staff to take calls 
L.l!.13.'-t J=-

f) Fle•lblllty/convenlence of phone calls 
from the cl lnlc 

1...B.S,o.({, 

OAO EFFECT 
~e"x'T"R"E"M~e"cc,~

0

MOD"ER A "r EL v s L I Gt IT L v 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

g) Responses to my questions/health care needs 
(including referrals to other specialists) 2 3 

5. STUOV REQUIREMENTS 

WHAT EFFECT DID THE FOLLOWING STUDY REQUIREMENTS HAVE ON YOUR PARTICIPATION? 

LS~S~ 
a) Vour treatment group assignment 

(Standard or Experimental) 
L&&S& 

b) Not knowing test results some treatment 
change or more frequent visits needed 

~gB5~ 
cl Number of cllnlc visits 

c.gg6'> 
d1 Number of added studies/procedures 

after enro\ lment ln the 5tudy 
L.156 is.e: ,, 
L!!>~!S>'I=' 

f) 

1..JlB & ~) 

u1e'i:j 

Number of 1nsulln injections 

Need to use pump to reach glucose targets 

Amount of daytime glucose testing 

3am glucose testing 
Le, gs :L 

i) Amount of record keeping that you are 
required to do 

BAO EFFECT 
EXTREMEL-V MODEHATELV -SLIGHlLV 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

2 3 

NO 
EFFECT 

' 
' 
' 
' 
' 

' 

' 

NO 
EFFECT 

' 

' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
4 

' 

' 

GOOD EFFECT 
~s'c'•"o"H"r"c''~-."·oOERA TEL v EX TREMEL v 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

5 6 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

GOOD EFFECT 
"scc••cG"H'T~,-,-,M~o'u ERA TEL V EXT RE-MEL V 

5 6 7 

5 6 7 

5 6 T 

5 6 7 

5 6 7 

5 6 7 

5 6 7 

5 6 T 

5 6 7 

• 
"" • 
• 
B 

• 
B 

B 

B 

"" 
B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 

B 
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DURING THE DCCT VOU HAVE BEEN ASKED TO COMPLETE A GREAT MANV TESTS. THE DCCT HAS HAO A SUCCESSFUL RECORD IN ACHIEVING A HIGH RATE 
OF l:OMPLETIOtl. IT IS POSS!Bl.E THAT VOU HAlE.O ALL THE TESTS ll\JT COMl'LElEU lHEM ANVWAV. IN THE FOLLOWING SECTIONS (ti, 7. 8) WE 
WANT VOU TO HA'TE EACH EXAM OH PROCEDURE AS TO ITS F.fF£CT ON VOUR PARl ICIVATION If VOU WE.RE TO STAnT THE DCCT OVER, 

• 6. TE~TS 

WHAT EFFECT OJD THE FOLLOWING BLOOD ANO URINE TESTS HllVE ON VOUR Pllfll IC.IPAllON? 

l\110 EFffCT 
lx r11EM=cccc,c-'cMOUlHA i-ELVSLi-GlilCV 

LB!!>C..A. 
•> Nori fasting lJlooU tests ' ' ' 

t..&Bi~ fast tng blood tests ' ' ' 
l.Sf3.chC...B1ooll glucose profile sets 

{Quart .. rly Visits) ' ' 3 

L&l!oC.ti 
tl) 4-hour 111·\11e collt1Ltlon { '°'"'"d 11 y) ' 7 3 

7. EXAMS/PROCEDURES 

WHAT EFFECT 010 THE FOLLOWING EXAMS AND PROCEDURES HAVE ON VOUR PARTICIPATION? 

&..6B7A 
a) History & physical exam (Quarterly Visits) 

t.l\B-fS 
b) Blood pressure measurements 

WJ&,<:.. 
c) Eye photos 

L.&6.,D 
d) Eye e•ams 

L88"71S 
e) lfeurologlcal e•ams 

!..B"'7~ 
f) Nerve Conduction (Electromyeloyram) 

~·~7lr g) ANS tests (Autonomic Nervous System) 
&..BBl...C 

h) EKGs (Electrocard1ogram) 
&..!,\!,, '7 x.. 

l) Neurobehavloral tests 

LB~"I'> 
j) Psychological Symptoms Forms 

L/10., t<. 
k) Oua.llty of Life questionnaires 

LP,B;L 
I) Diet histories Ctn cllnlc) 

Lg f.> "'1-"'\ 
m) Fluroesce\n an9lo9rami; 

• 

!!JIU EFfE:C T 
EX TREMEL y····MoiiERA TELv-·-·sc1GHI L-\1 

' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 

• 

J 

' 
' 
3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

J 

3 

3 

3 

' 

NU 
1:1 ~ l:C T 

• 
' 
• 
' 

NO 
El-t'tC T 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
' 
• 
• 
• 
• 
' 
4 

4 

GOOD EFFECT 
csccclcGcHc7"cc'cc-CM'ooERATELV EXTRl:MELV 

5 • 7 

5 6 7 

5 6 7 

5 6 7 

GOOD EFFECT 
s·L-IGH~MODERATE~XTREMELV 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

6 

6 

• 
6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

• 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

N" 

" 
" 
" 
" 

N/A 

' 
" 
" 
" 
' 
' 
' 
" 
" 
' 
' 
' 
' 

• 



Pat 1 ent • 0. OTHER ~S ANO PROCEDURES 

WHAT EFFECT DID THE FOLLOWING TESTS ANO PnOC£:0UIH05 11AVC ON YOUfl PAHTICll'AllUtrr 

l!AD EFFECT 

Lf!>!3.$A 
<o) 24-tir urine co1 lei::t1on 

<..Sl3 ge . _ 
U) GFR Study (G1omerular Fillrallon R<ole) 

i..BO:IK.. 
c) Body measurements 

L.15.!J8~ BIA (Bioelectrical lmpudaru.e A11alysis) 

L.1113. e.~ 
e) Gt1nat \c/Faml ly Sludll!5 

Llla'IF-
fl Skin b1opsles (If µurformed) 

9. Q_!_HER_SERVlCES 

rx-mr: M"i:"i:-v-M1jui_ il A i EC vs c I utiYtY 

' ' 
2 3 

2 ' 
2 ' 
2 ' 
2 ' 

NU 
LFFECI 

' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 

DCCT Fr.irm 122. I Page 

GOOU EFFECT 
SL"<"G"H"1"c',-"M'°'oDERA TEL~HEMEL~ 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

6 

fi 

6 

6 

6 

6 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

WHAT EFFECT 010 THESE OTHEH SERVICES PROVIOEO BY YOUR CLINIC HAVE ON YUUH ~ARTICIPAllON JN THE SlUOY7 

BAO Ef-FECT 
EXT RE.MEL Y MooEiiA'-7cEc. c,c,-c>'C"<"cc_,lt fly 

L.1$qA 
a) Education programs 1 2 J 

l.(115'1it.h) Sor.la.I events 

L.IJ&Oi~) Nl!w~1,.11u1-s 

L.B.611\i:>d) Gifts cu1d other lncuntlvt1s 

L.138'11'11) Other communication {letters, card5) 

LBB'\fi.l Meals 

10. SUPPORT 

2 " 
2 ' 
2 ' 
2 ' 
2 ' 

WHAT EFFECT DID OTHERS HAVE ON YOUR PARTICIPATION IN THE STUOY? 

l.BB1.0A 

flAD EFFECT 
'e"x"7"R"E0M~E"c",~~MOOERA TE"cc,cc-S~L 1 GllTL v 

a) Spouse/slgnlflcant other 1 2 J 

l.&l!.1-"' B 
b) Children 1 2 3 

l..4&.J.!lS<:.. 
c) Parents 1 2 3 

1..S'ei.1'6 D 
d) Friends 1 2 J 

L&P.J.c1£. 
e) Employers 1 2 J 

Lf38>4' t) Other study participants 1 2 3 
l.68:S.4b' 

g) Other individuals with diabetes 1 2 3 

NU 
E.t-t-E<.: r 

' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 

NU 
EFFECT 

4 

' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 

___ ,,GOUO EFFECT 
SLlGHTLY MODERATELY EXTREMELY 

5 6 , 

5 

5 

5 

5 

' 

6 

6 

6 

6 

• 

GOOO EFFECT 

, 
, 
7 

7 

7 

SLIGHTLY MODERATELY EXTREMELY 

5 • 7 

5 6 7 

5 6 7 

5 6 7 

5 6 7 

5 6 7 

5 • 7 

• 
"" 
" 
B 

• 
• 
• 
• 

N1' 

• 
• 
" 
• 
' 
" 

"" 
' 
' 
' 
' 
• 
• 
' 
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L5~i1. 
11. WHAT EFFECT DlD FREE DIABETES MECIAL 

CARE HAVE ON YOUR PARTICIPATION? 
L&B~L 
12. WHAT EFFECT DID FREE DIABETES SUPPLIES 

HAVE ON VOUH PARTICIPAT10N7 

LllBS.~ 

NEGATIVE EFFECT 
EXTREM~MOOERATELY SLIGHTLY 

2 3 

2 3 

13. IF YOU HAD TO 00 IT ALL OVER WOULD YOU ENROLL IN THE DCCT7 
NO 

( " 
YES 
( 2) 

NO 
EFFECT 

4 

4 

NOT 
SURE 
( 3) 

POSITIVE EFFECT 
SLIGH~MOOERATELY EXTREMELY 

5 • 7 

5 • 7 

NIA 

• 
• 

Comments:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~6&i~ 
14. WHAT WAS YOUR MOST IMPORTANT REASON FOR CONTINUING lN THE STUDY? INDICATE THE SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT REASON. 

Receiving free care ( 1) Physician ( 7) 

Recelvlng free suppl las ( 2) Other DCCT staff ( 6) 

Improved diabetes care ( 3) Emotional bond with staff ( 9) 

Fam I ly encouragement ( " Interest ln answering '"' research 
questions ( 1 O) 

Trial Coordinator 1 5) 
Interest ln helping others '" le11rn ( 11) 

Nur&e ( "' more about dlalletes 

Other: ( 12) 

15. LIFE DECISIONS: 

WE ARE INTERESTED IN KNOWING TO WHAT EXTENT YOU CONSIDERED YOUR PARTICIPATION IN THE STUDY WHEN MAKING DECISION ABOUT EVENTS IN 
YOUR LIFE. 

THE FACT THAT I WAS/AM A DCCT PARTICIPANT WAS AN IMPORTANT CONSIDERATION WHEN l HAD TO MAKE DECISIONS ABOUT: 

Strongly Had No Strongly 
Disagree 

1...13-&1.5A, 
Disagree Relationshlp Agree Agree NIA 

a) Changing jobs 1 2 3 4 5 6 
L.813.1~6 

b) Going to school 1 2 3 4 5 6 
t.GBJ..SC... 

c) Change In res 1 dance 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Lli&J.S.?> 

d) Change ln marital status I 2 3 4 5 6 
L88J...5E 

a) Having a baby 1 2 3 4 5 6 

~BBlS~ 
f) Health Insurance 1 2 3 4 5 6 

• • • 
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